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increasing journals and periodi-

cals. To wit the untiring efforts

of Cunningham, Max Muller,
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subject of research, particularly
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Pre-Oauonical Buddhism

Even a cursory examination of t lie. laws of evidence suggest* that

it is most, improbable that we shall ever attain any accurate knowledge

of the itoefj iues actually taught by the Buddha. In >uch matters we

an.- compelled to argue from analogy, and it is ot course notorious

that, though we can fix the date of the founder of the Christian

religion with far greater accuracy than we can that of ’lie Buddha,

there evicts the utmost divergence of opinion as t tv the meaning and

purpose of hjs teaching. Or again, < hough we have exact historical

information about Sociate^, the aecoiinf of his teaching given l>y

Za nophon and Plato is very divergent
, and there lias pievuiled.

without any pro^peci of final settlement^ a controversy as to what

Socrates actually taught. Plato himself left written records of consi-

derable extent, and yet the criticisms which were obviously directed

against him by Aristotle are such as to render it \eiy difficult, to

explain how they came to be made. It isi hardly possible to accuse

Aristotle of mere misunderstanding of liw great predecessor, and it is

impossible to assume that he delilierutely misrepresented him. In mole

modern times we are all familiar with the disputes which have arisen

as to the interpretation of the philosophical works of Kant and Hegel.

In these- circumstances it. seem* pia. tically impossible to accept as

coming from the Buddha himself any special set of the remarkably

varying doctrines which we find current later. It is true that, it has

been suggested that in the Pali Canon wo have y. record actually formed
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within perhaps a century after the death of the Buddha. 1 A century

of course is a very long time, hut it is very doubtful whether we can

accept the evidence in favour of the view that the Nikayas are to he

referred to a period about half way between the death of the Buddha

and the accession of Asoka, as suggested by the late Professor Rhys

Davids. He admitted that the evidence was conclusive that the

Nikayas were put. together out of pre-existing material, and that none

of them has any claim to represent directly the views of the Buddha.

But his opinion as to their date rests on wholly unsatisfactory

evidence. He believed the tradition of the commentators that the

Kathacatthu was composed; by Tissa at. the time of the Council alleged

to have been held there in the eighteenth year of Asoka’s reign.

2

It

is unfortunate that no inscription has yet been found to attest to the

Irutlk of this Council, and various explanations, none very convincing,

have been adduced to prove 1 hat it ever existed. But apart from this

no one perhaps will nowadays believe that the Katlklnitthu, is just what

we should expect for a book composed in Asoka’s lime. It is extremely

significant that a profound student and expert in the Pali literature,

Airs. Rhys Davids,'1 now sees in the Punkas compilations of a later

period, ranging from the reign of A '‘oka (ill the las! century B.C., and

she admits ilia! there was an indefinite amount of editing. It is indeed

clear that, whatever view we take of the date of the compilation of the

Pitakas, wc have not, and we cannot have, the slightest certainly as

to the nature of the Buddha’s teaching. All that we can do is to

indulge in the legitimate, if somewhat useless, exercise of conjecturing

what, part of the doctrines which pass later as Buddhist is most lively

to have been his own, having regard to the fact that there must have

been something striking in his teaching to secure the sm cess which lie

attained, and which made the Buddhists prosper while many other

teachers, of whose existence the Buddhist, texts give us assurance,

passed completely away. It is not improbable that! we may see bis

decisive service in his teaching of an attractive moral ideal within the

1 Pond) ridye. History of India
, 1, 191 ff

2 Cf. Keith, Itaddhist Philosophy, pp. 18, 19.

3 Put hal; Ponunc monition Volume
, p. 58.
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capacity of his hearers to understand and carry into practice. i\Ve

have some idea of the doctrines of his contemporaries; the materialism

of Ajita Tvesa,kambali, and the denial of the reality of human activity

which marked the views, otherwise divergent!, of Parana Kassapa,

Pakudha Kaccayana and Makkhali Gosula were little calculated lo

attract a substantial following*, and there seems to he truth in the

tradition that, the Buddha rejected the extreme asceticism which could,

alter all, have attractions only for a select few. We may believe, 01

at. least wish to believe, that the Bifaddlia did teach the doctrine which

Mrs. Rhys Davids wrould wish to ascribe to him, of the possibilities

of man’s becoming something more and more. Unquestionably her

method in her researches is sound. If there were trace*, of su-h a

doctrine in the texts of the Pali Canon which teach a much less

attractive creed, we might well argue that thus we were recovering the

truth. The difficulty so far is that, despite much ingenuity, the

evidence assembled is so far from convincing that it may be feared

that the real teaching of the Buddha has escaped us for good. It. is

possible also that there were other elements in the Buddha’s teaching.

He may have asserted a claim to be more than n mere human teacher,

and have claimed for his teaching higher authority than its inherent

reasonableness .

4 We cannot, on this point prove anything. All that

we hear of his super-normal character may be the figment of later

tradition.

Quite a different question presents itself, when we give up the

unscientific attempt to ascribe any definite doctrine to the Buddha and

confine ourselves to the perfectly legiiimale question of the development

of Buddhist doctrine, without, concerning ourselves with the insoluble

question how far it can he carried hack lo the Buddha. Can we trace

a definite development of doctrine? Was a system of pluralism

developed h.v the scheme of antithesis into a monism, and then did it.

pass over into idealism? U there truth in the doctrine found, in the

Tibetan sources of three successive Dharmaeakrapravartauas? Arc

Pudgalanairatmya, fsiinyavada, and Vijnanavadu three consecutive

I Kfitli, limit! h i \l rit'l.'s.trhu, |»|». 27 fl‘.

ft Strli<.rl>;iM<y. HH>., X, 7W-(iO.
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stages of Buddhist thought, 5 or are they three distinct developments

of ideas current in unsystematic form in early Buddhist circles?4

The systems which we have are relatively late in date, and they

show very different appreciations of ideas which' were no doubt strongly

held in early Buddhism. The anatmavdda is interpreted in very different

ways, and is treated as perfectly consistent with the holding of opinions

which might well be deemed an atwavada. Thus the Sammitiya#

professed the doctrine of the imprtedicable pudgala
, and the Anatta-

lakhanasutta indicates the possibility of such an interpretation >f the

anatwan doctrine, making it a doctrine asserting the principle of

slandh/is, hut not a skandhamutratavada ,

7 That such views should be

held indicates that the thinkers who adopted them were not very hostile

to the idiea of something which might, be deemed some kind of soul.

The Mahfiyana view, which recognises an originally undefiled and

radiant consciousness (adihiddh'a prabh fixvara ckaritta) would of course

decline to be held to admit an ahnariida
,
though the similarity of this

citta to the dtman of Brahmanieal speculation is decidedly strong.

The Yogacaiins, accepting the principle of individual store conscious-

ness (alaMarijuana), declined to admit the chaige of being persoualists

in doctrine. When we have all these views- claiming to be compatible

with the doctrine of anatman
, it seems wholly impossible to ascribe

to the Buddha the belief in an infinite number of separate evanescent

entities in a state of beginningless com mot ion but gradually tending

to quiescence, and to an ultimate absolute annihilation of all life. It

would be justifiable to do so only (1) if we could prove a priori that

this- view explains how the other doctrines came into being as logical

developments thence, and (2) if we could establish that this was the

sol© doctrine current when the Nikayas were compiled. But in fact no

such proof is possible. It is quite impossible to prove that the

Mahfiyana dfoirmamuratmya is derived as a further step from the

padpaiana iratm ya of the Hinayana. It, may be argued* that Nagavjuna

merely applied the Hinayana assertion of the unreality of the self to

0 Schnver, Archie Ora "taint, VII, 121-52; <>!//,., XXXVIII, 401-15.

7 Mrs. lUiys Davids, S' >kyu or Jluddhi.il Oiitfhts, pp. 126 ff.

8 Masuda, Dvr indiridunlibl ixche Idealism us dcr Yay(leant -Schide, pp. 20 ff.
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the thing® of* the outer world and thoughts also, but it is a fair

rejoinder that to the Hlnayana also both things and thoughts were

unreal; the idea of a chariot is» no more real than the chariot itself.

We have a distinct doctrine which does not grow out of the Hlnayana.

Moreover, we have abundant evidence that a very different, doctrine

was widely current when Buddhism arose, the conception of the

Brahman, of the final reality as reality, thought and Miss.

Professor Jacobi® has called attention to the interest of those passages

in which the elements are presented in an order leading from the more

gross to the more refined. We find also that, in addition to those who

believed in the orthodox five elements, earth, water, air, fire and ether,

the Jains knew of people who added the soul to the series, and we

have ample evidence from Pali, Sanskrit, Tibetan and Chinese source*

of the existence in Buddhist thought of a doctrine, the Saddhatusutra,

which made personality consists of these five elements and consciousness.

The value of this evidence is great’, precisely because the iseries. will

not fit into the traditional systems. Vasubandhu has to seek to work

it in by declaring that the Sutra merely enumerates* the fundamental

constituents of the individual (maulaxattvadmvya), so that it passes

over the derived material constituents (bhautikarupa) and the derivative

mental phenomena (caitapik a). Moreover lie ha.s to assert that akdm

is riipadh&tu. 10 On the other band, Buddhaghosa11 holds that the

sixfold division is to be equated to the sixteen dhatus*, earth, air and

fire being equal to the photthabbadhatu
,

water and ether to the

dhammadhatu, and consciousness to the mUarinnanadhatu. This

treatment of dhanuu'adhatu is most unsatisfactory, for Buddhaghosa

himself explains the dhammadhatv as comprising Iwenty elements,

three arupino dhamrnn
,
16 mkhuwarupa including among them water

and ether, and the asahkliata, while the Vhmmnmahgani includes as

dhau\madhdi\u nothing but the arupino dhammd
,
which is the view of

the Sarvfistivadins also. It is plain that the series of six dhatu$ as

recorded is older than the scholastics, and what is essential is that it

points to a definite gradation in which consciousness emerges as one

9 Dir Ent trickluHijMH schirhtc dcr (lottcsidcr. bci dm Indent, pp. 12ff., 41.

10 Ahhidhannuk'osrt
, 1, 49 if. 11 Visuddhimagga, pp 487 f.
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of six essential elements, but more subtle than any other. Thig is

clearly an earlier view than the Theravadin as regards not only

consciousness but ether. The Theravada has advanced to the view that

ether belongs to derived matter, while the Sarvastivadins take it.

out of contingent reality into the sphere of one of their three

a&amskrtas. But the six dh'Atn list, suggests that we have a relic of

r. view which made consciousness the source whence the elements were

derived, each less subtle than the preceding.

There is, of course, other evidence In the Pali records of the

existence of such a view of the primacy of consciousness. The orthodox

doctrine repudiates the idea that citta should be taken by the unlearned

as the soul, since it is in a state of constant arising and passing away

in comparison with the relatively enduring character of the body made

of the four elements. 13 But the Visuddhimagga (p. 554) reveals to us

a very different aspect of consciousness as the relatively abiding

element which transmigrates, passing from one existence into another

just a9 a man swings himself across a ditch by u*ing a rope tied to

a tree, an idea which is certainly to be compared with the Rrhmi-

dranyaka simile of the process of reincarnation of the dhnati to the

passage of a caterpillar from one straw to another. AVe have further

the Mahasahghika doctrine of a consciousness, originally pure, defiled

by adventitious impurities, 13 which is well known to Mahayana texts,

vand which, as lias been shown, is equally known 1o the Nikayas, where the

Arignttara (i. 10) has pahhasmnim idam viitaui tarn va I* ho dgantukehi

upakilesehi vpaki lift.hum. Moreover, there are various canonical

passages where we have explanations of Nirvana which echo the ideas

of the Upanisads regarding the ultimate reality. From these passages

we gain, as Mr. Kim ura points out, 14
the conception of Nirvana as

the eternal reality of cosmic existence which cannot be expressed in

positive terms, and must merely be indicated by negations. It is

perfectly clear that in the early Buddhist circles the idea of the ultimate

reality, as something akin 1o the Bralnnanical conception of the

12 Mrs. Rhys Davids, liuddhist Psychology
f pp. 13 f.

13 Masuda, Early Indian lUuldhism , p. 30.

14 Origin of Mithayuna ltuddhism
, pp. 06 ft.
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absolute, was in circulation. From these early speculations in Buddhist

schools we may see a natural development direct to the absolute which

is developed in the Mahayana, and. to the consciousness theory of the

Yijnanavada. These two ideas are not ultimately very deeply opposed.;

the latter emphasises the absolute as consciousness, the former contents

itself with an absolute in relation to whicli itj considers that all

empirical things lack reality. The essential point is that it is quite

unnecessary to attempt to show that the Mahayana and the Vijfiana-

vada develop from Pluralism.

In the same way it is easy to see that the doctrine of anityatd

is not the whole doctrine of early Buddhism or one that we need trace

to the Buddha himself on the score of its universal acceptance. The

fact is that the Pali Abhidlianyna differs from the classification of

Vasubandhu in the Ahhidliarrnakosa in that it treats as rupadharuuis

the four samshrtalahmnas
f which the Sarvastivadins assign to the

group of the rupacit>tavipraijuktmamsJaras
,
and thus confines to riipa

the characteristics of origination, of maintenance, of growing old, and

impermanence (rupassa upacaya, rupassa sxintati
,

rupassa jaratd,

rupassa aniccatd). There can be no doubt of the fairness of the

deduction lienee made by Professor Scliayer 15 that in pre-canonical

Buddhism the elements of riipa alone were considered impermanent.

This view is confirmed by the fact that the Mahasanghika., Ekavya-

vaharika, Ijokottaravadin and Kaukutika (Ku,kkutika) schools place in

the category of eternal non-contingent elements the four realms

belonging to the Cirupyadluitu together with the two forms of extinction

recognised by them. As opposed to rupadhatn
,
therefore, we have the

dharmnulhiViu as the eternal supersensual reality, which like the absolute

of the Upanisads10 can be discerned by mind alone, while from another

aspect it is the absolute truth, which, beyond the knowledge of the

average man, may yet be realised by the dharmacaLsus of the

omniscient Buddha .

17
It seems that along these lines must be traced

the origin of the use of dharmadhatu in the Mahayana to express tne

absolute. The same idea explains the Mahayana doctrine ot the

15 Archiv OrienMlni
,
V1T, 128.

17 Geiger, Pali I)hamma
} p. 69.

, 16 BAU TV, 4. 19.
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dharmpkaya as one of the forms of the Buddha, the other, in the older

version before the development of the Trlkaya doctrine of the

Yogacarins, being the rupakdya
,

the unreal body with which he

descended to earth as Sakyamuni. These two bodies correspond to the

paramfirtha and the samvrti forms of knowlege. In the Trikaya

doctrine we have the dharmakdya corresponding to the parinisptmna

aspect of reality, the sambhogakaya corresponding to the paralantra

aspect, and the rupakdya to the parikalpita. Her© the further refine-

ment of the Yogacara over the Mahayana is clear.

We have therefore clear evidence of a distinction between rupa

and dharma
,
but 9uch a distinction is not given in the scholasticism

of either Buddhaghosa or Vasubandhu, in which dharma is the generic

term for elements, while rupa is a category among dharrmt. But, a

3

Professor Schayer18 points out, there is a trace of the old antithesis

in the fact that in the enumeration of the twelve dyaiymas and the

eighteen dhatus the dhlarmdyatana and the dharmadhdtu contain only

non-ritpa elements: vedand, sarnjhd, samskdrajr, avijnapti
,

and

asamskrtas in Vasubandhu’s version, while the Dhammcteahgani omits

the last two items. It is certainly legitimate here to suppose that

the distinction of dharma and rupa was originally clearly drawn.

What that distinction was is loss easy to say. Professor Schayer

insists on the error of contrasting dharma and rupa as immaterial

spiritual reality and material reality, on the ground that this version

introduce^ info Indian thought a conception familiar since Descartes'

contrast between res ertensac and res cogitantes
,
but foreign to India,

a ‘European anomaly*, for tf»e idea of a non-extensional being is neither

universal nor necessary. From th© Aranyakas to the Vijfianavada and

the Vedanta Indian philosophy has never conceived the soul, conscious-

ness, psychical phenomena, otherwise than spatially. The true view

is afforded by examination of the Buddhist doctrine of the three spheres

of the cosmos. The first two, the kamadhatu and the rupadhdtu are

closely connected, the former being merely a lower and less perfect

form of the latter. But the artipyadhatu is very different; it is com-

posed' of four dyatanas : fikdJdnantya, vijfidndnantya
,

dkiifiqdnya, and

18 Archiv Orientdlni
,
VH, 126 f.
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naivasamj fiandsarmjfid
,

whose common characteristic is infinity; in

contrast with the element# of earth etc., the dnlpya elements are all-

pervading and omnipresent. Hence in the ariipya world there are no

storeys one above another; hence too the finlpyadhatu is without place

(ade6astha % asthdna) that is without localisation in space, but not

without extension. Spirituality and extension are not to be regarded

as separated in Hindu thought. In the same way, we should not

regard rupa as material, because it. covers in the Abhidhamma lists

things which cannot by any means be brought under the western notion

of matter. The Vaibhaslkas, though they have a simpler conception

of rupa than the Pali Abhidhamma classification, yet include under it

not only the sense-faculties but also the sense-data which from the

western point of view belong rather to psychic than to physical

phenomena. This argument, it must be pointed out, is not wholly

convincing, for that sense-data should be regarded as physical rather

than psychic seems perfectly natural from the Buddhist standpoint and

the Abhidhamma view that kdyavinnatti etc., are rupa is an easy

enough extension. It is easy also to understand how rupa came to be

used in rupakdya to denote that that is impermanent, whether we call

it psychical or physical. But we certainly may admit that the Buddhist

view of matter and spirit was not that of Descartes. Yet we need not

reject the belief of Deuseen that in the higher flights of the thought, of

the Upanisads those thinker# w'ho negated all possible predicates of the

absolute were groping to express the idea^liat the absolute was not in

space or time. 1*

That early Buddhism recognised the impermanence of things, both

physical and psychical, comprehended within the term rupa is clear.

But the idea of purely momentary existence was obviously not the first

view. The theory of the four general functions (
sdvidnyajaksana or

samskrtalaksana) which are manifestations of elements always present

in every moment of the stream of life process, jdti
f

sthiti
,
jara, and

anityatd
,

held by the Sarvastivadins is manifestly inconsistent with

true momentary existence .

20
It. was left to the Sautrantikas to drop

19 Keith, Religion m\d Philosophy of the Veda
,

TI, 621, 622.

20 Schayer, Ausgevdhlte Kapitel aus dcr Pras(tnnapad&, pp. 83 If.

X.H.Q., MARCH | 1936 2
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the element of endurance sthiti
, and thus to evolve the doctrine of

monientariness in its mature and least intelligible form. Here we have

« clear example of the manner in which a simple fact, the imperman-

ence of physical and psychical things, which presumably was insisted

oil in the first, instance as a means of inviting the attention of the

hearers to the importance of that which is permanent, is developed by

scholasticism into a metaphysical theory of pronounced difficulty.

In the same way we must expect to find that the dharmas of

Buddhist speculation have arisen from some much less elaborate idea.

In the developed scholasticism it is explained, by svabhfiendharandt
,

a thing which supports its own essence. They are ultimate entities

which have their own characteristics as their essence, and. therefore are

quite different from phenomena referred to ultimate substrata. They

are not. to be understood as things in themselves, whose attributes

alone are revealed. Clearly to say that a dhanm is a quality, not

a substance, but the negation of a substance is a misleading use of

words. A quality implies in our speech some substance of which it is

a quality, and the dharmas are themselves the substances while the

substances are the qualities. They are essentially simply tilings, pure

reality. The difficulties of this conception are obvious, and the various

efforts of the schools to present lists of dharmas afford little satisfaction.

We have the tuamskrta dharmas which are transcendental, uncaused,

undierived; the Theravadin& are contented with one, Nirvana, the

Sarvastivadins have three, the Yogacarins, six. Between them and the

sarnskrUi dlUtrnuts there is a^ulf fixed, which it, is impossible logic-

ally to cross. The samskrta dharmas themselves present great diverg-

ences of yiew. The earlier and later lists contain elements which are

for us neither material nor mental, though the Theravadius classify them

under rxipashmdha
,
while the Sarvastivadins assign them to a group

wot connected with matter or mind. Thus homogeneity, decay,

vitality and birth figure as distinct dharmas. 21 l£ach dharma. is

ultimate; the sense-organs are composed of atoms, but every

caksunndriyaparauuhiu is homogeneous, so that all together they con9-

2« McGovern, Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 104 ff.
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titute but one factor. The dharma therefore is quite different from a

composite thing li|ke the human body, which contains the four mahd-

bhutas, and the sense-organ-atoms and the sense-object-atoms, for the

doctrine treats sense-objects as material in the same measure as the

sense-organs. The lists of dharmag therefore come to be efforts, con-

fused and unsatisfactory, to define ultimate entities which however are

admittedly very deep and mysterious. Nothing in reality, it seems, wa 3

gained in clearness of understanding by denying that dharmas were

substances; regarded as qualities which were the only reality they

remained wholly unintelligible just ns much as substances.

The purely arbitrary character of the whole construction became

aggravated when the doctrine of
4

atoms was taken over, presumably from

the Vaifesika school. The adaptation was late, for the early Sarvasti-

vadin Abhidharma does not. accept it, and it appears only in the

Mahxivibhdsd and in works later than that. Evidently it gained popu-

larity rapidly, for the Abliidharmahrdaya
,
translated into Chinese in

the 3rd century, contains the theory in a developed form, and it

is prominent, in Vasubandhu and accepted by the earlier Yogiicarins,

though it was rejected by Dignaga as inconsistent with idealism. The

Sarvastivariins admit fourteen kinds of atoms, five for the sense-organs,

five for the sense-objects, and four for the mahahhuUis. But in a sense

the mahdbhdta atoms are primary, for each of the atoms of the sense-

organs and objects originates owing to atoms of the mnhdblnttH; and is

sustained by them, each atom having with it one atom of each of the

viahabhutas. The atoms of the latter, however, are not permanent;

like all else, they pas* through the cycle of origination, continuance,

decay, and destruction on which follows a like grocer. It is however

only by grouping of the atoms that- are formed the molecules of which

the material universe consists.
22

All this speculation is without scienti-

fic basis and is naturally unedifying, leading merely to verbal ingenuity.

What lies at the basis of these doctrines? If we are to accept t,he

view of Professor Pnsyluski 5 * we arc to suppose that the first disciples of

Sakyamuni had little taste for pure speculation. The existence of the

22 McGovern, Buddhist Philosophy
, pp 125 ft.

23 Journal of Theological Studies, XXXV, 316 ff
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Questions of Milinda suggest* that the spirit of the sons of the Sakyas

was sharpened by contact with Greek rhetoricians. But the Buddhist

philosophy was essentially original. They Feem to have smarted from

a system analogous to Pythagorean arithmology. At- first they believed

in the reality of numbers, a belief which led them to deny all substances.

Everything is in an incessant flux
; only the number of elements i-s cons-

tant. In this way appearances go on existing; in this way the illusion

of a personal ego endures. There is no essential difference between

spirit and matter. The mind and the objects of the senses are formed

of elements joined by the law of numbers, a. fixed number of which is

necessary to form a material of’ a psychic molecule. A group of theFe

aggregates gives, the illusion of an ego and of a sensible thing; but

nothing is permanent4

.. All the component parts are dissolved and re-

composed again incessantly. There is neither an immortal soul, nor a

personality, nor a mind. The very Buddhas are not excepted
;
their

being i9 illusive, temporal, and unreal.

The sketch of Buddhist views is most interesting, but the promi-

nence given to the idea of number seems not to he borne out by our

texts. No doubt there are various indications of the importance

attached to numbers, and the numerical enumerations of the Pali texts

attest, the fascination, numbers exerted on early thought. But

that the philosophy wa* really based on anything like the Pythagorean

arithmology must remain a speculation which, on the whole, seems to

have little to commend it.

Another view24 presents itself in the claim that the dhiirmas are

infra-atomic dynamic unities of forces or elements whose interdepend-

ence according to causal laws constitute* the illusive object* of our

phenomenal life. It is suggested that we may seek for their proto-

types in the Samkhya system, which before Buddhism held the idea of

anatman. It is true that the Hindus regard Samkhya and Buddhism as

sharply contrasted. But this is because in the Sanukhya all is eternal,

since it represents the permutations of utncha.nging matter; though the

manifestations are constantly changing
(nityaparinamin ), they remain

one in their material caiiise {kiirawuraxthayam). In Buddhism, on the

24 JHQ. t X, 766 ff,
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other hand, there is no eternal matter, but momentary dharmas appear-

ing in functional interdependence (praHtyasamutpada). The antithesis

i? explained, because here as always the history of philosophy evolves

by contrasts. Every new departure starts in opposition to reigning

idea9, but it creates- the new on the ba^is of the old. The Buddhist

produces the new doctrine of pratityasamvtpada
,
which negatives the

pariyamn-vada of the Samkhya, but it builds up the doctrine of

dharmas on the basis of the Samkhya gums. The aim of the guna-

tlieory, whatever its origin, is to bridge the gulf between mind and

matter. A physical jdienoiiienon and a mental one are equally composed

out of minutest infra-atomic quanta of three different stubs or forces, the

Intelligence (or nervous stuff), Energy-stuff and Inertia-stuff. The first

is predominant in a mental phenomenon, the last in a material one.

Energy ig being constantly liberated and absorbed
;
there is therefore

no stability, all is instantaneous. But, though being momentary dashes

of instantaneous infra-atomic. quanta charged with some energy, the

(junat and the phenomena composed of them are said to he ubiquitous

and eternal (vibhi, nitya), for they are eternal in their causal or j*>ten.

tial condition as absorbed- in an eternal primordial matter. When in

this early period of Indian philosophy the yinia-iheory was being philo-

sophically founded, it is more than probable that the atomic structure

of matter was being discussed. It ig, probable that at that early period

there was a division of opinion. The -Tain and some pre-Vaisesika

system joined the materialists, and began to assume indivisible atoms,

whereas the Samkhyas and. some pre-Buddhistic philosophers decided for

infinite divisibility. Although later on the Buddhists assume the exis-

tence of' atoms, they deny their indivisibility. Their atoms, therefore,

are not atoms at. all, they are dharmas, qualities without any stuff. The

character of the atoms follows from the nature of the mahdhhfitas ,

which, though called earth, water, fire, and air, are really the four

forces of repulsion, attraction, heat, and motion. The Buddhists indeed

defined matter as merely the phenomenon of' resistance. All realisable

ideas, the Hfnayana and Sarvastivadiiis. at this early date held, were

either concrete data of sense (bahyuyahina) or concrete data of invalid

consciousness (abhyantarayatfina) . Both categories, the outward and

the inward data, were called dharmas, non-substances, absolute
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qualities. This designation aimed at, bridging over the gulf betweer.

matter and mind, not by assuming an equal composition, but by assum-

ing their parallelism, their equal status. This psycho-physical paralle-

lism was natural, because according to the Buddhist theory of causality

there is a general parallelism between all elements of existence.

The theory that the dlmrmas are borrowed from, the gunas does not

appear to rert on anything more solid than this general comparison,

which seems sadly lacking in cogency. The assertions regarding the

nature of the Samjkhya. gunass* seem to lack any foundation whatever as

regards any possible early form of Samkhya, a.nd only an early Samkhya

is in point. The names of the gunas are sufficient warning that they

do not represent in their early stage anything of the kind stated, and

the hypothesis that their purpo.se is to bridge the gulf between matter

and mind seems to b© wholly without foundation. To reconstruct

Samkhya in a form which Ihe early Samkhya texts wholly ignore23 and

to claim that as the source of Buddhism is not a very convincing argu-

ment. The point regarding atoms is an interesting note of the new

methods of argumentation. We are told that it is more than probable

that the atomic structure of matter must have been discussed, at

the period when the gnna-theory was being philosophically founded 1

.

But Professor Jacobi, whose evidence as a convinced adherent of the

influence of Samkhya on Buddhism, 2 * is above suspicion of bias, was

convinced that the Samkhya was not atomistic in its early days, and

calls attention to the silence of the Pali Suttas and the denial of atomism

by the Vedanta, the Mahayfmists and. the Samkhya. This denial, it is

said, is aimed at the eternal atoms of the Vaisesika and does not refer

to those systems which have a dynamic or semi-dynamic theory of

matter. The tanmatins are evidently also some kind of atoms,

or infra-atoms. Neither of these assertions is supported by any evidence

whatever. Atomism is a perfectly definite conception which is quite

different from the tanmatrar.. The effort to find in the gunas a real

predecessor of the dharrnas seems to be wholly unsound, except in the

25 Cf. Keith, ftrlhjhn mid Ph'dowjdn/ of tin1 Veda, II, 548.

26 Cf. Keith, Samkhya System (2nd ed.). |>p. 26 If.
;
Buddhist Philosophy

,

pp. 140 ff.
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generic sense that every earlier philosophical idea has some effect in

moulding the concepts of later philosophy.

The concept of dharma
,

it has been justly remarked
,

27 hears obvious

traces of reduction from something more concrete; it is not without

anthropomorphic traits such as those which affect the structure of the

picture of the dtman itself. It has symptoms of an individual being

whose concrete character has as far as possible been reduced. But, like

mere man, dharma has origination, duration, death, and in serving the

function of conditioning other dharnins it performs its business

(kdritva). The idea of dliarmas as purely separate beings i\ quite

irreconcilable with their conditioned character and with the fact that they

serve to condition other dharmas. The fact that any dharma condition-

another is a direct negation of separation; conditioning is manifestly

impossible save in a structure. It is impossible to form any intelligible

conception of the dharma*
,
as in his own way Vasubandhu admitted.

It seems probable enough that those authorities are right who hold that

the Buddhists did not distinguish physical and psychical. The

dharmits may in their ultimate origin have traits of souls, deprived of

all concrete character; any real assurance28
as to their character seems

impossible, and their philosophical importance is historical only.

The view that the sabkaryavada belongs to the early Sainkhya has

recently been assailed .

29 The idea of causality in the Sainkliya is

asserted to have developed in a different manner. The oldest idea of cau-e

is that of the hidden being, prakrti
, and the oldest theory of a dynamic

is the conception of a change in a lasting substance, vikdra
,
seen in the

conception of tattvn vikara, the twenty five principles. The further

development of this theory lay not in the Sumkhya school itself but in a

philosophical debate which has its roots in the Ryveda itself. While

in the beginning if turned on the being or non-being of the came, it

27 Liebenthal, Sutkarya in dvr Darstclluwj snmr Inuldhisfis.lmi tinnier,

p. 11.

28 Cf. Geiger, Pfili Dhannna
, pp. 8. 9 with Schayer, Arvhiv Orientalni %

VII, 129-130.

29 Liebenthal, 8atlari/n
% p*p. 150, 151, and 42 ff. There are difficulties but

the view deserves consideration.
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appears that Varsaganya provided an answer to the question of the mode

of being: of the product. His opponents were Hlnayana Buddhists. Sines

the formulation of Samkhya doctrines in the Ntfdyahhdsya agrees with

\arsaganva’s opinions, it is to be conjectured that Varsaganya counted at

that period as the typical Samkhya teacher. A new development of the

discussion of origins is found in the Salistarnbasutra and in Nagurjuna.

Here the issue is the likeness or unlikeness of the pioduct with its

source. The Samkhya is credited with the belief in the origin of like

from like. This points to the source of the satJcdrya doctrine, which

perhaps is first formulated in the SdmJxhyakauimidi, and which asserts

that the product exists in substance (svabhavatah), though unseen

(saktitoh) in the source. The parincma-vada
,

it is suggested, was not

originally part of the Samkhya doctrine. Apart fiom the tattvapari-

ndwuL
,

it plays in the Sdmlhyaka umudi only a minor role in the yuna-

parinamm and the gunaparindviavisesa . It is clear that if this view

is correct, and sathdrya was not a doctrine of the older Samkhya, it is

impossible to accept as correct the doctrine that the Sarvastivadins

adopted their doctrine from the original Samkhya, and the suggestion

that the doctrine of momentary universal change originated in the

Samkhya. system loses any little possibility it had.

It remains to add that the attribution 30
to early Buddhism of an

e*traordinarily important classification of mental phenomena in four

groups: feeling, idteas, will, and pure sensation, is misleading. The first

obvious criticism is that these four groups are placed side by side with

rupa, instead of being opposed a* one whole group with four subdivi-

sions to rupa; if they had been clearly felt as mental as distinguished

from physical, such a distinction would necessarily have been made,

for it isi far more fundamental than the distinctions between the four

other categories. Secondly, to hold that the early Buddhists distin-

guished in the modern style between feeling, ideas, will, and pure

sensation is to read into what is said modern conceptions, just as the

gunas and the dfaarmax are reinterpreted in terms of modern scientific

conceptions, which were not and could not be present to the minds of

.*10 WQ., X, 744.
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those who used them,. Vedana doubtless is feeling, but how little its

character was clearly understood is shown by the doctrine of neutral

feeling which, it is said, has knowledge as pleasant, not knowing as

painful. 91 Sauna again includes in the Pali textis cognitive assimila-

tion on occasion of sense and cognitive assimilation by way of naming,

or awareness with recognition, expressed in naming. In the view of the

Sarvastivadins and the Yogacarins, on the other hand, the conceptual

aspect is more marked. Sahlhdrd is not merely volitional cognition

{eetand) but includes 51 other factors which are rather co-efficients in

any conscious state than pre-eminently active or constructive function-

ings. 32 The nature of Vasuhandhu’s interest in pure psychology can

be judged from his rejection of the effort seen in the Sa inyvltdgoma to

restrict the category to volitional aspects. The other factors must

not he excluded, because, if this were done, the caitaxilax and the citta-

viptayitlht dhannax would not fall under any of the skandhos, and

would he independent of suffering and the cause of Suffering, andi hence

could not he cut off and could not be known. Complete analysis alone

allows of suffering being brought to an end; hence the other factors

must be included in the xlandha.™ Yihiidna again is defined early us

that which is aware of difference of sensations e.g., tastes, thus accord-

ing precisely with xaiiiid which in the same text figures as discriminat-

ing colours. In the Majjhima Nildija we find rhi ifana as consciousness

of what, is pleasant, painful and neither; vedana figures in the same

functioning and sauna with colour sensations, and the dialogue

declines to assert any essential difference between the three, despite

the- fact that they figurp as distinct Handhas. More generally, vinndmt

appears as awareness, and a friendly critic admits that, it is very diffi-

cult to understand how the generic term was left to stand as on a

footing of equality witli the preceding three slandhais.
34 The sugges-

tion is made that wTe may explain, this lack oi' proper classification by

the absence of a Buddhist logic* of' division, and by the intensely prac-

81 Majjliiirxi Xilui/a, I. 303.

32 Mrs. Ithys Davids, Buddhist Psychology, pp. 51, 52.

33 McGovern, Buddhist Philosophy p. 87.

34 Mrs. Rhys Davids, op. cit ., p. 54.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1936
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tieal aim. of the psychology to negate the danger of the belief in a

substantial consciousness. Later Buddhism recognised the illogical

form of' the division, and accepted rijiiana as consciousness and. ranked

the other three as caitasika
,
mental properties, bound up with vijndna

or citta . The mere order of the skatidhas shows how unscientific early

Buddhsim ^as; Buddhaghosa and Nagarjuna had to explain vijndna

immediately after rupa to make any intelligible scheme, and a glance

at the quaint reasons given in the Ahhidhamwko&a** for the traditional

order dispels any belief in real anticipation of Bertrand Russell or

Bergson, whatever be the value of their systems. The p lpable fact

is that Buddhism was essentially a mdrga, and purely scientific

psychology is not to be expected therein nor is it to be found. We
may use modern philosophy to illustrate ideas which we think we

should find in the Buddhist texts, but it must be remembered that

modern views are the product of definitely modern scientific advances,

and, while they can be superimposed on Buddhist doctrines, they do

not express -what the Buddhists thought. It does no harm no doubt to

reinterpret Buddhism in modern guise, but it. should be recognised

that historically this is not what Buddhists held.

Nor can it be said that the new interpretation makes the Buddhist

siandpoint any clearer. It may be difficult to understand the Buddhist

doctrine of the world, but it. is not fair to ascribe to the Buddha the

concept ol' evanescent entities in beginningless commotion, steering

to quiescence and annihilation, because that may be a modern inter-

pretation of the universe. The early Buddhist doctrine of the chain

of causality56 need not be ascribed to the Buddha, but it certainly was

early current, and it has no relation whatever to the philosophical

doctrine suggested as his. What is essential is that it. reveals among

the early Buddhists thoughts of a type completely different from the

theory now ascribed to the Buddha, but thoughts which, unlike that

theory, are easily intelligible in their relation to Indian thought both

before and after. Nothing is more unhistorical than to read the minds

35 McGovern, op. cit ., pp. 93, 94.

36 McGovern, op. rit., pp. 169 ff., La Vallee Poussin, TWorie des dome,

causes (1913); Keith, Buddhist Philosophy, pp. 97 ff.
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of early Indian thinkers as if they were products of the twentieth

century.

In the case of the yunas it is well to remember the actual facts

as attested by the actual philosophical literature, and to compare if

with the description given of them as “infra-atom ic quanta of three

different energies whose interplay produces the phenomenal world, both

physical and mental."37 The facts, of course, with regard to the gunas

are summed up with his usual aceuiacy by Professor S. N. Dasgupta in

his History of Indian Philosophy ;
38 “an important change in the

Samkhya doctrine seems to have been introduced by Vijnana Bhiksu

(Kith century A.D.) by his treatment of yunas as tyj>es of reals. I

have myself accepted this interpretation of Sanikhya as the most

rational and philosophical one, and have therefore followed it in giving

a connected system of the accepted Kapila and the Patanjala school

of Samkhya. But it must he pointed out that originally the notion of

gunas was applied to different types of good* and bad mental states,

and then they were supposed in some mysterious way by mutual

increase and decrease to form the objective world on the one hand and

the totality of human psychosis on the other." This is undoubtedly

a perfectly fair account of the original nature of the gunas, and it

completely destroys the attempt to maike them into infra-atomic quanta

of energies.

Between the Sanikhya and Buddhism there are many essential

distinctions. Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt
'

19 has justly pointed out that the

result of attaching too much importance to the influence of Samkhya

on Buddhism has been the misinterpretation of Nirvana as an eternal

state of death, a lifeless reality corresponding to the undifferentiated

matter (prakrti) of Sanikhya. Nirvana then is the same as the five

skandhas in their original undifferentiated state. Dr. Dutt justly

points out that this is unsupported by tin* canonical as well as the

non-canonical texts. Both the Theravadiris and t he Sarvastivadins

ate emphatic in their statement that a being once constituted out of

37 IHQ., X, 749. 38 i. 221, 222.

39 Aspects of Mahuyu na Buddhism
, pp, 163, 164.
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the seventy-two element^ or five klxandhas passes through innumerable

existences until, by the removal of Avldya, he enters into the

Asamskrtadhatu or Nirvana, which is an element existing by
,
itself.

But in the Samkhya the emancipation of any being consists in the

realisation of the fact that Purusa and Prafcrti remain apart, and not

by his passing from the constituted to th© unconstituted state. In

Samkhya the emancipated being is one of the innumerable Purusas

while in Buddhism he is after death indistinguishable from Nirvana.

Tl^e agreement between Saijikhya and early Buddhism 'lies in the fact

that the undifferentiated matter of Saipkhya corresponds in its

differentiated form to the five khandhas and not to Nirvana as

inferred by Prof. Stclierbatsky. If an analogue for Nirvana be

sought for in Samkhya, we may say that it could have been found in

Purusa if the innumerable Purusas wer© one Asaniskrtadhatu.

A. Berriedale Keith



Eeligious Policy of Shah Jahan

With the accession of Shah Julian, the Mughal empire entered upon

a new phase. If Akbar was liberal in his religious views and Jahangir

in ditferent to nicer questions of religion and theology, Shall Julian was

an orthodox Muslim. Born of a Jtajput mother to a father whose

mother was also a Rajput princess, Shah Jahan does not seem to have

been much influenced by these factors. Born in 1592 he was thirty-six

at the time of his accession and thus old enough to chalk out a policy

for himself. He was a favourite of his grandfather, Akbar, and liis

early education was no doubt carried on under liberal teachers of

Sufis! leanings. 1 But Akbar died while Shah Jahan was only twelve.

We have to remember further that though he was his grandfather’s

favourite, there did not seem to be much chance of his occupying the

Mughal throne during his grandfather’s life time. Naturally lie must

have been educated as an ordinary Mughal prince rather than a future

emperor. But towards the end of Akbai’s reign, intrigues on behalf

of Klui'srau increased the status of Rhurram, and we find him appointed

the president of the council of regency formed by Jahangir

when be left the capital in pursuit of his rebel son in A pul,

JfiOb*. This* was followed by a more formal recognitions of his new

position in 1(>07. From' then till his rebellion in 1022, Shah

Jahan remained basking in his father’s favour as a likely

successor. The years that followed did not bring the futher and the

son much together. Shall Jahan did not, however, raise the standard

of ‘Islam in danger’ against his father, and when lie succeeded him

in 1027, he had no religious commitments. There is one significant fact,

however, to be noticed in Shall Julian’s early career, i.e. be, unlike

his father and grandfather, married no Hindu princess, and thus that

softening influence was lacking in his harem.

On his accession the court ceremonies attracted his attention first.

The mode of salutation in the court l\v Sijda had been common,

though not compulsory, under Akbar; under Jahangir the religious

1 Salih, I, 30-3-
. J

thl kamakrishna mission
-

INsilTi'fLof t OCTUK£
Lib. .Aar
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officers, the Uazis, the Mir Adals ami the Sadias were exempted from

paying respects to the emperor in that, fashion. Shah Jahan carried

the modification still further. Sijda was abolished forthwith as it

involved prostration which, according to the Islamic traditions, is due to

God alone.

2

lint this did not produce any change in the court

etiquette. The Zaiuinbos form of salutation that was still allowed was no

better. Shah Jalmn’s orthodoxy at last resulted in abolishing both these

humiliating forms of salutation in 104(i A. II. (= 1030-37 A.T).)
;| and in

their place Vhahar taslim* was made currenl. This involved bowing

and touching one’s forehead, eyes, and arms. Kven this was against

the Muslim usage. There seems to have ensued a conflict between

imperial grandeur and orthodoxy. The former won, bn.t to the latter

a point was conceded. The court, ceremony of salutation remained, viz.,

that of Vhahar ta>lim’, but an exemption was made in favour of the

theologians of various degrees. They were excused even Vhahar taslim’

and were to salute the emperor by using the common Muslim formula

of ‘wishing peace’.
4

It is probable however that the unorthodox

practice of raising hands in salutation was not discontinued even in

their case. The Vhahar iaslim’ however soon assumed a shape when

it was difficult to distinguish it fioni Sijda. Manucci thus describes

it in bis Mughal India
,

vol. I, pp. 87-88, “I arose, stood' quite

erect, and bending my body very low until my head' was quite close

to the ground, I placed my right hand with its back to the ground,

then raising it, put it on my head, and stood up straight. Tin’s

ceremonial I repeated three times.” As Manucci himself notes on

page 88, this had to be done four times. Aurangzeb prohibited the

prevalent custom of saluting by raising hands early in 1070 (Mansir-

i-Alaingir , pp. 75, 81).

Shah Jahan was however anxious to give his court Muslim

airs. All the Muslim festivals were regularly celebrated with

imperial grandeur. Ks. 70,000 a year were set apart, for distribu-

tion in charities, Its. 30,000 were given away during l be month of

2 Lahauri, 1, i, 110.

3 Khafi Khan, T, 540; Lahauri. t, i, 112.

4 Lahauri, I, i, 111 ;
V, i, 222, 223.
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Ramazan
,

R-=. 10,000 wore distributed Oaring 1 lie mouths of Mnharrnin
,

Rajab, Sha’ban ami Rabi-ul-Awai. ’ These festivals were court

festivals, llindiiN and Muslims alike attended them
}
made presents to

the emperor who, in his turn, gave gift; io the Anrir*. The Ids and

Shah-iHarats were Derations of great rejoicings. Raja Jaswant Singh

and Raja J a i Singh were both gi\en an elephant each on the occasion

ot the Id in the 12th year. 6 Rupees five lacs were set apart for being

sent, to Mecca in instalment*. Occasionally a royal Mir-i-Ilaj wn^

appointed io take these offerings and serve as the leader of the pilgrims

going* to Mecca. 7 When Kayyid Jalal (iujinti was appointed the

Sadras-sadur in 1042, he was raised to the ian'.k of a ManMbdar of 4(MM.

He soon, however, became a commander of 0000. K This naturally

tuc-i eased the influence of the theologians at court. Xe\er Indore had

such a high command been combined with this *a'ciedotal office. J‘

is not surprising, therefore, to bud that amiaJids and poets *uig cf

Shah Julian's piety and love of Islam.

Otherwise as well, Shall Julian acted as the c nampion of the mu-

faith, Ihe Sunni wiriely of Islam. When he despatched a minion to

Qutab-ul-Mulk of (lolkonda in ID Id A.il. ( ltiJo-dO A.i).) he definitely

pioelaimed himself ordained by (bid not only as I lie leader ot the

Sunnis but as the de>ho\er ot all tho*o who did not cnnfoim to h.s

ideas of Islam .

9 Hard piessed i>\ the Mughal armies, (JuUh-ui-Muik

had to proclaim himself a Sunni, ami oidain Sunni rites in h.* .late,

before lie was able to obtain ie*pite fiom the imjierial fence*.
14

* In

10J9 A.il. (- 1029-00 A.J).) lie supplied what he con'ideied licietnni

practices among the Afghans.. 1
* The Mii'lim ( iecd we,- 'lamped »•;»

ihe coins—as Jahangii bad done—inr some time (Kindi Khan, 1, •197),

In certain other matter*' Shall Julian continued t hi* old practices.

He sat daily in the salutation balcony, even though to his more

orthodox soil and successor Auraugzeb it smacked of worship of man.

In order to make it mole comfortable for hi* subjects to *ee him iheie,

••5 Lalniiii'i, If. Ill: I i, 10«:. ‘Jon. L’ul,

fi L.ihuun, II, 141.

K batvanri, 1
1 ,

Tlfs.

10 ibiiL, I, 533.

7 l.uh.iiMi. I, i. MOO, C>o7.

0 Ktaci'i Ktuiu, l, o| w

Jl /M./., I. CM. 1*24.
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he caused ioofs to he set up in the court-yards below the salutation

balconies in Agra, Delhi and Lahore .

12
lie continued the customary

annual ceiemonv of Tula Dan weighing himself against different

commodities and giving them away. He kept astrologers at court,

lie was a patron of painting, even of jmrtiuit painting, and many great

paintings of ins court have come down to us. But. he discontinued

the pi act ice of allowing fnvouied nohles the honour of wearing the

imperial likeness in their turban even though Austin of Bordeaux

assures us that it had no religious significance and merely indicated

pai tit ular royal favour. 1
' lie is *aid to have discontinued the use of

the Hull i calendar 14 but many documents of his reign aie in existence

bearing the Ilahi date.
1

’ The A mal-i-Sahlh almost always gives boi.h

the Ilahi and the llijri dates. The llndxhah-nania of Lahauri frequent-

ly uses the Ilahi calendar. The custom of weighing the emperor

twice according to the lunar and solar reckoning involved the use of

the Ilahi calender. The fact that Amangzeb had to discontinue ihe

use of the Ilahi calendar in the revenue accounts departmen !

1

6

proves

that undei Shah Jahan it had been retained in use. 'll seems that

Shah Julian instituted the pi act ice of having his official chronicles

drawn up according to the Ilahi calendar and have one of his new

year day paities according to the same reckoning. Buti Shah Jahan

introduced another innovation in the time schedule of his day. He

changed the traditional division of day and night according to the rise

and the setting of the sun to an equal division of time between the day

and the night .

17

The emperors had developed the custom of making the til'd sign

on the forehead' of his Hindu Bajas when they acceded to t h oil title>.

Shah Jahan, though he would not discontinue it, delegated this task

to his prime minister so that he may have nothing to do with this

Hindu custom .

1

8

Music and dancing reijinined in fashion at the court

and the emperor kept court musicians v/ho sang daily at. regular

intervals.

12 Lahauri, I, i, 222. 22.1 1M -/r/LS\, IV, 7.

14 Kliafi Khun, 1, 7, Lnluturi, 1. 1215-129. 15 J/'/lN., V, 20.

1C Sal ill, 9S.

17 Salih, If, :1SS, 3S0. J# Ma'Cttir-i-Ahmyirl, 175.
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As far as the public services were concerned Shah Julian started by

issuing rather a tall order. Tt was decided that only Muslims weie (o

be recruited in (be public services. 19 Hut this older does not seem to

have -been enforced. In the year thirty fii>t there were 52 Hindu-

serving as Mansibdars of from 1000 to 7000 in a total of 2-11.
20 At

the end of the tenth year there were 189 living Mansibdar- of 1000 and

above. Of this number 35 were Hindus. 21 At the end of the 20th year out

of a total of 281 living Mansihdars of 1000 and above, .

r
>l were Hindu-.'"

The total increase in these 10 years was 42 of which the number of t lie

Hindus was sixteen. Thus whereas the percentage of the Hindus at 4 he

end of tli o tenth year wnr only 18*5 of the total st length, they seemed

88% of the new creations. Towards the end of the reign, however, the

percentage of the Hindus seems to have gone down. Though the strength

of the cadre rose from 281 at the end of the 20th year to 241 at the end

of the thirty first year, the number of the Hindus rose to .72. Kven

then the percentage of the Hindus .stood at 21*5 instead of ISA <ts at

the end of the tenth year. If we include the number of the Mansihdais

of 500 and above, the position revealed is almost the same. At the end

of the 10th year, the number of the Hindu Mansibdars of 500 and above

was 70 out of a. total of 419. 28 At the end of the 20th year there were

97 Hindus out of a total of 453.
24

Tlie Hindus thus secured 21 out of

34 new creations.

An examination of the li>t of the Hindu Mansihdais at the end

of the 20th year yields very interesting results. Here are the names

of the Mansibdars of 1000 and above.

Comwatulcrs of 600(1

]. Raja Jaswant Singh of Jodhpur.

2. Raja Jagat Singh of Udaipur.

3. Raja Jai Singh of Jaipur.

•1. Raja Rithal Dnss Gour.

Com Minuter of 1000

;*>. Raja Rai Singh, son of the late

Maharaja Rliint Singh (of the

house of the rulers of Mowar).

19 liddsha-nfimu- Lahnuvi.

21 Lahauri, 1, ii, 258-32*.

23 Ibid., I, ii, 258-321.

20 liadxhanaina-i-Malak h k has, Taluir.

22 Laluiuri, 11, 717-75*2.

21 Ibid., H, 717-752.

MAltVH, 1930 4
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Commanders of oOOO

0. Raja Haliar Siu^h Hundehi of

rn-lii-lia.

7. Rao Sn tarsal Haila ol Bumli.

S. .Mat! Iio Singh Hada (unde of the

atom*).

!). I’daji Ram.
|

JO. Harsoji Bhon.sla. !

11. Jadii Rai. all from

12. Miinkoji NimbaJkar. f the ^outb

Haa.it Hai. *

14. Pattarji. I

J

Com mantlet of 2:)00

13. Raja Devi Siugli Hundclu.

Corn mandci s of 2000

10 Hija Raj nip ut Nurptu mu the

Punjab).

17. Hao K a i n Rliurt\.> ol IM-anoJ.

15. Raj;i T.-i u\i mdas Bergopr.

1!). Pi itlivi Haj Hatlior.

2n. Hup Singh Hatlior.

21. Ham Singh Hatlior (a cousin of

tiic Han.i).

22 Ha to it 4

23 Arirai l all from the south

24. liabahii
)

Commander:s’ of 1~>00

2o. Hawal Punia ol P'liig.upur

20. Hat.tn Hatlior

27. Hao Hup Singh Cha ndrawat.

2S. (7hatul Uat.au Bundela.

2:). Sujan Singh Sasodm.

3D Hai Tody r Mai (Diwuu).

31. Amodli. )
sons of Haja

32. Shivram f
Bithal l)ass

33. Kaiba Dakhanni.

Commandei s of 1000

31. It awn I Snmarsi of Banswara.

33. Haia (Hjrsen of Kiditwar, Kashmir

ill). Haja Pritlii ( hand of Clmiuba

37. Haja Ha dan Singh Bbadoiva.

3S. K. Ham Singh (son ol Haja 7 .

Singh ol Jaipur).

3!>. (iopal Singh Kaclihu aha.

in. Hr.itap.

11. Pirdhar Pass Paur.

•12. Hai Singh, cousin of Jaswani

Singh of Jodhpur.

13. Arjuu. stm of llitlui Da.v,.

11. Hai Singh Jhala.

13. Haja Amar Singh.

Hi. Hhojrai Dakldiam.

47. Hai Kashi Pass (a prouucia!

Pi wan).

W. Hai Pa>ant Hai (accounts

dcjiarlmcnt),

12. Hai Hliar* Mai (a provincial Piwaii).

•'a Mahcsli |>as*: Hatlior.

• >1. Haja Tralok Cluind Kachhwah >.

1, 2 , 7, In, Hi, 17, 2.'),Out of 1 he>e M, numheis

Ho, H(>, 2)7, and 3*S (in nil 13) won* tilling- chiefs. Kaja Hit h ;il 1 );isa (rum*

uns himself a ( him niander ol • >( H M ) . One of hi* *<>n.s wits a Coitnuamloi

KillO and two ( 'onmiaiidei of 2*000. I’rohuhK those foul

represented the total strength of the Biahniaiis in the higher ranhs.

Kai
r

lodar Mai, Kai Kashi l)ass, Kai Dayanal. Kai and Kai Khar Mai

represented the Kevenue and AceoitnU depai t wonts A very inter rsl ing

eleun-ti i is the d'ength of the Deeeanese officers who hold eleven coin-
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mands among themselves. They represent probably the price of the

policy of expansion in the south whirli »Shah Jahan hud been pursuing

for several years. The rest are mostly Rajputs belonging to the various

ruling houses in Rajputaha and elsewhere. The Biwan* seem to have

risen from the ranks.

in the Revenue department besides the four provincial Diwans

ranking as Commanders of 1000 or above, there were other occupying less

exalted stations yet discharging equally responsible duties. Rai Sobha

Charnl was the Biwan of Lahore in the 12th year.- 3 Rai Mukand Bass

served u« t he Biwan-i-tan and Diwan-i-Bayutat. He served for some

time as the officiating revenue minister for the whole of India in the

12th year. 15 Rai Bayauat Rai who was a commander of 1000 became

the Biwan of nil the Mughal territories in the Deccan, 27 Beni Bass

served as the Biwan of Bihar. 28 Rai Raghn Nath Bass officiated for

some time as the Imperial finance Minister, 29 whereas Rai Chandar

Bhan was in charge of the Bar-ul-Insha, the secirtanat.*'
0 Probably (lie

most interesting appointment, of the reigai was that of Shuhji whom

Shah Jahan tempted into imperial service by conferring on him, the

highest command of 0000. 11 He does not. seem to have actually joined

the Mughal*. Yet. the appointment is significant as lie was appointed

to a rank higher than that of aaiy other Hindu Mansibdar. Wr
e further

find that on the outbreak of the war of succession, Maharaja Jaswant

Singh was the premier noble of the empire32 bolding the rank of. a< com-

mander of GOOO. Thus under Shah Jahan Hindus occupied a higher

status in the government than that occupied l>
t
v the Indians today.

They counted among them the mightiest, subject and the highest, public

"vrvant, the imperial finance minister and, several provincial ministers

of finance besides several military commanders of great fame.

2*7 Salih, M, .101; Luhsiuri, M, 270. 20 Lahauri, II, 112, 110.

27 Labauri, 11, 132. 28 Laliauri, II, 408.

20 (Miambir Rhan, 1'lnt/nir ('haninn, account oi t lie prime ministers of the

Manila! emperors.

10 Chanda r Bhan, Chohtir Chaman
,
his autobiography.

11 Salih, I, 393. 32 Kh.n Khan, I, 379.
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When Aurangzeb was the Viceroy of the Deccan, Shah Jahan

9harply reprimanded him for his anti-Rajput bias. 33 In one case the

Record-keeper of the salaries office, Rai Maya J)ass was replaced by

a Muslim on account of his religion though the court annalist would

have us believe it was old age which necessitated the removal of Rai

Maya Dass. 34
'In the whole, however, one may hold that no wholesale

dislodgment of Hindu in the public services seems to have taken

place.

Shah Jahan did not reimpose the Jiziya but tried to make money

out of the religious conviction of the Hindus otherwise. The pilgrimage

tax was/ revived. 35
It was a heavy burden, and an obstacle in the

ways of the Hindus who wanted to fulfil their religious injunctions.

On the importunities of a Hindu scholar of Benares, Kavindaracarya,

who led a deputation to the emperor against this hateful imposition,

the emperor remitted it and thus allowed his Hindu subjects religious

liberty.
36

Shah Jahan changed the spirit of religious toleration that had

informed the Mughal government so far in several other ways as well.

To begin with, the emperor forbade putting the finishing touches to

certain temples that had been built during his predecessor's reign. 37

*

The repairs to old temples were then prohibited and the building of

new temples was forbidden. But Shah Jahan’ s orthodoxy was not

satisfied with this order that concerned the future alone. He embarked

on a campaign of destroying tbe new temples of the Hindus. A

general order seems to have been issued ordering the destruction of

new temples. As a result of this order three temples were

destroyed in Gujrat, seventy-two temples in Benares and its

neighbourhood, and probably four temples elsewhere in the province

of Allahabad. 38 Some temples in. Kashmir were also sacrificed to the

religious fury of the emperor. The Hindu temple of Achchhabal was

S3 Adab-uJilamgirl, 55. 34 Tabatabai, 19; Lahauri, I, 446.

86 Kavindaracarya’s list. 36 Ibid.

37 Lahauri, I, i, 452; Qazvini, 405 t

38 LaHauri, I, i, 452; Salih, I, 522; Sadiq Khan in Khafi Khan, 1, 472;

Qasvini, 357, 455; Mulakkas, 75.
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destroyed and converted into a mosque. 30 This betokened a rather

serious fit of religious frenzy which Akbar’s reign seemed io have made

impossible. The materials of some of these temples were used for

building mosques. 40 In the ninth year a magnificent temple built by

Bir Singh Bundela, at TTrchha wa* destroyed during tile course of the

military operations against. Jujuharsingh Bundela. 41 Several other

temples suffered the same fate or were converted into mollies. When

the fort of Khata Kheri was conquered from its Bhil ruler Bhagirath

in H>32, Muslim rites were performed here 13
as in the temple of Kangra

at its conquest by Jahangir. The fort of Dhamuni under Jujuhar Singh

was similarly desecrated in 1045 A. 11. (
= 1044-45 A.l).).

43
Farliev in

1040 A. II. (
= 1030-31 A.]).) when Alnlal, the> Hindu chief of Hargaon

in the province of Allahabad, had rebelled, most of the temples in the

state were either demolished or converted into mosques, and idols were

burnt. Prince Aurangzeb while Viceroy of Gujarat (February, 1045,

to January, 1047) was responsible for the demolition of several

temples. In Ahmedabad and elsewhere many temples were destroyed.

The temple of Khandai Itai at Satara, and the temple of Chintaman

close to Sarashpur were among these. Probably after AurangzeVs

departure in 1047, many of these temples were taken possession of by

the Hindus. 44

Shah Jahan thus reverted to the pve-Akbar practice of desecrating

systematically the religious shrines of rebel chiefs and enemies, lie

also tried to enforce the Muslim injunction against new places of

worship being built by non-believers. But it seems the fury did not

lust long. Though in general terms some of the chroniclers of the

reign remember the emperor as the destroyer of ten) pies, no more specifi**

cases find mention in the later part of his reign. Something seems

to have softened the emperor and the fit of religious fienzy soon passed

away.

39 bahauri, II, 5S; Salih, IT, 41.

40 Sad iq K linn in Kindi Khan, I, 172.

42 Salih, 1, 518.

43 Sadiq Khan in Khafi Khan, T, 510.

44 Sadiq Khan in Khafi Khan, 1,
4

">4.

11 bahauri, 1. ii, 121.
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Probably duo to Darn’s increasing influence we find Shah Julian

reversing -his policy sometimes after. The prince presented a stone

railing to the temple of Kerim Rai at Mathura. 45 A letter written

during the year llj4ft-44 (y-J()o3 A.H). to Jai Singh, Raja, of Jaipur,

concedes to him full liberty to appoint the presiding priest at the

temple of Briudaban built by Man Singh. 16 Man Singh’s mother had

n'ied in Bengal and by a letter dated 7th of August 11539, Shall Jahan

granted two hundred bighas of land to be attached to her mausoleum

in order to ensure itl

,s peipetual up-keep.
17 The restoration of their

temples 10 the ilindus of Uujrat, however, must be placed after 1(>47.

The Christians themselves brought about destruction of some of

their, religions privilege's. The Jesuits at the Mughal court had been

mixing politics with religion and they had little -to complain when on

the outbreak of hostilities with the Portuguese at Hugli Shah Jahan

ordered the dismantling of their church at Agra and destruction of

their church images, lie allowed them, however, the right of holding

I heir religious ceremonies in the houses they were permitted to ietain.‘
H

Thus Shalt Jahan interfered with open public worship after the

Christian fashion in the elmiehes, allowing them, however, to hold their

religious ceremonies in the privacy of their own houses. We have to

icmcmhcr that unlike the Protestant and Roman Catholic governments

of Kurope during the religious wars and after, the Muglials seldom

tried to interfere with the piivucy of their subjects in religious matters.

The rights enjoyed by tbe Roman Catholics even after this eruption

far exceeded those enjoyed by their religious brethren in protestant

Knglaml about this time ami even later. 14^1^0
Shah Jahan aBo slopped the prevailing practice of allowing the

Hindus and the Christians to make converts to their religious. The per-

mission granted to Christians was withdrawn as the result of the war

against the Portuguese of Hugli. Christians had never been, able to con-

44 Sacliq Klian oi Khali Khan, f, ; ,Salih, T, 430; Mirnl-i-Afnnmli, J,

‘JiiO, 259 ; Knliniut-i-Tatiuihut
,
7b; Ftnmlmy liazvltt’v.r, vol. f, part i, 280.

15 News Letter dated 14 10. CO. 46 Jaipur Ftcrordx,

47 Ja’tfnu linn rrf.s, letter dated 7th August 163U.

48 Shah Julian’s Farntan m V, 25, 26.
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vert a large number of Hindus and Muslims to tbeiv faith. Their efforts

had maiiily bwui confined to keeping wiiliiu their Christian* f jtitli such

Armenians, Europeans and others who happened to take novice at the

Mughal court. This they wm even now allowed to do. Hefou*. 1 iie

odahlishmeni of the .le.suit Mi-ooiis at Agfa and Laiioiv, the (Tnmtiuus

entering the Mughal servile usually adopted iion-(Tn istian modes of life

from which they were levelled by the Jesuit nmMonaries. Now that the

missionaries were established at Agra and Lahoie such raM\s became

rarer. The refusal of the permwdon, therefore, was simply the denial

of a principle and implied Shah Johan's anxiety to cotifoim to the

Muslim theological, injunction* r.Pher tlian cieate piuctical obstacle*

i n the path of the Christian mission'. J.u the case of the Hindus,

however, it was otherwise. They had been usually absorbing a

large number of Muslims by conversions to lliudu^im. In the bth yeai

of his reign when Shah Julian was returning from Kashmir rt« .Jammu,

lie discovered, as Jahangir had discoveied before him, that the Hindus

of IJliailain i and JJhiuiabar accepted daughters oi Muslim parents

and convened them to their own faith. They were cremated at their

death. Jahangir had iried to stop this pi ant ice but to no avail. Shah

J uhun not only issued orders making such marriage* unlawful in the

future but ordered that these converted Muslim girls he taken from

their husbands who should be fined. The Hindus however could’ keep

their wive* and escape the fine ii they accepted Islam. Such wide-

spread \\a* this practice *ol‘ converting Muslim girls to Hinduism tint I

these orders dncoveml more than 4000 such women. 1
''

During the course of the same journey Shah Jahau discovered

down in Oujiat the same source of uneasiness to hi> oi thodoxy. lleie

again some seventv such couvetls were disiovered. Thi* gave the

emperor some cause for anxiety. Geneinl ordeis were issued to scour

tlie Punjab and put down by force such piactice*. Some lorn hundred

such case< were repented in consequence. "*

IS> (Jnzvim, -14 J, 44-); JLnhuim, J, n. ~»s
;
Saclaj Kluia m Khali Khun, 1, 501:

Salih, 11, 64.

Sadiq Khan says that the oll'endors were er.eculod. whcivas other historians

mention either a tine or a warning as the punishment.

50 Lalmuri, 1, ii, 5$, Qazvini, 445; Salih, II, 65.
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In his tenth year Shah Jahan discovered that his orders had not

completely stopped conversion hy Hindus. Dnlpat, a Hindu of Sirhand,

had converted a Muslim girl Zinah, given her (he Hindu name, Gahga,

and brought up their offsprings as Hindus. He had also converted one

Mudim hoy and six Muslim girls to Hindu ism. The emperor was now

too much exasperated hy this Hindu persistence. To put a stop to this

practice and warn all future transgressors agaimvc the (Quranic law,

Dalpat’s wife and children were taken from him. He was sentenced to

death lry dismemberment with tire option that ho could save himself

hy becoming* a Muslim. Halpal however was made of the stuff of which

martyrs are made and he flatly refused the offer. He was cruelly done

to death by dismemberment. 51

Another probable source of conversion to Hinduism was also

stopped. Though Akbar had discontinued tbe practice of making

slaves of the prisoners of war, it seems to have been too deep-rooted to

disappear so easily. It. lmd now revived. These slaves seem to have

been publicly sold to bidder- or retained by Hie soldiers. Shah Jahan

now issued an order that Muslim prisoners of war weio not to be sold to

the Hindus as slaves. Hindu soldiers were aho forbidden from

enslaving* Musi ims. 52

Shah Jahan seems to have left the proselytising* ait.ivitie- of I ho

Hindus alone after hx tenth year. During* the tost of his reign we do

not hear of any attempts to put down the efforts of thei Hindus to make

converts to their religion. Xot that the-e activities were now finally

crushed. AVo come acro.-s several cases of convoision> of Muslims by

the Hindus. Kalynn Jibuti was a Hindu saint living* in lviratpur in

the year 1013. He was a SannvaM, had travelled to far off Persia where

he was converted to Islam. When he returned to India, lie became a

Hindu and was accepted a> a religious leader by the Hindus. It is

said that l ho licentious life of Shah Abbas Suture of Pejsia. (1083 (<>

IbLkS A.D.) had disgusted him with the religion that permit ted Mich

practices.
53

»j 1 Salih, IT. 240, 217; Lahauri, f, ii, 57; Qazviui, 562.

52 Qazvini, 405. 53 I)abi$t<in-i-Mazahib t 186, 187.
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A large number of Muslims was converted to- Hinduism by tlie

Vairagis. The author of the Dnbistan-i-Mazuhib speaks of these con-

versions as if from his own personal knowledge. Two Muslim nobles

are mentioned among these converts, Mirza Salih and Mirza Haider/ 4

When Guru Hargobind took up his residence at Kiratpur

he succeeded in converting a large number of Muslims sometimes be-

fore 1(145. In the words of the Dabistan-i-Mazuhih
,

not. n Muslim \va-

left between the hills near Kiratpur and the frontiers of Tibet, and

Khotan/* The Mughal* conquered Kiratpur in 1045 and it is possible

they may have made some atforts at reconverting them. Hut the

Muslim chroniclers are silent about the fate of any such attempts.

Though persecution for such ‘inal-practicesi* may have come to an

end, a connected proselytising activity seems to have continued through-

out hia reign. Early in his reign Shah Jahan appointed n. superin-

tendent of converts to Islam thus setting up a department for the

special purpose of making converts.™ This special solicitude for in-

creasing the number of the Muslims was accompanied by various

measures calculated to effect this purpose. The. one common enough

practice was to make terms with the criminals. Any crime could be

expatiated if a man was. willing enough to become a Muslim. The

Hindus of the Punjab, Bhimbar, Bhada.uii, and Sirhainl, who were

guilty of the offence of abetting apostacy, were all offered 1 emission of

their sentences provided they accepted the ‘true faith*. When the war

with the Portuguese started, many of them; were made prisoners and

condemned to slavery or death. But they were offered their freedom, and

life both if they accepted the ‘true faith*.
47 Of the four hundred who

were brought before the emperor, very few however accepted the offer,

the rest were imprisoned but orders vrere issued that, whenever they

would express their willingness to be converted they should be liberated

and given daily allowances. 3 * The Hindu law confined rights in the

property of a joint family to the Hindus alone. Naturally if a Hindu

was converted to Islam he lost his right in the joint property. Ink©

54 Da h i»tdn -i-Naza h i

h

t
203.

55 Ibid., -203.

57 See above.

I.II.Q., MARCH, 193(1

56 Lahauri, I, ii, 58.

58 Salih, I, 612.
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Lord Dalhousie two centuries later, Shah .Tnhan could not tolerate this

artificial obstacle to the spread of the irne faith and au order was

i^ued in the seventh year of his reign that if a Hindu wanted1 to he

accepted into Islam, his family should not place any obstacles in his

way.™ Most probably t li is refeis to the threats of depriving the

‘ienegade’ of lim slum* of the joint pioperty. ll'ut Shah .Johan’s order

differed from Jvord Dalhousieks legislation widely. Dalhousie, by

allowing (’hrisl i.in converts to claim their share of the joint property,

I lought conversion to and tiom ('hristianity to the same level. No

law entailed the continent ion of his pioperty on a Christian if he became

a Hindu. Thus Dalhousie’s order established no inequalities, llut

under Shall datum, apo.-tacy from Mam was si'll a capital cr: m.e. His

oideis, therefore, made conversion'* from amoug the Hindus easier,

while retaining all the power of the state for keeping Mudimsi true to

their faith.

No wonder that this led to the forcible conversion in times of war.

When Shuja was appointed the (loveinoi of Kabul, liH assumption of

office was accompanied by a ruthless war in the Hindu territory beyond

the Indus. Shan her was the ruler of these tribes. During the war lb

sous and dependants of one llalhi here were converted by force. The

sword of Islam further yielded a crop of 5000 new converts. Their

temple.* were converted into mosques. Any one showing signs of

reverting to the faith of his forefathers was executed.
60 The rebellion

or dujahar Singh yielded a rich crop of Muslim converts mostly minors.

II is minor sons l)urga and his grandson Durjan Sal were both con-

verted to become Imam Quli and All Quli.
61 Udaibhan, his eldest, son,

when captured preferied death to Islam. Another minor son was how-

ever converted. Most ot bis women had burnt themselves to death but

tuich as were captured—probably slave girls or maids—weie converted

and' distributed among Muslim Man^ibdars. 4'- When ] ’rat up Ujjuinya

rebelled in the tenth year, one of his women was captured, con veiled to

59 l.uhauri, I, i», 535; Qnzviiii, 101, 402, 405.

00 Inxhili-i-linvlilml, letter No. N. 01 Lahauri, I, ii, 1311

02 Ih'ul.y T, ii, 130; Sadiq Klmn in Khafi Khan, J, 522, 523.
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[slain, and married to a grandson of Piroz Jang.®
3 The conquest of

Rnglana was followed by the r*Qnvei>ioii of Xaliaiji’s son and successor

who became now Duulatmand. 04 Xasuit Jung converted1 a Brahman

boy io Islam who however seems to have resented this and killed his

‘benefactor’ thereupon while he was asleep. 65 Pratap, a zemindar of

‘he eastern districts, rebelled. In the course of the military operations

.
gainst him he was killed. 4)iie of his women was captured, however,

pml converted to Islam. 66 There was a severe famine in the Punjab in

lObf) A. 11. ( = 1(145-4G A.D.) when people began to sell their children.

Shah Julian ordered that the sale price lie paid by the state and the

Muslim children he restored to their parents. 67 Hindu children thus

bought by the state were probably brought up as Muslims.

It is not surprising therefoie that some noteworthy converts were

made during this reign. Raja Raj Singh’s won Bakhtawar Singh and

he grandson were converted. 68 One Guru Kishan of Amroha, how-

ever, dors not seem to have been suitably rewatded on lik* conversion

ami had to remind the ernpei.or «
*t* hi< novices in becoming • Muslim

and -illicit a Mansih, in order thal thi> may piov t» an inducement to

olhe» s.
6U

Sri Ranga HI of Pai'iinlic was attacked by Adil Khan.

Pi'e.sMal in from all sides In* '•ought -nfety in the i mmitciai -»»n of hns

religion and conversion In Plum. This at once i clo ved him of the

pressure as Auraugzeb, who was at this time ihe \;cerny in the Deccan,

promised him aid.
70

Shall Julian dKcoveied anothei moans of ^welling the. iauks of the

Mirliui". AVhen Hindu priucc-.se- were marned to the Mughal kings

and princes, they do not -•com. to lime been formally < unvaried to tile

true faith. It is true licit their nianiage in it -di constituted mm

of conversion. Bui AKbar .‘*00111 s to have allowed these pnuce:>e.s a

good deal of religious liberty and Jahangir does not appear to hav*

UU Laha.uri, L, ii, 274.

04 Sadiq Khan in Khafi Khan, f, -“>(»
t ;

Taihauri, II, UM.

6a lisihauri, II, 216.

66 $a<Ii<| Klian in Kim (i Klian, t. 515; Salih, I, 210.

67 Sadiij Klian in K K -• t« Klian I 620.

OH Qa/.vim. nr, 00 I,.-'tiers, jKt!;.-. V ] 1 1 ;ij*.

70 Atlab- 1-Jh.vmjWi, 05-08.
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changed the practice of his father very much. Under Shah Jahan,

however, the Muslim law was more strictly followed. The princes were

first formally converted to Islam, the emperor himself teaching them

the elements of the Muslim religion on their entry into the palace .

71

Marriage was solemnised after this formal conversion.

Thus Shah Jahan took active steps not only for stopping the con-

version of the Muslims to other faiths but for swelling their number by

all possible means as well. Herein he earned the praises of almost all

the Muslim annalists of his reign and came to be regarded as a great

Muslim king who was anxious to restore the lost privileges of Islam.

As Shall Jahan made apostacy criminal, he took similar measures

to enforce the Muslim penal code in connection with other religious

crimes as well. Blasphemy was once again made a criminal offence.

A Hindu who was alleged to have behaved disrespectfully towards the

Quran was executed.

72 Chhaila, a Brahman and provincial Qanungo of

Berar, lost his head because he was similarly accused of disrespectful

language towards the prophet .

73 Kaju, a Sayyid holding heretic views,

was first expelled from Ahmedabad and subsequently killed on his

opposing the imperial officers sent in order to accomplish and hasfen

his departure during the viceroyalty of Aurangzeb .

74

The Muslim tradition further laid down that it was the duty of a

Muslim king to see that the Hindus were not allowed to look like the

Muslims. This naturally demanded the promulgation of’ sumptuary

laws. Shall Jahan took a step towards reviving them by ordering that

the Hindus be not allowed to dress like the Muslims .

75 No vserious

attempt seems to have been made to enforce this regulation as no

Muhtasibs were appointed to look after the enforcement of these orders.

Shah Jahan in his sixth year prohibited the sale, public or private,

of wine .

78 Jahangir had only prohibited public sales. This order

therefore either involved the extension of the prohibition to private

pale's as well or the tacit con lesion that Jahangir’s order had not. been

fully enforced. In either case we know little about the success with

71 Mu' girl, 37.

73 Addb-i-Jlamglrl
,

101.

75 Qazvini, 445.

72 Qazvini, 445.

74 Mimt-i-Ahmadl
„ I, 220, 227.

76 Ibid., 405.
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which this order was attended. Christians, however, were allowed to

manufacture their own drinks.
77

Shah Julian’s attitude towards the prohibition of the slaughter of

animals as practised by Akbar and Jahangir was again that of an

orthodox king. He himself had no leanings towards Sufism though his

son Darn was a Sufi. Naturally the prohibition of the slaughter of

animals on certain days of the week as enforced by Akbar and Jahangir

was discontinued
1

. J3 ut the respect Akbar and Jahangir had shown

towards Hindu feelings by prohibiting tbe slaughter of certain animal*

continued to some extent in certain areas. Manriques discovered that in

Bengal killing of anim.als held sacred by them was a crime punished

by amputation. He was able, however, to compound for it

by paying a fine and spirit away the culprit after he had been whipped.

Manrique had used petticoat influence for securing this escape. 78
It is

reasonable to suppose that these prohibitions were not confined to the

districts visited by Mamique alone and that elsewhere as well such

respect was shown to Hindu feelings.

Thanks probably to Dura, Shah Julian continued the policy of his

predecessors in another important field. Dara’s Sufist leanings led him

to explore the depths of Hindu religion and under his patronage and

partly by his own efforts several Sanskrit works were translated, into

Persian. These included the famous ‘song celestial’, 1Jhatjactul Oitfi ,

Yoga. Vas isth a, and Ptohodha Candrodayu. He himself translated

the Fpanisads and declared them to be the ‘the hook’ referred to in the

(Jnian. He further wrote a tract comparing the Vedantist terms with

Sufist expressions proving thereby that both came very near each

other. He definitely set out to prove by these efforts of his that the

Hindus deserved toleration not because it was politic even for the

Muslim emperors of India to show them t his concession but because

Islam enjoined such toleration to Hinduism as a kindred faith.
7 * A

translation of the Rdmayana was also made by a Hindu scholar.

More important however was tlio patronage of Hindu poets by

77 Mamn-ci, J, 110. 78 Manrique, II, lOo-l IA.

70 Cf. Dara Shikoli by Qunuiigo; “Princo Dura Sliikoh” by I)r. Yusuf

Husain in the Journal of / h v Muslim Unirersitu, Aligarh, vol. T, pp. .'>4.3-562,
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Shah Julian. Sunder I)as> and Chinlamani were two great- Hindi poets

of the age who received court patronage / 0 They wrote on various

themes particularly on religious topics.

Shall Tahau’s reign i> famous for the quality and the quantity of

the Sanskrit writings that it produced. The great jurist, Kamalakar

Ilhuttn, author of the famous .V unaijaxinil/iu, was alive. One of Shah

Julian’.' proteges, Kaviudaracarya, wrote a commentary on the Rtj-

cnla. Jaganuath, who was a court poet, besides compiling poetic

works to sing' the praises of Dura and Asaf Khan, wrote religious tracts

in praise of the (ranges, the Yamuna and the Sun. Nityananda

who was patronised hv Asif Khan wrote two works on Hindu astronomy,

Vcf/aiif/nraja
,
another protege of Shah Julian compiled in Sanskrit a

vocabulary of Persian and Arabic terms used in Indian astronomy and

astrology. Mitraniisra, the famous jurist whose interpretations of the

Hindu law is '-till upheld^ by the Hindi Points of Calcutta and Bombay,

was aHo living (lining Shall .lahan’s icign. The list of the Sanskrit

writers of the age given in the appendix shows the richness of the work

done and proves tin t Shah Johan did not interfere with the literal y

activities of the Hindus The fad that 'ome of Hie great writers of the

age wo 10 patron Hod. hv him piove^ flint he had no intention of

.'UppieSMUg them.

To sum up, t lien, Shall Julian wa* a more orthodox king than his

{ wn predecessors. Uni mg the \cai' ‘ ;.\th lu t " n't li of his reign he em-

barked upon an active career* of a gieat Muslim king persecuting Iho

Hindus and trying to cou\erl them. Several orders were issued during

these veal', with the pm pom of achieving this end. ^ew temples weie

ded roved, conveiHon> were doppeu, several Hindus were persecuted ..or

njigim:,. reason-, and piobaMs the pilgrimage fux reimposed. Soon

howeiei his ivligi* ic /eril lo have spent iHelf. Probably as

H. iruV influence at <omi i in reused, Shah Julian’s ardour as n

great proselytising king cooled down when he discovered in the

heir-appanml and hH deputy in many "late alfairs a religious tolera-

fmn .quailing If. at ol l.H -ra.i.lh.tbrr Akbai. Of course the di,con-

I, ,, j
,(,(!• ol ((*jfain i-ouif cen uionii''* winch smacked of Hindu piai tilts

p:\ Mi.sni Jnnnlhti 1 tiujdti.
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was permanent. Yet he continued the llahi year even in his Farmans

and in the revenue accounts; his royal mandates still began with

Alldhrhu-Akbar made popular by Akbar. He continued patronizing

dancing, music, portrait painting and astrology. The ceremony of

weighing the emperor against different commodities was performed

every year amidst the applause of the court poets and annalists.

But as a pious Muslim, Shah Jahan showed greater interest in the

celebration of Muslim festivals as state ceremonies. Larger amounts

were given in charity to Muslims on these occasions. The divorce

between the state and the church was brought to an end by the in-

creasing importance a tached to the office of the Sadr-as-saaur, by the

appointment, of an officer to look after new converts and possibly to

encourage conversions to Islam. Shah Jahan tried to convert his court

into that of a great Muslim emperor. Frequent missions were sent, to

Mecca in charge of the pilgrims as also for the distribution of the

charities set apart by the emperor. It is rather interesting to note that

the larger part of Shah Jahan’s gifts to Mecca wis sent in the shape

of merchandise which was sold in Arabia and the proceeds given in

charity. His letters to Qutab-ul-iMalak of Oolkunda portray him as

the champion of the Sunni variety of Islam.

It is thus not wholly true to say that Shah Jahan ’-s. reign was in

this respect a prelude to what followed under Aurangzeb. Much of

what his successor did constituted a vote of censure on Shah Jahan for

failing to do in its entirety what the Muslim law and tradition de-

manded of a Muslim king. It is true these five years, from the sixth* to

the tenth', of his reign gave the Hindus a foretaste of what might, happen

if the Mughal throne happened to be filled by an orthodox king who

insisted on following in their entirety what the contemporary Muslim

practice® demanded from him, Shah Jahan however—despite the praises

showered on him by his court poets and annalists—was never consis-

tently or for long a persecutor. Towards the end of his reign we

actually find him restraining the religious zeal' of Aurangzeb and

overriding him in many important matters. It will have, however, to

be admitted that Akbar’s ideal of a ‘comprehensive state* was being

given up though only partly.

Sri Bam Sharma



APPENDIX

Sanskrit writers during Shah Jahan’s reign

1. Atlanta Bhafta.

He wrote Tirtharatnakara for his patron Anupa Simha.

2. Atlanta Papdita.

Ho commented on Govardhana Sapta&iti, and Rasa Manjari of Bhanu

Datta (1636 A.D.), and wrote a prose version of Mudra liak§asa.

3. Ananta Deva.

He wrote a commentary on Katyayana's SrautosOtra.

4. Kamalakara Bhatta, the famous jurist.

5. Kavindaracarya.

He was a Vedic scholar, and wrote a commentary on the Rg Veda, of

which only a fragment is now available.

0. Kamalakara.

He wras an astronomer, and wroto various wrorks on the subjeot.

7. Kavicandra.

He was a grammarian, and wrote several commentaries on grammatibal

texts.

8. Krsna.

He wrote an elementary text book of grammar in 1645.

9. Krsnadatta Miira.

In about 1650, he compiled n guide to the sacred places of TCuruk^etra.

10. Kalidasa.

One of his works was written in 1632.

11. GaAgadhara.

His two works on astronomy bear the date 1633.

12. Gangadhara.

He compiled some manuals on festivals,

lft. Govinda.

He wrote a wor'; on astrology in 1038 mainly concerning the determina-

tion of auspicious times for various work*.

14. Gokulajit.

He was an astronomer, and wrote thereon in 1632-1633.

15. Gauripati.

He commented on Acaradar^a of Sridatta in 1646,

16. Cintemani.

He was interested in poetry, and wrote a manual on metre in 1630.

17. Jagannntha.

He was the court panditu of Shah Johan, and wrote various works in that

capacity. He wrote his Jngadabharana in Dara’s praise, and Asaf Vilftsa in

praise of Asaf Khan. His Bhatnim Vilasa treats of erotics. He wrote besides

several works on grammar, poetics, and in the praises of the various gods.
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18. Jugadauauda Sarraau.

19. Jiniirjuna.

20. Jivagosvarain.

He was a nephew of Rupugosvaiuin, the famous leader of the Bhakti

school during this period. Some of his famous works ou devotion must have been

written during this period.

2?. Daya Dviveda.

A collection of several moral stories written in 1628 is attributed to him.

2-'. Durga Dasa.

He wrote a text book on grammar in 1639.

23. Devasiigarufi.

A grammarian, he was interested in etymology and wrote a treatise

thereon in 1630.

24. Dhanaraja.

25. Nanda Pap{Uta.

Another great jurist.

26. Nityauanda.

Like Jagamiatha he was also a portege of A*af Khan, and wrote ho works

on astronomy dated 1629 and 1640.

27. Nilakaptha Sarman.

He was a grammarian and one text book written in 1639 bears his name.

28. Nilakantha Bhatfa.

He was attached to Bhagavant Deva, a Bundela chief. After the name

of his patrmv. he wrote Bhagavant Bhftskara on law which is recognised as an

authority on Hindu law by the High Court at Bombay.

29. Nilakantha Dik$ita.

He was a voluminous writer, and is the author of some sixty-three works

on grammar and devotion, several of which have been printed.

30. Purupottama.

Tn 1628, lie wrote a manual on the religious duties of the pilgrims to

Jagamiatha.

31. Balabhadra.

He was n mathematician, and wrote several works on astronomy and

inAthcmatios.

32. Bhavadeva Mis'rn.

He belonged to Patna, and wrote several works on Yoga, Vedanta, and

devotion.

33 Bhavadeva.

In 1649 he wrote a commentary on the Vedftntasdtra.

34. Bhaftoji Diksita.

This famous grammarian and jurist was still alive.

35. Manirama.

He was a physician, and wrote a text book on medicine in 1642.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1936 6
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36. Manirama Dik$ita.

He was another protege of Anupa Simha.

37. Madhava Sukla.

His work Kundakalpadrum written in 1656 has been printed.

36. Madhava Jyotirvid.

39. Mahadeva.

He was a Partita interested in the technique of rites, and wrole a work

explaining the construction of sacrificial Pand&las.

40. Mitraraisra.

The famous jurist whose works are still recognised as an authority by the

High Courts of Bombay and Calcutta.

41. Kaghunatha.

Another jurist who wrote a work on Dharmasastru in 1650.

42. Hahga Natha.

He commented on Vikramorvas* in 1656.

43. Ramacandra.

He discussed the religious duties of the Hindus.

H. Rajarsi.

He was an astrologer, and wrote a work on astrology in 1633.

45. Ramanatha Vidyavacaspati.

He was a great scholar, and wrote various works on law, poetics, astro-

nomy, ritual and lexicography. He commented on ftakuntala.

46. RanuUrama.

He wrote a commentary on the daily prayers of the Hindus.

47. Datta.

48. Vijayananda.

He described the beauties and religious attractions of Benares in 1641.

49. Vidyananda.

He was a grammarian, and wrote a work on etymology.

50. Vidyidhara.

His patron was Raja Vlrabhadra of Rajkot. He wrole several works on

the religious duties of the Hindus in 1639 and 1644.

51. Vi^u Puri.

He selected verses on the devotion from the various Puraiias, and wrote two

independent works on devotion.

5*2 . Vi?nu.

53. Visvarama.

54. Vi.4varupa.

55. Vi4vanalha Daivajna.

56. Visvanatha Paficanana Bhattacarya.

He was a great philosopher,, and wrote on various schools of Hindu

philosophy.

57 . Yedangaraja.

He was u protege of Shah Jahan. He wrote Parsi Prakas}uka t a
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vocabulary of Persian and Arabic terms used in Indian astronomy and astrology

in 1643.

58, Veriidatta.

He wrote a dictionary in 1044 and a biography of Vamadeva.

o(J. diva Rama.

He was a Y
r
edic scholar, and wrote on chanting of Vedie mantras, on

poetics, and Dharmadastra.

60. dri Dharmapati Sarman.

He compiled a commentary on Prabhakoracandrodaya.

61. Sahajakirta.

He was a Jain, and wrote two works on Jainism.

63. Haridatta Bhat$a.

After 'the name of his patron, Raja Jagat Simha he wrote Jagadhhusana

in 1630.

6**. Tn 1632 an unknown writer wrote a commentary on Atharvana Pratisakhya.

(Summarised from the author’s forthcoming work on the Sanskrit writers

of the Mughal Period).
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VII

The period of anarchy in the kingdom of Vehgi is counted from

the date of the dlose of the reign of Danarnava. An inscription 1
of

Saktivarman’s reign states that after the close of the reign of

Danarnava, the Andhradesa was without a ruler for twenty-seven years

as the night of the second fortnight is without the moon. The Ranasti-

pundi grant8
of Vimaladitya records that “after Danaraava, through

the evil action of fate, the country of Vehgi was without a ruler for

twenty-seven years. At this point the son of king Dana, that glorious

Saktivaiinain, who resembled (Indra) the king of the gods, having

overcome the enemies by the force of his valour, protected the earth

for twelve years.” Many other inscriptions of the Eastern Calukyas

support this statement.*

Sometimes during the latter part of this interregnum, the Cola

Rajaraja took possession of the Andhra country and Kalinga, probably

defeating Yuddhamalla III. An inscription, 4 issued in the fourteenth

year (=999 A.D.) of the reign of Rajaraja I, states that the king

conquered Vengainnadu (Vehgai-nadu), Gahga-padi and other places.

An inscription
5 of the twentyfirst year (

= 1005 A.D.) of this king adds

that he conquered Kallihga. But the Cola, supremacy in Vehgi was put

an end to by Saktivarman. Saktivarman’s inscription4 reports that

“Saktivarman rose to fame even in his youth by his victory in a battle

with the Colas, and he put to flight a certain Badyema-maharaja and

other*. ” lit is further stated that “Coda-BhBma met his death like

Ravana in the hand* of this Calukya-Narayana.” Badyema and Coda-

Bhlma were apparently officers under Rajaraja I. It has been

suggested above that Yuddhamalla III was overthrown by Saktivarman.

# Continued from vol. XI, p. 45. c

1 SE., 1918, p. 13^. 2 EL, vol. VI, p. 868 ff.

3 IA., vol XX, p. 272 i
Sir Walter Elliot’r Teluffi* Sauna p. 777.

4 SW., vol. HI, p. 6. 6 Ibid., vol. I, p. 94.

6 SE., 1918, p. 132.
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It is equally possible that Yuddhamalla’s power was broken down by

the Colas, who were again ousted from Andhra by Saktivarman,

Saktivarman (A.D, 1000-1011) ,
Calukya-Nfr&yanpy Visnuvardhana.

Saktivarman was also known as SarvalokaSraya Visnuvardhana

maharaja. He assumed the titles of Calukya-Candra, and Calukya-

Narayana. 7 An inscription8
of his reign has been discovered. It is

mutilated! and incomplete. It records the gift of land in the Varanandu

(Velanandu) Visaya.

Saktivarman deprived the headman of the village Pabhubarru,

a descendant of an official of Amma II, of all his properties, aijld

expelled him. from his kingdom. The properties seized were given to

Dadi-Bhima, a faithful servant of Saktivarman. DadS-Bhima was

also given the fief of Pabhubarru. 9

Saktivarman ruled for twelve years i.e. from 999 or 1000 A.D. to

1011 A.D., and was succeeded on the throne by his younger brother

Vimaladitya. Some coins of Calukya-Candra i.e. Saktivarman were

discovered in the islands of Ramree, ChedHiba, situaited off the coast of

British Burma, and in Siam. 10

Vimaladitya (1011-1018 A.D.), Birud&hka-Bhima, Mummadi-Bhima,

Vimuvardhfina, Raja-Martanda
,
Bhupn-Mah eti(ha.

Vimaladitya assumed the epithets of Birudanka-Bhlma, Mummadi-

Bhima, BJiupa-Mahendra, Raja-Martanda, Visnuvardhana, 11 Two in.

acriptions of hi« reign have been brought to light.

(i) Ranastdpundi grant,
12

{The inscription was found in the Amalapuram Taluka of the

Godavari District, It records that the Maharajadhiraja Vimaladitya

granted! the village of Ranastipundi and P&ruvala, ini the Guddava$i«

Visaya, to his brahmana minister Vajra, In connection with' the boun-

7 Ibid.; j\.
t

vol. XIV, p. 50. 8 8E., 1918, p. 132.

9 JAE8.
f
vol. IV, p. 102. 10 74., vol XIX, p. 79.

11 EZ., vol. VI, p. 359 ff.; TtleQU Mahdbharata, Adiparva, JUv&sa, 12, V. 2891.

12 El., vol. VI, p. 351.
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dary line of the above village the places Mrontugarru, Palum, Korukeru,

Kalaparru, Gangaleru, Kollikurru, Siripuruji, Gohganavrolu, and Lulla

are mentioned. The minister Vajra who is described as
camdpya-

iikhdmani bvddhavajmprdkara saujanyaratndkara
,
’ was a resident of

Karamacedu, apparently the modern village of Karimchedu, nine miles

west of Bapattu Taluka, in the Kistna District. The record' was exe-

cuted in the eighth year of the king’s reign by the Dandanayaka Nrpa-

kama. The author of the verses was Bhimanabhatta, and the writer of

the inscription wps Jontacarya.

(ii) Ramdtirthani inscription ,

ls

The inscription is on the wall of the Durgapanca cave in the hill

at the village of ^tainatirtham, in the Vizagapatani District. The in-

scription does not (mention the name of the king. It states that it be-

longs to Sarvalokasraya Visnuvardhana-Maharaja, who had the epithet

of Rajamartanda and Muinmadi-BJiima. The inscription is badly

damaged. It reports that, the Muni Triknlayogi SiddhantmWa, a

toucher of Desigana school of Jainism, and a spiritual teacher of the

king Visimvardhana, paid his reverence to the holy place of Bamakoinja.

Ram&konda is identical with Ramatirtbam.

Tlie Pithapuram inscription 14
of Prthvisvara states that Viinaladitya

granted the pair (Districts called) Gudravara.

It is reported in the Rauastipundi grant that Viinaladitya was

formally anointed in Saka 933=* A.D. 1011. 15 The early years of Vimalu*

ditya’e reign were not peaceful. He killed one Rajaraja, who might have

been an officer under the Colas. Rajaraja’* generals then invaded the

Andhra country and forced Viinaladitya to submit. An inscription 16
of

Rajanija the Great’s reign, dated Saka 934«A.D. 1012, records that

“having captured the lands of Gaiigavadi, Rattavaiji, and1 Melan&d,

the territories of Noluniba and Andhra, the rulers of Kongu, Kalinga,

and Pandya, the king ruling over all other countries in such wise that

they were called the Cola-nad, the lord of the divisions of the world,

Kali-Rajariija Cola bore the dignity of emperor.”

13 HE., 1918, p. 133. 14 Gudrav&ra-dvayay—El vol. IV, p. 49*

15 Bnd., vol Vt, p. 359, v. 13. 16 StL
,

vol. II p, 24D
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“When the Koviraja, Rajakeforivarman
,

Rajaraja, marched

across, the bee at his lotus feet, Paficava-Maharaya, having there

obtained the rank of Maha-Dandanayaka of Vehgi-Mandala and! Ganga*

Mandala displayed the might of his arms” etc. The Tiruvalahga<Ju

plates17 of Rajendracola I recordJa Rajaraja’s victory over Bhlma,

the king of the Andhra country, who killed certain Raja-

raja. Bhvna, referred to, is identical with Mummadi-Bhima, which was

an appellation of Vimaladitya. Rajendracola’s two inscriptions18 on

the Mahendragiri, in the Ganzam District., state that his general defeated

the Kuluta chief Vimaladitya, captured the Mahendraparvata
,
and

caused a pillar of victory to be set- upon the hill. It has rightly been

suggested by Mr. Venkayya19 that “as this fact is not recorded in the

usual historical introduction of Rajendracola’s Tamil inscription, it may

be presumed that it happened during the early part, of his military career,

when his father Rajaraja I was still living.” Vimaladitya, referred to

above, is identical with the Calukya king of the same name, though he

is wrongly called a Kuluta chief.

A treaty appears to have eventually been concluded between the

Colas and the Calukyas. Andhra and Kaliuga wore restored to Vimala-

ditya, who married Kumdava, the daughter of Rajaraja I.
20 The

marriage ceremony seems to have taken place in the Cola country in the

twenty-minth year (
= 1013-14 A.D.) of Rajaraja Fs reign, on which

occasion Vimaladitya made some gifts to the Paftea-Pandavesvaia temple

at Tiruvaiyaru. 21 Since then the Calukyas of Vehgi ruled as the protege

of the Colas of Tanjore.

The Pithapurain inscription22 of Prthvisvara reports that Kudiya-

varman (II), a chief of Velanamlu, helped Vimaladitya many times in

the battle-field.

Vimaladitya had, two eons. The elder Rajaraja was bom of his queen

Kumdava, and the younger was born of his second queen Medavamu,

who was a Cola princess. 23 The Calukya records assign to Vimaladitya

17 SE., 1906, p. 50. 18 Ibid
,
Nos. 396-397 of 1890.

19 EI.
y
vol. VI, p. 350. 20 EL, vol. IV, p. 306, I. 53.

21 8E., 1894, No. 215. 22 EI., vol. IV, p. 49.

23 8E., 1925, p. 77; JAJRS., vol. V, p. 46.
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a reign of seven years. But his Rana&tipundi grant, was issued in the

eighth year of hie reign. It may be that he died before he completed

the eighth year of his reign. He closed his reign in 1018 A.D., and

wae succeeded by his son Rajaraja. [n the inscription of Vimalladitya’s

younger brother Vijayaditya, 8. 952 has been mentioned as the twelfth

year of the former’s reign.

Rajaraja (A.D. 1018-1059), Vixnuvardhana.

Rajaraja had a second name Visnuvardhana. 84 The hostility of his

step-brother Vijayaditya delayed his coronation ceremony for four years,

which took place in Saka 944 = 1022 A.D. The regnal years, given in

his inscriptions, are counted from this date. Four inscriptions of his

reign have been discovered.

(i) (The Korumelli inscription.**

The inscription wa* discovered in the village of Korumelli, in th<$

Godavari District. It records that the king granted the village of

Jlorumelli, in the Guddavadi Visaya, to a Brahmin. The Dut&ka was

Bhima, sop of Raciya-Pedderi. The composer of the inscription wa$

Cetanabhafto, aftd the writer was Gandacarya.

( ii ) Nandamapundi gran

t

2*

The object of the inscription is to record that the king granted the

village of Nandamapundi, in the Renderulunadimi-Visaya to the poet

Nanni-Narayana. While mentioning the boundary of the village

granted, reference is made to the villages Billemapeddapundi, Nerapula,

Mundaramuna, Madakurti. The inscription was issued in the thirty-

second year of the king’s regin. The date corresponds to 1064 A.D;

The inscription was composed by Nanyabhatfa, and the engraver wad

Gandacarya.

(iii) Nandivelugu inscription.*7

The inscription is found engraved in the roof of a Siva temple at

Nandivelugu, in the Tenali Ta'luka of the Guntur District. It records

the gift of some sheep for bearing the cost of a perpetual lamp in the

24 SE.
t 1925, p. 302. 25 lA.

t
vol. XIV, p 48.

26 El., vol. IV, p. 303. 27 SE 1921, p. 47, No. 663.

I.H.Q., IfABCH, 193G 7
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temple of Abbegvara at Vallavaru. The record waa issued in S. 980=»

A.D. 1058-1059, in the thirty-seventh year of the king’* reig»*.

(iv) Valtveru inscription .*•

The stone slab bearing the inscription is lying before the Svayam-

bhuve£vara temple at Valiveru, in the Tenali Taluktf of the Guntur Bis-

trict. It registers that a gift of fifty sheep was made for the maintenance

of a perpetual lamp to the temple of Tr&ipurusa-Mahadeva at Valiveru.

The grant was made by a private individual in Saka 983 = A.D. 1061, in

the forty-first year of the king’s reign. The regnal year given above

r.ppear* to be incorrect. The inscription mentions Rajaraja as

Visrtuvardhana.

Rajaraja maintained friendly relation with the Colas Andhra and

Kalinga are not» mentioned in the list of the countries conquered by

Rajendracola. 29 But Rajaraja had to suffer severe misfortune due to

the revolt of his .step-brother Vijayaditya. In the twelfth year of his

reign, in Saka 962 = A. D. 1030, he was overthrown by Vijayaditya. 50

An inscription31
of Vijayaditya’s reign has been discovered at the

tillage of Pamulavaka, in the Narasipatam Taluka of the Vizaga-

patam District. It states that the king was coronated in $aka 952= A. D.

1030, and the inscription was issued in the second > ear of his reign. The

object of the inscription is to record that the king granted the village of

Rompolongu along with twelve other villages to Bhimabhupa, the son

of Ca*nmaraja, in recognition of his service. The rriter of the inscrip-

tion w as G&nakacarye.

The inscriptions of Rajaraja, the dates of which correspond to

A.D. 1050, 1058, 1061, prove that Rajaraja succeeded in regaining his

throne from Vijayaditya. Rajaraja was a great patron of learning.

The poets Nany&bhatta, Narayanabhatta, and mathematician Pavuluri

Mallanarya flourished in his court. He issued gold coins.

The tradition runs that Rajaraja had two wives Ratnangi and

Citrangi. Sarangadhara, the son of the chief queen Ratnangi, was a

28 SE.
t 1921, p. 48, No. 671. 29 El

,
vol. IX, p. 233.

30 Journal of the Andhra Research Society (henceforth abbreviated as JARS.),

vol. II, p. 289.

91 Ibid.
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prince of outstanding genius. Rajaraja appointed him hie heir-

apparent, and looked for a suitable bride for him. He selected one

beautiful girl named Citrangi as the bride of the prince, but eventually

'he
/
himself married her. But Citrangi cherished’ a love for the prince

ahd was looking for an opportunity to- meet him. Once a pigeon be-

longing to the prince happened to perch on the terrace of the queen’s

palace. The queen captured it expecting that the prince might come

to her for its release. The king was, luckily for the queen, at that time

away from the capital. The prince, as it was expected, entered into the

queen’s palace in order to request her to return the bird to him. The

queen proposed her love to him. But he refused the offer. In his hurry to

free himself from the grip of the queen the prince left his upper garment

in the queen’s chamber.

On the return of the king the queen reported' to him that the prince

entered into her chamber with evil motive, and produced before him as

a testimony the upper garment of the prince in order to prove the vera-

city of the rejKjrt. The king in his rage ordered for the execution of the

prince. Later on the king discovered the real truth, and forthwith

ordered his release. But the prince was executed before the royal order

reached the executioner. The king, however
>
avenged himself the wrong

by putting the queen to death in a brutal manner. The people, being

annoyed with the conduct of the king, rebelled and expelled him from

his kingdom, and placed on the throne the prince, who was restored to

life by a saint. A mound in Rajamundry is still called the mound of

Sarahgadeva.

The above story, which was recorded by Kakumnuri Appakavi in

the middle of the seventeenth century, appears to be a myth.** The

inscriptions of Saktivarman II, and Kulutunga Coda IP* assign

Rajaraja a reign-period of forty-one years, while the Pithapuram

inscription of Mallapadeva"4 records that the king ruled for forty years.

Neither of them is accurate. The king closed his reign in the early

part of $aka 983-1061 A.D.

82 JARS
,
vol. IV, p. 108.

34 JARS., vol. V, p. 46; 74., vol. XIV, p. 55.

81 El., vol. IV, p 48.
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$

TEe last years of Rajaraja’s reign were not peaceful. Hi* eon

Rajendracola, who was still very young, was at that time living in the

Cola countiy with his grandmother, the wife of Rajendraoola the Great.

Rajaraja’s step-brother Vijayaditya, wlio once deprived him of his

throne, made fresh attempt to take possession of the kingdom of VeAgi:

In the year A.D. 1061 when Rajar&ja was away from his capital Yijaya-

ditya seized the throne and declared himself king. Two inscriptions*4

of Vijayaditya rejiort that he succeeded on the throne after the death

of his brother. But the inscription of Vijayaditya
7
# eon Saktivarman

states that 44 4
‘Rajaraja protected the earth with great ability for full

forty-one years. Yijayaditya, who is a step-brother of Rajaraja, having

born of different mother, captured the great kingdom of hi** brother with

great valour, in his absence.” Vijayaditya appears to have abdicated

his throne shortly after his accession in favour of his aon Saktivaiman II.

Saktivarman //, .Samaraika~bhairava . Visnuvardhana. Satyasraya—
(A.D. 1060-61).

&aktivartnan assumed the titles of Samaraika-bhairava, Visnu-

vardhana, Safyasraya. His coronation ceremony took place in Saka

983= A.D. 1061. An inscription47 of hie reign lias been discovered?. It

records that he granted the village of Nuiniyavada to liis officer A<japa

Appana. While defining the boundary of the village granted, reference

is made to the villages Babhanavadi, Tuiigagunta, Naduguur, Canduru,

land the mountain torrent of Nuvuru Barasivada. The inscription was

composed by Narayanacaiya. The king granted the village in the

presence of the Yuvariija. The king ruled only for a year. After his

death his father Vijayaditya again assumed the royalty. The Rayali

plates of Vijayaditya reports that8 ** “ihe king's son Saktivarman (II),

who was crowned as the ruler by his father, reigned only for one year,

and then passed Away, and that Vijayaditya, the father, assumed

authority out of regard for Dharma.”

D. C. Ganguly

So El., voj. IV, p. 240. 345 SE.\ 1924-25, p.. 77

S7 JARS., vol. V, p. 47. 38 Ibid p. 41; SB., 1926, p. 77.



Sanskrit Noun-Inflexion

In the field of Morphology the first thing that strikes us in the

5-gvedic language is the considerable amount of flexibility exhibited by
endings and suffixes which sometimes produce the illusion of present-

ing the very process of agglutination by which the Indo-European

flexional systems in general have been developed. In quite a num-
ber of cases in the Rg-veda the ending of stem has evidently to be

supplied from a form standing in apposition to it. Thus ndvyasd

vdcas for ndvyasd vdcasCi
, tfsu rocanc for tf*n rocanesu, etc. In these

cases tlie ending has been actually treated like the second member of

a compound. A similar state of things is indicated by a number of

cases in the Vedic dialect in which a case-ending alternates with

an adverbial suffix : cf. RV. (1,18,9 hdsta d daknnatrd. Here the

locative suffix -Ira evidently functions for the locative ending -e in

haste. In the same way in passages like tdtah sasthdd d ’matah

(AV. 8, 9, fi) the ablative suffix -tah (cf. Pan ini's pancamyds tasil)

is equivalent, to the ablative ending -at in sasthdt. These and simi-

lar examples in Skt. and other Indo-European languages are how-

ever too few in number and always exposed to the suspicion of being

sporadical products of poets’ caprices, and are therefore unable to

justify the conclusion, sometimes put forward, that the Vedic dialect

still show* traces of a preflexional stage. We have to assume that

like all other Tndo-European dialects Sanskrit too presupposes a

fully developed and well-established flexional system.

In curious contrast to the multifarious innovations in the field

of Phonology, 1 Sanskrit lias preserved the original Indo-European

case-system with remarkable fidelity. There is no reason to

believe that the Indo-European case-system differed materially

from that of Sanskrit. Both nominal and pronominal flexional

systems in Sanskrit have preserved their distinctive features till

Sanskrit had long ceased to be a living language, and the only

serious case of syncretism is to be found in the use of Gen. for

Dative from the Hrdhwat
m
uis onw’ards. Yet it is not unlikely that

Sanskrit Instrumental combines in itself two different, cases

—

those of accompaniment and means respectively— ,
and that, the two

1 See present writer’s Linguistic Introduction to Sanskrit, eh. IV. (in the

press).
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very different modes of forming Instrumental plural (in -aih and

-bhih) reflect the previous existence of two different cases which were

combined in the historical period into the Sanskiit Instrumental.

Yet a comparative and historical study of Sanskrit morphology

clearly reveals the process by which this apparently fixed and rigid

flexional system was developed. Let us begin with the ending -su

in loc. pi. This ending is undoubtedly of Indo-European origin, as is

proved by the corresponding Avestan ending -hu and Old Ch. SI.

ending -c/in ,

2 But wre have to take into account also the ending -si

in dal. pi. in Greek, for it is nothing but the original locative end-

ing functioning in the dative. The ending -si in Greek shows that

the original Indo-European ending was -s- alone, which was later

strengthened by different deictic particles in different languages,

by -i- in Greek, and by -u- in Sanskrit, Avestan and Old. Ch. SI.

Thurneysen ingeniously suggested that the deictic particles i and u

were used to strengthen the original ending -s- to indicate nearness

and distance respectively, but later in one group the particle / came

to be used also to indicate distant objects, and in another the particle

u usurped the function of /. There can he hardly any doubt that

Thurneysen has given the right explanation of the origin of the

Indo-European ending in loc. pi., for locative is the case par

excellence in which an emphatic deictic particle may be expected,

and its subsequent history in the individual Indo-European dialects

also shows that similar strengthening particles or post-positions

had been actually added to its endings. In RV. the post-position

a is often used after locatives in expressions like “ddmesv d” “in the

houses”, hut in Skt. this post-position had never become an integral

part of the ending. This step had however been achieved in Avestan,

where the ending in loc. pi. is not only -hu, -sii

,

but also -hvd, -sva

sometimes. In Old Persian this ending in loc. pi. is never

without the post-position -a.

The important innovations of Skt. with regard to the ending for

gen. pi., mostly in common with Avestan, have been already di$

cussed elsewhere .

3 But here too the Rgvedic language shows some

peculiarities which distinguish it not only from other Indo-European

languages, hut also from classical Skt. In several passages of the

RV. forms in in
,
-tin, -rn have been evidently used in gen, pi.

2 It is important to note houewn* tlmt both these two languages belong

to tbe Hut*m group.

3 Seo Journal of the (heater India Society, vol. II.
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Her# the real genitive ending -am has been altogether dispensed

with. But these forms are very probably due to mechanical form-

analogy, and no special linguistic value should be attached to them,.

We have seen that besides the usual form devanam the BY. also

knows devam in gen. pi., which in Sandhi (of. devAh jdnrna) may

further appear to be nothing but devan . Now, on the analogy of

this devan beside devanam the Rg-vedic poets might have further

constructed nfn for the usual nfndm . These shorter forms are there-

fore purely momentary formations devoid of any historical value.

The same applies also to the form uti (<uti) in instr. pi., which is

several times distinctly qualified by adjectives ending in -hhir (e. g.

ngribhir iitl).

No case, however, shows such a rich variety of forms in plural as

the Nom.-Ace. of neuter
v
stems .

4

The ending in this case was

in fact originally a singular one, for, the plurality of neuter

objects4 used to be conceived generally in the collective sense—as

one collection of neuter objects. A truly plural ending was

regularly used when this collective sense was absent. Already in the

llg-vedie language however this sharp distinction between collec-

tive and distributive plurals could no longer be maintained. There-

fore we find here all sorts of singular endings applied to neuter steins

in nom. and acc. plural.

In classical Skt. the nom. and acc. pi. neuter is uniformly charac-

terised by the ending -i, which is accompanied by a nasal element

following immediately after vowel-stems e. g. -d-ni , -i-ni, -u-ni
t

•f-qi (Type I); in the case of consonant-stems containing a nasal in

the final element the ending is merely -z, e.g. -dn-z, -ahc-i, -ant-i

(Type II); but where there is no nasal preceding the final consonant

of the stem, the ending -i is strengthened by a nasal coming immedi-

ately before the final consonant, e.g. -dmsi
,
-imsi, umsi (Type III);

the radical nouus formally belong to the last group, e.g. -sak :
-saiik-i

,

-yuj : -yufij-i (Type IV).

The Vedic language, however, reveals a state of things wrhich is

altogether different. Besides Type I there are forms in d, /, u with-

out the characteristic ending -ni
;
the on-stems of Type II show" the

ending -d besides -dm. Type Til has been fully developed there

4 Johannes Schmidt has devoted a complete work to the discussion of

forms in acc. plu. of neuter stems.

5 To a lesser extent also of nouns of other genders.
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already, but there is no trace as yet of Type IV. In fact, so far as

the older language is concerned, the forms in question may be

divided into two broad groups
:

(i) Consonant-stems using the

ending e. g. ratvdr-i , -un-i (/i-stems), -ant-i etc., and (ii) Yowel-

stems merely lengthening the final vowel without taking any

ending at all (-a, -i, -ii), though however the final vowel may also

appear in its original short form (-*, -w). Beside the forms in

-d, -/, -ii
t
we find already in the older language those in -ani ,

-ini, - uni from vowel-stems—the ojjly ones current in classical Skt.

But the latter are doubtless later analogy formations, for no

trace of them can be found in the allied languages.

The ending -i in NA. pi. neut. of consonant-9tems is met with also

in Avestan : cf. nCimani — Skt. numani. In other Indo-European

languages the corresponding ending is -a, cf. Gr. onomdta

,

Lat.

ninnina
, Goth, nainna. This shows that the original Indo-European

ending was -v. The characteristic nasal infix associated with

it, excepting in catvdr-i
,

must have been derived from those

cases where a nasal was already present in the stem (e. g. nt- and

de-stems). Thus the participial stem sant- appeared as sat «srit)

in sg., but in plural it was sdnti; similarly gfirtavat: ghrtdvfinti,

pasurndt: pahi inanti .* On the basis of these forms an infixed nasal

came to be regarded as an essential feature of N. Acc. pi. neut. of

consonant stems, and gradually it was introduced also into radical

stems (yuj- : ijuriji, rrt- : vrnti etc.) in post-Rg-vedic language,

although here such a nasal lias no etymological justification.

As for vowel-stems, the ending -ani of a-stems, unknown in

Indo-European and Indo-lranian periods, is derived from -an

stems. The r/-ste?ns naturally drew after them also the -/ aud

ii- stems ami gave rise to the endings -ini and -uni. But the

element -ni is anything but constant in these endings in the

Rg-vedic language. In fact, forms in -d, -d are here as much
in evidence as those in -ani, -ini, -tini, and the evideuce of cognate

languages proves that these shorter endings are the old and

original ones.

(> IW forms with long penultimate vowel at the side 01 .short -vowel one?

cuuie early to he regarded as anomalous In the Padapatha therefore they are

represented as snnti
,

f/lirtdiHinti, jxisu nuinli etc. But the length of the

penultimate was respected also in the Padapatha where the penultimate was

long in the corresponding masculine form; thus mnhunti also in Pp. on the

analogy of muhuntah (inasc.).
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What is the origin of the endings -7, -u? They may be

the result of contraction of the Indo-European ending -a revealed

by the consonant-stems (see above) with the final vowel i, u of the

stem. Thus purA in Nom.-Acc.pl. neut. is derived from puru + v

and aprati in same position is nothing but aprati + n. In this way,

the curious shorter endings are brought into harmony with the

original Indo-European on the one hand, and on the other, forms

like catvar-i are delivered from curious isolation in the midst of

forms in N. Acc. pi. neuter.

But the explanation of the short endings -i, - u in N.—Acc.

neut. pi. has to be sought elsewhere. These forms are truly

without any ending at all, and they are precious relics of much
earlier times when the inflexion of neuter stems had not yet been

fully developed. Eormautically they are of course
,
identical with

the corresponding singular forms, and that genetically too they

are to be traced to the same source is proved by the fact that

no short-vowel form in Nom. Acc. pi. can be found in those cases

where the singular form ends with a long vowel (e. g. sir$a> trf).

The same phenomenon moreover excludes the possibility that the

short-vowel forms owe their origin to rhythmic shortening of the

long-vowel ones, as might be otherwise argued on the ground of

instances like uni vdramsi (RV. 10, 89, 2) but uni jyutimsi (IIV. 9, 91

0)—long vowel before a simple consonant, but short vowel be-

fore a consonant group. Neither can these forms be regarded

merely as collective-singulars, for that would be to ignore the

difficulty of the Rg-vedic composers who found themselves

without any linguistic tradition regarding most of these neuter

stems. What would be the plural of ndhar for instance? The

Rsis in these cases did not hesitate to use the singular form

also in plural, cf. udhar divyuni (RV. 1, 04, 5). Yet it need not

be denied that the analogy of collective singulars might have

helped in setting down these singular forms also in plural, as is

strongly suggested by the frequent juxtaposition of collective-singular

and endingless plural, as in RV. 8, ~5, 17 : mitrdsya vratd

(collective-singular) rdninasya dlryhasrut (cndingless plural).

The ending -I is very much in evidence also in the sinyular of

neuter consonant stems, cf. lutrd-i from /</</-. This -i how’ever is

not derived from Indo-European o like the same ending in plural,

for in the non-Indo-Iranian languages an -7 (not -tt) corresponds to it,

cf. htird-i: Or. kunlta, Litli. Zirdis. Already at a very early date

this light ending came to be regarded as part of stem
;
thus the

i.h.q., maiich, 1930 8
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stem vdr- of the older language later assumed the form van

-

by

completely incorporating the original ending - i . The same is the

case also with dksi, dsthi, sdkthi etc. In the later language they

are all regarded as anomalous i-stems, sometimes replacing the

final -i by -an (e. g. in abl. -gen. sg t ). But there is abundant

internal and external evidence to prove that originally they were

all consonant stems. For dk$i- the necessary proof is furnished by

the form an-dk (<*an-ak§) in RV., and Avestan ast- and Latin oss-

prove that dsthi

-

too is derived from the consonant stem *asth-.

It is clear from above that it is not altogether proper to call

this -i an ending, for in that case there would be no reason why

-ar ’of dhar- (nom. sg.), which alternates with dhan-
t

will not also

be called an ending. But here we are confronted with alternating

stems. Therefore, in so far as -ar of dhar

-

is not regarded as

an ending but a part of the stem, from the standpoint of Sanskrit

at least, the element -/ in dksi, dsthi etc. should be regarded as

belonging to the stem and not as an ending. But it will be

difficult to apply the same principle also to lutrdi and vdri at the

sides of which, the shorter forms hrd- and var- are so much

in evidence.

There now still remains to explain the n-flexion of neuter -i,

*u -stems. They received the nasal element in Nom. Acc. pi. from

n-stems as explained above. But what is the origin of the -n-

of other cases? First of all, we have to note that its origin

must have been different from that of -ind
,

-und of masculine

•i, -u-stems. For, as Wackernagel argues, in masculine, -ind and

-und are equally in evidence in 11V.
,
whereao the -/n-forms of

/-neuters are negligible in comparison with the neuter -w/i-forms.

The masculine -ind, -and besides older *(i)yd, -(u)vd may be explained

simply by the analogy of -/n-stems : hali-hhih : baUn-d=aynt-bhih:

ayni-nd . But for the n-flexion of -i -n-neuters it is necessary

to look back much farther. The very fact that -nn forms are

abundant and -iu-forms are rare in KV. shows that the origin of

this n-flexion has to be sought in some characteristic feature of the

neuter n-stems. Now it is a peculiar feature of some of these

n-stems that already in the Indo-European period they had at

their side alternating heteroclitic stems in n. Thus Skt. ddru

seems to have had a stem *dorun- (of. Ur. dor vat) at its side.

This n was gradually extended to dative, ablative etc., sijecially

when n became a fixed element in Nom. Acc. pi. of these stems.

The neuter an-stems must have been of decisive importance in
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this respect, for their vowel ending -a in Nom. sg. as opposed,

to -nd, -nah, -ni etc. in other cases presented a convenient model

for the growth of similar nasal endings of neuter -i, -w-stems.

For the third time the element i appears as ending in the loc.

sg. of a large number of both vowel and consonant stems. There

can be hardly any doubt that this .

i

too is a local post-position

which gradually became an integral part of forms in locative.

The a-stems of Skt. know only the ending -e in loc. sg., which

is, of course, -a + i, as is proved also by other languages, cf. e.g.

Gr. oilco-i (: oiko-s). For other vowel-stems, however, this -i is

anything but certain, and the same applies to the consonant-

stems. There is, first of all, the important group of forms in loc.

sg. without any proper ending at all. These forms are attested by

the w-stems and the Vrkl-flexion (see below) of i-stems, but most

clearly by the an-stems, in whose case other languages prove their

hoary antiquity. Besides, there are some isolated forms of other

consonant-stems, which look like endingless locatives, but their

evidence is nowhere unequivocal.

Stems in -ar have been sometimes declared to take no ending

in loc. sg., but the forms in question, e.g. ahar (andudharl) may
be regaided as simple adverbs like .srdr. In fact, all these

endingless locatives were mere adverbs originally, and as an

adverbial force is inherent in every locative, it is - not

too much to think that all locatives had once been endingless.

The post-position -

i

however came to be used in it at a very

early date to obtain clear, unequivocal forms, but continued

to be dispensed with by those stems which assumed distinctive

forms in this position (cf. -au of -

u

and i-stems). The Yrkl-stems

too could dispense with an ending in loc. sg., because they had

a distinctive sigmatic form in nom. sg. which the l)evl-stem&

lacked. Only tn« an-stems, which assumed no striking form in

loc. sg. carried on without any ending till a comparatively late

period. It .is tempting to suggest that the analogy of -ar: -an

-

stems hail been the cause of the continued endinglessness of

of locatives of an-stems. The form Allan7
in loc. sg. was so markedly

distinguished from dliar (Nom. Acc. sg.) that it could do without any

specific ending at all, and once dlian came to be recognised as loc.

sg. it naturally drew after it also naman
,
dhaman etc. which had

no alternating r-form in Nom. Acc. As the r/n -stems are of Indo-

7 Beside which also the form dh(a)ni is known,
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European origin the endingless locatives of n-stems in other

languages (cf. Gr. aien, loc. sg. to ait>n etc.) may also be explained

in this way.

Besides the steins in -an those in -u too frequently exhibit

endingless forms in loc. sg., cf. carnu, tanu. No extra Indian

parallels to these forms can be found, unless Lat. domu is

regarded as an old endingless locative. It is therefore permissible to

regard them as mechanical analogy-formations after the endings

-e : -em of n-stems
; in other words, after damS : damfau was formed

a ravin to rani apt. The same explanation may be resorted to also in

the case of endingless locative singulars of l stems of the Vrkl-type,

e. g. ganri nadi
,
though here too Latin forms like run might be

adduced to prove their Indo-European antiquity.

Already in its earliest stage Skt. had gone farther than any

other Indo-European language in distinguishing between the in-

flexions of masculine and feminine nouns of similar categories by

providing new endings for the latter, and this distinction has been

nowhere so clearly achieved as, again, in Acc. pi. Here we find in

feminine the new endings -ih -uh -rh at the side of the older

endings -In, -un, -pi,
6 which, on the evidence of other Indo-

European languages, were originally used also in feminine. As in

so many other similar cases, the influence of rt-stems, which got the

preponderance in Skt. as the result of Indo-European e and o coin-

ciding with a, is the cause of this new development in Skt. Muscu-

line and feminine endings were here actually different in the case

of o-stems
(
= Skt. «-stems in masc. and d-stems in fern.) in the

original Indo-European. The Indo-European masculine o-stems took

the ending -ns in Acc. pi., as is proved by -avis (Sandhi-form of

-an) of Skt., -ons of Greek (Cretan) and -ans of Gothic. In the

Indo-European epoch the corresponding ending of their feminine

counterparts, the d-stems, was however without any nasal ele-

ment, thus sharply distinguishing the masculine forms from the

corresponding feminine ones (cf. Gr. -as, Goth. -os). But there was

no such separate feminine ending for -i, -u

,

-r-stems, and the

endings -in(s), -un(s), -ni(s) w.re applied there also in feminine. It was

reserved for Skt. alone to replace them by -i/i, -uli, -rh in feminine

on the analogy of -an: -dli of Indo-European o

-

and d-stems

respectively.

8 Which in sandhi turn out to have been originally -In*, -tin* and -rn#

respectively.
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It is a remarkable innovation of Skt. that a special ending -dm

is adopted in it by various feminine stems in loc. sg. Already in the

RV. it is the normal ending of -d and -I-stems (-dydm,-(i)ydm ) as well

as of feminine /- and w-stems. The Iranian counterpart of this -dm

is -d which serves there to strengthen the Indo-European ending

-di (i. o. -d + i) of d-stems, thus giving rise to the Avestan

-dyd
% and it is certainly connected with the -e of Lithuanian

Loc. sg. ending -oj-e of Indo-European d-stems. The Iranian -d

like the Lithuanian -e is evidently nothing but a locative post-

position. The Iranian -d/yd was further extended by the particle

•am in Skt., which therefore resulted in -dydm in this language,

just as Iranian -by

a

strengthened by the same particle gave rise

to Skt. -bliydm . After -dydm was formed analogically -(i)ydm in

loc. sg., and eventually -(u)vdm, which however appears for the

first time in AV. Instead of the latter the RV. Glows the ending

-avi (of. stinavi
,
anavi from sanu -, amt-). As full-grade forms are

to be expected in loc. sg. this -avi (<Indo-Kuropean *ey-i) may
bo regarded as the original ending of n-stems. Yet its complete

absence in Iranian might suggest that it was invented indepen-

dently in Skt.

The forms in dual are remarkable for their lack of variety,

for generally only three different forms are found for the eight

cases. Even these few forms do not yet seem to have been

permanently fixed to particular cases in the older language. The

dual ending -oh is generally attributed to geu.-lco., but in the

oldest parts of tlie RV. it appears also in the ablative. Kit revanche
,

the ending -hhydnt appears in the ablative for the first time in the

tenth Mandala. The position of the ablative dual is curiously

uncertain. It is not even possible to say whether it originally

coincided with instr.-dat. or gen. -loc. (Waekernagel III § 22u),

The ending in nom.-acc, is generally -an. which is of Indo-

European origin, ef. Goth, alii-au; Skt. axt-tiv. Very frequently

however the ending is simply -d, which is but a phonetic variant

of -au. Linguistically important is the ending -a in dual preserv-

ed in the first component of the compound matara-j)i tarau
,
which

has its counterpart in the Greek dual patcr-e. (Wack. Ill § lSej.

The euding -bliydm usually comes not after the stem, but after

the fiexional form in Nom.-Ace. dual, cf. -dbhydtn of ti-stems,

akst-hhydm from aks-t. This is distinctly a relic from the past, for

in other languages too the euding corresponding to Skt .-bhydm

is attached to the form in nom.-acc. dual (Waekernagel, III § ‘*!1 b
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ft p. 54). It may be concluded therefore that in the Indo-

European epoch the dual had not yet been given the full status

of a distinct grammatical number. The plural has a distinct sign in

s which is almost always attached to case-forms in plural, but the

dual is in principle undistinguishable from the singular.

Before concluding our treatment of the nominal flexion it is

necessary to briefly discuss some of the important stem-types

which, again, essentially continue the Indo-European tradition.

Theoretically, stems should assume different forms according

as the accent remains on it or is shifted to the ending. This is

however nowhere the case,® for it is quite understandable that

various stems could not be allowed within one and the same

system of paradigms. Yet the formantic part of the stems in

question often underwent far-reaching changes as the result of the

shifting of accent, and this is nowhere so clear as in the case

of the neuter -one-stems, cf. praty-ak
:

pratl-c-i
:

praty-diic-i .

Quite a different situation arose, however, when stems of the

same type had the accent sometimes on the final and sometimes on

initial syllables, for the result of contraction with the case-endings

could not have been identical under such circumstances. It is

evidently for this reason that dvi and matt assume such dissimilar

forms as dvyah and match respectively in gen. sg., and among ?/-

stems too we find the same contrast due to original difference

in the place of accent in krdtva/j and snndh from hrdtu

and sund respectively. We find therefore two very different

systems in the inflexion of u-stems in the older language.

Beside the system of inflexion of t-, n-siems current in classical

Skt., the ltV.—but only RV.—knows another called fiction forte by

Saussure, which, on t he evidence of cognate languages, must have

been of Indo-European origin. But already in the Rg-vedic period

this fiction forte of /-, u- stems had been almost eliminated from

the language, for only 2 /-stems and 8 w-atems still show distinct

traces of this flexion in it, thus pasvu (Nom. du.), pdsce (But. sg.),

pusi'tih (Gen. Abl. sg., Ace. pi.), arydh (Gen. Ahi. sg., Nom. Ace.

pi.) etc. I iido- European origin of this fiction forte is proved by

exact parallels in other languages : Aco. pi. pasvdh = Avesian pasrd,

Gen. sg. krat cult ^ Avestan .rraQicd
; further, Greek tjounds<*(jonvds\

from gonu- is but the exact counterpart of mddhvalj from mdtlltii.

In most cases however this fiction forte could provide no special

9 Excepting in sun fijn (vo<\): satyd.
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distinctive forms. It is no wonder therefore that it died out at a

very early date. Only the word pdti continued to follow the fiction

forte in some cases till into classical Skt.

A similar double flexion is found also in the case of I-stems in

the Veda. Here too, the origin of this duality in flexion is to he

sought in the difference in accent, and here too both types are

derived from the Indo-Kuropean period. The oxytonous /-stems

have sometimes to shift the accent from a previous syllable ( vfka :

vrki ), but where the original masculine form too was oxytonous no

such shifting was necessary (deed : dcci). Now according as the

accent on final -

1

had been shifted to it from a previous syllable or

not, the feminine i-stems exhibit two very different modes of flexion

which are called r/7iZ-flexion and derZ-flexion respectively after

the two types mentioned above. In the ltg-vedic language these

two flexions are still sharply distinguished from each other, but the

general tendency of the language has beer, naturally, to obliterate

all distinction between them, though however absolute identity of

the two flexions had never been achieved in the language. Already

in the 11V. we find 7-stems which, according to origin, ought to

have adopted the devi-Hes.ion, often following the r/7i?-type, and

vice versa.

The endings of //crZ-stems in 110m. and ace. are curiously ann-

logous to those of //-stems. This might be due to curly influence of

the (7-stems. Thus

*g. Du. PI.

Nom. dcci dcci dcci It

Acc. dccim dcci decih

llowever impracticable such a flexion might appear, being without

specific forms in so many cases, if is undoubtedly of Jmlo-Kuropean

origin, for clear parallels are found in other languages. Thus the

dual form in -7 may be found in Avestan /umuistri
,

Lilli, cczanti and

Old (Jh. 81. vezasti. The weak-grade stem-form in -7 reigns supreme

in nom. and acc. In other oblique cases too this weak-grade form

is preponderant, but in the singular of instrumental, dative, abl.

-geu. and loc., the stem appears in its full-grade form in -yd, cf.

devyd, devydi, devydh, devydnn. Ollier cognate languages loo show

similar strong forms : u similar positions. To devyd corresponds

Avestan caqliuyd] to devydi Avestan vaqhvydi, Or. midi, Uoth.

frijoniljai; to devyah Avestan caplinyd, Or. in ids, Goth, frijondjds
;

and devydim has its exuct purullel in Old Persian llarauvatiyd.

In the dual and plural of other oblique cases is again found
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the weak stem-form in 7, not only in Skt. but also in other Imlo-

Kuropean languages.

The fixity of accent is tbe characteristic feature of F/7.Z-flexion.

The accent in it always remains on the final -7 of the stem. This -7

however often becomes y in sandhi with the case- endings, with the

result that the form in question gets the svarita-aecent. In fact, the

8varita-accent is a ready indicator of rrk 7-flex ion. The endings too

are here more like those of consonant-stems. Thus in Acc. sg. a

vrk7-stem takes the ending -am (instead of -m of devl-flexion), e. g.

vrkyUni. Similarly vrkya , crkyc etc. Unlike devl-flexion its nom.

-sg. is sigmatic, e.g. crkllj. Hut the most curious thing about

it is its loc. sg. which is without any ending at all, e. g. yauri,

uadi, sarasi. Kxtra-Indian parallels to vrkl-tiexion are rare and

uncertain. A sigmatic nom. sg. is at all events attested by Old

Norse jjhjr
(
<.*vrkfs).

In the post-ltgvedic literature Devi- and Vrlu-flexions get

mixed up more and more, until in the classical language one well-

nigh homogeneous fiexional system was evolved out of a mixture of

the two. On the whole, the Devl-flexion got the lion's share in this

new homogeneous system, the Yrkl-flcxion being requisitioned to

supply only those forms which were not distinctive enough in the

Devl-flexion, e. g. in Nom. Acc. dual and Nom. pi. The Nom. sg.

remained a hone of contention between the two types for all time

to come, and even Panini and his commentators were at a loss to

know where it would he sigmatic and where not.

Sanskrit, pronominal flexion, specially the flexion of pronouns

par excellence—the personal pronouns, is altogether different from

nominal flexion. In the nominal flexion, as we have seen above,

the stems on the whole remain unchanged, the varying element

being the ending. In the flexion of personal pronouns however

endings proper are hardly in evidence, and from case <o case and

number to number it is the stem itself which varies. From the

view-point of number at least, this is however as it should be, for

here the conception of duality or plurality is altogether different

from that of nouns or generic pronouns. If liscalj — horse, dsmu —
horse + horse. Hut similar equations cannot be applied to personal

pronouns; aham = I, but drum = 1 + yon,or I f he, never I + I. There

is therefore nothing to wonder at i! altogether different stems are

used in the inflexion of these personal pronouns.

Another chief characteristic of the pronominal flexion is to he

found in the liberal use of the particle -am, .tiiieh plays no unim-
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portant part also in the nominal flexion as shown above. It

is in evidence even in tram and aitdm

.

The cognate languages clear-

ly show that the Indo-European word for “you” was *tu- : cf. Greek

tu (Doric), Lat. tu, etc. This f?/( = you) may be still found in ltg-

vedic passages like a iu gahi prd tu drava (8, 13, 14). The particle

tu in the Gafliis of Avesta may everywhere be taken to mean “you**,

and its regular enclitic position renders welcome support to the view

that it is nothing but the original Indo-European pronoun. The

particle -am (<Indo-Europeau -om
)
had been attached to it however

at least as early as the Indo-Iranian period, cf. Avestan tvom . In

the case of ahdm this particle had been attached to the original stem

*et)h- already in the Indo-European period, as is proved by Lat.

egom-et. Yet the form ego (
= Gr. ego) of the same language shows

that the nasal element in it was not indispensable. The stem in its

naked form *e#(/i)
10

is clearly seen in Lith. Arm. es etc. In acc.

sg. the forms tvdm mam have their exact parallels in Avestan and

Old Persian. The final nasal of these forms is not the accusative

ending; it is due to their amalgamation with the particle -am as is

proved by the enclitic forms tvd md . In instr. sg. the ltV. knows

beside classical tvciyd also fr<5, which is, of course, tu + d. Avestan

Instr. Owd proves the antiquity of this form
;
tvayd, like may

d

(beside

which no md in Instr. can be proved to have existed in Skt.), is of

later origin. It is, in fact, a case of double ending, like (levdsah or

pftsnsu. The form tvd (from *h/-) in Instr. sg. itself came

to be regarded as a stem later, and, like feminine d-stems, gave

rise to the form in -ayd. In dative the forms in classical Skt.

are tuhhyam , mdhyam . These are known also in 11V., but, on

the evidence of metre, they have often to be read as tnkhya,

mdhya, As the Avesta knows only these nasalless forms they must be

the older ones. The corresponding Latin forms too (tiki, mihi) know

no nasal. The Abl. singulars mat, teat have their exact parallels

in Avestan mat , Qwat, The form mdmat (ItV.) is evidently due

to contamination of mat with mama. Of tnva and mama in gen. the

former is of Indo-European antiquity, cf. Avestan tava, Ur. teds etc.,

but of the latter neither of the two m is certain, for t lie correspond-

ing Avestan and 0. Ch. SI. forms are mana and mene respectively,

10 The exact nature of the consonant element cannot ho determined. Had

it been aspirated the Greek form too should have retained the aspiration. Had

it been unaspirated there should have been no aspiration in Skt.

I.II.Q., MARCH, 1930 9
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and the corresponding Armenian form im seems to suggest that even

the initial m was added later. In loc. sg. mdyi is well attested in

RV., but not so tvdyi, for which is mostly found tvd. The relation

between tve and tvdyi might be the same as between ddhvan and

ddlivani.

In dual, just as in nominal flexion, the number of specific forms is

greatly restricted. Yet, even with reference to those few forms,

much discrepancy is found between the Yedic and the classical

language. The tendency of the latter lias been to progressively

substitute forms of pronouncedly dual type. Thus the older yuvd-

bhydm dvdbhydm were gradually supplanted by yuvabhydrn dvabh

-

yam . Similarly, yuvdm dvam are confined to accusative dual only

in the oldest texts, the corresponding forms in nominative being

yuvdm dvdm. But in the classical language the am-forms have been

completely supplanted by those in -dm also in nominative.

In plural all the forms of these personal pronouns, excepting those

of nominative, are characterised by an infixed -sm-, cf. asmdn

yusmdn, asmdt ,
yusnuit etc. This -sm- is certainly of Indo-European

origin, cf. Avestnn aluna, Gr. dmme etc. The same -sm- appears

also in the singular of other pronouns, cf. dsnuii dsinin , tdsmat

tdsmin etc., and there too it is directly derived from the original

Indo-European, cf. doth, imrna amma (mm<sm), Umbrian rsmel

pusme etc. Most astonishing of all are the forms in gen. plu. which

are characterised not only by this -sm- but- are further distinguished

by the ending -dham (nsmdham, yusmdlam). On the evidence of

Avestan ahmdhom yusmah<*m they must be of Indo-Irnnian antiquity.

They are evidently connected with the adjectives asmdka yupndka,

but it is yet unknown how t hey so early became the recognised

pronominal forms in plural.

Hatakhisiina Ghosh
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Vanga, Samatata, Vaiigaln, Harikela and Candradvipa are the

ancient countries) that are generally located in south-eastern Bengal.

There is every probability that .some of them are geographically identical

with variation in names only but our present knowledge of ancient

geography does not permit us to make an attempt to locate them with

definite boundaries. Discussing the geographical position of these

countries, Dr. H. C. Roy Chowdhury1 comes to one important con-

clusion that the term Vanga was used both in a broader and narrower

sense. As Gauda included north-western Bengal, Vanga in its broader

geographical appellation most probably comprised the whole of south-

eastern Bengal. Dr. B. C. Ija.w
2 suggests that Vanga is roughly re-

presented by modern Dacca and Chittagong divisions but it seems that

the western boundary extended still further. It is a known fact that*

different systems of 'land measurement was vogue in different parts of

Bengal in the Sena period and the system of measurement was generally

known by the name of the locality concerned. 3 In the Barrackpore

plate of Vijayasena it is stated that in the Khadi-mandaln of the

Paundravardhanabhukti land was measured according to the Mala

standard prevalent in Samatata. 4 Khadi is at present the name of a

paragana in Diamond Harbour sub-division and it can be reasonably

inferred that this part of the district of 24-Parganas was included in

ancient Samatata. The recent explorations5 of this part of the

Sunderbans by the Varendrn Research Society have revealed the fact

that this region waB in the Hindu period a flourishing and populous

locality. Vanga in its broader sense comprised Samatata and it seems

that Khulna, lessor© and some portions of 24-Parganas were included

in the Vanga country.

1 Munasi 0 Marina edni, 1335-6 B.S., p. 566.

2 Indian Culture, voJ. I, p. 57.

3 N. G. Majumdar, Inscriptions of Jtenytd
,

p. 8*1.

4 This point has boon first emphasised by Mr. N. G. Majumdar, ibid., p. 61.

5 VRSR., 1928-9, 1930, Antiquities of North-west Sunderbans.
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*

The earliest epigraphic reference to Vafina is in one of tae Nagarjuni-

konda inscriptions in the list of countries which were gladdened by

tlie teachers of Theravada Buddhism). The Allahabad Pillar inscrip-

tion of Samudragupta mentions Samatata as a border (pmtyanta

)

kingdom paying tribute to the Gupta emperor. Tt> is known from the

Mehruuli Iron pfllar inscription that a king named Candra subjugated

In* enemies who gave a united front in Vaiiga and he also inflicted a

defeat on the Bahlikas by crossing tlie seven mouths of the Indus, l iie

identification of king Candra has led to much discussion among

scholars and the subject needs fresh treatment in the light of recent

discoveries about the imperial Gupta history. Fleet® emphasised Hie

early characters of this inscription but it must he observed that being

a record on an iron pillar, it is sui yen oris and does not bear com-

parison with other contemporary records. Three- sets of opinions have

come out from previous discussions.

(a) Mm. 11. P. Sha^tri 7 expressed the opinion that Candra of the

Mehrauli pillar did not belong to the Gupta, dynasty but* was a kjng

of Puskarana in llajputana who tried to found an All-India empire

before Samudragupta. The Gimgadhar record of 404 A.l). describes

Naiavarman as a powerful king of Puskarana and son of Sinihavarniaii

and grandson of Jayavarman. The Susunia ltock inscription in the

Baukuru district of Bengal records that a wheel of Visuu was set up

by Candravarman, sou of Simluivaiman and king of Puskarana.

Mm. II. P. Shastri on the identity of the name Simhavanmm of the

Gangadhar record and Susunia inscription made Candravarman and

Naravannan brothers and identified Candiavaunaii wiih Candra of the

Mehrauli pillar. But Pokharana is the name of a place not far off

from tlie find-spot of the SiiMinia Bock. It may be legarded almost

certain after wlmt Mr. K. N. Dikshit8 has written about, the ancient

0 f»7., pp. 139-142. For detailed paIdeographical examination of this record

and all other opinions on the paheographv of the inscriptions in this, paper, see

my forthcoming paper on tlie Hvvdoimvnt of I hr, lU’mjuU Script.

7 Susunia inscription and Gangadhar inscription published in El

vol. XIII, p. 133 and XII, pp. 313 If. and the identification discussed there. Also

see vol. XIV, pp. 308-71.

8 ASM., 1927-28, pp. 188-9.
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ruins of this place that Candravarman was* the king of Pokharana

(whose Sanskritised form i» Puskarana), and as such lie has been regarded

ais a local king .

9
It is not known whether Siinhavarman, father of

Naravarman of the Gangadhar record, had any son of the name

Candravarman. The identification of Candravarnian of the Susunia Rock

inscription with a man of unknown existence is hardly tenable and

there is no definite clue whatsoever to identify Candravarman of the

Susunia inscription with Caiulra of the Mehrauli pillar .

10

(b) Fleet expressed the opinion that Caiulra. of the Mehrauli

pillar might be Candragupta I of the Gupta dynasty and, this

has been supported by Ur. R. G. Basak and Prof. S. K. Aiyangar.

J)r. Ba^ak11 accepts the identity of Siinhavarman of the Susunia

Rock inscription and the Gpngudhar record but would not concede iliat

Candravarnian came to Vaiiga on a campaign of conquests and would

presume that Candravarman might, have gone to the Sucunia hill on

a pilgrimage .

12 But this presumption is contradicted by Dr. Basak

himself when he brings Candravarnian in Bengal owing to the poll

tical vicissitudes of the Varman family of Malwa. “Siinhavarman and

Jayavarma.u might have ruled iiule]>endently and when Samudragupta

i educed the Malwa power, it is not unlikely that the elder brother was

driven away from Malwa towards the east. This may explain in a

way why he came to Susunia Hill .” 13 Prof. S. K. Aiyangar argues the

ease of this identification with greater ardour
,

14 and lays down three

conditions which should be satisfied in solving the controversy regard-

ing Candra of the Mehrauli pillar.

9 Dr. H. C. Itoy Chowdhury, VIIAI. (.‘3rd ed.), p. 364.

10 Dr. N. K. Bhattasali supports this identification by pointing out a solitary

reference to one Candravarman whose Kota or fort formed the boundary of the

land granted to a Brahmin by Samacaradcva in the 6th century A.D. somewhere

near KopHipada in the Faridpur district f El., voi XVIII, p. 81). But

it is vci^y difficult to say who was this Candravarman whose fort Is referred to

in the inscription of Samacaradeva. He might be Candravarman of tlm

Allahabad pillar inscription or Candravarman of the Susunia inscription.

11 History of North-Eastern India, p. 14.

12 Ibid., pp. 17-18. 13 Ibid., pp. 27-28.

14 Journal of Indian History
,

vol. VI, Studios in Gupta history, pp. 14-22;

the Vukatuhas and their place in Indian history, pp. 1-12.
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(i) .The person Candra must have been a man of achievement,

having by his own efforts, acquired a vast kingdom, and held rule over

it for a length of time.

(ii) He must have fought two actions against enemies acrose the

wide etretch of India, such, as the western front of Bengal and

western frontier of Sindh on the western side.

(iii) The enemies thus overthrown along the western frontier of

Sindh (more properly on the other side of the Indus) are stated to be

Bahliias. 15

But Prof. Aiyangar has failed to cite any definite evidence and

known event of Candragupta Fs reign to satisfy any one of these three

conditions. Candragupta I, founder of the Gupta dynasty, does not

peem to have ruled over such a wide territory from Bengal to the

Punjab. IThe Puranas make him rule over Magadha, Saketa and

Prayaga. 1* According to the Kaumudi-mahotmva11 his activities

were confined to Magadha and its vicinities, and the pratuntyapdla.1

of his newly acquired kingdom were Suborns, Pulindas on the frontier

of Magadha and he was killed by his enemies. His name i»* omitJed

from the list, of impeiial Gupta kings in the Mafijvsri-MfdakuIpa .

’

R

The above mentioned three conditions are rather in complete agreement

with certain events of Candragupta IFs reign. To emphasise the

identification of Candra of the Mehrauli pillar with Candragupta I is

to ignore -some definitely known events of the reign of Candragupta II.

(c) The identification with Candragupta II was proposed by

Hoernle1 * and V. A. Smith20 but the latter gave up his owm proposition

and accepted Mm. H. P. Shastii’u identification.
21 The existence of

hitherto unknown king ltamagupta, elder brother of Candragupta II,

15 The B&hjikas are known as ruling in the Punjab with Sukala (present

Sialkot in the Punjab) as their capital in the Mahdbhdrata Karjiaparva,

ch. 37-38. Variihamihira mentions Bahjikas as a northern people.

10 Pargiter, Dynasties of the Kali Age, Intro., p. xii.

17 Annals of the Bhandarkar Institute, vol. XII, p. 50; Kaumudi-Mahotsava

edited by R. Kavi and S. K. R. Shastri, p. 10 and Act V.

18 K. P. Jayaswal, An Imperial History of India
,
Verse. 645.

19 IA., vol. XXI, p. 43. 20 JASB.. 1897, pp. 1-18.

21 EHI., (4th ed.), p. 290 fn. 1.
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proved by the drama Devi Candragupta acquaints us with a hard and

keen struggle between Candragupta II and the Saka§. Prof. I). R.

Bhandarkar82 has adduced good grounds for identifying the Sakas with

the Northern Satraps rather than with the Western Satraps as

suggested by Dr. Altekar. 23 Allan’s remark24
that “the enemies who

had united against him (i.e. Candra of the Mehrauli pillar) in the Vahga

country were probably peoples who had taken the opportunity of his

absenoe in the west to cast off the yoke under which his father had

laid them” is only applicable to Candiagupta II. It seems that

paramountcy established by arms of Samudragupta was going to he

lost during the rule of Ra^nagupta but ways re-established by the prowess

of Candragupta II. It is quite clear from the epigraphic, literary and

numismatic evidence of his reign that Candragupta II came into

conflict with Saka Satraps.

If the identification of the Candra of the Mehrauli pillar with

Candragupta II is to be accepted, it seems certain that Vahga tried to

shake off the Gupta yoke imposed by Samudragupta but th© attempt

was frustrated by the valour of Candragupta II. Whoever this Candra

might he, it is quite certain that the people of Vahga had to fight

with a king whose military exploits and achievements extended from

Bengal to the other side of the Indus. Nothing is particularly known

of Vahga up to the beginning of the Gth century A.D. The Gunai-

nagar plate shows that Vainyagupta ruled over eastern Bengal in 508

A.D. "Whether Vainyagupta belonged to the imperial Gupta dynasty

or not, his name suggests that he was connected with the Guptas. 2 *

The testimony of this plate read along with the Damodarpur plates

indicates that south-eastern Bengal was included within the Gupta

empire up to the first, decade of the fith century. The verges 870-82

of the Manjuiri-mulakilpa describes a king of Gauda whose initial

was K and who^waa of Prakataditya’s family i.e. of the imperial Gupta

22 Malaviya Commemoration Volume
} 1932, pp. 189 ff.

23 JBOBS vol. XIV, pp. 223-253.

24 Indian Coins—Gupta dynasty
,
Intro, p. xxxvi; Allan rejected the identi-

fication with Candragupta II.

25 lUQ.
t 1930, p. 48; vol. IX, pp. 784 and 989; vol. X, p. 154.
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dynasty. Mr. K. P. Jayaswal26
identifies this king with the unknown

king of the fifth Damodarpur plate of 543-4 A.D. It is stated that

he was very brave and an emperor of three seas. In the eastern country

he had a large army and great power. If the proposed identifica-

tion is to he accepted, it seems that Gupt(a orway eocisted in eastern

Penpal about the middle of sixth century A.D.

Sometime about the middle of the sixth century south-eastern

Bengal seceded from the Gupta empire. Three independent sovereigns,

Dharmaditya, Gopacandra and Samacaradeva are known from the four

Faridpur plates. From a very minute and careful palseographical

examination, of these plates it has been ohown by Mr. E. F. Pargiter27

that these three kings ruled one after another. Their known reign-

periods are 30 years, and it may be presumed that their rule extended

over half a century.

The political history of Vaiiga in the first half of the seventh

century is very obscure. It is extremely doubtful whether the autho-

rity of Sa&ahka, mighty r ival of Tlarsavanlhana, extended over south-

eastern Bengal, as there is no evidence to prove it. Attention may

lx; drawn to a hitherto unnoticed ruling family of Sani'atata. YY
r
hile

speaking of Silabhadra, the famous Buddhist patriarch of Nalanda,

and his own preceptor, Yuan Chwang says that he was a .scion of the

Brahmunical royal family of* Samatata. 2 ** Silabhadra was the head of

the Nalanda Fniveidty in about tbe second quarter of the seventh

century and he must have been sufficiently advanced in age before he

was laised to this exalted position. It becomes then clear that the

family to which Silabhadra belonged ruled in Samatata in the beginning

of the seventh century A. I). If Silabhadra had not changed, his name

after bis initiation in
4

o Buddhism, this royal family may be called tbe

Bhadra dynasty of Samatata. 29
.

A feudatory family ruling in some parts of the Tippcra district is

known fiom the Tippera grant of Lokandtha of about the middle of

26 Imperial History of India
, pp. 69, 72.

27 M., 1910, pp. 193 ff; EL, vol. XVIII, p. 74.

28 Watters on Yuan Chwantj
,

vol. II, p. 109.

29 For detailed discussion of the llhadra dynasty see my forthcoming papers

“Was there a Bhadra dynasty in Eastern Bengal" Y
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the seventh century. 30 This Natha family ruled for ihree or four

generations in that, locality. Lokanatha fought with two other chiefs

Jayatungavarsa and Jivadharana who have not been satisfactorily

identified. 31 The latter made over his kingdom to Lokanatha and this

was confirmed by a charter probably by tlio suzerain.

The (late of the Khadgu dynasty is a matter of controversy among

scholars hut pakeographirally Asrafpur plates have been examined

in detail
32 and these plates cannot be assigned to a period posterior

to the beginning of the eighth century. Khadgodhyama, Jatakliarjga,

Devakhadga and the crown piince, Raja Rajabhatta are known from

these records. Rajabhatta may be now safely identified with Ra.j-

bhafta., king of Samatata, whom the Chinese tiaveiler Sengchi found

ruling during the last part of the seventh century. It seema that this

family ruled in Samatata in the last half of that century. 33

The Bhadras, Nat has and Khadgas all appear to be local rulers.

The first is only known from an incidental reference from Yuan

Chwang. .The Nathas were sdmantas and Lokanatha a kumdrdmdtgn

.

The Khadgas had no high political pretension, as their simple title

nrpa suggests. The question naturally arises as to what, power eastern

Bengal was politically subordinate. On t lie strength of the .statement

of some Chines© pilgrims that Bhaskaiavarman was the king of Lastern

India3 '1 and of the fact that Kidhanpur plates were issued from Karnn-

suvarna" 3
a theory has been advanced that Bengal was occupied by

the Kamanipa kings after the death of Sasanka. 3rt Against this it may

be pointed out that the king of Kastern India is a vague term and

30 El., vol . XV, p. 301.

31 1UQ., vol. VI, p. 364. The identification proposed cannot he accepted,

as one of the contemporary Lokanatha is placed in the middle of the 7th century

and other in the middle of the 6th century A.D.

32 Dacca University Studies, vol. J, No. 1, p. 04.

33 Chttvannes, Memoiie tn> Itvtiyienx nniiunifs, p. liN
;

1023,

pp. 376-78.

34 IA., 18S0, p. 20.

35 EL, vol. XII, p. 65j vol. XIX, pp. 115-23. The correct location ul

the land granted by the Nidhiinpur plates is far from being settled.

36 K. L. Barua, History of Kdmarujtn. eh. on Bhaskaravnrinan and after;

Indian Culture, vol. II, no. 1, p. 38.

I.II.Q., MARCH, 193G 10
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the issuing of plater.* from a certain place by a king does not always

necessarily mean that he was the permanent suzerain of that place.

It is known from the Life of Yuan Chwang that Bhaskaravarman met

Harsavardhana at Khajugrha with a vast army of 20,000 elephants and

30,000 ships in number. 37 Kumararuja or Bhaskaravarman was always

present at the great assembly at Kanouj wi-th a large army and the

Nidhanpur plates might have been issued in one of his journey to

IIarsavardliana’s capital via. Kainasuvaina. Even if it be accepted

that Bhaskaravarman occupied Bengal after Sasahka’s death, it does

not seem that the Kamariipa occupation lasted long as has been asserted

by some writers. The later Gupta* from Adityasena downwards seem

to have some political hold at least over some poitions of Bengal.

Adityasena has been described in his own records as an emperor with

li is kingdom extended to three seas. IIwui Lun, the Coiean traveller,

must have visited Bodh-Gaya and Nfilanda after 072 A. I).
38 as he des-

cribed Adityasena as a recent king aiul the temple begun by him was

not yet finished when the pilgiim visited the former place. 3 " At Ids

time Nalanda belonged to Devavarma, king of Eastern India. It has

been suggested that, this Devavarma is to be identified witli an unknown

successor of Bhaskaravarman in Eastern India.
40 The identification of

Devavarma with a king whose existence is not known fiom any other

source is hardly tenable. In all reasonableness, Devavarma is to be identi-

fied with Ad ityarena’s son, Devagupta of the lu’ier Gupta dynasty.
41

It is possible that Bhaskaravarman or Harsavardhana might have occu-

37 Beal, Life etc., pp. 127, 18.). A close study of this book shows that in the

alliance between Harsavardhana and Bhfiskaravarinan the position of the latter

was considerably inferior (p. 172). A 1
-, there was constant intercourse between

the court of Kamarupa and the Niilanda University, the No landa seal of the

hitter does not seem to have had any political significance.

38 Fleet, (II., p. 210.

30 Beal, Life etc., Intro., p. xxvi.

40 Indian Culture, vol. IT, no. I, pp. 37 tf.

41 Adityasena was in occupation of Nalanda in 672 A.T). and also of Bodh

Gaya. If Bhaskaravarman and the Kainarfipa kings after him are to be regarded

kings of \a lamia and Gaya also, it is to he conceded that Bihar was lost hv

tin* Kamariipa kings at the time of Adityasena and Devavarnifi again occupied

it s\fter him. The identification of Devavarma with Devagupta solves this

il-HYulty.
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pied Bengal after Sasanka’s death for some time but it must be noted
that luan Chwang does not refer to any king in his description of Karna*

suvnrna, Pundravardhana, Samatata and Tamralipti. It is also quite

possible that some portion of Bengal was included in the kingdom of

the later Guptas in the latter half of' the 7th century. It might also

have been the fact that Bengal was divided into many •small independ-

ent kingdoms, as there is no definite evidence to prove its occupation

by the Kamarfipa kings and the later Guptas.

The history of south-eastern Bengal in the eighth century is almost,

dark and very few things are known. The unfini-hed Chittagong

plate of Kantideva42 doe9 not. throw much light on the political condi-

tion. From palieographical considerations Kantideva may be placed in

the period 750-850 A. I). Like the Kcdarpur grant of frioandra, it

is a peculiar grant in which the object of its issue has uot been

mentioned. It was. issued from Vardhamanapura which cannot be

properly identified. Jf is father Dhanadatta and gram I father Bliudra-

datta have become powerful by victories in battles. II is title is

paramesram and wahantjiidhirfijn and the inscription comes to an abrupt

close by an address to the future kings of Harikclamandala.** It does

therefore seem that bis power was confined tg a small principality.

In one of his latest papers on the palaeography of Ila'mpfil) plate of

SiTcandra, 44
It. i). Banerjee expressed the opinion that eastern

Bengal did not possibly form a part of the Pula kingdom before the days

of -Jlahlpfila I. ,Tlii s remark seeinis to be correct inasmuch as there is

42 Modern Review, 1922, p. 612,

43 Harikela has generally been taken to be identical with Vaiiga on the

statement of Heniacandra : Vanyas lu llunkvVnju

,

Put from the reference of

Hari kelamamjala in the Chittagong plate it seems that Harikela was a small

principality. In the days when Heniacandra wrote, it might have become a

synonym for Vaiiga but in earlier days it might not have been the case.

According to I-tsing and Tan-Kaong, Harikela was the eastern limit of Eastern

India (Takakasu, J-tsiny
, p. xlvi and Chavanncs, op, (it,

f p. 1061. According

to Yu-he, Harikela was 30 days’ sea journey from Ceylon and 100 yojanas from

Nalandii (Chavannes, pp. 144-5). Wc would suggest that Harikela should be

located somewhere in modern Chittagong division. It was a coastal country and
there was direct communication between Harikela and Ceylon.

44 Asuiosk Silver Jubilee Volume ; Orientals
,

pt. Ill, p. 221.
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no direct and definite evidence of the Pala authority over eastern Bengal

in the 8th and 9th centuries. But some indirect references tend to

show that Gauda and Vaiiga were politically united and under one king

during the reign of Dharmapala. In the Wani and Radhanpur45

grants ii is stated that Vatsaraja took away the two white umbrellas of

Gauda. K. D. Banerjee himself suggested that one was- the royal

umbrella ot Gauda and the other of Vangu. 40 In the Gwalior inscrip-

tion of Bhoju 47 Dharmapala has been described as Vahgapati in con-

nection with N agabhat a II’s victories. Alluding to the same event

Dharmapala. has been described botli as Gaudendra and Vahgapati in

the Buroda grant of Karkaraja. 48 The terms Gauda and Vahga have

been somewhat loosely used in the contemporary Pratihiira and Ba§tra-

kiifu grant * but it seems clear that by Vahgapati and Gaudendra the

same person was meant. It may therefore be concluded that eastern

Bengal was included within Dhannapaluks empire. If the extension

of Pal a ijower in (lie 8th and Dili centuries is .somewhat problematical,

it io. certain that during the earlier part of the tenth century eastern

Bengal was under an independent line of kings.

Tlie Bharella Naitesvara image inscription4
” acquaints us with a

King named LayuImandra who is to be pahcographically assigned to

the beginning of the 10th century. The only thing known about him

is that his capital wa* at Karmamanta which has been identified with

modern Bud-Jvumla in the Tippera district.
50

It is known from the

Uump.il, Kedarpur, Dbulla and Kdilpur plates of § riseandra that a line

of kings with names ending in Candra ruled in eastern Bengal. The

names of Piiniacandra, Suvaniacaiidra, and Trailokyacandra are known

and for paheographical reasons th»y are to he assigned to the 10th

century. The title Utaharujadhiraja has been first applied to Trailokya-

candra who had been at first a ruler of Iiaiikela and became king of

Candrndvipa/' 1

It is stated in the Kampal plate that the Candra# origi*

4.5 Li., vol. XI, 1>. 157; EL, vol. VI, p. 243.

40 UaiujlCir HihCura, p. 148. 47 ASI1L
,
1903-4, p. 281.

48 /.l., vol. XII, p. 160. 49 EL, vol. XVII, p. 360.

60 1 hill.

51 Mr. N. G. Majumdar takes Trailokyacandra as the king of Harikela which

included Oaudradvlpa (Inscriptions of licnyal
, p. 3). This conclusion is based on
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nally were rulers of Die Robrtugiii. Messrs. R. ]). Baiieijee*- ami X. G.

Majumdar33
are inclined to identify it with RlmUisgarli in Die Sliahahad

district of Bihar. Dr. N. K. Bhattasali suggests its identification wiDi

the Lalmai hills in Tippera34 and Mr. II. 1). Mitia with Rnhgamhti in

the Hill Tippera. 53 The existence of a line of Candra kings for ID

generations in Arnkan54 and the extension of the Arakan power over

(Tiittngong' 7
in the 9th century go to support the eastern origin of Die

family of Sricandia. Though no lineal connection can yet he established

between hiyahcandra., the family of Srlcaudra and the Arakan Candru

dynasty, the probability of /such a connection is strong.

"

8 tfricandra’s

giants were issued from Vikramapma which was undoubtedly in

Vahga. :,D The authority of the Camlras over llarikela, Cambadvipa and

Yahga shows that Srlcaudra ma t probably ruled over Yahga in its

broader sense i.e. the whole of south-eastern Bengal. But eaidern

Bengal was ceitainly included in the Bala kingdom in Die 3rd year of

Mahipfila I, as the evidence of the Baghaura image inscription™

unmistakably shows. This muD have happened during Die first half

of the 10th century. It is learnt, from the Trinmlayn insci iptinn that

xmiewhere about 1025 A.l). the (Via army undet a general of

Rajendracola defeated Govindacandra of YnhyuUulcsn* 1 To take Yahga

and VuJigaln as identical and S/Ieamlra as Die king of Die whole el

tlu* following passage—“Adlulro llankohi-rfija-Kalmda-Cohatra-smitaimma-

srivfiia yascandropade babhuva lirpatir dvipe. dilipopumali." Hut to take

Trailokyacamlra originally a king of Barikela from which position lie became

king of Candradvipa seems to bo a better conclusion. The inscriptions ol llm

Camlras have been published by .Mr. X. (J. Majumdar, in bis book.

52 llait (i Ift r Itihilso
,
p. 233. 53 Inscriptions of lkntjol, p. 3.

51 ///<?., vol. nr, p. 418. 5.5 !IlQ.
y

voi. II, pp. 313, 6G5.

50 ASUt ., 1026-27, pp. 146-18 ; /H(,b, 1031, p. 37.

57 Chitttujony Cazritccr, p. 20.

58 Tli is goes to support our contention to locate llarikela somewhere near

Chittagong and that Trailokyacandni was at first king of llarikela and from

there he extended his power to Candradvipa.

50 Edilpur plate of Kesavasenn, p. 47.

GO EL, vol XVII, pp. 350 ff.

01 It is difficult to accept the opinion of I)r. II. C. Hoy Chowdhurv that

Yahga and Vnhgfdn are two separate countries and the latter was probably

identical with Candradvipa. Candradvipa is still a pa agana in the Haekergauj
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south-eastern Bengal would isuppori. the opinion® 2
of K. I). Bauerjee

that if the Cola army pioceeded from Daksina-Jladlia to Uttura-JRadlia,

there would have been the danger of an outflanking movenienti by

(iovindaeandra from the south. The Baghaura inscription read along

with tlie movement of the Cola army from the Tiimudaya inscription

suggests that (iovindaeandra wa* most piobublv a vassal of Malupala I

and fought. for his overlord.

Another independent power was established in south-eastern Bengal

about* the middle of the eleventh century. The Varmans were outsiders

and it seems quite probable that they came in Bengal in the train of

a foreign invasion.
61

It is stated in the Belava plate that the Varmans

originally belonged to Simhapura which has identified by some

scholars with Simhapura in Kalinga and by B. 1). Bauerjee with

Simhapura of the Lakhamandala inscription.®
1 The leal founder of

tin* political importance of the Varujan* in Bengal was Jitiavurnian

who is said to have spiead hi* paramount ‘Sovereignly “by marrying

Vmsri, daughter of Kama, by extending his dominion over the Align*,

by crippling tin* power of the Kamaiupa king, llivya and (iovaidbana.”

Divya is to be identified with Divvoka, the leader of the Kaivarta

revolution in northern Bengal. It. "howsi that Jtitavarman came

into conflict with this usurper of the Tala throne. The Kalanda

district and then* is no evidence to suggest that Vangala and (‘andradvipa were

identical. The only evidence whiih goes to support th, contention that Vahgu

ami Vangala arc two separate countries is the Aehalur inscription of Vijjala

ot about 1200 A.!). (/v7., vol. V, p. 7-17). It has been shown that 'the

particular invasion ol Bengal hy this Kalaeurya king has no historical basis

at all (///(/., \ ol . XI, .Vo. 4: “Soon exaggerated statements in inscription

re. invasions of Bengal'’). VLjjala is said to ha\e humbled Cedi, Yahga a.ml

killed the kings of Vangala, Kalihga, Alagauha and Alii lava. The poet might

have meant to repeat the same incident hy referring to the conquest of Vnng.i

and by alluding to killing ol the Vangala king. These arc vague generalisations

and poetic exaggeration-*. Yalign and Vangala cannot be regarded as two

separate countries on the strength of this evidence. Vahgfila seems to be an

etymological variation of Yahga probably made by the southerners and foreigners.

02 J BOH,S'., 102*, pp. If.

00 This point and the Yunnan history lias been elaborately discussed in my

furthcoming pager "The Ynmmn.s uf Ernst rut IlrnyaV'.

04 N. 0. Majumdar, ia.s< npfions of Jl-nyul, p. 10.
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inscription of Vipulasiimiiira refers to the invasion of northern Bengal

by a king of Vaiigala in course of which the house of a Buddhist ascetic

named Karunasiimitra was set on lire and the monk was burnt to death.*’

Mr. J. G. Ghose63 pi opuses to identify this invading king of

Yangala with a Cniulra king of eastern Bengal. No invasion of

northern Bengal by any Caiulra king is known from any reliable source.

The Candra.s were, according to the testimony of their own records,

devout Buddhists and it is highly improbable that the army of a Bud-

dhist king would set on fire the house of a distinguished Buddhist

teacher of a giea.t vihfua whose memory was honoured even three

generations aftei him. Four kings of this family are known from their

own lecords. The position of Harivannan in the chronology and

genealogy of the Varmans was so long controversial but the newly dis-

covered bioken Vajrayogini grant of Saanalavaiman 47 shows that he is

to be placed between Jatavarman. and Samalavannan and was most pro-

bably the son of the foimer, though his name has been omitted in the

Belaya plate. The foundation of tlii i Yarman power in eastern Bengal did

not go unchallenged by the Palas. 1\ is known from the Rdnmearita that

65 EL, vol. XXI, pp. 97-101.

GO Indian Culture, vol. 1, pp. 290-29*2. Mr. J. C. Gliosc bases his conclusion

on the following account from TiiraimVha's book published in the Ind. Ant., 1875,

p. 3G6 : “Mahipala, contemporary of Jvliri-ral, ruled for 52 years. His son

Malulpala icigned 44 years and was followed by his son-in-law Samupfilu who

reigned 12 years. Then Mahlpala’s soil ftrospia ruled for 3 years. As lie left

behind him a son who was only seven years old, his maternal uncle Canaka

was raised to the throne and ruled for 29 years; he made war with the

Turuskas and in the end was victorious. The people of Bengal also revolted

against 'hi in and entered Magadha by force but ho subdued them. In course

of time ho raised Bhcyapiila to the throne, and retired to the kingdom of Vati,

and island near the mouth of the Ganges where after 5 years ho died.

Bheyupilla ruled .‘12 years and he was succeeded by his son

Neyapfila.” It is very difficult to say how much sober history is in this account.

The people of Bengal invaded Magadha but the Nfdandii inscription refers to

the invasion of northern Bengal by a Yangala king. Somapura vihtlra is

undoubtedly the PiUmrpur monastery in northern Bengal. Lastly, wo concur

with Mr. N. G. Majuindar that the Nil lamia inscription of Vipulasrimitra is to

he assigned palmograpIdeally to the first half of the 12th century and not about

I960 A.l). as Mr. Ghosc suggests.

67 Ilhamtvarsa, 1349, B.S. p. 674.
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Ilsimapala atfer the recovery of h ns paternal kingdom tried to assort his

power over Ivalihga, Utkala and Kiimariipa. In course of the descrip-

tion of his conquests it is stated that a Varuian kin# of the cast

propitiated Riimapula by presenting an elephant and his chariot. flK The

Varman king who made his. submission to Ramapala was either Ilari-

vnrman or Saimvlavarnian. When the sirong arm of Rnmapala was no

more, south-eastern, Bengal once more revolted in the reign of Kumarn-

pfila but this was suppressed by his general Vaidyadeva by winning a

naval battle.™ Thus it seems that the Varmans were occasionally com-

pelled to acknowledge the suzerainty of the Pula*. The last known

Varman king is Bhojavarman.

The Varmans were most probably ousted by the Senas. The

Barrackpore grant w*as issued from Vikramapur wdieie Vilasadevi, queen

of Vijayasena, performed the tulainn-urn ceremony. Therefore the occu-

pation of Vikramapura by Vijayasena must have occured isome time

before this, i.e. bis (>2nd regnal year, and the date of the death of

Vijayasena would fall, according the evidence of Daml agara and

Adbhutmagara
,

sometime about the middle of the 12th eeuiury.™

Vikramapura continued to be one of the capitals of the Senas under

Vallalasena and Laksmanasena. After the surprise attack of Niuliah

by Bakbt-yar Laksmanasena is said to have fled to Bang 71 (Vahga) and

bis succesors continued to lule over eastern Bengal v.hich retained

its independence at leaist. a century after the establishment of the

Muslim pow’er in Gauda. According to the Ain-i-Ahban
,

72 Lakhan

Sen was succeeded by bis son Madhu Sen who ruled for 10 years.

The Sadukti-Karnfnnrta refers to a verso of Mfulbavasena. Madhu

Sen’s rule is known only from Abul Fazal whose account of the 1 Linda

kings cannot be always relied upon, if it is not corroborated from other

evidences. 73 Two sons of Laksmanasena, Visvarupasena and Kesava-

68 lldmacarita, vol. V, ch. Ill, p. 44.

60 Kanmuli plate of Vaidyadeva, A. K. Maitra, (lamia Lekhamidu.

70 Journal of the Dewrtment of Letters, vol. XVT, Early History of Bengal

(the Sena period).

71 Tahaqnt-i-Nasiri
,

p. 588. 72 Vol. TI, p. 146.

76 According to Mr. N. N. Vasu, one copper-plate of Madhava Sena has linen

found in tho Almora district and the reference given is Kumuon by Atkinson,

p 5J6 But as I cannot verify this, nothing can be said definitely on this point.
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sena, who ruled after him, are known from their own records74 and

the known periods of their reigns are 17 years.

It is therefore almost certain that for the first quarter of the 13th

century these two Sena kings could hold themselves against Muslim

aggression. Both of them aissume the proud title of GaudeSvara and

the epitheti “Garga-Yavananvaya-pralaya-ldla-Twlra ’

’ is applied to them,

This does not seem to be empty boast, and both the brothers boast that

they were dread to the Yavanas and it seems that they successfully

repulsed some Muslim invasions.

The author of the Tabaqat-i-Nasiri did not directly record any inva-

sion of east Bengal by the Muslim governors and rulers of Laknauti but

that there were several such attempts is clear from some incidental

references by Minaj. It is therefore quite possible that there had been

some other attempts to conquer Bang which was not recorded at all.

Giyas-uddin was the independent ruler Laksnavati (1211-122G A.D.).

The rulers of Jajnagar, Tirhut, Kamarupa and Bang75 paid tribute to

him. Just before the end of his reign, he is said to have invaded

Kamarupa and Vaiign. 74 The natural conclusion seems to be that there

was previously an invasion against these two countries and because they

refused to pay tribute to the Muslim ruler, another expedition was

undertaken against them. It is dear from the account of Minaj that

before Giyas-uddin could achieve anything substantial, he had to return

on account of the usurpation of Laksnavati by Nasir-uddin. Next

reference to the invasion of east Bengal is made in connection with

the rule of Malik Saifuddin who sent some elephants to the court of

Delhi which were captured in Bang77
(1231-33 A.D.). It is not known

who was the ruling Sena king at this time. Abul Fazal mentions a king

of the name of Surasena or Sadasena. Two princes of Die Sena

dynasty, Suryasena and Purusot tamasena, are known from the Sahitya

Barisat plate of Visvarupasena and it is quite probable that. Suryasena

of Abul Faaal is Suryasena of this plate. Another invasion of east

74 N. G. Majumdar, Insrriptions of Bengal, No. XIII, XIV, XV.

75 Tabaqat-i-Nasin

,

pp. 587-588. 76 Ibid,

77 Ibid., p. 732.

I.H.Q., MABCH, 1936 11
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Bengal took place in the reign of Ijjuddin Balban78 in or about 1258

A.D. Minaj finished his account in 1259 A.D. and makes the statement

that at that time the descendants of Laksmanasena were ruling in

eastern Bengal. 79

Another Hindu king is known from Zia-ud-din Barni 80 and the

Adavadi plate. 81 His real name was Dasarathadeva, and Danuja-

madhava waj his viruda . According to the genealogical book of

Harimisra,- he flourished after the Sena rule.
82 When Delhi Sultan

Giyns-uddin Balban came to suppress the rebellion of the Bengal

governor, Tugbril Khan, an agreement was leached between Delhi Sultan

and this Hindu king of Sonaigaon that the latter would prevent the

escape of Tughril Khan by water. The Muslim occupation of eastern

Bengal must have been completed by the close of the* 13th century. 83

It cannot be properly ascertained whether the extreme eastern

districts like Noakliali and Chittagong were included in the Pala and

Sena kingdoms. The Baghnum image inscription -shows that Samatata

and some parts of modern Tippera district acknowledged the suzerainty

of Mahipala I. No evidence has yet been discovered to prove the exten-

sion of the Sena power in the Chittagong division. 'The Mainamail

plate
84

speaks of the existence of an independent kingdom in Paftikera

which is a paragana in modern Tippera. The name of the king is

Harikaladeva whose viruda is. Itanavahkamalla
;

he came to the

throne in 1203-4 A.D. If he was the first king of this family and

this principality was included in the Sena kingdom, it seems that- with

the fall of the Senals in Gauda a kingdom arose in eastern Bengal.

Another Hindu kingdom was founded about this time. It is known

from the Chittagong plate of Damodara85 who was ruling in 1243- A.D.

Ilia earliest known ancestor is Purusottoma whose son was Madhu-

sudana. The title nrpa occurs before his name and it may be that the

78 Tabaqat-i-Nasiri

,

pp. 769-70. 79 Ibid., pp. 658, 715.

80 Elliot, vol. Ill, p. 116. 81 Inscriptions of Bengal, p. 181.

82 Bharat varsa

,

1332 B.S., pp. 78-81.

83 Bdhgldr Itihdsa, vol. II, pp. 93-94.

84 IRQ., vol. IX, p. 282.

85 Inscriptions of Bengal, No. XVII.
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rise of the family to political power began from him. His son was

Vasudeva and his *on Diimodaia assumes the proud title “.salala-

bhnputi-caknu'urti.” Nothing* mole is known of those two kingdoms.

The conquest of noKh-wesitern Bengal by the Muslims ami the

maintenance of independence by eastern Bengal in spite of repeated

attempts of the Muslims to conquer it suggest one important, conclu-

sion. A sudden cavalry raid was sufficient to break the power of the

Sena kings in north-western Bengal and the whole of it passed into

Muslim hands within a short time. But the physical features, of

eastern Bengal prevented such an eventuality. It is the country of big

rfveis, and hence cavalry was piactically useless. Here for a permanent

conquest the naval iH>wer was the most important factor. A raid might

have been carried in a certain part, but it could not produce a lasting

effect. The seeking of the help of Daunjaiuadhava by Sultan

(iiyasuddin Balkan to prevent the escape of the rebellious governor

Tughiil Khan by boat clearly illustrates the weakness of the power in

eastern Bengal—a power strong* in eveiy other respects excepting the

navy. This abo accounts for the fact why the descendants ot

Laksmanasena fought the Muslim.- from east Bengal and why this part

of tlie country could resist Muslim attacks for about a centuiy while the

great, kingdoms of northern India succumbed to Muslim untucks quickly.

Before the final conquest of eastern Bengal, the Muslims must have

realised this difficulty aud perhaps built, a navy equal to the occasion.

Bhamodk Lai. Haul



Some unpublished Papers relating to the Mutiny

of 1857*59

The Mutiny was a highly significant event in the history of India.

*‘I wish”, remarked the late Lord Crooner, “the young generation of

the English, would read, mark, learn and inwardly digest the history of

the Indian Mutiny; it abounds in lessons and warnings.” 1 It was

indeed the last and the most appalling test of the glowing British supre-

macy in India. Though it broke out as a military rsing, it was caused

by a number of factois lying deeply rooted in the changing conditions

of the times. Its consequences weie felt in different spheres,—politi-

cal, administrative, social and economic. 2

A few months back while sorting volume? of unpublished historical

records in the office of the District Judge of Patna, I discovered the

following important papers relating to it.

A. List, of some Mutiny cases.

1. Government versus Goueree Shanker Sing and Gureelea (or

Gurulea) Sing, sepoys of the 40th Regiment N.I., “charged with

3Iutiny and Desertion at Dinapore.”

2. Government versus Jewnarain Sing, Soomundan and Unmole

Sing, sepoys of the Behnr Station Guards “charged ivith Mutiny a"d

Desertion at Arrah and Gyah.”

(Letter from Mr. A. Hope, officiating Magistrate of Patna, to R. J. Scott,

Sessions Judge of Patna, dated 29tli May, 1858).

Jb Govern mend versus Gopal Sing, late Ilavildar of the 40th

Regiment N.I., charged with “Mutiny and Desertion.”

“This is one of the men of this district who mutinied with the rest

of his Regiment at Dinapore on the 25th July 1857 and his name appears

1 Cumbruhjp History of Indio, VI,, p. 167.

2 Different parts of Bihar were agitated by this movement. Wc have accounts

of the Bihar outbreaks in works like ‘The Indian Mutiny of 1857’ (1891) by

Col. G. B. Mallcson, {ibid., vol. 1, Book VII, eh. 11), ‘History of the Indian

Mutiny’ (5th ed. 1901), (ibid., pp. 195-99) and ‘Thirty-eight years in India’,

2 vols, 1881 by William Tayler (ibid., vol. II
t, pp. 237-99).
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in the List of Mutineers forwarded from the Regiment but his name wa»

not submitted to the Judge on the 6th May 1858 along with the others,

as his property was not traced. Property belonging to him having now

been, found and attached and as lie ha.3 not since appeared on being appre-

hended, I beg to submit the papers of hie case, together with an Urdu

List of the same to the Sessions Judge of Patna, Commissioner under

Act XIV of 1857 for the conviction of the absconded offender, on a

charge of Mutiny and Desertion and consequent confiscation of his

property under Act XXV of 1857.”

(Letter from J. R. Gowan, Captain Commanding Detachment 11th Regiment

N.J., to Magistrate of Patna, dated camp Mooreshedabad, 30th June, 1858).

4. Government versus Rissoon (Bisliun) Sohoy (Sahay) and Jmril

(Ann it) Sing3
late sepoys of the 11th Regiment N.I., charged with

“Mutiny and Desertion.” (Charges same as in No. 3 above).

5. Government versus Jujjadhar Sing, Juggro Lai Sing, and

Lalnarain Sing, late Sepoys of the 8th Regiment N.I., “charged with

Mutiny and Desertion.”

“These men are residents of this District who mutinied along with

other sepoys at Dinapore and Hazareebagh on the 25th and 29th July

1857 and accordingly the officer commanding their regiment furnished

their name.- as such in the accompanying Descriptive Roll. Their

property lias been attached and I have made every exertion to appre-

hend them but without success. I beg therefore to submit the papers

of their case to the Sessions Judge of Patna, Commissioner under Act

XIV of 1857, together with Urdu Lists of their property for the con-

viction of the absconded offenders and the consequent confiscation of

their property under Act XXV of 1857.

An enquiiy is being made for the property of the other man

ltughoobeer (Ragliutvir) named in the Descriptive Roll.”

(Letter from same to same, dated 28th August, 1858).

G. (a) Government versus Tirbhooman Sing and eight others

(larged with “Mutiny and Desertion.”

3 Bisoon Sohoy and Amrit Sing were residents of Kab, pargana Mussoori,

district Patna. William Taylor was then Commissioner of Patna.
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(b) Government versus Gajadliar Sing and two others charged

with “Mutiny and Desertion.

”

(Letter from A. Hope, officiating Magistrate of Patna, to B. J. Scott,

Sessions Judge of Patna, dated Patna, the 12th November, 1858).

B. A Petition from a Mutiny sufferer

Apart' from the above cases I came across a petition referring

to the Mutiny:—
“When I addressed you ou the 10th instant I begged to plead lo

your kindly feelings of humanity and charity in behalf of a murdered

husband's widow.

I am a singularly miserable .sufferer from the insurrection caused

by the mutineer sepoys of the 6th Regiinjent on the 6th of June at

Allahabad. My husband was barbarously murdered and all our pro-

perty to an immense amount in bouses, stock in trade, jewels, silver

plates, carriages, horses, was burnt, plundered, dug up.—I was saved

by means of. a servant with my right arm broken which lias maimed

me partially for life. Having obtained certificates fiotn Mr. Christer,

Commissioner, and Revd. A. B. Spry, Chaplain at Allahabad, I pro-

ceeded down as a pauper of Government having been reduced from

affluence to perfect penuiy and destitution was prevented by severe

suffering from going down further than Patna being relieved by the

kind and charitable medical attention of Dr. Rennie.... I came to lay

my most severe case among sufferersi as most of them have some allevia-

tions; they have either Husbands to cherish them, or property or

pensions to keep them comfortable but I, unhappy being, have been

deprived of both
1

and before the Committee of Relief Fund and the kind

roof of a friend shelters me.

Having thought it expedient to explain this far I beseech you, sir,

tq consider that. I have not means to entertain a vakeen (? vakeel). 1

only beg as a boon that you would kindly renew the copy of the Letteis

of administration which you have already gian.ted me without nulling

the paragraph respecting Government Pro. Notes. All the record® of

my husband have been burnt so that from the honesty and charity alone

of individuals that I can hope from fringe to time to recover anything.

The note with Messrs Hamilton & Co., is No. 1051 of 3283 of the Public
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Works loan 1854-55, ami another of 1842/43 No. 8(>G7—Rupees 500

was burnt in my almirah at Allahabad on the night of Gib June 1857.

Of any other, I solemnly declare I have no idea—but should there be a

proviso made for these alone, a litigation would arise which would oblige

me to trouble you again, should hereafter others may be discovered.

Apologising for trespassing long on your time I beseech you once

more to view my case as one of much need and charity and graciously

to waive all forays and expenses which I have just been paid for this

very paper by Mr. Alexander Belard of Patna, and which I am not at

all able to bear, and may the Almighty grant that you may receive

my petition in a favourable light."

(Letter from Mrs. Adi /not legible/ Bailard to 11. Scott, Esqr., Judge of

Patna, dated 5, Park Street, Calcutta, the 20th November, 1867).

Mr. Scott passed orders for drawing up a certificate as required by

Mrs. Bailard.

1\. K. 14ATTA
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'the Marathi “Rajoint i
” of Ramacandra'pant {171G)

A document known as Sambhaji 9

* Adnapatta (edict) 1 was issued

on November 21, 17 lfi by Samhliaji II (of Kolhapur) (1712-50). The

writer is believed to have been llumacandrnpant Ainatya. The work is

generally described as his Rajantti. This royal edict is stated to

have been piepared “in accordance with the Aastras” (p. 14).

The work begins with a short historical survey of the Srarajija,

the Mai at ha state, from Sivaji, ihe founder, down to 1 7 lti, the year

of the promulgation of the edict hy Samhliaji II, son of Uajarftm who

began to rule at Kolhapur in 1712. In the course of this survey the

author hu< tried to bring in general maxims of Niti&lstras by way of

illustration. The histoiical portion is thus to a certain extent seen

as a concrete embodiment of Hindu political philosophy.

In one passage ihe edict says that many soldiers firmly believed

that “the servant., whose lives are lot. in the cause of their master,

attain that state which even the sage* and yoijins do not reacli and

went to heaven whilst, fighting in the cause of their master in accord-

ance with the duties of a Ksafra" (p. 5). Students of fiukmmti and other

Aft isast ms like iho-e of Mitin-Misrn and Vaisampuyana will be

interested to >t*e how powerfully the Maiatha mind was influenced by

the tuiditioiiai Hindu political speculations.

The achievements of Sivfiji are described in veiy general terms.

In regal’d to the state; subdued by him the processes are described

in the Pillowing manner: “Upon some lie mad<e sudden attacks.

Amongst mmuo lie fomented mutual quarrels. Between some he caused

bica<hr>- of ITiend-hip. By entering the tents of some lie fought with

them. By personal venture lie defeated >ome in single cambats. With

•some iu* made aliiame^. Of hi- own accord lie went to vi*dt some.

Some ho. toned ;<> <ume and \ i^*l him. He imperilled the lives of

1 A '

i

’

d i - im Pamh-.l; t r.ui-l;n ion Nv S. V. Pntaiul'cknr :j, .1 Itoi/al K^n t

r <>f Sf-if • IVli. t Oi.
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pome by creating1 mutual disunion. Otheis lie conquered one after

another by making other kinds of efforts without their knowledge”

(p. 7). The hoary Kautalyan sastm in regard to the four upaya s' and

six guimx can be seen here as exercising some sway over the Marathi

Adnupatra. We are not interested for the present in fSivaji’s exploits

and policies but only in the manner in which they are being described

by llutnacaiidrapant in Marathi.

In connection with pced-Si vaji political conditions there is an

observation to the following effect :
—“A place or country when invaded

by others continues to exist with outride help. Theiefoie at first fhi>

should he cut off. Then cffeits should be made against it directly.

This is proper policy” (p. 11).

Rfunacandrapant is here functioning a* a pupil of the Kautulya-

Kaniundaka-Sukra complex in regard to the application of the doctrine

of mandala (sphere of states or diplomatic relations).

The category dhanna occurs very often in this. Adnupatra

(PI1 - l'b lb, 20, 37). While discussing some of the general principles

of politics llumacandrapant i* virtually paraphrasing all that the Snurti

and the iXltisastras have to say about dhanna >n i elation to the social

order (pp. 15-10). The value of the paraphrase consist., in the fact that

f ho author is not dealing like, say, Kautalya, Manu, 8ukra etc. with

abstract entities called’ the state. The author is every moment conscious

that he is writing of a particular state. And that is his “this

kingdom” (pp. 5, 7, 8, 15), “Hindu Kingdom” (p. 13), & nudjya (p. 3)

etc. In this Marathi edict we aie in season and out of season made

conscious of .iie great reality that the Hindu Sranljyn of 8 i vaji the

Great, the greatest Hindu of all ages and one of the piofuundtH

remakers of mankind, is the “Kingdom of God” and. that thm Kingdom

is being governed according to the principles of the Sashas. “Gun- of

compassion for the people,” we are told, “God in his tall favoui has

granted us this Kingdom” (p. 15). The paltimic ring is over muiiifot

in this tieathe and the author is convinced < f t ho coble mission of

Mip Martha state n« the bulwark of ahamni ai-a'u 1 tb* im-auls or

the Tunnas (Moghuls) or Yavanas and i‘.eii alio-
.

, >p. b, 111*.
f

llii"

mission i> i.n| conceived in a fniun-iic man. a Jmi a- sunolfiing nJieadv

tulfiUed, an achievement

.
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For the student of Hindu political speculations from Kautalya to

Mitra-Misra 2 and Sukra it is interesting to obFerve that even as late

as the •second decade of the eighteenth century an amatya of a successful

Hindu empire should have felt proud to connect the methods, tactics,

strategy and general policies of the state served by him with, and

interpret them in the light of, the theories adumbrated by the “old

Musters” of political philosophy. The virility, tenacity and pragmatic

utility of the Artha- and Nlti-sflstras of the Hindus are thus brought

homo to us in a remarkable manner. Simultaneously also the deeper

foundations of Maratha political idealism and constructive .statesman-

ship are laid bare. The <//ia/7/H/-mimlednea <9 of Maratha diplomacy

and statecraft as well as the solicitude o* the Maratha thinkers for

affiliation to the peimanent tradition of Snnskrifio or Hindu cuilture

are items that impress us most powerfully. Verily, in the eighteenth

century the Maratha. statesmen and generals were encompassed in their

daily life with the same ideals and messages of philosophers, poets,

and preachers as the Mauryas, Guptas, Vardhanas, Calukyas, Falas

and Colas of yore.

Hindu positivism did not come to a close at the seventh century,

or the tenth, the thirteenth or even the seventeenth century. It was

living gloriously in the eighteenth century and came down to the

nineteenth century,for instance, in Malhar Earn Him ChitmVs Rajaniti,

the Sanskrit treatise based like a Nihandha on the Nitisdstras.

In regard to the actual achievements of the Hindu Svardjya of

Sivaji and the Marat haa one should not be too hypercritical. It would

he desirable to get oriented to the military methods, external politics,

diplomatic manoeuvres, criminal justice, religious policy as well as

social and economic legislation as prevalent in contemporary Europe,

say, the Europe of Ijouis XIV and Frederick the Great in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 3

2 B. K. Sarkar: “Nilakantha and Mitra-Mi$ra : Two Hindu Political

Philosophers of tho Seventeenth Century” in the Calcutta Review for August 1935.

3 Cambridge Modern History, vol. V11T (1902)
?
p. 49; W. 0. F. Phillimore:

Three Centuries of Treaties of Peace (Boston 191*), pp. 13-61; Freeman : The

Tlisfoural (iroyraphy of Europe. (London 1903).
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There is a tendency among historiographers of today to sit in

judgment on the Marathas with the canons of modern nationalism,

democracy, social justice, “economic planning”, and what not. This

is an entirely fallacious method, and ought by all means to be avoided.

On the other hand, it is necessary nl<o to be more critical and objective

in regard to the achievements of the “golden age” of Hindu history,

such, for instance, as those for which the Hindu states from those of

the Mainyas to those of the Cola* and Senas are responsible. The

contributions of the Marathas of the seveenteenth and the eighteenth

centuries to the politics and culture of the Indian people would appear

to bo more or less on a par with, and tho significant continuation of,

those of the pre-Moslem Hindu races.

The student of world-culture,—one who is as much at home in the

institutions and theoriejs of the Orient as of the Occident, one who knows

of the economic, political and social conditions of Europe from the

sixteenth to the eighteenth century,—should he in a position to appraise

the Marathas as having made substantial contributions to human

freedom and progress. We cannot nffoid to withhold from giving the

Devil his due. In sociological evaluations and by the standard of

comparative, culture-bistory the Marathas do undoubtedly deserve the

glorious credit of being “a people that put down the Muslim power,

that for long resisted the British advance in all parts of India, that

conquered and civilized the Goads and other tribes in the distant north

and south, that have left plentiful permanent marks of their influence

in a triangular tract, of which the three corners may roughly he put

down as Nagpur, Surat and Tanjore, and ever stood for order, peace

and culture, and that finally saved the soul of India and enthused it

with a new hope.”4

In RamacamlrapanfV Ildjantli. we are furnished witli an analysis

of dharma directly or indirectly in diverse contexts (pp. 8, ]5, 30-88).

And this should throw some light also on the doctrine of Maharasfra

dharma as inculcated by Itanulas. 5

4 G. S. Sardcsai : The Main Currents of Maratha History (Bombay 193IP,

pp. 27-28.

5 B. V. Bhat: Mahi rustra(Jluirma (Dhuliva 1925), p . 23-49.
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We un (lastan <1, indeed’, that tlie practices and customs, such a> aio,

generally speaking, dear to the Hindu heart are comprised in the

categoiy dharnm. Thus considered, dhanna would he virtually

identical with the fourfold annus as analyzed by llajwade, Bhat and

others. It would therefore be more comprehensive than the more or

less exclusively democratic and refonnistic tendencies of religious

thought) and life u w stressed by Ilamidc. Indeed, llamacandrapant,

at any rate, is fundamentally orthodox in his conception and his view

of dha/ma gives hardly any support to ilanude’s aud can be cited in

the main in favour of Itajwade’>. But in ltuimicaiKlrupunt's

analysis it is possible to come into contact with something which is

wider even, than the fourfold <7fams of Hindu life. We mu?i observe,

however, that he is not writing an exhaustive digest on dhanna . The

treatment of the topic is incidental and merely suggestive.

There is a stiand of some undefined and undefinable traits of

thought as well as practice,
—“that which is traditionally the best and

which his ancestors had followed” (p. In),—‘omewhal vague and eladie

conceptions such as go beyond the concrete dedras actually in force

and are associated with the equally vague category, ideal*, spirit, Cast,

culture etc. of a people. We aie led to feel that anything and every-

thing, positive or negative, defined ur undefined, which distinguishes the

Hindus from ilio-e who are known to he non- Hindus i> comprehended

in the category dhanna. IMmacandiapant ha- not lefeiml to

11fund as ’s celebi.ded cult which is known to be a- follow"

;

Mdratha tiUn kd wchrdiru
,
Mahdrdstradhanna kdrhirdira

,
“Uniie all

the Marat has; piopaga.te t lie dhanna of Mahuiastra.” But today

it is patent to us that in RamdasV futuristic ideology as in

Ilanmcandrapanf \s analysis of past achievement's the dhanna of

the Maratha titu is something which distinguishes this Hindu people

from the non-llindu and anti-Hindu peoples, llamdas the prophet or

apostle and Kamacandrapant the historian or philosopher of events

are talking the same language, and, they mean the same thing, namely,

that the Maratha state, the Hindu Srardjt/a—ihe organization of

the Hindus and by the Hindus for the expansion of nindu culture

and the annihilation of everything inimical to the Hindus and their

thousand and one interests.
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Itnmncaiidrnpnnt is interpret ing Realpul it ik in teinw of the poli-

tical philosophy of the Alt isdstras. To a certain extent he is noli a

writer of political philosophy, strictly so-called. TliV Rujanlti is often

a philosophical explanation of political history, lie looks like an

historian and his work appeal’s to he somewhat of a contribution to the.

philosophy of history. But, on the whole, the general philosophical or

speculative character of the work cannot be missed.

In this Marathi treatise the general principles of the Sanskiit

Alt iflastKts are to he found, further, in the cult of prowess, courage,

I
ei severance, industi iousness, energism etc. (p. (i), the policy of fore-

sight in international diplomacy (p. 13), the qualifications of the liiler

and his relations with officials etc. (pp. 15-19, 23-25).

The Adnapalm says, for instance, in the right Alti style that “while

protecting* what is already acquired, new achievements should always

he attempted; and this should eontiiinou-ly remain the aim of the king.”

More concretely, we are told that “if he legards the glory which he ha-

achieved as >atisfacto]y, then he doe* not feel inclined for fill jher exer-

tion. As a result I he enom,\ would find the occasion for an invasion, and

the kingdom would sutler. Thi< should not he allowed to happen**

(p. 19). Students of t lie Mahdhhnraiu (Book VI. eh. ii) will not fail to

encounter here the Marathi adaption of the ethics of “mauline--’’ and

“unceasing upward striving.”*

And hero we may recall with interest that about a century after

Uamacandrapant, the tiermaJi philosopher, Fichte, lecturing at

Kim ig>berg in 1807, declared his fundamental1 principles in the follow-

ing words; 7

“l. The neighbour is always leady to enlarge himself at your cost

at the first opportunity if lie can do it safely, lie must do so if he is

clever enough and cannot avoid it even if he weie your brother (A7

mus^ e.v tun und hum es nleht hiMCH
9
und trenu er dein 11ruder u'tue).

“2. It is not at all enough that you are defending your own teni-

tory. Keep your eye* open on everything that can have an influence on

0 “The Theory of International Isolations” in Sarkar . 7 hr Political Insti-

tution* and Thvori i\s of the Hindus (Leipzig 1P‘22),
i .

2b>.

7 Muineckc : JJit: Idee dm stnatsnison (Munich VJ2o), pp.
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your position. Do not by any means submit to the fact that anything

within the boundaries of your influence should be changed to your dis-

advantage. Neglect no moment when you can use the situation to your

advantage. Rest assured that the neighbour will do it as soon as he can.

[: you neglect it on your part you will remain behind him. One who

does not grow decays while others are growing (Wer nicht zun&mmt

der nivnnt wenn andcic zunelimen ab).
if

In Ram acandrapant’s lengthy statement about the functions of

the Icing wo have a good' summary of Nfti literature on the subject

(p. 26). In the statement that “a king alone cannot, even if he wishes,

perform all these functions” and that “therefore he has to appoint as his

representatives Pradhanns (ministers) in order to conduct the affairs of

the kingdom” we are, again, in the atmosphere of the NitisMras

(pp. 26-66). But the author is an amdtya (minister) of the Maratha

slate. So he introduces a good deal of objectivity and Realpolitil. into

his analysis of the position of ministers in the state. An interesting obser-

vation runs to the effect that “ministeis are the pillars of the house

whose name is kingdom” (p. 27). In the dictum that “when one is

appointed a minister, one should not at all be disrespected and insulted

at every turn” (p. 29) we feel that it is not a copybook maxim cited

from Suhranlti or some other text but a bit of the author’s own mind.

This Maratha amdtya like many other ministers of Hindu states, nay,

like the ministers of many royal dynasties of Kurope.—knew from loiter

experience what it, is to serve a king. In the capacity of a writer on

RdjanUi Raniacandrapant is therefore but pleading the cause of bis

own profession throughout the woild while offering the advice as to how

the ruler should behave with the ministers. This piece of advice might

be administered1

,
be it, observed cn passant, as much to the llohenzollerns,

Bourbons and the British despots of the “New Monarchy” as to the

Marathas.

While dealing with the Marathi RdjanUi (1710) of Ramacandra-

pant let us observe once more what we are always aware of in the dig-

.

cushion of Hindu political theories, namely, that his ideal of a king is

the Rdjnrsi of the Kautalyan tradition. This Rdjarsi (royal-sage),

again, is none other than the philosopher-king of Plato. To cite a
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somewhat contemporary parallel from Europe,

8

we should to a certain

extent envisage the milieu of the Idea of a Patriot King (1738) by

Rolingbroke (1678-1751), in which the Hanoverian contemporaries of the

Marathas used to live. For general orientations in regard to political

ideas iti is necessary likewise to remember some of the absolutist treatises

like Bodin's Les six Li vres de la Repuhlique (1576) and Hobbes's

Leviathan (1651) as well as the treatises of Bossuet and Filmer.

The economic interests of the saptdnga organism are well taken

care of in the categories, horn and rostra, of the Nitisdstras. The

Marathi Rdjaniti likewise devotes considerable attention to these con-

siderations. Certain characteristic and rather new principles, enunciated

by Ramacandrapant, deserve, however to be singled out. “Merchants

are the ornament of the kingdom and the glory of the king," says he,

“they are the cause of the prosperity of the kingdom. All kinds of

goods which are not available come into the kingdom. That kingdom

hecomes rich" (p. 31.) As a practical statesman he knows, besides,

that the nerfs de la repuhlique
,
the "sinews of war" are funi ished by

the mercantile classes. “In times of difficulties whatever debt is neces-

sary is available. With its help danger is averted. There is a great-

advantage in the protection of merchants."

In Ramacandrapant'? Rdjaniti. the protection of merchants is com-

prehensive enough to include foreign traders. Freedom of intercourse

in trade should be given to sea-faring merchants at various ports by

sending an assurance of safety, says he. In dicta like tha«e we realize

that the Marathi treatise on politics is not a mere paraphrase or adap-

tation of the Sanskrit Artha- and Nitisdstras. The protection of foreign

merchants is not unknown in Kautalya. Biut the language and form in

which the doctrine is enunciated by the Maratha writer are original.

The fact that it is the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,—the milieu

of European traders and mercantile houses, is forced upon us in his

8 J. N. Figgis : From Gcrson to (Irotivs (Cambridge 1907), The Divine Bight

of Kings (Cambridge 1914), F. J. C. Heamshnw (editor) : The Social and

Political Ideas of Some Thinkers of the Augustan Age (London 1928), ch. on

Bolingbroke.

9 P. Janet: Histoire de la Science Politique (Paris 1913), vol. II, ch. on

Bossuet and Fenelon.
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tioatment of the subject. Ramacandrapant has enriched? the scope of

Hindu political science* by introducing the Topilmrs (the hat-wearers,

European*) as merchants and the relations of the 'state with them during

peace and war. For instance, we are told that the punishment which is

inflicted on the servant-' of the enemy is not to be meted out to the

European merchants, who happen to live in enemy territory. They

may, however, he tilled hut discharged with due respect (p. 33).

Among the Topilalrs (hat-wearers) Rfunacandrapant mentions the

Fudnyis (Portuguese), the Ingrdj (the English), the Valand (the

Dutch), the Fardsis (the French), and the Dinymdr (the Danes) by

name. It is interesting that they are described according to their

countries and that there is no refeience to them as Europeans- or as

(-Itri'diaiK. The common name for them, however, is that of Topilairs

(hat-weaiers).

The special features of these sea-fariiig hat-wearers have com-

manded Ramacandrapant’s attention. They are not like other

merchants, say- lie (p. 32). Their masters, every one of them, are known

to he ruling kings. Itamacandrapanf know- that it is under royal

orders and control that the-e Euiopean merchants, come to trade, and

n-ks: “(low can it happen that rulers have no greed for territoiies?”

The aims and ambitious of these Topilairs are described by him

a^ follows:
—“They have full ambition to enter into these provinces,

to increase their teiritorie- ami to establish their own opinion

(religion?).*' Further, lie desciihes them as “obstinate” and is aware

ihat “once a place falls into their hands they will not give it up even

ai the cost of their lives” (p. 32).

IliimacnndTapant would, therefore, restrict the intercourse of the

hat-wearers to the extent of their coining and going for trade purposes

only. He is positively against giving them places to settle. J3y no

means are they to he given factory lands at the mouth of an inlet or on

the shores of the sea. For they might become dangerous by building

forts. The outstanding facts that the strength of the Europeans lies

in navy, guns and ammunition is recorded by the author as a positive

reality. He should like by all means i<> avoid them. “It is. enough’*

we are told, “if they occasionally come and go and do not Double us;

nor need we trouble them.”
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Bama-candrapaut never uses the category, saptdhga or the seven-

limbed organism. But lie virtually describes all the seven categories

of' the Nltisdstras in hi- own way. The author deals with the aedmi

(king) and the amiitya (minister) at some length. The topics of fcosn

(treasure) and nistra (territory) are discussed in connection with the

commercial interests of the state. This subject lias not, however, been

discussed, it should* be observed, in an adequate manner. Public finance

has virtually been neglected. The slight refei elites to income and ex-

penditme, -salaries and gifts (pp. 19-20), rrttis, grants etc. and ituun^

or estates (pp. T5-dS) do not enable u ;
. to feel that the im-

portance of the financial cousideiations 1ms been grasped by the

author.

‘‘Finance is the life of the state,” says lie in the manner of the

writers of Nit isasteas. The practical aspect of this consideration in

times of war is noticed by him. Tie advises that the state treasury -liould

he filled and well looked aitoi, but does not go much farther in analysis

or prescriptions.

The problem of >uhrt (ally), one of the -seven categories, should

seem to be touched upon incidentally at almost every place where the

problem of foieign invasion ha- been di-cuv>ed (pp. (i-7). The topic

may be said to have been rather carefully dealt with in the section on

the tieatment of tcalandaiy
,

i.e., herediiaiy otficials, e.g. head.- of

villages, districts. province- etc. They aie no doubt small but in-

dependent chiefs of territories, says iie. When a foieign invasion

(dines they are known to make peace with the invader and can become

h«u inful to the kingdom. The-e “feudal” chief- are therefore to be

controlled in a. careful manner .so that they limy be made to remain

friendly to the king (pp. #{-#>). In thi- discussion there are impoitant

considerations preparatory to an active foreign policy. But the formal

tieatment of friends and foe- -uch as one is familiar with in the doctrine

of manfhda (“geopolitical'’ sphere) hus been avoided. The ideas of

sdnia
,
daiiUf bheila and da nda are accessible here although not in so many

words. jRamacaudrapant ha- dealt with the actual circumstances of the

Maruthu political milieu and the method of adding to the strength of the

Searajya that he has to serve. All the same, his analysis has not

considered it neces-ury to u-e the terminology or methodology of the

I.1I.Q,, MAKCH, 19Tt>. IT
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*
‘sphere of states* * while detailing the manner in which the Svarajya

is to become thornless and expand in all directions.

What little Ramacandrapant has to say about dealings with

other princes or feudatory chiefs shows that the realism of Spinoza

(1G34-77) is in his brain. Passages from the Tractatus Politicals
9

(I. 5)

of Spinoza like the following would be congenial to Ramacandrapant***

spirit: “Men are of necessity liable to passions and so constituted as

to pity those who are ill and' envy those who are well off and to be

prone to vengeance more than to mercy. ” “And so it comes to pass

that, as all are equally eager to be first, they fall to strife, and do their

utmost mutually to oppress one another. ” Ramacandrapant would

therefore like Spinoza spurn a rosy view of interstatal relations. The

Spinozistic statement that such persons a^ persuade themselves that the

multitude of men distracted by politics can ever be induced’ to live

according to the bare dictate of reason mu9t be dreaming of the poetic

golden age or of a stage-play can also be taken as Ramacandrapant^.

In external politics, therefore, it is der Imperativ det

SUiatsnotwcndigkeit (the imperative of state-necessity) that compels

Ramacandrapant like Frederick the Great to discover his Staatsrdson

(reasons or interests of the state) in the philosophy of Macht oi

power. 10

The words of Frederick the Great himself in his Cosidcrations sur

Petal present du corps politique dc VEurope (Considerations on the

present condition of the body politic of Europe, 1737) would be con-

genial to the Maratha Amdtya. “The politics of the great monarchies

was always the same,” says the Prussian monarch, “their fundamental

principle consisted in seizing everything in order to expand oneself

ceaselessly, and their wisdom in anticipating the tricks of their enemies

and to play the finest play.”

It is virtually the analysis of neighbours as presented by

the Maratha Rdjaniti of the early eighteenth century that we find in

10 Works

,

vol. I. (New York 1883), p. 289, G. Engelmann: Political rhilo-

sophy from Plato to J\ercmy Bcntham (New York 1927) chapter on Spinoza;

cf. in this connection the character analysis of the “upper strata**, “aristocracy”,

“leaders”, “builders’* etc. in P. Sorokin: Social Mobility (New York 1927),

pp. 308*311.
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the modem theorist Stier-Somlo when he says in PoUtik (1926) that the

states of our environment are bound to find themselves in eternal com-

petition, rivalry, struggle, and at any rate, in the midst, of conflicts or

clashes of interests. The considerations of high “ethical culture” are,

according to him, out of place in -such a world. This circumstance

compels the Staatsmoral (state or political morality) to be entiiely

different from the individual morality (p. 122).

Ramacandrapant. would therefore be prepared to admit with

Vierkandt that every state has two faces, one towards the internal

affairs, and the other towards the external. From the one standpoint

it is the Rechtiftaat (law-state) or lo atato etico (the ethical i.e. the

moral state) of tlgo Redano (1927). But the es^sential characteristic of

the state in its external relations is its character as Machi, organized

force.
11

Leaving aside the category suhrt (ally), we notice that the two

categories durga (forts) and hala (army) have been dealt with in some-

what. detailed and practical manner. Ramacandrapant/s ovservations

on forts do not betray the influence of academicians. Indeed, he talks

like a contractor, engineer and manager. In regard to the treatment

of the king and the ministers he is quite prepared to indulge in acade-

mic generalities and ethical first postulates or political principles. But

i?i regard lo forts lie makes short of them. Indeed he virtually avoids

those theoretical considerations. He is chiefly interested in their actual

construction and administration (pp. 39-48).

In his judgment the “forts and strongholds alone mean the king-

dom.” They “mean more than the treasury.” They mean the strength

of the army. They mean likewise the prosperity of the kingdom, “our

places of residence,” “our places of peaceful sleep,” nay, “our very

protection of life” (p. 39). All this apotheosis of forts, so to say,

might he easily ascribed to the political and military conditions to

which Maratha writers are used. But we ought to remember our old

11 F, Meinecke : Die Idee dcr Staafsriison (Munich 1025), pp. 35G-35S,

360-361.

12 A. Vierkandt: Sfaat vnd Oesellsrhaft in drr (legenwart (Leipzig 1921),

p. 10,
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Kautalya (Book VIII) also, whore tbe relative importance of each of

the seven limbs is diseased in succession. The importance of forts

a:? a or the supreme factor in the political organism is fathered upon

Parasa ru in that discussion. But otherwise, as u^ual in the pluralistic

and “heiiiotheisiio” philosophy of Hindu thought, cadi one is found

in Kautalyan analysis to be something very fundamental. We may

take it t h ad. by t Ii II
s
* dwelling on the importance of forts Kfnnucnudra-

pant is perhaps philosophizing to a certain extent not so much' as a

Maratha scholar hut as a traditional Hindu author.

The questions of halo nr the aimy have been dealt with in connec-

tion with the hoops and their 01 gan izat ion (jip. The five fold

force of cavalry ( Laslai ), infantry (Unshorn), light-aimed men (Ado/),

musketeers (Hmuluhi ), archeis (Tirmtdaji) and artilleiy men (Karol)

is >ulHanLially diffeicnt from the elephant-eoi]!'
y
cavalry, chariot and

infantry divisions of the X/fi tradition. The Aiavy play> a consider-

able part in lift in acan lira pa in’* treatment, it is an independent limb

of the state, says he. Kxrluding the Arthasnst rn of Kautalya Hu* .V Jtr-

sastias do not appear to know an\ thing of the navy and naval organi-

zation. tllamacandrapant ’< ohsei vat ions constitute new items in Hindu

political philosophy (pp. 18-bt?).

Altogether, we are inclined to treat ltamaenndrnpant *s work as

in the main an adaptation in Marathi of Sanskrit A tfixasi ms. The

treatise has been so well and nicely adjusted to the achievements as well

n< problems of the Maratha* that the author’s attempts af paraphrasing

the Sanskrit texts are hardly palpable. Tt lias some special nieiits,

however. First, it has served to expand the scope of Xtf(isd.stra )>y

introducing new items, in the >econd place, the author has enriched

the discussion.'- of old topics with observation' from Maratha experience.

And it is in this legard that this Marathi treatise should appeal to be in-

tensely valuable to us. Many of the words and pli rases used by “old

masters” such as might appear rather vague or uninlelligible. nay,

perhaps platitudinous generalities have acipiiied in this ircnhncnl

living Hedi and blood. AVe are theieby enabled to grasp tin* real

import and contents of the Ailhasaslntx and X ft isnsl ms. It may be

regaided as <ucli a fine comineiilary. so to -a.v , of the Nell-known

«i| Hindu political 1 henry that evi‘l\ body ma\ I"* l • enm meiide I <o
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commence his first studies in Kaujalya, Manu and Sukra along with

Ramacandrapant's Marathi work.

Sanskrit poetical works like the Siva-Bhurata or the Marathi

Indict like this Adnapatra (or Rdjamti) are not to he consulted solely for

dates, names and the succession of events. Poeftry and philosophy

ought to be approached as poetry and philosophy. The archaeological

historian will perhaps find here very little of interest to him in regard

to the. details of Maratha political history. But it is just in this, kind

of writings, idealistic, and yet somewhat, realistic as they are, that the

students of political theory, moral ideas and cultural ideal* would get

the most varied data. Nothing can he more helpful in reconstructing

the mentality of Sivaji and the Marathas than the texts in which

mainly the dreams, fine frenzies, pious wishes and memories are

enshrined.

Rira-Bharata and Adnapatra are, however, not all made of dreams

and pious wishes. But even in so far as they are dreams, and pious

wishes they have furnished the Hindus of the eighteenth and the : arly

nineteenth centuries with the most energistic elan de la vie. 'It is as

powerful agencies in “social metabolism
1

* that such Sanskrit and Maiatlii

documeiifiis of the Maratha^ are to he appraised by the students of

political philosophy, sociology and culture-history.

The Peshica'.i Diaries (170S-1S17)

In a letter
13

to his younger brother Ilaghunfvtha (Raghova) dated

duly 19, 1742 Bulaji Baji Rao advised him, among other tilings, to study

regularly Raghuramsa
,

Viduranit i

,

Canakya as well as t lie Malta-

hhdrata from the Virdfaparra to the end. It is very interesting to

observe that in modern India also these texts are to he mentioned

amongst the most popular or favourite works of Sanskrit literature.

Another item calls for notice. Viduranlti which has been singled out

in the middle of eighteenth century by the Maratha statesman was an

important document with Mitra-Misra also. The la*t chapter of hN

Rajanitipralam (c. 1(130) is given over to the teachings of Vidura

found in the MahCihharata.

l-'t Divt'kar: Sirti-Wnliat<t (Poona 1927).

1! (i. S. SanN-ai: IMl,,,'tnhl. ri. .Pon.l.rn 192h, pp. 2:121,
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Some of the civil and military institutions of Sivfiji are described

in a contemporary Marathi work, t lie Bdkhai (chronicle in prose) by

SabliiVad ( 1 094)

.

1

1

Tin’s Bakhar was later expanded by Citragupta

(1700). The Kabfuhad Bakhar is known as 8iva-Chatrapati-chci i

(Jaritra

.

Haily in the nineteenth century Malhar Ram Rao Chitnis, as we

have noticed, wrote in Sanskrit a treatise on Rajanlti .' It is a Maratha

work but based professedly on Sanskiit Nitisd'slran and’ is to be regarded

as a Nibandha (digest) on this literature. It may therefore be aptly

compared to another Maratha work but written not in Sanskrit*, namely,

tlie Marathi lidjnnUi by Ramacandrapant (1710), which we have

discussed above. The tradition of Hindu political philosophy comes

down therefore to the very days of Rannnohun Roy (1772-1833).

The selections fioni the Peshwa’s Diaries (Daftar) from Shaliu to

Baji Rao II
11 introduce u-s to writings in Marathi language from 1708

to 1817 and thus cover almost double the ground of the Persian work

of the Bengali Moslem historian, the Seir Mutaqh,enn (1780). This

literature of some 22,000 folio pages including* the Knglish summary

brings us into contact with some of the texts hearing on the economic,

political and social institutions as well as ideas of the Hindus dining

the eighteenth century.

Li is in this Daftar literature that we find the accounts of

administration, revenue assessment, and collection, the guarding of forts,

the organization of the army and the navy, the dispensation of civil

and ci i mi mil justice, the public debts of the government and so on.

These diarie< deal likewise with the police, post, mint, prisons, charities,

pensions and public works, medical relief and sanitation. The same

texts describe aBo the measures, adopted by the Maratha state in order

to encourage trade and commerce as wr
ell as foster learning. *We can

find in these documents the evidences as to the fact, that the Maratha

rulers, to quote Ranade, “even went, as some might say, out of their

wav, in undertaking reforms of social economy with a courage which

l.i Edited l>y Tv. N. Kano; Kng. iransl. hy .}. L. Mankor as Life oral Exploits

itl shirtlji njomhav

Id ,M. O I*;i ii.ii It* : “Introduction to tin* Pesliwa’s Diaries” in the Journal

of }}<• Jlnnirh of the Hoi/al Asiatic Sorictj/ 1000, pp. 41&-479.
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is thought in these days by some to be outside the functions of the

Btate.” Naturally, therefore, as- texts of Hindu positivism and secular

endeavour no documents can be ranked as superior to these Maruthi

state diaries of the eighteenth century, kept as they were, by the

responsible officers in the Peshwa’s civil service. 1*

These Marathi diaries can be regarded as to a certain extent the

:\ itthlstras of the eighteenth centuiy. From the very nature of the ciu’e

they are of course* more objective, concrete, factual and realistic by all

means than the Sanskrit treatises of the same name or the Marathi

hajntnti of Ramacundrapanl (171b). Indeed, they are objectivity or

realism itself. It is these Marathi texts that enable 1 he modern -Atu< lent

to grasp the political ideology of the eighteenth centuiy. One can

din-over in them the causes which helped the Muratha confederacy in

the first half of the eighteenth centuiy, sav, down to the battle of

Panipat in 1701, to spread its rule and influence over the whole of

India. Nay, the points of superiority such as enabled the Marathas'

to prevail over every country-power, Mussulman or Hindu, Sikh or

dal, If oil ilia or Rajput, Kathis or Uujars, the Portuguese, the Nizam

and Ryder of Toligana and DraviJ countries are mirrored forth in those

official documents.

Ihe diary (l)aftar) literature of the Marathas is valuable in another

regard. It is in these diaries that we come across constructive social

reform tendencies on the part of the Hindus. The admission of converts

or Islam ized Hindus back to the Hindu fold i;* attested. Inter-

marriage is in evidence. Widow-marriage iu certain cases is spoken

ot' as well as the prohibition of the sale of girls. Last but not lea^t

,

ihe equality of the diverse castes before law is an item with which we

are made familiar in these texts. 'We are already talking t lie language

of Kamnioliun Roy and his circle (17712-1833).
17

Rejnoy Kumaii Sakkar

17 G. S. Sardesni : Nc.lactions from the Veshica Ditftar can now ( 1 913.5) be

scon iu fortyfivc volumes, sonic of which arc rich (Nos. 31, 32) in .social data.

1H B. Tv. Karkar : “Hindu Sociological Literature from ('aiidcsvcra to

Uammolmn (r. I3U0-1S33)” in the Calcutta ltcricic for October 1035.



A New Uddhavaduta

The Uddhavaduta. under discussion is neither the well-known

composition of Sri Iifipa (iosvannn, nor tlie little-known kuwya of

Madhava Kavindra Dhaltacarya of unknown date .

1 The Uddhava-

dutas written by these two writers have already come under the notice

of Sanskrit .scholar?
4
.

2

This note deals with a beautiful specimen of

the Dutu-kavya belonging to the last, century. It gives us some idea

as to how this type of literature continued to attract the interest of

genuine poets and to charm the votaries of Sanskrit literature by

its singular grace of diction and true beauty of conception.

A uthor and Date of composition

The uutnor of this Duta-kiivya is ltajaval'labha Misra who ha»; also

written upon it a useful commentary. The miotive which actuated

the author to write the Tika is to bring out the subtle ideas and

meanings
( )

of his own verses .'1 It teems with quotations

from the classical works of the Alamkara saistra. At. the end of t h i>

Kavya the following verse 1 occurs, giving the date of composition of

tlie work

:

The first word of this slaka has been explained by tlie author thus

I
Apparently the wold ejqf or refers

to the Vikrama Kra because it is the most popular era. in the Northern

India to which our poet probably ' belonged. Thus the Kavya wa»

1 Both those poems have been published in Kavya-samgiuha
,

Part 11,

pp. 120-170, by Bhuvami Chandra Basak, 1873, Calcutta.

2 ///<?., vol. Ill (1927), pp. 274, 275.

3

4 Al.il .-I No. HI, p. 44.
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finished on the fifth day of the bright fortnight in the month of A6vina

(September-October) in the Vikrama year 1889 (i.e. 1832 A.D.).

The Poem

Tlie poem consists of 85 verges in all
;
the last two verges written

in annstubh metre give the date of composition and describe the object

of this work. The remaining 83 verses are chiefly concerned with

the description of the theme. Unlike the majority of poems belonging

to this type, this Uddhava-duta has been mostly written in the

metre, excepting the last two verses. In this he has

followed Kiipu Gosvamn who employed. ahx> metre in his

Hantrsa-data with great success/*

Subject- Matter of the poem

The subject-matter of this Satuteiu-havya has been taken from the

life of Sri Krsna—a constant source of inspiration to poetw. The poem

opens with Uddhavu seated under the canopy of five branches of the

kadamba tree and isurrounded by the young Gopls of Vrndavana.

The ladies naturally became exceedingly pleased to find their dear

Krsna and took t lie opportunity to give vent to their pent-up feelings

of deep anguish and great remorse at the indifference of their once

most, beloved; companion and began to utter bitter reproaches to

the familiar scenes and objects -of the Vriula groves. The Gopls’

lament begins in veise 3 and extends up to the Kith verse.

Their reproaches are directed at first to the mount Govardhana (3),

to the cuckoo (4 and 5), to cloud (0-8), to the river Yamuna (9), to

the black bee (10), to the animjals of the forest, like the deer and

peacock (11), to the mango tree (12) and lastly to the Vrndavana

itself which was once the scene of their confidential' talks und

meandering walks. This wail of the ladies moved Uddhava who was

deeply pained ut. finding the love of the Gopis disregarded by his own

companion. But lie must perform liis duty and this he difl in no

mincing terms. He gave them the message of true and noble love

which always becomes, in spite of physical1 separation, firmly fixed

5 Vide Kdvua-samonthd, Part II, pp. 171-197.

MARCH, 1936 14
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and greatly developed in intensity under such trying circumstances

(19). After this, Uddhava returned to Mathura where he gave to

Krsna a full and glowing description of the noble sentiments of the

Vraja Gopis and of the deep agony of their heart due, as it wa», to

cold indifference shown to them by lus friend. This speech of

Uddhava forms the main body of this Kavya and extends from 2Ut

to 82nd verse. The description of Gopi^ condition had its own

desired effect upon Krana’g mind, who was deeply touched by this

recital (88). With this the poem comes to an end. The last two

verses in anustubh metre contain the name of the poet, the date of

composition and the purpose foe which the poem came to be written.

Merit$ and Demerit$

This is, in brief, the content* of the poem from which the renders

will obtain son*© idea of the excellent conception and charming descrip-

tion contained in the poem. The earlier attempts of poets like Kupa

Goswainnl and others are quite successful in depicting t lie true and

noble emotion of the Indies of Yrndavana but Ibis enterprise oil the

part- of our author is no less successful and differs much in details from

the previous attempts in this line. We feel confident that our author

has achieved an eminent success in olacing before his readers his own

conception of true love and in describing the noble emotions of human

heart when separated from one who is truly lovable. The message

of Krsna when addressed to Gopis in these simple words contains the

philosophy, a» it were, of Platonic 'love :
—

I

w ^ i *rr sfaPrat

S II

The manner of describing the inucr feelings of these Gopis is

truely poetic and it is so such surcharged with that it

Gannot but touch the heart, of true . At times, these ladies lay

bare before their bearers tlieir deep pang of separation due to the

simultaneous maltreatment received from the moon and Ixjve; at

another time they administer very severe scoldings to their old

companion of the Vruda forest, who now having attained to a position
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at once supreme and royal
,
has been found wanting in the discharge of

his noble duty towards his once very dear and devoted friends. The

reason assigned by our poet to the Moon and lx>rd Cupid for

their ill-treatment of these ladies is truly poetic

:

mj fsqflrfeft =r: z&fo

^rr i

m qrerfa ferar»i^% h faq? i
(v. 31, p. 17).

A fine satire ou the kindly life of' Krsna is contained in the

following verse

:

*r ^ wnfirercm: *rrfic

5f »»w: gtvrhsrwrfqr srr i

imn^ wfa *ztg^r 4

'rfwrfa ^rarfwmr: n (
v - 49, P . 26)

How the mere mention of the name Madhava produces a curious

effect upon the agitated mind of the ladies of Vrudavana has been

very charmingly expressed in the following verse

:

fir^T^fsffer^feTr: trpCT: I

wr MINIMI 3qrvHtg4W i (? 58, p. 31)

Tusna. is, in foot, the rain-giving cloud because in his absence

the whole of Vraja appears to be engulfed in a curious sort of

calamity

:

TOTT h ftrfarnsjt ssrft 5^f I

^rrar «rrater <mr
jtst m forr f^ra^n i (?• 38)

The verses quoted above will 1 give aii idea of our author’s poetical

talents and will ‘.show that, the poem is of real worth as a beautiful

specimen of Snndeia-kavya. But the beauty of the poem* has been

6 The poem was published by Pandit Nrsimha Datta under the order of

H. If. Maharaja of Benares (1^81, Benares). The references above are to this

edition of the work, which is the earliest and the only edition known to the

writer.
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marred here and there by occasional use of certain words which, though

grammatically correct, are unusual and rare in our literature. Only

a few words of this type are mentioned below

:

from )

f<ng: an^rcf; f^rrfa <rf^nr% .(v. 17)

(ffawMS*® from I *777% I

fro iaw •?: i iowh)

<•») wwt ’rfarmfawt. I

<iv> gsrrft
-

=*
i

(^$=«frr*rftT from nftRTRH^:)

In spite of certain irregularities in use and formation of certain

wolds, the book as a whole is an interesting piece of composition and

it will not, 1 hope, tail to find a suitable place in a complete histoiy

of Duta-kavyas when it comes to he writ leu in near future.

Jt.W.ADfcVA ri\\J)llYAY\



The Buddhist Manuscripts at G-ilgit

This is the fourth (filgit manuscript examined by me in Kashmir. 1

It is a very small ms. consisting of 22 leaves written on birch-bark

in clear upright Gupta characters of the sixth century A. T). The

condition of the ms. is good. The scribe must, have been a poor

Sanskritist for the ms. bristles wiili numerous mistakes even in

spelling. The treatise contains two dharams. The first is entitled

(vide leaf 1 b, 1. 4) which in the Tibetan transla-

lion njipcws in n fuller form ;n

wit li the following; Tibet un traii'latioii : ^^-:rj5=r]?vT’

^qC‘ q^S^'q-sV q’q^-=t]3C^
|

(Kanjur, vgyud,

NO NT

pha, f. 4J0 b).

The Tibetan version follows our ie\t u p to verse 11(a) and after a

lew concluding remarks closes the DlidmijJ. Our text also puts here

the words
\

Kvidently ihe mantras appearing alter these

words were additions made laier on, and they look like general

ritualistic directions to be carried out after the utterance of

the main mantra. They are
; •<77^t,Tfa%:^T-

; i Then follows the

second dharam entitled "hi rh in Tibetan is entitled m-
1 As we propose to deal with this dharam in

detail in a future issue, we have reproduced here the Sanskrit text

only just as it. appears in the lib,

In Nanjin's
( ’ahilofjitc, two texts are mentioned with the title

Kkadasamukham, one < No. 821) a translation of Yusoguptu (A.l).

•V>7-581) and the other of lliueii-tsang (A.l). bob). In the Tokyo edi-

tion of the Tripitaka, these two appear in vol. XX, under the titles:

No. 1070: + — Ifii Hi W if iW Hid ** No. 1071: |- -
llil # Wd W.

The ('liiuese texts also follow flu* Tibetan in extent, closing the

text with the m
,
which appears in these in Chinese transcript.

Vmm th° Chinese rendering of t lie word dlulrfuj/ by |l|l |IJ£ it is

evident that if meant nlrlhimnntra % a magical charm. The dhamtu
,
as

the term implies, was, in fact, a mantra written on a hrich-hark or palm-

leaf and put within an amulet to he worn by a person to avert evils.

This iuterpretat ion is fully supported by the present ms., verse lflb, 1. 1.

The edition ottered here is wholly a tentative one with a view to

acquaint, the readers with the contents of a ms. which otherwise would

have remained locked up in the Kashmir Secretariat.



I (a)

t

*

aif *m: II »ctf Wtt «U?lfa-]

?m^ Mnsrfr^rwqf fastfa sjt

(b)

r a: «n$ fiircsT sifter wr*raaf s^%w»$t?t 3
[«?]^t

* s% «raV i ^ im *m-

# aa'sKi^n^f am 55^to»npafa: [a^q^] a

J...1 Tib. has no corresponding passage. Cf. Dhjhn Nil;aya
%
II, p.I : Eknni

samayapi Bhagava Savatthiyam vibarati Jetavano Karcri-Kutjkftjani...Kareri-

mandalainilje.

2 ^q|* (^*c '*>• w wfc*T?f qj^V
^

V>

:{ qsq'^Mj’ c^$r»Tj-qq$rsr or o|^* wr *'* =»m?r:

4 c^\ m

v>

5 fr *f Eft(^ §• q* «r§* q

g* q* §’ ^}*r *|*pr q‘ oi^pr ^
8
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2 (a)

* sHiwHqaq. i 'M wfoanfa «4[«wmi]

h toH? ftpnw fjsrra
7 ^wsqTfawnjji-]

$ ifFf IdPl^liUI i
•

a q qqf^ig^gfafNinrw sm€n*HT

(b)

? nwarRprRi Jraiiwiq i *n[?]

* ^snroHiufarepn: sntrqr

V g#r f#r &t° qftq 1

0

qftnft w]

3 (a)

\ fowresra^ 1

1

%ugq(<:^ srercfetf fgq[n?r] 1 *

R $% q: g>faj*fliqft[?(] if STO&ft] ^ [w]

* sr fqq?* 13 *n»q qltrurt 14 q>qfq«<«u!t i

, 5gq-

a *q q qi^qgfi)rfiraipaq: wfur «r vifg-

^•q- Tib - omits g»mq

qsTjdj^' ^c’ 5jqj* «w cl - s -
<

'• 1)aB > ., p. 1223.

5JC q*’ qjj-q’
V

w 3fc?r$r q^q’ q’= <ffen%

11

*F q^T*r qv qpjfrq*
V

12 q$nr q’ q0*r q

13 q:...5i faq%= P]C* q* q- ^d]' a^|q- qv q0^- q-^-*j*

#f&N* ^ |

14 0- mi' J’^5rq*v' ffi* q = 'sfawtf f*n*
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(b)

l *tfct
15

|

16
^4f^g?r: sria

* anratgtiHfcftstf c^h.1 6
1 *m

* a^ra^si^TwtrcT «^Rt q^t 1

7

st-

» aqwtqaaprt [ttst]

4(a)

\ ant aamasa I tot aaprn=r?aTf?a [fc]

* »a*t«f tRtfa^qtfa [a] i

18 «5Jtfa5ft[a]

? **i§% snferomaT: stgaji-

y ftreatHttiwaafirasar: | to a^rW %-

(b)

TO aranaf? strata sags ’* at at

r <rojren* strafaasqi*.
i gtaroroaT fa-

^ ?a atafaasqr^ i asatgroia sftataKarooa

y to^Rm^ i grofrorT gar qfaajtfaan:] i

5(a)

\ araft i
aga lasaffaTfafafa i sa[aam3[:]

^ qftqstaw wfa'afa i aaatiafoTOTtm-]

15. ..15 It is not in Tib.

Ui...i6

^c-2p p^- %' *i«r t^5T qS»|' Q^*T

sjsw g*r q^ -

Sc- *j5j«r sr raspr §f
|

17

|Y *»|tfT ^
IS apr q*^|’ aj- fc- 2p Q§- %• Y qfljaj* *i^*|*r

q*

qqsr s^J*r |«r^-£ja|^r *c*r q*- sfg'^-q* aiapr *f
|



II

* oiJUPJ vrfsn-afa i aw
v amfipn i cnwromt sromirafa-

(b)

* mi I
JflVi 5MK * 35R * «R1^

r for i at*%a are# a>fwfa i snfjRT am* ajfraifa i

* TWiiaq^ aiaiigaa asftmfo i w1 gwr)

v *rui3w'«i asafoafa i a<mai i5 emi[n?RC-]

6(a)

* sft Mfa**jfa i a anqfogaaqamft a [fain-]

H iRuRui ^TRj «hRwjfi( I ^^T-

* amt gtavmnfqq^gafr i arow? wr-

y afea ^onrt ajfra^taTJsarrairRT a^?iT-

(b)

\ at m: «£«r acafoi marcanwrt am ?mm

R ataj?* i a* mn 1 9^mfoj&iwggj&ia*i i a-

* ratfairt assaqganfir ^Rm ia.
30 a»i?gaft-

y $arRr i «m ?! mn sa*f aafacai ^afar-]* 1

7(a)

* ^ tfc^uimaawu^rviq^Rra^M a[fag-]

R «m. i ^ awiaaaci ^ asasrcn

> *t aaaaliriaiaajtanvaT-

y 5m a#n< yaH-wiat am# amf a-

19 (§ST Cl*>- q)*,’ C($r
V»

20 Ms. tfffTTT

21 q«wr 3^* J§* fc ’ I* ^q|* epwgiaa

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1936 16
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R

*

*

R
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l

R
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(b)

Oif wnf qqifq | q^3 3 3%gq$TCT$TCnqT-

q^q23 iR^jr qrfqcqr fafq^rrfq]
34 gnfcram

,

f^igrot wq^NNft 3%T-

qqrfa qtf qsfesifrq
25 qq qnqq, f[^r]

8 (a)

qqfcst JWRrftifqr
30 ^sarr* $i[<|

q^jRri qajHrqqfrnr qaffar fqcqqq q?qr

‘qfoqf??! | **: JpiqHt
3 7 qqTqrfar gfaM^W-

fel I V'lfi^nray^Nil

(b)

qfipqfq ^ srtarfqf smta iiw*qrrf^fq: i a-

qqrctaf ift^dV-qifa q» 3 8 qg&ftq-

gq*ft ? n qtgf^^q a,,gqq^% | qcqifotNh'JKf

sarfar stain*31 qairg^^R'^kd i qr[q£-

9(a)

qqfq q?nq m_ nhf $5q^q^r*ran-]

gaifewfrraq*. i qq q iqvtqqguiq [n-]

22 Ms. q; 23 Ms. 77,7377 24 Ms. ofafff

25 Tib. g* q^qj- £• q
V>

26 ojaj- Sqj’ qgy q$l

27 Tho meaning becomes clear if the words ^ arc inserted .after

2H It would have been better if
3757 could be replaced by ^177 ^ ^

29 In Sanskrit it should bo

30
SfY ^
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*

v

l
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*

?.

R

\

l

R

qfaFtw^ qqqfo i qjfeqrfqfin:
[q-J

ftg-*q«£ I srahwviwi: qsfa^vq: qfoiqqr-

(b)

^qsftf:sjfi!teq: qftqtofqqt l ftqrfo casual 55-

qHqqlroriq 1 qqqrqi? 1 qrq SfT^ 5*?jq q*J,

«N<*t«iMiqPq% totot q^rereon $i$?q-

fa & $*35^: q^sThn^r ^R^TqiHr[qff«n-J

10 (a)

qf snqqtqqNFl qfqgrqfqg^ 1 33*5^ q [qqi]

1 tot;* $ssjq 1 m: q-

5q?qJqf?i Wiftsqd qrfqqfqT 3rqrqTfRT^-

-*i«gyr<ra^' ^t qqqqsrqiqr: q

(b)

PTO %£ S^qqrq-Aqft TO 11

TO**qqqr-

q TOf q^qqrq 3 * a*mraTq3 3 to anqfrot-

fo^TOI qtfqqTOq q^rarTOl q^T-

qrafaqnq34 to: ^diHmTOcgqq[^q:3

11 (a)

qq?TOTq?fcqte?§q: ywj^qq^aq: [qt qt faft feft]
3s

q* qr. f5 fqj q% q% qq& q#, [ffj^]
36

31 Ms.

3*2 Tib. ^ qTqirRTORtdq',g^nqiq

33 Tib. adds —W nqgqrn^Wf. TOITOg€»(:

31 Tib. adds $/>
t

3/> Supplied from Tibetan. 36 Supplied from Tibetan-
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* ?n?i n

H3 JjWKr*: 38 ||

v *nit Tflnwra i to 5niM^tAi(*h5l-

(b)

\ ^tra *tfsKwror n?r?Tf5TPi i ?i? tot p [?i ?r] ?t

^ fir fir% fa% fir& fa? to?t u srKta'i^

f gssm^ffnmw^r: wrai^r n

to* 5^3-

v tot i to a iqf'.igH«hftww *H>:Krc*T[Ti n-]

12(a)

\ srafsrra i b^tot 55 p ?t ?t fr ?r tost 11 * {«*£]

^ qfa%fTO.-q: 11

to* i^rora 1 to arof-

\ sfHvjfTrTOI UfTHrTOJ i

v afror Frft Frft wft FtF tost i i TO*g-

(b)

^ ,-Mf|qFlir
,

fHWV3: 11

TOT T^TOW I TO STOTO^-

R RetE^tfi q}ft*rare nsarroq nsror

> ^fanror 1 s^tot Frif fpr tj-

y 5 tost 11 srfefaiifTO** to^iFihi^st 11 *r-

U7 Tib. fafa3*?5TORq

d.x Till' Tibetan rei.ileriii^ finishes up the text lien* b.y a few concluding

remarks about the merits of the -mantra, mentioning the title at the end.
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13 (a)

*r) *«wto i to 8»wWa)Rh5J»am [*H*ra-]

t^fj asrarroi agrerefrrero i a^roi

Jlfestfe gft 5^ p: WT-

gr ii ghrawr: ii im> a irfare (?) TfHJnro-

(b)

ar fh?: skt4: to: *kji TOro)g ii

TO> *3IW

*T TO ^fvTRrTOl ITgT-

| gfo ftlfe

14(a)

ftfe f?rfe fgfo *?ngT ii fspnroc [x x]

Nt] ar-TOT 5|T TTO5nfa II

TOT TTTOTOT | R-

n stHtotsto sgra-

tTOI JTgTTO5far3fTO | TT^TOT ftfe fafe fofe f?»-

(b)

fe ftfe fefe tos *reg wiTOrrafas&fajterc rewr-

*f t-toto s^ngr ii tstoto ^g-

%i amihraTfoifra* ^*3TO( ii

fqjfafrqT

TO) I TO 3TOfe®)fc?tel-

15 (a)

m gtf'rovm agrerem agrairefcrere i

TO* ^WasTOTOTftp) I to:

SWWTOTC I to: ^rroqfaTT'JlT-

sirm i to: mftmfi.irm i to- miT-a
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(b)

t Dvrenritaiiq i »nft

^ tmmA i in^nr f-

M ipwfW *rm qt*n^ndRim ifa [**]•

16 (a)

\ fowfcfcnvw? arap’ q&jamt *wtot ^ [m]-

^ *w> arofcf m*x*mt fk'mm i ?iy4*iT

} Ha STC55 ?TO3 «3£wsn-

V cTCR ^fediR^fejfigSW %«roihWfg-

(b)

l ifr ss^rfjrafcw; fowfaas-

> fMjtaows: qifomhnFra* «^*nd-

» m iyw< wroifoww :magWBPWff

17 (a)

*
|W1 «pj *TC» *JT3 ^ WWT ^ «1* «lptf]

s( *t tV **» n

\ qrfafoit *»**t fafi* %i anfon anfro

# ukflwwi y4n^<«3Hli^itw qtw-

(b)

^ ^31 snap *a*i m m sbto n

^ m i tranramt m&i $s*mteigrt-

V ?f & wf srftST' $5 WT few* S*J*ft[9T]-



18(a)

119

l q TO awgqq TOv TO »

5 flro to^STO TO II ^qfgfasiiniw

> to ii 'fCJT^fft'TnrwrPT to ii wnil-

v fi;an<fcw to ii wifiwuiwwq to ii atf-

*

*

H

19(a)

qHvwwsro towww i to

to rfqqqr fqifoft *mt arrfn [q]

qfe TOP II swf fq*faft?lT 3UfTTfa?T

ferae sqsnr: sTTcTn^ngn^T q***r TO

\

*

V

20(a)

\ *t gro fan amro grorqfe <flgifrw

q. to* igfewwni?} ipfl n^s wrei [

3 TO,? snfrnfr qsqfej*reft* || TOP?-

(b)

<*ft «wfi?rfeflrviiq g?qT qfercTO qmaft-

q'tajT^n flqfe gHiflCTPaftHMI qfe-

gfi? sro ftqiwR'm d3«<ii <*&ut*ii TOr-

ffear TOfea «$*ra*TO*t q*ra? toui* g-

l

q

?

»

qfrrofegmq to ii TOaigqnq to " ^
*#RIRH.& STOTTO I TOUflt TO

3»fg#fqoi: hft mfe

a fogTOI TO II

M I qfoS g?f mgqw? grqr tot aiTO?



120 PTiftTfiRTT

(b)

\ fol fart* nfcr?

H £fa ssfawagyapitfa n 'wt (?) ^srw

3 $rt mrta ii wi ^nfagfa^K i $mrt ^t-

» srfam *%far«hBsiT: «n[&]

21 (a)

\ qwfagife.?>iEff: fajftl srtfaft *31

5 gar: TtfsRir rt«wjo| u a«nra: art

3 iprtrt* ftrerr tnsrt art^ i a?i:

v w^ntfii $qf[q]gifart gnja^si ^t-

(b)

\ uraanfa q«faraf rtta' *ra% ?rtvrc*ft jott-

3fT sorfrt^ftrl WRJ $rtfa 3^fa ?IH

$ 3R5T <^T srtwiT $3* Wifem
tf gsw^ 3*fa «nft*tui i.aguiiy

:

22 (a)

K art rt®B foart ararffa [ «w *rt W[f»I f]

^ ^ lion

ANOTHER DHARAN1

w) f^ra srtra i TO» * avnq

3 ^ tntrcqjffarKrt i ?r^mT snra sn?T ii aifa 3

# hto wtp 1 wBraw [a»i?i] artfara ii

(b)

\ ssrthwrt wifi wgwiphwm *sn*r 93ffaoira

1 faiwwn rtmr 1 n^TTift =pj»?-

\ wift awfr ^ ffa& mrojrt 1

Nalinaksiia Durr

1 For tho previous ms., see IHQ., vol. IX, pp. 667-575.



MISCELLANY

Alexander and Alexandria in Indian Literature

The Indian aesthetics, primarily based on imagination, excludes from

art. all positive appeal to reality. We know from the Greco-Roman evi-

dences to what a large degree theie had been commercial exchange be-

tween India and the Hellenic West. The Indian literature has, however,

lost all memory of it. The name of Alexander the Great which has main-

tained the same prestige in the traditions of the Near Last, as in those of

the West has not yet been discoueied even in a single Indian text.

Towards the middle of the 3rd cent. U.C., however, the inscriptions of

the Kmperior Asoka mention a Greek king called Alexander whose

reign in that era was contemporaneous with that of Antiochus, Ptolemy,

Antigorius and Magas, lie might have been either Alexander of

Mpirus (272-255), or Alexander of Corinth (252-244). We learn from

the Kdicti XIII (preserved on the North-Western frontier at Shahbaz-

garhi, Mnnsehra and at Kalsi in the upper valley of the Gauge* that this

name was rendered, at least according to the official usage of India, as

A lihtxudara (north-west) and Altlyaxuriala (Kiilsi). If we take into

account the tendency, natural to all people and particularly

to the Indian mind, to interpret the foreign names in a pejora-

tive sense, it would he templing to discover in this seeming transcription

two Sanskrit words—aUka and nvndam “the unreal handsome lnan.
,,

The substitution of the vowel u for a of mtulvos then does not

£eam to be accidental. SamlroA might have very well suggested also

Sanskrit can tint “the moonM and in fact the Indian monarch who con-

quered the Indian provinces of the empire of the Macedonian after his

departure and subsequent death bears the name of Cand’iagupta which

the Greek and Latin historians generally render either as Samlracottos

or some analogous form. A notice of Hesychius of which A. W.
Schlegel had pointed out the importance from the very dawn of Indian

studies (Indische Uiblwthcl', II, p. 295, Bonn 1823) suggests a very pecu-

liar application of this equivalence. Under the word Sandarophdgos,

Hesyclrins writes.
—“Snndarophagos; the river had its name changed

i.u.u., march, 1930 p, '? 15
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by Alexander and was called Akesine.s.” One can easily imagine

what had passed. The name of Candrabhagil normally sounded

Sandrophagos in the ears of the Greek soldiers. This equivalence in

the time of Alexander is attested by a number of transcriptions.

Sandroph&gos meant “devour (Alexander”—an omen which was

dangerous for the men who were ulready on the way of demoralisation.

But fortunately Candrabhagu bears another name since very early times,

which is preserved in the religious texts; it is Asikni ‘tho black’.

The omen is therefore easily corrected and Asikni becomes through an

easy metathesis Akesin- which means ‘the cure’. Alexander is saved,

so also the morale of the army.

I believe tho echo of tne name of Alexander can he still discovered,

nine centuries later, in the play on words in the work of an author who

had fascination for it. In the fJarsamrita
,
the lomnntio biography of

his royal patron, written without doubt about (>30 A.l)., Ba.ua. describes

the princes at the court of Harsa who talk of undertaking a conquest,

of the world. They recall the fabulous heroes who had succeeded in

doing it and place in contrast, the le*s ambitious rulers who stopped in

the midst of their exploits.
“
Yndlitrthira

,
for a king was con-

tended with too little and tolerated everybody wear him while (Ids

brother) Dluinanjaya had through his victories made the world and the

kingdom, of the Kim.purusas1 tremble. And this idle Candako.sa who,

the conqueror of the world, did not. penetrate into the Kingdom of

Women !”
(santusto raja Yudhufhiro yo hy aMihtita sartripa era Dluinan-

jaya-jayarjanita-jayaikawq)(ih kimpuruxandni rujyam. ida&as Canda-

koso yo na pruviksat ksmdrn jitvd *trlrajyam—llarsaoarita, 7th ucch-

viisa, p. 239, Bombay edition, 6aka 1814). Alasas Candakosa
,
reduced

to its thematic form, gives alasacandakosa and alai*aca?yla cannot but

evoke immediately the name of Alexander. The mention of the Kingdom

of Women makes this first impression certain. In the Romance of

Alexander, in the form in. which Pseudo-Callisthenes has supplied the

model to all east, the episode of the Amazons (chap. 25-20) mark# the

last step of the conqueror before his return to the west. Alexander, in

1 The name of the Kimpurvtas literally means—“Are they really men?”

This is the name of mythical 'people living to the north of tlu* Himiilava.
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a ill reutevi inpr lol t»*r, intimates to those warrior- I In* mder bn recogni-ing

his sovereignty. They gracefully suhmil to it l»ut Alexander l»v an uni-

que favour does not enter tlieir temlon. The me--ng«» of >ul»iu

i

which they send to the king ends, i n one of I he rocetedniN of the Greek

text, thus--“We have derided to remain in our (ein’toiy and to obey

you a-, our master;” in another recension a< “Send us your Manic mi

that we un\\ render homage to it instead of yourself." Thus the spiri-

tual allusion of liana is the only index hut a sufficient index to plow

that the romance of Alexander was known in India, <o the literati a*

well as princes of the ro\ai court-, in the 7th century A.l).

But how to explain tin* addii'oii of I lie word t<o*a to the Sanskrit ised

liitir.o oi‘ Alexander? A> Bana had separated the first element to make

it an epithet meaning alnta ‘iajj.t’, the word randa only renmiiied a* the

name of the king. This is a feini which may appear at the beginning of

a j-oval name: the king of I'jjayini in the time- of Buddha is Bra.iyota,

also c.dlcd ( finda I'/ndijoln. Asoka, before he became the model

of Buddhist piety, wn- known as Candu Asoka. The royal names arc a -

u geneud rule composed of two terms: Vandm-ijnpia
%
Hindu-trim : the

full name of Asoka \< Asola-rardhana. And to pass from the Mace-

donian period on to the times of Bana, the patron of ihi< writer, the

great king generally known as Tlarsa is officially called llarsu-vardhann,

and his elder brother Rajva-vardliana. It wa- therefore necessary to

find out another word to be combined with Vanda to form an appropriate

name. And it is here that the Rabelaisian imagination of Bana wmk-

Knsu literally means ‘a cover*, ‘a -heath*, and from its are derived twenty

other meanings like ‘bud of a flower’, ‘egg* etc. One of the most

usual meaning- is ‘IrenMiie*, ‘royal 1 readme*, ‘wealth*, a notion wh'ich is

naturally associated with the rowil majesty. But l:osa has another cur-

rent meaning—‘purses’, ‘t.c.-tides’, as in the famous list of the

thirty-two signs of Buddhu. Alexander would have therefore an advan-

tage appreciated by the heroes of Rabelais and thus would be more hated

for not having visited the Kingdom of Women." But. the title of

Vandahohi reveals still another malice. The word kusti leads to another

2 We shout'd also note that as a joke minin ran. also mean “one who lias

lost his hairs” (hinaroma) and the “circumcised” (dnmnjnakn).
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derivative adjective kaaxika; on t lie other hand its homophone haa.uk

a

means' the descendants of the sage Kuitika . Candakaus-iko, the indomi-

table Kneikla, is the name of a lmiiLi who took part in the intrigue of

the Mahiibhurata (II, 17- 098; 19, 741). The same name is also ap-

plied to the terrible grandson of KuSikn-Viihiimitra, the poet Ksemls-

vara, posterior to Batia, has ^elected the title Candakauxika for one of his

dramas in which he has presented the story of the misfortune of the

virtuous king Harisoandra, tossed by the implacable wrath of Visva-

rnitra. And the entire llarxa^mita as well as the Kfidamlxtri
, the other

master-piece of liana, are from the Wgi lining to the end written in a

*tyle full of double and triple meanings.

The city of Alexandria had no gi eater luck than that of its

founder. As far as I know, not a single Bruhmpnical text has been so

far found which contains even an allusion to this great port where the

tiade routes from, the Kast and the We-t met. Nevertheless many a

pilot, many a sailor and many a merchant, natives of India, who dis-

embarked either ait Beieni'ke or any other port of the Red Sea must have

followed the caravans till the valley of the Nile and, the shores of the

Mediterranean—not to speak of those singular pilgrims, the benevolent

missionaries, the adventurers and the story-tellers whom India had never

ceased to aend along the routes of t lie world, such as Zunnaiiorhcgu w
,

native of Barugozu (Bhamkacelia, Broach) who solemnly mounted on the

pyre before the Athenians who wore as much surprised as the soldieis .if

Alexander when Kalanos calmly proceeded to his own cremation.

About these anonymous traveller* there j‘h a precious information in

Phot ius which 1 iU^seii had already utilised (Ind. Alt.
f 112, p. 078) hat

almost lost in :tliis immense compilation it. has never been properly

utilised. IMiotius, while reviewing the works in his library, analyses

(n. 242) a work of l)ania»kios called the Life of Isidore (Bjix* lsidonm).

la this work a certain Neverius is mentioned, lie was horn in Rome,

was the Consul in 470 and later on settled down in Alexandria. n

“Now the Brahmins who were in Alexandria came to Severiits and

the latter received them with due ie*pect. And these Brahmins

living in this country lived in all purity, without using the public

Tlie Greek text of Phot i us.
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bath* or exposing themselves to tlie people of the Iowii. They

avoided all obligations of going out and lived on dates and lire

and simple water as their drink. The^e people were neither

the Brahmins who lived in the mountains nor those who lived in

the towns hut they really lived tlies? two sorts of life making themselves

the middlemen between the Biahmins of the mountains and' those of the

eilies according to the necessity of their service. On the subject of the

Brahmins of the mountain they related what the writers have narrated,

that they produce by their prayers rain and draught, remove famine,

pest and other kinds of disease.* as far as the destiny yields the remedy.

They also slid that in their country there are men with one foot, dragon*

of extraordinary dimensions with seven heads and other equally impos-

sible things.”

Alexandra therefore in t lie 5th century A. I). possessed her

llieosophists and such other visitors as a seat of theosophy attracted, and

the information furnished hy these visitors had this para logo*

character which they knew how to improvise (o the taste of their hosts.

The information about the We>t which they carried to the Kust

proceeded without doubt from the same kind of imagination.

The lniNsionarv spirit which has always animated Buddhism put

them very early in touch with the Greek*. The work which is associated

with the origin of a Buddhist convent, in the Punjab relates the conversa-

tions of the Greek King Menander (Milinda) and a Buddhist Doctoi

Naga*ena. Probably compos'd at iii>t in a more or less dialectal

Sanskrit it has been preserved in a Pali recension (MiUnria-jmnha, ed.

Trenckner, partly translated »n French l»y M. Louis Finot in the Series

Lex Clay.sifjvex do V(hivni
y 1!K£J) and in two Chinese translations

(translated into Flench hy M. Paul Demieville, HEEE(K, t. XXIV,

PJ^4). In course of the talk Xagnseiia sioks the king (Trenckner, p. »S”.

Finot, p. 147): “Which is your native country?** Miliudu replies
—

“It

is a part of the world (or Maud drtfai) called Alaxanda." “What is the

distance of Alaxanda from here?** “Two hundred leagues.** The corre*-

ponding passage in Chinese is as follow*: (l)em'ioville, p. HiS) : “In

which country is the king horn?'* “I am born in the country of* Ta is'in

(Uelleniscd Fast)—the country is called A-li-xan .” “How many leagues

from here is A-li-san?"—“Two thousand leagues.” In the question that
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follows Nagasena return* to the name of A-li-sm (Demidvillfe, p. 169)

;

“Let the king try to think of the country of A-li.” “I haye thought of

it.”
—“Let the king again think of Ki pin (Kasmir which i* very near).”

“I have thought of it.” “While thinking of these countries which of

them has occured to your mind more quickly?” “Both of them have

occurred to me equally quickly.” The Pali version in regard to this

second question has not preserved the name of Alaaanda. The identity of

Alasanda and Alexandria has never been questioned but there were m,ore

than oue Alexandria. Rhys Davids the first translator of the Questions

of Milinda identified it with “Alexandria (in Baktria), built on an island

of the Indus.” Prof. Hopson takes it to be Alexandria on the Indian

Caucasus, located in the region of Charikar. M. Pelliot who has dis-

cussed tlie proper names of the Milindapaftha (Joum . Asiat ., 1914, II,

379 seq.) from the point of view of Chinese transcriptions and M.

Demieville (p. 168 n.) have protested against! these interpretations.

They have reminded that the Chinese recensions twice (Demieville, IX

and XXIII) locate the birthplace of MW&n (Mi'linda) “on the sea-

shore” and that consequently the place i? no other than Alexandria in

Egypt. This discussion could have been avoided if one had referred

to another section of the Miltndapanha (the Chinese translations stop just

before this section) in which Alasanda is mentioned in a list of the sea-

ports. “It is thus, Great King, that a wealthy Captain when, he has

paid all the dues at the port can sail in the great ocean and go to Vanga,

Takkola, Clna, Sovira, Surattha, Alasanda, Kolapattana, Suvannabhutoi

or any other ,port of the sea” (Trenckner, p. 359). A little before this

(ibid., p. 331), the name of Alasanda is mentioned among other

countries: “Suppose that a contractor wants to build a big city and

then people of Saka, Yavana, Cina, Vilata (Cilata), TJjjeni, Bharukaccha,

Kasd, Kosala, Aparanta, Magadha, 1 Saketa, Suraftha, Patheyya,

Kotumbara, Madhura, Alasanda, Kasmira, Gandhara will come to

settle there.” A third list (ibid., »p. 327) which is shorter also mentions

the name of Alasanda : Saika and Yavana, Cina and Vilfita (Cil&ta),

Alasanda, Nik
(
umba, Kasi and Kosala, Kasmira and Gandhara

”

It will be seen from these to what degree Alexandria waa familiar to

the compilers of the Questions of Milinda.

;

their Alasanda was

certainly the Alexandria of Egypt.
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Another Jluddhist woik in Tali, the Mohtlramta, t lie chronicle of

Ceylon, eu:hpn-ed a.ouinl the nucleus, of a monastic chronicle mentions

al o i !u* lumc of AlaMinda in a c urious context. liming tlie inaugura-

tion <>, the Mahathupn, built by the king ])u11h;igamini in the 2nd

century ICC. the monks from i lie whole HuddhiV world cenne to attend

i l.c solemn fumnion. “And from the city of the Greeks (Yona),

A la Simla, the Gicek (Yona) Muhii Dhatumarakkhita who was a them

tehlei > tMtne hiinging with him, *UKK) monk- {bhikkhus)” (XXIX, 39).

A later compiler, t lie autlior of Tluljuicainsa (alxnit 127)0?) substitutes

for the city ot Alexandria “the monastery of Alexandria” (Alnsinda-

\ ilia i ;i >. \\ ho could say that tliis iuterpielation wa# absolutely

inexact

Jtc-hhs these positive mentions the meinoiy of Alexandria lias

survived to a very small degree. The -acred lib ratline of the tfvelam-

hai a Jainas, written in Prfikrt, ha- preserved amongst the stereotyjied

li-iis which are ahundant in it an enumeration of eatable grains (dLanya)

pell-mell with all varieties of lentils, pea-, haricots and in this list we

lind mention ot a species called (Vimmdaya (/ihayarutl, (>. 7 ;
Sfhdnanya,

3. -I oil; also Dasarailidila and Jamhud rl/wifrajnaptittla, let'erenee

hi it) [shed by the Ahh id/idiui-Najcndra wliich I have not been able to

vetify) Alisa indaya appears in this list, after kulatthu name of a kind

of chick pea (either ciccr urictinum or dolichos hifloras or unifloras :

I The name of Alexandria appears in an important work ol’ Indian Buddhism

of whic h the miginal is lost but it is preserved in a Chinese translation—it is the

commentary of the FtnjnutHlruinitd wliich is attributed to Xiigiirjuna. In chap. 3.

ol the Chinese translation (Tit tvhv tou ham

;

Tok. XX. 1.. 22b, col. 0) Niigai-juna

ipiotos as examples of big cities

—

\You-tvhi.ni
t
FouJou-na-po-tan

f
A-lun-tcIw-to-lo,

Fou-Lia-lo-n'u-tu; one can immediately recognise amongst the transcriptions the

names of Vjjayinl and Pusluldcatl ; A-lun-hhc-to-lo M «£ # £ ft is certainly

Alexandria. The translator Kumftrnjivn, who was a native of Central Asia, does

not know thi> name and he reads by an interchange of anutivritu Alanichntm

instead of Afavtnuntm. A Chinese commentator of whom tin? notes were collected

by tin* compiler of Fan fan i/tr , chap. 8, section XLIY, names of cities where the

character ien (--hon) has been substituted for fan (
Taishd, JdV, p. 103Ha)

lia« thought of exercising his reason by substituting hi for
iffj

fan and inter-

preting u-hi as ser|HMit (a hi) and rhn-to-lo u.s umbrella (chatm). Ahicelialra is 11k *

name of a region and a city of India but its name never occurs amongst those; of

great cities.
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vulg. kulith , kulthi
,
kurthi etc.), anti in fact the commentator Abhaya-

devasuri in his “Notes on the Bhagavatl” explains the word alisamdaya

thus: “a variety of cavalaka
,

according; to others it is the same as

caralaka
(
cavalaka-praldm

,
caralaka ecanyc In his “Notes on the

Sthfijiiftiiga” lie sides with “the other*” because he simply says: dlisain-

daya (which he writes dlisamdaya) i$ caralaka. The caralaka is a variety

of chick pen, a sort of small haiicot {riyna catjany
,

XValp.) of which

the cultivation is limited to India. It is not found at all in the Punjab,

and very little in Bengal
;
the real zone of its cultivation is the coasts of

Guzerat and Kunaru. This localisation is in harmony with tli« name

of dlisamdaya which Weber (ind. Stud., XVI, 303) did not hesitate to

explain as a word derived from the name of Alexandria (aus Alexandria

kommend) ‘the Alexandrine .

*

Another object of commerce, the coral, has been connected with the

name of Alexandria. Tlieie is unique evidence of* it in a work dis-

covered in the beginning of the 20th century and about which much

noise Las been made since—the Kavtifoija Arthaxdxtra. In Germany

and in India scholars have tried to »prove that it is an authentic work

of Kautilya-Cunakyu—the Machiarclli of India who also played the

role of llichelieu because \is ni;in»ister of the famous Candragupta who

had seen Alexander pass through India he had helped the foundation of

the first great empire that India had ever known, namely the empire of

the Mauryns. The Arthaxdxtra, the political testament of Kautilya

would thus present a picture of India of about 300 B.C. Unfortunately

all the criterion*, of whichever order they may be, go against such an

assumption. And the coral comes in its turn to protest against it.

The 29th chapter of the Arthasdxtm deal* with the “examination of

jewels to he introduced into the royal treasury” (kosapracesyaratna
-

pariksd). The coral is mentioned there just after diamond and before

precious wood. The author with his customary brevity gives hardly two

lines to it : “The coral is Alakandnka and Vaivarnila, red and ruby,

the karata and garhhhnkd arc to he rejected (pravdlakam alakandala/p

rairanjikanh ca raktam padmardyam ca karatayarhhi
x
nikdvarjam). The

two editois Shauia Shastri (p. 78, l), and Ganapati Sastri (I, 187, 1)

give tho same text. Ganapati adds besides a commentary (which he

really borrows from Bhattasvamin)

:
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Prav&LaJcam . Alakandakam : Alakando ndma Barbarakule samudrai-

kadeias baira bhavam . Vaivarnikam : Vivarno ndma Ya/vanadvtpe

iamudraikadekis tatrotpannam ca—iti dviyonikam. rdktam padmardgam

Ceti dvivarnakam. karafagarbhinikdvarjam iti dvidosaPvavacanam .

Karafnm krimijagdham garbhinikd sthulamadhyam ca varjayitva anyat

prariilakavb upadeyam ity artha.

tiAlakandaka :—Alakanda is a place near the ocean on the

coast of Barbara; the ulakandaka comes from there. Vaivarnika :
—

Vivarna is the name of' a place near the ocean in the

country of the Greek?; the vaivarnika comes from there. The coral

has therefore two origins. It hats also two colour?—red and' ruby. The

karapk and the garbhinikd are to be rejected. These indicate two defects

:

karata—eaten by worms and garbhinikd—with a swelling in the centre.

All other corals are to be accepted.”

Thanks to Mr. Ramakrishna Kavi who has published a

very .interesting note on “Two Cryptic Words in the Artha&stra” in a

local Review of which the circulation is very limited*—the Tirumalai

Sri Venkatetvara
, Madras I, 1932, p. 46 ff., we are now* in possession

of a commentary on this passage composed by a Buddhist monk, Bhik$u

Prabhumati,—commentary which goes back to a very early period because

Buddhism disappeared from India about, a thousand years ago. The

lthiksu reads alaksandraka and dlakmntLra and instead of Vaivarnika

he reads Vaivalguka and explains these words as derived from the places

of their provenance. The coast of Barbara, Barbaria of the Periplus,

is the coast of Somali on the gulf of Aden where the port of Berbera

still preserves the ancient name. The country of Alexandria for an

Indian would be really located in that region. Mr. Ramakrishna Kavi

says that the mention of Alexandria “does not ipaterially affect the date

5 The commentary of Bhattasvamin, as cited by M. Ramakrishna Kavi, loc.

laud, is slightly different

:

Pravdlakarp dviyonikam dvivartwm dvidomqi ca dha
f
pravdlakam ityddi. tatra

Alakandro Barbarakule samudm ikadeiah; tatra jiltam Alakandrakam r&ktavar-

nakam
,
Yavanadvlpe Vivarno ndma sctmudraikade&ah

; tatra bhavam Vaivarnakam,

tat-padmardga-t>admavarnam ,
cakdrdt raktarn ca bhavati karatain krimibhir

upalakftitam
,

garbhinikd madhye tthtild yastih—The Mal&y&lam commentary

which follows BhattasvSmin, confirms the reading Alakandraka and Alakandra

as against the reading adopted by Ganapati Sastri.

I.II.Q., MABfCH, 1936 17
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of Kautilya.” On the contrary it is irreconcilable with the attribution

of ArthaJdstra to C&naJkya.

The coral, in fact, ip unknown to the entire Vedic literature.

Neither Panini nor Patafijali mentions the coral although these names,

prabdla (pravada), “young branch” and particularly vidruma
f
“the

strange tree,” a curious formation derived from drama
,

‘tree*, were of

a kind to arrest the attention of a gram/marian. The coral appears for

the first timp in works which got their final shape about the beginning

of the Christian era — namely the great epics, the classical medical

treatises (-Suinita
,
Sutra xlvi, 329b sq., Utt. xvii, 98, xvii, 24;

Bower ms., ii, p. 27, v, 22, p. 41, v. 300).

The explanation of this fact is furnished by Pliny in his Hist.

Natur XXXII, xi

:

Quantum apud nos Indi* us margantis pretwm est tnntum

apud hulas curalio Gigrihtr quidem et in Ridiro mari
,

sed

nigrins, laudatissivmm in ( illico sinu circa Stocchada& insulas

et in Sioufo circa Aeolia.• ac ierapanum ...Auctoritas baccaruw ejus

non minus Indorum rir-s quoque prctiosa est, quam feminin noUris

union.es Indici. Aru>jncf*s eomm vahesquc imprimis ncligiosum id

gcstamen amohendi$ pencutis arbitrantur . Itn et decorc et i*eligionc

gaoident . Pnu$ quam hoc notesceret, Galli gladios
,

scuta, galeas

adornabant eo. Nunc tunto penuria est vendibill mercc ut perquam

raro cernatur in sue orhe.

“The Indians attach to corals as much value as we do

to Indian pearls. There are, it is true, corals in the Red Sea

but these corals are blacker than ours The moot esteemed

corals are found in the Gulf of Gall around the islands of

Stloechades and in the Sea of Sicily around the Ionian Islands and the

Cape of Drapanum,. ... The coral grains are as much esteemed in

India even by men as are the big Indian pearls by our women. Their

aruspices and sages think that it is an excellent amulet for avoiding

dangers, so much so that the coral is an object of decoration and also of

religion for them. Before the predilection of the Indians for pearls

was known, the Gallic people used to decorate their swords, shields and

caskets with them. But now due to exportation it has become

so rare that one can hardly see it in the country which produces it.”
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We find here a typical fact regarding the (economic world which

the Indo-Greek trade had created. The very recent competition of the

Indian buyers in the first century of the Christian era had diverted a

product of the Mediterranean world to the Eastern markets. This is

why the sailor merchant, who had composed the Periplus about the time

when Pliny lived, does not fail to notice that the corals were exported

from Egypt to the region frotoi Aden (Ss. 28) on the coast of Barbara

(Ss. 39) to Baragoza (Bharukd&cha) and to Ozene (Ujjay ini) in Lirny-

rike i.e. to Malabar (Ss. 5G). The information which Pliny had gathered

about the price attached to coral in India is in complete agree-

ment with what we find in the texts: The Rdjanighan^a
,
XIII, teaches

that “the coral brings virility and grace” (viryaJcdntikara) and the

Madanapdlanighantu
,
IV, declavas with still greater piecision that the

coral “supplies nourishment, force and grace, increases the ]>ower and

genital semens” (puxtihdntibalakaram vardhanam balasukrayoh). The

mention of Alakasandraka coral, a? we see, is an information of

exceptional value.

As the romantic story of Alexander had penetrated into India in

the 7th century an enigmatic passage of tine account of the ChineFe

pilgrim. Iliuan Tsang can now be explained in this light. He visited

India between 630 and 644 and became the guest of King Harsa

Siladitya during the first, few months of the year 643. He had gathered

on his way still very vagne information about! Persia and introduced

in his Memoirs on the Western Countries a notice on that kingdom

(Julien, II, 178-180). In this connection he mentions FuJin (Rum, the

Roman Empire) “contiguous to this country in the North-West.” The

notice ends thus:

“In an inland5 .situated to the South-West of the Kingdom of Fu-lin

is found the Kingdom of Women of the West. Only women are found

there and not a single man. This country contains a large number of

rare and precious objects which are sold in the country of Fu-lin.

This is why the king of Fu-lin sends them every year men to unite with

them, but! if they give birth to male children the custom of the country

does not permit them to bring them up.”

The term rendered here as ‘island’ also means a country in general

as is the caste with dvipa in Sanskrit. The country situated to the South-
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West of Fu-lin i.e. the Byzantine Empire, is the famous country of the

Amazons governed by the Queen Candace who hag a large place in the

development of the romance of Alexander. The yearly despatch of men

to the Amazon country is not mentioned, so much as I know, in the

numerous recensions of this Romance but it occurs more than often in

the literature of the Fhysiologues and Marvels. The Chinese monk

therefore had gathered a form of this story which had suffered from con-

tamination. He might have himself mixed up two stories which he had

heard. With a mind both credulous and positive he had taken these

fabulous tales literally and gives them a place in his account along with

others of the same order.

He was more disposed to accept theta?. as lie had heard from other

sources about other kingdoms of women. While travelling in the North-

West of India he had heard people speaking “on the northern fiontiers

of the kingdom of P'o-la-ki-mo-pu-lo amongst, the high snowy

mountain's there is the kingdom of Suvarnagotra where a superior kind

of gold is found. The name of the country is derived fioftn it. This

kingdom extends from the East to the West and ,is narrow between the

South and the North. This is why it is rallied the Kingdom of the

Eastern Women. It is said that for centuries a woman

reigns there and hence it is called the Kingdom of Women On

the eastern side the country borders on the Kingdom of T*u

fan (the Tibetans). On the North it is contiguous to

Yu tien (Khotan)” (Mem,, I, 252). Here also inspite of the apparent

precision we are in the domain of fables. The country of gold mines

recalls the region of mining ants referred to in Indian legends (Mh,

Bhdr., II, I860: uddhrtam yat pipllikaih jdtarupam) and made famous

in the accounts of Herodotus (III, 104). The semi-fabulous geography

of India locates, in fact, a kingdom of women (stnrdjya) amongst the

populations of the farthest North-West of India (Mh, Bkdr ., Ill, 51,

1991 : Yavana, $aka, Harahiina, Cilia, Tu,khara, Sindhava, Jaguda,

Ramatha, Munda, SMrajya, Of. also XII, 4, 114 Bfk. S .,

XIY, 22: Tukhara, Tala, Hala, Madia, Afonaka, Kuluta, Lahada,

Strirajya; also XVI. G; Rdj-tar., IV, 1T3 sq.). China on her side

knows already before Hiuan T*ang a kingdom of women in this direc-

tion (Soei sliu, Chap. LX XXIII, 101a, quoted by 0. Franke

—
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Ttirkvolker und Skythen Zentral Asians, p. 37 who refers al&o to Ilirtli,

China and the Roman Orient, p. 200 sqq. and to Yule, Marco Polo

,

II, 339; Rockliill, Land of the Lamas, \>p. 339-341).

The Chinese legends spealk of still another Kingdom of Women

situated to the south-east, in the Ocean. The monk Hoei slum is said

to have visited it (
Leung shit, LIV, 28). The pliip-wrecked sailors used

to receive there an impressive reception but soon expiated by death

(Chan Ju Kva, translated by Hiitli, p. 151 and. notes). This is the

island which figures so often in the Buddhist legends of India under the

name of UdLsasidvijtn—the island of she-devils. Hiuan Tsong in

another pant of his Memoirs, II, pp. 131 sqq. through a naive procedure

of simplification identified this island with the Kingdom of the Women

of the West. In regard to Ceylon, which he had not visited personally

lie informs us how by an extraordinary chance the son of a royal princess

and a lion landed on the island (the island of lion, Sk. simha from which

Simhala, Oylon). From Idle same union was born also a daughter who

after romantic adventuies was placed on a ship abandoned to the mercy

of tlie waves. “Tire vessel which carried the young girl reached the

western coast of Persia. Having had communication with the spirits

and demons she gave birth] to a large number of daughters on account of

which the country came to be known as the kingdom of the Women of

the West.” lie then tells us in detail after “the sacred Buddhist

text$” the well-known story of the Raksalsls and the merchant of

Simhala. Thus the island of Raksasas, the i-sland of the Raksasis and

tlie Kingdom of the Women of the West are inextricably confounded

with e.ieh other. The method of Hiuan Tfcang is clearly seen in this

ca'e when this great precursor of Marco Polo is no longer contented

with his personal ohservations.

Sylvain Levi

This paper of Prof. Levi was originally published in French ill the Me inones

(if, V Ihat it ut Francois, vol. lxvii—Melanges Maspero. vol. II. Shortly before

his death he sent the article with supplementary notes to the Editor, requesting

him to have it translated by Dr. P. C. Bagchi and to publish it in the Quarterly,

as he thought thut thero was little likelihood of the original art'cle reaching tho

Indian Scholars. Tho Greek and Chinese quotations have been left out for

the difficulty in printing them. The Editor offers his thanks to Dr. Bagchi for

translating the paper from French into English.
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Tli© Bhdvumtaka

1

is a collection of 102 artificial verses, consisting

of puzzles. The title probably means “A hundred (verses) with an

(intended) meaning (to be guessed).”* Each stanza describes some

person in a certain situation, generally (though not always) of an

erotic nature, and the reader has to guess, why the person is acting

in such and such a way. The solution of the puzzle is added in prose:

whether by the author himself or by an interpreter, it is difficult to

say. A few examples will give an idea of the character of the verses:

5. “Tormented by thirst, a beautiful maiden went in the summer

to the nectar-like Gahga, took water with both her hands, looked

at it-—and did not drink it, why?” /On account of the glittering

reflection of her beautiful hands, she thought the water to be blood

and was afraid of drinking it./

9. “Spoiling in a pavilion, decorated with jewels, a clever loving

woman kicked her lover with her foot without any fault of his.” /For

she saw her own reflection in the jewels and took it for another

woman./

24. “A man who day by day walks in the right path, as it is

described in the excellent lawbooks, and which is rooted in good

deeds, and who ever seeks the welfare of all human beings, such a

man makes the breast of the foe of the demons quite empty.” / The

righteous man is capable of tearing LaksmI away from the breast of

her husband Visnu./

43. “Listen, 0 Nugaixija, when formidable with the sword raised,

thou art eager to crush the impudent enemies, then the ocean, beauti-

1 Edited in the KdvyamOUl ,
Part IV, pp. 37 ff.

2 It is also possible that bhdva in the title moans “feeling of love,” so

that bhdvamtuka would bo a synonym of irngarasataka which also occurs as

title of the work (see Aufrccht, Catalogue Catalogorum, I, p. 061). It is,

however, not at all likely that Bliava is to be takon os the name of tho poet,

as is assumed by R. Schmidt, Das altere und moderno Indien, Leipzig 1919,

p. 184, and A. B. Kkitu, History of Sanskrit Literature
,
Oxford 1928, p. 234.

^
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fully shining bj its hundreds of moving waves, gets into a state of

extreme delight.” Why? /In the hope of fresh streams of blood
.

/

70. “When thou, Nagaraja, whose eyes are like the fresh lotus,

proceeded on the sport of hunting, the female antelopes show no fear,

but their delight only becomes manifest.” / Because they are confused

by love, falling in love with the king./

From the literary point of view the BhdrasaUtka would hardly

deserve more than a passing reference in any history of Sanskrit

literature. It lias become important only by the name of Nagaraja,

with whom it i> connected, and by the historical significance which

has been given to that name. In the introductory verse 2, and in

the colophon a poet Nagaraja is said to have composed the work.

But in other verges (21), 45, 70 and 70) the king Nagaraja is address-

ed. And in a long Prasasti at the end of the work (vv. 98-102)

this king Nagaiaja is eulogised. It is clear that it was written bv

some court poet of Nagaraja and attributed to him honoris causa *

Verse 2 runs in the Kavyamulu edition (Part IV, p. 88)

:

Ndyardjasatam grantham Ndyardjcna tanvatdj

aydri yatavaktrasrfr Ndgardjo yirCim guruhj
/

For yatavaktrasrlr, in this verse, Mr. K. T\ Jayaswal

4

has found

in a MS. from, Mithila the reading yajaraklt astir
,
and has drawn

far-reaching conclusions from this reading. lie takes yajaraktrasrlh.

as. equal to srlyanapatih
,
and concludes that the author of the work

is ftunapati Naga, the king who fought against the emperor Samudra-

guptn {'bout 800 A.J)., so that “in the Bhavakihaka we have a work

of 800 to 850 A. I)., that is, a work just before Kalidasa’s time.” In

verse 80 he also finds a mention of Uanapati, and in verse 100 an

allusion to PadmavatT, the town of Ganapati Naga. In his History

of India c. lot) A.D. to ddD /l. /).,’ Mr. .Jayaswal treats (he

Bhdrasatfdu actually as an historical document for the history of

3 In the colophon aUu Nfigarfija is suitl to ho 1 hr* author.

4 A Descriptive tiaialfujue of Mon useiipts in Mithila, vol. If, Patna lO.'U,

No. 10*2, p. 0 . For nn[fa rajasatam the IMS. ha 1
? : iiaJarajasarniim.

6 Iunits., vol. XIX, 1U3.3, Parts l-ll, pp. X\ ff., :is, m.
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Ganapati Naga, “the chief sovereign among the Naga rulers in the

Vakataka' times ,

”

who ruled between 310 and 344 A. I). from, hie capital

Pad niavail.

The whole theory of Mr. Jayaswal rests on the one reading gaja-

uaktrasrir in one MS. 6
I am not aware that the honorific sri is ever

placed at, the end of the name. The reading of the Kiivyamala

edition is unobjectionable: “Ntigaraja, in whose mouth Sri resides, is

a muster of speeches.”

Verse 80 describes a mythological situation : “The lords of

snakes having become ornaments on the whole body of Siva, who is

to he waited upon by the six-mouthed (god Skarnla), all look

frightened upon Ganapati,” (viz. frightened at the right of Skanda’s

vehicle, the peacock, they look upon Ganesa’s trunk, for a shelter).

I do not see wdiat this can have to do with Ganapati Naga. Again

in verse 100 Padmalaya certainly is an epithet of the goddess Lu'ksmi,

and has nothing to do with the city of Padmavati. It is said in the

line that Vac (Sarasvatl), and Laksmi, having given up their quarrel,

shine after having eo?ne to meet in the king.

From the Prosasti we learn that Nagaraja was a grandson of

Vidyadham of the Karpatiyotra
,
and the son of Jalapa, belonging to

the Tdkovamsa. It is impossible that in the five long verses of the

PraSasti the name Ganapati would not have been mentioned, if we

had to deal with Ganapati Naga. On the other hand, in the historical

records we hnvo of Ganapati Naga, there is nowhere any m&ntion of

his belonging to the Taka family, or having any connexion with the

Karpafi/jot.ia

s

The Takas are one of t he 3(> Rajput families, alluded

G The MS. described uy P. Peterson, Three lteports on a Search for

Sanskrit Manintni/ifs, Horn hay 1887, p. 338 agree? with the reading of the

Kavyainal.l edition. Tlic MS. described by U. (1. lb. . -mvwrah, Iteport on Scttreh

for Sanskrit MSS. for ISSi-S.i, pp. 0 f., 198 seems to difFer mat'.. text,

lor Bhandarkar says tlmt ‘•ome of the verses are in Prakrit, while our text has

only Sanskrit verses.

7 On CSanapati Niiga see E. J. Rapson, Indian Coins (Clrundri.ss IT, 3 B

1897), p. 2G and Plate T, No. 2; John Allan, Catalogue of the Coins of the

Cupta Dynasties, London 1914, pp. xxi f.
;
R. Basak, 1listory of North-Eastern

India
,
London 1934, p. 28.
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to already in Kalhana’s Rdjataranginl
,
VII, 1G17, and known even

today.®

I do not know, on what authority Pandit Durgaprasada and

K. P. Parab, the editors of the Kuvyamald, describe Nagaraja as

Dharanagaradhipah

.

From the artificial style and language of the BhfivaJaitaka it- is far

more probable that it was composed centuries after Kalidasa than that

it should be a pre-Kalidasean work.

if. Winternitz

8 Cf. C. V. Vaidya, History of Mediaeval India, II,, p. 23. The Takas are

mentioned along with Gurjaras, Nepalas, and Turnkas, S. Aufreoht, Jiodlcia

Catah</ve, 757 b, 338 f. It. G. Bhundarkar, Report oil Search of Sanskrit MSS.,

18X2-83, p. 10, says that the Taka race, to which Madanapfda (c. 1360-1370 A.D.)

belonged, “was a family of petty Chiefs whose capital was Kastha on the Yamuna

to the north of Delhi.” K&rpntas are mentioned along with Miilavas in the

Mahdhhdrata, II, 32,7. A Brnhmana, named Karpatikka, is mentioned in the

Damndarpur copperplate inscription, No. ] (Biihler, Ep. hni.
t
X\\ 130 f.)

dated 443-44 A.D.

I.1I.Q., MARCH, 193G 18



The Problem of Ancient Indian Terracottas

In the course of a recent paper on early Indian terracottas Major

Gordon has! remarked, “Certain terracottas have been singled out and

quite arbitrarily classified as ‘Primitive’ and ‘Pre-Mauryan.’ Mr. K.

de B. Codrington lias already done much to show that the alleged pri-

mitive characteristics are largely illusory, and that in any case primi-

tivene&s unaccompanied by other confirmatory evidence does not indi-

cate great antiquity.” 1 Codrington has published two papers2 in which

he has made the above-mentioned assertion, criticising the view of

Marshall regarding the age ascribed by him to certain terracottas un-

earthed at libita and labelled by him as ‘primitive’ oil the ground of

archaeological stratification .

3 The main point which Codrington has

made against him is that “among the terra-cottas called ‘Primitive’

there are many that are definitely comparable with the sculp-

ture of Barliut and Sanchi [second-first century B.C.].”

4

This

statement, seems to be, in all probability, unacceptable. For example,

if anybody studies the modelling of the chief Maurya figural sculptures

belonging to the indigenous type
,

3 he will most probably conclude that

long before the Maurya age there had been prevalent some types of

sculpture which were, to some extent, akin to these specimens and which

served as prototypes for the Maurya sculptures mentioned above.® But

this a.sisertion does not mean that all the terracotta-figurines of the post

Indus Valley pre-Maurya age are akin ten the kfnown Maurya sculptures

,

on the coontravy, it means that they might be either akin to or different

from Maui-ya sculptures because all sculptural types do not. persist in

the succeeding ages.

1 Man
,
1935, 129.

2 Man, 1929, 101*; 7.1., 19111, August, pp. 141-45 with one pinto.

3 A n lurolhtiual Survey of Inilia
,
Annual Report, 1911-12, pp. 71, 72-73,

pi. XXII, 1-^

1 Mo . 1V29, 101.

5 L Haohhofer, Early Indian Sculpture, vol. I, pi.- 9, 10, 11; A. K.

Ooonisu juwamv, History of Indian and Indonesian Art
,

pi. III. no. 8.

0 In th i- connection one statement made by Bachhofer regarding the origin

ot these tigur-il sculptures is highly instructive, (op. cit., p. 12).
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The points of similarity as well as difference between the sculptures

belonging: to the Indus Valley and Maurya ages and the highly finished

nature of the Maurya figural sculptures, which could not have been, in

all probability, possible with the denial of some preceding and, to some

extent, similar specimens, naturally lead us to visualise a jiost-Indus

Valley pre-Mauryn age when terracotta-figurines might have been made.

At the site of Bhir Mound in Taxila Marshall unearthed a number of

terracotta-ifigurines.

7

Regarding the age of there specimens lie re-

marks, “Of the rest of the miscellaneous objects figured on Plate XI

the only one which does not come from the top stratum is No. Id

Figs. 9 and 14 are characteristic specimens of the primitive terracotta

work of this period, and Fig. 15 is a typical example of children’*

toys All that can safely he said is that the top stratum belongs

unquestionably to the tliiid or fourth century B.C.”® In the annual re-

port of. the following year Marshall illustrates a number of terracottas

unearthed at the tame site.
0 Regarding the age of these specimens he

lius not said anything very definite hut has reimu'ked that there are four

clearly defined strata at Bhir Mound and that the uppermost of all

these strata “must be referred to the 3rd or 4th century B.C.” 10

This shows that the above-mentioned terracottas cannot, in all proba-

bility, be placed later than the post-Imlus Valley pro-Maurya or Maurya

age.

At Bhlfa Marshall has discovered a number of terracottas which,

as has been shown beforehand, may he ascribed to the post-Indus Valiev

pre-Maurya age.

At Buxar Banerji-Saistri has unearthed a number of teuacotta-

figurines 11 some of which should he placed in this age on the conside-

ration of archaeological stratification and style. Regarding the find-

spot of these antiquities he remarks, “The site at Buxar is an exten-

7 An liu’oh></intl Stirvey of Italia, Annual Report-, 1919-20, pi. XI. 9, 11. 1.1.

8 IhUL, 1919-20, pp. 23, 24. 9 lhitl., 1920-21, pi. XVI.

10 IhM., 1920-21, p.18.

11 Jourtutl of the liumhmj Historical Society, 19.10, pp. 187-91 with nine plates;

IhOttS ., 1932, March pp. 1-3 with one plates; K. li. Pathub * om me moration

Volume, Poona, 1934, pp. 248-01 with ten plates.
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tiive mound about a quarter of a mile in length, rising about 30 feet

from the present level of the town, and 52 feet from; the bed of the

Ganges Burrowing underground fioui the present surface level

was unearthed the Mauryan stratum about 35 feet below, with contem-

porary brick structures and terracotta including a seal inscribed in

Asokan Biuhim and in pure Magadhi reading -sadasa[n]asa
;

cf. plate

II. Below this level, down to the bed of river, 52 feet froml the present

surface, were laid bare the remains of a finely-built city of the chajco-

lithic period, and beneath this city, layer after layer of earlier

structures, erected successively on the ruins of their predecessors.
M,a

This remark leads to the probable conclusion that the terra-

cotta-specimens found at the strata below 35 feet at this site may be

ascribed to the post-Indus Valley pre-Maurya age. 'Further the

consideration of stylo which consists mainly in the peculiar head-

dresses worn by these figurines probably leads one to the same conclusion.

At Bulandi Bagli ancient terracotta-figurine* have W.n found

some of which’ may he attributed to this age on the consideraton of

archaeological stratification. In this connection special importance

should be attached to a glass-seal found in square N33C3 at a depth of

7 ft. (i in. and inscribed abh'ayavanuisa l;
‘ and to another glass seal found

in square N34D at a depth of 13 ft. (i in. and inscribed wama(sa)u at

Bulandi Bagli. No inscribed antiquity is reported to have been found

below the stratum of 13 ft. (i in. at, Bulandi Bagh. The palieographical

study of ma as found on the first-mentioned seal is important. It is in

an inverted form 1 which is found notably in the Bhattipiolu inscrip-

tions15 which have been a-scribed to the Maurya age by Biililer.
16

Moreover the undoubted similarity of a
f
bha

y
va, jja and m inscribed

on this seal to similar letters, found in the inscriptions of Asoka leaves

no doubt that this seal should be ascribed to tbc Maurya age. Tbe

letters nui and (.hi) found oji the second seal are also. similar to sucli

letters- found in the inscriptions of Asoka. This* shows that the sitruta

12 K. Jl. Pathak Commemoration Volume
,
Poona, 1934, pp. 249, 250.

13 JJiOltS 1924 , pp. 191-92, 198, plate facing p. 189.

14 Ibid, 191, 199, plate facing p. 189.

15 EL, vol. X, appendix-notices nos. 1329-39.

16 Rjchzchn Toftin znr Indixchen Pulwouraphie, tafol II. 32. XIIL-XV.
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between 7 ft. G in. and 13 ft. G in. at Bulandi Bagh are definitely

Maurya. Therefore the strata lower than 13 ft. G in. and the strata higher

than 7 ft. G in. may be either Maurya or non-Maurya. The present author

has had the opportunity of carefully studying all the terracotta-figurines,

unearthed at Bulandi Bagh and pieserved in the Patna Museum, with

the help of the official record, containing exact information regarding

the actual find-sj>ot of these figurines and of the above-mentioned t>wa

inscribed seals, and found that four teriucotta-speeimcus, 17 of which

three have been tentatively ascribed to t he post-Indus Valley pie-Maurya

age by Coomaraswamy, 18 may be placed in this age if we assume iliat the

strata lower than 13 ft. G in. are pold-Indus Valley pre-Maurya. The pecu-

liar head-dress, dress and ornaments worn by two of the^e specimens 10 pro-

bably differentiate them from the Maurya (specimens; but the other two

specimens20 whose facial type lias resemblance to that of some Maurya and

tiufiga sculptures may also be ascribed to the post-Indus Valley pre-

Maurya age for the reasons stated above in connection with the criti-

cism of Codrington’s lemaiks regarding the attribution of age to some

terracottas by Marshall.

Tile writer of the present note believes that a very strong case lm.iy

be made for the hypothesis of the existence of t he post-Indus Valley

pre-Maurya terracottas if those unearthed at ancient sites of India,

e.g., Taxila, Buxar, Patna University Area, Kumrahar, Bulandi Bugh

and. others be more thoroughly studied with the help of the knowledge

of the actual find-spot of the teirucottas and inscribed antiquities.

0. 0. Das Gupta

17 A rchivoloyicnl Sunny of In<(ia
t
Annual Report, 1017-18, pi. f, pi. XVI,

lips. 1-4.

18 JVKK ., 1028, i>. 70. tafol 2, nos. 14, 1C; Tufcl 7, no. 51.

19 Arvh uiolotjical Survey of India
,
Annual Report, 1917-18, pt. f, pi. XVI,

figs. 3, 4.

20 Ibid., pi. XVI, 1. 2.



The Coronation of Harsa

The date of the coronation of Ilarsa is not. definitely known, and it

is a mahier for conjecture why lie did not ascend the throne of

Kunyakubja when it was offered to him by Hjfini, the representative of

the people and nobles of Kunyakubja, after be returned from the

V
r
indhya. forest, on the conclusion of a successful search for his sister

Uf^jyasrT, tlie wife of t lie Maukhaii kino*, Grahavannan. Yuan

Chwang states that Ilarsa was reluctant to crown himself, and mentions

that be agreed to do so, if Avalok.itesva.ra whose shrine was situated

in the precincts of Kunyakubja, advised him to thait effect. Historians

like V. A. Smith, Pauikkar, It. K. Mookerji etc. note his reluctance

to take the inevitable step, but leave the reason unexplained. I propose

to give below an explanation why lfarsa could not have been crowned

an emperor Je jure at the age when the crowrn was offered to him.

Ilarsa wa« only 15 years of age, when his brother lifijyavardhuna

was foully murdered by 1 lie Gauda king Sasanka. It is plain that, he

was still unmarried. Probably Itajyavardhana was himself unmarried,

as lie was enticed to attend a dinner given in his honour by the Gauda

king Sasanka who had promised the hand of J i is daughter to him. 1

Now' the Itdjydhhiscka ceremony as laid down in the Madras,

which,- as shown by Mr. Tayaswal (Hindu Polity, Pali IT, p. 17), re-

quired not only the presence of a Mahisi or the chief queen hut also

that of the Vavata and Parivrkti as so many llatnins, could not. lie per-

formed with Harsa still unmarried. What has therefore, been portray-

ed by historians as reluctance on the part of Ilarsa wra& probably nothing

1 An old commentator of Jftwshcurila (Sankara by name), while explaining

the two introductory verses of the 6th chapter, speaks of Sasiiuka as the murderer

of IMjyuvardliaua, and says that lie enticed the Vjirdhana king, through a spy, by

the oiler of his daughter’s hand:

gsn?r gf g?Hi i

Harsa carita, ed. K. P. Parab, N. Sagar, 3rd edition, p. 175.
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but a legal incompetency, without remedying which he could not raise

himself to the imperial dignity. Six or seven years later, his position

was regularised by his marriage, with whom it has not yet been dis-

covered. Did Sa&inka purchase his life and throne by giving away his

daughter to him, the daughter whom he had already promised to his

elder brother? Otherwise, it is not possible to account for the continued

survival of Sasanka as the king of Gauda for the next seven years, in

spite of the fact that Harsa had vowed not to rest till he had avenged

the murder of his brother and ill-treatment of his sister.

In an inscription of 019 A.D.* Sasunka is (jailed Maharujadhiraja .

He couldl not have been so styled unless he had been permitted

to adopt the style by Harsa or had carried out. a successful revolt against

him. T
(
he ultimate inclusion of the western half of his kingdom in the

empire of llarsa and the eastern half in the dominions of Jlhaskara-

varman of Kamariipa points to the conclusion that a successful revolt

was out of the question. On Sasanka’s death in (>19 A.D., or a little

later, leaving behind a son, Manava, who leigned for a few* months only,

his kingdom must, have reverted <io his son-in-law, who must have giveu

away a portion of it to Bhaskaiavarman, his ally, as a reward. ]\
r
o

authorities are available to prove that Sasahka after his defeat in the

battle of Damira raised his head against llarsa again, and it is therefore

unnecessary to assume that he ever cariied out a successful revolt against

him and assumed sovereign powers. The most probable surmise is that,

he was defeated and humbled, compelled to cede some of his dominions

and give his daughter in marriage to Harsa. 3 The conquest and

2 Vide Ouiijam copper-plate of M a 1 1a ra ja -MaImsail)a lita Madlmvaraja II, who

calls himself a Mahasfimanta of Sasahka (7£p. lnd.
}
VI, p. 144).

3 The Manjv-srl-mftUilalpa makes it deal that Sasahka was defeated and

confined to his own kingdom or more probably expelled and provented from

returning to it.

<rat ftfw stared II

lie was succeeded by his son Manava

—

who

reigned for 8 months and 5 days. Karna-suvarna which was subsequently destroyed

by ‘Divine agency’ could not, therefore, have been incorporated in Bhaskara-

varmau’s dominions till after the death of Manava which must have been followed
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subjugation of Sasaiika must have taken at least 0 years, at the cou-

rt usion of which Harsa must, have returned to Kanyakubja a married

m,an and past the age of minority.

Dr. Jaya'swal has tried to show (Hindu Polity
,
II, p. 52) that the

minimum age for coronation was 25 years and gives the instances of

the coronations of Asoka and Kharavela, who had to pass a considerable

period after the demise of their predecessors before they could ascend

the throne. lie thinks that this was due to their non-attainment

of 25 years. It is difficult to say if this attainment of 25 years was

a sine qua non for the Rajydbhisciai or the coronation ceremony to

take place, for nowhere in Dharma&istra works can any definite

evidence be found in support, of it, but there is reason to believe that

marriage was an essential element. As Manu says

—

toN tfUwi ii

I would explain Bruhma-samthlra as Samskura.% which

would include marriage. Thi*, and not the attainment of 25 years, was

the sine qua non for the celebration of the coronation ceremony.

Tlie joint, ruler.ship with Rajyasri which is so prominently assumed

in the beginning was probably meant, only to ward off possible hostility

from the partisans of the dispossessed dynasty and was subsequently

dropped, when the style of Kumara was replaced by the imperial title-

of Pai ama-Hliat taraka-Mahara jfulh iiaja.
4

.

8. N. JlIAHKllANDl

by a period of anarchy giving Rhnskaravarman the much desired opportunity of

annexing his kingdom. See Imperial History of India, (r. 700 B.C.—700 A. I).)

by K. P. Ja.vaswal, pp. 50-51.

4 Compare On Yuan Ohwang’s Travels in India (Watters, Pt. 1, p. 346), in

which the term 'Chu’i’ is explained as denoting ‘don the imperial robe.’ This

may now be taken literally as stating that Harsa assumed the imperial dignity

after the successful conclusion of the six years war of conquest against the five

Indies.



A New Genealogy of the Rafhoclas

A document containing a genealogy of the Rathodas seems to have

been originally drawn up at the time of Rao Siijoji who ruled at

Jodhpur from 1491 to 1515 A. D. A later copyist brought it up to

the reign of Rao Maladeva (1531—1502 A. 1),) for whose long life

he prays. The last addition was, however, made under Raja Raya
Singh jl who ascended the throne of Bikaner in 1571 A. I)., and is

mentioned as ruling there.

The interest of the document lies not merely in being the earliest

document, carrying the pedigree of the Rathodas of Jodhpur and

Bikaner up to Siva and Sakti, but also in differing in some impor-

tant respects from the well-known genealogies of this family contain-

ed in the bahts of Jodhpur, and the Bikaner fort inscription of Raja

Raya Singhji, translated and published by Dr.. Tessitori in the

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Benya l, 1920. The genealogy

regards, for instance, the Rathodas as lunar Lsatriyas descended

from fhintanu, and not as solar ones, descended from Kusa, the

elder son of Rama.* Moreover, it does not put one hut three rulers

between Setarama and Jayacandra, the last Gahadavala king of

Kanauj. When we consider the fact that Jayacandra met his death

in the battle of Candawar fought in 1194 A. R., and Slliaji, the

younger brother of Setarama had an inscription engraved in 1273

A. D., we feel inclined to agree with the document under discussion.

It allows 20 years each to the intervening rulers, and this is all that

is generally required for a correct chronology. The Buranic genea-

logy given here is defective in many particulars, but the Jodhpur

and Bikaner genealogies are materially correct, and in this respect

the document is valuable. Jayacandra lias been called Bangaula. For

its explanation one might refer to the Rambhawanjari Aiitiku,

wherein it is stated that Jayacandra earned the title TangiF on

account of being unable to move his vast armies without the help of

the two sticks, the Ganges and the Yamuna.

The document belongs to my friend, Mr. Agarchand Nahata,

and is written on one side of a paper, measured 9 x 4 TV'.

TEXT

5.0 ftrcrc* srfjs t 5 srffRroa t ^ wrofara-

«rw 1
. ^ * x 1 *

• The present writer does not regard this view as acceptable. The Ratho^a

tradition is almost unanimous in regarding them as Kmtriyas of the solar race.

I.II.Q., MARCH, 1936 19
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yrrerc i
$, 5*Qrjmrw33ren i

* ircnxH.irtffa i «? *jrtH%?WR

ag* i * rrg? cPtra^nn i ). ^fara <mr?fg i xx ggrrare ffaT

as i ix ffam mgs ngxlj i .x* irgxi|<TO3*fanRr i xvtffanRr

rrcrssrexnri ivl sjpcraw fofag i x
f, fcfag ws *ftr i x^ xfa crap

RAPT i 1 c fTJJT’T d*ild H5OTJ
C

»r I a<113 I X ° Xi^T fl<(j3 qSuftld I

XX ^SlSTCrW XRXT I XX TRXt W3 fa I X} fa RSTJ 5Wf | XV JWf

W-rai X $ WJ *ftfa I X'* fftfa XTOR sfrcfa I

X *» ^RfX d^!Jd I X t r^^ra <1^ xki^ ^

°

xrprrffai } x ^xTffa wrairfair i }x w rrprrrr i v* R^jra

?TO3 !^3JXT3r I }V «dj5fxra W3 ‘^XTRRXrsn I \l ^XII'ddXI^TT 5TOT $31

x »rtfa x ffa x fxffa i fxi’xa’ <rcr3 *rdxrei ^ ffa to xnrr xir i

3 <5 fanr §xro xfan «pt^to i 3 t xfax wj fairer i v« fairer rmr?

fafa i vi fafa tot? ffareg i vx ffarxg wj ir^snr I
v* jr^snr tor

fXWT i w fxrvpr mro «rx i vvl ^4do.i3 i v$ xsr«r rw xre^r

V'S TOR ffafa? I vq ffax "M -a. <il i Mi JJ<d3 StlRf I Iff. 5PR5T TOR

xfanj i no tor farxr i vx jfaxr tor to i vx ii^tor xfirorror i

M xfaxmr tor griRW i w stout w? >*5t i v* -<rp tor rmra I

V- ^ ^PTTRT rRJFJ ^PfTT I ^FF^TT I ^ ^jFJ eJI'^

** fjr^j <frsrj
1 ^ ?ft3\3- to i $ i m*m& ^trg i ^ stor

w? i %* sft sfhre l

^ *tor mz m tftaFFT , i% m?mz 'smtftitfm \ fai

sfaffit. 7H 'IZXW'Zfti*TT I %* cfcqf TFPffo\$fa fartfrft »W5 II

i <&
i ^Tq? ^ i mz

m ^rt^RT^ft i s«? <tw m \ % * *m\m$ *tmw

vftrwfo? Tr&i i ^ msmt mr^TT i

TRANSLATION

In the beginning there were Siva and Sakti (1). Sakti's son was

Vigata (2). Vigata’s son was Avigatanatha (3). Avigatanaiha's soil

India (4). Indra's son was Indrudhipati (5). Indradhipati*s son was

Budbudakara (6). Budbudakara's son was Brahma (7). Brahma's son

was Marlei (8). Marlci's son was Samudra (the sea) (9). Samudra’s

son was Candrama (the moon) (10). Candrama’s son was Krtu

(11). Krtu's son was Vidyataru (12). Vidyataru's son was Macu-

kundu (Mucukunda) (13). Macukandu’s son was . Harii^akhya (14).

Harinakhya’s son was Praharaja (rrahlada) (15). Praharaja's son

was Virocana (10). Yirocana's son was Bali (17). Bali's son Was
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Tgyadha (18). Igyadha's son was Sahasrarjuna (19). Sahasrarjuna's son

was Karupa (20). Karupa's son was Candraprahasa (21). Cnndra-

praliasa’s son was Pururava (22). Puriirava's son was Vela (23). Vela'B

6on was Prathuku (24). Prathaku’s son was Nala (25). Nala's son was

Nidhu (26). Nidhu’s son was Harisena (27). Harisena's son was Vira-

sena (28). Virasena's son was "Vikravati (29). Vikr&vati's son was

Varahanidhi (30). Varahanidhi’s son was Atyadika (31). Atyadika’s

son w”as Amaropama (32). Amaropaina's son was Satyasa (33).

Satyasa's son was Punjaraja (34). Punjaraja’s son was Santana (San-

tanu) (35). Santanu had three sons, Garigeya, Citra, and Vicitra

(36). Vicitra ’s son was Dhrtara^tra (37). Citra’s son was Pandu (3§),

The war of Kuruksetra was now fought. Kalinga survived (39).

Kalihga’s son was Meghamalla (40). Meghamalla's son was Campasena

(41\ Campasena’s son was Visvavasu (42). Visvavasu's son was Mada-

hhrama (43). Madabhrama’s son was Krsabhrama (44). Krsabhrama’s

son was Dlivaja (45). Dhvaja’s son was Kamadhvaja (46). Kamadh-

vaja’s son was Adacandra (47). Adacandra’s son was Vijayacandra

(48). Vijayacandra’s son was Jayacandra the Pahgula (49). Jaya-

candra's son was Karmanu (50). Kami anu's son was Yogara

(51). Yogara ’s son was Bhadda (52). llhadda's son was Sltaravana

(Setariima) (53). Sltarfivana's son was Asthama (54). Asthama's son

Dhuhada (55). Dhuhada's son was Rayapala (56). Rayapula’s son was

Kanhara (57). Kanhara’s son was Jalhana (58). Jalhana's son was

Chada (59). Chada's son was Tula (60). Tlda’s son was Salakha (61).

Salakha’s son was Virama (62). Vlraraa's son was Caunda (63).

Caunda's son was Rinamalla (64). Rinamalla’s son was Rai Sri Jodha

at Jodhpur (65). Jodha's son was Rai Sri Satala (66). On the throne

of Satala is his brother Rai Sri Suryamalla (67). May he remain

established long. May he live long, 1 Rai Sri Giiriga ascended

Suryamalla’s throne (68). May Raja Sri Maladcva live long on his

throne (69). At Bikaner the Raja ascended the throne in the follow-

ing order: Jodhaji was followed by Rai Sri Blkii, Bika by Lfuia-

karna (67). Lujiakarna by Rai Sri Jaitsl (68). JaitsI by Rai Sri

Kalyanamalla (69). Kalyanamalla’s son Maharaja Sri Rai Singh is

reigning . Thus should the genealogy of the Rastrakuta rulers be

known.

Dasaratiia Sakma

1 The letters have been i t aliens J l* ilio three instalments in which

the g^nealo^y was completed.



The Date of the Fall of Nadia

One of the most important landmarks in the chronology of the

early Muslim in Bengal, is the date of Muhammad in Bakht-yar’s

conquest of Nadia. But on this point the opinions of competent

authorities differ:

(1) Major II. G. Itaverty ... 590 A.H. = 1193 A.D.

(2) H. Bloch maun ... ... 594-5 A.U. = 1197-8 A. I).

(3) K Thomas ... ... 599 A.H. = 1202-3 A.D.

(4) C. Stewart ... ... 600 A.H. = 1203-4 A.D.

The reasons, for which we have to reject the date of Raverty, have

already been well ‘stated by Bloehmann, 1 and they need not he recapitu-

lated here. But, in passing we may point out, that in 588 A. II. the

Cahaintina king Prthviruja was defeated by Muhammad ibn sum of Ghor,

at the second battle of Tnrain or Talawari. Minliaj says that in 589 A. II.

Kol was taken, but Taj-ul Mn'uttir places it in 590 A.H. Subsequently

this was given to Hasham-ud-din Aghul-Bak. It was this Malik who

took Muhammad ibn Bakht-yar in his service and bestowed on* him the

paryanahtt of Bhiuli and Bhugwat. It was therefore physically impos-

sible for Muhammad to conquer Nadia in 590 A.II., notwithstanding the

support it has received from Sir Wolseley Haig. 2

AVe shall now concern oui selves with theories of Bloehmann, Thomas

and Stewart. From Tabakdt-i-NCtsiri we learn, that after the successful

attack on Nadia, Muhammad ibn Bakht-yar left* it n desolation and

made Lakhnuwnti (Laksmanavatl) his capital. Minliaj passes on

rapidly. But, we have to pause here and take into account certain

factor® inherent in the statement. The fall of Nadia doed not imply the

surrender of Lakhnawatl. Leaving Nadia, the Muslim army marched

through an unknown country. Then cm arrival, they probably occupied

the city, without much resist cure from the local Hindus, who seem to

have been already demoralised by the unearthly method of Turkish

warfare, the fate of Nadia and I lie ffight of Rui Ijtakhmania to his

anc. sfial capital at Vikiauiapura. J The inarch from Nadia and captme

1 }s;r>, pt. i, pp. 27.1-77.

!1 It isf *ii if nf India. vol
,

III, p 4*2.

Indian Cultti r<\ *ol. II, pp. 771-7G.
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of Lakhnuwati must have taken considerable time. After the capture

of the city it was made the capital(P). This probably implies that it

was made the base of operations against the territories which wa.s in

the immediate neighbourhood of the city. That this, was actually the

case, is apparent from the next statement of Minhaj, according to

whom, after making Lakhnawati his capital Muhammad subjugated

the whole country (probably the ancient (lauda desa or vunjdafa). The

climatic condition of North Bengal, at present, does not seem to have

differed much from those bygone days. Muhammad could not have

carried on his campaign during the monsoon. The mobile Afghan

cavalry, on which lie mainly relied, would have been useless, when the

livers were in full flood. This piecemeal occupation took lime.

Muhammad’s next task was to order ihe leading of Uuilahah and

issue coin^, piobaldy in the name of Muhammad (ihori. This was done

to prove that Islamic sovereignty was established in these territories.

These preliminaries over, the question of settlement, cropped up. The

(onqueied teiritoiies, whatever its extent, must be properly ruled. The

machinery of the government, even if very primitive, hail not only to

he established, hut >et in motion. The foimer Hindu owners of landed

property were dispo^sesed of ownership and distribution of the same

amongst, the khalj followers of Muhammad ihn Jhikht-yar took place.

This was necessary. The invading Turks were an insignificant minority.

Around them the whole countryside was teeming with Hindu popula-

tion. Forcible conversion of the defeated people certainly took place,

l ilt their loyalty to their new rulers was still an. uncertain quantity.

Indeed, for the very existence of the new muriim state, in tliri faitbest

comer of India, it was necessary to encourage settlement in large

numbers of niuslim. immigrants.

When this was done, the rulers had to cater for the needs of the

pilin'*. In this Muhammad ihn Bakht-yar gave the lead by establishing

mosque*, darghas, etc. But it was beyond tin*, slender resources of the

Male to carry out the scheme- in every nook and corner of the country.

Hence the nobles weio encouraged to follow the example set by their

leader. Thus we aie told by Minhaj tl> it Mil rough his and the zeal of

his Amirs mosques, colleges, etc. were established in different parts ot

the country.’ This \va> not an empty boast a- some scholars are inclined
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to believe. Throughout the conquered territories, the new rulers built

structures, approved by their faith, mostly with the materials of de-

molished. pagan shrines. The ruins*, of Dev-Kota or Devi-Kota within

?urmzdh (langarii'mpur, in the district of Dinajpur, bear eloquent testi-

mony to the building activity of Muhammad ihn Bakht-yar and his

nobles.

After some years had passed away4 Muhammad conceived the idea

of conquering Tibet(P),. He began to make enquiries about the route

and the nature of the countries to be traversed. Satisfied with his pre-

parations, he moved out of Devi-Kota in 001 A. II., and returned to the

same place months afterwards, after sacrificing the whole of lii;> anny.

He died at Devl-Kofa in 002 A.H.

If Nadia fell in 599 A.H. or 000 A. II., as postulated by Stewart and

Thomas, bow is it possible to place, all the facts stated above, within a

period of two or three years? Would it not he too clo>e a computation?

Therefore, it appears that of all the four theories, Blochmann’s is the

moh«t plausible one. Again, liis theory is confirmed by an indirect

evidence, supplied by Tnhnkat-i-Na&in
y to which oitr attention was first

drawn by the late Mr. M. Chukravarti.

“Subsequently, in the year 591 II.
,
Tbanklr was taken; and in

593 II., (jutb-ud-din marched towards Nahrwalah and attacked ltai

I3him Deo and took vengeance on the tribe for SuUan-i-Ghfizis defeat,

lie likewise subdued other territories of Hindus! hon, as far east as the

frontier of the territory of TJjjain; and Malik Izz-ud-din, Muhammad,

son of Bakht-yar, the Khalj, in his 4 ime and during his government

subdued the cities of Bihar and Nadia, and that country as will hereafter

be related.”
5

According to the late Mr. Chakravarti, the sequence of events in the

above narrative implies that, the sack of Bihar took place in 593 A. 11.

Minliaj tells us that after his return from Qutb, Muhammad ihn

Bakht-yar subdued Magadha. Allowing one or two years for the visit

to Qutb and subjugation of Magadha, we may plate the conquest of

Nadia in 595 A.H.

4 Tnbukat-i-Numrl
,

etl. by Uaverty, pp. 510-17.

5 J *1: PASli ( NS), vol. V, p. 51.
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Before we conclude one point requires to be disposed of. Tdj-ul-

Ma’cmr states that on Monday the 20th Rajab 599 A.H., Qutb-ud-din

conquered the fort of Kalanjar.. Shortly afterwards Bakht-yar came to

pay his respects from Oudh and Bihar/ If Bihar was taken in 599 A.H.,

Nadia could not have been captured in 595 A.H. On the other hand, if

we accept this date, 600-1 A.H. becomes the date of conquest of Nadia,

which is impossible. Taj-vl-Ma'asvr was composed by Sadr-ud-din

Muhammad ibn Nizami. It tvas commenced in the year 602 A.H., the

year in which the conqueror of Bengal and Muhammad Ghori died.

Minhaj tells us that Muhammad went to Delhi to meet Qutb-ud-din

Aibak, but Sadr-ud-din takes him to Mahoba. It is therefore clear that

our two principal informants contradict each other. The probability, in

my opinion, lies in favour of Minhaj, as he had opportunity of getting

more accurate information about Muhammad ibn Bakht-yar than the

nuihor of Tdj-ul-Ma’asir.

Adris Banerji

Historical Information in the Prakrta Paingala

In his note on the historical information contained in the illustra-

tive verses in the Prakrta Paingala, in IHQ., XI, 3, pp. 564-569, Dr.

D. C. Ganguly says: “There is a large number of verses in the book

referring to some historical incidents

So far as I 'know, these verses have not hitherto been noticed in

any book or article on Indian history. Hence it may he worth while to

examine their historical importance for our future guidance.

I may be allowed to point out that as early as 1897, the historical

materials in the illustrative eulogies in the Prakrta Paingala were

reviewed by the late Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar, in his Report on i)ie Search

for Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Bombay Presidency during the years

1887-91 . In the Notice of Mss. at the end of that Report, he has

analysed the commentary of Laksnrinalha on the Prakrta Paingala as

also the text of the Prakrta Paingala, and there, he lias dealt with the

kings mentioned, in the illustrative verses (pp. lxxi-xxx).

6 Elliot, vol. II, pp. 231-32.
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Dr. D. C. Ganguly has identified the Hammira of the verses us

the Cuhamana Ilammlra of Ranthombhor (latter part of the 13th cen-

tuiy A.D.), chiefly on the evidence of the mention of his general Jajjaln,

al"'o mentioned (as Juju) in the Hammira mahakavya of Nayacandia-

fluri. On the strength of this same evidence, Dr. Bhandarkar also made

that identification (pj>. lxvii-lxxviii).

Dr. Bhandarkar could not identify the KaSI king of the verses

(p. lxviii), hy whose identification, Dr. Ganguly has made a valuable

contribution. Dr. Bhandarkar deals with Kalacuri Karna on

]»p. lxxviii-lxxx.

Besides, Dr. Bhandaikar has spoken of two more king's, not ex-

amined by Dr. Ganguly. Dr. Bhandarkar has suggested that the

Candesvara of the verses is pro! ably “Candamahasena or Canda of the

Cauhan race, who ruled over Dholpur and built a temple dedicated to

Candn.svamin and consecrated it in the Vikrama year 898 or 842 A.D.”

(Inscription translated hy Dr. Hultzsch in ZDMG., XL, 88).

Dr. Bhandarkar deals with the 8ahasan ka of the verses also,

though he is not quite sure of his identity. He suggests lliat

this Sahasanka may he the prince of Kanoj “who is mentioned

hy Mahesvara in the introduction to his Visvapi akasa ” or Rastrak id a

Govinda IV.

V. Raghavan
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Huvi$ka as Mahasena

The style Mahasena ia known, from Bhasa and other sources,

to have been affected in the (itli century B.C. by Pradyota, king of

Ujjay ini, who is identical with “Pajjota” of Buddhist literature.
1

It seems likely that Huviska also affected the same or a similar style

pertaining primarily to Karttikeya, the War-god.

In a Kiisoua Brahini inscription discovered at Mathura, 5
* we find

Huviska referred to as sarasatava-mahdrdju

.

The reading given in

Liiders’ List is mramtmna-maJutraja

;

but ra is certain, as a ioiuj arison

with va in tlie name Huvtika and a contraM, with ma of the word

maharaja in tlie same inscription will shew. The language of the

records is usually described a-s “Mixed Dialect”, that is to say, a

mixture of Prakrit with Sanskrit. We may reasonably analyse the

compound as composed of Skt. sura, “reed”, as the first element, and

regard °satava as a Pkt. form of Skt. sattravut, “living”,

“existing”; so that the meaning of wra-sataca would he something

like “living or existing in reeds.” We are at once reminded of

expressions like sararjanwau
,

sara-bhu
)

etc. applied as epithets to

Kartikeya who, according to mythology, was b o r n a m o n g

reeds out of the seed of Siva.

Huviska appears to be actually alluded to simply as M a h a s e u u

in a Kharosthi inscription unearthed at Peshawar. 3 It is incised! on

a casket enshrining relics of the Buddha. Its first line is badly

damaged, and I do not see any reason for agreeing with Prof. Konow

that it should be read as

—

Sam [7 ma] [haraja*]sa kam(ni) [rfihua*]

.

About the rest of the record, however, we may feel sure that the

learned Professor is right in reading

—

1.2—deyadharme sarcnan t rana
[
m

J
(na //#.) h idasuJiartha

[
m J

bhavatu

1 Deb, Udayana VaUarUjn (Calcutta 1919); Hapson, Cambridge Hist, of

India
,

vol. I, p. 810 (Cambridge 1922).

2 Ep. Ind., I. 9; X. 7; yr. 68.

8 Kharoshthl Inscriptions (Corpus Inscrip. Ind.), pi. xxv. I.

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1936 20
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1.3

—

dasn Agisala na(na)vakarmia [Ka*]ne(ne)shkasa vihare

Mahasena(na)sa savighannae

1 .
4

—

acltaryana(na) sorvas t iva t ina(na) pratigrah

e

which may be translated

—

May the Religious Gift be for the welfare and happiness

of all beings! The slave Agisala [was] the architect; in the vihara

of [Ka]neska; in the sa nighdrama of Mahasena for the acceptance

of Sarvastivadin teachers.”

We may observe that vihara is here distinguished from samghd-

mma; perhaps vihdra signifies * dwelling for monJW, while samgha-

rd nui denotes ‘park (drama) for the assembly (smhgha) * . A Kanheri

inscr. (Imders, List. No. 988) records (construction of a sanpghctrdma

at a pre-existing vihara. Our inner. thus bears witness to the fact that

[Ka]neska built a vihara
,

to which Mahasena added a samghdrdma.

About the identity of
[
Ka) ues k a, we are not left in dV>ubt

;
he

must be the homonymous Kusana king responsible for the issue of coins

with “Sun” and “Moon” reverses, since there is a representation of that

monarch between similar figures of Sun and Moon amongst the designs

on the casket. We may infer that Mahasena, spoken of in the

same breath with
[
K a

]
n e s k a, was a person of like status.

Corroboration comes from Kusana coinage. The monetary issues

of Huviska often depict the War-god as Maaseno-Skando-Komaho-

Bizago. What is more, there is no other Kusana king whose coins

figure this deity. Analogy with Vnnn Kadphises is instructive.

Vima’s coins do not figure any deity save Siva, also known

as M a h e s v a r a; and the Pki. legends on his coins give

to Vi,ma tihe epithets Mahisvara and sarvadoga-isvara
,

where

M a h i 4 v a r a can he regarded as Pkt. for Skt. Maheivara, just

as sarva-loga-israra must be taken as Pkt. for Skt. sarvalokeivara.

The obverse portrait represents Vima as ‘rising from, clouds', or with

‘flames issuing from shoulders'—features indicating claim to divine

affinities. Similar features are associated with portraits of Huviska

on his coins; and it is permissible to think that he adopted some epithet

of K irttikeya, juetaaVima adopted an epithet of Siva.

Mythology represents Kartikeya as a sou of Siva. Has this

divine relationship a counterpart in the human relationship
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between Huvi§ka and VimaP The answer ahould, I think, be in

the affirmative. These mlers believed themselves—or at any rate

pretended—to be gods on earth. It would be perfectly, logical if

Huvisfka, being a son of Vima, deemed it fit to adopt a style belonging

to the divine son of the deity whose epithet his father had assumed.

Such a relationship is indeed implied in a fragmentary Mathura ins-

cription apparently referring to the grandfather (pit&mdha

)

of

Huviska as bearing the epithet satyn-dharma-xthifci. As perceived

by Dr. H. G. Raychaudhuri,

4

the expression :ptya~dhanna-sth*ta corres-

ponds to the style sachadharmathita found applied to "Kadphises I,”

the father of Vima, upon his coins.; and the style is not known to have

been borne by any other Kusana ruler. If I may rely on my reading

from the original stone during my visit to Mathura ten years ago,

another epithet, of the pitumaha of lfuviska can be recognized as Kara

which is likewise peculiar to “Kadphises I”, unless we choose tlo deny to

that monarch the Kusana coins of the "Bull: Hadrian camel” type.
3

An intimate relationship between Iluviska and Yima is also very

strongly indicated by the obverses of their coins. On his gold issues,

Huviska never appears in the standing attitude, the attitude almost

always.

8

preferred' by Kan iska
;
bis portrait- occurs instead as a bust.

The bu**fc is known in four varieties, denominated A-B-C-D by

Cunningham (Ninth. Civron.
,
Ser. Ill, vol. XII, pi. IX) three of which,

B-C-D agree closely with the bust on gold issues of Vima (Ibid.,

pi. V, 3-i(i).
7 Upon oue type iii gold, Yima is ehown seated on a

biwUium (Ibid., pi. Y. I),
8 and there is a corresponding type in copjier

for Huviaka (Ibid., pi. IX. 1<’).
D Another type in gold depicts Vima

4 1*oliticnl History of Am tent India (3rd od.), 'p. 325.

5 I). I{. 8ahni also reads na kamsya satyndhannasthitasya JllAS.,

1024, p. 402. I owe this reference to l)r. H. C. "Raychaudhuri.

6 Not invariably, as Mr. Allan seems to suppose (('am>hrid(je Shorter History

of India, pp. 7G-7—“the bust-type favoured oil the gold coins of Kadphises is not

used by Kanishka”). See Sum. Chron
,

Ser. Ill, vol XII, pi. vii, 12-13.

7 See plate, Figs. 1, 2, 4, 8.

8 The legs of the seat prove this identity ;
see plate, Fig. 10 for a represen-

tation. The sella curulis occurs on rev. of coins of “Kadphises I” bearing on

obv. a Roman imperial head (plate, Figs- 5-6). See plate, Fig. 7 for a ri
.
rtesentation.

9 See plate, Figs. 9-11.
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sitting cross-legged (Ibid., pi. V. 2), for which we have a correspond-

ing type in copper from Huvi^ka (Ibid., pi. IX. G). l# Finally, there

is generic correspondence between the obverse of an issue by Vima

showing him as ‘Chariot-rider* (Ibid., pi. V. 7) and the obverse of

a coin of Huviska showing him as ‘Elephant-rider* (Ibid., pi. XII. I),

both' poses being essentially military.

Habit Krishna Deb

10 8ee plate, Figs. 12.13.



REVIEWS

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE SANSKRIT MSS.

IN THE VANGIVA SAHITYA PARISHAT by Ckintaharan Chakra-

varti, Kavyatirtha, M.A., Lecturer, Bethune College, Calcutta: Sahitya

Parishat Series No. 85. Published .by the Vangiya Sahitya Parishat,

pp. xlv-f-270:

The Vanglya Sahitya Parisad (Academy of Bengali Literature)

i9 the representative institution of the Bengali-speaking people for the

study of Bengali culture primarily through language and literature.

As a national institution for the fostering of the national language and

literature and for the safe-guarding and studying of the vestiges of

national culture in all the wakes of life, its activities, naturally enough,

cannot remjnin confined to the local language and literature only, al-

though its name would restrict it merely to these. The Parisad for

the last 42 years l\a< been collecting Bengali Mss., and specimens of

Bengali art whether hieratic or popular, and' has in addition been

publishing editions of texts and monographs on different subjects. A

great deal of the intellectual activities of the Bengali people,
v

as of the

people in other parts of India, found expression through Sanskrit

;

and Sanskrit literature and Sanskrit Mss. obtained, in the different

linguistic tracts are bound up inextricably with the local literature and

culture, through the script in the first instance, and through agreement

with the vernacular literatures in their mental and spiritual contents.

The Vajigiya Sahitya Parisad consequently could not neglecti or refuse

to collect Sanskrit. Mss. found within the area of its activities, and as

a result we have in the Parisad a collection of some two thousand Sanskrit

Mss. in addition to about six thousand Bengali Mss. i-t poetesses. Most

of these Sanskrit Mss. are in the Bengali character, Mss. in Devanagari

numbering not even 250 : no other provincial alphabet is represented in

this branch of the Parisad collection. This is to be explained

by the fact that the Devanagari Mss. are mostly importations

from Northern India—from Benares and other centres : Devanagari us

the Pan-Indian character for Sanskrit is of recent growth, the English
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spirit of centralisation and the unification of the system of Indian educa-

tion through the Universities being responsible for it. during the last

80 years or so.

The Use. described and docketed in this volume give in the first

instance a valuable indication of the range of intellectual culture during

the period of Muhammadan l'ule in Bengal, Secondly, these Mss, have

a unique inyportance in the study of the evolution of the Bengali script.

Msa. (whether Sanskirt. or Bengali) older than 1500 A.D. are rare, and

of Mss. prior to 1500, Sanskrit works are more largely available than

Bengali ones. The age of the Ms. of the Srikrisna-Kirttana
,

the

oldest Middle Bengali work thaSt we have (which is the oldest book in

the Bengali lauguage after the Caryapadas discovered in Nepal and

published from the Parisad by the late Mm. Haraprasad Sastri some 20

years ago) is doubtful—the late Ralkhaldas Banerjee thought it belonged

to the end of the 14th century, but other views would place it between

1450 and 1520. But in front of the extreme rarity, or absence of Bengali

Mss. written befoie 1500, we Ifave -several Sanskrit Mss. in the Bengali

character, with dates of writing indicated, which belong to the 15th

century. Some of these belong to the Ms. collection of the Dacca

University, and one such Ms. we have in the Sahitjya Parisad (a Ms.

of the Harivamsa
,
dated 1887 Saka=1405 A.D.). The value of tlie-'e

old Mss. as documents of t he Bengali alphabet can be well imagined.

The Mss. are valuable from many other point? of view also, which

specialists can appreciate.

Prof. Chintaharan Chakravarti, one of our brilliant younger men in

the domain of Sanskrit, and allied jetseurrli in Bengal, has already made a

name for sober and systematic work in this particular line of study

—

that of studying and describing old Mss.—embracing the collections

of the Vangiya Sahitya Parishad, the Sauskjrit Sahitya Parishad and

the Asiatic Society of Bengal. The study and description of Mss. form

on© of the fundamentals of research, which require not only learning

but also patience, and patient labour. Prof. Chakra,varii shows himself

in an admirable form in the present worfc. He has given a brief descrip-

tion of each Ms., in the usual style of columnar classification, giving

subject number, general number, name of the work, author's name,

indication of page**, date of writing if available, script, and remarks if
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any are required on the special features of <the Ms. or the work and its

author. This portion of the work is the foundation on which hie Intro-

duction of 45 pages is based, and here lie had pointed out for us all that

we should know about the treasures we have in the Parishad collection, of

Sanskrit. Mss. Prof. Chaferavarti shows how Veda Mss*. (Sainhita

texts) are found in the Bengali character, aa well as ‘Upanisad

Mss., which would show that Bengal (lid have some local Vedic

study in the past and was not dependent on Benares only. The oldest

Mss. in order of their daitea are also noted. The different heads like

Veda, Tantra, Purana, Grammar, lexicography, Kavya etc. also are

described in reference to the collection with relevant quotations from

the Mss. themselves. This 45 page-introduction forms very informative

reading even for an ordinary man of culture.

It is gratifying indeed to find that the Parishad collection, has at

last, through Prof. Chakravai'ti’s Catalogue been made useful to outside

scholars, for now people working in different branches- of Indology can

easily find out whether the Parishad has to offer them any material in the

sha.]>e of M*i. The Bhandarkar Research Institute at Poona in bring-

ing out their critical edition of the Mahabkarato found, among other

Mss., one from the Parishad collection, useful. A catalogue like this

makes co-operation among learned bodies easy. And the Parishad as

well as Prof. Chalkravarti deserve to be complimented for serving science

in this way. The printing and general get up are quite good.

Suniti Kumar Chatterji
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DHOLA-MARU-RA DCHA, an old Rajasthani love-ballad edited

by Thakur Ramsingh, M.A., Pandit Surya Karan Parek, M.A., and

Sri Narottaina Dasa Swami, M.A. Published by the Nagari Pracarinl

Sabha, Benares.

The work under review is the most popular loveJbaltlad of

Rajputana. Composed originally somewhere about the middle of the

15th century, it was so much added to by various bards and poets that

a Jain poet named Kusalalabha had to compose a number of \ohaupais

to maintain unbroken, the thread of the narrative. The work gained

great popularity in this new form. B|ut that the older forms did not

entirely disappear is shown by our editors’ success in unearthing a

fairly large number of •manuscripts belonging to the older recensions.

The present edition is based primarily on these, and on a very old

manuscript of Ku&Lalabha’s recension obtained from Jaisalmer.

The work is useful from various points of view. To the historian,

it presents a faithful picture of the Rajput society existing in the early

Muslim Period. To the philologist, it supplies the missing link

between Apabhram£a on the one side, and later Rajasthani) and Hindi

on the other, and to the literary critic it ia welcome as a good specimen

of the better type of Rajasthani folksongs.

The editors’ work has been done well. Besides giving the literal

Hindi translation of the dvRas
,
they have supplied us with a lengthy

and learned introduction dealing with almost every conceivable point

about the duhas that required to be considered. We hope that they will

find time to enrich Rajasthani and Hindi literature by giving us some

more editions of this type.

Dasaratha Sarma
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CANDRAGUPTA MAURYA: By P. L. Rhargava, with Pore-

ward by Dr. R. K. Mookerji, Lucknow, 1930. Pp. viii +138 + a map:

It is an irony of fate that notwithstanding the great progress that

has been made recently in the study of Ancient Indian historical

biogiaphies and dynastic history, the life-history of the founder of the

greatest imperial dynasty of Ancient India has lemained unwritten

up to now. This want, has now been largely filled up by the interesting

monograph under notice. In this short work the young and promis-

ing author has shown not only a wide mastery of facts, but what is

more important, a sound critical judgment, enabling him on the

whole to present a reliable biography of the great Emperor. The

airangement of topics is satisfactory: the preliminary chapters are

devoted to the study of chronology and the early history of Magadha,

one chapter summarise the knowm events of Caaidragupta’s life, the

following chapter deals with administration, social and economic life,

literature and art of the period, while the concluding chapter brings

together in the fashion of Vincent Smith’s Life of Asoka the group of

legends that have clustered round the hero. Three appendices and an

index conclude this useful work,, which is enriched by an illustration

of Pufaliputra excavatious and a map.

On a number of points a few remarks may be made. The

uuthor’s chronology of the kings of Magadha from Bimbisara down-

wards and specially his dates for Candragupta’s conquest- of the

Punjab and accession to the Mugadhan throne (ch. I) though differing

somewhat from generally accepted theories, are supported by weighty

aiguments. The author takes (p. 45) the curious Mnhasthaii inscrip-

tion to imply the inclusion of Bengal in Oamliagupta’s empire, but

the scholarly edition of this inscription by Dr. B. M. Barua (///(>.,

vol. X, 1934, pp. 57ff.) to which lie makes no reference, does not heal

out this view. The author throughout accepts the tradition that the

AitiJiasastnf was the wodk of Candragupta’s minister: it would have been

well, to say the least, to refer to the opposite view on the subject. In

his account- of Candragupta’t* adnwuistratioln the autlijor follows

Mr. Ja-yaswaPs inerpretation of Paum and Jannpmlu as popular

assemblies and ascribes to them considerable powers, thus altogethei

ignoring the important criticism of Dr. Narendru Nath Law (7//Q-

,

X.H.Q., JUBCH, 1936 ^
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vd. VI (1930), pp. 181ft). The translation of parimt a* a soli of parlia-

ment (p. 51) is untenable. The account of Candragupie’s land revenue

system (p. CO) in incomplete and makes no tefereiice to the contribution

of the present reviewer (Hindu Rerenue System, p. 167ft). The.

rendering of Pavmvyacahdriha (p. 5b) as the head of city affairs is un-

tenable. /The account of certain officers mentioned in the Arthasftstra
,

such as Samuharta and Prodost a is insufficient., while no reference is

made to other officers like t lie Niigaraka, the Sihfuiika and the (iopa.

The association of a superintendent (udh yalsa) with the City Hoards

mentioned by Megaeihenes is gratuitous. 'The description of slavery

(pp. 73-76) takes no notice of the different classes of slaves mentioned

in the ArthaJdstra. It is difficult to accept t lie statement (p. 75) that

the Vedic sacrificial religion was still predominant in Cundragupta’s

time and it is hard to follow the author’s view that the most popular

form of this religion was the Bfliagavata faith. In the sketch of the

economic condition reference might well have been made to Mr.

Jayaswal’s ingenious attribution of certain types of punch-marked coins

to the Maurya sovereigns. The author’s critical estimate of Candra-

gupta does but scant justice to Akbai' and Nnjwleon with whom, among

others, he draws a parallel (pp. 103-4). To say that Akbar inherited

the resources needed for building up an empire and that his success was

due more to the quality of his ministers than to himself is wide of the

truth. Equally one-sided is his view that France gained nothing by

Napoleon’s splendid exploits.

We have noticed a few slips: Mulaner (p. 37), Shwanbeck,

Laassen and Shlegedi (p. 38 and n. 1). The complete absence of

diacritical marks is regrettable.

U. N. Gho.shal
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ASAMAR PADYA-BURANJI, or a. Metrical Chronical of Assam:

Edited by S. K. Bhuyan, first edition, 1933: Published by the

Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Assam.

Since Gait wrote his Histpry of Amim (Hirst edition, 190G), the

wealth of original material bearing on the subject) has been largely

increased by the publication of a number of buranjis
,
both in prose and

verse, for which the credit is almost wholly due to the enthusiastic

labours of Prof. S. K. Bhuyan and not less to the enlightened patron-

age of the Assam Government, which could find sufficient funds for the

purpose during a period of admitted financial strain. Of the works thus

brought to light, mention may be made particularly of the Kamarupa

Burahji from the earliest times to 1082 A.D. (containing a contempo-

rary account of the struggle between the Mughal* and Ahomas in the

16th century), the Tungkhungia Buranji from 1081-1806 and the

Deodhai Assam Buranji from the earliest times to 1048 A.l). In the

present work Prof. Bhuyan has edited with ins usual ability two late

Assamese metrical chronicles, accompanying the text with introduc-

tions in English and Assamese and a synopsis of contents. Both these

works appear to he of first-rate importance. The first presents a com-

plete history of Assam from 1070-1758 and, as the editor points out,

more than half of its contents is based u|K>n first-hand or at any

rate contemporary knowledge of the author. The second,though a

much shorter work, embracing only the last phase of Ahom rule

(1792-1819) iis, as the editor observes, one of the very few contemporary

documents of the Burmese invasion’s. Both these works bear the

impress of Assamese Vaisnava political literature. Both again are

impregnated with ep; c and Puranic tradition: witness r.(/.
f
the signi-

ficant title of the first work, Kali-hluliat, with which, we may compare

the title, Kalikala-YiiJmild
,
assumed by Sandhyakara Nandi in his

Rawartirita [Prof. Bhuyan thinks that the title Kali-bhnrat is a

reflection of the author’s faith in the fulfilment of the prophecies- regard-

ing the Kali Age, so commonly found in Vaisnava, ]H>etry. May it not.

after all be simply a reminiscence of its model and exemplar, the Great

Epic?) Both works again were written about the same time and prac-

tically under the same auspices. Dutiram, author of th'c first chro-

nicle, wrote his work apparently between 1840 and 52 at the instance of
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Prince Purandar Simha and his son, while Vi4ve6vara, author of the

second; work, wrote, ass it. seems, between 1833 and 46 under the auspices

of the same Purandar Simha. Here, however, the resemblance ends.

Dutiram was a baniya by caste, though certainly a well-read and

accomplished man of his time, his style is plain and matter of fact

and has little pretension to poetry. Visvesvara., on the other hand,

was a Grahavipra, and his work, according to the editor, deserves to

rank as a literary masterpiece.

Both the present chronicles have been edited from Hingle MSS. But

while the first Ms. is a complete one, the second is full of lacunae and

what remains of it is in a sad state of preservation. It is somewhat

puzzling to find that the editor has filled up the gaps of the second, work

with his own composition, lest the reader’s “enjoyment of the author’*

beautiful narrative might be impeded.” It may be surmised, that the

same motive has led the editor to improve the admittedly mutilated text,

for he nowhere gives the corrupt readings in the original. As the

present volume consists of two chronicles, its title seems to be a little

inappropriate. Proper prominence has not been given to the fact that

the title of the second chronicle, Belimarar Bvmnjis, “chronicle of the

sun-set”, has been coined by the author for want of a known designation.

TJ. N.. Ghosiut.
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Aota Orientalla, vol. XIV, pars III

J- Gonda.

—

Zur Homonymie in Altindischen • (Homonyms in Old

Indian).

A. M. Hocart.—The Basis of Caste. The writer ia of opinion that the

caste-system is a sacrificial organisation . Castes are families to

which various oflPces in the ritual were assigned.

J. Ph. Vogel ,—A Standard IVorA on Indian Architecture . This is an

appreciation of the merits of the Mdnatdra, a treatise on archi-

tecture and sculpture, edited by Dr. P. K. Acharya.

Sten Konow,—Note on Khotanl Sain and Central Asian Prakrit.

Buddhaprabha, October, 1935

D. M. Tatke.—The Lair of Karma.

M. Venkata Rao.

—

Influence of Buddhism on the Life and Spirit of

Japan .

Bullatln of tho School of Oriental Studios, vol. VIII. pnrts 2 and 3

Edith M. White.—Bibliography of the Published Writings of

Sir George A. Grierson.

L. Alsdorf.

—

The Yasvdcrahindi, a specimen of Archaic .Inina

MdlutlrMH.

T. Graiiame Bailey.—Does Khari Bolt wean nothing more than Bustle

SpeedBf

JrLE.s Bloch.

—

La Charme rfdique.

T. Burrow.—The Dialectical Position of the Niya Prah it.

Jam. Charpentier.—Sakadh than. Sakadhfnna is the king of the stavs

in the Athorvaveda. The sense of the word is ‘dung-smoke,* or

‘smoke of burning (lumps of) dung.* .The writer of the note

suggests that originally the Pleiades or Krttikan were called

Sakadhuma.

SuxiTl Kumar Chattkrji .—Parana Legends and the Prakrit Tradition

in A'eir Indo-Aryan.
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A. Cuny.

—

Les nasales de mot en Sanskrit (ef< latin).

Albert Debrunner.—Der Typue tudd-im Altindischen.

Franklin Edgerton.—Title Prakrit underlying Buddhistic Hybrid

Sanskrit.

Lons II. Gray.—Ohserrations on Middle Indian Morphology.

Sylvain Levi .

—

Modavihdra .

IIa.vxs Oertal.—Th^e Expressions for
(t
the year consists of twelve

months” and the like in V edic\ Prose .

E. J. Kapson.—Sanskrit sd and sdh.

Bahukam Saksena.

—

Pali bhiinaha. Disagreeing with the- interpreta-

tions of the Sutta-nipata commentary aa also of some modem

scholars, the writer shows that the word bhiinaha in Pali corres-

ponds to Sanskrit hhrunahan “the killer of an embryo, one who

causes abortion.”

E. J. Thomas.

—

Tathagain and Tathdgaya.

F. AV. Thomas.

—

Some Words found in Central Asian Documents.

R. L. Turner.—Sanskrit d-kset i and Pali aechati in Modern Indo-Aryan.

,T. AVackernagkl.

—

Atindische nnd mittelindisghe Miszellen *

AValther AVust.—Wortkundliche Beitruge zur a risehen Kvltur-

geschishte und Welt-An schaining. 11.

Calcutta Oriental Journal, vol. Ill, i.o. 3 (December, 1933)

Ksiiitis Chandra Ciiatterji.—Jagannutlm and Bhatfoji. The dis-

cussion in the paper centres round a grammatical topic where

Jaganniitha Pandita attacked Bhattoji Dlksita.

P. K. Godk.

—

EkaniUha f

s fommentyiry on the Kirdiarjuniya called

Proson nitsCih itya-rmulriId and its probable date between A.D.

1400 and 1583 or the latter half of the 15th century.

Y. M.uiatjxga Sastri.—Kaviniksasiya. The Karirdksasiya
,
a minor

Ivavya. in double entendre, is being edited wit li an original com-

mentary in Sanskrit and English Translation and Notes.

Malati Sen.—Kdvyfdainkdrasfitravrtti with a commentary.

Ibid., vol. Ill, no. 4 (Jnnuary, 1936)

Kswtts Chandra Ciiatterji.—Sundan and Kannahl
,
the learned wives

of Ghanaiydma.
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Y. Mahalinga Sastri.—Kamiraksadya.

Kokileswar Sastri.—A Contradiction reconciled in Salihara-Vedanta

.

B. C. Sen.—Inscription as a Source of History: (1) The Edicts of

Aloha.

Mauti Sen —Kdvyala/mkdrasutravrtti with a commentary.

IbM., vol. Ill, no. 5 (February, 1936)

Kshttis Chandra Ohattkrji.—Some Technical Terms of Sanskrit

Grammar.

Har Datta Shakma.—Suktisundara of Sundaradeca . The article treats

ol a small work of anthology compiled in the 17th century A.C.

B. C. Sen.—Inscription as a source of History : (1) The Edicts of

Aloha.

Malatx Sen.

—

Kdvydlainkdrasu travrtti with a commentary.

DMOa University Studies, vol. I, no. 1 (November, 1936)

S. N. Bhattacharyya.

—

On the Transfer of the Capital of Muglial

Bengal from Rujmahal to Dacca by Islam Khan Clmhti. Islam

Khan, the viceroy of Jahangir, had to deal with the rebellious

Znmindars of south-eastern Bengal and to combat the inroads of

the) Arrakan king and the Magh and Feringi pirates of Chittagong.

Tlie exigencies of the military and political situation were the main

factors that led to the rise of Dacca. The lose of the strategic

importance of Bajmahal owing to a change in the course of the

Gunges also prompted Islam Khan to transfer his capital to Dacca.

About two years elapsed in the process of the change of head-

quarters from 1610 to 1612, when the new capital was renamed

Jahangirnagar.

Phamode Lal Paul.

—

The Date of the Khkidya Dynasty. From a

palmographic study of the Ashrafpur pltotes of the Kliudga kings

of Samatata the writer concludes that the letters in that record

bear affinity to the Aphsad and Deo-Baiuuark inscriptions of the

later Gupta dynasty of the 8th century, and differ considerably

from the characters in the Khalimpur plates of Dhannapala. So

the Kha4ga kings should be assigned to the 8th century and not to

a posterior date as some incline to do.
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Sukumab Bay.—The Death of Himu. Abu-l-Fasl’* statement that out

of magnanimity to a defeated enemy Akbar refused to take the

life of Himu in spite of the prospect of gaining the title of ghdzl

by killing the infidel is disbelieved here on the basis of contem-

porary evidences. Akbar, who was only 14 years old at the time,

struck Himu with a sword and was helped by Bairam Khan in

the act.

Himansu Buxjsan Sakkab.—An Old Javanese Inscription of the Saha

year 841.

M. J. Bobbou.

—

An Account of the Immigration of Persian Poets into

Bengal .

Prakaschandra Lahtri.

—

Jayannatha's Treatment of the Gvila concept

in Sanskrit Poetics.

Etudes Tradltlonelles, No. 193, January, 1936

Ananda K. Comaraswamy.

—

1/idee de creation eterndllc dans le

Rg-veda.

Indian Art and Letters, vol. IX, no. 2

0. C. Gangoly.

—

Discovery of Cola Frescoes in Tanjore.

A. J. Bernet Kempers.—Hindu Javanese Bronzes.

Arther Upham Pope.—Some Interrelations between Persian and Indian

Architecture.

Daya Bam Sauni .—The Eight Great Places of Buddhist Pilgrimage.

¥

Indian Culture, vol. II, no. 3 (January, 1936)

A. S. Altekak.—The Sjldhar'u* of Western India. THie paper

furnishes the names and dates of the kings of the three Silahara

'families ruling in South Kcmkan, North Kotokan and Kolhapur

and discusses the administrative, religious, social and economic

conditions under them.

Md. Enamtjl Haq.—The Movement in India.

S. K. Db .—The Theology and Philosophy of Bengal Vaixnavisin

.

This instalment of the paper deals with the Bhaya vat~sandarbha

of Jiva Gosvamin, in which the concept of the Bhagavat is

explained.
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Anilchandra Banerji .

—

Kingship and Nobility in the Fifteenth

Century

.

The conflict that ensued between the rulers and the

noble men at Delhi in the 15th century after the death of

Mahmud Tughluq (1412 A.C.) is narrated in this note.

B. K. Giiosh.—Pischel on Characteritics of Prakrit Languages (II),

B. A. Saletore.—The Submarine Fire in Indian History. The notices

of the Submarine fire as found in the Hindu literature and various

epigraphs, with an account of. the menace as given in the annals

of the southern islands of Malaya and Sumatra have been put

together.

Adris Banerji.—New Light on Bengal History. It is .known from

some literary and epigraphic evidences that after the fall of the

Imperial Guptas and before the rise of the Palas, Bengal was a

victim of constant foreign invasions. Conditions of monuments

excavated in the different parts of Bengal also show that the 7 th

and 8th centuries were a period of destruction in Bengal.

Materials of older shrines used in the rebuilding of temples and

such other evidences found at places like Mahasthfiiigad indicate

ithat the older structures were razed to the ground by invaders

and rebuilt at a later time when political stability was regained.

Himan.su Bhusan Sarkar.—The Inscription of Trawidan. The

inscription iasued in 1358 during the reign of king Rajaaanagara

alias Hayan Wuruk is important for the history of ancient Java.

Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids.

—

A Historical Aspect of Nirvana.

V. R. Ramchandra Diksiiitar.

—

The Saltiyaputras
,

Sdliihirni*,

Sdifvatas and Nd.yityas,

II. C. Raychowdhuhi.

—

Some Problems of Early Maurya History and

Chronology

.

Journal off tho American Oriental Society, vcl. 55, no. iv (December, 1935)

A. K. Coomaraswamy.—Angel and Titan : An Essay in Vedic Ontology.

Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society

vol. IX, part 4 (April, 1935)

B. V. Krishna Rao.—Revised Chronology of the Eastern Cdlukya

Kings,

I.H.Q., MARCH, 1936 28
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B. A. Salatore.—The Raja-guru of the Founders of Vijayanagara and

the Pontiffs of Srhgeri Alaska. The early rulers of Vijayanagara

were under the spiritual guidance of K&tfiviUU* Kriya&rkti

(Pandita, an acarya of the Kalaxnukha sect. They associated, out of

political necessity only, with the heads of the Srixgeri Ma^ha

—

Vidyatirtha and Vidyaranya.

K. Iswara Dutt.—Campaigns of Sri Krsnadevardya (a Vijayanagara

ruler of the early 16th century).

Journal of «9io Annamalat University, vol. V, no. 2 (March, 1936)

K. R. Pisiiaroti.

—

Sikhara. It. discusses the meaning of the archi-

tectural term sikhara which, it is shown, corresponds to the roof of

the teimple.

V. A. Ramaswami Sastri.—Jaganndtha Pandita . A discussion on the

differences of opinion regarding literary criticism as found in the

works, of Appayya Dlksita and Jaganndtha Pandita is continued in

this instalment of the paper.

K. R. Pisiiokatz.

—

Abhisekarnataka. Translated into English with

Notes.

R. Ramanujachariar and K. Srinivasachariar.-—Siddhitraya. The

Atmasiddhi of Yamunacarya is being edited with an English

Translation and Notes.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Letters), vol. 1, 1935, no. 2

S. Wajahat Husain.—Mahmud Guwdn. This is an account of the

career of Mahmud Hawaii, the famous minister of the Bahmani

kingdom.

Muhammad Ashraff.

—

Life and Conditions of the People of Hindustan

(1200-1560). Information regarding the political, economic and

social conditions of India under the Muslim Sultans of Delhi have

been collected here mainly from the Islamic sources.

Journal of tho Bihar and Orlua Retearoh Society,

vol. XXI, part IV (December, 1936)

Sarat Chandra Ray.

—

Report on Anthropological Work in 1934-35—
the Migration of the Khdrids .
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.—Ethnographical Investigation in Official Records.

Raiiula Sankrityayana.—Vddanyaya. This work of the Buddhist

logician Dharmaklrti of the 7th century is edited here from a ms.

found inTibet. The first section viz. nigraliasthanalaksana have

befen published in this instalment.

Journal of Indian History, vol. XIV, part 3 (December, 1935)

M. Govind Pai .—Chronology of Sahas
, Pahlaras and Kushanas

.

Dines Ciiandra Sircar.

—

Date of 'Kadamba Mrgesavarman . In the

light of a statement found in a grant, of Mrgesavarman, his date

of accession is calculated to be A.C. 47C.

V. Venkatasuiuja Aiyar .—Date of Rajadhinlja II. It is maintained

that Rajadhiiuja’s coronation took place in ll(iG A.C.

S. K. Banerji.

—

Hnmayun
, the Prince—15SO-30.

Burjor Bomanji Ichaporia .—Portraits of tine Creator Moghuls .

SiTA Ram Kohil .—The Army of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. This instal-

ment of the paper deals with deductions of pay on account of

absence from duty, overstaying leave or other lapses, as well as

with fines and rewards.

Journal Of Oriental Researoh, vol. IX, part IV (Oclober-Dereinber, 1935)

S. S. Suityana rayan Sastri.—The /idraita vidytimukura. This is an

account of the contents of the Adraitatnuhura of Rahgaraja, father

of Appayya Dlksita, the celebrated South Indian scholar of the

Kith century. It is inferred from a fragmentary manuscript

of the work that it was written to answer dualidic attacks upon

the Advaita doctrines.

W. Caland .—The Origin of the Samarcda (translated from German

by K. A. Nilakanthu Sastri).

C. R. Sankaran.

—

Accentual Variation in Relation to Semantic

Variation.

T. R. Ciiintamani and T. V. Ramciiandra DiiisniTAit.—Puna-

mimfunsasa n\grafoul]pika

.

This is an edition of the Purvamimdnnsa-

visayasaingrahadipika , a short, treatise by Appayya Dlksita sum-

marising the contents of Jaimini’s Pit rramlvulmsas u trax.

A. YenkatasuURIAH .

—

Gunavisnu and Stiyana . The opinion that
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Gunavisnu, the author of a commentary on a selection of Vedic

mantras was earlier than Sayapa is opposed in this paper.

Journal of tho Royal Asiatlo 8ooloty, January, 1036

E. IT. Johnston .—Cattle Theft in the ArthaJoetra . It contains an

interpretation of two sentences of the Artliaudstra dealing with the

theft of cattle.

Philosophical Quarterly, vol. XI, no. 3 (October, 1085)

T. R. V. Munn .—Types of Indian Realism.

Prabuddha Bharata, vol . XLI, no. 2 (February, 1936)

M. AVintkhsity.

—

Ethi.'s in Brdhmanical Literature .

II. Zimmer.

—

Indian Ftcir* on Psychotherapy

.

M. Sahkab .—Yoga as a Meatus to Self-realisation.
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Obituary Notices

8ylvaif? Levi

Bota in Paris in 18G3 Professor Sylvain Levi, the "real French

Orientalist, passed away on the Gt h November, 1935 at the age of 12.

Even shortly before his death he attended the International Oriental

Conference at Rome, and made the proceeding of the Indian Section

of the Conference lively by taking part in all the discussions. He was

first appointed Professor of Sanskrit in the Ecole des Haute* Etudes in

the Paris University in 1890, and was raised to the position of Professor

of Sanskrit and Indian Civilisation in the College de France in 1894.

lie had. been u worker in the field of Indology for nearly half a century,

and carried on the great traditions of Eugene Burnouf and Abel

Bergaigne.

The first mark of Levi's genius was made in he Theatre Indien

which appeared in 1890. Though other books have been written since

then on ancient Indian stage and new details have been brought forward

Levi's book still remains unsurpassed., particularly on account of the

masterly presentation of the subject, the fixation of the dates of the

authors with accuracy for the first time and sound arguments p\jt for-

ward to refute the theory of Windisch on the Greek origin of the Indian

theatre.

Since the publication of his first book Levi had been working in-

cessantly on various a^ipects of Indian history, Indian religion—Vedicism

and particularly Buddhism, geography, history of literature, political

history, Buddhist philosophy and language. An important work on the

Doctrine du sacrifice dam lets Brahmanas appeared in 189G, three

volumes on the history of Nepal—he Nepal came out in 1904 and 1908,

the Mahaydna-Sutrdlamkara
,
the first positive document for the study

of the Yogaciira system of philosophy in 1907, the Vijfmptiindtratd-

tiddhi of Vasubandhu, a text of the greatest importance for the study of

VijBanavada philosophy in 192G and the Materiaux pour Tetude du

syst&mc Vijitaptimatra, in 1932.

The .special feature of Levi's scholarship is it? expansive character.

I.1I.Q., march, 193G 23
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He alone after Burnouf had realised that the history of India cannot

be treated in, an isolated way without reference to the history of the

contiguous countries. To put in Levi's own words: “I have always

thought that one cannot settle and interpret, Indian Buddhist texts

without comparing them with their Tibetan and Chinese translations.

This method proved to be fecund in the field of philology and it has

since been, employed in the same effective way to bring to light the ex-

pansion of Indian civilisation even in unexpected quarters beyond the

limits of modern India. Thus the purely scientific study of a literature

has resuscitated in a different field the sentiment of a greater India."

The application of this method, in the study of Indology initiated Levi

early to the study of Chinese and Tibetan. Apart, from bringing to-

gether purely Chinese materials on Indian history as for example in

his Notes sur les Indo-Scytlies (189G), Vitineraraire de Wou-k’ong

(1895) and Les Missions de Wang Hiuan-U'e dans Vlnde (1900) he,

whether for the problems of Buddhist literature or for explaining

different other aspects of Indian history, went to the Chinese and Tibetan

sources for more complete elucidation, cf. for example: Notes Chinoises

sur Vlnde (1802-1903), L’Apramddavarga—line etude sur les recensions

de Dhammapada (1912), Le Catalogue gvographique des Yaim dans

le Mahdmayuri (1915) etc.

The name of Levi will remain associated with tne discovery and

interpretation of a forgotten Indo-European language which ia wrongly

known as “Tokharien B” but which lie himself persisted in calling

Kuchean. The archeological missions to Central Asia particularly that

of Pelliot had brought to light fragments of manuscripts of various des-

criptions. The decipherment of the Mss. in Brahmi belonging to the

Felliot, Mission was entrusted to Levi and from amongst these Mas. wa9

discovered the Kuchean language which was once spoken in the northern

parte of Eastern Turkestan. Levi not only deciphered this language, he

explained it, with the help of parallel passages from Chinese and Sanskrit

Buddhists texts, restored the ancient history of the country in which the

language was spoken from Chinese sources and thus afforded a solid

basis for the work of the linguists and historians of Central Asia.

In another sphere, in the modern vestiges of the ancient archives

of island of Bali, Levi lately discovered the fragments of more or less
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extensive Sanskrit works for the same purpose of going deeper into the

problem of the expansion of Indian civilisation outside India. These

texts wett* published in 1934 in the Gaekwad's Oriental Series—77m

Sanskrit texts from Bali .

In matters of organisation Levi was always guided by his

vision of the greater India. In 1927 when he was sent to

Japan for the third time—and this time for laying the foundations of a

lleseaich Institute called the Maison Franoo-Jajtonaise—the first work

which was undertaken by him was the publication of an Encyclopedic

dictionary of Buddhism in collaboration with the Japanese scholars.

The encyclopedic character of this dictionary is evident from the first

few parts which have already come out under the name Hobotfirin. This

dictionary was one of the very early dream's of Levi’s life.

Levi came to India thrice once in 1897-98 in connection with his

studies on the history of Nepal, the second time in 1920 on the joint

invitation of the Calcutta University and the VisvabhUratf and the third,

time in 1929 while on his way back to France from Japan. He had

received an invitation from the Calcutta University in 1914 but the

declaration of the war stood in the way of his accepting the invitation

immediately.

Though he had not lived in India long his love for India was deep.

Whoever has seen him in Paris knows how anxiouu he was to help all

Indian students, whatever their Subject of study might be. His bouse

was always open to receive the Indian students and those who had come

in his contact cannot forget the great qualities of his heart. He has

been often seen amongst his manifold pre-occupations, running at the

age of CO from' hotel to hotel to find out a convenient room* for a newly

arrived Indian student, introducing his French pupils who might* be of

use in teaching him. French, preparing his programme of studies and

assuring him of necessary help.

Prof. Levi was instrumental in founding the Institut, de Civilisation

Indienne in the Paris University in 1929 and this Institute was again

one of liis old dreams. In organising this Institute he had received

the ready co-operation from a number of hie Indian friends in Paris and

some of 'them are still anxious to contribute to further development

of the institution. After Senart, he waa the ohief figure in the
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Association de Vami de Vorient which had been organised to establish

a bond of closer friendship with the Orientals coming to Paris. With

his death Indianism loses its last leading figure, India one of her best

friends and his students a kind and loving teacher.
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92. Introduction to 1). C. Sen's Ch'aitanya and his Contem-

poraries
,
Calcutta 1922.

93. Pre-Aryan et Pre-Dravidian dans Linde—7. As., 1923 (tran-

slated into English—Pre-Aryan and Pre-Dravidian in India,

Calcutta University 1927).

94. Conference sur Nepal(?)>

—

Annales de geographic
,
1924 (?).

95. Le Bouddhisme dans LAsie actuelle

—

Conf. av Mwve Guimet
,

1924.

96. Notes Indiennes—7. As., 1925, pp. 17-69.

97. Le sutra de sage et de fou dans la litterature de l'Asie Centrale- -

7. As., 1925, 305-332.
/

98. Ptolemce, le Niddesa et la Prliatkatha

—

Etudes Asiatiques, 11.

1925.

99. Preface to a new edition of Burnout's “Lotus de 'la Bonne Loi”

1925.

100.

T/Inde et. PExt.reme Orient-—Histoire Larou^se 1925, 357-372.

•101. Le Vijhaptimatratasiddbi de Vasubimdku, vol. I, 1025.

•102. L'Inde et le Monde 1926.

103. Problemes Indo-IIebraique*' -Rev. Etudes Jvires, 1926, 49-54.

104. Materiaux pour l’histoire du Bouddhisme Japonai»—Bull, de

la Maison Franco-Japonaisc, 1, 2, 1927-28.

105. I.kari “Ancre” (Coll, of Chinese Studies), Tokyo 1927.
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10G. Le Dr§tantapaukti et son auteur

—

J. As ., 1927, 95-127.

107. Encore A6vaghosa—/. A*., 1928, 193-2 LG.

108. Notes on Mss. remains in Kuchean in Stein’s Innermost Asia,

1928, II, 1029-1030.

109. Autour d’Asvaghosa

—

J. As., 1929, 255-285.

110. Un nouveau document sur le Bouddhisme de basvse tq>oque dans

l’Inde

—

Bull. School of Oiiental Studies

,

London VI, 1930-32.

111. Manimekliala, a divinity of the Sea

—

dud. Hist. Quart., 1930,

597.

112. More on Manimekliala

—

Ind. Hitt. Quart., 1931, pp. 371.

*113. Mahaknnnavibhaiiga et Karmav ibha iigopadesa ,
1932.

114. Kurinjavibhanga et le^» bas-reliefs de Boiobodur

—

Ajui. Bih.

Kern Institute, 1931, I.

115. L’ecriture Arapacana— (?)

110. L’Inscription de Mahanaman ii Bodbgaya (?)—

A

annum Com.

Volume.

117. Quelques Documents Nouveaux sur les Juifs du sud de l’lude

—

Ilev. des Etudes* J ui cos*, 1932, 2G.

*118. Vijnaptiuiatratasiddhi de Vamibandhu

—

Materiaujc pour Vetude,

vol. II, 1932.

*119. Sanskrit Texts from Bali 1933.

*120. Fragments de Textes Kouicheens—Colliers de la Svciete

Asiatique, 1933.

121. Notes sur les Mss. de Bamiyan et Gilgit

—

J

.

1932, 1-45.

122. Maitreya le eonsolateur

—

Melanges Linoissicr, 1932, 335-402.

123. K’ouen loueu et Dvipantava

—

Bij. tot do laal-, land- cn

Volkenkunde Van Ncder .—vol. 88, IV, I.

124. Bilanga-Du'tiya

—

Comm. vol. Science of Religion, Tokyo

University, 1934, 84-95.

125. Dovaputra^

—

J. As., 1934, 1-21.

12G. Alexandre et Alexandria dans les documents iudiens

—

Melanges Maspcro, Mem. Inst. Fran. Cairo, LX\ II, 155-1G4.

English translation with additional notes in Indian Historical

Quart . vol. Nil. 1.

*127. Aux Indes

—

Sanctuaires, (in collaboration with Odette Brulii’)

1935.
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tl23. Malavihuru

—

Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies,

London 19130, p. 019.

Supplementary list

129. Un projet cle eaitogiaphie liistorique de Linde

—

Transactions

of the Con press of Orientalists
,
London 1893.

1-*SII. Un jomnalisie Indien—Benjamin Kalahari

—

Berne Bleu , 1893.

131. French ti an slat-ion of Vassiliev’s pa])er on Buddhism-

—

Bee. de

1'histoirc des Rein;ions, 1890.

132. Lreface to the French translation of Oldenburg’s—“Buddha

etc.” 1921.

1-1*3. L’ait dramatique et une inscription de Uautamiputra

Satakarni < ?)—Cinquantenairc de VBeale des Routes Etudes.

334. The Art- of Nepal

—

Indian Art and Letters

t

1, 2, London 1925.

Li"). “Indo-Chine”—work in 2 vols. with a Bieface of Levi published

under the direction of Levi for Imposition Colon iale Intel -

nationale de Baris, 1931.

139. Un ancetie de Tagore dans le Mahfibhaiata javanai- Hidden

Boo! of Toyore 1931.

137. “ilobogirin”— Dictiounaire Lncyclopddique du Bnuddhisme—
published ujulci the joint editorship of Levi am! Takakusu

—

19294935.

1 08. Lreface to Miss It. Lajwaiiti’- "Lea Sikhs, origine et develop-

ment de la communaute”—1933.

1139. Kuchean Fragment of a Tantrik text—Indian Iliutoiieal

(hiailcj’ly—vol. XII. 2 (in Bless).

V. C. Ba(u m



Jarl Charpentier

On July 5th, 1935, Professor Jarl Charpentier of TTpsala (Sweden)

died suddenly as the result of an accident. Philology and indology lost

fn him a prominent and zealous votary, whose work has left its mark

in the most diverse branches of these great sciences. As he wag a writer

on early Indian histoiy aiul a contiibutor to thi> periodical, a, few

particulars about his life and work may be desirable.

Jarl Charpentier wasboin in Gothenburg on Dec. 17th, 1834. He

belonged to an old family, which had emgrated to Sweden

during the Iluguenotic wars; its first Swedish membei fought honour-

ably under Gustavus Adolphus. Charpentier could claim kinship with

several distinguished men, but his predisposition for scholarly pursuits

may perhaps be best explained by his relationship, both on his father’s

and his mother’s side, with Erik Gustaf Geijer (1788-1847), Sweden’s

most famous historian and one of the most illu-trimis figures in Swedish

cultural life. lie passed his examinations at the University of Cpsria

at an unusually early age; he devoted himself chiefly to the study of

classical languages and Sanskrit, although, at the same time, he took

a deep interest, in history, where, thanks to a fabulous memory, he

literally bnew everything by heart-, lie graduated as a doctor in 190.8

and was appointed a lecturer in the same year. After having filled thi>

post, uninterruptedly for twenty years, ho, was made a professor in 1928,

as a successor to K. F. Johansson. Among the honours conferred on him

up to this time one might mention the membership of the Jain Litera-

ture Society in London. In 1924 lie was made an honoiary professor of

Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at the Andlua Koeanh Univeisby

at Yiaianagram, India.

In big youth Carpentier was very much influenced by Prof.

Jacobi, who in Bonn initiated him into t,he Middle Indian

languages. Lator on he was more and more attracted io England.

He was a devoted friend of this country and went there on

many and prolonged visits; when there he was mainly occupied with

manuscript work in the British Museum, catalogue work, an l lectures,
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chiefly in London and Cambridge. Although he often expressed a

desire to visit India, he never had the opportunity of doing so. Never-

theless he took a very deep and warm interest in that country. He
wrote a great history of India for the Swedish public and brought out

a beautiful book on the Great Moghul dynasty; he also published a

great many popular articles in newspapers and periodicals. Professor

Charpentier died leaving no near relations.

In Charpentier’s research-work two main lines may be traced.

The first was due to his studies under lv. F. Johansson in Upsala, one

of the greatest authorities on comparative Indo-European philology.

Through him Charpentier was at an early date initiated into the

methods of this science, and, chiefly during the first part of his career,

he published a series of etymological treatise, testifying no less to a

comprehensive knowledge of language than to an extraordinary skill in

tracing the connections and the origin of words. The number of ; these

works amounts to ati least twenty-five; they appeared in Le Montle

Orental (Upsala), Beitriige zur Kuiule der indo-germanisclien Sprachen,

Zeitsehrift fur dei Kunde des Morgenlandes, Zeitschrift der

deutachen morgenlandischen Gesellsehaft^ Arcliiv fur sljavixdie

Philologie, and other learned periodicals. As mentioned above,

they belong chiefly to the earlier stage of Charpentier’# career.

After 1917 he published only seven works of this kind
;
these deal ex-

clusively with Indian and Iranian material. 1 In fact, Charpentier

had gradually come to adopt a more and more critical attitude towards

comparative philology, especially in the form in which it was carried

on in his youth; he frankly expressed doubts about some of his own

earlier etymological combinations, and he was, to say the least, suspi-

cious of many of the attempts in this direction made by other scholars.

An interpretation of the word-material, beginning with the conditions

in the separate languages and necessarily based on a minute and

i The most important of these works are: “Beitriige zur alt- und mittelin-

dischen Wortkunde,” Zeitschrift dor dcutsch. morgenliind. Gescllschaft, Bd.

7.1, 1919; “Zur alt- und mittelindischen Wortkunde,” Lo Monde Oriental 13,

1919 “Beitriige zur indo-iranischen Wortkunde,” ibid.
t 18, 1924; “Beitriige zur

indischen Wortkunde,” ibid., 26, 1932.



thorough investigation of the occurrence of the material in literary

language, dialects, inscriptions, and lexicographic collections—regard

being paid to possible influences from non-Indo-European languages (in

India, e.g., from the Dravidian and Id do-Austro-Asiatic languages)

—

this now seemed to him the only practicable line of approach.

It should, however, he mentioned that Charpentier by no means

neglected the other branches of Indo-European philology, although

he devoted himself to them more sporadically. He discusses

morphological and grammatical problems in “Die Desiderativbildungen

der indoiranischen Sprachen” (Archives d’Ehudes Orientales, vol. fi,

Upsala 1912); “Die altindischen Perfektiformen vom Typua dadau”

(Indogerm. Forschungeu, Bd. 32, 1913); “Die verbalen r-Endungen

der indogermanischen Sprachen” (Sfkrifter utgivna av Humani-stiska

Vetenskapssamfundet i Upsala, 18: 4, 1917) and “Altindis-’ves

Futurum II in imperfektivischen Gebrauch” (Studier t.illegnade Esaias

Tegner, Lund 1918). His work on the desideratives aroused special

interest.

A further reason why Charpentier’s production in the linguistic

sphere now gradually decreased was his growing interest in Indian cul-

ture and history. We now come to th© other line followed up by

Charpentier in his work. Side by side with his linguistic research

in the Brugmann-Schmidt-Johansson spirit he devoted himself to

indology. The stairting-point was his work ujnder Jacobi an Bonn

(1907 and 1911). With the productivity peculiar to him he soon pub-

lished a series of treatises in this field, beginning with the one which

gained him his doctor’s degree, “Studien zur indischen Erzahlungs-

literatur I. Paccekabuddha-Geschichten” (1908). Here Charpentier

shows deep insight into early Indian narrative literature, such as is

found especially in the Buddhist Jatalkas and works centering round

them, in thel Sanskrit epics, in the Brhatkatha, and in the legend col-

lections in the Jaina canon. It is the inner connection between these

great literatures that he studied. 2 This aroused his interest in Jaina

literature as a whole and he acquired a thorough and comprehensive

2 Of. also ‘‘Studien fiber die indische Ers&hlungslitteratur,” ZVMG*, 62,

1908 ; 64, 1910; 60, 1912; “Textstudion su Mahavastu,” Le Monde Oriental 3,
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knowledge of this subject. As early as 1910 he began to study the

Uttaradhyayana-Sfitra (“Zu Uttlarajjhayana XXV,” WZKM., 24); he

continued in “Le commentaire de Bhavavijaya sur la neuvieme chapitre

de rUttaradhyayana/* Journal Asiatique

,

T. 18, 1911), and in

“Uber eine alte Hand-schrift der Uttaradhayanallka des Deveudja-

gana” (ZDMG., Bd. 07, 1918); finally he brought out a complete

edition of tihe Sutra (“The Uttaxadhyayana Sutra, being* the fiilst

Mulasutra of the Svetambara Jains, edited with an introduction, criti-

cal notes and, a commentary,” Archives d'Etudes orientciw, vol. 18,

Upsala, 1922). In his introduction he gives among other things a

survey of the whole of the Jaina canon. In ether ways too Charpentier

showed his interest in Jainism. In addition to some papers on religious

ideas and holy persons (e.g. “Die Legende der heiHigen Par£va,”

ZDMG.y G9, 1915), lie gave a comprehensive acount of the history of

Jainism in the Cambridge History of India, vol. I, (1914-22).

It might, seem that the branches of study I have mentioned should

have been sufficient, to absorb the energy of even such an assiduous in-

vestigator as Charpentier. But this was not the case. He was naturally

a keen student of Vedic literature; not only did comparative philology

in general deal more with these texts than with the. later, classical ones,

but K. F. Johansson, being also a professor of Sanskrit was a Vedic

scholar. Although Johansson did not make any very important contri-

butions in this field (his chief work here was devoted to the Visnu

religion: Solfageln i Indien (The Sunbird in India, Upsala 1910),

he always gave his pupils instruction in this subject and encouraged

them to independent research. Charpentier^ “Kleine Beitrage zur indo-

iranisehen Mythologie” ((
Tpmtla Universitets

,
Anshrift

,

1911) is a valu-

able work; here he deals among other things with the animal sh’apes of

some Vedic gods. Not until 1920 he was able to publish another extensive

work ,iu this field: “Die Supnnia-Saga. Untersuchungen zur altin-

djschen Literatur and Segoiigeschichte” (Arbeten utyivna vied wider-

stdd av V. Elmons uniret sitcififond

,

vol. 20). .This is on edition of

the important little tract Suparnudhyaya, a work which as far as its

1909; “Sagengeschichtliches nus dem Artha&istra des Kaufilya” (WZKM.
f 27,

1913).
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contents are concerned belongs to the MaJij&bltdmta, but whose language

is more archaic. In the appended commentary much valuable material

is to be found—from Panini to modern popular tales. Ten years later

Charpentier published the comprehensive work, “Brahman. Eine

sprachwissenschaftlieh^exegetiach-religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung

I, 11“ (Upsaki Univeniteh Arsskrift, 1932-1933). Contrary to tlie

general view he tries to show t hat the word brahman
,
which expresses

one of th© central ideas of Indian religion and philosophy, is most

closely related to the Avestic bamnan. “Brahman” was his last

important contribution—a fitting climax to his work as an iudologist

and a philologist. IJnfoiiuiiately he did not live to finish the third

part.®

As an historian Charpentier contributed io the discussion concern-

ing the dates of the death of Buddha and Mahavira (“T^he date of

Mahavira,” Indian Antiquary
, 43, 1914) and the dating of Zoroaster

(USOS., 1923; And/ua Research University Publications
, 1925); he

contributed also to the study of the Greek and Iudo-Scythian periods

in l he history of India. 4 But particularly noteworthy are his merits as

an inve>tigator into the early connections between India and Europe.

In this field he will always be reckoned as one of tire leading autho-

rities. From about 1917 a growing interest in questions of this kind

is noticeable in Charpen tier's work. In hooks and articles written for

Swedish readers he describes the ideas of India current among the

ancients and the impressions of that country gained by early European

travellers, especially Jesuit missionaries. Not until 1924, however, did

he present a work in this field to an international public: “Cesar© di

Valuable, too, are his translation of the Kat-haka-upanisad (M., vols. LVll,

1U2H, and LV111, 1920) and “Some Remarks on the Bhagavadgila” (\bid.
t
L1X>

1930), where ho discusses the original form of the Gltii.

4 “Sakara” (J NAS . , 1925); “Vitasta-Hydaspes” (ibid., 1927); “St. Thomas

the Apostle and India” (Kyrko hist. Arsskrift /Sweden/, 1929; Charpentier’*

inaugural lecture); “Antioelius, King of the \avanas” (liSOS ., 6, 1931);

“Phorondates-Parnadatta” {JitAS., 1031); “The Indian travels of Apollonius of

Tyami” (Skrifter utgivna av Kungl. Humanist. Vetenskapssamfundet i Upaala

29 : 3, 1934) etc.
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Prederice and Gasparo Balbi ,, (M., vol. 53).

5

At this period lie made

one of his most valuable manuscript finds in the British Museum, where,

incidentally, lie was a frequent visitor. He tells usi about this in his

“Preliminary Report on the ‘Livro da Seita dos Indios orientals* (Brit.

Mus. Ms. Sloane, 1820”) in BSOS ., 2 1921-23. However, other matters

supervened, and not until 1933—in a period of ill-health and adversities,

when his achievement? must, arouse still more admiration—was he able

to edit this work by an old Jesuit father, which is so important for the

history of Indian culture and religion. 8 Meanwhile he had found time

to prepare two other newly found manuscripts for publication, under the

titles “A Treatise on Hindu Cosmography from the Seventeenth Century

(Brit. Mus. Ms. Sloane 2748 A)” (BSOS ., Ill, 1923-25) and “The Brit.

Mus. Ms. Sloane 3290, the common source of BaJldaeus and Dapper* *

(ibid.). In “William of Rubruck and Rober Bacon” (in Hyllningsis-

krift for Sven Hedin 1935) he shows how R. Bacon, one of the geniuses

of his time, inserted in his work Opus Majus a good deal that he had

taken over verbatim from Rubruck.

It is impossible to conclude an account of pharpentier’s life and

work without mentioning his activity as a reviewer. In fact, to many

he was better known through his reviews in JRAS, and BSOS., 1 than

through his own original works. Wide reading and critical judgment

with a capacity to grasp the characteristics of au author, his

method, and the relation between his conclusions and the material

presented by himself or others—are the qualities that one ex*

pecta to find in a good reviewer. Charpenlier possess! them in a high

degree, and he had, in addition, a benevolent and sympathetic turn of

mind that made him inclined to praise rather than dismiss with

carping and vindictive criticism. Although he was a Swede, he wrote

a very good English, and he wrote with an extraordinary fluency. To

his friends it was a mystery how he found time for his many works.

5 A revised version of a similar paper in (leoyrafiska Annaler (Annals of

Geography), Sweden, for the year 1920.

6 The Liyno da Seita das Indios Orientais (Brit. Mus. Ms. Sloane 1820) of

Father Jacobo Fenicio, S. J. Edited with an Introduction and Notes** (in

Arbeten, utgivna med understod av Milh. Ekmans universitetsfond 40, 1933).

7 He also contributed to Orientalische Literaturzeitwny, Germany.
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'Personally Charpentier was an unusually authoritative figure, who

never strove to assert himself but rather kept himself in the background.

Hie enormous learning, which he was always ready to place at the dis-

posal of others, was, in itself, sufficient to command respect. He moreover

possessed an extraordinary insight into human nature and a remark-

ably clear and unerring judgment, which lent weight to anything lie

might have to say. He looked upon his fellow-men with a humorous,

sometimes rather sarcastic, eye, and he was-, at least when in good

health, at heart an optdmisit and one not loath tb enjoy life. He was

always true to his friends. He might sometimes seem to neglect his

own interests, but be never forgot the welfare of his friends. He

leaves a void which! cannot be filled, and iti may perhaps be felt even

in India that, with him not only a great indologist but also a warm

friend of the Indian people has passed into the Great Unknown.*

Hasten Ronnow

* The last article of Charpentier was published by us in vol. IX of this

journal.

X.H.Q.£ MAJtCH, 1936 25





A Proposal (or the Compilation of a Chinese Sanskrit

Dictionary

The compilation of a Chiuese-Sanskrit Dictionary suggested itself

to European scholars some time ago, when the Buddhist Mahayana texts

first began to attract the attention of Sansk ritists. These texts, as for

instance, the works of the philosophers of the idealistic school, proved to

he very valuable in themselves and also for the study of Indian philosophy

and culture in general. Unfortunately the Sanskrit, originals in most

cases aie lost and at the present time/ exist only in Tibetan and Chinese

translations, from which they have to he reconstructed.

This translation-literature forms the basis of Chinese and Japanese

Buddhistic philosophy, the terminology of which can only adequately he

understood by tracing hack the original Sanskrit meanings. In addi-

tion there has been a number of Chinese philosophers and early Nestor-

iau and Christian missionaries who made constant use, of Buddhist

terms and adapted them to their own purpose-. Even pure Chinese

linguistic studies are not possible without Sanskrit.

llemarkable exertions have already been made to promote the

matter. Ixniis de la Vallee Poussin, the eminent Belgian scholar and

pioneer in the field of Buddhistic studies, was also the first to conceive

the importance of a comprehensive Chinese-Sanskrit, Dictionary and to

suggest to his pupils the indexing of bilingual works in order to prepare

the ground. He has been followed by several scholars throughout the

world. Together with older attempts and the purely Chinese or

Japanese Buddhist- dictionaries, we possess already inipoitant prepara-

tory material which can be arranged in three different parts:

(1) The editions of the ancient dictionaries used by Chinese and

Tibetan translators.

(2)

,
Sanskrit equivalents gained by comparative study of the

different versions of the same work.

(d) The Japanese dictionaries containing the bulk of terminolo-

gical explanations and definitions obtained fiom the most 1 in |>ort ant-

works of the Tripitaka, but with tin* exception of the phonetic transcrip-

tions having no Sanskrit translation.
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The above-named efforts are not sufficient, because

(1) The aforesaid dictionaries are incomplete and often not

reliable.

(2) The scattered notes and existing indices, axe limited to the

material occurring in one single book.

(d) The Japanese dictionaries serve another purpose.

Personally I feel that an attempt should l*e- made to compile a

standard dictionary giving the equivalent Sanskrit terms for all the

technical words (this is to be understood in a wider sense) occurring in

t lie translated literature, as far as available. Reliable material can

only be collected by indexing the most important texts, of which both

the Sanskrit originals and the Chinese translations are preserved.

Considerable woik has already been done, a part of the indices

based on Sanskrit lias only to be included. It can be hoped that more

will be accomplished in France and Japan in the course of ihe next

three years. It also may be that in other countries card registers exist

which would be useful.

As to the procedure involved, the work naturally falls into tiwo

different parts, namely, (i) the completion of the card register, and

(ii) the compilation of the dictionary. If it is decided from the

beginning to make a lexicographical work, we do not need to print the

indices separately. The work of collecting slips has not necessarily to

lie done by one man
;
even less experienced students can be used if they

are trained according to a sound method, provided that, every slip is

checked, as is done by Prof. Wogihara. Later on, I will examine the

problem of training students with regard to such a method.

It is evident that the writing and arranging of a Chinese canl-

legister, the printing of Chinese characteis and all other sorts of

technical work can be best done in China or Japan. Only for reading

Sanskrit, texts European and Indian scholars are necessary, men who are

familiar with the intricacies of Sanskrit grammar and Indian dialects.

Other work certainly can be done more cheaply and faster in. China.

W. Liebentiial

Printed and published by Sj. J. C. Sarkhel at the Calcuttu Oriental Press,

9, Panehanan Chose Lane, Calcutta.
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On a Tantrik Fragment from Kucha (Central Asia)

Among the many manuscript fragments dug out from the Kucha

oasis by the French mission to Central Asia (“Mission relliot”) there

appears a set of three complete leaves catalogued in the Rough List of

the Mission as M. 777.— 1, 2, 3. Iu contrast with most of these frag-

ments, i he handwriting look?* careless, or at least cur>ive. One part of

the text is Sanskrit, often incorrect and debased and the other part is

written iu the so-called Kuchean, the language that was spoken in the

Kucha kingdom between the >ixth and eleventh century A.D. and seems to

have been foi gotten after I hat time. It is now well known that the old

languages of Kucha is a remote offshoot of t lie Indo-Luropeaii family,

showing strange feature*" of likeness with the Italo-Celtic blanch. As

the study of Kuchean has not yet taken root, in India, it may he inter-

esting to bring befoie the Indian reader a .specimen of this highly

polished language which played such an important part in 'the spread

of Indian culture, especially of Buddhism, among the Chinese and

Turkish people. 1 may refer lor particulars to an essay I base pub-

lished long ago: Le “Tokhaiien BM longue de Koutchu, iu Journal

Asiatitjue, 1913, II, 311-380, and concerning- the whole of the question

to a substantial review given by Dr. 1*. C. Bag'chi in the Indian

Historical Quarterly/, X, 3, J>80-592.

The text is evidently Tantrik; it consists of different parts which

may have been sections of a larger work or may be as well short treatises

grouped together by some copyist on account of their common charactei



198 . (hi <fi Tantrik Fray in cut from Kucha {Central Avia)

of blodk m>agio (abhicara) . The first two lines of the first page preserv-

ed, give, idi seams, the end {...rananu at the beginning () f the third line

is almost certainly to be restored
: prukaranum) of a tieatise bearing on

medicine and magic combined, a- usual. Perhaps the word cikitso-

pdlambh ilam is the title of t lie chapter; t lie meaning- may be : “Blaming

{upfda mb/ia — nindd) or forbidding (npitinmbhu— pratisedha) a medical

treatment”; that meaning may fit with the preceding ?entem.*e: “Mo

remedy ought to be taken by {naivosudham bhavaH pcyam

[a]hdcarcncti).
f ’

Then comets a set. of seven sloka->, written in the mo<t baibarous

Sanskrit, so faulty that the scribe only may be responsible for so many

blunders against grammar and metiics. “1 shall proclaim the

Brulnnaihinda, killing all enemies, by which an enemy is put to death.*'

The Brahmadanda opens with a homage to the mo w
t

Unexpected assemblage of deities, starting with t tcean {sum mlram

pMthamam candc) and Mount lliinavat, Meru king of

mountains and Gamlhanuidunu. After a small gap, Vaisiamana

comes in, and king Vanina, Narada (Narata) with Timburu,

the Adityas, the Vanis, the Budva* the Asvins, iho

Maruts, the Siiidhu(?) with the city of 'the Gaudbarvas and last ol

all “Brahma by whom the danda has been shaped (praitdpita ). This

dand

a

is very frightful; i( burns the heart of the enemies “...come,

having been sent, go. ..that bis son, his wife, his wealth be destroyed.”

After *( bat, one line of prose: “Homage to the prong, to the bearer

of the plough1

,
of (lie mace, of the bow.. .Ik) tin* frightful-looking one!”

Again one sloka of implication : “lie, to whom l scud the danda, may

he soon lose his life! Here are the magic woids that obtain all success

obtained!” And then some of the solemn invocations, directed fits! lu

female deities of obscure nature and nam*», Bialmiapiakiuti, Kballmu-

khali, Vilirigavali, Vagatundn, J*ndmu(vn.?)ti, Siddlii, Dandalibi ??

;

next, to Brabnni himself, and to 8iv a- Budiu, Pirigala, Kkajaia,

Dvijata, Trijata, Bahujatn, Mabajata, Siva 81 igamlliara ?, Sveta,

$vetagrl\a, Nila, Nilagandba, Hupa?, Anekarupa, Uatnaha-sta, llat.ua-

sirsu, Katnukesa, Kaktakarna, Batnaksa, Batnodara, Batnottra (sic),

Batnamedha, Dravya?, BudinTduga, Brajamla, some denoting the

ascetic aspect of the god, some hi.% divine wealth, all of the name- being
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followed by the mystical call: svdhdl “Thus has the verbal charm

reached its conclusion: This Brahlnadanda, as it is called, cannot

be repelled. Homage to the organ (?) of the Bfrahmacarin.”

The practical application of this charm is next taught, in Kuchean,

that is, in the current language of the country. In the present state

of the* decipherment, there are still many words the meaning of which

is obscure or unknown; besides there are difficulties coming from the

careles* writing. The general trend of the operation is never! liele-s

perfectly clear.

“This is the practical application (upaedtra) of thi* charm (u'ijya-

vidi/d).

1. In the Kertik naksatnr, some horse hair slight 1y covered(P) shall

be extended with ass-blood. He, under whose name the hom is done

in the fire with a flower fire, is soon lost.

2. 'In the Robin! niiksatar, he who thin k< of submitting to his will

the king and the minister*, fasting (anahdr-andhdru) day and night,

must pel form the hom in the fire with' grains of arhra
,
one by one; they

become submitted to bis will.

d. Tn Mrgasiri, lie who thinks of submitting to his will some

people(P), as many time* he must perform t lie hom in the tire with their

name; they become submitted to his will,

4. In Artar (Ardra), he who liinks of submitting to his will a

woman. ..lie must perforin the hom the fire; she becomes submitted to

his will.

f>. In Punarwam, he who thin, ot submitting to bis will a male(P)

or a female'?; being, he must pen »rm .he hom in the fire of flower

of iiKroako; they become submitted to his will.

(>. In Pusa miksatiiv, lie who thinks of submitting to his will some-

body, whoever he may he, ho must perform (he hom in the fire; lie

becomes submitted to his will.

7. In Asles a hom must, he perfoincd in the fire; with whoso

name lie performs it

5. In Magham a hom must he perfonned; he with whose

name he perforins it, he with his life become' unwell.

9-10. (fn) Phalguni, business failing? ..a hom must he performed

in a fire... business fails? Uttam pha(lguni) must ho pel formed.
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....flower in the fire a horn must be performed, the business
11 .

fails.

12. In Haste, he who thinks of submitting to his will a living being,

he must perforin a hom in the fire with a flower
;
the being becomes

submitted to his will.

Id. -In Svati alcohol is; a piece of mndanaphale must, be

buried? (burnt.?) at the door; the alcohol is destroyed.

14. In Visakh, a piece of hhadira must be buried? (burnt?) at the

door; he with whose name he does, he becomes
;

if it be taken off,

there is moksa (liberation from the charm).

15 with human bones he must make a powder; from that

(powder) a male doll (is made)
;
afterward? this doll, with a rough sword,

its head must, be cut off; lie with whose name he acts, lie is not slow in

going to his loss.

lfi. In Purvvasat

IT. (In Uttarasadha) he must enchant it »?even times; he at

whose door he sows it, the men become

18. In Siawan, lie must make a lieap(?) of human bones; he must

pile it up(?) on his enemy’s path; be will not return; but if the heap is

taken off, there is molm (liberation from the charm).

19. In Satabhis, grains of iumpaha

;

be with whose name he

performs of hom of them in the fire, lie, whatever bad he intends, he can-

not do.

20. In Purvvnbhadravat, intending to destroy his enemy, he

must... a flower of...; he must make a male doll and enchant it one

hundred and eight times; he must throw(?) it into the fire; he with

whose name he acts, in the time of one ?tep(?) will go to hi* loss.

21. In Asvni, sme oil... he must perform a liom in the fire; he

with wlibse name he nets, to him by fellowship he takes his life.

The first part in the llrahinadat taknlpa is finished.”

The following part is probably the second part of the .same work, as

it treats of a similar matter, and in the same way
;

first., some Sanskrit

slokais, that are, in spite of slight variants, the same we have found; at

the beginning of the first pait; next, a long litany of invocations; theu

the upacam, but preceded here by two lines on a preliminary rite, the

whole of it is written in Kuchean language.
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Here are the verses

:

“Firet I worship Ocean and Himavat too, Meru king of mountains,

Soma and Saraisvati, Siva and Vairiramana both givers of...,Adityas,

Vasus, Rudras, Yama...SindhuP whoiso palace is frequented by

Oandharvas and Apsaras, Brahma also I adore, by whom the danda,

has been shaped. For this is a danda
, a destroyer of the enemy... fright-

ful. I send you; go, accomplish such and such a deed.

Homage to Brahmaksi l to Br&hmadatta ! to the hero, bearer of* the

plough, the mace, the axe, striking with arrow, spear, javelin, of many

forms

!

Homage to Matahgins and Mataiiginis, to Matanga boys and

Mat&nga girls, to the Matanga teachers, to the Matanga saints, to the

Matahga...,to the Matanga clan-family, to the Matanga ancients, (to)

all who are Vidyadharas! Homage to Vi£vamitra the Matanga king,

to the Matanga gods, to Bri^anku the Matanga king, to the perfect

saint! Homage to the ruru-deer, 'to the camel, to the Matanga king!

Hili, come come! 0 Maladandika, you giving orders to the

M&tangas, Mahurika, you accomplishing all deeds do me that deed!

That you will not lay an obstacle in my way! Dumpe! Duru-dumpe!

You having a belly like a jar! KaZi ! KaZi! MahsijkaZr! KaZapihgali!

KaZaraudri! Candi! Mohaghori! You wearing a bundle of leaves! You

dwelling in the cemeteries! You feeding on blood and flesh! You whis-

pering in the wind! You... crossing the Ocean! Viki! vimi ! Ekaruse!

You, black cloud! Hi! hi! hi! hi! ra! hu ! hu! ra! svaha! (In

Kuchean:) This invocation to Mala (dandika) is to be said seven times

from the beginning.

(Again in Sanskrit:). Homage to the Matangas! to the Matan-

gikas!...boys...girl»...teacher...saints
!

(as above) to the Matanga

r$is! to the white ones of the Matangas to the black ones of the

Matangas ! to the parambhard (parampara)
of the Matangas !...clan-

family... ancients... Vidyadharas... Vi6vamitra... gods... TriSahku...

perfect saint P...ruru...camel king (as above); Having worshipped, I

shall employ this vidyd. That this vidyd may succeed for my sake!

Thai! ha!, ha! hi! hi! Tiu! hu ! ... li ! hi’ li! mili!

mi'li! dudumi! Vegavati! Yiyi! Candi! Vetaii! Mahakari! Mayuri!

YaSakarinil Sankhavegavahini ! You having eyes like leaves without
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stain .’...Vetall ! Citraketu! Prabliasvara ! Ghorigandhuri! Candali

Vegavahinl! To Vhivamitra, svaha! to the Maitanga clan-family,

svalia ! to the fierce one, svaha! to the saint, arehi-saint, svaha! Of

the Miitahga clan-family, may the words of enchantment succeed!

svaha

!

(Now in Kuchean:) Maladandike must be figured on the ground...

a Vidyadhara must be figured on her left? before her feet. Mailadandi

is to be known from her garland P of unman flowers. In four places...

alcohol beverages must be placed; in, the blood of...? must, be placed...

with one hundred and eight sumdn in a garland? Thus she is to be

known. This vij (vidyd) is to be recited. One must, begin by making

the heart true. A mandala is to be made, endowed of all...; in the

mandala vis/7-flowers must be disposed. In this way is the sCulhi

(~ stitlliana? success?).

Now I shall say the wpacfira .

1. He who means to make friendship with the king, he must, with

a stick from a rajavrksii tree, make an image (of the king?); he must

make it enchanted seven times...he must with it perform a hom in the

tire
;
he whom the king was going to abandon becomes his favourite.

2. lie who means to make friendship with a ksatriye...lie must,

with sticks of...perform a hom in the fire with seasm-oil; he becomes a

fiiend of the ksatriye.

He who means that two friends must, leave each other, he must

with t heir names enchant two human skeletons?... seven times;...

become...

4. Some coai(?) is to be made of human bones, six digits or seven

digits (long)
;

it must lie enchanted with the name of the enemy seven

times; it in us>t he laid down at the enemy's door; the enemy is lost.

5. If lie means to remove his enemy from the house or from the

village it must be laid down at the door, seven bairs(?) below;

on the seventh (day?) he is removed.

fi. He who means that the doors get open, he must besmear
;

having enchanted it, the doors get open.

7. He, who means he must bring from the cremating ground

some ashes(P)
;
from those ashes(?) he must make a cup; with this cup he
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must- dispose a small new pot; he must dispose inside some food and

some drink by means of these...; next he mus' enchant it seven times;

opposite, a spirit, rises up; he gets food and drink...

8. It he means to stop the fire, he must enchant grains (and) sticks

of kurpelc(P) seven in number; the fire stops.

9. lie who means that his enemy gets -sick, he must make a doll

of cow-dung, enchant it
;
taking twenty-one pieces of khmlira or human

bones, he must thrust them into the breast of the doll; 'the enemy

becomes very sick.

10. He who means to become invisible, he must with some much a-

unguent figure a man; between the eyes or in the eyebrows he must lay

some ointment
;
wherever he goes, nobody sees him.

11. If lie means that a human skeleton^) must speak, he must make

a mandaJa of cowdung; un the niaudala...he must dispose some cups of

drink; there are flowers of kurkal
f
of kunldrk

;
must wash the human

skeleton with milk; he must lay it down inside the mandula; he must

utter the cij (vUlyti) twenty-one times; whatever he asks, (the skeleton)

says all.

12. Now if lie means to move illrough mddhi (magic), lie must

enchant some water, he must spray it in the air; then he moves through

nnld/ii.

lit. lie who means to obtain some profits, he muM make...equal to

the profit, and weal it on bis body? lie gets the profit.

14. If lie means to get a long life

Here the fragment ends.

This is evidently some dblucdrika piece of a Tantrio work, and not

a Buddhist one, as could have been expected in Kucha, where almost

the whole of Indian culture has a Buddhist, colour or tinge, but a

Suiva, rather a Saktu work, as shown by the \>eculiar worship of Kali

under a, lot- of known and unknown appellations. The first parti is said

in the colophon to be “the first part of thd Brahmadatta-kalpa”. I do

not know of any T'antrik work bearing this title. A Bralimakalpa (not

Bruhmadatta) is registered in “A Catalogue of the Collections deposited*

in the Deccan College’*, compiled by S. 11. Bhandarkar, Bombev 1888,

p. 429, as n° 250 in the co-called Vishrambag Collection; curiously
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enough, in the ilailer catalogue published in 1926 under the title:

Government Collections of Mss. Deccan College, Poona, no mention

appears of this Brahmakalpa
;

in the Correspondance Table of Mss.

given at the end of the volume, n° 250 of the Visrama (-Vishrambag)

Collection corresponds with the new serial number 197 which is des-

cribed (p. 148) as Taittiriyasanihitabhasya. Whatever may be this

puzzle, the Brahmakalpa is certainly some Brahinanical work of the

kalpa class, and has nothing to do with our Brahmadattakalpa. That

there existed the so-called Brakmakalpas in the Tantrik literature is

clearly shown by a passage of the Manjuirlmulakalpa, Trivandrum ed.,

p. 294: After a conjuration in order to realise Vajrapani, the author

writes: anyesam api vidyadharanam esa vidliih samksepato yani Vajra-

panikalpe yani Avalokitesvarakalpe yani ca Bhagavata proktlani

kalpani yani Brahmakalpe yani Mahe^vurakalpe samksepato laukika-

lokottaresu kalpeau ye sadhaniya te etayaiva tadhanaya siddhayante.

“This rite is also good for other Vidyadharas; in brief the rites in the

Vajrapanikalpa, in the Avahikitcsvaiakalpa, those that have been

taught by Bhagavat, those in the Brahmakalpa, in 'the Mahesvarakalpa,

briefly in mundane and supra-mundane kalpas, they are realised by this

very lealisation.” It may be that the Kuchean kalpa was referred to

as Brahma because it treats of the Brahmadanda. Brabmadanda means

“Brahma’s stick/
1 which is considered as a mythic weapon

;
next a

Brahman’s stick; next the penalty inflicted by a Biuhman, specially a

curse, which is the deadly weapon of the Brahman. In the Buddhistic

rules of the Vinaya, the word haa come to denote the highest punishment

of a bhilksu, a sort of temporary boycott. Here it means a magic weapon

used to kill enemies, taught by the god Brahma himself.

I shall not enter here into a discussion of the many names given to

Siva and Kali. I shall only retain the name of the Goddess who presides

over the second vidya and wlioee picture is to be traced inside the

mandala. She is called Maladanijika. Her name appears first in the

opening litany, after a long set of invocations addressed to all sorts of

%
of Matangas. Who these Matangas are isi evidenced by the mention of

Trifontu Matahgaraja along with Visvamitra Matangaraja. The

Matangas are Canolas; therefore we are dealing here with thoee

lowest forma of worship where untouchables are acting as priests. This
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is the same world where we are carried on the Buddhist side with the

celebrated Mataiigi-mira, a Chinese translation of which dates as early

as the end, of the second century, and another dates in the

twenties of the third century. A long Sanskrit, recension of it hue been

preserved in the singular Sardfilakama Avadana. .The Matahgi who

has given her name to this sutra is Prakrti Matangadarika; the Matahga-

darikus invoked in our text are ‘Prakrti’s sisters. And this Prakrti

herself very probably lies hidden under the Brahmaprakrati (sic) who is

worshipped in the first Brahma,danda, p. 1, b, 1. 1, and who certainly has

nothing in common with the Prakrti of the philosophical systems.

Maladandika seems to be one of the many wild forms of 13evi; it may be

that her name was derived from the garland (mala) and the staff (damla)

worn by several female deities, as Bhrikii(I, for instance. In fact, the

text itself tellls us that “.she is to be known from her garland of mman
‘flowers’.”

As to (tie rites, they are of the usual ahhfimra ty]>e, and it would

be idle to collect, heve passages of Saivu, &akta, or Buddhist tantras

having the same purpose. But the connection established here between

particular liaksatras and particular practices of abhicdra seems to l>e a

quite unusual feature. 1 At least, I could not find anything alike in 'the

many Tantras I have consulted. AVhat occurs in them, as far as I am

aware, is of the most, general sort, concerning classes of rites, such as

santi, pusl.i, etc..., but no particular practices; such is, for instance,

ihe long passage of the Mahjusvimulakalpa, chap. XVIII, p. 1711 sqq.,

from which' I quote a few lines in order to show 'the fundamental differ-

ence with our Kuchean text:

usvinl 1) liara-nlsainy uk ta krttika mrgasiias t at ha

etesv ova hi sarvatTa naksatresv eva. yojita

saiitikam karma nirdistaiu phalahe.tusumod.ayam

rohinyaiii sadhayed artlmn pustikamah sadajapi

unirayam karayet kainia vasyakarsanaliettubhili, etc,....

I find however in the Descriptive Cat(Mop tie of the Sanskrit Mss .

1. Jt may lie that the connection of naksatra.s with ahhicarika practices was

facilitated by the apparent similarity of the word naksatra with the Kuchean root

nalc,, conjugation—-theme : iiuks meaning “destruction”; mil tun—“he destroys”

(cf. Sanskrit root

—

nas
f
latin nee*-, game meaning).

I.H.O., JUNE, 1936 2
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published at Madras, vol. VII, 1909, p. 2738, u. 3G43, a notice of a

Sanskrit work written in Telugu characters, eutered as Nakaatrabliicuru-

vidbana, which seems to be of the same family as our text. The notice

says: ‘ On the details of black liuigic intended to injure enemies,

—

th$se details being appropriately related to the 27 a stemails known to

Indian astrology. Complete. Begin • asvinr asvakilam caturaugulam

abliimantritam krtva satrunum madhyagrlie nikhanet tasya kulot>ada-

nam bhavati. Mantrah om phat sviiha Mml: revufi

pippaiaphalainaylni pratikrtim krtva tasya karena saptabhimantritain

tcna karayet paiicaruttena vasyo bhavati

snrvegum uddhrte moksah punascury asama sti na

japed dravyasahasrain tu bhavet siddhir mi saiiisayuli.

There is a striking similarity with our text, and it is: to be hoped

that some Madras scholar mil publish the full text
;
but this similarity

does not, unfortunately go up to identity, which would have made much

easier the translation of the Kuchean text.

But, interesting as it. is on many sides, the chief interest of our text

lies in the fact that it is Tail ti ik. Its date »aniiot he settled; hut

there is little doubt that all our Kuchean mss. range between the seventh

and ninth centuiies?. This, is rightly the period when the Tantra. literature

came to be divulged and was propagated abroad by Tantrik missionaries.

Wo are well informed about the activities of Vajrabodhi and Amoglia-

vajra who introduced not only the Tantrik texts, but also the Tantrik

rites, at the Imperial Court of China during the eighth century. They

had been preceded in the same way and in the same line by another

Indian monk, Punyodaya, known to Chinese as Na t’i who worked, not

only in China, but in Cambodia also from G55 onwards. But he was

coming too early; Hiuan Tsang was. in that time the supreme authority

on Buddhism, not only in the church, but. with the Emperor, and Hiuan

Tsang was not ready to yield before Tantrism1

; he proved an unfair com-

petitor against Punyodaya, not hesitating even to confiscate his collec-

tion of Sanskrit manuscripts (cf. Punyodaya, un propagateur dv.

Tantriame* by Lin Li-Kouang, in Journal AsiatUjue, 1935, 1, pp. 83ft*.).

* [Prof. L<5vl did not livo to Bee the publication of this article, and could

not complete the reference. Ho read the article in manuscript, P.O.B.],
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( irowing Tantrism ottcied mother oppm i unii y io» lliuan Tswig to

manifest his antipathy. Lhe kin uf Kfuua! n j>si
, Krniri.ru ]Jha,skai\t-

varman having, between lhe year* Md-tidll, received the visit of Hie

Chinese envoy in India, Id yi piao, pic>enled tluough him to (lie

Imperial throne a request tor obtaining a Sanikiit nan dation of Lao

ts-e’s classical work, the Tan to king. The Kmpeior appointed a com-

mittee of Jluddhid and Taoist eliolai-* In prepare i his tiandat ion.

lliuan T'sang, who had ,ju>t cmnjc hack from India in bid, wir a member

of the committee; he spared no pains to paralyse (lie work (-oe I*.

Fell ml, Auloe.r d’une iiaduet'ion sai« s eiile du Tan to k'ng in /'muiy

Pan XIII, 11112, pp. TM-ldO). The king llhfiskai avat man claimed for

hvs dynasty a Chinese origin
;
h is first ancestor, he said, wa- a spirit who

had come from China through die sky. UK country, Kamarupn, ha>

been for many centuries one of the most sacied grounds for Tantrism.

On the other hand, Taoism, whatever it may have been at its origin, ltnd

already become for many centuries a system of magic- interspersed with

philosophical doctrines, a Chinese parallel d' Indian Tail I r ism. The

T’nng emperors, in spile of their Buddhistic ;'eal, had a special, rather

a family-leaning to Taoism. These ore likely the reasons that moved

Ilhaskaravarman in presenting his request.

Kucha was a tilting place for the meeting of both currents.

Chinese evidence goes to prove that there stood the limit between

Sanskrit culture on the West and Chinese culture on the Kas-t (id*, my

paper, Le “Toklh'arien 11 \ langtie de Koutcha, in Jonrnnt .1 sialitjuc,

19111, II, 311-380). It is not at all excluded that the sudden, expan-

sion of Tantrism in the eighth century may have lesubcd from a blend-

ing of the two dreams. 1 had already an opportunity to call the atten-

tion on this point, when treating of the local deities in Nepal (Ac .W/m/,

etude historique d’un roynume hindou, vol. I, 1905, p. 84d sq.). The

Tantiic teaching at knowledges among its regular authorities the tra-

dition of China, Mahqcrnakrama. For this Malifwinakraima, I refer-

red then to the Taratantra, as much as it was known to mo through

Ilaraprasad Shastri’s Notices of Sanskrit ims. Tli'e Taratantra has

since been published by the Varendra Keseai'eh Society, 1914; the able

editor, A. II. Maitra, lias also given in an Appendix parallel passages

from the Rudrayamala and the Brahmayfunala tantras. The ('atnlotjue
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of the mss. in the India office by Eggeling, part. IV, n° 2508, pp.

873-8TG, gives an analysis of the Maliacmakra 111ar•ara
,

called also

Cinacarasara-lantra, Cinacaratantra, in 7 patalns; this ritual ha» as

its peculiar feature the employment of a twig of Mahacinadruma, “the

Chinese tree”; such a practice seems to imply that the rites connected

with it come from China.. Arthur Avalon (Sir John Woodroffe) who

had mastered a good deal of Tantric literature, aptly observes in the

Preface to his Principles of Tantra, p. xix, n. 1 : “It is noteworthy

that both it (the Nil Sadhan) and Maliacinacara (a term in itself full of

significance) are two chief elements in the Indian Tantra which are

alleged to be non-Aryan importations,” and again (ibid., p. 129) he

quotes a passage of the Tantrntattvu. where the first rank] is given to

China : “Bharatavarsa consisting of Cilia, Mahucina, Nepala,

Kasmlra, Dravida, Maharastra, Align, Vaiiga, Kaliiiga, Saurastra,

Magadha, Pancala, Utkala and other countries and continents..” That

the Indian pride could give up in favour of China, as it had to do earlier

before Yavauas in astronomy, induces us to believe that Chinese

(Mahaclna) and Central Asia (Cina) culture had been stiongly in-

fluential on the birth of Tantric literature.

Additional Note

It may not be supeifluous to add here (bat the Pelliot Mission

Collection in the Bibliothoque Rationale, Paris, contains two other

fragments of Tantrik works; in the rough list of’ finds, they are cata-

logued as FM 34, 1 and 498, 2. They arc both too short and too frag-

mentary for editing them. The first one, in a very coarse handwriting,

contains two lines of Sanskrit, three of Ivuchean, hut it is impossible to

say whether the Kuchean is a translation of tjie Sanskrit; at the end,

there are two lines in Sanskrit, which are certainly parks of Subhftsilas;

some reader may chance to identify them

:

l- Vi yasya hat.vodliunam 11ast i vakyani tasya na sidyate...

J*7...varum hi narake vaso 11a ca durvihite k

Beneath there is a strange drawing which may he roughly described

as a square with four protruding wings issuing from centre; 011 the top
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two “Kuchean words ...tse nemu I am...”, below which stands the

Chinese character yu “to be” probably the translation of nesaat. “I

mil and beneath the drawing the Sanskrit-Kuchean words,

te ydmani pasa

kalpa

“that makes a pasa kalpa (a ritual of knot?)”,

The other fragment speaks of drinking some oil...and becoming sub-

mitted to the will. Next line say&: I shall say the upacara of this”,

and what follows refers to the upaciira: enchanting -something. . . 108....

Of the fondness of Central-Asian readers for Tantrik texts,

evidence is given by the Tantrik texts included in the Bower vis, edited

by ITonile, coming also from Kucha, where it was dug out from a

Uuddhi't stupa
;
the writing seems to denote the second half of the

foil 1 1 li century. A small fragment of a Tantrik work, combining medi-

cine and nuinhra
,
has also been published by Hornle in “Three further

Collections of Central Asian mss., JASB., 1897, p. 250.

M. 777. 1.

[THE TEXTSJt

(a) 1. va...nas(e)na tasm,(a)d. p.n. pahcabh(au)tika sanra[m i]ty

avagatum...bhavan ity alm...pusposadhay...in apahaM-

—

2. ruja(m) samo stil| apraptam ity atha matam pra&mmm karoti|

naivosadham bhavati peya(ma)hucarenoti||cikit<30pulambhikain tra-

3. -ranam||
||

brahmadnndain pravaksyaini sarvaiatgivnisuda»nanim|

yena baddhyanti vai satruh (kr)apuphunisadha-nam|

^amudrain prarfhamam van(d)e Himavante ca parvvate|

meru paravatarajanani tat ha Gaudhamadan

—

4. sidain vaisramnna(m) tathuj

varunam caiva riijanam [tra-au naratafimburfi|

ad itya vasavo rudiTili asvi-o marutas tatha,|

sindhu samiryyate yati’a gandhnvapurasevitum|

dustanam purusam caiva brahmadando ni(kr)

f [The letters underlined by Prof. Levi in the transcription of the Kuchean

texts have be£n put here in italics. P.C.B.].
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6. bralnnayan ca namaJiskrtva yena danclo prakalpitam

ayam-dando mahaghoram £atrunam hrdayamdaha

pirigalo vi&itho rudrah rudharupo sudarunam

ebi me presito gaccha| asura

0. 6caiva -samudre pasupadana|

athavasya pranasyamtu| putra(d)aradhanaiii ca

atha va muncati mag-ir prhamdaluutma sarvvavinayakan|

liama £ulaya lialamasaladhamivdharaya. . .sulasar&mjala-

ldharaya

(b) 1. bhimadar&inaya

yasyaham presayed dandamjsighram muncamtu jivifam|

tatra mantrapada bhavam|siddliasarvarthasadhakam|

bralimaprakrotaye Lama
|

khalimukall
|

vilihgavali
|

vapraiunde|

padma-ti siddhidandalibhi brahmaya sva...rudraya

2. svaba|piiigalaya svabajekajataya svaba|dvijataya svfiha,|(riv

jataya svaha jbahujataya sv fill a
|

mali'aja t.fiya svaha |fuvuya sv{Lha|sn<*ati-

dharaya svaha|svetay& svaha|6vetagrivaya svaha [iHlaya svaha jnilagan-

dhaya 8vaha|nifcaya.

3. svaha
|

anekariipaya svaha
|

ratnahastaya svalm
|

ratna-

Slrsaya svaha
|

ratnake&iya svaha
|

raktakavnaya svaha
|
ratna-aksaya

svaha
|

ratno?(haya svaha
|

ratnapiidaya svftha
|
ratnnnakhadaya

svaha
|
ratnodaraya svaha

|
ratnottraya svaha

|
ratnamedhaya

4. svaha
|

dravyayya svaha
|

rudhirahgaya svaha
|
prajiinduya

svaha
|
ayaiii brahmadando numo pratihato

|

namo brahmacari(d)riya

svaha
| ||

cwi wijya tse se upacar kertik niiksafar ne yiikwenna kolyi lykaske

wawalosa
|

kercapahhe yasar sa
;
sparka-

5. ?le
|
kete hem tsa pwar ne hom yaraam su mii walke nasta

||

rohini naksjatar ne kuatr lantii amacanta wafc ekalmi yamtsi kaun

yn?i anahars(m)a letaka arkwahassa tano puwar ne hom yama.mle

caiy ekalmi maskentr II
||

mrgasiri

0. ne paknatr ekwi ekalymi yamtsi koa spa cwi neni (si pwar

ne hom yainajale ekalmi maskentr III
||

arfar ne f/aknatr (lai

ekalmi yamtsi tai ne ysissi yoiiyesse to pwar ne hom yama.sale su

ekalmi 7/iasketr
|

7. punarwasu ne prknatr ekwem tlai wat no ekalmi yamtsi

moroska$sa pyapyo pwar ne hom yamamle ce ekalmi ?naskentr
||
pusa
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naksatar no paknatr incew ratsa elmi yanitsi su -o pwar ne hom
yama§&le

8. sn ekalmi 7/iasketr
||

asles ne skrec. paiyyesahca po -lymi

pwar ne hom yamaxale kete hem is, yamarii su 111a wa—1. suAa.ve

VII
||
mugham ne sa tsi cwi

;
sa/c paiyye— e hom yamaxale

9. kete nem tsa yiima cwi 3. 1. mpa sum yolo v/iasket/* VIII
||

phalguni karyor />/ahka(s)i sa curkaZa. pwar no hom yamaxale

karyor pZaii(kari) —yok ne sa/c attarapha— yamaxale X
||

M. 777. 2.

1—pyapyo pwar ne hom yamaxale karyor p/ahk'atr XI
||
haste - -

nolmem ekalmi ya— paknatr —o satre po...pyo pwar ne hom
yamaxale onolme ekalmi mu j] svati ne mot

2 kurpele takaih madanaphale (say;) twere ne tsapanale mot

sparketr XIII
||

visakh ne khadirasse sap twere ne tsapanale kete

nem ttsa ytmaih su keto z/iasketr (s)alkam moksa XIV
||

3. samne ayase curm yamasle etwe so(ye)tsikals turnout cwi

soye tse 6irem yepe sa use Aarstalya kete nem tsa yai/iam su mil

walke hkelyhe ne yam XV|| purvvasat ne pal. yesse piso.

4. tjukta niisain yamaxale kete twere ne kataiii ceu os ne sumna

litsa(ri) //ihsketr XVII
||

s(r)awan ne samne ayase ,sap yamaxule

sana tse yohiya ne tsapanale niaiyo kuletat (k.)

5. kwrl no sap salkaiii moksa
||

satabliis ne
|

eampakassai

tana kete hem tsa pwar hom yamam su ta koa ketara yolo yarctsi

mii campi
||

purvvabliadravat ne
|
sana tse hkelyhe ne sruko se

pi pa

(j. /casa pyapyo waltsanalya etve soye tsikale / ante okt niisain

yamaxule taka pwar ne /a male kete hem tsa yama su suko epikie

hkelhe ne yam
||

asvini no salype wai moros-am pwar ne hom

yama
;
?a

7. le kete hem tsa yamam cwi larauhe sa sauZa ehkastr
||

brahmadaitakalap ne naus pake ara

samudram prathamain vande himavan!am tathaiva ca
|

meru parvvatnrajanam somaiii tathf*. sarasvati ||

sivain vaisravanaiji vande ubhau - -

8. tasalvadau
|

a(di)tya vasavo rudra
|

yamadita
|
vasacaii

|

(sindh u) tiryasya bkuvano gandharvapsaraseviluin
|
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brahmam casya namasyami
|
yena dando prakalpita

|

ayam hi dando
|

ayam 6atruninusane
|

-nilasri

9. rtuvarada
|
daruno rudragoniukhu

|

vahi me presi me gaccha
|

asukaiii karma sadnaya

naiuo brahraaksiya brahmadattuya
||
suraya halamusala-

parasudliaraya

sarasaktitoinarapraliaranaya
|
anekarupaya

|

b) 1. - - mutangi no namo matanginunam
|
namo matahgada-kanam

namo matangadarikanaih matahgacaryaiium
|

namo ma(tau)gasiddha-

nam
|
namo matahgapa

2. ya
|

namo malahgakulavamsasya
|

namo matahgavrddhanam
|

ye kccid vidyadliara
|

namo visvamitrasya matahgarajasya
|
namo

niatuhgdevanam
|

namo trisahkusya matahgarajasya
|

namah

prasiddhasya
|
namo rurusya

|

namo ustrasya

3. matahgarajasya
|

hili elii
|

elii
|
maladandike

|
mutahganu-

jnalike
|

mahurike sarvakarmani karike
|

idaih karma karolii me
|

ma mo viglmaih karisyasi
|

dumpe
|
durudumpe

|
kalasodare

|
ka/i

ka/i
|

mahaku/i
|

ka/apihgali ka/a.

4. raudr.
|

celland i mahughori
|

puirukalapudhuriiil smastinava-

sini
|
rudhiramaihsabhaksliii

|
vayujape

|
samudra-atikramanodhike

|

viki
|
vimi

|

eka/ use kulameghe
|

lii hi hi hi re
|
liu hu ra svalia

||

se mala(ru)

5. —avaharii suld wesle parwesse mein
||

namo matahganam
|
namo mutahgikunaih

|

namo matahgadara-

kunum
|

namo matangadarikanaih
|

namo matahga-acaryanam
|

namo

matahgasiddhunum
|

namo mataiigarslnam
I

namo malaiigasuklanani
|

(>. namo mutahakrsnanum
|
namo luatahgaparambharayiiiii

|

namo matahgakulavamsasya
|

namo matahgavrddhanam
|

ye keeid

vidyadliara
|

namo visvamitramatahgurajasya
|

nama mataiigade-

vanaih
|

namas trisahkulasya matahgarajasya
|
namah prasiddhasya

|

M. 777. 3

(a) 1. namo rurusya namo. ustrasya matahgarajasya namo

namaskrtva imam vidyam prayoksyami
|
sa me vidya samrd-

dhyatu
||

tlia
|
ha ha lii hi hu hu-li

|
hili

|

toili
|

mil.—.duddumi

vegavahi yi
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2; yi
|
candi|-vetaZi mahakarl mayurl

|
yaSakariiii

|
sankliavega-

vahinl
|
viinalapatranetrike

|
pratikranta

|
vetuZi

|
citraketu

|

prabhasvara
|

ghorigandhuri
|
can<Jal.-(m)a—iccliarjani

|

ghora (c)ayi

3. vegavahini
)

viSvamitraya svaha
|

miitahgakulavamsaya

svaha
|
nrSansaya svaha

|

siddhaya prasiddhaya svaha
|
matangakula-

vamsasya siddhyantu mantrapada svaha
||

maladamjike ke ne kne pinkale-

4. (sa) nto
|
vidyadliare ente sa paiyne etswai pihkalle

|
sumau

mem warke tsa maladandi Aarskemene
||
stwara tasanma ite ite mo/a

yokaim ta^alle
|
eplyunwai yasar ne ^atkarau pfili ne tasallona Aante

okt suman mem

—

5. rke tsa fcarsalya se vij welesle
|
aranc cmiireiii aunasla

Aarke sa po(ye)kahhe sa kekenu mandal yamasle
|

kurkaZa tune
|

vicitrpyapyai mandal ne tasale te yakne sa se sadhi star ne ||

hake upacar wenau ne
||

kete

6. lanta mpa larauwne yamtsi
|
rujavrksa stama tse arwa

mem ko§k!ye yamaslya
|
g.hcapo sxxkt lykwarwa nassin yamaslya

|

puwar ne horn yamaslya
|
lante rinale parkalle 7iiasketr

||

k§atriye mpa laraune yamtsi ahme kete —
7. lsana arawanra kosklye yamaslya

|
salype wai kuhcit puwar

ne hom yamasle
|

ksatriyen* lare wasket/*
|

kete no ahme wl

aularem cweta tarkatsi Samnana wi kuriu tai (nauaha) hem tsa

nasain yamasle YII n. rkau ne lyina

8. —sketr III
||

6amhe ya(§e) §at
|
yamasle sjkas prarom

|
okt

praroih wat —natse hem tsa niissain yamasle YII sana tse twere ne

lyinalle sa(m) nak.a IV
||
kwri no sanarii paknatr osta meiii lyutsi

|

kugai mem wat no yar tase—sanmasale
|
kwa

—

(b) 1. twere ne lyinalle —§ukt kolyi nor §uktanee (knum?) lyuta

skente V
||

kete anme takaih tweri ruwyentr —rtaktanne(pi) kas. p.

n. sonopalle
|
nas san yamo§ sa—rsaka tweri ruseutr YI

||
kete

ahme takaih

—

2. —llasi
|
erkenma meiii 4er&a pralle

|
cewii serkwe mein

wente yamasle
|
ewe wente sa huwe kunti^ke tasale

|
ton(a) yart sa

6watBi yoktsi enem ta?alle
|
tumem suAt niissain yamasle ente palsko

tsankate ot £watsi

—

3. -Aalpajam VII
||
kwri no anme takaiii ne puwar stamatsi

kurpele tane arwa niissain yama§lona VII puwar kaltr VIII
||
sana

tekinne yamtsi ahme takaih ne kewiye meltese soye yam-

4. -ssain yamasle XXI khadir^se £amhe yasse wat (a) sta
|
soye

tse pratsakai ne tsopalle
|
sain oraucce teki yinmaxam IX ||

kete

ahme takam antardhi? nessi
|
sauvirajana samne pihk-

Z.H.Q., JtTNE, 1936 3
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5. -ale
|
esane epiiikte parwane wat no lupsale ane ra tsa yam

ma lkate ksa X
||

kwri anme takam ne Aamna kwra$e weiii
|
kewiye

meltese mamlaZa yamasle
|

mandat ne palyiye
|
yo-

0. -ki weuta tasa(llo) na
|
kurkaZa kuntarAatu-

|
pyapyaim taka

samiiu kwrase malkwer sa lyiksalya
|
mandal ne ta§alye

|
Tij wetjle

XXI ce ra tsa prekam ne po wessaili XI
||
kwri no anme takam ne

r. dd hi sa yatsi
|

war nessain yamasle

7. iprer ne sarsnalle rrddhi—yam ne XII
||

waipece Aalatsi

anme takam ne tonta waipece 9sam yamasle kektse-pralle waipece

AalpiWam XII
||
saulasu nesy anme-kenta yakwa mem so

Sylvain Lkvi



Religious Policy of Auraugzeb

‘( 1 ) Court Ceremonies

When Aurangzeb became the king of India, Muslim, theology

triumphed in him. As against Dara he had taken the attitude of a

strict Sunni determined to oust a latitudarian in religion .

1

Hie acces-

sion to the throne is marked by the Muslim colouring of the court

and the court ceremonies.

To begin with, Aurangzeb discontinued the use of the solar I'lahi

year for the purpose of counting his regnal years.* Aurangzeb may

have liked to supplant the Ilahi year for all purposes but the use of

a lunar Hijra year was bound to create difficulties in administrative

affairs. It was decided therefore to begin every regnal year from the

the first of Ramadan. That the use of the Ilahi year continued

is clear from the fact that Aurangzeb went on celebrating his

solar birthday as well.* The Alamgir-ndma very often gives Ilahi

dates as well. There are some extant Firmans of Aurangzeb bearing

both the dates .
4

In the second year he discontinued the celebration of the solar new

year .

5 The official historian recognised frankly that it had been

hallowed by its traditional celebration by Persian kings.

In his eleventh year court singers were ordered to be present at

court though music and dancing exhibitions were forbidden. After

some time even their presence was dispensed with. Aurangzeb

continued instrumental music in the court at least till the eleventh year.*

The eleventh year also saw the discontinuance of the practice of

the Jharoku-dar&an.'* Shah Johan had put the practice on a

1 Khafi Khan, II, 551, 553.

2 Khafi Khan, II, 8; Kasim, 388, 389.

3 Of. Kazim’s accounts of various festivities on these occasions.

4 Cf. Royal Farmatis; Marshall describes the Mughal king's year as divided

into Ilahi months; cf. p. 277.

5 Kazim, 390.

7 Khafi Khan, II, 564.

6 Khafi Khan, II, 212, 661.
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permanent footing by constructing sheds for the public below the

salutation balcony. To Aurangzeb it seemed to smack of human

worship. This he naturally wanted to discourage. But unfortunately

this deprived his subjects of an opportunity for seeking redress for

their grievances when every other avenue of approach to the emperor

was denied to them.®

In the twelfth year weighing of the emperor’s body against! gold,

silver and various other commodities was also given up.* Even when

Aurangzeb lay dying he preferred giving charity straight away rather

than follow this Hindu custom .

10 But he continued believing in its

efficacy for warding off evil and even recommended this short cut to

attaining happiness in this world to one of his grandsons .

11

Most of

the princes continued celebrating their birthday by Tulad&ri}*

In order to avoid the Kalima on the coins being defiled

by the handling of the Hindus, its stamping on the coins was abo-

lished .

18 Here Aurangzeb modified the traditions and the practices of

Muslim kings probably because he thought that whereas tbeir coins

were issued for use among the Muslim, his were used for a population

the predominant majority of which! was non-Muslim.

Aurangzeb continued participating in the celebration of the Hindu

festival of Dnssera as long as Maharaja Jaswant Sringh and Raja Jatf

Singh were alive. The official historian described it as the Hindu Id.

Aurangzeb gave gifts to the Hindu Rajas who were present at the

court. Among the receipients of the robes of honours on various

occasions on the day of the Dussera the names of Raja Jai Singh,

Kunwar Ram Singh, Maharaja Jaswant Singh and Kunwar Prithvi

Singh are mentioned by the official historian .

14

8 Baharistan-i-Ghaibi
, the present writer's summary in the Journal of

Indian History
,

vol. XIV, p. 78.

9 Khafi Khan and Maassir-i-Alaragiri describe these yearly functions.

Ovington, who was in Surat in 1680, says that on November 6, every year the

emperor was weighed, 109.

10

Khafi Khan, II, 549. 11 Letters, No. 18.

12 Inshati-Modhoram
,

12, 44, 45.

13 Khafi Khan, II, 77; Kasim, 366. 14 Kasim, 868, 914.
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The accession of the Hindu Rajas was solemnized by the emperorf
9

making the sacred sign (Tika) on the forehead of the new Raja if he

was present at the court. Under Shah Jahan this duty had been

delegated to the prime minister. Aurangzeb however discontinued the

practice altogether in 1G79 probably on account of the Tika being

a Hindu sacred symbol. 15

In the beginning of the twelfth year, royal astronomers and

astrologers were dismissed. It was a part of their duty to convert the

lunar into solar years, furnish tables of salaries and help other depart-

ments in payment of correct salaries. The accounts department

protested against their dismissal as they were left without expert

guidance in the correct reckoning of the months and days. Their

protests were ignored because one of the duties of the astronomers

was to ascertain auspicious hours for the performance of different

works which, on account, of their being Hindus, were dona according to

the Hindu astrology. This may be regarded in the nature of liis

putting an end to a superstitious part of the administration. But we

know that Aurangzeb appointed Muslim astrologers for fixing

hours. 17 Thus one superstition gave way to another. In 1114

(1702-1703) making of almanacs was also forbidden. 18 In the twenty-

first year scent burners of gold and silver were removed from the court.

Silver inkstands which were conferred oil certain clerks as the badge of

their office were discontinued. Silver salvers were used for bringing in

money when it was to be given to any one. This was discontinued,

shields taking the place of silver slavers. Manufacture and use of

the cloth of gold in the royal workshop were stopped (Maassir, 162).

(2) Moral Regulations

Besides thus discontinuing Hindu practices at his court Aurangzeb

tried in various other ways as well to impose a Muslim way of life on his

people. Fortunately a part of it implied eradication of certain social

evils as well. Preparation and public sale of wine were, under Shah

15 Maaaair-i-Alamflm, 176. 16 Kh&ft Khan, II, 214, 215.

17 News Letter dated August 20, 1681. 18 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, I, 362.
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Jahan, prohibited. 19 Manucci had found its use rather too common among

the nobles under Shah Jahan. 20 Unlike Jahangir and Shah Jahan

Aurangzeb was not however content with issuing an ordinance alone.

A special department was created—that of the religious censor—which

was entrusted with the task of enforcing prohibition on the people. 21

When a wine-seller was apprehended, he was only whipped if he was

a first offender. On repeating his offence, however, he was imprisoned

till he repented of his evil ways. 23 But all the activities of the state

backed by vigorous censorship failed to root out the evil. In 1683 the

army of Khan-i-Jahan was reported to be sinning heavily in this

respect. 23 On April 20, 1693 a Rajput Mansibdar was ordered to be

transferred for drinking. 34 A Mufti gave a Fatwa that sale of toddy

was lawful whereupon a prince-viceroy allowed it to be used.

This was reported tio the emperor who angrily reprimanded the prince

for following a foolish theologian. 23 A Parch(Miavis (newswriter of

a sort) was reported against for going drunk to th'e tomb of a saint

and becoming sick there. He was ordered to be brought in chains to

the imperial presence20 On May 6, 1702 Raja Man Singh Rathor

and many others were degraded for drinking. 27 In February, 1703

it was reported that wine was selling in the Bazar-.i-Mansibdaran where-

upon on February 28 the Bazar was abolished and: the Mansibdars were

ordered to remove their tents to the neighbourhood of the imperial

bazar. 28 Again in, August 1703, it was reported that wine was being

openly sold in the camps of some of the Mansibdars. On August 14,

1703 the censor was ordered to stop it.
2 * On June 6, 1705

19 Cf. the present writer’s article on Shah Jaban’s Religious policy, 1HQ

vol. XII, pp. 2144.

20 Manucci, II, 5.

21 Khafi Khan, II, 8; Kazim, 391, 392.

22 Mirat-i-Ahmadi
,

I, 281.

23 Khafi Khan, II, 220.

24 News Letter dated April 2, 1693.

26 Letter No. 90. 26 Letter No. 71.

27 News Letter dated May 6, 1702.

28 News Letter dated February 28, 1703.

29 News Letter dated August 14, 1703.
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the censor reported to the court against the settlement, of the Rnchhwahes

of Jaipur at Jaisingh Pnra near Aurangabad .

30 Even the highest

minister drank .

31

The provincial governors were ordered to strengthen the hands of the

censors in seeing that intoxicants were not openly sold .

32 But it wlas

not found possible to enforce complete prohibition, the disease had

already advanced too far to be capable of an easy remedy. But all

honour to Aurangzeb for attempting, even the impossible. We should

however remember that forbidden by the Hindu religion, and Islam

as it was, this support from the state must have kept many men from

drinking wine. Aurangzeb even prohibited the use of such text books

in the schools as, according to him, encouraged drinking. Diiean-i-

Hafiz was thus proscribed .

33

One very important cause of the failure of these regulations was

the permission usually granted to the Europeans to distil wine and use

it. Many Europeans were appointed as gunners in the imperial

artillery. When prohibition was enforced on them under Shah Jahan,

one of them at a trial practice failed to hit the target. When remon-

strated against, he declared that this was due to the fact that he had

not had a drink. Permission was then given him and other Europeans

to make their own wine .

34 In the reign of Auiangzeb a group of

Europeans sent by Khaiiiyat Khan and Yaqut Khan waa reported to

have violated the general imperial commands forbidding drinks. It

30 Nows Letter dated June 6, 170o.

31 Jafar Khan who was for seven long years the imperial wazir (1663 to

^070) was publicly known to drink. On Auraiigacb’s remonstrating with him,

he declared that “by drinking wine lie got sight for seeing, power for wielding

the pen in the service of his Majesty, felt strength in Ids ieet to run to court

when his Majesty called.” (Manucci, 11, 157). A letter to Muhammad Usaf

Mutsaddi of a place at Agra warned him against the prevalent sale of drinks

in the area under his control and called upon him to take action against the

offenders on pain of imperial displeasure. (
lnshai-Mudhomm , 83, 84). We

find Daud Khan, sent in command of an expedition to Karnatic in 1701, drinking

openly to the health of the King of England. (A Vepys of Mughal India, 299.)

32 Insha-i-Mudhorn

m

,
8. 33 Mirat-ul-Khayal ,

298.

34 Manucci, I, 140.
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was however diVuveiod i liat no action against- them was likely to be

effective. This was then reported to < lie emperor who ordered that

they be allowed to drink according to tlurr religion and practices. They

were not however permitted to sell wine. These orders seem to have

been cii culated to the censors in different parts of the empire .
35 It

was very easy to use this exceptional permi'SMon for the pleasures of

those who were accustomed to wine, particularly because the Europeans

could make easy money that way. Aurangzeh had assigned quarters

outside the city to Europeans in order lo guard against th*ir corrupting

the morals of the people. Xow and then a flagrant case of their

selling wine was discovered when the offender would be arrested

and imprisoned.™ It is not surpiMng theiofnre to find Munucci

asserting that there were few who did not drink secretly; even, the chief

(ju/i, whom Aurungzeb believed to la* innoieiit, drinking Manucci’s wine

secretly .

37

Further Aurangzch ordeied that prostitutes and darning girls should

marry or el>c leave the empire. s
Tlii ^ order however does not seem

to have heeu much enforced. Tin* difficulties of carrying it out were

even greater. The great nobles kept very large bareius where if they

wanted they could keep and—did in fact keep—a large number of

dancing girls for their own entertainment. The order seems to have been

modified as the censors were ordered. t«» put down prostitution and forni-

cation .

39 This again >eeius to have availed nothing. In the eighth

year orders were issued prohibit ng the processions of prostitutes .
40

Ovington who was in Surat in lticW found many dancing girls and

prostitutes there .

41

36 lnshai-i-Madhoram
f

69. 36 Munucci, II, 0.

37 Manucci, II, 5-8, 648; Ovington, 141. Tavernier, I, 95, mentions

that one could obtain wine at Lahore. He emptied two bottles of Shiraz wine

in the open street at Patna ‘because in this country one lives without ceremony

and with perfect liberty’ (vol. I, 122)

38 Manucci, II, 9; A’sami, 196.

39 MirUt, I, 260; Orme, Notes, 85.

40 Mirat, I, 263. 41 Ovington, 163.
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He continued the practice of his predecessors of prohibiting the

burning of unwilling Satis.
42 Again it is difficult, to say what effect,

if any, it made on this time honoured barbarity. He further prohi-

bited the castration of young children in Orissa43 and Gujernt and

probably in other parts of the empire as well.

Cultivation, sale and public use of Bhang were also prohibited.

An order was issued by the imperial finance minister, Raja

llugliu Nath, to the provincial diwans all over the empire asking them

to ?*ee that Bhang was not cultivated. 43 It was easy to enforce this as

cultivation of all croi** had to be recorded and reported every season

by the revenue officials. But Aurangzeb’s government had probably

to face the same difficulty which the British government had to face

when it set about limiting cultivation of poppy to license holders.

This order could not ordinarily be extended to the states. The tubing

of Bhang was ali*) prohibited. 44 Manucci tells us that this order uas

very vigorously enforced, at first at any rate. But Jiis description of

the measuies taken for the purpose seems to refer to wine rather than

to Bhang. Gambling was also put down. 47

(3) Puritanic Restrictions

Auiungzeb fmMier (lied to imjK»se (be Muslim way of life in certain

other moie questionable matters. He was not content with forbidding

42 Manucci, II, 9; Dustur-ul-Amal, 103a; Ovington, 201.

Tavernier, 1.1, 210-210; Manucci, III, 150, Maiiiicci, 11, 00, 01, 65, 66,

alio have no children should burn themselves on funeral pyre, ‘t'or, as for the

ttidows who have children thejr aro not permitted under any circumstances to

burn 'themselves with the bodies of their husbands, it is ordained that they shall

live in order to watch over the education of their children.’

Tavernier, JI, 210-216; Manucci, 111, 156, Manucci, II, 60, 61, 65, 66,

68, and 15G tells us that tho Brahman widows always burnt themwelves at the

funeral pyres of their husbands but that among the trading classes, the custom

was not so common. Cf. Marshall, 384.

43 MumqtuiUUHasan.

44 Mirat'i-Ahmadi, I, 282. This order was issued on June 25, 1672. It

seems to have been a Bort of circular order.

45 Allmt-i-Ahmadi, 1, 247. 46 Manucci, II, 7.

47 Mirat-i-AhHindi, I, 261.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1936 4
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singing, lie forbade public musical parties as well very early in bis

reign. 48 Even religious music on the day of the Prophet's birth was

prohibited. There were some Sufis, however, who would not give it up.

One such was Sheikh Yakya Chisti. When the orders for putting

down musical assemblies reached Ahinedabad, the censor Mirza Buqar

tried to enforce it on him as weil. He refused however to alter his

practices even for a king, particularly when as a prince lie had been

one of his devotees. The censor then tried fraud and force, but bis

plans leaking out, the Sheildi and his followers came armed to the

assembly. The Sheikh now petitioned Aurangzeb hut the friend through

whom it was sent did not present the petition. At1

last a letter of com-

plaint found its way to the emperor who admonished the censor and order-

ed him to leave the Sheikh alone. 4U This seems to have been followed

by a general relaxation in favour of the Muslim religious ceremonies

But there was one theologian who was so much upset with the

prevalence of musical services on the tombs of the saints that he

demanded its instant abolition holding that such services brought the

bones of the saints out of their giaves. 30 'Even the suppression of

music in general does not seem to have continued long. Wo find a

theologian bding put to the trouble of putting down music in the street

himself—of course because the ceiror would take no action. 51 In the

matter of laying down the law Aurangzeb outdid the puritans as

well. They forbade festivities on the Sabatli only Towards the end

of his reign Aurangzeb had to send a special order to put down the

practice of the hereditary singers of Kashmir who paraded their pro-

fession by welcoming the viceroys and high officials to Kashmir. 33

Aurangzeb further tried to rule the fashions of the day by various

measures. The allowable length of the beard was fixed at 4 fingers and

orders were given to cut down any extra length wherever found. If we

are to believe Mnnucci’s account an army of m«u armed with scissors

48 . M&nucci, II, 8.

40 Mirat-i-Ahmadi , Supplement, English Translation, 70.

50 Kliufi Khan, II, 564. 51 Ibid., 11, 561.

52 Kulimatd-Tayuabat
,

77a.
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was mobilized which set upon, arrested, and cut offending beards

under the command of the censor and his underlings. 33 As was but

natural the poor suffered most. The nobles were left alone. But such

as had to appear in the court dared not rouse imperial wrath by such

unseemly conduct.

Further, garments of cloth of gold were forbidden in the twelfth

year. 51 The length of the trousers to be worn without socks was pres-

cribed in the twenty first year. 55 When prince Sultan Muhammad was

discovered to he attending the mosque in an unsuitable attire he was

reprimanded 58 Rashid Khan, Diwan Khalsa, was found in court with a

dagger with a bone handle. When this was pointed out he pleaded he

had no other. At once another dagger worth Rs. 177/- was given to

him on August 7, 1G81. 5T

On Hindu and Muslim festivals, figures of birds, animals, and men

and women used to be made of earth for the delight of the children.

This representation of living beings was considered unlawful and orders

were given for its supression in November, 1005.
58

Oil Thursday nights, then as now, lamps used to be lighted on tlie

tombs of the saints and other per,-ions respected In their days by the

people. Aurangzeb stopped these practices.
59

The wile manufacturers of Ahmedabad had established a close

monopoly and did not allow others to practise their trade. On com-

plaints being received against them and permission for plying their

trade being sought for by outsiders, the theologians were consulted who

•laid down that the monopoly was not allowable under the tradition.

Tlie industry was thereupon thrown open in 1082 A. II. (1071-1072).
00

Sometimes after a change in the criminal law of the land was

sanctioned. Debtors to the state, mostly defaulters in land revenue

and date servants, used to he imprisoned and their property attached.

It was discovered that this was against tlie tradition which sanctioned

53 Manucei, II, 7 and 8.

55 Mtinsir, 162.

57 News letter for August 7, 1081.

59 Ibid., I, 263.

54 Maasir, 79.

50 Abad-i-Alumtiiri
,

letter No. 565.

58 I, 262.

60 Mirat-i-Ah modi , I, 292, 293.
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only imprisonment. Orders were thereupon given thnt the property

of offenders should not he attached. 01

Aurangzeh made several regulations for the purpose of controlling

prices from time to time. The doctors of the Muslim law however gave

their decision against it and the practice was thereupon discontinued/

2

(4) Hindus in the public services

Akhar opened the ranks of the Mughal administration to the

Hindus and Muslims alike, with the result that out of IT? living

mansihdars of 1000 and above, fourteen were Hindus at the time the Ain

was completed. 0:1 Under Jahangir, out of 47 mansihdars of 3000 and

above, six were Hindus/ 4 In Khali Johan's reign the number of

mansihdars was very much increased. At the end of year 31, there

were 241 mansihdars of 1000 and above, out of which fiftyone were

Hindus/* When the war of succession broke out, Maharaja Jaswant

Kingli of Jodhpur was the premier noble of the empire holding iho

status of llaft llazari and 7000 horses out of which 3000 were Do Aspa

and Sih Aspa (having two or three horses). He thus held the highest

office which was open to an Imperial subject. In the revenue depart-

ment Rni-i-Rayan Ragliu Nath was the imperial revenue minister at

this time.

Thu* when Aurangzeh disputed the rigid, of Khali Jahan to allow

Daia to deputise* for him, the Hindus occupied, a very important posi-

tion in the public services of the empire.

In the subordinate ranks they monopolised the revenue and accounts

department. The Muslims had no turn for these routine works and

preferred to enter the date service hy joining (In* army. Besides this

the personal assistants ui most of the executive heads were also

Hindus

01 M'nnf-i-Aluiimli
,

I, !*!*.*!
. 02 Tvliafi Klian, II, .W».

0.4 A ni-i A I. hiiri, lleveri «lge\s Itith/m/Jm’s of thr (Innukvex in vol. It.

01 Hawkins, Eurhj tturoimm 'Tomlins
,

p. 72.

05 Mutuklius (Mm.) 72ii. Cf. the Religious Policy of bhah Jahau hy the

present writer in the / UQ., vol. XII. |>p. 21-44.
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Such wna the position when Aurangzeb claimed the empire.

Unfortunately for us we have no detailed official history of Aurangzeb’s

reign. Muhammad Kazim was allowed to write the history of the first

ten years only. The Maasir-i-A lamgiri and the Muntahhih-ul-Isubab do

not give us the detailed account of the reign, the standard for which

was set by Kazim. Of course there are the voluminous Jaipur Records

and the News Letters of Aurangzeb’s reign. But these leave many tanta-

lizing gaps. The result is that it is rather difficult to assess the posi-

tion of the Hindus in the public services of his reign.

I have compiled the following list of the Hindu mansibdars in

Aurangzeb’s reign mainly from the Alamgir Nama, Maasir-i-

Ahmifjiri ,
Muntahliib-ul-Lubah

,
the News Letters of Aurangzeb’s

reign and the Jaipur Records. T am thankful to Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar

for his kindly allowing me to use his transcripts of the News Letters and

the Jaipur Records. This list includes all appointments of 1000 and

above during his entire reign.

( inn wanders of 7000

1. Itiij.i Jai Singh of Jaipur

2. .Maharaja Jasuant Singh of

Jodhpur.

3. Baja Salin, Sivaji’s grandson and

a ward of the emperor.

( out niondrrs of (>000

l. Mnharaua Uaj Singh of Mcwar.

5. Kanhji \ (hath of them

0. Satvud Dufalyu
J

Murathas).

Commanders of 5000

7. Sambhaji (onl.v for a short

period).

8. Netoji, Sivaji’s Commander-in-

chief. After Sivaji’s escape from

Agra lie was imprisoned. He

sought freedom by becoming a

Muslim. It is interesting to note

that his status was then reduced

to a commander ot 3500, as he

had ceased to be Sivaji’s com-

mander-in-chief.

0. Baja Bhim Singh of Banera.

10. lluja Jai Singh of Toda.

11. Baja Bam Singh of Jaipur.

12. Ar-lialuji Nimbnlkur, Sivaji’s son-

in-law.

13. Malmrana Jai Singh of Udaipur.

11. Malmrana Anmr Sing If, of

Udaipur.

15. Pri.va Nayak of Sakhar (in the

Deccan).

10. Malloji.

17. Jagoki.

18. Bhago Baujara.

19. Santa.

20. Shubbau.

Commanders of 4000

21. ltaja Chatra Sal Bundela.

22. Juswant llao, son of Dattoji.
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23. Jadun Rai.

24. Damaji.

25. Raja Indar Mun of Dhandhera.

26. Raja Bishen Singh of Jaipur.

27. Raja Rai Singh Rathor.

Commanders of 3500

28*. Raja Rajrup of Nurpnr (Punjab).

29. Raja Indar Singh.

30. Udai Singh Bundela.

31. Raja Anurudh Gaiir.

Commanders of 3000

32. Rao Man Singh of Kishan Garb.

313. Raja Sujan Singh Bundela.

34. Rao Dalpat Bundela.

35. Raja Raghu Nath, Imperial

finance minister.

36. Rao Bhao Singh Hada.

37. Viram Dev Sasodia.

38. Durga Dass Rathor (for a short

period only).

39. Raja Kirat Singh Kachwaha,

son of Raja Jai Singh of Jaipur.

40. Girdhar Dass Gaur.

41. Rao Karn Bhurtya of Bikaner.

42. Udaji Ram.

43. Jakoji. >

44. Pnraoji Bhonsla. Ho was a com-

mander of 3000 under Shah

Jahan. In Aurangzeb’s reign ho

had a salary of Rs. 20,000 a

year.

45. Vasudev Singh.

46. Kao Dalip Singh of I/rcha.

Commanders of 2500

47. Rao Subh Karn.

48. Raja Devi Singh Bundela of

Ureha.

49. Raja Bhagvant Singh Bundela.

50. Amar Singh Candravat.

51. Raja Ram Singh of Kota, son

of Raja Kishor Singh.

52. Raja Anup Singh Bhurtya of

Bikaner.

53. Rustam Rao.

Commanders of 2000

54. Raja Jai Singh (II) of Jaipur.

55. Raja Todar Mai, Revenue Dept.

56. Raja Vikram Singh of Guler

(Punjab).

57. Pritam Singh Rathor.

58. Udyat Singh Bhadorya.

59. Ram Chand.

60. Nar Singh Hada.

61. Medni Singh, sotFof Raja Pritam

Singh of Srinagar (Garhwal).

62. Arjoji.

63. Mankoji.

64. Baitoji.

65. Vyas Rao.

66. Tanaji.

67. Raja Jagat Singh Hada.

68. Ani Rai, Diwan-i-Tan.

69. Bahadur Singh, Raja—'Bhim’s

brother.

Commanders of 1500

70. Amar Singh Sasodia of Rampur.

71. Raja Sabbal Singh Sasodia.

72. Bhojraj Kachwaha.

73. Man Singh of Gwalior.

74. Raja Prithi Cand.

75. Raja Sarandhar of Jummon.

76. Shiv Singh.

77. Caturbhaj Cauhan.

78. Amar Singh of Narwar.

79. Raghunath Singh Rathor.

80. Udai Singh Mertia.

81. Man Singh, son of Raja Rup

Singh Rathor.

82. Mahesh Dass Rathor.
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83. Raghunath Singh Dhurtya.

84. Rai Makraud.

85. Raja Indar Man Bundela.

86. Trimbakji Bhonsla.

87. Dakoji.

88. Rambh&ji.

89. Raja Sarup Singh of Bikaner.

90. Raja Mohkam Singh Sasodia.

Commanders of 1000

91. Bhagwant Singh Sasodia.

92. Raja Maha Singh Bliadorya of

Bhadawar.

93. Raja Kishan Singh Candrawat

of Toraar.

94. Raja Slier Singh of Ohamba

(Punjab).

95. Raja Kalyan Singh of Bandhu.

9(3. Raghu Nath Sasodia.

97. Manohar Dass Sasodia.

98. Kishan Singh, sdn of Kunwar

Ram Singh.

99. Badan Singh Bhadorya.

[Besides these Mansibdars mentioned

Mansibdars, are also mentioned in a way

commands of 1000 or more.]

117. Rao Mukand Singh of Kota.

118. Rao Kishan Singh of Kota.

[A son of Kishan Singh, Rao

Ram Singh, is mentioned above

as a commander of 2500. It is

therefore very likely that these

held the mansib of 1000 or more.]

119. Raja Prithi Singh of Jaisalmer.

120. Raja Man Singh of Guler.

[Raja Vikram Singh of Guler

had a mansib of 2000. Hence it

is likely that Man Singh must

have held an equal or a slightly

lower rank.]

121. Raja of Kishtwar.

[Raja Gursen of Kishtwar

100. Sarup Singh, son of Udayat Singh

101. Mitr Sen Bundela.

102. Bhim Singh, son of Raja Prithi

Singh of Srinagar (Garhwal).

103. Mandhata, son of Raja Rajrup of

Nurpur.

104. Bhawani Dass Bhurtya.

105. Ram Singh, son of Ratan Singh

Rathor.

106. Slier Singh, son of Ram Singh

Rathor.

107. Suraj Mall Gaur.

108. Harajas Gaur.

109. Gopal Singh Kachwaha

110. Arjan Gaur.

111. Suraj Mai, son of Raja Bhim

Singh.

112. Dal Singh Sasodia.

113. Arjuu Singh.

114. Chatroji.

115. Raja Ram Dass Narwari.

116. Rawal Ram Singh of Dungarpur.

in the records the following thirty-one

so as to suggest that they probably held

under Shah Jahan was a com-

mander of 1000.]

122. Raja Subhag Cand of Sarmur.

123. Raja Duni Cand of Kehlur

(Bilaspur in the Punjab),

124. ltaja Hardev of Jummon.

[Another Raja of Jummon,

Raja Sarandhar, whose mansib is

mentioned, was a commander of

1500.]

125. Raja Bahadur Oand of

Kumayun.

126. Swai Singh of Kalibhet.

127. Raja Alam Singh of Karwar

(Malwa).

128. Raja Anup Singh of Bandhu.
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[Another Raja of Bandl u men-

tioned above was a commander

of 1000.]

120. Satar Sal of Jamnagar (Kathia-

war).

130. Puran Mai, his son and suc-

cessor.

131. Manji Mular of Chanda.

132. Madhukar, son of the above.

133. ltam Singh, a brother of 123.

134. Kewal Singh (or Kuk Singh) of

Dev Garh.

135. Hari Singh of Garh.

136. Kishan Singh.

137. Rai Lai Chand, Diwau-i-Khalsa.

138. Karm Chand, Personal assistant

to the Governor of Lahore. He

was appointed a Fojdar of

Sirhind.

139. Dyal Dass Jhala.

140. Mohan Singli Hadn.

141. Bhim Nayak.

142. Jognu Nayak.

143. Shanker Nayak.

144. llajhoji.

145. Khulloji.

146. Pohlndji.

147. Raja Kaklot Ujjainya.

148. Rawal Jaswant of Dungarpur.

Ail analysis of this list yield* a few interesting results. We have

to keep in view the fart, that it includes all appointments made during

the reign. Thus the large number of the Hindu Mansibdars does not

necessarily indicate any liberal policy of Aurangzeb. It is largely

to be credited to bis long reign. Thus we have four Rajas of Jaipur,

Jai Singh I, Ram Singli, Bisheii Singh and Jai Singh II included

in the list. Similarly Udaipur is represented by three Rajas, Raj

Singh, Jai Singh and Amai Singli. Bikaner saw Rao Karo, Raja Anup

Singli the minor, Samp Singh, Anurodh Singli ajid Budh Singli in

succession, the last outliving Aurangzeb. In Kota, Jagut Singli,

Kishnn Singli and Ram Singli succeeded one another during the fifty

years of the Mughal emperor’s long reign. We cannot therefore com-

pare this list of 148 niansibdars with profit with 51 Hindu inuiisibdars

all of whom were living at the end of 30th year of Shall Julian’s reigu.

We definitely know that out of Hie first thirty one of these liiansib-

iTars, not more than ten survived Aurangzeb. Out of the

next sixteen commanders of 3000, eight were dead, one was a rebel, one

had ceased to figure iu the annals, and was probably dead, six alone are

known to be living. Thus out of the forty seven grandees in the list

only sixteen are known to be living. It is thus safe to conclude that

the number of the living niansibdars was fifty at the time of

Aurangzeb ’s death against fifty one towards the end of Shah Jahun’s
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reign. We definitely know that only some thirty of these nmii>ihdars

were living at the time.

Thus towards the end of Aurangzeb’s reign there was a. snmllei

number of Hindus occupying the inan>ibs of 1000 and above than the

number of similar mansibdars towards the end of Shah Julian’s reign.

But the decrease in number becomes still more significant when we

remember the increase in the ranks of the mansibdars.

The total number of mansibdars rose enoinmush in the reign of

Aurangzeb. Figures are available for the year Km7 when under Shah

Julian there were S00U inuiisibdurs6* in ail, whereas in 1U90, the num-

ber of mansibdars had risen to the figure, 140-30. 17 During the

later seventeen years of Aurungzeb’s reign t lie number must have

been increased still further.

This doubling of the number of mansibdars of all clas-e- does not

show pioportional increase in the number of the JJindus who hold

imuisibs of 1000 and above. Thus it is safe to assert that the number

of the Hindus holding -meh ranks towards the end of Aurungzeb’s reign

had gone down. The percentage of the Hindus in the higher ranks

of the state could not have been m<»re than 50% of what it was towards

the end of Shall Jahan’s reign.

This list is suggestive in anothei way as well. When Aurangzeb

became the emperor, we find that the two premier nobles of the empire

were Hindus, the finance minister also \v;i,> a Hindu. Mahaiaja Jaswaut

Singh served as the governor of (lujeiat, as the leader of the first

Mughal expedition again.si the Mai at has, and then a* an assistant, of

a royal prin :e in the government of Kabul. He was deputed to those

places where hard work was expected, lhaja Jai Singh, when lie wa.»

sent against Shivaji to the Deccan, controlled the onlinary civil and

militury authorities in the Deccan und became the highest ruling

authority besides being a leader of the Mughal expedition. 8
'* After

exhausting all imperial favoms us far as official salary and status were

concerned, the emperor added to his salary a princely allowance of

Us. 25,000 a year.*® But towards the end of Auraugzeb’s reign we do

66 IlmUhah-nuHW
}
Waris, 7(J.

68 Kazini, 1066.

I.II.Q., JUNE, 1930

07 /jtiivahaf-i-Alnmyiri, i’. 15a.

GU Kazini, 618.
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not find a single Hindu provincial governor, none eveu after the death

of these two Rajput commanders; no Hindu succeeded Raja Raghu

Nath as the finance minister either. Ahkam-i-Ahnngiri contains an

order which Aurangzeb issued forbidding the employment of Rajputs

either as fojdars or provincial governors. 70

"When the prince commander of an expedition recommended an

increment in the status of Imler Singh and Bahadur Singh, Aurangzeb

sharply reprimanded the prince and turned down the recommendation. 71

Deliberately thus Aurangzeb shut out the Hindus from the highest-

offices, though not from t lie highest ranks of the Imperial services. As

we have seen there were commanders of the highest ranks. But Sahu

was a minor whom Aurangzeb was trying to convert to Islam72 He

drew a salary without filling any oflice. Among the thirteen com-

manders of 5000 nine were Marathas who were really given the juice

of their submission; most of them had been directly appointed to their

commands. Among the remaining five, two were reigning Ran&s of

H Jaipur, one of Jaipur and the rest also held hereditary lands. Thus

under Aurangzeb, though some Hindus enjoyed the salary and the pro-

fits of even the highest posts
(
mansihs ), they were not called upon, in

the latter half of his reign, to fill any high executive or administrative

offices. Their position was lowered in this way as well.

The study of the fortunes of certain houses wdio held hereditary

office as ruling princes also yields similar results. Rami Raj Singh was

a commander of 0000, not so his successors who received commands of

5000. 73
ltaja Jai Singh of Jaipur was a commander of 7000. 74 The

fortunes of his house show increasingly declining tendency. His succes-

sor Ram Singh ro>e to be a commander of 5000. 7j Raja- Bishan Singh

died a commander of 4000.
76

ltaja Jai Singh II had the lowest

command ever held by a Kachwaha prince, that of 2000. In

70 Ahkum-i-AUtmgiri (Ms.) f. 72a. 71 llnd„ 6 (b).

72 News Letter, May 10, 1703, Kalimat, 133. 73 Vinod.

74 Kazim, 018.

75 MaasitJ-Alumg'ni, 154; Jaipur Records, vol. II, letter Nos. 41, 25; News

Letter dated 30-12-81.

76 Jaipur Records, vol. VI, letter dated July 2, 1691.
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Jodhpur, after Maharaja Jaswant Singh came a deluge. Raja Indar

Singh, a nephew of his, was no doubt at first appointed to the command

of 3500 and to rule over Jodhpur. But the Rajput war followed and

Jodhpur was “annexed” though the Rajputs did everything to make

the occupation as difficult and as costly as possible. Raja Rajrup of

Nurpur (in the Punjab) was a commander of 3500. 77 His son and

successor Mandhata is only mentioned as holding the rank of a com-

mander of 1000. 7 * Raja Bhim Singh, the founder of the house of

Banera, was a commander of 5000, 79
but htfs son and successor Suraj Mai

rose to the command of 1000 only. 80 Thus the fortunes of many dis-

tinguished houses as well declined under Aurangzeb. We have to

remember that we have been dealing here with houses which held

hereditary lands. The contractions of the status cannot be explained

therefore simply by the fact that the mansibs depended on the personal

merits of the incumbents.

Thus Aurangzeb seemed to have followed a three-fold policy with

reference to the high Hindu mansibdars. A general, and compara-

tively greater, reduction in the number of such Hindus was accom-

plished by conferring mansibs lower than those held by their prede-

cessors. Thus there was a deliberate attempt on decreasing the part

the Hindus had been playing in t,he administration of their country.

The petty officials could expect to fare no better. Various rules

were made to break the monopoly of the Hindus in the routine jobs in

the revenue department and in the clerical establishment. There is a

general order in the Kalimat-i-Tayybat forbidding the employment of the

Hindus.* 1 Then there is the order preserved in the Mawn-i-Alamyin

and Munhdhib-ul-Labab forbidding Ihe employment of the Hindus in

the revenue department and as personal assistants to various executive

heads. 82 An attempt was made to enforce these orders. Now the

77 Kazim, 625. 78 Kazim, 1000.

79 See the present writer’s article in Islamic Cult lire, Hyderabad, January,

1935.

80 News Letter, dated September 19, 1694.

'81 Kalhnat, letter No. 34; cf. Manucci, II, 154.

82 Khafi Khan, II, 249.
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Hindu monopoly of these jobs was due to the fact that the Muslims

preferred army to the^e clerical offices. Amangzeb reprimanded even

a prince for daring* to suggest the name of a Hindu for an appoint-

ment. 83 He, however, could not. succeed iu diverting the energies of

the Muslims to these petty offices. The attempt failed. 84 ;Some Hindu

Karoria of crownlands gave place to Muslims, 8 '* others in the revenue

department changed their religion to retain their places, 88
yet

Aurangzel) ordered that one of the two personal assistants to various

officers should be a Muslim.

"

T In his sixteenth year he lesumed all

the grants made to the Hindus. 88 He valiantly tried to replace

Hindu public servants by Muslims wherever he could. Twenty Hindu

musketeers of the royal guards were dismissed to give place to Muslims

on July 27, 1703. 89

JJo wonder these things created a feeling of superiority among the

Muslims. One Sayvid Amir came to (Jujerat in the forty-sixth year

of his reign. He was appointed to fill a post. The governor dis-

covered that he would have to serve under a Hindu, no other than

Durga Dass Hatlior. fie declined to allow him to assume office thinking

it derogatory for a Muslim to serve under a Hindu. A Hindu there-

upon was appointed to the office in question. 91

Aurangzeb contributed to the widening of this gulf between the

Hindus and the Muslims further by ordering on November 1!), 1702, that

no Hindu in the army was to employ Muslim servants.
91

The turning point in this as in many other things in this reign

seems to have been the death of Maharaja Jaswant Singh, Kuja Kagliu

Nath Dass, ltaja Jai Singh and Maharaja Jaswant Singh had been tbe

three checks on AuraiigzeVs enthusiasm. One after another they died

aud with tlu* ileal li of the last he felt emancipated. The ltajput war

83 Letter of Aurangzel), letter No. 33. News letter dated July ‘28, 1094.

84 Khali Klein, II, ‘252. 8f> Ihid.

80 CT. below. 87 Kindi Khan, II, *2.V2.

88 Afirnti-Alumuli, It.

89 News Letter, fluted July ‘27, 170.3.

90 News Letter (Piovincial, Ciujrnt), dated Sliaban 3, years 46.

91 Imperial Nows Letter, dated November 19, 17()‘2. Cf. Minil-i-Alimulij

I, 354.
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born of his intention to swallow Jodhpur farther estranged the

Hindus, particularly th^ Rajputs. It is not right to say that

after the Rajput war no Rajput served under Aurangzeb, the fact was

that except those bent on carving out new independent hereditary

principalities, few Rajputs could be found to serve enthusiasti-

cally under him. As long as Bijapur and Oolkonda lay unoomjuered

there was some work for Rajput blades to do. But after their conquest,

the Maratha warfare had little to attract Rajputl valour. When forts

were surrendered by bribing the commanders systematically,®2 the

Rajputs weie no longer in demand. Besides that Auraugzeb’s puritanic

nature put various vexatious obstacles in the path of the Rajputs.

Thus Aurangzeb deliberately worsened the position of the Hindus

in the public services. Higher offices were closed to them
;
the Muslims

were openly preferred. Dismissal of the Hindus from the revenue

department was attempted though it was of no avail.

(5) Destruction of Hindu Temples

Early in the reign of Shah Jahan, it had been brought to the

notice of the Mughal emperor that the building of new temples and

repairing of old ones, though in conformity with the liberal practices

of the reign of Akbar and Jahangir, were in reality against the Muslim

law and usage. Shall Jahan bad for some time tried 1o enforce this

ordinance hut later in his reign it fell into disuse and several temples

were repaired and added to.*
1 When Aurangzeb came to the throne, lie

issued the following order soon after on February 28, probably

in connection with a dispute as to the right of ‘holding charge of t he

ancient temples of Benares.

“It has been decided according 10 our canon law that long standing temples

should not be demolished hut no new temples Is* allowed to l>e built Our

royal command is that, you should direct that in future no person shall in

unlawful ways interfere with or disturb the Brahmans and other Hindu residents

in those places,”*4

!)‘J Khafi Khan, 11, 503.

03 Cf. the present writer’s article on the Religious Policy of Shah Jalmn in

the UiQ.
f

vol. XII, pp. 21-44.

94 JASB.
f

'

1911, p. 1789
;

cf. the text us in the Tirrntkth Cm tunj India,

vol. II, p. 2.
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This however did not last long;. In 1GG1 Aurangzeb in hia

zeal to uphold what he considered to be the tenets of Jslam
t
sent orders

to his Viceroy of Bihar, Baud Khan, to conquer Falamau. In the

military operations that followed, many temples were destroyed

signalising* the victories of the Mughal arms." Towards the end of the

same year wheu Mir Jumla made war on tlu- Raja of Kuch Bihar,

the Mughnls destroyed many templed during the course of their opera-

tions as a sign of their victories. Idpls were broken, and some of the

temples were converted into mosques. 9*

But these were military measures. Such destruction had taken

place even in the reign of Jahangir and Shah Jahan .in the tail of

military operations. Soon however Aurangzeb began to act even

without provocation. The temple of Somnath was destroyed early

in his reign.n This seems to have been one of the results of the

order sent to his officials in Gujerat dated November 20, 1(505.**

This order put an end to Shah Julian’s supercession of Aurangzeb’s order

who as the prince Viceroy of Gujerat had destroyed many temples. By

his order of 1005, Aurangzeb gave directions for the general destruction

of temples in Gujerat. It is rather difficult to find out why these

temples in Gujerat were singled out for destruction when temples

elsewhere were not tampered with. No new temples were destroyed.

But only those temples fell victims to his fury which had once been

destroyed and where worship had been lesumed by the Hindus.

A similar order seems to have been sent about this time to the

governor of Orissa. It hears no date, hut- as it refers to new temples

only and orders the destruction of temples built during the last ten

or twelve years, it must have been issued in 1GG9 and presumably

within twelve years (lunar) of Aurangzeb’s reign. The provincial

governor thereupon issued the following order to his officials:—
“To all Fojdars, Cai risen Commanders, Accountants, District

Collectors of land revenue aud their officials from Kutuk to Midnapur

in the Frontiers of Orissa.

95 Kazim, 059.

90 Kazim, 097; Kliafi Khan, If, 130, 152.

97 A/mif, Supplement, Foolish translation, 120.

98 Mimt-i-AUmudi
f

I, 259, 200.
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The imperial liakhashi Asad Khan has sent a letter written according to the

instructiun,s oi the emperor to say that the emperor, learning from the news

letters of the province of Orissa that at tho village of Tilkkuti in Mcdnipur a

temple has been built, has issued his august mandate for its destruction and the

destruction of all temples built anywhere in this province Therefore, you

are hereby commanded with extreme urgency that immediately on the receipt

of this letter you should destroy the above mentioned temples. Every temple

built during the last ten or twelvo years should be demolished without delay.

Also do not allow the Hindus ami infidels to repair their old ts in pies. lleports

of the destruction of temples should Ik* sent to the court under the seal of Qazis

and attested by pious Sheikhs.” 99

This order was obviously provoked by the building* of a new temple

in a village in Orissa. It is apparent from a peiusal of the Benares Samul

already quoted, that early in AurangsebN reign it seems to have been

ordered that no new temples were to be built nor old ones repaired.

Similar orders had been issued by Shah Julian as well in bis sixth

year. Thus this order did not promulgate any new law, it simply declared

and revived an old interpretation of the Musiiin law which had become

obsolete, it was presumably oil that account that t lie news letter bail

mentioned the building of a temple in an insignificant village of Orissa.

Further this order left nothing to the discretion of the civil or military

servants of the empire—some of them were Hindus who might have

ignored the order. The governor addressed his instructions to

the military officers serving as commanders of garrisons, executive

heads of the Sarkars serving as Fojdars, heads of levenue departments

in the Sarkar, agents of the Fojdars, and accountants. Now this roped

in almost all Mughal officers, civil and military. As usually there was

not much love lost between the representatives of different departments

in the same locality, the governor ensured that no one of them should

be remiss in performing his duty in this connection for fear lie may

bo complained against. However there was still the tear that in any

one locality all of them might conspire to leave this work undone.

Even this was provided agaiust. Their own accounts were not to be

trusted. ,Tliey had to get them attested by the Quads and pious

Sheikha.

99 MumqaaUuHasany 202.
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About the same time Auraiigzeb’s attention was turned towards

Mathura. Here many beautiful temples had been raised by the piety

of the Hindu llujas and rich men particularly (luring the reign

of Akbar and Jahangir. Aurangzeb picked out for attack what

looked like a work of repairs in the famous temple of Keshav ltai.

Iks railing that had once been made of wood had become too weak to serve

any useful purpose long ago. Under Shah Julian, Dara Shikoh had

built at iiis own cost a railiug of stone. Now besides being a work

of repairs a« well as a new structure, it was an emblem of a Muslim’s

fall from grace. On October 14, lbbti, its removal by the 1’ojdar of

Mathura was reported to the imperial court. 100 Some time after the

deatli of Jai Singh, Auiangzel) is alleged to have demolished the Lalta

temple near Delhi. 101

It was three years later that at la*t a general order was issued for

the destruction of all the schools and temples of the Hindus. On

April 9, ll>(>9, it* was leporied to the emperor that the Brahmans of

Sindh, Multan and particularly of Benares were using their temples

as schools, which attracted students, Hindus and Muslims alike,

from great distances. Even Jahangir had not been able to tolerate

the going of a Muslim youngman to a Yogi for instruction liu reli-

gious matters. It was but natuial therefore that Aurangzeb should

have been upset by such a report. But whereas Jahangir had held

the two Muslims concerned guilty and punished them, Aurangzeb gave

an order for the punishment of those whose only offence was the

imparting of religious education to those who came to them.

‘Orders in accordance writh the organisation of Islam were sent to

the governors of all the provinces that they should destroy the schools

and temple* of the infidels and put au end to their educational acti-

vities as well as the practices of the religion of the Kafirs.*
103

I)e Graaf

who was at Hoogly in HiTO, heard about these orders and reported:

“In the month of January, all the governors and native officers received

an order from tho Gujerut Mughal prohibiting the practice of Pagan religion

100 News Letter of the same date.

102 Muasir-i-Alamyiri, 81.

101 Manucci, II, 154.
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throughout the country and closing down all the temples and sanctuaries of Idol

worshippers..., in the hope that some pagans would embrace the Muslim

religion.

It is rather difficult to understand the reasoning of the quasi-

official historian, Kazim, or to follow Aurangzeb’s line of thought.

Complaints were only from certain ports of the country, not from all

over the empire. If any party was guilty of the violation of any

Muslim injunction, or secular Mughal law, they were the teachers

concerned in those reprehensible practices. The temples had rather

been sinned against than sinning. For the fault of certain Brahmans

to destroy all the places of religious worship of the Hindus was in

itself criminal. It is more reasonable to suppose, therefore, that, the

reason officially advanced h\ the chronicle was only an occasion, if not

the excuse, for Aurangzeb’s embarking on a militant policy of leligious

persecution. He must have already made up his mind to launch foilh

a general attack on Hindu places of worship. It formed a part of

his plan of governing India according to what he understood to he the

strict letter of the Muslim law.

This general order formed a parting of ways between the old and

the new Mughal religious policy. It made Akhar’s plan of a secular

state in India a dream. It went hack not only on the tolerant

practices of Akhar, hut the earlier Muslim w'ays of government in

India as well. It made the Muslim rulers of India once again, the

conquerors and wielders of the sword of Islam rather than her rulers.

Now and then a Feroz Shah or a Sikander Lodhi had tried to embark

on such a policy but even they had not thought itt politic to embark

on such an unpopular programme. Aurangzeb in launching forth this

attack on Hinduism did go against the practices of the most of the

earlier Muslim rulers in India and elsewhere.

Soon after the order was issued, news of the destruction of temples

from sill parte* of the country began to arrive. A rx>ya!l messejnger

was sent to demolish the temple of Malarina (now in Jaipur hut

probably then included in the imperial district of Ajmer) in May

103 Orme’a Fragments, notes 85.

I.H Q., JUNE, 193G
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1M1). 104 In A ugu.st 1(>09 the temple of Visvanath at Benares was

<lei»ioli'i|ie(l
,,,r

' The presiding priest of the temple was just, in time

in removing the idols of Visvanath from the temple and throw them

into a neighbouring well which thus became a centre of pious interest

ever since then. The temple of (jopi Nath in Benares was also

destroyed about the same time.

Then came the turn of the temple of Keshav Rai at Mathura built

at a co't of Rs. d,*‘100,000 by Rao Bir Singh Bundela in the reign of

Jahangir. 11 ' 0
It had excited the teligious frenzy of many Muslims

before Aurangzeb who however had not Aurangzeb’s opportunities and

power. 107 It had been built aftei the style of the famous temple at

Vrndabau which Man Singh had built at a cost of Rs. 5,00,000.

But Bir Singh had improved upon his model and spent more than six

times as much as Man Singh had lavished on his shrine at

Yrndfil>an.
,0H

It had become a centre of pilgrimage for all India. The

idols, studded with precious stones and adorned with gold works, were

all carted to Agra and there buried under the steps of Jahanara’s

mosque. The iemple was levelled to the ground anil a mosque was

ordered to he built on the site to mark the acquisition of religions merit

by the emperor. 1 00

No wonder that this struck consternation in the Hindu world. The

pi iest.* of t be temple of (jovardhan founded by the Balahhacarya sought

safety in flight. The idols were removed and the priests softly stole out in

the night. Imperial territories offered no place of safe asylum either

to I Im god or his votaries. After an adventurous journey, they at last

reached Jodhpur. Maharaja Jaswant Singh was away on imperial

criands. ILis subordinates in the state did not feel *tiong enough to

house the god who may soon excite the wraili of the Mughal emperor.

Danmdai Lai, tliei head of the priesthood in charge of the temple, sent

(lupinatli to Maharaja Ra
j
Singh to heg for a place to he able to senre his

religion in peace. The Xasodia prince extended his welcome to

104 Mtuixir-i-AUtimjin. !M. I ( lo l bit/., SS,

lOti Miml-ul-K Initial

.

Tile paging of the copy I consulted is defective.

107 7Wi7* of Abdul bitif
,
31, 35. J08 ibid., 34

100 Maniifci, II, 110; Mauxu-i-Ahniitjiri
, 05, fM> ; Atiiiit-ul-K 101, 102.
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Damodar Lai. The party left Champasani on December 5, 1671, and

was right royally received by Maharana Raj Singh on the Frontiers of

his state. It wa*s decided to house the god in Sihar and with due

religious ceremony the god was installed on March 10, 1672.

Mewar thus became the centre of Vaisnavism in India. The tiny

village of Sihar has now grown into an important town which after the

name of the god is known as Nathadwara.

At Kankroli (in Udaipur state) another Vnisnava idol of Krsna

similarly brought down from Vrndaban had been housed a little

earlier." 0
It foims another, though le*- famous, shrine of V aisnavism

in India today. Thus thanks to Aurangzeb \s religious zeal, Udaipur

state became a new Vrndaban to the devotees of the Bhakti cult.

In Gujerat, the Hindus of Sumt discovered an ingenious method

of saving some of their temples. They agieed to make certain payments

for them. This however led to gi eater demands from the Qazis and

the censors till at last, the Bania* began to groan under their

extortion (English Factories in India
, XIII, 141).

These measures were bound to create opposition in some quarters

at lead. In March 1671, it was reported that a Muslim

officer who had been sent to demolish the Hindu temples in and

around Ujjain was killed with many of his followers on account of the

riot that had followed his attempts at deploying the temples there,

lie had succeeded in destroying some of the temples but in one

place, a Rajput chief had opposed this wanton destruction of his religious

places. He had overpowered the Mughal forces and destroyed its leader

and many of his men. 1 " In Gujerat somewhere near Ahmedabad,

Kolis seem to have taken j>osse>>ion of a mosque and pievented Friday

prayers there. Imperial orders were thereupon issued to the provincial

officers in Gujerat to secure the use of the mosque for Friday prayers. 1,2

We have already noticed that I)e Graaf heard of the general

order issued by Aurangzeb for the destruction of Hindu places of

worship in January 1670. In far off Bengal it took some time

110 Ojlm, History of T
r

thiiinn\ 1, 35.

111 News Letter of March 27, 1670.

112 Miwt-i-Ahmmti
, 1, 261.
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to pursue actively the policy laid down by the emperor. But at last

in the first half of the year 1672, Government agents were sent to all

Parganas with orders for canning out the emperor’s instructions and

destroy all the Hindu temples. 115
It should be noted however that all

these acts of destruction of temples were due more to his proselytising

zeal and faith in Islam than to any desire to hurt Hindu feelings.

The records of the reign thereafter are silent for some year.*. This

may be either due to a slackening of the imperial zeal in the matter

of the destruction of the temples or the incidents, became too ordinary

an affair to be recorded by the Muslim chroniclers.

This lull is broken in 1679 when Aurangzeb’s fury breaks

out with a vengeance. Maharaja Jaswant Singh died on December

10, 1678% When Aurangzeb heard of it towards the end of the month,

he waited patiently for some time and then on March 9, 1679, orders

were given for the sequestration of the state to the crown. About this

time Dorab Khan had been sent to Khandela where he demolished

various temples in the neighbourhood on March 8, 1679.
114 This was

followed by the despatch of Kban-i-Jahan to Jodhpur. He destroyed

many temples there early in 1679 and as an evidence of his “meri-

torious conduct” he brought cartloads of idols from those temples to

Delhi. These were placed in public places in the court and the Friday

Mosque. 115 Now Aurangzeb was not yet at war with Jodhpur which

had really been converted into a crownland property. The destruction

of its temples therefore was not an act of warfare. It was an an-

nouncement that the state was no longer being governed by a Hindu

Raja but had now passed into imperial hands. It seemed Aurangzeb

had not yet extended his religious regulations to the states.

Aurangzeb’s dealings with the Rathors of Jodhpur resulted

in the Rajput war. Udaipur offered unique opportunities for

the purpose. The Mahuranu had fled to his mountains leaving

Udaipur to pass into the hands of the Mughals. The royal

temple in front of the palace was destroyed. When Aurangzeb

113 History of Dacca, I, 372 quoted by Sarker.

114 New* Letter dated, March 8, 1679. 116 Muasir-i-Aluingiri, 17a.
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visited TTdai Sagar on January 24, 1680, he ordered that the

three temples that were standing on the edge of the lake he des-

troyed. On January 29, it was reported that, the number of temples

destroyed in and around Udaipur (of course including t lie four already

mentioned) was 172. Aurangzeh’s visit to Cliitor cm February 22,

1680, was followed by the destruction of 68 temple*. 1,8 Thus in the

state of Udaipur alone 28b temple" were reported to have been des-

troyed. These did not include the temple at Somesvara in Western

Mewar. 117

Udaipur was at. war with Delhi, the destruc tion of its temples may

have formed a part of the ruthless military campaign undertaken with

a view to compel the Rajputs to sue for peace. Rut ii produced

lamentable effect
1

. Bhim, a younger son of the liana, retaliated by

attacking Ahmed Nngur and demolishing many mosques, big and small,

there. 118

But Aurangzeb did not confine his iconoclastic? activities to the

warring states alone. Orders were given to demolish Hindu temples

in the friendly state of Jaipur as well. An imperial agent, Abu Tarah,

was sent for this purpose and lie set about his task with a thorough-

ness that soon produced a panic. Most of the temples lie was able

to destroy easily, 119 hut there was some opimsition in one temple. Some

Rajpu.’s assumed positions there wherefrom they could easily deal with

the masons who were sent to demolish the temple. The imperial

agents had soon to beat hack a letreat. The officer in charge of the

party thereupon complained 1o the Ilaja's officials. A Fojdai' was a*ke»l

to accompany the imperial agent to secure that the imperial officials

were not. molested in their task of pulling down the temple. There was

a skirmish between the .soldiers accompanying the Fojdar and the

Rajputs in the temple. Not before all the Rajputs had been Killed,

116 Mtuisir-i-Alnuujiii . 1S6, 1SS, ISO.

117 Ailnh-i-Mnimjiri
,

letter* No. 7'A'2 and 741.

118 Tsliar Bass, f. 70l>; Itaja Prashasti, XXII, verse 20; Jaiinu ltrrtnil*
t
XIII,

72-71.

110 Mu'asir-i-Alainyui, 104.
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was it possible for the imperial agent to destroy the temple. 120 Abu

Tarab reached tilie court on August 10, 1680 and reported that he had

demolished as many as sixty-six temples in Amber. 121 A letter

from one Rhagwan Da^s to Raja Ram Singh written probably about

this time tells us of the destruction of Karor temple (?) in Amber by

Dalair, an impejial messenger 122

At L*W the war with the Rajputs urns over. Aumngzeb decided to

leave Ajmer for the Deccan. Ilia.march seem« to have been marked

th the destruction of many temples on t.he way. On May 21, 1681,

the superintendent of the labourers was ordered to destroy all the temples

that came in the way. 1 -* »Sotne time after one Manawar Reg, a mason,

with 80 artisans was sent to raze the temples of the Rajputs. 121 On

September 27, 1681 the emperor ivoted orders tor the destruction of the

temples at Lakheri. 12
* On October 18, 1681 when lie left Jivitpur,

(Junianul Din submitted that though all the temples in the neighbour-

hood had been closed, they should be destroyed. Aurangzeh however

was content! with the closing of the temples and ordered that, they be

allowed to stand as tbeie were no Muslim.; living in that area. 126

'When Aurangzeb made war upon Rijapur and Uolkonda he met

with stout opposition from some of his divines. Sheikh-ul-Islam, his

Nudar-us-Nadur, was expelled for opposing it. J 1 is successor Abdullah re-

monstrated against the destruction of the Muslim* in the affair. He

was forbidden royal presence. 127 Naturally when Qolkonda* w’as con-

quered, the emperor justified its conquest by ordering the destruction

of temples in Hyderabad and their conversion into mosques in 1687.
120

The fall and capture of Rijapur was similarly solemnized though here

the destruction of temples seems to have beeu delayed probably for

several years till 1G98.
,2B

120 Jaipur Kcconh, IT, 161.

121 Muiisir-i-AhniHjiri, 104. 122 Jaipur liccorth
,

III, 41.

128 News Letter dated May 21, 1681.

124 Jaipur Hcconh
t
Letter dated September 18, 1681.

125 News Letter dated September 27, 1681.

126 News Letter dated October 13, 1681.

127 Khftfi Khan, II, 1343. 128 Kbafi Khan, II, 359.

129 II, 385.
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Elsewhere the same policy was being followed. About this time,

on April 14, 1692 orders were issued to the provincial governor and

the district Fojdar to demolish the temples at, Rasulpur. 130 In 1693, the

Haitheswar temple at Var Nagpur in Qujerat was demolished. 131

A Jaipur letter dated February 14, 1690 reported that in Kanwar

in Jaipur where the temples had. perhaps already been demolished, a

religious fair was held and idols were publicly worshipped. This

happened thrice in the course of a year. The Censor complained to the

emperor so that suitable action may be taken against, those responsible

for it.
132

Ghulam Muhammed, news-writer, accompanying the expedition

against the Jats reported on May 28, 1090 to the emperor that Mohan

Singh, one of the Rajput chiefs accompanying Bishan Singh, had set

up a temple in the house of Sardul Singh. 133 In December 1690, it

was complained to the emperor that Hie temples in Marwar that had

once been converted into places of residence by the Muslim Jagirdar,

had again been opened for public worship. 134

In April, 1694 it was repoited to the emperor that the imperial

censor had tried to prevent public idol worship in Jaisinghpura near

Aurangabad. The Vairfigi priests of the temple were arrested but

were soon rescued by the Rajputs. 13 ’* Sanker, a messenger, was sent

to demolish a temple near Sheogoou. He came back after pulling it

down on November 20, l093.
la*

Bijai Singh and several other Hindus were reported to be carrying

on public worship of idols in a temple in the neighbourhood of Ajmer,

(hi June 23, 1694 the governor of Ajmer was ordered to destroy the

temple and stop public celebiation of idol worship there.
137 In 1108

130 Nova Letter dated April 14, 1692.

131 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, I, 328, 329

132 Jaipur lin o i ds, XVI, 58.

133 Jaipur lie tot'da
f
XVI F, 58.

134 Jaipur liecords. X, 174-183.

135 News Letter dated April 3, 1699

136 Ibid., dated November 20, 1693.

137 Ibid., dated June 23, 1694.
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A.H. (= 1696-97 A.D.) orders were issued for the destruction of the

major temples at Sorath in Gujeiat. 13 *

Muhammad Shah, a censor attached to the aimy, reported that many

soldiers went to worship idols in the temple at Purandhar. On January

2, 1705 orders were given that the temple be desecrated and

demolished. 13J The temple of Wakenkhera in the fort was demolished

on March 2, 1705. 140

Besides these cases where dates are available there are some others

W’here the dates are not definitely known.

The Juma Masjid at Irach (in Bundelkhand) is assigned to

Aurangzeb’s reign. It. is built of materials taken from a Hindu

temple. 141 'While passing through Udaipur in Bundelkhand (about 1681)

Aurangzeb is said to have ordered the Saiva temple tlieie to be

demolished. The orders were however modified, the temple was con-

verted into a mosque. 142 The temples at Gayaspur near Bhilai 1 4S and

the temple of Khandai Rao in Gujeiat144 were also destroyed.

In a small village in the Sarkar of Sirhind a Sikh temple was

demolished and converted into a mosque. An Imam was appointed

wrho was subsequently killed.
11

’ Several other Sildi temples were

destroyed. 14 *

In Orissa some time before 1670 the temple at Kedarpur wras

demolished and converted into a mosque. 147

The private house of a Rajput, Devi Singh, in the Parganah of

Alup, which was used as a temple, was converted into a mosque. lift

Aurangzeb urged the appointment of an officer on special duty in

order to destroy the Hindu temples in Maharastra. He discovered, that

it was not possible for the labouiers accompanying the royal army

13^ M'mit-i-A tumuli, 1, 354.

?.’B) Nowv* Letter da tod January 2, 1705.

MO I hid,, dated March 2, 170J.

Ill Arcli(vuloyuiil Sun*ey Hcpor*, VII, 01-34.

142 Ibid., VII, 85, 86. 143 Ibid
., VII., 93.

144 Kali mat, 128. 145 Ah knm-i-Alain ijiri

.

146 Kalimat 147 Hasan, 172.

148 Jaipur lievoids, X, 42.
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on the march to destroy all the temples during the short time at their

disposal with the limited number of men available to them. 149

ITe stopped the public worship at the Hindu temple of Dwurka. 1 “

When Aurangzeb conquered Karnatie he allowed the famous temple

at Tirupati there to stand, partly on account of the large revenue he

is alleged to have derived from the pilgrimages of the Hindus to the

temple and partly for fear that its destruction might cause rebellion

difficult to suppress. 151

Aurangzeb destroyed many Hindu temples. Among them are

included on© at Mayapur (ITardwar) and another at Ayodhya. 1 ’- “All

of them are thronged with worshippers, even those that uie destroyed

are still venerated by the Hindus and visited by the ottering of alms.” 153

Some Hindu temples built in the reign of Aurangzeb are known to

exist in the town of Bishalpur (in Bengal). These temples date batik to

his reign according to the inscriptions to be found on them. Two were

built in 1(181 and one was built in 1(190.
154

He allowed the Sahasraing tank in Gujerat, to l>e kept filled with

water at the expense of the state.
155

Thus Aurangzeb gave orders for the destruction of all the Hindu

public temples, yet he had been content with closing down those that

were built in an entirely Hindu population. If Manucci is to be

believed, his officers allowed the Hindus to take back their temples from

them on payment. In the south where he spent the last twenty-aeven

years of his reign Aurangzeb was content with leaving many Hindu

temples standing as he was afraid of thus lousing the feelings of his

Hindu subjects in the Deccan where putting down of rebellion was not,

an easy matter. But the discontent occasioned by his orders could not

be thus brought to an end.

149 Kalimat Aurangzeb, fRam Puri) 34.

150 Mirat-i-Atimadi
,
supplement) English translation 121.

151 Manucci, It, 144. 152 Ibid., HI, 245.

153 Ibid., 244.

164 Archaeological Survey Report
,
VfTt, 204, 205, 244.

155 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, supplement, English translation, 137.

i.h.q., jtnns, 1936 7
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(6) Punitive Regulations against the Hindus

Besides the measures Aurangzeb took for the purpose of reducing

the number of the Hindus in the public services, many other

restrictiontS were imposed on them, including their religious services. A
pilgrimage tax was re-imposed. 1 50 Bernier (p. 303) tells us that at the

time of an eclipse of the sun three lakhs of rupees were paid to the

state. The celebration of some of their religious festivals was stopped.

The Holi ceased to be celebrated by imperial orders issued on November

20, 1605. 157
It was not a police order alone promulgated for the

purpose of keeping peace and order during the Holi days as Sir Jadu

Nath Sarkar has suggested. 158 Raja Bliim of Banera and Kishen Singh

while serving in the South in 1692 made arrangements for the celebration

of the Holi. The censor tried to stop the celebration, but as Bliim and

Kishen Singh were officers of high status, the censor's attempts were of

no use. He reported the matter to the emperor by whose order the cele-

brations were stopped. 15 ® In 1704, 200 sojdiers were placed at the disposal

of the censor for the purpose of preventing the celebration of the

Holi. 160 Of course the emperor was not always able to stop the cele-

brations. In 1693 there was a riot in Agra during the celebrations and

many persons were wounded. 181 The celebration of Dipavall also was

prohibited in 1G65.
182 In 1703 Hindus were not allowed to burn their

dead on the banks of the river Sabarmati in Ahmedabad. 183

An order was issued to the jagirdar of Mustafabad to close the

hot water-springs there to the public. The Hindus performed worship

there whereas Muslim paralytics came for a cure. The parapharnalia

of worship was confiscated.
184

156 Mauucci, II, 82. Collected at Allahabad at the rate of Rs. 6/4/- per head.

157 News Letters, November 20, 1(365 and April 1, 1692. Manucci, II, 154.

158 Aurangzeb, 111, 280n.

159 Cf. the present writer'# article on Raja Bhim Singh of Banera,

160 Mirat-i-Ahmadi
,

I, 261.

161 News Letter, Agra, dated May 8, 1693.

162 Mirat-i-Ahmadi
f

I, 261.

163 Newa Letter, Gujefat, 22.

164 Katimat-i-Tayyibat, Letter No. 109,
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Fire-works of all sorts were prohibited. 1 *8
It was laid down in the

Fatawa<-i-Alamgiri that thei Hindus should not be allowed to look like

Muslims. In furtherance of this it was ordered in 1694 that except

Rajputs and Marathas no Hindus be allowed to ride an Iraqi or

Turani horse, an elephant, or use a palanquin.u* A Hindu disobeying

it in 1694 in Multan had his horse and saddle confiscated.
1* 7 The

Deshmukh of Ahmad Nagar was discovered in 1703 riding a palki and

at once the imperial orders were enforced against him. 1*8
It seems that

the exception in favour of the Marathas was not made. In 1702 orders

were given that the Muslim engravers be not allowed to engrave the

names of the Hindu gods and goddesses on the seals of their rings. 1 *9

The Maasir-i-A lamgiri assigns to the year 1693-1694 the order prohibit-

ing the carrying of arms in public by the Hindus. 170

A further distinction was made between the Hindus and the

Muslims in the matter of taxation. On April 10, 1665 it was, ordered

that the custom duties on the Muslims be fixed at 2£% throughout the

empire and at 5% in the case of the Hindus. 171 Manucci suggests that

this concession, or rather a greater one, the total abolition of the custom

duties to the Muslims was Aurangzeb’s thanksgiving after his serious

illness in 1662. 173 However as the concession was granted almost four

years after Aurangzeb’s recovery, the reason assigned does not seem

to have been likely. The emperor soon found that even the levy of

2}% on the Muslims was unlawful. On May 9, 1667 orders were

issued totally forbidding the levy of the tax on the Muslims. 173

This privilege was abused by the Muslim traders. The goods of the

Hindus were passed as belonging to the Muslims usually for a

consideration.
174 Aurangzeb was then compelled to re-impose the tax

on the former rates, 2£% on the Muslims, 175 on March 5, 1682.

165 Ahkam-i-Alamgiri Rampur, 68a.

166 News Letter dated December 11, 1694.

167 Ibid., of April 18, 1696.

169 lbid.
t
of November 3, 1702.

171 Afirtit, I, 268, 259.

173 Mirat, I, 266.

175 Mirat, I, 298, 299.

108 Ibid., of March 17, 1703.

170 Maaair-i-Alamgiri.

172 Manucci, II, i>19.

171 Khafi Khan, II, 230, 231.
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Further the tax on the produce from the gardens was realised at

the rate of 20% from the Hindus and 10*0% from the Muslims. 1 T#

In the year 1080 A.D. it was ordered that in a lunar year the

Muslims should pay 2J% on the price of their cattle, and the Hindus

5%.

The minting charges also differed and were fixed in 1093 A.H. at

2£%m for the Muslim and 5% for the Hindus. But the biggest

difference lay in the imposition of the Jizya.

(7) Imposition and Collection of the Jizya under Aurangzeb

Much has been written on the principles underlying the imposition

of the Jizya by a Muslim king on his non-Muslim subjects. Its origin

has been traced, its nature analysed, and its relation with the general

religious policy of the Muslim kings investigated. But historical

origins and theological justification need not tally with the actual

practice of a particular king in India or elsewhere. In what follows an

attempt is made at studying from the official papers the practice and

policy followed by Aurangzeb when lie re-imposed the Jizya on the

Hindus in April 1G79.

To go back a little, the Jizya had been exacted by the Muslim

kings of India from their Hindu subjects ever sincfe the Arab conquest

of Sind. At first the Brahmans had been exempted but Firoz Shah

Taghlaq failed to find any justification for this exception. jAs a part

of his general policy to mahc the kingdom of Delhi conform as much

as possible to his conception of an ideal Muslim state, he imposed

this tax on the Brahmans as well. Thenceforth the tax was collected

from Hindus of ail classes till Akbar thought it fit to relieve his non-

Muslim subjects of this humiliating burden. His successors pursued

the same policy and continued this departure from Muslim practice.

176 News Letter, dated June 8, 1685. Do Graaf heard of the reduction of the

trade taxes on the Muslims early in 1670. Orme’s Fragment
,

notes, p. 81). De

Graaf says that this was done with a view to compel the non-Muslims to accept

Islam.

177 Mirat, I, 275. 178 Mirat, I, 304.
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But when Aurangzeb came to the throne, things took a different

turn. Aurangzeb was a puritan and was anxious to establish the king-

dom of God on earth. He was a Muslim king and it seemed to him

unreasonable not to govern according to the injunctions of the Quran and

the tradition. He was determined, like all contemporary kings of Asia

and Europe, to rule his kingdom as a servant of God. To him Akbar’s

policy of toleration looked like an aberration just as, about the same

time, Charles IF? Declaration of Indulgence seemed obnoxious to his

Christian subjects even though iti granted toleration to their fellow

Christians.

Akbar was an exception to his age. Aurangzeb was content to be

the norm. Further, Akbar’s policy of toleration had not been willingly

accepted by many of his officers and they had no enthusiasm for it.
17 *

Thus there was no apprehension of opposition from the Mughal official-

dom if a pious king chose to revert to the normal policy of the Muslim

rulers of India. The Muslim theologians who constituted the only effect-

ive check on the despotic powers of the Muslim kings in India could not

naturally be expected to oppose the designs of a king who looked up

to them for advice and guidance. Thus everything favoured a change

in policy.

Of course there remained the vast majority of his Indian subjects,

the Hindus. Aurangzeb fell into the error common to his century of

disregarding their wishes and interests.

By 1679 Aurangzeb had advanced far on the path of Puritanism to

make it possible for him to order the levy of the Jizya on non-Muslims

on the representation of Anayat Khan, Diwan-i-Khalsa, in order to

oppress the Hindus. 180
It was to be paid by all and sundry in Muslim

179 Akbar Nama and Muntkhib-ut-Taivarikh of Badayuni record many an

incident which throws light on the attitude of the orthodox towards Akbar’s

religious policy. Badayuni’s history is, in fact, a permanent record of the feelings

of Muslims in general towards Akbar’s innovations.

180 Miwt-i-Ahmadi suggests that the theologians took the initative in the

matter and represented to Aurangzeb the anomaly of the non-believers being

exempted from the payment of the Jizya under a king of Aurangzeb’s piety.

Maatir-i-Alamo iti
t

174; Mirtit-i-Ahmadi, I, 290-298; Khailaq-utSuyaq, 52-56
;

Zaivabat-i-Alamgiri

,

ff. 05b-67a ff. ;
Maviuri, 525.
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India and Rajput States, by officials and non-officials, Brahmans and

non-Brahmans, clerks and fighters. Aurangzeb’s imposition differed

from all earlier impositions in that it was laid on the persons living in

feudatory states as well. The imposition was followed by a public

protest by the Hindus at the capital and in the suburbs. They waited

till Friday and when the emperor rode out on an elephant) to say his

Friday prayers in the Friday mosque, they made a demonstration and

blocked the path of the royal elephant. For some time Aurangzeb was

non-plussed. As all efforts at securing a path for him failed,

after a delay of an hour or so, he ordered the march to be

resumed trampling under foot many of the protestants. Abul Fazl

Mamuri who himself witnessed the incident tells us that this continued

for several days and many lost their lives for the Jizya .

181 They Jizya

evoked a vigorous protest from Shivaji .

182
It has sometiines beeh

asserted that it was a substitute for military service which was obliga-

tory on all Muslims. None has, however, explained what steps were

taken by Muslim emperors in India, particularly the Mughal emperors,

to enforce this conscription on the Muslim section of their subjects.

Theory apart, there is not a single case on record, as far aa Indian his-

tory is concerned, to show that any Muslim rifler of India ever called

upon all the faithful to liis standards for the defence of their possessions

either against internal rebellion or foreign danger. But even if it was

a substitute for military service at any time, it ceased to be so when it

was levied upon the llajput ltajas of Central India and Bajputana .

183

How else are we to account for the appointment of an Amin for the

[f Manucci is to be believed, some of the high placed and important men at

court opposed the imposition of the Jizya. It was Aurangzeb’s intention to use

it for spreading the Muslim religion among his subjects. The Begum Sahiba

opposed it. There was an earthquake some time after and some of the courtiers

are said to have once again urged Aurangzeb to retrace his steps. Manucci, III,

283-291,

181 Mamuri
, 525, 526.

182 Khutut-i-Shivaji
y

cf. the English transition in Aurangteb
,

III.

183 The Oourt Bulletin of Aurangzeb’s court of August 3, 1687. These News

Letters are preserved partly in the Record office at JaipuT and partly in the

library of the R.A.S., London. I have used the transcripta of these records made
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Jizya accompanying the emperor?184
Tlie appointment of the Amin of

the Jizya for the anny, mentioned in the Daily Bulletin of the

imperial camp, dated July 12, 1702, can be explained only on

the assumption that the Hindus in the imperial army paid the Jizya.

In fact, there is nothing to suggest that the Jizya was not levied upon

the Hindus forming the fighting force of the Mughal rulers.

It has been asserted that the officials did not pay this odious tax.
185

But the actual practices of Aurangzeb’a reign show that no exemption

was made in favour of any class of Hindus as far as the payment of

the Jizya was concerned. The Court Bulletin of the provincial gover-

nor at Agra, dated May 8, 1094, contains an interesting news

item which sheds flood of light on the question. Some Hindu officials

including a }>ersonal assistant to the provincial Bakshi, a Diwan, and

an Amin of the court had among others delayed the payment of this

tax. One of them pleaded that his Muslim superior was dangerously

ill and that on account of his being busy wnth his affairs he could not

pay the Jizya personally and would like to send it by a deputy. His

request was turned, down. He was reminded that paying the Jizya was

a privilege and payment must therefore be made in person and as

humbly as possible. There was no escape from this order. These officials

came and paid the Jizya in person as ordered. It was levied in the

states as well. The Jaipur Records mention that on May 2, 1088

postal messengers of Raja Ram Singh were asked to pay the tax. when

they reached Burhanpur. They refused to pay as they had already

tor Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar who very kindly allowed ine access lo them. These News

Letters were compiled by the official diarists from day to day and constituted the

most reliable source of history of the period. Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar is the only

scholar who has used them so far in his monumental history of Auraugzeb. His

uttontion, however, was mainly confined to the political history as contained in

these records. The transcript in Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar’s library covers more than

a dozen volumes.

184 Court Bulletin, dated July 14, 1702.

185 History of Aurangzeb
,
vol. Ill, p. 270. He has cited no authority for this

statement and I have failed to find any record of Aurangzeb’g reign bearing out

his contention. Mirat-i-Ahmudi
,
usually followed by him, has nothing to say about

this remission*
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made the payment in Jaipur. Their letters were forcibly taken

possession, of, they were imprisoned and were released only when the

matter was brought to the notice of the emperor. It was ordered that

all messengers, private and imperial, should be taxed only in the place

of their residence and no demand should be made on them while

carrying the post.
185 In the jagirs, the Jagirdar was not left to his own

devices for the collection of this tax. Imperial officers were sent to

collect the* tax. Of course their task was none too pleasant. Collection

of a tax is always an unpleasant task and the levy of this widely hated

tax almost always created trouble. On January 28, 1093, for example,

it was reported that the Amin-i-Jizya for the province of Malwa had sent

a soldier in order to collect the Jizya in the Jagir of Devi Singh, son of

Biram Dev Sisodia. When he reached the place, Devi Singh's men

fell upon him, pulled his beard and hair, and sent him back empty-

hauded. The emperor thereupon ordered a reduction in the Jagir of

Devi Singh. 187

Earlier, however, another Amin had fared much w’orse. Not

content with sending his men to the Jagir of a Mansibdar, he himself

proceded to his Jagir. In the scuttle that followed his attempt at

levying the tax, the Mansibdar killed the Amin. The case was brought

180 Juijmr Records, vol. X, pp. IK-20 of Sir Judu Nath Sarkur’s transcripts of

Hie papers preserved in the Record Office, Jaipur, Nineteen volumes of these

records covering in all more than 6,000 pages were copied for Sir Jadu Nath

Sarkar. They include official correspondence of the agents maintained by the

Rajas of Jaipur at the Imperial court liesides many documents of importance.

These papers belong to the different years between 1006 and 1717. these are papers

for 1606, 1622 to 1627, 1630 to 1633, 1640 to 1661, 1664, 1665, 1669 to 1674,

1676, 1688 to 1717 A.D. They include imperial furmans and letters from the

princes, letters received by the Maharajas, accounts, private letters and drafts

of letters and hoada of memoranda. When Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar last visited the

Record Office, Jaipur, in 1929, 26,BOG items had been catalogued by the Jaipur

Record Office. It is to bo hoped that the state authorities would, in tho interest

of historical scholarship, throw open the Record Office to the students of history.

Their collection is unique in India and is of very great importance. So far Sir

Jadu Nath is the ouly scholar who has beon able to utilise these records. I am

grateful to him for giving me an opportunity of studying these records from

copies made for him.

187 Court Bulletin,
dated January 28, 1703.
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up belbre the Emperor on July 12, 1684, and the Mansibdar was

degraded. 1”

In 1682 the Hindus of Burhanpur were reported to have made

the task of the collections of the Jizya impossible. Mir Abdul Karim

was thereupon appointed to the office, and horsemen and foot soldiers

were attached to his establishment in order to facilitate bis work.

The Kotwal w'as ordered to punish the defaulters. So rigorous were

his exactions that instead of a total of Rs. 26,000 from the whole city

as in the past year he was able to collect from the half of the city about

Rs. 108,000 within two or three months. It was discovered however

that his methods were none too popular. He was thereupon

transferred. 1M

In 1689 and 1690, the Jizya of Palanpur and Jalore in Gujerat

was discovered to be in arrears. Officers had to be sent there in orde?*

to help the local Amin in the collection of this tax.
1 90 Elsewhere

Rai Bhan created trouble for two years and made it impossible for any

collections to be made. On August 31, 1703, his conduct was reported

to the emperor. 191

The incidence of the Jizya on the people was not inconsiderable.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar has calculated that in the province of Gujerat

it. formed 4*42% of the provincial revenues. Further we learn from

the Akhbarat that from Mamler in Berar Rs. 30,000 was already

collected and the collections were siill going on. 192
If Mander of our

text is Manbah of tbe Ain-i-Akbari, its revenue under Akbar was

11s. 20,IKK) only. 193 Under Aurangzeb, according to Sujan Rai, the

total revenues of the whole of the proviuce of Berar amounted to

Rs. 1,51,81,750 only 194 which is very nearly the same as under

Akbar. 195 Under Akbar it contained 142 parganahs. The richest

paragauah contributed Rs. 6,27,868 as revenue 194 and the collection of

188 Court Bulletin for July 18, 1694.

189 Khafi Khan, II, 278 279 339. 190 Mirat I, 325.

191 Court Bulletin for August 31, 1703. 192 lhid., for May 24, 1695.

193 Ain-i-Akbari, vol. II, p. 233 note. 194 Khulasnt-ut-Tawarikh, 52.

195 Ain-i-Akbari, II, 231. 196 Ibid., II, 236.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1936 8
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Es. 30,000 from this unidentified parganah would come to 4*76% of

the total revenues of the richest parganah in Berar. If we account for

the collections that, were still due, we would not be far from truth in

asserting that Sarkar’s estimate from Gujerat underestimates the per-

centage that the Jizya bore to the total revenues at least in

the province of Berar.

An elaborate arrangement had to be made for the assessment and the

collection of this tax.
1 ® 7 A register of demand was prepared showing the

amount due from every assessee.
19 * When the collectiors began, the

Amin for the parganah was authorised to call for help from the local

officials, Kotwals, Qantuigos, Thandars. 1 ** He reported the collections

to the provincial Amin. 200 As we have already seen there was an Amin

accompanying the royal court on march and separate officers were asked

to accompany the armies sent on expeditions and collect the dues

from soldiers. These officers usually did not occupy very high rank

in the Mughal hierarchy of officials. One of the Amins accompanying

the emperor in 1702 was a Mansibdar of three hundred horse.
201 The

Amin of Khandesh was only a commander of 100, those of Burhanpur,

Hyderabad, Muradabad of 100. The Mansihdars in Berar were more

fortunate, and commanded 300, whereas the Amin at Aurangabad

enjoyed the rank of a commander of 250. 202 The highest place

occupied comes up to the command of six hundred. 202 The Maasir-i-

Ala mtjiri mentions the appointment of an Amin supervising the work

of all the provinces in the Deccan. As we have already seen the work

of these officers involved considerable risk including danger to life.

As Sarkar has pointed out there were three grades of assess-

ment. 204 Those possessing property worth 200 dirhams, i.e, silver

weighing 51 totals, 10 maslias and 7J grains paid 12 dirhams

(Ks. 3/2/-) as the Jizya.
204 This works out at 0% of the property

and not of the yearly income as Sarkar has erroneously stated.
20*

197 ?aimba t~i-A lanujiri . Khalaq-ul-Sayyaq, 34.

198 Jaipur Veeord»
t
IX, 148, 149. J99

200 Court Bulletin of July 11, 1694.

201 Court Bulletin for April 14, 1703. 202

203 Ibid., for July l, 1694. 204

205 Mirut-i-Ahmadi., I, 206. 206

Ibid., IX, pp. 143-49.

Ibid., February 19, 1704.

Sarkar, vol. Ill, p. 270.

Sarkar, vol. Ill, p. 270.
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It was a capital levy capable of wiping out the whole capital in about

20 years. A money transaction dated February 10, 1704 states the rate

of interest to be 4%. 207 This would mean that in the case of the poor,

i.e. the owners of real property valued at only Rs. 52 the entire

income from that property was taken away as the Jizya. The

second class consisted of those whose property ranged from Rs. 52/- to

Rs. 2,500 roughly. They were to pay 24 dirhams, i.e. Rs. 0/4/- as the

Jizya.
20 * Rs. 2,500 at the rate of 4% would yield Rs. 100, hence the Jizya

works out at 0J% of the income. Here the Jizya is at a much lower rate.

Those whose property was worth more than 10,000 dirhams were very

easily let off paying 48 dirhams irrespective of their income. The rich

paid the whole amount in a lump sum, the middle classes had the option

to pay the whole in one or two instalments, and the poor could pay it in

four instalments. In 1692 it was laid down that in case of wilful

evasion discovered the year after, the evader was to pay for both the

years. When, however, non-payment was due to a clerical mistake on

the part cf the collecting agency, the Jizya was to be paid only for a

year. 20*

Of course certain classes of people were exempted. Minors, women,

slaves of all kinds, the blind, the mentally deficient, the unemployed,

cripples, and beggars were not to pay the Jizya. Those who remained

ill for more than six months, were also excused from this imposition. 210

The tax-payer was to make the payments personally. He was to

approach the platform on which the collector sat, stand opposite the

collector, place the money in his own hands and spread these before the

collector who took it off the citizen. The collector was further warned

never to think of remitting the dues. 211

Remissions to localities were, however, sometimes granted. Sir

Jadu Nath Sarkar has cited two cases where Aurangzeb refused to grant

remission of the tax even when recommended by the local officials.
212

207 Jaipur Retards* XVI, p. 33. 208 Aliratd-Ahmndi, I, 296.

209 Mirat-i-Ahnwdi, 1, 304. 210 Mimt-i-Ahmadi
, 1, 297.

211 Mirat’i-Ahmadi , £, 297; Court Bulletin (Agra), for May 8, 1634.

212 Aurangzeb, 111, 272, 273. He bases his statements on Khafi Khan in one

case and Ahkam-i-Alamgiri in the other.
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In one case Amanat Khan, Diwan-i-Deoean who was very much given to

granting remission of arrears, had himself granted remmission of the

arrears of the Jizya as well.*'213 His rival Rashid Khan complained to

the emperor that he had granted sounds of exemption to help

the Hindu population liable +o pay the Jizyn. Aurangzeb’s wrath was

roused. He told Amanat Khan, whatever else he might remit he should

not remit the Jizya which the emperor had succeeded in reimposing

after so many difficulties. Amanat Khan never again granted

exemptions.

As against that we have the records of live cases wherein Aurangzeb

granted, or was prepared to grant, remission of the tax to harassed

localities. On December 12, 1681, a petition from tbe inhabitants of

lh»hadurpura(?) was presented requesting for the remission of the tax.

Aura:.gzeb thereupon called for a detailed report on the subject the

s'inie day. 214 Unfortunatidy we do not possess any record of any further

orders on the subject among the extant papers. The collections from

Puiiad (?) again were remitted for a year or two on the representation

of its inhabitants and local officers.
214 On February 19, 1704, tlu* collec-

tion of the Jizya was stopped throughout the Mughal provinces of the

Deccan on account of the difficulties caused by Maratha raids.
2U On

November 12, 1704, again collection of the tax was forbidden in Deval

Ghat for three years.
21

7

After the conquest of Hyderabad its Jizya along

with certain other charges was remitted. 218
Ii.iwf long the remission

continued it is difficult to say. It could only have been of a temporary

nature. AVe are told, however, by another contemporary writer that

after its conquest by Aurangzeb, the Jizya was levied and collected

by force in the Deccan. 21 ® Thus it is clear that Aurangzeb was not

always ‘deaf to the pleadings of pity and political expediency alike* in

levying the Jizya. Cases of remissions were decided as occasion arose,

213 Khifi Khan
,
II 214 I'ovrt HvTIcliti of the sumo date.

215 Ahkmn-i-A Inmyiri, MS. 13 (b).

216 dourt Hull('tin of February 19
, 1704 .

217 Ibid., for November 12, 1704.

218 Itshwar Dass’s Fatuho t-i-Alnni MS. Ill (b).

219 Bliim Sen, Nuskha-i-Dilkhushn, MS. 139b.
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and it is difficult to come to the conclusion that Aurangzeb was unduly

harsh or obstinate in this respect.

Thus the Jizya formed a part of the avowed policy of Aurangzeb

to govern according to the Islamic law. He did not stop to consider

how it would affect his non-Muslim subjects. If they resented its

imposition, he could not help it
;
he would not be false to his ideals. If

the poorer among them discovered that it took away the bulk of their

income and thus rendered it impossible for them to maintain them-

selves, that was none of his business. If they wanted to evade its

payment, the way was open to them. They could accept the true faith

and escape this burden if they found it too irksome to bear. But it is

difficult to decide how many of the conversions were due solely or mainly

to the burden of the Jizya which was pressing so heavily on the poorer

classes.

It is well to remember however that the Jizya was levied by

Aurangzeb at a time when toleration was an exception rather than the

rule in the statecraft of the world. It was not necessarily the outcome

of any feeling of dislike that Aurangzeb entertained towards the Hindus

or their faith. It was imposed because the conception of the Islamic

State with which Aurangzeb was familiar made it obligatory for bim

to do so. He was usually not more strict in the realisation of this parti-

cular tax and although it formed a heavy burden in the poorer classes,

file wealthier section did not find it exceptionally irksome. To

Aurangzeb it was nothing less than the price of toleration that a non-

believer was naturally expected to pay in a Muslim State.

{To be continued)

Sri Ram Siiarma
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i

In his Indogermanische Grammatik (vol. I, p. 164), Hirt says:

“Um auf dem Gebiet der Etymologie, naraentlich sich in der Bedeu-

tungslehre vorwarts zu kommen, empfieblt es sich auch, Worter eines

bestimmten Begriffsgebiets in den verschiedensten Sprachen zusam*

men zu behandeln.” Such a clarification and discussion of semantic

congeners reveal the inter-dialectal distribution of forms, the simila-

rities and divergences in the persistence of old words, the degree of

foreign influence (wherever this can be traced) and the semantic evo-

lutions of forms in the different speeches. In Dravidian, the members

of which family lie distributed all over India, such semantic groupings

would particularly be useful in estimating the influence of Indo-

Aryan (henceforth abbreviated as IA) and Kolarian on the native

vocabulary.

In this paper I have tried to adopt this approach to the Dravidic

words for 'eating’ and 'drinking.’ I have restricted myself to the dis-

cussion of the verbs denoting these ideas and of the general words for

'food’ and 'meal.' Specialised names abound in each of the speeches

for varieties of 'food’ and 'drink’
;
but since most of these fall under

the category of ‘cultural’ words which would by their very nature

be marked more by divergences than by similarities, their study may

perhaps not be so fruitful for the immediate purpose of this essay.

The results of my enquiry are summed up at the end of this

paper.
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Besides the forms listed above, exists a number of literary

Tamil words, many of which occurring- in Sahgam texts are used as

poduvinai or ‘verbs used alike to express all the related significations

of a semantically congeneric group/ as distinguished from tfirappu-

vinai which are restricted to specialised signification only.

The meanings of these literary words are mostly secondary

developments.

annul—‘to eat’ besides ‘to contain/ ‘to experience good or evil’

:

annuliyadu [Kura], 942

J

nuyar—‘to eat, drink’: adisil nuyar-ya [Purapporul V, 282]. Cf.

type 4 in the table above.

dr—‘to eat’, ‘to consume’, ‘to feed to one’s satisfaction* beside ‘to be

full*, ‘to experience fully’ : Kdkkai ur-uvi [Aing., 164] ;
cf. Tel.

dr—‘to be replete/ Kanu. dru ‘fullness.’

ayil—a very old paduvinai for ‘eating (or even drinking) all kinds

of things’ : ayini-y-um ayinranru [Pur., 77] which associates the

verb with the noun ayini ‘food*. ASana in Tamil is a Samskrta-

sama, meaning ‘food/ Ayini ‘food’ may very probably be

related to this IA form; and the verb itself may have been thence

derived. Also cf. asi- ‘to take food’<IA as-.

misai—‘to feed upon’, ‘to eat’
;
amiidin muaindu [Pur., 150] ‘having

consumed (food) like amrta\ Cf. misai ‘above, upon* and mey-

*for cattle to graze upon*. Cf. also Tel. meta ‘pasturage' and

(more generally) ‘food*.

mdnd—‘to eat (grain, fruits etc.)’: tinai mdnd-u in [Aing., 20tt],

kam mdndoi [Pur.]. This does not appear to be a poduvinai like

ayil-, nuyar- and arund-.

tuy—‘to eat’ beside ‘io enjoy, experience’; cf. tu ‘food’, til ‘flesh’,

meat.
’

tut't'r—‘to eati’ [Ag.j. Cf. tur ‘to be crammed/ tvr~H-kk- ‘to cram,

like food into the mouth.’ tut’t'ru as u noun is employed in

paduvinai for ‘boiled rice.’

kai-tod—‘to eat’<‘to touch with the hand.’ This is not a Sangain

form. It is not mentioned in Tivagaram but only in Cudaimini

niganilu. Perhaps its meaning ‘to eat’ cropped up in the
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language of the religious of: ‘taboo’* expression

dictated by utter religious humility.,*/

Tel. dray-ine?

—
‘to enjoy/ ‘to eat/ ‘to drink* is perhaps XA [cf. drogya

‘health’].

Mai. irarnb—‘to eip’ [used in the north], ufinj- ‘to tip
7 /used m the

south], 7ibdiid- ‘to sip/ nugar- ‘to. eat, drink or enjoy’ are in

common use.

II
'

Exam Nation of cogiiaStes

1 . ‘tin-’ type

The Kui and the Gondi representatives of, this , widely represented

type have incorporatd extension-suffixes (for wliioh, see, any D.V). Cf.

colloquial Tamil Infinitive tin-y-a, and the Kannada colloquial

tin-b- (Kit tel, Diet., p. 717) for the incorporation of exten-

sion-suffixes in some of the forms of * this very ‘popular and' ancient

verb-base. ,

Semaiitically also, there is a striking oneness. Wherever it is

used, it means primarily ‘to eat things other than regular meals or

the staple food/ The idea of ‘having a meal’ is nowhere in the

Mifclects' expressed with the help of this base
;

it would be interesting

to classify' at once the expressions and woitls denoting ‘to have b meal’

in the different dialects:—
Tam. [old] un-

,, [new] mppid-

Mal. un-

Te»l. bhojanami cey-

'Kann. [old] un-

„ [new] uta mod-, uta ag-

Tulu un^p-d or un-pu marrvp-

: Kui 4ju un-b—‘to have a meal’ <Cliterally ‘to eat rice-water,

food’ or ‘cooked food.’

(jhmdi java uri-d—‘to have a meal’<literally ‘to drink a

porridge of staple food’
;
cf. for the usage, the expression karlfli

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1936 ®
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kudi- ‘to drink porridge of rice/ used for ‘having a meal* by the

the ‘low* castes of Malabar.

Kuiukh matuli-amm on— ‘to have a ineaF<literally ‘Ho

consume rice, food and drink/

The base un-, used largely for ‘having meal/ and the Tamil form

sappixl- will be discussed below. Telugu use* the IA bhojanam

commonly for ‘meal’, which IA loan is restricted in the Tamil

Brahmins’ dialect to contexts like brdlhnana bhojanam
,

pankti

bhojanam which of course are IA collocations.

It may be noted that the derivatives from tin- in the different

dialects Tam. tin, tit't’ri, Mai. tin, tit'Va, Kann. tinasu, Tel. tindi

preserve the dominant note in tin-, viz., ‘eating things other than the

staple food/ A glutton is described as tin-ali
,

tinasa^goli in Kann.,

tin-p-de in Tulu, tiVVasp-yriyan in Mai.

2. ‘un—9 type

A very widely represented type with marked structural similarities.

KuruX/t has on- beside un

-

[
LSI ., p. 429]. Further, the past stem in

Kur. and Malto is ond- with the cerebral nd [=n+£, the Dravidian

past affix]
;
hence the original base was on- with the cerebral n as in

the south.

Telugu, curiously enough, is lacking in a representative of this ,
set. Brahui kunr may be related in view of the meanings (see below);

but the initial consonant is inexplicable.

So far as the meanings are concerned, the following features are

noteworthy : -r

(a) un- in the colloquials of the south Dravidian epeieehes is

(wherever used) always distinguished from tin- on the one side and

kwfi- ‘to drink
1

on the ther. Un- always implies ‘having a meal*

‘ea'ting staple food/ Tin- means ‘eating other things than a meal or

staple food/ and kudi- in Tam., Mai. and Kami, refers to the ‘drinking*

of liquids.

Further, in the colloquials, un-1
is generally associated with human

1 The derivatives of un* in both ancient and modern dialects (including

the colloquials) mean only ‘food/ ‘meal’ : —Tam. un, ufld, Kann.

dta, uiyuu, Mai. unu
,
Tuju, unjm, nuppu.
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food or meals, the ‘food’ of animals* being coupled with tin- or its

derivatives.

Kann. uta ‘meal*, Mai. un- ‘to have a meal (for human beings only),

Tulu un-pu ‘meal*, be*ride Kann. Tiunnu tin-
‘to/ eat fruit, ’ Mai. manna

tin- ‘to eat mango’ and Kann. nir kudi ‘to drink water/ Mai. kaL kudi

‘to drink toddy/ Tulu kudc- ‘to drink toddy/ illustrate these points.

(b) In the older stages of Tamil, Mai. and Kannada, however,

un- is associated with a large number of contexts including those for

which the modem colloquial* would use kudi-

:

Tam. kal-l-un

-

‘to drink toddy’ [Pur, 123)

vmtt-un- % drink toddy’ [Pu*, 24]

nunj

-

mi- ‘to drink poison’ [Rural]

mulai-y-un ‘to drink mother’s millk’

mu-n-nxr un- ‘to drink three kinds of liquor’ [Pur, 24]

narav-un- ‘to drink toddy’ [Pur., 25]

ninan-un ‘to drink blood’ [Patt., 3, 198J

vidam-nnda kanifan ‘be with the neck that drank poison’

‘Siva* [Samb.J

nir un- ‘to drink water’ [Naladi]

Kann. pal un- ‘to suck mother’s milk’

ten un- ‘to drink, honey, as a bee”

Mai. mula-y-un

-

‘to drink mother’s breast-milk’ [Krsna G.J

ten un- ‘to drink honey, as a bee’ [K.G.]

In these contexts, the colloquial's (and the more modern literary

dialects) would use hull-.

In the following in which un- is used in the old Tamil texts, the

modern dialect would use tin-; here the illustrations are, however, few,

since the distinction2 between un- and tin- was observed even in the old

te£ts.

undal-k-iniya palam ‘fruits sweet for eating’ [Patk.
]

kdkkai-y-unnum ‘where, the crow eats’ [Rural, 527]

unnud-uyahyu-mn ‘ilie horse weary on account of lack of

eatables’ [Patt.}

2 Tn a very general way, it may be said that while un- denotes in the

daftgam texts the ‘eating’ or ‘drinking’ of anything that serves like food, tin.

is applied ’to the ‘eating’ of things other than these.
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kani-y-uniyum ‘where fruits are eaten' [Pur., 177]

iIn tm- ‘to eat flesh' [Tirun&vukk.] beside Un tin- [Pur., 258)

This extended use of im- in old Tamil texts in contexts like

these [cf. un-tuvai-kari-cor-un in Pur., verse 14, where tin- is

applied not only to the staple food ‘boiled rice' but also to ‘flesh' and

‘curry', where at least in modferu. speech tin- would be used] has led

some commentators to postulate that tin- is a poduvinai used for all

kinds of ‘eating' and ‘drinking/ while others maintain that the use

of tin- in these instances (instead of tin- or of the regular poduvinai

like ayiU, nugcvr-) is only an exceptional usage.

On examining the use of tin- in old Tamil texts, I find that while

tin- is more or less distinguished in application from tin- [tin- is

‘consuming something that has some effect on the person similar to that

of a regular meal' while tin- is ‘eating things other than things con-

templated above’), tin- (as the above illustrations would show) meant

‘drinking’ al'so in quite a large number of contexts. Of course, there

was the word parug- in old Tam. to denote ‘drinking'; but in the

Sangam texts at any rate, parug- not only has other meanings but

is also not so common a** un- with the meaning ‘to drink.'

(c) The* significance of this feature will be evident in the examina-

tion of the meaning ‘to drink’ which un- generally has in the central

Indian Kui and Gondi, and in the north Indian Kuru/»7i and Malto.

Kui un-ba sidru ‘drinking water’

pal un- ‘to drink milk'

Gondi rand itvund rvpaiyana kal urulator ‘they drink toddy worth two

or three rupees*

pal un- ‘to drink milk'

Kur aniTii un ‘to drink water'

jhara on- ‘to drink liquor'

Malto en ame dnin ‘I drink wafer’.

KurilA7i, however, still retains on- in the sense of ‘having a meal*

in contexts like the following, culled from Grignard's excellent texts:—
pa6dp pacgirgahin ondan ‘I live with my parent®' <lliferally ‘I eat

with the old man and the old woman,’ and ra'ake ‘do remain for the

meal,’ dnar kirrdgo ‘returning after the meal.
1
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Br&hui kun- means bating and drinking* :—kunoid dir ‘drinking

water*; i ddiska hie hmtanut ‘I have eaten nothing yet.*

It is very remarkable indeed that Kui, Gfmdi, Kur. andi Malto need

old tm- with the restricted sense of ‘drinking/ without going in for

new words for this idea as the south Dravidian speeches did.

3. ‘to swallow*

This is a purely south Dravidian type. For the correspondence

of l to r in the Tel. aphaeresized form and for the syncope in the

Kann. form, see my “Dr. Phonology.”

•

-4. niihg- ‘to swallow*

In meaning, this set shows no difference from No. 3 above. Struc-

turally it has at present to be demarcated from, the ming-, -wring-

type, the exact relationship (if any existed) not being sufficiently clear.

5. Kurukh itwx-

This base, accoidiug to Grignard, signifies ‘eating anything

except cooked rice or meals.* It is u^ed with eatables like nmrhi

‘parched rice/ amkhi ‘curry/ ahra ‘flesh/ tamku ‘tobacco* and similar

things. With mantli ‘cooked rice or food/ on- is employed. For the

semantic differentiation, cf. tin- and vn- of the south Dravidian

speeches.

mox- [n?«rr in some tense-forms] has the lhcnnihgs ‘to gobble up,

‘to prey upon/ ‘to destroy* ‘to kill by witchcraft/ Perhaps therefore,

it is related to Kann. mnkk-, Tulu. vwkk-

'

‘to gobble up.*

Malto max- is ‘to eat. things like meat and fruit* [Droese, Vac.

p. 65] while ‘to eat bread’ is denoted by min- which also means Ho

giaze, browse* [cf. south Dr. may-). ‘To have a meal’ is denoted by

jagu lapr ‘to eat boiled rice.*

C. Tain, xdppid- ‘to have a meal.*

Tamil toppid- is the common colloquial term for ‘having a meal*

amongst many communities. It does not appear to have been generally

recognized3 as a literary word. Ndma dvpikai niyandn
,

a lute (18tli

century?) dictionary, however, mentions it.

3 The Tamil lexicon, however, cites the noun Mtpitfdv, '*roeaP fr<^m

Tiruvfingada Satakam. . . v
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In Telugu, sdpad- ‘to eat a meal’ is said to be a dialectal word
;
the

noun sdpdtu ‘meal’ [sdpdpu-rdmudu ‘a mere glutton’] also exists. The

literary form pysdpad- ‘to have food’ occurs in a 17th century work.

I consider these forms to be related to the following, all of which

are from IA prasdda ‘sanctified offering, etc.'

Tam. sddam ‘boiled rice,’ ‘food’

Tel. sddam ‘food’ [vaisnavite word]

„ pasddam ‘sanctified food,’ ‘meal’

[15th century Bhojarajiyam].

Though Kann. panada, sdda do not have the meaning ‘food,’ the

former has the signification ‘sanctified offering’ <IA prasdda
,
and the

latter means ‘purity, brilliancy' <JA prasdda.

Tel. pasdpad- ‘to have food’ and pasddam ‘food’ show the connec-

tion between the verb and the noun from which the verb has been

formed with the native Dra,vidian auxiliary pad- (as in hhhyanpad- ‘to

fear,’ etc.).

Tel. sdpad- and Tam. suppid - appear to be the aphaeresized

variants of an original like pasdpad- <prasdda-pad.

Tam. sddam and Tel. sddam ‘boiled rice’ may also have been simi-

lar variants of prctsdda ‘sanctified offering of boiled rice’ <sanctified

offering.’

It is very remarkable that in, Tamil a word which should have

exclusively been communal in origin (for, such sanctified offerings are

only possible among the Brahmins or those who were within their cul-

tural influence) has now spread very widely and almost become an indis-

pensable expression in everyday vocabulary.

‘Drinking’

1. ‘Kudi-’

This is a South Dravidian type. Kwli- is the most common word

for ‘drinking’ in the colloquial of Tamil and in both the colloquial and

the literary dialects of Mai. and Kannada.

I have not met with k*udi- with the meaning ‘to drink’ in the

Sangam Tamil texts which use an- or paray- (for which latter, see

below), or one of the podmina 'i s.
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Tel. has kud-u-cu [past stem &w/i-ci-] with the meanings ‘to eat*,

‘to enjoy* and ‘to drink.* Telugu hoi- is another word with the same

meanings. This latter may have been an accent-influenced variant of

an older *kodal-
,

*feudal- connected with kudi; for the change, of.

Tel. vrel- ‘to sink, hang down* and Kann. bilal ‘hanging roots.* The

common colloquial word for ‘to drink* in Tel. is tug- <trdg-.

In Tulu, while the commonly employed verb is pur-p-
f the base

kud-c- signifies ‘to drink toddy’ [kvdceht ‘a drunkard’].

2. Tam. parug-

This is a Sangam Tam. word signifying ‘to drink', ‘to gulp’, ‘to

enjoy *:—tend paruy-i ‘having drunk liquor* [Patt., 2, 157], vevci

parug- ‘to swallow the roast* [Patt.].

Old Mai. parug- is ‘to sip*, ‘to drink*, ‘to nibble*, ‘to enjoy’, used

in old texts like ltdmacarila and Krmaguthd.

Tulu par-p

-

is the indispensable verb. l'ar-p- t among the ‘lowest’

castes of Tuluvanad, is l.'stricted lo ‘having a meal’ since their meal is

only liquid parucelu ‘conjee*.

The type does not appear to be represented in other Dravidinn

dialects. I do not know if the somewhat far-fetched suggestion of Ihc

Tamil lexicon that it may be connected with Skt. sprh ‘to desire* hafi

anything in it.

Ill

Words for ‘food*, ‘meat*, ‘eatables’

A list of the general words is given below; the specific names for

different varieties would be too numerous to bt mentioned here.

Tamil un 1

un-a-vu

un-d

undi

‘food*<im

. , , . r ‘eatables* <tin
Httri )

tidisil ‘what is cooked,* ‘food,* ‘boiled rice* <ad- ‘to cook*:

cf. Kann. adigil ‘what is cooked*

ayitii ‘food* <IA axana [see above].
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Tamil kulu ‘food' [Pur.,] < kfdrai~ ‘what is mixed together*; of

Karin, kulu, Tel. ktidi ‘boiled rice*. ' Kittel [Dibt.,

p. xXxVii] suggests that date ' SktJ kr&ra ‘food/

‘boiled rice’ may have been derived from Dravidi&n.

suru
y ? boiled lice’

ionri )

tut't'ru ‘boiled rice’; cf. tnt't'r- ‘to eat’

sappddu ‘meal,’ ‘food* [see supra].

pbnagam ‘meal’ [in Manimegalai, a work showing mauy

adaptations from UIA and MIAJ is surely traceable

ultimately to UIA bhojana ‘food'; of. Tel. bona

below.

Mai. \tnu ‘ltteaP

j
‘eating’ Svbat is eaten,* applied to the ‘meal* of

r animals and coiitempUiously to that of human
titft'u I-

,
.

j beings<ft/t-

cdru ‘boiled rice*

amaritiu [from 1A anhita] ‘food of lords’ when referred, to

by ‘lower’ castes; this is an adaptation of anifta-

tta ‘ait. (lie (precious) food of kings or lords’
[
1 Sill

century Verapoly Diet.].

Tel. run tagam

u

‘food’<‘what is cooked’ <jmnd- ‘to cook’

bgiraniu
y
by iram //, Ore-mu ‘food’llA odium,

kudu ‘boiled rice’; cf. Tam. kulu j*bove.

bonamu ‘food’<MIA<01A bhojana.

pasddamu ‘food’<sanctified offering of food ’<IA pramda.

meta ‘food’<food of cattle; from nicy- ‘to graze*

timli ‘eatables’

<

tin-.

nadavi ‘food,’ a dialectal wordy from pamdam<.1A' pramda .

burvit, a child’s word for ‘boiled rice.’

Kannada kulu [see supra]

.

Ogata cf. Tel. bgiramu above

upa ‘meal’

unisu ‘food
1 j* <UQ-
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Kannada tinasu ‘eatables' 1

tini
J.
<tin

tindi (Tel. loan?]
]

Tulu. paruvelu ‘meal' of ‘low’ castes \<par-p ‘to drink’]

,, un-pu ‘food' used by Brahmins and nuppu by certain

lower caste* are derived from nm-

Ktii eju ‘cooked rice,' ‘meal/ ‘rice water’ is perhaps connected

with Kuvi eju ‘water/ Gondi er ‘water/ south Dra.

• tr ‘wetness/ nlr ‘water.’

Kuvi on4i ‘food/ ‘meal’<un

KuruAA' mani<j,i ‘cooked rice, food’
;
cf. Santali maijdi

,
probably pot

Dravidian. -

IY

The following features emerge from the above discussion:—
1. Three types among the verks for ‘eating’ appear to be almost

pan-Dravidian, while among the verbs for ‘drinking’ no all-Dravidian

type is available.

2. Some verb-types are exclusively south Dravidian.

3. The first three types of verbs for ‘eating’ have persisted in

the south Dravidian speeches without semantic change; whereas in the

words for ‘drinking,’ the older and the modem (colloquial) words are

different in Tamil and in Telugu.

4. The semantic development of un- in the central Indian dialects

and in Kurukh is noteworthy, though 1 it may be said to have been

foreshadowed by certain contexts in old Tamil itself.

5. Among words for ‘food/ ‘eatables/ derivatives witfi character-

istic structural changes (like Tam. un, utufi, unavu from un-) aro

conspicuously absent in central and north Dravidian.

0. The semantic difference between un- and tin- is fundamental

and persistent in the dialects, a9 reflected not. only by the contexts in

which they are used hut also by the special connotation* of their

derivatives (in south Dravidian).

7. 1A influence is definitely traceable in one common verb-type

[Turn! sappu}-, Tel. pampa*L
] ,

in one Tamil literary word (ai/el-] > in

TeL draginc and in some forms for ‘food/ ‘meal/

L. V. Eamaswami Aiyar

10I.H.Q.j JUKE, 1936



The Sutrakrtanga-niryukti

The Niryukti works do not form a distinct group by themselves

and can be clearly separated from other works which are based on

them or from later additions made to them. Sometimes it is very diffi-

cult to differentiate between the verses of the Niryukti proper and the

verses introduced into them at. a later stage and going* by the name of

M ula-lihdsya or simply Bhdsya. In very few cases tradition has tried

to keep them apart which helps us in separating them from eacli other.

In other cases they are mixed up in such a manner that it is now

impossible for us to try to distinguish the various strata in the text of

the Niryukti in its present form. What we possess in these coses are

the enlarged and supplemented versions of the original Niryuktis, and

they are called by the names of the ttlulsynx or Brhad-Bhii*yas, the names

themselves being a sufficient indication to understand the modified

nature of these works. But with the help of the few facts which tradi-

tion has handed down, to us, it is usual to divide the collection of the

Niryukti works into three groups, the division being based on the con-

sideration of the purity of the text and the stages through which it may

have passed before it attained its present form. There are Niryuktis

the text* of which is preserved to us in a form which we can reasonably

take to represent their original one free from later additions. To this

group belong the two Niryuktis on the first two Angus of the canon.

Silfuika, IhA oldest commentator on them, lias given us no hint to think

that there ale verses in the text of those Niryuktis which are a later

addition to them, as is done by Ilaribhadra while commenting on the

Damcaikdlika-iXiryukti where we find that there are many additional

verses pointed out by him as belonging to the Mula-Bhasya. The second

gioup comists of those Niryuktis where verses of the so-called Mula-

llhasya are added to the original Niryukti either to explain it or to

supplement it. To this group belong the Niryuktis on the AvaSyaka

and Basavai kali lea. In the t hircl group come the Nii^uJctis which are

now called by the names of Bhasyas and Brhad-Bha$yas like those on

Nisitha and others where it is not now possible to separate the origi
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nal Niryukti and the later commentary on it. The importance of the

SutraJqrtanga Niryukti, therefore, lies in its being the most pure and

unmixed representative of the real nature of the Niryukti before it has

suffered any changes.

The Sutrakrtaiiga Niryukti 1
is one of the smallest of the group and

consists of 205 Guthas. As usual the main function of the Niryukti is

to explain the name of the text and the titles of the various chapters

adding where necessary a summary of its contents and sometimes giving

some introductory information for the understanding of the text

Compared with other Niryuktis like the Avasyaka and the Da&ivaika-

lika Niryuktis, we find in the present one leas of the extraneous matter

and of the long digressions which we meet with in those works. But

the chief function of a Niryukti, the explanation of the terms in the

text by the application of the various Anuyogadvaras, is to be found to

its fullest extent. This is another indication to say that this explana-

tion forms, in reality, the main function of a Niryukti, and others like

the heaping up of synonyms, the etymological explanation of the terms

in the text and the' logical discussion and matters of similar nature

are of subordinate importance if not completely foreign to it.

The present Niryukti gives us no help in determining its precise

date. It refers to a vast number of philosophical schools and systems

which were current at the time. But no definite chronological con-

clusion can be based on them. Each one of these schools has a long and

eventful history of its own and none of them can be dated later than

the first century A. I). There are also a. few persons referred to. So

we have a reference to Abhaya, Srenika, Kiilavula (57), Jamali (125),

Parsva (205) and others, but none of them can be put later than the

time of Mahavira himself, most of them being his contemporaries. So

tlie reasoning which led some scholars to put clown the date of some

Niryuktis like that on the Uttaradhyayana-Sutra2
is in no way appli-

1 The Niryukti along with the text and Silanka’s commentary is published

in the Agamodaya Samiti, Surat 11)17. It is also found as an appendix to

Dr. Vaidya’a edition of the text, Poona 1928.

2 Cp. Dr. Charpentier, Introduction to his edition of the Uttaradhyayana-

9titra
t
Upsala 1914, *pp. 49-50.
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cable to the present work, as it refers to no fact which will compel us

to assign it to a later date than the one given by tradition.

More important is the question about the relation of the present

Niryukti to others. In v. 99 it appears that the Niryukti refers to

the Daiavaikdlika Niryukti while in two other places Silanka would

like us to believe that the lack of the treatment of some words by the

writer of the Niryukti is due to the fact that he had already treated

them in his earlier work, the Niryukti on the first Anga, the Acora.

That the present N ;ryukti is later than the Damvaikdlika-Niryukti is

further corroborated by the fact that the information in verses 99-102 is

nothing but a summary of the one contained 'in verses 39-43 of the other.

If all this is accepted, we will have to say that the present Niryukti

was written later than these two Niryuktis.

Leumann3 has raised an important question about the division of

the usual four Anuyogadvaras. It is usual to find them divided into

the following divisions:
1 Ndma or the naming of a thiqg by that parti-

cular word without seeing its propriety, Sthdpand or a pictorial re-

presentation of it, Dravya or the material of which the thing is

formed, and Bhdva or the real thing itself in a condition appropriate

for its meaning. Of these Dravya is divided into* Agamatah and

No-dgamatali. The second of these again falls intoj three divisions,

Jndpakatarira, Bhavyasarira and Tadvyatirikta. The|last of this divi-

sion is further split up into three subdivisions called Ekabhdva
,
Bad-

dhdyuska and Abhimukhandmagotra. The last subdivision is found in

two places in the Sfitrakrtanga Niryukti where the author deals with the

word Pundarlka (146 if.) and Ardra (186 if.). Now there is a tradition4

preserved in the Curnis on Ava6yaka and Kalpa from which we come

to know that Suhastin or Nagahastin admitted the last division,

Samudra admitted the middle one, and Mangu admitted the first divi-

sion. If the tradition is accepted, and there is no reason, to deny

validity to it, and if Mangu is the first person to create the

3 Uberticht uber die Ava6vaka-IAteratur
f
Hamburg, 1914, p. 23.

4 Leumann quotes, “aesa jaha ajja Mangu tivihaip sabkhaip icchai

egabhaviy&m baddhauyam abhimuhanamagoyaip, ajja Samudda duvihaqi bad-

dhftuyaxji abhimuhanamagoyani oa, ajja Suhatthi egam abhijnubanamagoyaip

icchai."
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first division of Ekalihava we are compelled to put tlie present Niryukti

after him and so about the first century A.D. at the earliest. The same

conclusion can be arrived at by taking into consideration the allusions

to mythological and semi-historical stories about the patriarchs of the

Jain community found in the other Niryukti? especially the Ava&yaka

Niryukti. But ijhe present line of argument h not conclusive. Unless

and until we are able to show that Mangu was the first man to create

this division, we are not justified in putting the Niryuktis later than

him. What the tradition says is that while the other two writers were

not willing to admit the first division Mangu did admit it. The

difference of opinion, it will be seen very easily, is due to the very

slight distinction that exists between these various divisions as it is

based purely on the consideration of the relative time taken by the

Dravya to transform itself into the lVuiva condition and not on any

difference of a fundamental nature. It may just have been the case

that the division was a very old one, and that these writers did not

admit the three separate divisions as being without sufficient justifica-

tion to regard them as distinct from each other. We have a parallel

case in the fact that Siddhasena refused to admit the Naiyama Naya

which, we have sufficient evidence to prove, existed before him and for

a long time.

The later limit* for these works can be approximately settled with

the help of a fewr considerations. We find that the Avasvaka Niryukti is

often quoted by the canonical works like the Nandi-Stitra, the Anuyoga-

dvara and the Samavayanga which attained to their present form as

early as the fifth century A.D., if not earlier. That the arrangement

of the canonical works as settled in the council of Valabhi includes two

Niryuktis as hooks in the group called the M fila-Sfitras, as also the

fact that the ten Niryuktis have for their basis the older arrangement

of the canon into works called Aligns and Aiigabuhiras lead us to

suppose that they must be considerably older than the second council.

The latest reference to a Jain patriarch is to be found in the l)am-

niihnJilu Niryukti, where it refers to Govind Vacaka’ who lived in the

third century A.D. So we can put the collection of these Niryuktis

6 DafoivaikQtiku Niryukti, v. 81,
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between '300 and '>00 A.l). a period which will explain all the

references found in the various Nifyuktis. Put it is much more pro-

bable that the reference to Govinda is a later addition, in which case

we can put the collection a little earlier.

The Siitrakrtuhga Niryukti, as can be seen from its rapid perusal,

mainly occupies itself with the text and tries to summarise and com-

ment on a few verses. As regards the authorship of that work we are

told at the beginning that it was the Ganadharas, the direct disciples

of Lord Mahavira who put it in so many words having heard the subs-

tance of it from the mouth of the (18^0). The second chapter,

it is further pointed out, was delivered by Rsabha to his ninety-eight

sons on the mount Astapada, to dissuade them from the battle with

their brother Bharaia (39). The praise of Mahavira is said to be u

report of Sudharma to his disciple Jambu, while the conversation

• between Mahavira and Gotama constitutes the seventh chapter (08, 90).

The last chapter of the book pui ports to be a discussion between Gotama

and Udaga, a disciple of Pursva (205). All ibis is no doubt the tradi-

tional information about the production of the work and is mainly

collected from the indications found in the book itself. None of these

writers can be taken to be the actual authors of the work in its present

form which is certainly much more later in date.

The explanation of the name of the work is of some inteiest. lhe

word Sutra means primarily a thread, and in its secondary application

it means, according to our author, knowledge, as it is suggestive of the

outward reality. This appears to be a contusion due to the similarity

between the Prakrt forms of the two words Sutra and Sftraka which uv *

in reality two distinct words of different meanings. The Niryukti

explains the use of the word Suita in connection with these

works on the supposition that they are indicative of the ical

knowledge as preached by the Jina. Now such a Sutta is of

four kinds, the Samptu-sutrn in which the technical terms and

their explanations are ottered, Suitgt aha-* fit ra which states a funda-

mental fact having a very wide application, V rttu those written

in metres, and JatinHuMhu which 8llaiika explains to include

ji,ut’ subdivisions of Kathanign
,
a narration, iSatina or prose, Tatlga nr

metrical composition and Ueya or song (3, p. 2). The oilier term in the
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name ASufa leads into a much more complicated and recondite discussion.

A fta necessarily implies two other terms, Karana or the means of doing

a thing and Kdraka or the agent, of the action who, in reality, is no other

but the soul (4). The Drarjja Karana is either due to I’rayoga or

some external impulse or Yiarasa Karana when it is due to its natural

activity. The first is either Mfda which includes the five hinds of bodies

and the sense organs, or Ktiara which is a further modfceation of the

first like the eye, ear and others. The Y israsfi Karana islil lust rated by

the automatic formations like lightning, frost and others. Viewed in

another light it includes such varieties as the Sahyhdta Karana or pro-

ductions due to a collocation of the causes like cloth, Tarisata Karana

ar a tiling like a conch shell, or things requiring both, as a lart, and

things without both, as ftie formation of a beam (7). The Ksctra

Karana means both the sky where all tilings happen, and also the

cultivation of fields tor corn. The Kdla Karana includes time in general

and the ten stages a man passes through (10-12). Like the I'/racya

Karana, the liham Karana is also divided into many divisions in which

is found the Srutajriana Karana, which is the meaning that pertains to

the present context and means the production of the canonical works.

It further connotes that the mind of the Ganadharas, the traditional

authors of the works is free from all the karma influences particularly

those that impede the scriptural knowledge (lu-20).

We get a considerable amount of information about the text. The

object of the first chapter is the description of both orthodox and hetero-

dox schools and includes those who admit only the five elements, those

who say that there is only one soul, those who identify soul and body,

those who contend that soul is inactive, those who admit soul as the

sixth element in addition to the usual five, those who say that the karma

may remain without giving its fruit, the fatalist, and others of little*

importance Many of these schools, it will he very easily seen,

were the well known sophistical schools headed by teachers like Ajita

Kesakajnbalin, l’uruiiu Ivassupu, Gosalu and others. Of these the

materialists are refuted by the author of I lie Nir\ukti by jointing out

that the quality of sentiency cannot be (he outcome of (be collection

of tl»e five elements which have qualities other than that sentiency.

Nor is it possible that one souse should know what the other sense has
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experienced (33). The school which holds that flip squl is jpac^fve is

refuted by pointing out that if it is so, the soul cannot enjoy what he

hus not done nor can he suiter what he lias tt mmittcd ; , this will lead

us to deny the five yatls and. facts like the
.memory of the past life.

Neither can it be argued that the soul is inactive because, it is not able

to do all things, for no one can say tlmt a tree is not a free or a cow is

not a cow only because she gives fio milk .or little milk (34, 35).

The second chapter is called VeyQliya> it means a particular metre

in which the chapter is composed as also the fact of tearing. The

Vidaraka or the agent of cutting is an axe when the thing to be cut

is wood or some other material object, but it is the soul itself

when the object of cutting is karma. It deals with enlightenment,

th© transitory nature of all wordly things, till abandonment of pride,

and it. is further pointed out that the monks should always try to re-

move the knrmas already accumulated (3(3-41).

The object of the third chapter is to acquaint the monks with the

Upasaryus or the obstacles to their ascetic life. It may he due to the

place or time or because of the rise of the knrmas the last of which one

should resist with all force. They are either painful as described in the

first section or pleasant, as described in the second section, while the

third section deals with the purification of the mind and the effect of

the heterodox system on the mind of the monk. The condition of those

who succumbed to the influence of the words of the other religious

teachers is described in the fourth section. The Niryukti illustrates

the fact that a wrong deed once committed will bear its fruit by point-

ing out tliaj, if a man committing murder shows himself indifferent,

a man eatiiijg poison and concealing himself and a man committing

theft and then standing averse are all declared as criminals (45-53).

The fourth chapter deals with the dangers which arise out pi'

attachment towards women. Both man and woman are viewed; from

various points 1 of view . and in contrast with each dther. > The

first Vihlcsa points out that conversation with women leads to the bjre&eb

of one’s conduct; and in the second is described the pitiable condition

of those who have fallen a victim to the allurement of wPiuen. Kveu
i

i

men like Abluvpi, Pajjoya, Kulavala and others suffered And so every

one must take ctwte of women. Heroism does not consist in being power-
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ful and daring in one’s outward conduct but in showing steadfast belief

in religion. It is equally true that women also should take care of men

(54-61).

The whole of the fifth chapter is concerned with a detailed des-

cription of the hells where men of wicked deeds are made to suffer.

In the unsystematic* description of the text the Niryukti tries to

introduce system in some form by giving us the various functions of the

tormentors in hell which are fifteen in number. It. includes men who

trouble the hellish beings, and the instruments of tormenting them.

(62-82).

The sixth chapter is a praise of Lord Mahavlra in very glowing

terms. The peculiar method of the Niryukti can be seen at its best in

the treatment it gives to the name Mahavlra. The word Maluit is

viewed in the usual four-fold way, so also the other member Vint

.

Praise from the point of view of Dravya is the description of the

ornaments on the body of the man to be praised, while from the point

of view of Bhava it consists in eulogizing his merits (83-85).

The seventh chapter deals with the abandonment of the state of

being without conduct and having bad conduct, and the acquisition of

the state of good conduct and being averse to the worldly things (86).

Sila, viewed from the Dravya point, is the use of objects like cloths

food and others, and viewed in its Bhava state, it is either taking full

or partial vows. The schools w'liicli are the advocates of the bad course

of conduct are those who worship deities like CandT, those who regard

water to be a purifying agency, and those who perform sacrifices (86-90).

Virya or energy is in its Dravya aspect, tilings like birds, animals

and inanimate objects which include food accoutrements and weapons.

But* in reality Virya consists in the power of the soul in controlling

the senses and showing qualities like activity, forbearance, fortitude,

considerate nature as also performing penances. It is either that of

a wise man or of a bad man or of an ordinary man. It is different

witli the monks and the laymen (91-97).

The ninth chapter deals with Dharma
,
and the writer points out

that in this book it is not proper to describe the Dharma of the heietical

schools (99-102). Samadhi is the subject of the tenth chapter. It is

also called Ayana or tiling worthy of acceptance. Samadhi means

JUNE, 1936 11
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attachment to the good objects of the five senses, and in its Bhava

application it includes faith, knowledge, penance and conduct

(103-106). Marga is the way. It is either auspicious or otherwise.

It either leads to liberation or to hell. The bad one consists of killing

living beings and showing attachment to the pleasures of this world.

On the other hand, the right path leading to liberation consists in

penance and self-control (107-115).

The 12th chapter gives in short the well known four schools of

philosophy current at the time of the origin of Jainism. They include

the school of Kriyavadins who hold that the soul is subject to suffering

the fruits of its own acts, and has 180 divisions. The Akriyaviidins

hold that there is nothing like soul, neither it is responsible for its

own acts. It has 84 vorieties. The Ajiiiimikas say that knowledge is

not necessary for liberation and are divided into 67 views. The last

school of the Vainayikas hold that discipline only is necessary for

salvation and has 32 divisions. All the*?e views are described here

and the right view of the Kriyavadins is upheld (116-121).

The 13th chapter denis with the proper interpretation of the texts.

The story of Janiali, the first of the founders of the various schisms,

well illustrates the danger that arises, from a wrong interpretationo of the

texts. A faithful preservation rf the traditionally handed down

scriptures is absolutely necessary (122-126).

The 14th chapter deals with the nature of both the teachers and

the pupils, as also the instruction in the text, their meaning and both

(127-131). The name Adamya is explained as to refer to the fact that

the chapter is so composed as to make the first word of the

line identical with the last word of the previous line. It also

means tae canon consisting of the 12 Angas which is worthy of being

received (132-136).

The last chapter of the first book is called Gdthd
,
and it is ex-

plained in many ways. It may mean either the use of that metre

which, however, is not the case with the present chapter but which

shows traces of an earlier version in metrical form, or that it gives in

a short compass the substance of the chapters that went before it, or

that it is sung in a charming tone. The chapter deals with

the qualities of a monk (137-141).
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The chapters of the second book are called the great chapters.

It may mean that they are longer than the chapters of the

first book or more important than them. The first explanation appears

to be more plausible. The first chapter is called Lotus, and by it is

meant all good things like the valuable objects, men of good conduct,

gods of great power and everything that is marked by greatness.

Here it typifies the monks of excellence (142-157). The object of the

simile is to show that liberation is obtained by following the path laid

down by the Jains. Out of all the Gatls
,

man is capable

of obtaining liberation, and there also the king is the guide

of all the people and so his conversion is the best way to lead the

people properly. To cross the difficult Samsara all the magical and

wrong ways of worship are of no use, and the only way to get over

it is to follow the religion preached by the Jinas (158-164).

The second chapter deals with the various activities which lead to

a bad existence and abstention from which is the best way to clear

oneself of all sins (165468).

The third chapter gives us information about the food of living

beings. It is either food in general which all beings, yet undeveloped,

take in, or Loma-ahdra receiving nourishment through ones hair, and

lastly the usual method of taking food in lumps. At the start of his

life the soul lives without food for three moments at the most and then

begins to receive food (169-178). The next deals with confession.

The fifth is called Aydrasuya or Anagdrasuya
,
and says that one

should follow the right conduct and abstain from the wrong one

(181-183).

The sixth chapter is the result of the conversation between

Ardraka and others. The Niryukti points out that though the whole

of the canon is a complete work yet there are occasions which require

the statement of a dogma in clearer terms. The author has given a

synoptic view of the story
0 which runs as follows:

In the country of Magadha there was a town Vasantapura

and a householder Samayika. Ho took to monkhood at the

advice of his teacher Dharmaghosa along with his wife and began his

6 >Cp. SiiaAka’s commentary, pp. 386-388.
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wandering- career. But one day he saw his own wife in the form of a nun

and became attached to her. Knowing his intention ehe abandoned food

and as a result of her religious penance she became in her next birth

a god. He also, coming to know her act, died with a fast and became

Ardraka in the town of Ardra as a son of one also called Ardraka.

His wife was bom in the town of Yasantapura as the daughter of a

merchant.

Once, king Ardraka sent presents to king Srenika and prince

Ardraka also despatched presents to prince Abhaya. Abhaya, in return,

sent back to him an image of the Jina which was the cause of his

enlightenment. But his father, to keep him in the worldly life, kept

500 other princes round him as guards. One day, he went out on his

horse and against the advice of a deity, he took the role of a monk.

In the town of Yasantapura he saw a girl, his former wife, who called

him her husband. At that time the deity showers gold which the

father takes up only for the girl. Many suitors come for the hand

of his daughter but the girl refuses all of them on the plea that a girl

can be given in marriage only once. To find Ardraka out, the father

keeps a almshouse and the girl detects him there. They are married

and lead a life of pleasures. They get a son, when Ardraka shows

signs of resuming his wandering career. But the boy in play encircles

his father with a thread 12 times which is taken by them to be

an indication that the father should ilive in the house for 12 years

more. At the end of that period he departs.

In his way he meets the 500 princes who had become robbers and

whom he converts to Jainism. On their way to see Lord Mahavlra,

Ardraka holds a conversation with Gosala, the Buddhists, Brahmins,

Ekadandins and Hastitapasas, which the text of the chapter embodies

(184-200).

The last chapter purports to be a conversation between Gotama

and Udaga, the disciple of Par£va, about the formula of confession. It

was held in the monastery of Nalanda near Xlajagrha (201-205).

From this review of the text as taken by the author of the Niryukti

it will \ye seen that it is not necessarily a summary of the text that

is attempted by it. Besides that, it gives us some other information

like t Lt; story of Ardraka or the schools of philosophy in the first
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chapter which is a necessary information to understand the text.

While summarising also it tries to introduce some system in the text

as in chapters three and five. Of other interesting references we have

some remarks on metres Vaitalika (88) and Gdthd (139), grammatical

discussion of words like Mahat (83), Su and Ku (88) and Alam (202),

synonyms for way (115) and logical discussion about Hetu or reason

(35, 50-53). The canon is referred to in 13fi, 188, 189, some weapons

are given in 93 and 98, the astronomical KaraiuiSy seven of which are

steady and four unsteady are referred to in vs. 11-13, and some other

secular information is found incidentally.

A. M. Ghatage



An Aspect of Becoming in Early Buddhism

The sixth century B.C. is well known to have been a period which

iu India was remarkable for a profusion of intellectual activity and

curiosity closely combined with a probing into fundamental values con-

cerning Man. The great age of the Vedas was over: their influence

had waned, although perhaps it was destined never entirely to cease;

their interest, focussed on certain phenomena of nature, and expressed

for example in the magnificent hymns to .the Sun and the Dawn, was

gradually but relentlessly shifted to a growing interest taken by man

in Man. This was the work of the Upanisads, this is their permanent

and incomparable contribution to the world's store of learning.

Henceforward man, his soul or self or dtman (attd in Pali), its relation

to the whole of Reality, its beginning and more especially its ending

with the ways of achieving the highest consummation, wrcre to be the

problems which the teachers and thinkers, more numerous then than

now, attempted to solve.

From among a host of minor leaders propounding theories,

enunciating dogmas, setting forth new views on subjects of undeniable

importance, the names of all but a few' are unknown at the present

day to any but students of Indology. Their name was legion, but

their views have not stood the test of time. Hence their names are

unimportant to the seeker after religion, although they may still possess

some historical significance to those whose enquiries lie in this field.

Out of this extraordinarily fertile time of speculative unrest

(which was perhaps spread over centuries), out of man's slowly

awakening consciousness of self, two "systems" emerged which not

only profoundly affected contemporary thought, but down the years

have wielded an uninterrupted ascendancy over the lives and thought

of millions: the “systems" of Hindus and Buddhists. For these two

“systems" (which for lack of a better word 1 call them) are the teach-

ing of the Early Upanisads and the teaching we now call Buddhism.

The one was, as it were, a corporate effort, composed almost certainly

during a long stretch of time, and therefore almost, I may say quite,

certainly by more than one thinker. The other was the much modified
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result of fifty years of ceaseless, tireless ministry, anil is usually

ascribed to one man, namely Gotama the Buddha.

His teaching-, more truly called Sfikya than Buddhism, cannot be

interpreted aright if it be separated from its historical setting. No

great religion has ever sprung out of a void. The working of cause

and effect, recognised and enunciated by 8akya, was as active in the

production of Primitive Buddhism as in the shaping of its later

growth. But Sakya did not arise on the ashes of the static outlook of

the Upanisads. Ijooked at historically it arose as the supplement, the

complement and the development of the Upanisadio standpoint. And

this it achieved by the substitution of the concept of Becoming for

that of Being. A view of fundamental importance in the Upanisads,

t!»*it of man being that Highest Reality—epitomised in two phrases

now become classical: “That are thou” (tat tvam as i) and “I am

Brahma” (aham Brahma asjni)—gave way to the Silkyan view that man

can train himself to become as That.

This doctrine was in Sakya nowhere plainly stated in those words;

but it is there nevertheless, impregnating the Sakya n teaching for

those who have eyes to see, insisting that man can grow, can increase,

can be made to become, can progress further on the Way. The

dawnings of this view were not altogether absent from the Upanisads, l

think, hut were implied rather than stressed.

From the unreal lead me to the Real,

From darkness lead me to Light,

From death lead me to Non-death

(Brhad. 1. 3. 28).

is a verse which suggests that however much one might he the Real,

yet a closer contact with it by means ot the iianamarga (oi way of

knowledge) was essential for salvation, which was to he gained, as is

here shown, through intellectual apprehension of the Real, through

spiritual light, and by the cutting through of the ocean of samsura

(rebirth). So much then had man to achieve in order that, for him

Being might become a reality. In Primitive Buddhism it is amply

apparent that this process could only he valid, the end could only be

assured, if man made himself, his powers and his faculties, become

greater and greater still.
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The example which I wish to present of the way in which Primi-

tive Buddhism looked at this matter is only one from among many

which might have been adduced. It is drawn from the Patimokkha

of the V inaya. The Vinaya consists largely of stories of various kinds

of wrong behaviour on the part of the monks
(hhikkhv ), and of the

rules laid down for the prevention and punishment of occurrences of

the same sort in the future. Thus offences against the course of

training laid down by the Buddha.for the monks are modified. Vinaya

III opens with three of the very gravest kinds of offence, known as

Parujika offences: those of unchastity, stealing and depriving of life.

These are indeed condemned by all civilised communities, valuing as

they do safety of person and property.

But the fourth (and last) Parujika shows, I think, a mode of

thought which could only arise in circumstances where the notion that

can become is an absolutely vital force, commanding if not awe,

then a tremendous respect. This Parajika, well tempered as are all

t he rules by the quality of mercy, declares that if a monk mistakenly

claims a condition of the further-men, unless he does so with undue

confidence in himself, with an undue estimate of himself, then he falls

into defeat. He is defeated by the course of training, morally he is

too weak to supjiort it, lie has to leave the Order, there is no hope of

rehabilitation for him.

This offence was so grave, ranking as it does with uncha^tity,

stealing and the depriving of life, not because the transgressor showed

conceit, not because it. was tantamount to tying, although this certainly

came in, but above all because the claim put forward was an assump-

sion, unjustifiable and unfounded, amounting to theft (I’m. III. 90),

of conditions (d/t/immu) to lie won only by steadfast determination to

reach the further (uttari), to make the higher become. Those who

had truly achieved this are called in Paiujika IV uttari-manussd, the

further-men—the best men (seltluirtfurisa) according to the comment-

arial exegesis. It cannot be too much emphasised that the powers won

did not surpass those which men were capable of developing, -were not

superhuman, did not go beyond man’s conditions, as various translators

have suggested. It was not that the conditions were beyond man in

the flesh, beyond his grasp, severed from the spheres in which he could
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move and discipline himself. It was that there were men here in this

world who differed from others in that they w^re bound to become

(bhahba)
f
and who hence had gone further on the Way, achieving as

they did so certain conditions denied to those who had not travelled

so far. They were not devas, nor those reborn in other worlds: they

were the further-men, but men nevertheless.

Now what are these conditions whose attainment marks off the

zealous, ardent monks whose inmost self has striven (pahitatta) from

those others who cannot for long raise their thoughts above the pleasures

of the senses P Parajika IV has several answers to this question. For

example those lax monks who spent a vassa (rains) on the banks of the

river Vaggamuda thought, and rightly so, that the conditions of the

further-men include possession of one or more of the four musings

(jhana , Skt. dhyana)
t
attainment of one or more of the four stages

of the Way (stream-entry, once-returning, non-returning, arahanship),

the mastery of the threefold knowledge, the mastery of the sixfold

knowledge. These two knowledges include knowledge of previous

rebirths, of destruction of the cankers (asaja
t
Skt. dsrava), and of what

we should new call telepathy, clairvoyance and clairaudience. The

Old Commentary on Parajika IV adds to these conditions those of

freedom, attainment, concentration, making the Way to become

(maggabhavand)
f
realisation of the fruits of the Way, and the destruc-

tion of the corruptions
(
kilesa). This last it defines in terms strongly

reminiscent of the Sainyutta’s definition of both nirvana and arahatta :

destruction of passion, of hatred and of confusion.

Towards the end of Parajika IV the great disciple Moggallana

is accused by the monks of claiming for himself conditions of the

further-men. In alleging that ho saw shapes and forms going through

the air, that he heard their cries of distress, and that he knew what

they had been in previous rebirths, he was undoubtedly claiming these

conditions for himself. But he was supported by Gotama, so it is

stated, who said that Moggallana spoke truly and that therefore there

waa no offence for him. He was a further-man, removed by his owfn

power of endeavour, by his own spiritual development both from the

pious, moderate monks, and from the mass of depraved, evil monks,

who figure so largely in the Vinaya, and who are accountable for the

JUNE, 1936 12
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framing of the Rules. Only in a teaching where such a qualitative

difference between men was fully recognised, only where spiritual

progress with its load of conditions as yet unattained by those lower

on the Way was accounted of supreme importance, could the claiming

of those conditions by one who did not truly possess them be ranked

as one of the four gravest offences, entailing expulsion from the

monastic order.

I. B. Horner



Humayun’s early Relations with Kamran (1514-33)

When Humayun, at Babur's death (December 1530), became the

ruler of Delhi, Kamran continued to be the governor of Kabul and

Qandahar. They were born of different mothers : Humayun, of Maham

Began), a descendant of Shaikh Ahmad of Turbat-i-Jam and relation

of Sultan Husain Baiqara, and Kamran, of Gulrukh Begchik, whose

parentage, contrary to Babur's practice, has not been given by him.

M&ham was married to Babur in Herat in 1500 and Humayun was born

on May 6, 1508 in Kabul. Gulrukh was married two years later. Her

eldest son Kamran was born six years later i.e. in 1514, and her younger

son Askari in 1510. 1

Humayun was Babur’s eldest child, being born when he was 25

years of age. 2 He considered the birth to he auspicious and so named

him Humayun. Babur was still in prime of' life when his second son,

Kamran and third son, Askari were born. As a man of culture, he gave

a thorough education to his children. They were not only taught to

read and write in more than one language, but what was more important

to their future welfare, were given a practical training in administra-

tion and warfare. This explains (1) the presence of Humayun as a

commander in the battles of l’anipat and Khanwah at the age of 18 and

19 respectively
;
and of Askari, in the battle of Glmgra at the age of 13,

(2) the appointment of Kamran as the governor of Kabul when he was

only 15, and of Hindal when he was II or 12.

In giving his children a literary education, lie was not satisfied

with the mere appointment of learned maulavis as tutors hut took per-

sonal interest also. In 1522, when Kamran was only a child of 8,

Babur especially wrote a versified treatise on Muslim Law entitled

1 Babur’s 3 other wives wero

() Masuma Sultan Begam, whose daughter of the same name was married

to Muhammad Zeman Mirza.

() Dildar Aghacha, mother of Hindal,

(c) Bibi Mubarika, a Yusufzai lady.

2 The date of Babur’s birth is February 14, 1483.
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*l)ar Fiqha-i-Mubaiyan' for his instruction. 1 When after the capture

of Milwat,

4

in January 1526 he inspected the fort, the first thing that

he did was to visit Ghazi Khan’s' library and to choose some books for

Humayun and Kamran. Again in January 1529, he sent his Indian

verses to Humayun and Kamran and the alphabet of the Baburi script

to Hindal, then a child of 10 or 11. • Bahurnama also gives one of

Babur *8 Turki letters7 written to Humayun in November 1528, when

the prince was 20 years old, in which the king corrects his spellings

and criticises his obscure and bombastic style.

The above facts show the keen interest that Babur took in the

upbringing of his children. He died when they were young, the eldest

being 20 and the youngest 12 years of age. During his career, Babur

had set an example of affection for his relations and his dying instruc-

tions to his eldest son were to preserve this cordiality in the family

and especially to be forgiving and kind to the brothers.
8

Thus at Babur's death, the new king had his domestic policy

chalked out by his father. According to it, he could not dispossess

Kamran of the government of Kabul and Qandahar, where he had been

posted for the last five years. The dispossession was probably necessary,

for the direct allegiance of the Kabulis and the Qandaliaris to himself

would have been of great help to him, as it had been to Babur in facing

the rebel Afghans of India. Humayun was practically a stranger to the

Kabuli Afghans and, of course, in India, was hated by the Afghans as

the son of a usurper who had deprived them of their ruling privileges.

Kamran bad thus an advantage over his brother, for he directly ruled

over the warlike Afghans of Kabul.

3 flub ur-no mil, p. 438.

I See Malot in the ImyeriUl Gazetteer of India. Situated in 31°50' N. 76° E.

in Hushiarpur district. There is another fort of the same name in Jhel&m

district, which Mrs. Beveridge wrongly identifies with thi6 fort of Daulat Khan.

See BN., p. 461.

5 Ghazi Khan was the eldest son to Daulat Khan Lodi, the governor of the

Punjab.

6 BN., p. 642.

7 ibid., pp. 624-7.

8 See Gulbadan Begnm’s Humaijun-n&md, fol. 19b.
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Humayun might have realised the disadvantage and still like a

noble soul, did not question, the instructions of his father. But matters

did not end here. Babur in his overflowing generosity of heart had pro-

portioned Humayun's share of inheritance to that of Kamran as G to 5.®

Of course, Babur had a precedence in his own uncle's case. The eldest,

Sultan Ahmad Meerza as the ruler of Samarqand had the largest share

;

the second, Sultan Malnnud Meerza had slightly less; while the third,

Umar Shaikh Meerza and the fourth, Ulugh had considerably smaller

shares.

Bo, when Humayun came to the throne, it was expected of him

that Kauirfin’s jayits would be increased considerably beyond its exist-

ing limits. 10 Unfortunately, he was busy in more important matters

and let this matter remain in abeyance for nearly two years.

Kamran, on the other hand, like all expectant youths, was

impatient of any delay. When he found the king engaged elsewhere, he

took matters into his own hands and proceeded to act independently.

He collected an army and marched on I^ahore, where Mir Yunus Ali,

the governor, .stoutly opposed him till his capture. Qaracha Beg, one

of Kamran’s chief nobles, went to Yunus Ali pretending to be

displeased with his master and then as an opportunity occurred,

captured him. The surrender of the place automatically followed.

Kamran offered the continuation of the office to Yunus, but the latter

declined and was then allowed to proceed to Humayun.

Erskine has very strongly criticised Kamran’s doings 11
in these

words: “No sooner did Kamran, who was at Kabul, hear

of his father’s death, than disdaining the ample dominions, he

had enjoyed under his father and in < lie possessions of which his

brother had consented to confirm him collected an army and in

the true spirit of brotherhood among Asiatic princes marched for

Hindustan, under pretence of congratulating Humayun on lito accession,

9

//A., p. 625.

10 Kamran’s possessions in 15MO were less than half the present size of

Afghanistan. He did not possess the province of Herat, neither any territory

to the north of the Hindu Kush nor any south of Qamlahar.

11 Erskine’s History of India, vol. 11, Humayun, p. 6.
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but in reality to try the strength of his sword and to see whether his

own good fortune might not raise him to the throne of Delhi itself”

To us, it appears that there are two glaring inaccuracies in the

statement

:

(1) Krskine’s reference to the disunion between the two brothers

cannot be maintained at' least for the first eight years of Ilumayun’s

reign. Neither did Kamran desire to contest the throne of Delhi with

his brother nor act as an independent prince. Humayun, on his return

to Delhi, not only added Lahore, Multan, and other eastern districts up

to the Sutlej, but also Hissar Firuza, wdiich was considered as the heir-

apparent’s jagir in the Mughal times. 12 The coins too of the period

bearing the names of both the brothers and the mintage town and year

also support our statement. Of the eight coins preserved in the British

Museum six are dated, the latest being issued in 94(i A.II. = 1539-40

A.D. One of the inscriptions reads:
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Translation

‘The justice of Muhammad Kamran Badsliah-i-(iha:i' and

‘Muhammad Humayun Gliazi, Sultan the Great and Illustrious,

may God bless his territory and Sultanate.*

These coins are stamped by Kamran in Inhere or some other town

in his jagir. Kamran calls himself Badshah because his father had

entitled himself as such while he owned the single province of Kabul.

Humayun bore the more common title of Sultan.

The true relation between the two brothers is clear from the phrase,

‘a;s Sultan-al-azm' added to llumayun’s name. It signifies that

Humayun wa.^ the greater of the two.

The titles, Shah
,
Sultan, etc., were so indiscriminately bestowed on

princes and even on nobles tiiat among Babur and iluniayun’s peers

there must have been at least two dozens with these titles. Badshah

12 Soe Beni Prasad’s Jehangir. If the statement is corrrect, since no son

uas born to Humayun, Kamran wa sindicated as his successor.
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being* an Irani title was not commonly used in India. As we have

pointed out, Humayun, in compliance with Babur’s wishes, viz., to re-

cognise Kaimran’s importance, bestowed on him the provinces of

Kabul, Qandahar, Multan, Hissar Firuza and others, the right of

coinage and gave him the permission to use the title of Hadshah.

Such grants were a common feature in Mughal India. Even so late

as the middle of the 18th century, the East India Company and the

Nawabs of Bengal issued coins, though they acknowledged the suzerainty

of the Emperor of Delhi. 13

(2) The second inaccuracy occurs where Erskine terms Kamran’s

territories of Kabul and Qandahar as ‘ample dominions. * The two

provinces together would be less than half of the present insignificant

Afghanistan. Kamran’s jagirs were so small that an addition was

expected.

We may further point out that Humayun ’s governor Mir Yunus

Ali’s opposition to Kamran was due to the latters’ impatience. What a

13 The last six rulers of Oudh were called Shahs, Hadshahs, but they were

wholly subordinate to the East India Company. A few medieval examples also

may he given. Mirat-i-SikandaVi refers to the grant of the title of Shall by

Bahadur Shah of Gujrat to Nizain-ul-mulk of Ahmadnagar who had submitted to

him Similarly Shah Jehan hud granted to Muhammad Adil of Bijapur the title of

Shah. Perhaps the most striking parallel is afforded by the coins of Ghiyasuddin

Ghuri. There are many gold and silver coins in which the names of Ghiyasuddin

and his brother Muizuddin Muhammad Ghuri jointly occur. Let us take one of

these coins. In a gold coin (See Thomas’ Chronicles of the
m Dothan Kings of

Delhi
,

p. 12.) dated 592 A.H. = 1195 A.D., on the obverse side can be read.

^3 (Xoa* ^J| ^JoJl
)

djtxc jJhcVI c)lkLJ|

on the reverse.

fl* ydaJ| ^J|
|
jLkLJ|

Now we know that the actual ruler was Ghiyasuddin Muhammad bin Sain

while his younger brother Muizuddin Muhammad bin Sam was his coimnander-in-

chief and governor of a province. (See Cambridge History of India, vol. Ill, p. 38.)

It was the magnanimity of the elder brother that allowed regal titles to the

younger brother; but all the same, the head of the family was the older brother,

commanding allegiance from all other members of the family including Muizuddin.

Ghiyas’s headship was so recognised a fact that the bestowal of titles on Muiz

never clouded the issue.
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little patience on his part might have obtained from the king* without

any bloodshed, he sought to obtain by a display of brute force. This

was resented by Yunus, who as a loyal servant of the Delhi throne,

considered his duty to oppose such a high-liand,ed procedure. He was

probably unaware of the late king's desires and Humayun's assent.

A bul Fazl is in full agreement with our views.
14 He says, ‘His

Majesty Jehanbani (i.e., Humayun) partly because the sea of his

liberality had been set in motion and partly from a desire to observe

the precepts of his Majesty Geti-^itani (Babur) made over the province

to him.’

Thus, the affair ended in peace and cordiality. A firman was

issued confirming the grant of Kabul, (jandahar and the Punjab. In

grateful acknowledgment of it, Kumran wrote the following lines:—

fjb
y ^

ji $ fjlj j3

|jb c^L-ta. * &-j| ^ HJ t
^

j\

lob *y J
l t) ;l * J6yJ jrf y* tSyA

lob yAO * bb & £ti* d\y&

Translation

:

May thy beauty grow each moment,

And thy destiny be happy and glorious.

The dust that rises on thy path,

Illumines the eyes of this afflicted.

The dust that; rises on Laili’s path,

Its rightful place is Mc.jnun’s eyes,

lie who did not turn round thee like

(the outer leg of a pair of) compasses,

lie is outside this circle.
15

Kamran, so long as this world lasts,

Let the monarch of the Age be Humayun. 18

14 Sec Akbar Ndmd, p. 125.

15 T.c*., he who does not belong to Humayun’s court has nothing to do with

the Mughal empire.

16 My English rendering differs in one or two lines from that of Beveridge.
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Humayun was so pleased with the verses that he made a further

gift of Hissar Firuza, a territory which had been granted to him aa

reward for his first victory on the Afghans under Hamid Khan,

February 1525. 17 The grant to Kamran must have been made in

939 A. H. -January 1533, when Humayun had returned to Agra.

To recapitulate our conclusions

:

(1) Up till 1538 Kamran was loyal to his elder brother. This is

attested by the coins of the period.

(2) Some addition to Kamran’s jagir of Kabul and Qaudahar was

desired by the late Babur and had been agreed to by Humayun.

(3) In his impatience to increase his jagir, Kamran applied force

against the governor of Lahore and captured him.

(4) Humayun, on his return to Agra, made amends for the delay,

confirmed Kamran’s possession of Lahore and added Multan to it.

(5) Kamran’s ode denoted cordial relations between the brothers

as did also the further grant of Hissar Firuza.

S. K. Bankrji

17 IlN.
t p. 466.

I.1I.Q.
,
JUNE, 1936 13



Christianity at the Courts of Akbar and Jahangir

The story of Christianity under the first two Moghul Emperors, as

told by contemporary writers, is something quite apart from the history

of the Christian religion in India. Many centuries before the Moghuils

set foot in Hindustan there had been, as there are still, communities of

Syriac Christians on the Malabar coast and in other parts of Southern

India; while small isolated groups, also professing Nesrtorian doctrine,

were scattered here and there in peninsular India. But the history of

the Christian Church in the Deccan was little affected by the powerful

Empire which arose in the North. In the loth century the extreme

south of India was occupied by the Hindu Kingdom of Yijayanagar

and it was on both the Malabar and Coromandel coasts of that kingdom

that most of the Syrian Christian communities were to be found. Bet-

ween Yijayanagar and the frontiers of the Moghul dominions were the

four independent Moslem states of Bijapur, Golconda, Bidar and

Ahmadnagar which, though continually at war with both their

neighbours, as well as between themselves, managed to maintain their

independence against Moghul aggression until finally subdued by the

last of the great Emperors, Ailrungzeb. The Christianity of the South

of India was by these buffer states completely separated from, whatever

Christian influence made itself felt in the North and the proselytism

which was pursued in Moghul India emanated mainly from Goa and the

Portuguese.

Throughout the whole of the 16th century the Portuguese were the

dominant. maritime and commercial jiower in the East. They enjoyed

a trading monopoly h. India and strongly resisted every attempt! on the

part of the English or Dutch to participate in it. Owing to their power-

ful position at Goa and to their unscrupulous methods, supported by their

naval and military forces and large merchant fleet, they were able for

a long time to keep at bay the efforts of their rivals to open up trade

with the Moghul Empire. Valuable to the Moghuls as was the commerce

they conducted? with them the Portuguese were more feared than loved

wherever their presence was felt, and it was largely because of the threat
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of Portuguese reprisals that so much difficulty was experienced by the

early English merchant adventurer** who visited the Moghul Court in

obtaining the Emperor’s sanction for the establishment of a trading

‘factory.’ The supremacy of the Portuguese in Indian waters and their

firm hold, on Indian trade made Goa in the lGth Century a. populous and

extremely wealthy and prosperous city. Church and State revelled in

t he riches that poured into it and both were equally active in promoting

by all means in their power the continuance of the monopoly it then

enjoyed. Never was the Chuich more militant than then. From Goa

Jesuits, Franciscans and Capuchins made their way into all parts of

India actuated, as much by political and commercial as by proselytising

zeal and to their labours and numerous writings we owe no small part of

our information regarding the life and' conditions of the time. In 15(H)

the Inquisition was introduced into Goa and the latent antagonism

between Islam and. Christianity was thereby accentuated. The tension

between Moghul and Portuguese was further intensified by the hostility

which developed from the efforts of both to control the Indian seas. The

bigotry and intolerance shown alike by the Church and the Portuguese

civil authorities roused the fiercest resentment and opposition and, by

degrees, relations with Goa, from being mainly commercial, assumed a

purely religious aspect.

Such was the state of affairs at the end of the Kith century when

Portugal, from being I he paramount European power in India, entered

upon the decline from which she was destined never to recover. Beset

with enemies, among whom were the Malabar pirates, and denuded of

man-power by the constant .strife, tier commerce and, with it, her pres-

tige gradually dwindled and her weakened naval forces were unable,

eventually, to prevent the establishment of trading posts by her rivals.

In lOOd and again in 10'19 the Dutch blockaded Goa and during the first

half of the 17th century routed (he Portuguese every where in India.

In 1012 the English defeated them at Nually, and still more decisively

in 1015 in a second engagement at the same place.

The period during which the Portuguese reached the zenith of their

power in India coincides roughly with that of the reign of Akhar—the

first of the great Moghul emperors. fTis personality impressed all who

came into contact with him—as may be judged from the accounts'

—
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among others—of the English travellers who visited his court. His rule

on the whole was just. He was eminent alike for his military achieve-

ments, his political acumen and his magnanimity, and his name is still

reverenced as that of one of the ablest and most -liberal-minded civil

administrators India has produced. He consolidated the empire he

founded which, after enjoying great prosperity during his lifetime,

was passed on in a stable condition to his son Jahangir.

In view of this it is somewhat strange that he should have suffered

a foreign power to adopt toward him the domineering attitude which

characterised the Portuguese in all their relationships witli Asiatic

peoples and potentates. Akbar was certainly neither a lax nor a pusilla-

nimous prince. On the contrary, he was by nature proud and energetic

and fully consc ious of liis Imperial strength which was, indeed, far more

than ample, had he mobilised it
?

to have wiped the Portuguese off the

map of India once and for all. What is more, lie must have been stung

by the serious ravages they made upon his shipping as well as by the

high-hamled manner in which they conducted themselves at the treaty

j>orts—yet he seems never to liave contemplaled, much less to have

attempted, to humble the arrogance of these overbeaiing infidels at his

very gates. The reason may perhaps be found in the strong geographical

and strategic position of Goa; in the incontestable superiority of tile

Poituguese at sea; in material interest; and lastly, but by no means

least, in the peculiar temperament of Akbar hiimseif.

Goa, in the 16th century, was a better port than it is now;

capable of providing a safe anchorage for the entire naval and mei can-

tile fleets. It was also a strong and amply fortified place and in all

respec ts an excellent base, Behind it stretched the formidable rampart

of the Ghats, on the Eastern side of which was 'the kingdom of Jl'ijapiir.

Had Akbar afuunpted to descend' upon Goa from the landward side he

would, in consequence, have been operating in enemy territory with the

united forces of Bijapur, Goleonda, Bidar and. Ahmadnagar in the field

against him. Even had he subjected the Mahomedan kingdoms of the

Deccan he would' still have been faced with the crossing of a natural

barrier with heights up to 5000 feet. Viewed merely as a punitive ex-

pedition such a campaign may well have seemed scarcely worth the risks

involved. Attack by sea was, for the Moghuls, out of the question—here
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the Portuguese had it all their own way prior to the coining of the Dutch

and English. Akbar must, also, have been well aware that any show

of hostility on his part would mean ruin for the coast towns of Gujarat,

which would have been completely at the mercy of the Portuguese

frigates. Commercially it was not to Akbar’s interest to fall out with

the Portuguese. The volume of trade with them was considerable and

lucrative and Akbar was fully alive to the advantages to his revenue

which accrued from it. It was
#

also, the source of most of those

‘curiosities* from overseas which excited so much interest when brought

to Agra and of handsome presents designed to purchase his favour or

‘throw dtoat in his eyes’ according to the diplomacy of the moment.

Notwithstanding these desiderata of a more or less substantial kind

it is difficult to account for Akbar’s sufferance of much that he was

called upon to stomach as the result of Portuguese insolence unless some

specific traits in his character are taken into account. \lu the midst of

the fierce and fanatical Islam of his day he appears to have been a -sceptic.

Not that- lie was irreligious or an atheistical freethinker. It was lus

custom, on Friday nights, to sit in solemn conclave in the Ibadat Kiiana

at Fatehpur Sikri while Hindu pundits, Persian magi, Jesuits and

Buddhists and other learned doctors and sages disputed with members of

the orthodox ulema the merits of their respective faiths. The result of

these apologetics was that Akbar gradually devised’ for himself an

eclectic religious philosophy which eventually took the form of a pure

deism based upon the ritual of Zoroaster. He invited scholars and pro-

fessors of all kinds to these debates and, among others, *he Christian

missionaries he summoned from Goa were accorded an attentive hearing.

That their arguments and exhortations made a great impression upon

the emperor there is substantial, (hough contradictory, evidence though

it is clear that he never became a convert. The Ain-i-Akban states,

“His Majesty firmly believed in the truth of the Christian religion and

wishing to spread the doctrine of Jesus, ordered' Prince Murad (his

second sou) to take a few lessons in Christianity by way of auspicious-

ness.” That he was w’ell disposed toward Christianity thus admits of

no doubt. The fact is well attested by many statements in the journals

of Europeans who visited Agra during his reign as well * s by circums-

tantial evidence. The Jesuits had churches both in Agra and Lahore
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and were given full permission to convert whom they could. Four

among them—Jerome Xavier and Anthony Machado at Agra and Manoel

Pinheiro and Francisco Corsi at Lahore were, in some sense, attached

to the Imperial Court and enjoyed both the favour and confidence of the

emperor. There were Jesuit churches and missions as a matter of course

in all the trading posts and that they were resident, also, in other cities

in the Moghul dominions is clear from such statements as that for

example of Nicholas Withington, who was in Ahmedabad in 1013—only

eight years after Akbar’s death—and observes, “Here in Amadavar is

a Jesuite remayninge to convert heathens to Christian! tie, though he

hath little profit therebye hetherto; yet still resteth in his vocation.

”

Withington mentions, also, the Armenian merchants he found at

Ahmedabad—they were also resident in Agra—and doubtless in other

cities as well—who suffered no impediments on account of their religion.

From these circumstances it is evident that no opposition was offered

during Akbar’s reign to the establishment of Christian missions^ and

that those who professed the Christian faith could do so without

hindrance. That much of the freedom they enjoyed was directly due

to the emperor’s personal leanings toward Christianity can scarcely be

questioned. The influence exercised by the Jesuits at Agra- and the

favour he showed them may likewise be taken as proof of his goodwill;

though it was none the le<s closely bound up with hi* political and

commercial relationship with the Portuguese. His tolerance in this res-

pect, coming, as it did*, in an age of fierce and bigoted partisanship,

sharply distinguishes t he reign of Akhar from those of his three

successors.

Coming to the reign of Jahangir, w ho ascended the throne in 1605,

we find a personality of quite another kind. Jahangir had already

plotted against his father whose closing years were embittered, by the

misconduct- of his sons—two of whom, victims of intemperance, prede-

ceased him. Jahangir besides being of an intractable, rebellious and cruel

disposition was notoriously dissolute. To the vices of luxuriousnesa and

intemperance he joined' a cynical lack of principle. Like hi* father he

appears to have been a sceptic in religious matters but, unlike him,

from indifference rather than lack of conviction. Religion with him

was merely a political weapon and his attitude towards it purely
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opportunist. But he cannot have remained entirely uninfluenced by the

liberal sentiments and policy of his father and though it would, perhaps,

be too much to credit him with the true spirit of tolerance, he did

nothing to alter the status quo with reference to the Christiana in his

domains. On the contrary, Withington who visited the Jesuits in Agra

in June 1614 “whoa have a verye fayer church buylte •them by the

King (he refers to Akbar) and a howse a'llaoe”—tells us that the

“cheifeste” among them were allowed seven rupees a day and the rest

three rupees a day and “have licence to turne as manye to Christianize

as they can.** Speaking of Jahangir’s devotions William Hawkins,

who arrived1 in Agra in 1009, says. “The manner of his praying, when

he is in Agra, is in a private faire roorne, upon a goodly jet stone, having

only a Persian lamb-skinne under him At the upper end of this

jet stone the picture of Our Lady and Christ are placed, graven in

stone.” William Finch, who was at Lahore in 1611, speaking of an

apartment in the palace there observes, “over the doore is the picture

of Our Saviour; opposite on the left-hand of the Virgin Mary.” Else-

where, referring to the Jharokha (i.e. the throne) in the Diwan-i-Am

(hall of public audience) at Agra he says, “on the right hand of the

King, on the wall behind him, is the picture of Our Saviour; on the

left, of the Virgin.” From these and similar passages it would appear

that Christian images and pictures were prominently displayed in the

Imperial palaces—dating most probably from Akbar’s time though it

is difficult to understand how they can have failed to give great offence

to orthodox Mohammedans seeing that Islam strictly forbids represen-

tations of the kind. Several of the early travellers remark that “he,”

meaning Jahangir, “speaks reverently of Our Saviour, calling him

Hazarat. Isa” (i.e. the great prophet Jesus) and Edward Terry, who was

in India from 1G16-1619, says, “there is not a man amongst them (but

those of the ruder sort) that at any 4<ime mentions the name of our

blessed Saviour, called there Hazarat Isa without reverence and

respect.” Such reverential references to Our Lord were, however, no

indication that those making them professed Christianity—they would

he perfectly orthodox from the tongue of any devout Moslem.

Jahangir’s alliance, if one may eo term *t, with Christianity

would seem to have proceeded mainly from habit acquired during bis
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father's lifetime. He was naturally familiar with the Christian symbols

which had entered the Court in Akbar’s reign, as well as with the

doctrines and customs of the Jesuit priests who frequented it and, being

by inclination self-indulgent, as well as indifferent to anything more

than the externals of religious observance, was quite content to continue

his father’s precedent—but without his father’s motives. But there are

not. lacking suggestions that his accommodating religious practices,

noticeably out of tune as they were with his manner of life, gave offence

to some of those about him: There is a hint of friction in the following

passage from William Finch : “All this moneth also was much stirre

with the King about Christianitie, hee affirming before his nobles that

it was the soundest faith, and that of Mahomet lies and fables.” The

sincerity of his championship of the Christian faith may, however^ be

gauged from the following incident. He decided to make the three

sons of his deceased brother Daniyal Christians and, for this purpose,

handed them over to the Jesuits for instruction, ordering Christian

apparel to bo made for them, “the whole city admiring,” as Finch

says. William Hawkins, who wa? present when the decision was made,

remarks, “the doing whereof was not for any zeale he had for

Christianitie, as the Father and all Christians thought, but upon the

prophecies of certain learned Gentiles (Hindus), who told him that; the

sonnes of his body should be disinherited and the children of his brother

should reigne; therefore he did it to make these children hateful to ail

Moores (Moslems), as Christians are odious in their sight, and that they

being once Christians, when any such matter should happen, they should

find no subjects.” The baptism was duly performed, by Father Xavier

and the baptised were christened Do,i Philippo, Don Carlo and Don

Henrico respectively, being conducted to the church “by all the

Christians of the citie to the number of some siixtie horse,” Captain

Hawkins himself being at the head of them flying the cross of St. George.

Sir Thomas Eoe and others state that only two of Daniyal’s sons be-

came converts and suggest that it was voluntary'. Whether or not, their

conversion was short-lived for they speedily renounced their profession

on the ground that the Jesuits failed to provide them with Portuguese

wives

!

We may now enter upon some consideration of another aspect of
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Christian activity at the Court of the Great Moghul. The presence of

the Jesuits in the Moghul dominions was due at least as much to their

usefulness as political agents of the Portuguese power as it was inspired

by missionary zeal. They were the eyes and ears of Goa, the tools of

diplomacy, and zealous watch-dogs on behalf of the Church and the

State. The degree of their influence and the insidious nature of their

machinations made them a grievous thorn in the side of the English

envoys who endeavoured to establish trading facilities in India.

The jealous suspicion shown by tbe Portuguese towards every

European traveller who set foot in India—more especially if he

were of a non-Catholic nation—was surpassed only by the resent-

ment they evinced to any disposition on the part of the Moghul

emperors to accord them trading advantages similar to those they

themselves enjoyed. They no doubt realised that the grant of so

much as a single ‘factory’ to another nation would be but the thin end

of the wedge which would sooner or later split the monopoly which was

theirs. Itue, primarily, as it was to the Portuguese command of the

sea they foresaw that trade with other nations must inevitably bring the

ships which would contest with them this all-important factor—as ill

fact it did. In 1583 a company of merchants one of whom was Ralph

Fitch, together with a jeweller named Leeds and a painter named; Story

who joined them independently in order to seek his fortune, set sail

from London in the “Tiger.'* The expedition was financed by a syndi-

cate of London merchants and had for its ultimate purpose the opening

up of trading facilities with India. To this end Ralph Fitch was pro-

vided with letters from Queen Elizabeth to the Emperor Akbur. The

company eventually reached Basra. Here some of the merchants

remained while Fitch and a fellow merchant named Newbery, accom-

panied by Leeds and Story, sailed for Ormuz in the Persian Gulf. On

their arrival the Italian merchants in that island, discovering that they

were prospective rivals, advised the Portuguese authorities who arrested

them and sent them to Goa. Here they fell into the hands of the

Inquisition and were committed to prison where they remained about a

month. They do not appear, however, to have been greatly ill-used and’

as nothing could be proved against them—and all professed to be good

Catholics they were eventually released on condition that they did not

I.JI.Q., JUNE, 1936
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leave the town. Sureties were found for them by Father Stevens, an

English Jesuit, and by a Dutchman who befriended them. Story had

already secured his release by agreeing to become a lay brother in a

Jesuit convent where his abilities as an artist were requisitioned for the

decoration of the church. Fitch and Newbery opened a shop and began

to trade. But it was not long before affairs began to assume a sinister

complexion. The Jesuits hinted that they would be sent to Lisbon by

the next fleet, whereupon they applied to the Viceroy for the return of

the money they had deposited in the hands of their sureties, who made

them a threatening answer. Alarmed by the outlook they determined

to escape and, in April 1584, crossed the frontier into the kingdom of

Bijapur. They were fortunate in getting away when they did as. only

a few months later letters arrived in Goa from King Philip exhorting

the Viceroy to punish them and to take particular care that neither they

nor any of their compatriots w’ere allowed in the Portuguese territory.

Informed of their escape he wrote again in 1587 and 1588 urging efforts

to apprehend them and, in 1591, sent instructions that Story, who was

still in Goa, should be sent to Lisbon. Whether this was done is not

definitely known—but, if so, he probably perished in one of the ships

which foundered on the homeward voyage in 1592. At all events

nothing more is heard of him.

Fitch and his companions made their way to Agra only to find that

Akbar was at Fatehpur Sikri whither accordingly they proceeded. We
do not know whether Fitch had succeeded in preserving Queen

Elizabeth’s letters, whether they were presented, or what was the out-

come of his mission to Akbar. One thing at least, is clear it did not

result in the granting of permission to trade as no mention of any

such privilege is made in Fitch's narrative. In this respect the venture

was abortive. At Fatehpur Sikri they parted company. Leeds entered

the Emperor’s service from which time nothing more is heard of him.

Newbery decided to make his way home overland and, also, disappears

from view. Fitch, after travelling in Eastern India, proceeded to

Burma ami Siam and eventually returned' to Bengal whence he sailed

via Cochin, Goa, and, Ormuz—at the risk, of being discovered—to Basra.

From Aleppo he tailed for T.ondon where he arrived safely in April 1591.

Nearly twenty years later another effort was made—this time by a
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‘free-lance* adventurer—to obtain tlie coveted trading facilities. Some-

time in 1003 John MibTenhall arrived in Agra where he solicited the

Kmporor's firman for the establishment, of u trading post. This request.

Akbar seems, naively enough, to have referred to the afore-mentioned

Jesuit fathers in Agra and Lahore, with the result, as Mildenhall

remarks, that they were in “an exceeding great rage, and whereas be-

fore we were friends, now we grew to be exceeding great enemies.”

This was, perhaps, hardly surprising seeing that Mildenhall not only

desired privilege of trade but permission to attack Portuguese ships and

strongholds. Seeing that Kngland was a*ti war with Spain and Portugal

mere permission, for Fnglish ships to visit Moghul ports appeared to

him useless unless accompanied hy sanction to resist interference witih

them on the part of the Portuguese. Whatever the precise terms of

his demands they Were the cause of his falling out grievously with the

Jesuits who vilified him and u«ed every means in their powei to dis-

grace him at Court. Mildenhall, on his side, bxt. no time in exposing

his enemies’ motives and stratagems and both succeeded in keeping their

lespective ‘end* up* to such effect, that Akbar inclined now to one side

now to the other. Tt happened that Akbar bad shown himself disposed

to grant all that Mildenhall demanded save the right to attack

Portuguese shipping. In his unwillingness to accede to this he was

supported by his advisers, who were as well aware as wa» Akbar himself

of the power of the Portuguese at sea and of the dangers of a breach

with them. Mildenhall. however, a^ribes his hesitation to biibpry on

the part of the Jesuits. For some time the acrimonious dispute conti-

nued during which, “Hie Jesuits day and night sought how to work

my displeasure.” At length, weary of delays, Mildenhall brought ihe

whole matter to a head by something very like a formal arraignment

of tbe Jesuits before Akbar and succeeded so well in discomforting them

that Akbar issued tbe necessary firman. A\ bother this included tbe

right to attack the Portuguese we are not told, hut MibTenhall, having

obtained what he sought, left Agra without delay and reached borne

overland, lie is next beard of in June lbOS when letters from him

addressed to Mr. Staper—one of the London merchants who had

previously financed Ralph Fitch’s venture—were lead at a meeting ol

the Fiast India Company. In these he detailed tbe privileges lie had
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secured and offered them and his own services for a payment of £1500.

As Mildenhall had not. returned to England by that date it, was decided

to defer consideration of his proposals pending his arrival. They were

brought forward again in 1609 but, for a variety of reasons, it was

thought undesirable to employ Mildenhall and h is* demands were

considered unreasonable. The truth is that Mildenhall was something

of a ‘bounder’ and his antecedents were probably as doubtful as was

his conduct some time later when, on a second journey to the East early

in 1(1]

l

t
he was involved in the embezzlement, in Persia, of goods with

which he had been entrusted. Nothing came of the trading sanction

he had obtained from Akbar. He died in Ajmer in 1014 and was

interred in the Catholic cemetery in Agra.

Such was the fate of the two attempts made by the English to

open up trade with India during the reign of Akbar. We come now

to the first of several which were made during that of his successor

Jahangir. After many vicissitudes Captain William Jlawkiiis reached

Agra on April 16th 1609, the bearer of a letter from James I to the

Great Moghul. We are not here concerned with the picturesque story

of his travels in India or with the stormy progress of his embassy at

Agra, but the account he gives of his experience with the Jesuits in

his endeavours to procure the Emperor’s mandate for the opening of

his ports is too graphic to be passed over. His efforts were fated to

be unsuccessful, but they have at least provided us with some interesting

side-lights' upon Jesuitical activity. His trouble began from the very

moment he landed at Surat where he and his companions experienced

n great deal of obstruction and annoyance, instigated by the Portuguese,

from Mukarrab Khan who was in charge of the ports of Surat and

Cambay. It was intended that his ship the “Hector” should reload

at Surat and proceed from thence to bantam under the command of

Anthony Marlow, one of the merchants who had accompanied Hawkins,

boatloads of goods, manned by about thirty of the crew, were therefore

sent down to the ship at her moorings, but were attacked oil the way

by Portuguese frigates* which captured all the goods and many of the

men who, despite Hawkins’ vigorous protest, were sent to Goa.

Notwithstanding this “regrettable incident” the “Hector” sailed

leaving Hawking behind to proceed to Agra. Commenting upon it
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Hawkins says,
*

‘After the departure of the ship, I understood that my
poods and men were betrayed unto the Portugals by Moereb-ehan

(Mukurrab Khan) and his followers; for it was a plot laid by the Jemit

and Mocreb-chan to protract time till the frigates rame to the bar and

then to despatch me.” Tl»e Jesuit in question was none other than

Manoel Pinheiro whom we last heaid of in Agra. On arriving in Agra

Hawkins was received with every mark of honour by Jahangir, as

befitted one who came as an ambassador. Jahangir seems to have taken

a personal liking to him and, at his request, Hawkins entered the

Emperor's service, a circumstance which served only to increase the

disfavour with which he was regarded by the Jesuits. He became the

centre of intrigue and in his report to the Hast India Company he

observes that “the Jesuites and Portugalls slept not but by all

means sought my overthrow; and to say the truth, (he principall

Mabumetans neere the King envyed much that a Christian should be

so nigh unto him and the Jesuites here, I think, did little regard

their masses and church matters for studying how to overthrow my

affaires.” Their protests, however, were disregarded by Jahangir and,

in consequence, “the Portugalls were like madde dogges, labouring to

worke my passage out of the world.” Hawkins explained the danger

he was in to the Emperor whereupon, “the King presently called the

Jesuites and told them that if 1 dyed by any extraordinary casualtie,

that they should all rue for it.” After many fruitless attempts to obtain

the desired firman and a favourable answer to King Janies’ letter

Hawkins finally quitted Agra in disgust. After continuing his travels

farther East he eventually sailed for England, but was destined not to

return to his native land, dying somewheie off the Irish coast. From

their adventure* with and animadversions against the Jesuits we may

gather that Hawkins and his fellow travellers were not greatly impress,

ed with their missionary ardour or with the net result of their labours.

Withington speaking of the Fathers at Agra remarks, “they have

already converted manye; but (alas) it is for money’s sake, for the

J Suites give them 3d. a daye.”

The English victory over the Portuguese in November 1(»1“ made

a great, impression at the Moghul Court. Their prestige rose as rapidly

as that of the Portuguese declined and no later than the following
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month there issued the Imperial finnan sanctioning the opening of

trading relations at Surat and Cambay—from which event, dates the rise

of tile KsH. Tndia Company. Portuguese resentment knew no hounds

and, despite the Imperial rescript, they had the temerity in the autumn

of 1013 to seize a Mohammedan vessel trading to the Red Sea then

lying in Surat—carrying off passengers and cargo a* t heir prize. This

proceeding aroused such indignation at Agra that Jahangir gave orders

to stop all Portuguese trading at Surat and to lay siege to Daman by-

way of reprisals. The Jesuit church at Agra was closed and the Fathers

were deprived of their stipend^. Referring to this incident Wellington

comments, “And when the Jesuites (thro’ the facte of the Portugal!*)

were debarred of theire pave from the Kinge, having noe moiiovo to

pave theire new Christians witball, they dnilev came and offered the

Jesuitts theire heads agayne, telling? them they had been long? without

their paye and therefore they would hep no longer Christians.” Thomas

Corvat says, “Whereas the beggors begge in this conn trey of a (’hristian

in the name of Bibee Maria, and not of [lazaret Fesa, thereby we may

gather that Jesuits have preached Mary more than Jesus,” and Fdward

Terry after reference to the religion* toleration at, Jahangir’s Court

continues, “I would 1 were able to continue the reports of their conver-

sions. The truth is they have 'pill the water of bapti^me upon some

faces, working on (lie neresnl ies of pome men, who for want of meanes,

whic h they give* them, arc* content to wean* crucifixes, bat for want of ins-

truction are only in name Christians. I observed that of the pome there,

five have begged in the name of Marie*, for one in the* name of Chris!.”

Although it is but reasonable to ascribe some of tbeir adverse

criticisms to the Protestant, prejudices of several of the early travellers

in Tndia it can hardly lie <|uesfjoned that Jesuit influence, both political

and religious, was widespread and firmly established during the reign

of Jahangir. In the Jesuits the Portuguese power found valuable

emissaries who shove, in season and out, by all available means to

uphold its ascendanc y, while Jahangir regarded them and their missions

as useful pawns which he* could play to some effect in the game of

countering Portuguese pretensions. That he looked upon them as

political weapons may be judged from the fact of l.is dosing the

churches as a protest against the seizuie of his vessel at Surat.. It was
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only some eighteen months after this incident that Captain Nicholas

Downton gained his signal victory over the Portuguese in January 1615.

The slump in Portuguese prestige which ensued encouraged Jahangir

to humble their pride and pay off old scores, for in this year, according to

an unpublished letter in the British Museum, he closed all the Christian

churches throughout his dominations. Their closure was, apparently,

only temporary and there is no evidence that the Jesuits suffered any

persecution, or that they were either expelled from or voluntarily left

the country. In Agra itself in 1617 a Christian College was founded.

In the following reign—that of Shah Jahan—Christianity suffered

some set back and still greater disabilities during that of his intolerant

successor Aurangzeb. Shah Jahan again closed the churches in Agra

and Lahore and part/ly demolished that of Agra, but the Fathers conti-

nued to reside there, as Bernier says, ‘Ho accomplish their benevolent

purpose by the powerful aid of money, and the warm intercession of

their friends .

99 That their ministrations were not entirely void of result

may he inferred from the statement of Thevenot that, about 1665, in

Aurangzeb's reign, it was believed by some that there were 25,000

Christian families in Agra. This estimate was doubtless much too high

—unless, indeed, we are to believe that the inducement of Jhl. per day

still held good! But it is clear from the statements of travellers of

the time that communities of Christians, sometimes of considerable

numbers, were scattered about the Punjab and Bengal in Moghul time.

Many in the latter Piovinee probably owed their evangelisation to

missionary effort from the Portuguese settlements on the Hugli.

These settlements appear to have been largely independent of and not

too friendly towards Goa, and the methods of the Portuguese of Eastern

India alike political, commercial and religious were less truculent, and

milder than were those of the Viceregal city on the Western coast.

It. is probable that numbers of Christian converts left Agra during the

repressive rryinie of Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb and became the nuclei

of communities which maintained their faith down to recent times and

became identified with later missions. Be that as it may, little is heard

of Christianity in the Moghul Empire after the close of Aurangzeb 's

reign. With the military and commercial enterprise of the French and

English during the 18th century missionary effort m India entered

upon a new phaee.
Ernest F. Allnutt



The Development of the Bengali Script

Prefatory

There is now a general attempt among scholars to connect

the origin of the lirahim alphabets with the pictographic script

of the Mohenjo-ilaro seals. J)r. Langdon of Oxford who contributes

the chapters on the Indus Script in the second volume of Moltenjo-daro x

points out the close resemblance of the nineteen letters of the Asokan

edicts with signs used in the Indus valley seals and is definitely of

opinion that the Indus script is t lie parent of the Brahmi. Buhlcr

also recognised that writing had a long history in Asoka’s time because

of the existence of so many local varieties, and numerous cursive

forms .

2 But the obvious difficulty lies in the fact that the Brahmi

characters are written from left to right, whereas “the Indus script

undoubtedly runs from right to left.” Dr. Langdon cites the example

of the Greeks who borrowed the Phoenician alphabhet but altered its

direction to suit their purpose. The legend of the Kran coin runs

from right to left and from this Buhler observed that there was probably

a period when the Brahmi was written bolli from right to left and

from left to right.'* He also noticed three signs, dha, da and hha of

the relic caskets of the Bhattiprolu in the position of the writing

running from right to left. But the Asokan edicts show only few

traces of the writing from right to left.

The long interval between the Moheujo-daro civilisation (whose

lowest possible date, according to experts, is B.C.) and the Asokan

1 Mohmjo-thuo, vol. 11, pp. If.

2 Indian [duj, Kug. Trail*, by Fleet, p. 7.

A /bid., p. H. Bidder noticed traces of the writing from right to left in o of

the ./uugadii and Dhatili, in dim of Jaugada and Delhi-Sivalik, da in the Patna

seals. Hnltzsch suggested i-n the /ltd. Ant.,, vol. XXVI, p. .‘MG that the engraver

of the die i»f the Kran coin might have forgotten through mistake that he ought

to reverse tin* legend on the die itself. Fleet was inclined to accept this sugges-

tion. This coin has been assigned to the Oth century B.C. by Cunningham. In

view of the discovery of the Indus script it may be said that “the legend on

tho Kran coin is the only remnant which seems to have retained the original

direction of its parent.”
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age must also be taken into consideration. If all tlie connect-

ing links between these two periods would have been lost, it

would have been perhaps impossible to establish the origin of the Bengali

script from the Asokan alphabets. The fact that the Molienjo-daro

script runs from right to left does not stand against the above view.

The transformation was perhaps complete in the long interval that

separates them. An instance may be taken. The letter clui which

from the time of Asoka almost towards the close of the Sena period

is faced leftward is turned in the right direction in modern Bengali

script. It would have been very difficult to trace its evolution if the

transitional form in the intermediate posilion (resembling modern

Bengali ilia) of the Sunderban plate 4 of 1196 A.D. and the Chittagong

plate 1 of 1243 A.D. would not have been found.

Dr. Langdon asks pertinently : Is it then reasonable to suppose

that this pietographic script of ancient India survived without any

archiedogical evidence? Mr. Jayaswal claims that the lecently dis-

covered signs in a rock-shelter of the Vikramkhol Rock, are tlie con-

necting links between the two ages (the Molienjo-daro and Asokan

periods) and tentatively suggests the date of these signs about 1500

B.C.* Dr. C. L. Fabri characterises Mr. Juyaswal’s conclusions as

hasty because they are based on the comparison of nine signs only and

strongly objects to the assertion of Mr. Jayaswal that the writing is in

regular lines. He goes so far as to doubt that it is an inscription, but

admits that “we have here some primitive, rural writing vaguely con-

nected with the Brfihmi of tlie courts and temples.

”

7 The \ ikramkliol

signs bear more resemblance with tlie BiahmT than tlie Indus Script

and it must be admitted that (bey are more archaic than all the

writings of the pre-Asokan period, viz., the Piprawa Vase,* the Persian

Sigoli, 9 Taxila coins,
10 Bhattiprolu letters,

u the Sohgaura inscrip-

tion.
12

<It is not proper to pass any opiuion on wdiat they are, until and

•I UIQ., 1934, p. 321.

5 IAS]}., 1874, pt. I, p. 318-21 ami pi. Will.

6 Ind. Ant., 1933, pp. 55-00. 7 Indian Culture, 1934. p. 52.

8 JitAS., 190(5, p. 149. 9 7 ItAS., 1895, p. 805.

10 llapson, Indian Coins, p. 2. 11 Hulilcr, Indian Palaaijraidui, p. 8.

12 JitAS., 1907, p. 510.

JUNE, 1936 15
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unless they are deciphered. Most probably the engraver attempted to

arrrange the signs in lines, though it was not very much successful

and the difficulty to cut letters on rocks in those times must be tuken

into consideration. Leaving aside the Indus Scripts, the llarappa Seals,

the Vikramkhol signs and the Cairn letters,
13 we are somewhat on surer

grounds as to the dates of the l'iprawa Vase inscription (545-434

B.C.) and the Persian Sigoli (580-880 1LC.). Brahmi was certainly

used in the sixth century JLC. and its origin seems to be still earlier.

Jayaswal’s tentative suggestion 11 about the origin of the Brahmi script

about 1000 13.C. appears to be nearer to the mark, though it cannot be

established.

The earliest inscription in lienpal

The earliest epigraphic record that has been discovered in Bengal

is the Brahmi inscription of Mahasthan. The script resembles that of

the Asokun edicts but the vertical part of the. letters tu
y
pn

y
ha

y
ca and

mi is somewhat more prolonged than that of the latter. lJiihler, while

distinguishing the Older MauryaJi variety from the Younger Maur
t
\an,

observed that the prolongation of the verticals is a sign of the earlier

one. Judged by this criterion, the Mahasthan inscription seems to be

a bit earlier than the. time of Asoka, say a generation or two.

Tlie Mauryan and Kushan alphabets have been minutely examined

b> Buhlor, 1 '* JL 1). Banerjee, 10
1 1 ultscscli

1
' and Slen Konow 1 '* lnit nothing

of importance lias been added to our knowledge.

The (iapta Script from -joO A.D. to nod

In 1 SO 1 ilocnile 19 classified the Indian script ol tlie till and olh

centuries into two broad divisions, the .North Indian and South Indian,

the test letter being mu. lie again subdivided the ^Sortb Indian

la 11 !!<}<: mix'd Aiclmtdminol sUnvr.y, 1017. Ktv Yaadani’s article.

It JliOltS ., vol. VI, p. 108.

\r, liiililcr, oi>. <it.
: pp. >0-1

2

10 Omiiu of the Ihnijuli Sand, pp. 7-20.

17 0//., vol. i, Introduction.

1^ ///id., vol. II, Introduction.
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alphabets into two, the Western and Eastern, the test letter

being sa. This classification was accepted by Biihler20 who added two

more test letters la and ha for differentiating the Eastern and Western

varieties. Mr. 11. I). Bancrjee21 made a further classification accord-

ing to the geographical distribution of the records— (1) Eastern, (2)

Western, (3) Southern and (4) Central Asian. Allahabad has been

taken to be t lie boundary of the Eastern and Western varieties. In

differentiating the Eastern variety from the Western he added another

test letter sa . We are mainly concerned here with the Eastern variety.

Mr. II. D. Bancrjee examined 8 records of the Eastern variety and since

the publication of his Origin of the Bengali Script, the following

rerords of the Eastern variety have been discovered:—
1 Susunia lloek inscription 22

2 Damodarpur Elate No. 1 of 124 G.E. 2,1

3 Damodarpur IMate No. 2 of 128 G.E. 2 *

4 Baigram plate of 128 G.E. 25

f> Sarnnth inscription of 154 G.E. 2 ®

b Sarnnth inscription of 157 G.E. 27

7 Eaharpui plat t* of 159 G.E. 28

8 Damodarpur plate of the time of Budhagupta29 (No. 5).

9 Damodarpur plate of the time of Budliagupta (No. 4).

10 Gunainagar grant of 188 G.E. 31

11 Damodarpur plate of 224 G.E. 12 (No. 5).

As regards Tloernle’s broad division of the Indian Script of the 4th

and 5th centuries on the strength of the test letter ma
,

it, may be said

that in some of the Western records the Kushan type of ma with two

sides of the triangle produced upwards or sometimes the two sides

I!) U,S7»\, ism, pt. I, p. si.

21 II. 1). Ilitiicrjoe, Origin of tlir

22 Ep. hut., vol. Alii, |). 1*1.

21 Hath

20 .187., 1011-15, p. 121.

2S Ep. hid., vol. XX, p. ,T0.

30 Ibid.

32 Ep. hid., op. cit.

20 Hiihlor, op. (it., p. 47

llrmjah Stiipl, p. 21.

23 Ibid., vol. XV, p. 113.

25 Ibid., vol. XXI, p. /8.

27 Ibid.

20 Ibid., op. cit.

31 1IIQ., vol. VI, p. 45.
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forming an open semi-circle are occasionally to be found in the

Western variety of Northern India viz. Eran inscription of Samudra-

gupta, 33 Mathura inscription of (il G.E. 34 and the Udayagiri Cave

inscription of 82 G.E. 33 But nowhere in any Eastern record the

Kushan type of via is to be found. In the Southern epigraphs this

type was used even in the Gth century A.i). but in North-Western

India it was discontinued after the time of Caiulragupta II.

Hoernle's division of Western and Eastern varieties on the strength

of the test letter sa is substantially correct. But it may be said that the

use of the Western sa with the cross-bar in ligatures W’as not unknown

in Eastern India. The Bodh-Gaya. image inscription 3* of the year (i4

should be regarded as a record of the Gupta period. Liiders37 and

Cunningham held that this record is dated in the Saka era. But

Buhler and K. D. Banerjee3 * were definitely of opinion that it is a

record of the Gupta time. The use of hooked via, hooked sa and the

cursive ha goes against its assignment to the Kushan period. In this

record w*e have one Western sa in the ligature biksu. In the Kosam

image inscription3 " of 139 G.E. all other test letters are of the Eastern

variety but sa which occurs only in ligatures is of the Western type. A

doubtful case of a Western sa is to be noticed in the word puslarana

in the Susunia Rock inscription. But in no Eastern record an

independent Western sa is to be found.

Eastern la and ha are, no doubt, of the same type that was used

in the Jaugada Separate edicts of Asoka. In the Eastern variety the

base line of these two letters lias been suppressed and ha is turned

leftward. It is very difficult to distinguish between Eastern sa and sa.

Both of them are of the looped form.

Two other letters deserve careful attention, though they cannot be

called test letters in the strict sense of the term. They are na and na.

33 Fleet, 07/., vol. Ill, p. JS. 34 Up. hid., vol. XXI
, p. 1.

So Fleet, OIL
,

vol, HI, p. 21.

36 Cunningham, Muhubudhi
,

pi. XXV.

37 bid. Ant., vol. XXXLII, p. 40.

38 It. 1). Uanorjee, up. vit.
f p. 23.

39 Fleet, OIL, vol. Ill, pi. XXXIXc.
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In the Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudragupta which represents

the Eastern variety botli the hooked and looped forms of na occur.

In the eastern records of the 4th century looped types of na and na

are generally to be met with (Susunia, Baigram and Kalium Pillar

inscriptions). In this period in western records the hooked na and the

older form of na are to be found. The looped na was in later time

adopted both in Western and Eastern India. The looped type of na

was discontinued in Eastern India from the fifth century A.D.

It is really a puzzle that Biihler who distinguished for the first

time eastern la and ha from their western pi oto-types should regard

the Meharauli Iron Pillar inscription
40

as a fine example of Western

Indian epigraphs. Mr. K. 1). Banerjee has omitted the paheographio

examination of this important record, La, ha
t

sa, tui and na are

clearly of the Eastern variety. Sa occurs in ligatures only and is of

the Western type hut we have already noticed that the use of Western

type of sa in ligatuies was not known in Eastern India. Either we

shall have to admit that like the Udayagiri Cave inscription 41
of the

time of Candragupta II, it is an Eastern record (i.e., the scribe was

of Eastern India) or we shall have to concur with Mr. J. C. Uliose42

in locating Vignupadagiri somewhere in Eastern India where this

magnificent pillar was originally set up.

The alphabets of the period from VtU to (i'50 A.D.

The btli century alphabets have been very aptly described by Biihler

as the acute-angled type. “The chief characteristic is that the letters

slope from the right to the left, and show acute-angles at the lower

or at the right ends, as well as that the tops ot the vertical or slanting

lines invariably hear small wedges and their ends either show the same

ornaments or protuberances on the light.” This is the period when

40 Biihler, oj>. <if., i>. 47; Fleet, op. at., no. 32.

41 Biihler, p. 46.

42 Indian Culture, vol. 1, p. 015. Mr. Ghose’s reasons for identifying

Visnupada-giri with the Maudaru Hill in Bhagalpiir do not seem to he quite

convincing to jne.
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the transition from the Gupta characters to what is often called the

hitila variety took place.

In addition to the records examined by Mr. 11. 1). Banerjee, the

following inscriptions should also be examined

—

1 Four Faridpur plates
11

A, B, C, ]))—paheographically

to he assigned to the latter half of the sixth century A.l).

2 Yappaghosa grant of Jayanaga 11

3 Nid lumpur plates of Bhaskaiavarman 4 ’‘

4 Tippera gram of Lokaniitlu 4 "

The outstanding* feature of the Eastern Indian alphabets of the

period 550 *(>00 A.l). seems to be the displacement of the test letters

la, ha, sa by the Western types of these letters. Dr. lloernle was of

opinion that this displacement must have been in progress during the

earlier part of the (5th century and was complete about 580 A.l).

Mr. K. 1). Banerjee modified this statement and observed that the

movement towards the adoption of the Western variety was in evidence

in the -1th decade of the 5th century and all traces of the Eastern

variety form disappeared before the beginning of the (it h century

A.l). The first part of his opinion was based on the evidence of the

Dhanaidaha plate of 113 U.K. The same scholar noticed the use of

tin* eastern form of la
,

ay/, sa and ha in this record. In only one solitary

instance he traced a western la (in Yahhralana ).«S) hut his reading of

this word has proved to he urong and no la occurs in this record.
17

In the Mankuwar inscription of 12!) G.K., Kalium Pillar inscription of

III G.F. we find the J'hisiem variety forms have been consistently used.

The only evidence which It. J). Jhtnerjee could cite in support of his con-

clusion was the undated Bihar Pillar inscription of Skandagupta in which

4*‘* H- IK Itn nerjee admitted the genuineness of all the Faridpur plates in

liis led uro on tlu* Ago of the Imperial (iuptas. For the plates see I ml. Ant..

1910, p. 1PM; ./.l,S7h, 1010, pp. 429 if.

4t Ki>. hut., vol. XVII I, p. 60.

45 Ibid., vol. XII, p. Go and vol. XIX, p. 115.

40 Ihiil
,

vol. XV, p. 301.

47 Seo new revised reading Qf the Dhanaidaha plate published in Ejh huh,

vol XVII, p. 345.
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in the first part the Eastern forms have been used and in the last half

Western forms of the test letters have been adopted. Eastern forms are

to bo found in the Ko6am image inscription of Bhhnavarman, dated

in 139 G.E. It is true that Western forms are to be found in the Pali

grant of Laksmana, dated in 158 G.E., but Pali is 30 miles away from

Allahabad. If Allahabad be the western limit of the use of Eastern

variety, the Pali grant should properly be regarded as a record of Western

India. In all other Eastern records of the filth century the Eastern

variety forms of the test letters have been invariably used. Even in the

Gunainagar inscription of 188 G.E. = 507 A.D. and in the Damodarpur

Plate No. 5 of 224 G.E. 48 = 543 A.D. we find the use of the Eastern

forms. Under these eircumstnces if in the first half of the Bihar Pillar

inscription of Skandagupta the Eastern forms have been used and in

the last half the Western forms are to be found, this should be explained

by the assumption that the last half is the work of a scribe from

Western India.

The time of the displacement can be stated with a fair degree of

certainty. In the fifth century the Eastern forms continued to exist and

in the first half of the sixth century they were certainly used in Bengal.

The earliest record showing the use of the Western forms of la, sa, sa

and ha in Eastern India is the Amauna grant of Nandana, dated in 232

G.E. = 551-2 A.D. The Bodli-Gaya inscription of Mahanaman shows

the use of the Western forms. The unhappy long-drawn controversy

between Messrs. It. D. Banerjee and E. E. Pargiter is over and the

genuineness of the Faridpur Plates are now established beyond doubt.

The Faridpur plates belong to a transitional period when the Eastern

variety forms were being gradually (displaced by the Western forms of

the test letters. In grant A, Eastern la occurs ti times and the Western

48 The fascimiles of the Damodarpur plates published in the Kp. Ind. aTe

not very distinct. In all the distinct case* tho Eastern forms are to be found. I

referred the point to tho Editor of these plates, Dr. R. G. Basak, who informs

me that my conclusion is correct in all cases. I take this opportunity to express

my thankfulness to Dr. R. G. Basak who thoroughly examined tho plates for me.
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la 20 times, Eastern sa 14 times and Western .sa
4* 5 times, and Eastern

ha 8 times and Western ha 8 times. In grant B, Eastern 7a, sa 1 and

11 times and Western la and sa 14 and 3 times respectively. The Grant

C is in a bad state of preservation and where it is legible we find the use

of both Eastern and Western la and ha. In Grant 1) la and sa are

always of the Western form. Eastern ha occurs in three instances and

in all other cases the Western form has been used. In no epigraphic

record of the seventh century we find the use of Eastern forms of 7a, $a

and ha. It must be mentioned that the Eastern sa was not superseded

by the Western form of the letter. The displacement therefore must

have been complete by the close of the sixth century A.D.

The following letters changed considerably in this period

—

(a) The left portion of a consists of a wedge joined to the comma-shaped

curve by a short vertical line and is joined with the right vertical

by a short horizontal line.

(h) Initial i consists of two dots and a scroll-like curve below.

(c) Initial u is taking the Bengali form in this period. A short verti-

cal line is attached to the wedge and a curve is attached to this

vertical.

M) Ka is developed in the looped or triangular form. For the first

time this form is to be found in the word prakkatti in 7. 23 of the

Faridpur Grant 1). In the Bodh-Gaya Graut of Mahanaman

dated in 588 A.D. this form has been used. In the Ganjam grant

of 619-20 A.D. and in the Vappaghosa-vata grant both the open

and triangular forms are to be found. The Mundesvarl grant of

630 A.D. retains the open form. The change was complete in

Eastern India by 650 A.D. though the open form continued to

exist in certain ligatures even in the 12th century records.

49 It may be noted here that in all instances of sa in Grants A & B the

Western form occurs in ligatures only which may be cited in favour of our

contention that its use in ligatures was not unknown in Eastern India. But

it may be observed that in the Faridpur plates the Eastern and Western

forms of the test letters were used side by side It is significant that in

no case an independent Western sa is to be found, although it occurs many times

in ligatures.
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(c) The Ganjam gha retains the Gupta form but in Vappaghosa-vata

and Tippera Grants the left part shows a curvature which in later

times become the loop.

(/) The right arc of dha is transformed into a line.

(g) The development of hha is almost revolutionary and it is very diffi-

cult to trace its development. “The left hook of the Western variety

has changed into a solid wedge, and this wedge has developed into

a hollow one, at the same time separating the right limb of the

letter from the upper part.” There is not much difference between

hha and ha in this period.

(h) The development of the bipartite ya. Biihler noticed the bipartite

form of ya in ligatures as early as in the Kushan period (Biihler's

Table III, Cl. XIII. XVI. 32). Its use was perhaps accidental

because it was convenient to use it in ligature with some letters.

Biihler also draw's attention to “the oldest instance of independent

looped ya found in Fleet’s No. 59 of 371 A.D.” But its appearance

in this record seems to be premature as in other records of the

4th and 5th centuries we find invariably the tripartite form.

Mr. Pargiter in determining the relative chronological position

of the three kings of the Faridpur Grants noticed that between the

tripartite ya with “three-pronged form with sinistrorse curl” and

the full-fledged bipartite form there is a transitional form with a

strong tendency to form a loop in the place of the curt in the left.

The bipartite form is admittedly evolved out of this intermediate

form.

Dr. lioernle’ 0
fixed 000 A.D. as the lowest limit of the older form

of ya and went so far as to assert that “any inscription in the North

Western Indian alphabet which shows the more or less exclusive use

of the old form of ya, must date before 000 A.D., while any inscrip-

tion showing an exclusive use of the cursive form of ya must date after

000 A.D.” After the discovery of the l/dayapur inscription of

the Guhila Aparajita, of V.K 710 = 059 A.D. in which the tripartite

50 JASli ., 1801, pt. 1, p. 90.

I.1I.Q., JUNE, 1930 10
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ya has been used Btihler observed that it “makes a modification of

Hoernle’s argument necessary but does not invalidate his final result.”

R. D. Banerjee51 was wrong in his observation that one principal

characteristic of the alphabets in North-Eastern India in the period

550-G50 A.D. was the use of the tripartite form of ya. He asserts

that the Bodh-Gaya inscription of 588 A.D. cannot be taken to represent

the ordinary Eastern variety, though lie does not assign any reason

whatsoever, lie takes the use of the bipartite form in the Ganjam

plate of (>19-20 A.D. as exceptional. This foim has been used in the

Fnridpur Grants C and D. Still more unwarranted is the general

statement' 2 of R. D. Banerjee on the strength of the Amauna of

Xandana, dated in 002 A.D. and the Nagarjuni Cave inscriptions of

Anantavarman that the tripartite form of ya lasted about half a

century longer in North-Eastern India than in Western India, although

the same scholar referred to the use of the tripartite form in the

TMavapur inscription of the Guhila Aparajita dated in (>!)9 A.D. It is

hardly to be expected that a new form of a letter should be accepted

simultaneously by every scribe in every locality. But we shall not

be very wrong if we place the displacement of the tripartite form

some time about 050 A.D.

(/) A wedge or arrow-head in the lower part of ra is to be found in the

Ganjam plate of 019-20 A.D.

(j

)

The loop of sa has become angular.

Alphabets of the period from (ioO-SOO A.D.—Precursors of

the Proto-Bengali and Proto-Nagarl types

In the latter half of the seventh century we find that a great

change has come over the North-Eastern alphabets. The change is so

marked and in certain respects so fundamental that it may be said

that the characters of this period have freed themselves of the Gupta

stamp. In place of the simple and upright Gupta characters, we find

elaborate ornamentation of many letters by addition of wedges,

angularisation of curvatures, slanting of horizontal lines. The acute

51 Op. cit., p. 41. 52 Ibid., pp. 40-41
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angles are more sharpened, and more marked are the twist of

the lower ends of the strokes. The Aphsad inscription of Adityasena

is a typical record which shows all the changes. Its characters have

been minutely examined by It. I). Banerjee. Though its findspot is

outside Bengal and it is a record of the later Guptas of Magadha, it

can be taken to be a record of Bengal proper, because the scribe was

an inhabitant of Gauda. Fleet called the characters of the Aphsad

inscription the kutila variety of Magadha—a term which has since been

accepted by many scholars. Buhier pointed out that the term ‘kutila
’

is based on a wrong rendering of the expression ‘ kutila aksanT in the

Deval PraSasti and >vas of opinion that it should be excluded from the

palaeographic terminology. Kieihorn also avoided this term in his

paleographic discussion.

The following records of this period should be examined

—

1. Aphsad inscription of Adityasena.

2. Deo-Baranark inscription of Jlvitagupta II.

3. Ashrafpur [dates of the Kbadgaa. 5 "

4. Deulbadl image inscription of Queen Prabhavatl.

5. Nalanda Stone inscription of the time of Yasovarman.

f>. Nelpur grant of Suhliakarn.* 5

7. Bodh-Gaya inscription of the 2bth year of Dharmapala.

New transformation of the ka, him, pa have been noticed in the

transitional period of 530-050 A.l). and t lie changes in a, /, a, fjha,

53 Memoirs, ASB., vol. I, no. 8, pp. 85-91; Dacca University Studies,

vol. I, p. 64.

54
' Dr. Hirananda Sastri was wrong in taking this inscription as a record

of the 6th century. The alphabets are admittedly of the period 650-800 A.D.

The right arm of the looped ka has been considerably elongated downwards. The

upper horizontal lino of ja has become the serif, the central one is slanting and

the lower one combined with the vertical line has formed two curves. The base

line of na has almost vanished. The left curve of la is considerably lengthened

and the vertical line elongated downwards. With these characteristics and the

general features of the characters, we have no hesitation in assigning this record

to the period 650-760 A.D.

55 Ep. 2nd., vol. XV, p. 1.
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dha, sa have also been emphasised. In addition to these developments

the following changes deserve attention

—

() The left two sides of the triangle at tho bottom of kha have

formed a curve or a loop.

() The mango-shaped cha of the Gupta time has become angular in

this period. This can also be marked in the periods of 550-650 A.D.

(r) The most important change is to be noticed in ja. The upper

horizontal line has become the serif and the lower two are slanted

downwards.

(d) The base line of na is slanting.

(e) The loop of na in the Aphsad inscription is separated from the

main body of the letter and joined by a short horizontal line. The

letter somewhat resembles its modern Nagari form.

(/) The right verticals of pa
t
va

t
ma

,
ya, la, sa and sa are elongated

more downwards and the acute angles at the lower extremity are

more sharpened.

(g) Ba is discontinued from this time onwards and the two sides of va

in the left form a curve or loop.

(h) Sa assumes various forms. The old Kushan form with the round

top is not yet discontinued and is to be found in the Bodh-Gaya

inscription of the 26th year of Dliarmapala. It appears in the

looped form in the Aphsad inscription which is one of the settled

forms of the letter in the 8th and 9th centuries. Yet another form

is to be noticed in the Deo-Baranark, Ashrafpur and Bodh-Gaya

inscriptions. The right vertical is projected upwards and at the

lower extremity of the left curve a small wedge appears like that

of kha and ga. The left curve is joined to the vertical by another

curve as in la . ThiB form is discontinued for a time but reappears

in the eleventh century.

A great change is also to be noticed in the medials d, i, f. In

the Gupta period the medial d is denoted in four or five ways by

attaching a hook to the right vertical or left vertical, by raising a

straight or curved line over the serif and by addition of a short vertical

line from the right of the serif. All these forms are to be found in

the Yappaghosavata grant. But in this period the last form which

ultimately prevailed is generally to be met with and the dkdra by
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which the medial & denoted is elongated downwards considerably in

proportion to the right verticals of the letters. Medials i and l are

also considerably elongated in the left and right respectively and this

is to be noticed in the transitional period of 550-650 A.D. (Vappaghosa-

vata grant).

Alphabets of the period 80Q*SMif) A.D.—Beginning

of the Proto-Bengali forms

This is the period in which the origin of Bengali, Nagari, and

Sarada alphabets in Northern India can be traced. According to R.

1). Bancrjee, another variety which lie calls “Trans-Indus alphabet of

the 9th and 10th centuries” also appears in this period. We are

mainly concerned with the origin of the Bengali script. Bengali

alphabets have got some peculiar characteristics in respect of certain

letters which differentiate them from the neighbouring Nagari script.

The upward projection of the verticals of l-ha, ga, dha
,
sa which Biihler

calls “horn-like protuberances” was discarded in Nagari (except in the

case of dha) but is still retained in the Bengali Script. So also the

opening of triangle or loop at the bottom of hha, of the upper right

pha, the left part of e
,
the upper left of tha has been discarded in

Nagari and is retained in Bengali. Bengali na is formed by the

complete disappearance of the base line whose vanishing tendency we

notice in this period. In Nagari the line joining the loop with the

vertical in via, ga is at right angles but in Bengali in acute angles.

As Bengali and Nagari have a common parent, some of these develop-

ments can be noticed in Western Indian records of the period but

because of the abandonment of these developments in subsequent

Nagari forms and their continuation and preservation in Bengali forms,

this period should be regarded as the beginning of the Proto-Bengali

forms. R. I). Banerjee’s remarks that ‘‘in the alphabet of the

Bhagalpur grant of the 17th year of Narayanapala we have the proto-

Bengali forms almost complete” appears to be correct. Bengal and

Magadha were politically united and the same variety of alphabets

were used in these two regions. The Bhagalpur grant like the Monghyr
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and Nalanda grants of Devapala, were issued from Mudgagiri. But

this grant, like the Aphsad inscription of Adityasena, should be

regarded as a record of Bengal proper, because the scribe was an

inhabitant of Samatata.

The following records of the period are to be examined

—

1 The Chittagong plate of Kantideva.*6

2 The Khalimpur plate of the 32nd year of Dharnuipala.

3 Vrradeva Prasasti (Ghosarawan inscription of the time of Devapala).

4 The Monghyr plate of the 33rd year of Devapala. 5 *'

5 The Nalanda plate of the 39th year of Devapala. 58

fi The Bodh-Gaya inscription of the 7th year of Narayanapala.

7 The Indian Museum inscription of the 9th year of Naruyanapnla.

8 The Bhagalpur grant of the 17fh year of Narayanapala.

9 The Badal Pillar inscription of the time of Narayanapala.

Besides these, there are some votive inscriptions of the period viz.

the Nalanda Saiikarsana image inscription of the time of Devapala, the

Hilsa Statue of the 35th year of Devapala and two Bihar image inscrip-

tions of the 2nd year of Vigrahapala.

The following developments are to he marked:—
(a) A—In Khalimpur, Monghyr, Nalanda and Bodh-Gaya inseriptions

a top-stroke covering the left and right limps is to be noticed.

It resembles the modern Bengali a.

(h) A—In the above mentioned records it is formed by adding a vertical

line in the right instead of a comma-shaped curve to the lower

extremity of the vertical. The older form has been used in

the Chittagong, Ghosarawan and Hilsa inscriptions.

(c) U—The Proto-Bengali form as found in the Ganjam plate and

Lnkanatha’s grant lias been used.

66 Modern Review, 1922, p. 612.

57 The lost Monghyr plate of Devapala has been found, and the facsimile is

published in Ep. Imf., vol. XV1T1, p. 304.

58 Ep. /ad., vol. XVII, p. 3L0.
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(d) E—In the Monghyr and Nulanda grants and in the Budal Pillar

inscription the left portion of the letter is open, thus resembling

the modern Bengali form. “The hypoteneuse has snapped

leaving a curve at the top of the vertical and a part of it at

the lower end.” This form has been used in the later records.

The closed form is to be found in Khuliinpur, (ihosarawan and

Bfulal inscriptions (in some cases in the last one).

(e) The right arm of ka is elongated downwards.

(/) Kha—In Chittagong, Monghyr, Nulanda and Bhagalpur plates and

in the Bodh-Uaya and Indian Museum inscriptions the loop or

triangle at the lower part of the vertical has opened and in the

lower part of the left portion the small wedge has turned into

a curve. The resemblance to the modern cursive form of the

letter is complete.

(y) do—The small wedge at the lower extremity of the left has, like

that of kha
,
turned into a curve. The left portion does not

merge in the vertical but the vertical is projected upwards. It

is approaching the modern Bengali form.

(It) Glia—The middle vertical is vanishing, the base line in the left

is raised higher and the upper part of the letter is shortened

in breadth. Though the looped form is not yet complete, there

is strong tendency to be so.

(/) Ja—The upper horizontal line lias become the serif, the middle one

is slanted downwards and the lower one forms a double curve.

(j) Sa—This letter is to be found in ligatures only. In the Kbalimpur

and Bhagalpur grants its approach to modern form is to be

noticed even in ligatures.

(k) Ta—In the ancient form the letter is a semi-circle. In the

Khuliinpur grant the letter consists of a vertical line attached

to the right of the top-stroke and a curve attached to the left

of the top-stroke by means of another curve. But in the

Bhagalpur grant the right vertical is shortened in length and

the upper curve in the left looks like a slanting line. In this

form the letter is to be found up to the 12th eentury.
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(l) Na—The slanting base line is to be found in the Khalimpur grant.

In all other records there is strong tendency of its vanishing.

(m) Ta—Usually the previous form is to be met with. An instance

of the Proto-Bengali form occurs in the Indian Museum inscrip-

tion in the last word ‘iti\ The vertical is converted into a

curve and turned to the left.

(n) Tha—In two instances in the Monghyr and Nalandii grants the left

part of the letter seems to be open and resembles the Nagarl

form. But the closed form with a horizontal line in the middle

occurs in all other records.

(o) Da—It appears both in angular and cursive forms.

(p) Dim—A small opening in the upper part between the vertical and

the left portion is noticeable in the Bhagalpur grant. This

form is used in later lines. The acute angle at the lower

portion is more pronounced.

(q) Na—The Proto-Bengali form occurs in the Biidal Pillar and Indian

Museum inscriptions. The loop is separated from the vertical

line and joined with it by a short horizontal line.

(r) Mu—In Monghyr, Bodh-Gaya, Indian Museum and Biidal Pillar

inscriptions the looped form is to be found.

(*) Ya—The lower part is decreasing in breadth.

(t) lla—The arrow-head is increasing in breadth.

(a) La—The curve in the left is joined to the vertical by a short slanting

line or sometimes the joining line is a curved one.

(r) fin—Of all the letters xa lias got the most checkered career in this

period and appears in various forms. Of the two settled forms

of the letter one is the looped one and the other may be

regarded as the parent of the Nagarl form. The looped form

is to be seen in the Khalimpur, Nfclamla, Bhagalpur and Biidal

Pillar inscriptions. The other consists ot two vertical lines

joined by a curve on their upper parts and another curve

coming out of the top of the left vertical cuts it ami

meets the right vertical at its bottom. This form is to be touml

in the Khalimpur, Monghyr, Nalandfi, Bhagalpur and in
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subsequent period and in one of the grants inscriptions of the

Candras. There are three transitional forms of palatal sa in

this period. Of t lie earliest form the left part, consists of semi-

circular curve with the lingering cross-bur and forms an angle

with the vertical but does not merge in it. In one instance

it has been used in the Bodh-Gayii inscription of the 2(»t li year

of Dharmapnla ami frequently used in the (ihosarawan inscrip-

tion and also in some votive inscriptions/'* There is another

variety in which the curve in the left portion does not touch

the vertical/ 0 Again there is another variety in which the

curve in the left does or does noi touch the vertical hut there

is no cross-bar (Bodb-(jayu and Indian Museum inscriptions).

(u?) Ha— It appears in the cursive form and the addition of a small

vertical line in the left of the lower part is to he noticed.

In the Badal, Bodh-Uayii and Indian Museum inscriptions the

upper part of /////, ya and .so is 'dosed. Another most remarkable fact

is that the modern Bengali forms of the me'dials e and o appear for

the first time in the Badal Pillar inscription. The ligatures k7c, in ha,

spha, era in Bodh-daya and Indian Museum inscriptions strickingly

resemble their modern Bengali forms.

Alphabets of the Kith ami llfh centuries—Further (It rclojnnent

of the Proto-Bengali forms

The following epigraphs of tin* period are to he examined :
—

1 The Vaghiswari Stone inscription of the time* of ijopala 11.

The Tarkesvar Stone inscription of tin* time of (iopala 11.

3 The Bharella Nalesvara Image inscription oj l,.n aliaeamlradeva/ 1

4 The KampaJ grant, of Si ieamlrade\ a/”

0 The Kedarpur plate of Sriramlradeva/ 1

0 The Kdilpur grant of Srieamlradeva/ 1

59 It. 1). Bunorjec, Kashui Indmn Seined <>} Mtdmnd Sndidiuc, pt XI t (a),

«b), (c).

GO Ibid., pi. XXV(a), XXVI 1(a). Gl /«'/., '<>1. XVII, ]j. .m
G2 N. G. Majuiniiar, / iisn tjitiuns of Hrmiut, vnl. 111.

G3 Ibid Gl Ibid.

1.1I.U., JUNK, 19‘JG 17
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7 The Diuajpur Pillar inscription of the Ramboja king.

»S The Baghaura Image inscription of the orcl year of Mahipala I.
M

9 The Bangad Plate of the 9th year of Mahipala I.

10 The Nil lamia inscription of the 11th year of Mahipala I.

11 The Sarnath inscription of the time of Mahipala I.

12 The Krsnadvarika Temple inscription of the 15th year of Nayapala.

13 Tile Narasimha temple inscription of the same year of Nayapala.

14 The Aksayavafa inscription .of the lime of Vigrahapiila III.

If) The Gadndhara Image inscription of Visvaditya.

10 The llihar Image inscription of the 10th year of Vigrnhapilla 111.

17 The Amgaehi plate of Vigrahapala III.

15 Tlie Bihar image inscription of < lie 2nd year of Kampala.

19 The Gaya inscription of Yaksapala.

20 The Silimpur Stone inscription of tlie time of Jayapala. fifi

One important fact of this period is that the western alphabets

also came lo he used in Magndha. The Dighwa-Dubhali and Rum**

Gaya inscriptions of the Pratiluira emperor Mahendrapala show a

mixture of Western and Kastern (Proto-Nagari and Proto-Bengali

forms). The same fact is also evident from *he occurrence of

Proto-Nagari lha, no, to, mo and ho in tlie Kisna-Dvarikii, Xarasimha,

Aksayavata and Gaya inscriptions. The circumstances that made

the Kamhoja chief master of Gauda are not pioperly known hut in this

rceord also we find Proto-Nagari f/ha ,
/a, no, po, hho, mo and so. The

Silimpur inscription, though a record of Northern Bengal, was engraved

by an artisan of Magadha and shows a mixture of Proto-Bengali and

Proto-Nagari forms. The Sarnath inscription also shows flic same

characteristic.

The i< Mowing developments are to be noticed :
—

(//) A, o, e
,
Lho

,
(jo, jo

y
no, to, no, do, pho, lo, ini, so and ho are oi

I he previous types.

(1>) /—It is denoted i>> two dots and a small line over them.

In Kedarpur and Kampal grants a slanting line is coming down

from the wedge. It is a step towards the Bengali form.

(m Kik hut., vol. XVTT, p. 340.

GO A’/', fmt., vol. XIT, p. 283.
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(a) Ka—The loop is becoming angular, thus differentiating it from the

Nagarl form.

(d) Gha—The upper part is equal in breadth with the lower. The

upper part is coming to be closed. It is approaching the modern

form.

(e) Cha—The acute-angled form is to be found but the upper line of

the triangle is becoming horizontal.

(/) I)a— -The round-backed form instead of the acute-angled one is to

be found. Da of the Dinajpur Pillar inscription is cursive and

more advanced.

(g) Ta—The right curve has become a vertical line.

(h) Tha—The upper part is flattened. It is still closed but the horizon-

tal cross-bar is slanting, thus offering the opportunity to open

the upper part.

(i) Dha—The open form is used in the Itampal and Kedarpur grants.

In Dinajpur, Silimpur and Amgachi inscriptions we find the

closed form. In the Amgachi plate a small horn of the upper

part of the left portion is seen for the first time. Thus it is

approaching the modern form.

(j) Na—In the Bangad, Nalanda and Bharella inscriptions the looped

form has been used. But in all other molds the form in which

the loop is separated from the vertical and joined by u short

horizontal line has been used.

(/) Ma—In most cases the line joining the loop and the vertical is

slanting, thus differentiating from the Xugari form.

(/) Ya—The same is the case with this letter.

{m) Ka—The arrow-head is gaining in breadth.

(/<) Dha—The old form is generally used. In Dinajpur and Silimpur

inscriptions we find an entirely new form. It consists ot a top-

stroke, a vertical line and a wedge joined to the left ol the

vertical line. The wedge has some breadth. It is not unlikely,

as II. D. Banerjee has suggested, that the wedge has been formed

by closing in ot the sides supporting the obtuse and acute angles

of the older form. This form may he regarded as the parent of

the Nagari form.
Mission
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)
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In this period we have top-strokes over all letters. It is interest-

ing to note that /*</ and nl of the Bangad and Nalanda inscrip-

tions resemble the modern Bengali peculiar forms of these two

ligatures.

Alphabets of the period from 1]0f)-Jd00 A.D.—Development

of modern Bengali, forms

The following records are to be examined

—

1 The Ynjrayogiiii plate of Sainalavarman. 67

2 The Bhiwanesvar Prasasti of Bliatta Bhavadeva.

3 The Belfwa plate of Bhojavarman.

4 The Manila inscription of the time of (jopala III.

"> The Kamauli plate of Vaidyadeva.

(> The Deopara inscription of Yijayasena.

7 The Barrackpore grant of Yijayasena.

8 The Nuihati plate of Yallalasena.

9 The Anulia grant of Laksmanasena.

10 The (tovindapur grant of the same.

11 T lie Tarpandighi plate of' the same.

12 The Mfulhfiinagar grant of t lie same.

13 The Dacca image inscription of his 3rd regnal year.

14 The Saktipur plate of the same.

13 The Sundarbnii grant of Mudannpiila of 119b A. I).* 8

10 The (’am bridge MS. So. 1099 of 1198-99 A. I).**

17 The Kdilpur grant of Kesavasena.

18 The Madanpada plate of Yisvarupasena.

19 The Calcutta Sahitya Parisal plate of Visvrupasena.

20 The (fadadhara inscription of 1232 Y.K.

21 Two Bodh-Gaya inscrij. ions of the time of Asokavalla. 70

22 The Janibigha inscription of the time of Jayasena. 71

23 The Chittagong plate of Damodara. 72

07 liluliatrnrsn, 1340 H.S.

OS UH
t
K, p. 321.

GO Biililer. lint. Pultnn/rii/iltfi, Table VI, col XI.

70 Ei>. Ini., vol. XU, pp. 27 ff. 71 JUOltS., vol. IV, p. 273.

72 -MSB., U ft74), pt. 1, pp. 318-24 mid pi. XVIII.
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Though Bengali was ultimately superseded in Magadha by Nagari,

the former was still used in this period in that region. In the Govinda-

pur inscription of the poet Gangadhara of 1137 A.D., 73 the Nalanda

inscription of Vipulasrimitra74 and the Bodh-Gaya inscription of

Jayacandra75 we find the use of almost fully developed Nagari forms

in the 12th century. But the Gaya inscription of Govindapala of 1232

V.E., two Bodh-Gaya inscriptions of the time of Asokavalla and the

Janibigha inscription of the time of Buddhasena show that the mixed

Nagari) and Bengali forms were in usei in that locality in that century.

Though occasionally in some votive inscriptions of later time,

Bengali scripts are found, it seems that Nagari displaced Bengali

in Magadha by the close of the 13th century. This is the period in

which the complete development of all modern Bengali forms except-

ing ca, cha, sa can be seen. In the Deopara, Prasasti Mr. R. D.

Banerjee found a, e, o, klin, glia
,
jha

t
ta, pha, bha

,
via, ya

,
va, sa,

sa, tha more or less complete. In the Cambridge Mss. of A.D. 1198-99

Biihler found Bengali forms of a
,

a, u, r, r, 7, 7,
e

,
au

,
ka, kha

,

ga, ta
,
tha

,
na, via

,
ya, ra, va, and sa.

In four or five epigraphs (towards the* close of the 11th and

beginning of the 12th centuries we find that a general feature of the

letters in them is the hollow triangular wedges appearing as part of

the top-strokes. Its beginning is to be noticed in the Vajrayogini plate

of Samalavarman and in their complete form the triangular wedges

appear in the Bhuvanesvara Prasasli, Belava plate, Manila inscription

and Kamauli plate. Occasionally they are to be found in some letters

of the Anulia and Tarpandighi plates. “The triangle itself is a modi-

fication of the top-stroke with a semi-circle below, occasionally met

with in ornamental inscriptions from North Central India, as in

Vinayakapala’s plate and in the Candella inscription in Cunningham’s

Archaeological Reports
,
vol. X, plate 33. No. 3.” This hollow triangular

wedge has been discarded in Bengali. According to Biihler, another

peculiarity that has been abandoned in Bengali is the “Nepalese hooks”

73 Ep. lnd.
t
vol. II, p. 330.

74 Ibid., vol. XX, pi. XXI, p. 97.

75 Memoirs, ASB., vol. V, no. 3, pi. XXXI-
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attached to the left of letters.. Particular letters with hooks which he

mentions are ka and ta and the letters of the Kamauli plate. In the

Kamauli plate these hooks are part of the hollow triangular wedges.

The hooks of ka and ta are, no doubt, the part of vertical above the

juncture with the triangle and curve respectively. In MSS. of the

fifteenth century these hooks are to be found.

The following developments of this period deserve notice

:

A—In the Yajrayogini, Kamauli, Belava, NaihutI grants the left portion

is cursive like modern Bengali kha and the line joining the curve

with the vertical is absent. The Khalimpur variety is generally

to be met with in all other records. The small vertical line

joining the curve with the top-stroke is present and the line

joining the curve with the vertical is slanting. The formation

of modern a and a is complete.

/—The form in the Kamauli plate is abnormal. According to Buhlcr.

it is of southern origin. In the Manila inscription it has a

wedge over the two dots or circles and beneath them is a

comma-shaped curve. In the Belava and Deopara inscriptions

a slightly curved line is to be found beneath the dots. In the

Govindapur grant two dots are joined by a slanting line from

the top-stroke is to be found in the Sunderban, Bodh-Ga.va and

Chittagong inscriptions.

1—Rarely to be found. In the Cambridge MSS. the slanting line

is placed below the short i.

U—The formation is complete in other respects excepting the curve

above the serif.

C—The formation is like u in the Naihatl plate by the addition of a

curve at the bottom.

E—Complete long ago.

R, r
, J, l

,
ai, are not to be found in the epigraphs but are completely

developed in the Cambridge MSS.

0—Complete in the Naihatl plate in the Cambridge MSS.

Au—Complete in the Govindapur plate and in the Cambridge MSS.
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Am and ah are also completely developed oven before ibis period

(Amgachi plate).

Ka—The acute-angled Bengali form is to be found generally excepting

in the Kamauli plate.

Kfm—Complete long ago.

Ga—'Hie upward elongation of the vertical is to be found in the

Kamauli, Naihatl, Sunderhan and Chittagong plates.

(/ha—The outward projection of the left limb is to be found in almost

all records. But in the Chittagong plate the loop is projected

inwardly and the formation of the modern form is complete.

Ca—It continues generally of the old type but a great change is to

be found in the Sunderhan and Chittagong plates. In these two

grants the letter looks like modern Bengali tha. But it is not

yet faced completely in the right direction. “The conversion

of the left curve into a line and the right curve in round form

happened after the fifteenth century.”

Clia—No independent instance is to be found. In ligature it is of the

old type.

Ja—In most cases it is to be found with its light limb shortened and

consequently less developed than the eleventh century form. The

fully developed form occurs in the Naihatl grant.

Jha— This letter is to be found in the Anulia and Sahitya Parisat

grants. Its development is complete in the latter.

Xa—Long ago complete.

Ta—The letter continues to be of the form found in the Bhagalpur

grant of Narayanapula. In the Chittagong grant the vertical line

in the right is absent. But the waving curve above the serif is

still wanting to complete it.

Tha—Not to be found independently. But in ligature its resemblance

to the modern Bengali form is almost complete.

Da—The completely developed form is to be found in the Dacca Image

and Bodh-Gaya inscriptions and in the Chittagong grant.

Dha—The completely developed form is to be found in the Chittagong

plate.
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Na—The eleventh century form is to be generally met with. But a

completely developed form with a single curve in the left and

with the vertical considerably projected upwards is to be found

in the Chittagong plate.

To—In the Vajrayogini, Bhuvanesvara and Belava inscriptions the

eleventh century form (the right limb is a vertical line) is to

be found. A peculiar form has been used in the Man<ja ins-

cription. But in almost all other records the right limb is a

curve and is turned to the left. Thus the form is almost com-

plete. A fully developed form occurs in the Cambridge Mss.

Tim—The old form is to be found in the Manda inscription but in all

other records the modern Bengali form is to be met with.

Da—The old form with curved back is generally to be met with. The

modern form is to be found in the Bodh-Gaya, Gadadliara

inscriptions, in the Cambridge Mss. and Chittagong plate.

l)1m—The Manda inscription shows the old form. In some records we

find the open form with the horn. But the modern closed form

with the horn occurs in the Dacca Image, Tarpandighi, Sahitya

Parisat inscriptions.

iVa—The modern form in all cases excepting the Kairiauli grant.

Pa—The old form continues in many records but in the Manda,

Kamauli, Bhuvanesvara and Deopara inscriptions we find the

transitional form in which the curve in the left has a short in-

ward curve. The fully developed Bengali form in which the

curve in the extreme left is joined by two other curves meeting

in one point in the vertical is to be found in the Dacca Image,

Sunderban, Bodh-Gaya and Chittagong inscriptions.

Pha—Complete in Deopara, Sunderban and Sahitya Parisat inscrip-

tions.

Bha—The eleventh century form in Manda, Bhuvanesvara and Belava

inscriptions. The transitional form occurs in the Kamauli

grant. The modern form with the lower curve elongated to the

left is to be found in the Deopara, Naihati, Sunderban, Sahitya

Parisat and Chittagong inscriptions.
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Ma—Modern form with the acute angle in the lower part occurs in

almost all records excepting the Kamauli and Gadudhara

inscriptions which show the Nagari form.

Yu—The modern angular form is to he found in the Manda, Belava,

Dacca Image, Kamauli, Naihiitl, Tarpamlighi inscriptions and

in the Cambridge Mss. though in some cases the cursive form is

to he met with.

Ba—The modern form in all cases excepting in the Manda inscription.

La— The modern form is to he found in almost all cases. In Manda

inscription in some cases the base line reappears and in the

Sunderhan the left part consists of a single curve in some cases.

Va—It generally shows the looped and cursive form. The sharpening

of the acute angle is complete in the Cambridge Mss.

Sa—The eleventh century form used in all records.

Sa—The modern form is used in all cases.

Sa—The letter is generally to be found with hollow wedge hut the

modern form with solid wedge is to he found in the\ Deopara and

Sunderhan inscriptions and in the Cambridge Mss.

Ifa—The cursive form is generally used. The modern form occurs in

the Chittagong plate.

The medial a in the Kamauli and Chittagong plates which is

formed by the addition of a vertical line is joined to the top-stroke by a

short slanting line. The numerals 1,0,7 and 9 are completely deve-

loped in this period. In our period the modern forms of tvi, clta
,
sa

are not to he found and also the medials u and u. The dearth of records,

both epigraphic and handwritten, in the latter half of the 13th and

14th centuries, inevitably leads us to trace their origin in the 15th

century. The fully developed forms of ca, elm and sa are to he found

in Krsnuldrtana MS. of the 14th-15th century. The fully developed

medials u and n are to he found even later.

In most of the official records of the Palas (exception being the

Khalimpur and Nalanda, plates) we find shorter or longer tails which

slant off towards the right below the bottom-line of the letters. These

tails also appear in the Krsna-Dvarika and Narasimlia Temple inscrip-

tions of the time of Nayapala, the Aksayavaja inscriptions of the time

JUNE, 193G
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of Vigrahapala III and in the Sitalaghut inscription of Yaksapnla,

They are a marked feature of the Mss. of the Pala period They are

also to be occasionally found in the Sena inscriptions. According to

Biihler, these tails become vertical strokes in Niigari in //ho, ca, tha,

dha, pa, ha, ma
,
ya, la, ca, sa, and sa, except in case? of e. These tails

are to be found added to the vertical line which denotes medials, to

the two curves of jo, to the left curve ot lo, to tin* right arm of ho and

even to the two dots of /. They occur in parts of the letters from which

there could have been no elongation or formation of the verticals.

Therefore it seems that these tails should be regarded as ornamentation

of the letters but were discarded subsequently.

Writing in 189G Biiler remarked that only a few among the Proto-

Bengali letters ale local formations and in his opinion e
,

ai, na, /na

are local formations, lie traced the origin of r, /

,

/
from the lloriuzi

Mss. These letters cannot be found in any epigraph and its next

appearance is in the Cambridge Mss. of 1198-99 A.D. It is not known

where the Horiuzi Mss. were written. Pal geographically they should

be assigned to the period 550-(if)0 A.l). and in this period there was

not much difference between Eastern and Western alphabets. Biihler

found the precursors of Proto-Bengali, o, a, ho, no, mo, yo, vo, so, so,

tha
,
//o and na from western records of the St h-lOtli centuries. Very

few records of the early Pula period were discovered or known when

Biihler wrote his monumental work on paheography and he had no

other recourse to trace the origin of these distinctive Bengali forms

from Western India. The signs for these letters occur simultaneously

in Western and Eastern alphabets. The Western and Eastern alphabets

had a common parent ami in the 8th-lUth centuries the distinctiou

between Proto-Nagari and Proto-Bengali was not very fundamental.

Therefore some of the developments towards Proto-Bengali forms are

to be found in Western records. As we have already said, that the fact

that the peculiar signs of these letters were subsequently abandoned iu

Nagari and that they were continued and are being used to the present

day in Bengali script leads to the conclusion that they are to be re-

garded as distinctive Proto- Bengali forms.

Pkamouk L*l Paul



MISCELLANY

Iconism in India

[
Yaksnx

,
Maunjas, Muriis]

In the JRAS., 1915 (pp. 418-415), Spooner*lrew attention to the

connection between the Maurya* and iconism, and pointed out the vn*

satisfactory nature of the explanation generally offered on PataiijalPs

comment Mmiryair hirmiyurthihhir arculi pmhalpilah on Panini,

v, 8,99 — Jlrihlrthe nlpmji/r.

In Bharatiya Aimsilana ,* 1985 (pp. 59-GG), Keith sums up the

differences in matter of religion between the Aryans and the Indus

Valiev civilisation as follows:
—“The R/j-ralic religion is certainly

anioonic in principle; the fact that fetishes might exist does not destroy

this fundamental feature of the organised cult. On the other hand,

iconism seems to permeate the Indus Valley civilisation, proving a very

different outlook.”

Between 1915 and 1985, new sources have come to light, and new

light has come from old sources. It may be profitable to review the

whole position of iconography in India with special references to the

folio-wing jK)ints:—
(i) Were the Rg-vedie Aryans devoted to icons?

(ii) To whom did the icons referred to belong?

(iii) Hein t ion in time and space between Mura-deva, Yaksas,

Maurya s and Miirtis?

(i) Keith is probably right about Rg-vedie anieonism. An image,

idol or icon may possibly be meant in R I . l\
, 24, 10 where the poet

asks, ‘Who will buy this my Jndra for ten cows? When he has slain his

foes he may give him back to me.’ But in most cases, the material

objects are obviously symbols. 2 Pollen sen’s reference to idols of Agni

1 MUhfimahopildh yiiya Caurimnkar ffirachtml Ojha Commemoration Volume
,

Hiiidl-Snhityu-Sanimelan, Prayiig, 1990.

2 Macdonell, Vedie Mytholotjy
, 1897, p. 155.
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in I, 145, 4.5, is inconclusive. But that images were not unknown

to the Rg-veda is clear. As Bollensen’ says—“From the common
appellation of the gods as divo naras , ‘men of the sky*, or .simply

naras ‘men*, and from the epithet nrpesas
, ‘having the form of men/

RV . Ill, 4.5, one may conclude that representations in human form

were also done. The question is, by whom? Later additions to the

Brahmanas, e.g., the Adbhuta-Brahmana, the last of the six chapters

of the Sadvimsa-Brahmana, a supplement to the PoficavimSa-

Brahmana, and the Sutras refer to idols, but by that time the

assimilation of diverse view-points in a synthetic outlook had ad-

mittedly reached an advanced stage. Books like Gopinath Rao’s

Elements of Hindu Iconography draw upon the extant Puranas which

in their present form presume this synthesis.
11 The various sources

are practically indistinguishable in time and locality—hut are utilised

ad hoc as in Rcijadharmakadstabha* of Anantadeva (end of the 17th

centime). This failure to distinguish the initial sources has introduced

an element of inconsistency between the subjective and objective

evidence, a lack of entente between literature and archipology in the

earliest period. The Rg-vedic Aryas could not possibly avoid referring

to many things they did not approve of but found in vogue among

their contemporaries and co-inhabitants of India.® Icons- were among

these. Yaska, Panini und Patanjali do not even support Sayana’s

interpretation of Tirtha as. a shrine, but explain it dimply as a ford.

3 Bollensen, ZUMG.
f 47, 5BG ff.

4 Cf. ako Bhattacharya, Buddhist lconoinujihy, p. G for a similar treat-

ment from eclectic Tantra descriptions.

6 Gaekwad’s Oriental Series, vol. LXX1T, 193/), pp. 17-101. Temples and

Icons.

6 Cf. sisnadevah, ItV., 7,25*, 10,99. “Phallic worship which was known in

the earliest Vedic period.” Macdonell, Vw/. Myth., p. 155.

This is really bsetylic as distinguished from iconic proper.
j an iconic

Rgvedic image =anthropomorphisation without representation j~

Mohenjo-Daro

lUetylu,—lihrja and mlaymmu -- sihadtvu .’

- ftiva image worshipped by Niigas: Mohr.nio-Daro,

l vol. 1, p. 56 =‘muradeva’. J-

iconic.

J
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(ii) Who them used these icons?

The story of icpns in India is linked with Yoga and Dharani

In his Yogasutras
,

Patanjali defines dhdranu as “the process of

fixing the mind on some object well-defined in space/ * The Buddhist

dkaranis are based on pre-Buddhistic Tantras founded on Yoga. It

is significant that in his references to Maury&n images, Patanjali

mentions the images of Siva, Vaifoavana, Skanda and Visakha

—

Patanjali's Mahdbhdsya
,
VI. 3, 1

—
“Siva and others/

’

What is the

historical significance of this peculiar juxtaposition of ideas in Patan-

jali? Is it a pure coincidence to connect Siva, image and Mauryas?

Mohenjo-Daro has shown that Yoga, Siva and icons go back to

the 4th millennium B.C. in India. 7

Scholars, however, are not agreed, to whom this civilisation

belonged. :It is time to revise this negative attitude. It. is admitted

that the Vedic Aryns found at least two other peoples—one sufficiently

civilised but not their kith and kin,
—

“

Pitmm mrdhravacam
,
describ-

ed as Asuras in the Satapatha-Brdhmana

;

the other uncivilised,

—

stigmatised as ddsa. But what were their names? Surely they could

not have designated themselves as andryas
, in view of the fact that

they must have preceded the Aryas and must have had names of their

own. In my Asnra India, I suggested the two terms Asnra or Ntiga, and

Nisada. Oppert* has called the latter (the autochthonous people) the

Bharatas, the Paiica Janah. There is a fourth term in the Rg-veda,

viz. Muradeva. The icons of mahdyogl Siva and of animals, specially

the bull Nandivardhana, and of birds, specially the peacock, might

belong to these Muradevas—worshippers of muras or icons.

(iii) Who were these Mura-devas?

Vigrivdso Muradeva rdantu
,
ltV . VII, 104, 24.

Ajihfoayd Murade can rabhasva
, UV

.

X, 87, 2, 14.

(gewisser Unholde—Bohtliingk und Roth).*

‘As in the case of the term Arya, Muradeva may he a general

designation, covering ethnic entities that have persisted through the

7 Marshall, Mohenjo-Daro, vol. I, pp. vii, 52-59.

8 Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of India, pp. v-vi, 577, 578, 601.

9 Pargiter, Ancient Indian Historical Tradition
,
pp. 206-7, 256, 267.
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ages, connoting specific groups though hardly ever denoting the same

group or individuals at two different epochs, the similarity of name

notwithstanding. This aspect of the generic and specific value of

names has not been adequately appreciated in recent discussions. A
few instances may be cited.

In Indian Culture
,

vol. II, no. 2, (Oct. 1935), pp. 189 ff., Sten

Konow replies to Bhandarkar’s interpretation of the Mahdbhdsya on

Panin i, II, iv, 10. regarding the date of the Sahis. Bhandarkar holds

that the 8akas were in India in the 2nd century B.C. Konow quotes

IVien Han-shu and reiterates his opinion that, the Sakas entered India

after Pntaiijali, in the first century B.C. But neither seems to realise

that different groups may he meant. As a matter of fact, Sakae are

mentioned in the Puranas. 13
If the Puranas are doubted they are also

mentioned in the Mahabharnta, Sablia 78,99; Bhl. 9,45.

In the JRAS.
y
1935, Spooner assumed that Pataujali was referring

to the royal Mauryas when he was describing the habit of the Mauryas

in setting up their images. There is not a trace of evidence to this effect.

The word Maurya is formed by adding syaii to Mura, Mahdbhdsya,

VIII, 2,1. They were a tribe of long standing. The Mahdvanua

Tikd (pp. 119-121) says that some Sakiyas being oppressed by King

Yidudabha fled to the Himalayas where they built Moriyanagara.

Candagutta might have belonged to the Moriya clan settled at

Pipphalivaua. 1 '

In his Man jtisrim ulahttlpa, pp. 18, 19, 24, Jayaswal 12 attempts to

equate Buddhapaksa and Gainblnra of the Yaksa dynasty with

Ivadphises I and 11. t'oomaraswamy in his Yaksas, Part, II,

Washington, D.(\ 1930, has pointed out the manifold ramifications

of the Yalysas from pre-Vedic days. lie has adduced literary and

avehivological evidence regarding the general charactei of the Yaksa

type. There were Yaksas long before Gautama Buddha, and their

descendants continued to hold sway long after the Sungas. In

Le catalogue gvoyrnphique ties Yaksa dans la Maltdmdyuri
,

1915,

10 SuHslrit-\Y<irtcrhuch
}
1868, part V, p. 8/51.

11 Jayaswal, An /mjiriitil History of India
}

1934, pp. 18-9.

12 Journal A&iutique, janvicr-Fevrier, 191,
*5, pp. 55-6.
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Sylvain Levi13 has traced the Yaksa belt and the kingdom of the Yuc-

tche, and the country of Varnu noted in Panini.

A comparison of Manjmrl, Coomaraswamy's YaIans and Levi's

Mahdmdyiirl is instructive. The following premises emerge:

(a) The geographical distribution of Yaksa history and Yaksa

sculptures agree.

(b) Special sites of Yaksa cover the Indus valley, the North-

West. and the Himalayan regions spreading from the west

to the east, (i) Thus Varnu (30, 4. Mahdmayurl)
14

is

mentioned by Panini, 4,2,103 along with Suvastu, Sindhu

and (iandliara. (ii) Nandivardhana (35,3) associated with

Vaisall, PuskalavatT and Taiksasila, BKFEO ., 1905, p. 230.

(c) Jayaswal’s Uambhlrayaksa (Imp . Hist. Ind., p. 19

—

Maujnsri
,

(}. 02) should be compared with Mahdmayurl

101

—

K tnn bh ho yakxv Rdjayrhc vipule
1smin nivesikah

.

(d) Intimate association of Yakgas with Mayiira in literature,

and of the Mauryas with Muyuia in arolneology 16 (JRAS .

,

1935, p. 413); of. also Mohenjo-Raro
,
vol. 1, p. 349—“We

have a bird with u very long, broad tail, which may pos-

sibly be a peacock/'

(e) The similarity in technique between Yaksa and Maurya

sculptures has been pointed out by Bachbofer in his Indian

Sculptures under the Suisunilka statues in the Indian

Museum at Calcutta, and the Didargunj image in the Patna

Museum.

(f) The name of Nandi, the bull in place names, and its repre-

sentations in icons aud plaques.

1 will merely indicate the direction of the conclusion, leaving it

to si iape gradually with the progress of further research. May it not

13 Cf. SJtfl., vol. 11, 34, 135; also Juina-Sutras, SUE., 22, p. 286.

14 Przyluski, Juurn. 4s., 1914, vol. 11, p. 513.

lo Levi, Journ. A#., op. c it., 1935, p. 41.

16 As regards the persistence of the mayiira Ifinchana among the Mauryas

and Kadaiiiba;., see tea vriycnes de la Ilcrdldicu India (Madrid, Tipografia de

Archives. Alsgaga, 1, 1934) by H. Heras, pp. 7-9, and LAM. vi).
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be suggested tentatively that murti is a derivative from Mura,

worshipped by the earliest pre-Vedic people, the Muradevas, to whom
may be affiliated the Yaksas and the Mauryas ?

The connection between the Yaksas and the Mauryas, and between

these two and the inhabitants of the Himalayan fringe, and their

special aptitude for sculptures were noticed by the Rev. Father Metz

in his The Tribes inhabiting the NeUgli\erry Hills
,
Mangalore, 1864,

pp. 13-14. This view finds further corroboration in Lieutenant-Colonel

Congreve’s article The Antiquities of the Neilyheny Hills
,

17 including

an Inquiry into the Descent of the Thautavars or Todas :

“The Todas were the constructors of the old cairns for the following

reasons: 1st. The shape of the cairns. 2nd. The basins and other

utensils, knives, arrow-heads, shreds of cloth, mingled with charcoal

and bones found in the cairns. 3rd. In both cas-es these things

are deposited in holes under large slabs in the middle of the ceme-

teries. 4th. The immerou\s figures of buffaloes ,
some with bells round

their neoks, made of pottery, 'are monuments of the antiquity of the

Thautawar custom of sacrificing buffaloes decorated with bells at

funerals.” Breaks18 has discussed the statement that “the cairns

contain agricultural implements, and must therefoie have belonged to

a comparatively civilized people.” Regarding the origin of the

remains, and the sculptured cromlechs, compare Grigg, Manual of the

Nilctgiri District
, pp. 229-247 : “As regards the third clause of

monuments, none of the present hill inhabitants of the Hills are

capable of executing sculptures of even so elementary a degree of art

as those on the cromlechs.” Whose sculptures were they? The Rev.

Father Metz states that such kistvaens are called Moriaru mane ,
house

of the Morins, and recognises in the latter the Mauryas or Usbeck

Tatars.
19 Colonel Congreve referred to the Scythian origin of these

people and their cairns. The Chinese call them the Yue-Chi, and the

17 Madras Journal of Literature and Science, 1847, vol. XIV, no. 32,

pp. 77-148.

18 W. Breeks, Primitive Tribes of the Nilagiris
, pp. 72-110

19 Oppert, The Original Inhabitants of India
,
1803, p. 183.
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VedaB, the Puranas, the Buddhist and Jaina tradition refer to them

as the Yak$as.

Przyluski20 has attempted to equate Sanskrit mayura mayuka*,

maruka- with a non-Aryan loan-word of the type rnaraJc. He explains

the name Maurya through the Prakrit form morar. He appears to be

right regarding the non-Aryan origin. But Kharavela’s inscription

records the other form wwra-. From this non-Aryan root in mura-

there are two words of daily use in northern India :—mum and muri,

in the sense of a bust .
21

It is deadly commonplace, but, after alii, the commonplaces are

the great poetic truths.

A. BaNISEJI-SaSTBI

20 Przyluski, Bulletin de la Sociiti dc Linguistique
, 1925 (79), pp. 98-103.

21 Cf. the murd and lejd, the head and the tail e.g. of a fish. Hindi mom

=

shoulders, mum-fhd= head-gear. Just as Indfa is Vrtrari, so Vi^iju is Murari.

In Buddhistic tradition VaUrav&ua iB the great Yak?a of bounty (Vai&ravana

or VaUramapa, P&li Veesavana, Kuvera: Satapatha-JBr&hmaiia, and Suttani-

Pdta) and Mura-j&, Lakgmi of plenty. Of. Muradeva with Mttraka, SBE.
t
under

Demons: mUra-ka might mean 'maker of erfra’, i.e. icon.

JTOB, 1936 19



Vacaratnbhanam

The meaning of tlie word drambhana in Sanskrit seems to have been

somewhat obscure or confused. It occurs in the Ch'dndoyya Upanisad ,

VI. 1. 4-G, in tlie well-known passage : vdcdrambhanam vikdro

namadheyani mrttiiety eva satyam. Sankara explains vacdrainbhaiyam

in his commentary there thus: vdcdrambhanayi vdydrambhanam

vdgdlavibanam ity etat. This appears to me to be the right explanation.

In the Brahniamlra
,

II. 1.4 (tad-ananyatvam dtamblumasabdd-

didhyah), evidently the above passage of the Ch. Up. is referred to

and the word drambhana is quoted. The latter is interpreted differently

by different authors. Bamanuja says: drabhyate dlabhyate spriyata

ity drambhanam
,
vacd vdhpiirvakcna vyavahdrwui hetund ity arth'ah

j

Here d+\Jrambh (rabh) is shown to be d+ Jlabh ‘to touch’. Rtthga-

ramanuja, a follower of Itamanuja, says in Jus ftha on the Ch. Up.

loc. cit. drabhyate sprsyata ity drambhanm . Then he proceeds, evi-

dently in order to refute tlie explanation given by Sankara, saying that

there is no evidence to show that drambhana means dlambana. W

e

shall see later on that this observation is wrong.

Madhya takes it in the sense of adhisthnna ‘basis’. Accordingly the

phrase under discussion means that modification (vikdra

)

is a mere

‘basis’ or object of speech.

Srikantlia in his commentary on tlie Brahmas utra
,

II. 1. 1G,

explains the word in the sense of nispudaka ‘that which effects’
;
vdctir

rambhanam vdcdyd ubhildpdrthaLriyardpa cyaraiidrasya mspadakann

bhavati . It means that modification effects the use or employment of

speech, or, according to him, it may mean that it is only an object of

commencement of speech, such as ‘this is a jar’ (vdcdrambhaviiaya-

mdtram). Yallabha’s explanation (tatra vikdro vdhm!dtrenaiva

drabhyate
0

) is not so clear, but it is made so by the commentator,

Purusottama, when he writes like Srikantha that drambhaaia means

nitpadaka .

In Nimbarka’s school drambhana means vyavahdra as says Srini-

vasa in his Veddntakaustubha (.Brahmasutra , II. 1. 14) : vdcd

vOyindriyetia drabhyate vyavaJiriyate .
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Balndeva explains the phrase saying to the effect that the name

‘modification’ is begun (drabdha) by the people owing to the use of

speech.

Vijhunabliiksu strikes here quite a different note. He does not

think that the above passage of the Ch. Tip. is referred to here. Accord-

ing to him it is a passage from the Br. Up ., TV. 4.2 {tarn vidyahirmani

mmanedrabhete 0
). This, however, cannot be accepted. For in that

case the actual word in the sfitra would have been samanvdmmhhaiia and

not mere urnmbhaiui, He lias refuted here Saiikara writing the word

drambh/wa, but does not gr 9 its meaning.

Sn.iikara’s explanation fiom the Ch. Up. is quoted in the beginning

of the paper. On the Brah mnsdira
,

IT. 1. 14, he <iiuply writes vdcaiva

kevalam. drabliyatc. What is the meaning of the last word? Vacaspati

in the BhdmatJ does not throw here any light, nor does the Ratnaprabhd .

Hut on the Jhnh mnsdira, T. 1. 8, where Sankara quotes the ChdnJogya

passage again, Anandagiri follows Sankara a< the latter is found in the

Chdndayya commentary, and writes*, yo vi l-dirah sa vdgulatnbanam

ucyate. Such fil'd* or vrtlis on the Brahmasaint, II. 1. 14, as the

Brailmam riftearsttil and tinhhardnandadIpiki
,

or the Bhdsydrtha-

ratnamdhl take rdedrambhana as rd/jdlawbana

,

as Sankara himself does.

Now what docs drabhyaic mean in the above line of Sankara? It

cannot be anything but dlambyate when he himself explains vdcdmim*

blianarn as rdnjdhvmhanam .

Tims in Sanskrit dlambyate may be explained as dlambanain

Iriyato ‘being made an dhtmbatta\ The word dlambatut literally means

a thing upon which one leans or rests. The object of sense peiveption is

an dhimhnna
,
the object of one’s meditation is an dhtmbana

,
for, that

perception or meditation reds upon it. So rdydhi tuba tin means the

alambana or object, of speech. The line of the U pan isad implies that

modification is merely an object of speech, it is only expressed by speech,

only the speech rests on. it
;

it 'is a mere name, expression.

The question arises; How can Sankara explain dravihhaiui (in

vdfj-drambhana) as dhtmhana (in vdy-nlambana) equating y/rambh to

V lamb ?

In Pali we have a. word drammpna exactly in the same sense as of

dhtmbana. The exact Sanskrit word for Paili dram atana is drambana
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from
r
s/ramh which is the same as yiamb only r being changed to l.

The use of this root in classical Sanskrit is hardly met; with, but in the

Vedic we come across it. For instance, in 67/, Up. II. 9-4: ryamsu

°

antarik&e ’ndramhanani ‘the birds in the sky without support.' Sankara

explains: andrambandni andlambandni. So in the Rr. Up., III. l-G:

antarlksain anCtrambamm ‘the sky without support.' The same passage

occurs in the ftatapatha fimhmana, XIV. 0. 2-7, but with the reading

anurambhana for andrambana .

In the same Drdhmana IV, 0. 1-2, the word in the same sense

occurs again: tad drambhanmmt (-= dlamhanavat ‘with (.support’).

We come across the word drambhana also in the Samhitds. It

occurs only once in the Rgveda, X. 81.2 (= Vdjasaneyl-sanihitd, XVII.

18): Kini svid dsid adhisthdnam dramhhmuun

.

The commentators

explain that it means materials (<urabhyatc ’ncna ity dmmhhanmn

vpiidaunfairana ///), but considering the significance of andrnmhhmia

used thrice in the Rgveda (I. 11G.5, with reference to samvdra ‘ocean’;

and 182.G, and VI. 104.3 with reference to tawas ‘darkness’), and

Sayana’s explanation (fdavihana-rah ila) thereof, one can hardly accept

it. The sense of nlambana is quite appropriate in these cases.

Yaska in his Nirukta

,

X. 32, in explaining askamhhana in a stanza

of the Rgveda
,
X. 179.1, writes andravibliane antarlkse ‘in the support-

less space* (meaning hereby the intermediate space between heaven and

earth). Here we see that for dlambami of later days Yaska writes

drambhana as in the times of Vedic texts, the Mantras and

Brdlimmias.

Gradually drambhana losing its aspiration changed to drambmia ,

from which Pali had drammana, and later Sanskrit dlambnva .

It is thus clear that Sankara’s explanation of vdcdramhhanam is

quite right.

Vi OI r ( ' Nil KKI I ARA JillATTA V J I A RYA



Two Traditions about Ancestry of Yusuf ‘Adil Shah of Bijapur

(1)

Yusuf Beg Sawi, 1 who afterwards became known as ‘Adil Sliah,

was the founder of the ‘Adil Sluihi dynasty, exercised sovereign

authority in Gazah* and worked his will upon the people of the country.'*

Having despotically put in practice the rules of the empire,

4

he struck

coins and had the klnttha read in his own name.

Historians disagree in their opinion about his lineage. The coirect

version, as given by some of them, is that, he descended from the rulers

of Hulun. 6 They are of opinion that, when consistent with the eter-

nally powerful predestination, Sultan Murad

7

vacated his exalted

throne for the coffin in the year 854 II. (A. I). 1450-51). Sultan Muham-

mad,'* his Foil, in accordance with t lie testament of his fathei, added

adornment to the throne by his own accession.

Tlie new Sultan had a younger brother Y 11*11 f by name, who for his

personal beauty and charm was called the second Joseph !® Muhammad

* From Itusatin-ua-Salutin, n history of Bijapur, by Mirza Tbrabini Zubairi

written in. 1824 but a reliable work being based on older *ou rocs.

1 Snwa (Sava), a town in northern Persia, situated to the. west of Qum (Kuni).

2 Gazah, a town in Syria, situated on the south-west of Jerusalem.

3
v_5

^tS,jb ixcfj j
v_CU

4 J6
Ij txcjyi (JltijL*./ y)

5 Sermon delivered iu mosques on Fridays, in which it was the practice to

•praise God, bless Muhammad and his descendants and pray for the Sultan. This

was generally proclaimed in former times by the reigning Sultan or the heir-

apparent.

6 Turkey.

7 Ferishta calls him Aglia Murad. European historians designate him

Ani-urath II. Gibbon places Amuratli’s death in 2nd February, 1451.

8 Gibbon (XII. 150) calls him Mahomed II.

9 1—kmyi Joseph was the ideal of manly beauty in Eastern tales.
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bore a sincere love for bis younger brother and he could never part

company with him.

Muhammad wishes Yusufs death

The devoted servants and well-wishers of the court brought to

bear upon the Sultan the sentiments of their good will and warned him

in private against keeping an intimacy with those who laid any claim

to the throne. Such an intimacy, in their opinion, was imprudent and

unreasonable, and it wa< comparable to the act of rearing up of young

serpents in the breast of one’s garment. 10

As the ministers had exceeded the limits in their persistence, the

Sultan, perforce, yielded to then entreaties. 11 “With regard to this

essential proposition,” the Sultan said, “two very difficult problems need

be considered. Firstly, there comes the question of an unlawful killing

of a person for no fault or crime of his. Secondly, one has also to con-

soler the problem of burning out the heart of the mother in the tiro

of separation from the son.” “Now, it is advisable,” the Sultan con-

tinued, “the mother of Yusuf be referred to, and her opinion in the

matter be sought for.” Thus, at the orders of the Sultan, the pillars of

court set out to tins palace of the lady and diplomatically placed

ihe wholo matter before her. Yusuf’s mother, a prudent lady I hat she

was, understood everything. She thought that the thing was sure to

happen whether she assented or not, and under the circumstances, she

should devise some plan of operation. “My opinion is the same as

yours,” she said to {he officers, “but I beseech you to put off the deed

for this night, so that, I may he delighted by the interview with my
son.” 12 “I will,” she promised, “hand over my son to you to-morrow

morning, or else, I w'll put him to death with my own hands.” The

officials thought that the lady was reasonable, and not causing her any

further trouble, they returned.

11 Fcrishtu writes that, thr Sultuu gave orders for his brother to Iks put to

death, and that, tlia executioners came to demand the child from his mother.

§ The text is here faulty: The* word is t ^tl^ and not
; r \'t

12 The text ia
'ijl literally moaning, lustre of tl»o eyes.
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Yusuf entrusted to 'Imad-ud-din's care

By chance, there appeared in the city one Khwajah ‘Imud-ud-din

Gurjistani* from Sawah with valuable merchandise and Turkish slaves

for sale, and among the group of the slaves theie happened tc* be one,

who in appearance and beauty resembled Prince Yusuf. Being in-

formed of this, Yusuf's mother invited the merchant to the harem in

the darkness of night and purchased fiom him the afore*a"‘d slave at

a very high price. Having prevailed upon him, she entrusted Yusuf to

him along with gold and precious jewels. She then emphasised upon

the merchant the necessity of keeping the mutter a close secret, and

exhorted him to leave the harem at night and to make his way towards

his native country.

Subsequently, she administered poison 13
to the newly purcha>ed

slave the same night and caused the body to be turned blue in colour.

Then, towards the end of the night, lamentations arose in the harem,

and the mother mourned the loss of her son. Having received the news,

the nobles and officers of the court found their way to the ligrem and

brought out the poisoned body in order to give it an adequate funeral

befitting a prince. The Sultan, along with some of bis couriers, took

his way to the harem for expressing condolence, and then, having,

mourned with her and offering her earnest consolations, traced his way

back.

Khwajah ‘Imad-ud-din, the iuerheant, on the other hand, having

thus secured affluence and wealth, lost no time in setting out the same

night. Keachiug Sawah, 11
his native country, he spared himself no

pains to make proper arrangements for the education of Yusuf, who

was then seven years old. He appointed wise tutors for the child and

13 Fcrishta writes that the slave was strangled. Gibbon (1XV1I1. p. 180) is

of opinion that Sultan Muhammad, after his accession to the throne, ordered all

his brothers to be put to death, but one of them made his escape and accepted

Christianity.

* Fcrishta says Khwajah ‘lmad-ud-Uin.

U Fefishta says that iho Princo was at first taken by the Khwajah to Arbdeel

whore ho was enrolled among the disciples of Sheikh Suffy. He was taken to

Suvali afterwards.
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made perfect arrangements for imparting to him knowledge in science

and arts, in etiquette, in the ways of mankind and the rules of kings.

After a year, some confidential persons sent by Yusuf’s mother

came to Sawali with money and rare articles, and having served the

prince, they returned carrying with them the cheering news of the

prince’s health. Sometime aft£r, there again came to Sawah some

servants of the harem 13 with gold and jewels for the Khwajali and

having waited upon Yusuf for sometime, they retraced their way back

carrying the pleasing news of the prince’s well-being. In fact, the same

story was repeated every year.

Thus, gradually Yusuf’s pedigree was made known to the public.

The ruler of Sawah was an avaricious man. He laid his plans to extort

money from the merchant. Being thus distressed and affected

with ennui at the governor’s conduct, ‘Imad-ud-din’ removed Yusuf to

Quin. 16

Yusufs dream

Some time after, the governor of Sawah having drunk the wine

of death out of the cup of fate, the Khwajali made up his mind to

return to his native place with Yusuf. Meanwhile, 17 Yusuf saw a dream

which gave happy news. There appeared a vision of a gentleman with

impressions of fortune on his forehead who announced himself as

Khwajali Kliizir.
1 * “Oh Yusuf!*’ the venerable figure remarked, “be

thou deterwmined to forsake Sawah and march towards Hindustan. It

is there that the tree of thy desire will bear fruit.” “It is not,” the

figure went on, “that thou would’st have thine desired object fulfilled

15 Ferishta writes that Yusuf’s old nurse, her son Ghuzunfur Beg and her

daughter Dilshad Aga were sent on this occasion, it should liere be remembered

that Ghuzunfur accompanied Yusuf in his vjtfuruoy, to India and was made the

general on Yusuf’s accession to the Bijapur throne.

16 A city in Persiau Irak, situated between Kuzwin and Ispahan.

Ferishta is of opinion that the secret of Yusuf’s birth was divulged by the

indiscretion of bis old nurse sent to him by his mother.

17 Ferishta writes that after the Governor’s death Yusuf proceeded via

Kushan and Ispahan to Shiraj, where be saw the dream.

18 The prophet Kbicir or Elias.
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after the fatigue of a long journey. Thou should*3t join the

sovereignty of a great kingdom.”

Yusuf kept the dream secret from his comrades, hut informed

Khwajah ‘Imad-ud-din about his intended journey and became

solicitous for it. The Khwajah therefore, postponed his return-journey

to the native land, took the ship hound for Hindustan and reached the

port of Dabul in the year 8(>4 11. (A. I). 14(H). The Khwajah remained

there for sometime.

Accidently, one day Yusuf set out on a hunting excursion on the

sea shore when he felt very thirsty. Suddenly, there came in sight an

effulgent figure 1 * which resembled one that had appeared before him

in dream at Quin. The human form, with a goblet full of sweet; water

held in his hands, approached Yusuf and addressing him said, “Drink,

and make merry! The dream that thou hast seen in the past is true!

Fear thee not and be hopeful.*

*

While Yusuf was engaged in drinking and ere had he finished the

cup, the figure vanished. This recurrent and enlivening glad tidings

made Yusuf overjoyous. He and the Khwajah left Dabul20 and set out

for the capital city Bidar.

'lmad-ud-din's intimacy with Khwajah Gawdn

The age was commensurate with the commencement and grow’th of

the fortune and power of Khwajah ‘Ala’ud-din Mahmud Gilani alias

Malik-ul-Tajjar, who afterwards became known as Khwajah Jahau and

also as Khwajah Gawan. He attained the position of one of the four

ministers of the Bahman i Kings. Khwaja ‘Imad-ud-din sought an

interview with Khwaja ‘Ala’-ud-din and between the two there grew

up a close intimacy on grounds of propinquity and nearness of native

places.

Yusuf was appointed a royal attendant

It so happened that, on a certain occasion, Yusuf’s striking

appearance and engaging manners attracted the attention of Khwajah

19 Ferishta has no reference to this vision.

20 Ferishta writes that, on their arrival at Dabul, the Khwajah and Yusuf

became acquainted .with a merchant named Khwajah Mahmud Gurjistani,

I.H.Q., JUNE, 193C 20
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Julian. “It is hotter,” the minister addressed ‘Imad-ud-din, “that this

youth (VuMit) lie included in (he circle of Sultan’s attendants.” 21

Now, there was in those days a custom in the Deccan to appoint the

sons of the nobility as royal attendants, who by dint of merit, gradually

mse to the top of prosperity by promotion and obtained the ministry.*

At first ‘ Imad-ud-din refused to give his consent to the proposal

thus made, but having received a divine revelation and considering

that the offer would ultimately do good to Yusuf, he consented. Thus

was Yusuf apiwiinted in the group of royal attendants. It i» for this

reason that most of the historians not being aware of the truth, 'took

upon Yusuf as a Turki ?lave got by purchase. 22

Yusuf became known as Malil-us-Shark

To sum up, after be was appointed a personal attendant of Sultan

Mahmud Habmaiii, Yusuf, with the aid of Fortune and on account of

his personal accomplishments, math* a rapid rise to power and obtained

a high position in the slate. The minister bore a parental affection

for Yusuf. By gradual stages Yusuf rose to lie a giandee of the court”

and became the general of the Bulinmni forces. He was designated

Yusuf ‘Adil Khan and later, MajUs-i-Rafi and also Malih-ns-Shark.

In the year S!)7II (A.l). 1 Ml) he raised the standard of independence

at Hijapur* and its vicinity.

- 1 T,u" t<,x t rca Is
14JUa. tAj*. ^

*
I have here made a free translation. Tho text runs,

jjfj j

) I; O-iJ
J
^JUs Ofi) |»lj|

J

Fven Ferishtu is of the same opinion. He “ays that Yusuf was sold as a

Hoorginn slave to the minister Hawaii for tho royal bodyguard. But Kerishta’s

account seeno to Ik* more authoritative.

Ferislita writes that Yusuf became tho master of the Horse, and after the

death of Mahmud Bahmani rose to the throne of Bijapur and read the Khutba in

his own name in the year H. or 14S9 A.l).

-1/1 ;? cf
, }yi J»»jL.| flc

i!4
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(2)

Yusuf8 pedigree as narrated by Raji-ud-din

Another tradition concerning the ancestry of Yusuf ‘Adil Shah is

based upon the .statement of Rafi-ud-din Shirazi. ttafi-ud-din asserts

that, in the year 968 H. (A. I). 1560) he left his home with some

merchandise and reached the Deccan. At the village tailed Oogi he

found the mortuary of Yusuf ‘Adil Shah and his family and an alms

house with an establishment of menials and directors. There were

about 100 rectors and a similar number of retainers and other officials.

Hafiz Shamsh-ud-din llazri was one of the superintendents of the

sepulchre. He was a pious and an honest soul and in age about four

score and ten. He was en experienced itinerant and an old and faithful

retinue of Yusuf ‘Adil Shah, who during the last years of his life had

appointed him officer-in-charge of the cemetry. Rafi-ud-din accidentally

met Shamsh-ud-din and cultivated friendship with him. The latter

narrated to the former the following story about Yusuf's birth and

early history.

It was during the reign of Hasan Beg Aqqunilu25 that Shamsh-

ud-din resided at Bakr. The Amirs of Jahan Shah having raised the

standard of rebellion and set to quarreling with one another, Hasan

Beg availed himself of this opportunity and led an expedition against

Jahan Shah. Reaching Tabriz he learnt that Jahan Shah had passed

away. Hasan Beg placed his own officers in the country .of the deceasd

Sultan at Ajarbaijan, Khorassan, Iraq, Fars and Kirman, and marked

out Sawah and its dependencies for his sister's son Ahmad Beg.

With great ingenuity Ahmad augmented his own authority and by

rendering justice to military and civil population made good his domi-

nation. Tinder his rule, the aspect of the country changed for better.

Ahmad espoused the daughter of a noble of Sawah and a son was born

25 A Turkish tribe.

jU
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of the union. Subsequently, when he departed from this world, his son,

Mahmud Beg, ascended the throne.

Not unlike his father, Mahmud reigned in conformity with the

principles of equity and justice and earned high renown. After a reign

of two score years with credit and distinction he met with death

in the confusion that followed a riot which resulted from the change of

circumstances and from dissension and discord among the nobles. His

family was turned adrift.

Yusuf Beg, the eldest son of Mahmud Beg, who lived at Ispahan

deeming himself not out of the harm’s way went to Shiraz and remained

there for five years. Being discountenanced by Fortune and in fear of

being persecuted by the enemies he felt distressed and made up his

mind to migrate to Hindustan. He made hi3 way to Lar where in a

certain masjid he saw a dream. A human form, well advanced in years

with an elevated forehead and luminous, appeared and offered him a few-

hot breads. “Thou shall, proceed to the Deccan,” the figure spoke, “it

is there that thy subsistence awaiits thee!” When he rose from

slumber Yusuf felt excessive joy, and, in compliance with the divine

hint, proceeded to the port of Harun.

Here, Yusuf met, by chance, Khwajah Zain-ul-Abedin Sahmnani

wrho had come from the country of Muhammad Bahmani with commo-

dities of every variety. The said dealer disposed of his merchandise

and made fresh purchases at Harun, and having secured some Turkish

slaves was about to set sail when Yusuf met him. Abedin end his

associates out of love and commiseration for the young, elegant and

robust Yusuf took him on the vessel.

The party reached Bidar and Yusuf remained there for some time

with Khan Salar with whom, while on board the ship, he had picked up

an acquaintance. As his star was still on the wane,36 Yusuf, perforce,

had to quit the country and return to his native land. Beaching the

city, he repaired to his old abode where he saw a vision. “I had sent

thee to the Deccan,” some one questioned, “wherefore hast thou been

impatient?” Get thee back, and thou shalt be crowned with success!”

Thus, at the recommendation of Fate, Yusuf returned to the Deccan

and took up his abode with his old acquaintance, the Khan Salar.

Yusuf conceived of adopting the military profession; he, therefore,
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began practising, and soon excelled in, archery, javelin-throwing,

swordiplaying and wrestling. He opened a gymnasium and trained

people in games of skill. Thus he came to the forefront.

It so happened that, there appeared at the capital city Bidar a

famous pugilist fiom Delhi. He had put out of court all his compeers

and was regarded the chief-wrestler of the age. On* many an occasion he

received rewards and benefactions and ultimately secuied. an imperial

firman bestowing on him the title of the “champion fighter.” On a

certain occasion, the said duellist took the other gladiators, artists and

athletes with him and displayed his ow?n skill before the Sultan. He,

thus gained an access to the Sultan’s favour and became the recepient

of gifts and rewards. Further, he looked about for the notable prize-

fighters of the locality, took them to the SuljlaiiV presence and made a

short work of them in a conte- 1. He then began throwing up his cap

and talking big. The nobles of t lie court enjoyed bis demonstrations,

but the Sultan knit his brows at the swashbuckler’s bravadoes. He

prayed that God might produce such a Paladin who could take the wind

out of that braggart’s sail.

Yusuf, who was awaiting an opportunity for obtaining prominence,

sent a petition to the Sultan through his patron the Khan Salar, request-

ing his permission for a contest with the vainglorious boxer. The

sovereign was pleased to get this representation and he forthwith granted

his prayers.

One day, all the famous combatants assembled at the

colosseum, and Yusuf, too, with all his followers appeared on the scene

of action. At first, for some days the bruisers exhibited their talents,

while Yusuf, dressed in the garb of a competitor, remained standing

near the arena. The Delhi man looked at the dignified appearance of

Yusuf and became irritated, when there was an order from the Sultan

asking him to meet Yusuf’s group. The champion from Delhi re-

presented that he had a trial of strength with some already and that he

would like to meet the yonder young combatant, but prior to this, if he

was so permitted, he would send some of his pupils against Yusuf as a

tentative measure Yusuf agreed.

'Ultimately, some of the Delhi combatants met Yusuf one by one,

but each was put to the rout by him. The Sultan now ordered the
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leader of the party to join issue with Yusuf and in the content that took

place, Yusuf with great skill and dexterity got a whip hand over his

adversary. The air rang with an uproar from the courtiers, and the

Sultan, who was greatly delighted, presented Yusuf with special robes

of honour, jewels and a large amount of cash. To please the king, the

nobles of the court, likewise, conferred robes, gold and jewels on the

victor. Yusuf was soon raised to the dignity of an omrah and was

appointed the Superintendent of Police. He ably brought under strict

control the thieves and robbers of the city and its vicinity and effected

safety and order in the country. Every day his star was on the ascen-

dant and he came to occupy a position of eminence and the highest

rank till he unfurled the banner of royalty at Bijapur.

E. K. Basu



The Ghoraghaf Inscription of Raja Prananatha

Tli.* iiisri
i
j *1 ion, now before us, is <m| i I f»d here fm the first t i tut'

from a pencil rubbing kindly supplied by Mr. II. Iv Stapleton, tlu;

bite Director ol Public Instruction, Bengal, lor llie purpose. It eomes

from n plnee named (iliorftglial[, u village and ;in important trade rent re

in the south e;i'<t rn cinner of tin* district of Dinajpui. Situated on

the western hank of the river Karaloxa and thus within the land of

salvation ( nml-t il,sctm) according to the Knnihitfij .1/o/oW /// ////,' an early

importance of the plaee can ren'Oiiahlx he assumed. That it was of

some eoiiseij lienee in the llimin times max he gathered trom numerous

images and image fragments that have hecn, and are still to he, found

there. \ nfort unately the early history of this once important plaee

lias been shrouded in a mxslic samlitx h\ a liadition, widely current,

which connects tihoraglial (Ski., I 'tjtijimlhi as we have in this inscrip-

tion) witli \ irat lliiju ol the M ttluthlmralii % who kept his horses here

and had his residence at :i place called \ i i ;”i
< ,

some nine miles further

foulh. In the Muhammadan t inies < i hniaghat was an impmtunt militarx

slat.on under a Kntr/dur, who had his residence in a Volt said to have

been coM'tiucled by the Hindus It \\;h tofiliected with Damdama

It laugara'upur) hx a fine militarx load const meted h\ Husain Shah,

xxliieh exentaallx homed the basis of a Distriel Hoard road, still kepi

up. Another load aHo-i tins moth from t ,h i s place ami goes to Kauitapur,

the capital ci!\ ol the Khyen kings, Niladhvaja, (akradlivaja and

.\ i la in ha ra.

Idie writing- covers a space of K*A"x and is arranged in four

lines lorming a eomplete verse. The letters are incised and vary in

mzc from jf" to I
] ". The characters ale Bengali. Hut lor V formed

b\ a triangle with a slanting a cross-bar inside as in modern Assamese,

I lie paheograpliy calls for no special remark. The doubling- of ‘///’

after tin' superscript V is the oiil\ orthogiaphic peculiarity.

1 Kiunhnfii thr fuliiul i/tihn writ Mil /

M til- fil.srtmm xnuwUi ytihim innhOi«ltnkntmX'imm\ I /

verse 5£G.



850 The Ghoriifjhat Inscription of lift}ft Prunan illha

The inscription is dated in the Saka year 1087 (expressed by a

chronogram) corresponding io A. I). 1715, and refers itself to the reign

of Ra.ja Prfmnnaiha who, in that year, built, at Ghoraghat a temple

dedicated to Krsna. ltaja Prunnnatha, the greatest of the Dinajpur

Rajas, reigned almost as an independent prince for forty years from

A. I). 1082 to 1722. Twelve miles south of the Dinajpur town the fine

tank of Pranasagara still commemorates his name. The grand and

beautiful temple of KantajI at Kantunagar, 12 miles north of Dinajpur,

begun by this prince in 1701 A.D. and the temple at Ghnraghiit con-

structed* in 1 7 1 -
r
> A.D. testify to his extreme devotion for Krsna (of.

the epithet, ‘

A

mmjnidapudmuifiujmurninjahh

t

vhtjacetasu of this inscrip-

tion). The Ghoraghat temple seems to have been built of stone as the

use of the conjunct, umdha-dhiima, signifies. Sandha in this case

ought to be taken to mean w kind of stone (limestone), « meaning whl'di

the author of the Pujnnirj/hantu gives.

TKXT

1 . Kantha - rah ni- roru-nnidi a-,sain l'h pa-sa l u-h a ifanc
,

2 . Uasiladena- 1 n.dai/c saudha-dhuma ninninanirj

‘>. Kmia-padn-padniu-ifiujina-raiuja-bltriiijii'cctasa
,

4 . Yiijiijhuttinndmni dluhnni Pranandthu-ldulbh rtu
/
/-

TRANSLATION

In the Saka yevir counted by 1087, in order to please ltasnkadeva

(Krsna) thi s stone temple was built by the king Pl an,mat ha, whose

heart was like unto a bee to the lotus-like pair of feet of Krsna, in

the place named Vajighatta (Ghoraghat).

Sarasi Kumar Sahaswati



REVIEWS

THE PADYAVALI of Hupa Oosvamin critically edited by

Dr. Sushil Kumar De (pages cxliv + 290). Dacca University Oriental

Publication Series No. 3. Dacca 1934.

It is an anthology, or more definitely, unlike the Sublidsitdvali,

etc., a Vaisnavite anthology, tlVe- verses herein being devoted to the

Kr.ma-lild. One of its special features is this that the subject-matter

being the Krma-Wd verses of non /aisnavite themes compiled from

non-Vaisnava authors is often placed in Vaisnavite context or

Vaisnavized by making slight changes here 01 there.

There were already two editions of the work, but none of them was

critical and as such could not meet the demand of modern scholars.

It was thus a desideratum, and it is gratifying to note that it is

now supplied by Dr. Sushil Kumar De of the University of Dacca,

who is already known to us by his writings and specially by

his Sanskrit Poetics
,
and from whom we are expecting soon the critical

edition of the V'dyogapar-van of the Mahdbhdrata of the Bhaiularkar

Research Institute, Poona.

In preparing the edition he has collated sixteen MSS. of which

six belong to the University of Dacca itself, and two were secured from

two foreign Universities. In this connexion the difficulty experienced

by the editor in securing the MSS. in his own province, Bengal, deserves

to be noted as it will show the poor condition under which an Indian

scholar is to work even in his own country. Repeated applications

for two MSS. were made to the Secretary, Asiatic Society of Bengal,

by the authorities of the Dacca University, but in vain. The Vice-

Chancellor of the University then asked the editor to see the Secretary

personally, but this, too, proved ineffective, the ground offered being

that the Society was “not a public institution.’
9

In the present edition for which both the editor and the University

of Dacca deserve sincere thanks from every student of Sanskrit, there

is an elaborate and very learned Introduction by the editor covering

117 pages. The greater part of it is devoted to the discussion of the

I II.Q., JUNE, 1930 21
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philosophy and the principle of bhakti as a Rasa as in the school of

Caitanyadeva. This helps a reader much in understanding the main

work properly.

Then follows the Padyfirvali itself. A patient and careful perusal

will show what care and labour are required not only in finding

out the original and other works in which the verses are found, but

also in selecting readings from so many variants in the large number

of MSS. including the texts in which the verses originally occur or

are cited.

As regards the selection of readings, however, it seems that there

are some which are better than those accepted by the editor. For

instance. Dr. De reads the verse 328 as follow:

_ i°

Here in the first Line though in the large number of MSS. we have ta

eva
,
the reading fa ete for it in three MSS. from different provinces

appears to us to be much better when we compare sd iyam in the first

line and tad ( °tatam) idam
y
and tad etat in tht second. Or, again, the

adopted reading of* d of 163 is

TOt TO ^ II

Here with ASB and Bhaktirasdmrta the reading lagati is preferable to

valate specially considering the use of »Jlag and not of *Jval with

manas even in Indo-Aryan vernaculars.

After the text there are Notes on Authors, containing valuable

information about them. Then follow various Indices making the

book as useful as possible. Here the editor could give an Index also

of the topics for which the verses are cited.

Yidhushekhaju Bhattacharya.
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF CEYLON by G. C. Mendis, with a

.Foreword by Prof. W. Geiger. Y.M.C.A. Publishing House,

Calcutta 1935.

We are much impressed by this excellent brochure, in which the

author has shown great ability and judgment in the marshalling and

presentation of a mass of facts within a small compass. He has main-

tained the style and standard of the works of the Heritage of India

Series, and has also fulfilled the object of the Series, namely, to enable

people “to know better and to appreciate more fully the treasures,

both past and present, of the island of Ceylon.”

Though the title of the bo< \ is “Early History of Ceylon,” it

carries the history from the earliest time through the mediteval period

up to the advent of the Portuguese during the reign of Parakrama-

baliu VIII (1484-1518 A.C.). It is divided into three sections: the first

(chapters I & II) is confined to the pre-Christian eras; the second, which

the author calls the early mediaeval period, extends up to the tenth

century A.C.
;
and the third (chapters IV & V) deals with the succeed-

ing five centuries. The topics dealt with in each of these sections are

almost mechanically identical : Political History
;

Agriculture and

Irrigation; Buddhism and Hinduism; Literature; Architecture,

Sculpture, Painting, and Foreign Relations.

It is a relief to me, and probably so to Prof. Geiger to find that

<he author who began his research work in London to smash

the Maltacamsa tradition, has thought it wiser to utilise the reliable

data in the Sinhalese Chronicles for a history of Ceylon. In Appendix

I, he has dealt with the merits of the Chronicles, ami we believe, no

one will disagree with his opinion.

The chronology of political events, as the author says, is a

tentative one, as much yet remains to be confirmed by further

researches and arclueological explorations. The information supplied

by him about the career of Buddhism in Ceylon, growth of

Pali and Sinhalese literature, gradual development of art, architecture

and sculpture, and the activities of the kings in connection with irri-

gation, is commendable, llis treatment of the succession of kings by

brothers and then by sons, the administrative departments, the time

of composition of Pali and Sinhalese works in Ceylon, and particularly.
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the prevalence of non-Theravada and Mahayana Buddhism in Ceylon,

i> highly interest ing. Tin* author at times makes digressions, wliieh he

eould have avoided e.//. in speaking of the religious belief of the Aryans

(|>]>. 11-1‘J), in g iving aeeounts ot t lie A ndliru kings, the Pamlyas, (’kolas,

and Cheras, and the Pallavns (pp. 4«S-49), the Guptas (p. 44-to),

and aryanisation of South India (p. 47).

We wish the author had given the Pali forms along with the

Sinhalese names. He has, on the whole, acquitted himself of his task

very well. W’e commend this hook to all who seek a knowledge ol the

h i *4 o i \ of (V\lon within a short compass.

N \lin.\ksii.\ Dei r

SinTATTVAn.NTA.MA.XI, an authoritative work on Tautra

critically edited by Bhu\ an nndiau Sankhy.it irl ha and Chintamaiii

Bhattaehan ya, \ ol. I, Ttill pages, NO. XIX of tin 1 Calcutta Sanskrit

Series.

The editor and organiser of the C;!cultn Sanskrit Series should he

congratulated for having brought out such a large numhei of useful

Sanskrit texts during a verv short time. The pi' uml volume is a

hitherto unpuldished Tahtrir treatise h\ Paiair hanoa I'uina nanda

,

who 1 i ved in tin*. Kith century and was undoubtedly one of the

great sadliakas of Bengal. T’he work is eomplele in ‘Jb ehapters,

of which Pi chapters have now been published. 'the get-up

arid printing of t Im* text are praiAewort h\ and the \alue ol the work

has been increased by the addition ol a Sanskrit commentary piepared

by the editors.

’The text is no doul. highly important lor the studs ol the
r

Pautras.

It is a compendium like the 7 (in

f

ol A hhina vagupla dealing

with various aspects of Tan trie Sadliana. 't i. »• importance of the

work may be realised from the tact that only one chapter of this work

(Chap. VI) was published some years beck by Arthur Avalon (Sir .Inhn

Wood roll e) under the title Salrnl.nininlfitina. The. work was translated

and studied hy Sir John W oodroffe in his important, work “The

Serpf >tt f'owrr or the M i/sfrrnnts f\ iuh/iiI
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The present compendium will he helpful to those who want to

form a comprehensive idea of the Tantras and go into details.

The Tantras once played a preponderating role in the history of Bengali

culture and it is impossible to fill up the wide gap in its history unless

the Tantras are properly studied. It is necessary at this stage to edit

critically and publish Tantric texts hitherto King in manuscripts and

all those who collaborate in this arduous task ill surely win the praise

of the world of scholars.

Nalinaksha Dijt

VIJAYAXAGARA : ORIGIN OF THK CITY AND TIJK

KMPlltF, by X. Venkata Itainanav \ a, M.A., Ph.D. (bulletin of the

Department of Indian History and Arclueology, No. 4;. Published by

tlie University of Madras, 1933. Pp. iv-rl*Jl-r!i maps.

This is a valuable addition to the* recent literature on the great

medieval Hindu Fmpire of South India. Its keynote is struck in the

Preface where the author claims to have based his work exclusively

on the evidence of contemporary inscriptions and literature to the more

or less complete exclusion of tradition. The application of this

sound method has enabled the author not only to disprove a number of

current, theories on the subject, but also to illumine many a daik corner

of the same.

The present work consists of two Parts hearing the titles 'ihnjui of

the City' and 'Origin of the Empire' along v>’Mi five Appendices. In

Part I, Ch. 1 the author appears to have* conclusively proved tin; unten-

ahleiiess of Dr. Krishnaswami A iy augur's and Father llcras* view that

the Vijayanagar city was founded by the iloysala Yira ifallala 111. In

the following chapter the author demonstrates cm sufficiently good

ginunds his characteristically moderate contention that llarihara I and

Ji is preceptor Yidynrnnya (Madhavacarya) had some share* in founding

(he city. Jn Part II, Cli. 1, the author subjects to a thorough scrutiny

the views of Dr, Aiyangar and Father II ras to the. effect that

Havilmra I was estutdished with the tacit or express consent ot Vila
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Ballala III, and he seems to be on firm ground in rejecting the same.

More speculative is the startling conclusion drawn by the author about

the antecedents of Harihara I on the basis of the t mibined evidence of

Ibn Batuta, Barani and of the contemporary inscriptions. Proceeding

with the family history of Harihara, the author plausibly argues

(Ch. IV) as against Father Heras, that llarihara's grandfather was a

subordinate of the last Kakatlya king of Warrangal, Prataparudra II.

This theory of the Telegu origin of the family is sought to be supported

(Ch. Ill) by certain indirect lines of evidence, while Heras* objection

against the theory is ably met (Ch. IV) by a reference to the political

history of the Telugu country in the stormy period following the down-

fall of the Kakatlyas. The fifth and concluding chapter appears to

establish, on the firm foundation of the contemporary inscriptions, the

main lines of extension of Vijayanagara especially at the expense of

the Iloysala kingdom. The fine appendices are full of informing matter

and throw great light on the points with which they deal. An Index

of seven pages brings this useful work to a close.

While it may be conceded that (he author's painstaking researches

have cleared the field of many prevailing misconceptions about the early

history of Vijayanagara, his own conclusions are not always above cri-

ticism. In particular, it is difficult to understand how Harihara I

could be credited with extensive conquests (presumably as an indepen-

dent sovereign) for some years before 1344, when, according to the

author's theory, lie apostatised from Islam and threw off the yoke of

Delhi. This objection likewise applies to the map (opp. p. 2) which

claims to show “tile extent of the Vijayanagara Kmpire in 1341) A.D.”

i.e. four years before the alleged declaration of independence by

Harihara. KouaJJy inexplicable is the insignificant part assigned in

this theory to Bukka I whom the author elsewhere (p. 139) declares to

be the most proiuiueut of the live brothers who founded the kingdom

of Vijayanagara.

U. N. (JtlOSllAL
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1 DEVATAMORTI-PRAKARANAM and Rupamandanam of

Sutradhara Mandana ed. by Upendramohan Sankhyatirtha with an

introduction by Haridas Mitra. Calcutta Sanskrit Series no. 12. Super

Royal 8vo., pp. 70 + 187 + 40 + 0 ;
Calcutta 1936*.

2. BUDDHAPRATIMA-LAKSANAM with the commentary Sam-

buddha-bha^ita-Pratimalaksana-vivaraiu, ed. by Haridas Mitra, Prince

of Wales Saraswati Bhavana Studies no. 48. Pages Demy 8vo.

iv + 12 + 44+G. Benares, 1933.

Competent scholars have already given the learned world a good

general idea about the Buddhist, Jain and Bralnnanic iconography,

derived mainly from a study of the archaeological remains. But in

spite of the very illuminating treatises and articles written on the

subject by Cooniaraswamy, Fouclier and others, it cannot be said that

the subject has been exhaustively discussed in all its major aspects

even. Hence the publication of Sanskrit texts like the Devatdmiirti-

pralmrmui and the Buildhapra tnna-lakwna dealing with Indian icono-

graphy have their importance. They add to our knowledge of the

subject on many points which can scarcely be illumined by numerous

ancient images and their fragments. For example, the Bvddhapratimd-

laksana (BpL .) describes in details the image of Buddha, while the

Devutdimlrtipraharana (DmP.) of Mandana (1500 A.C.) deals among

other things, with the selection of stone for images, the relative height of

images as determined by the height of temples, temple-doors and

sanctums; height of images to be worshipped in an open space, height

of bi,
,
medium and small standing or seated images, the measurement

of images in terms of talas, monographic description of gods like

Visvakarma (divine architect), Brahman, Visnu and Savitrl
,

twelve

kinds of Surya, nine planets, ten dikpalus , selection of stones for the

idlagrdma
$
twenty-four different kinds of images of Visnu and his ten

avataras, different kinds of Rudra (Siva) images.

The DmP. of Mandana is one of the least known among the

author’s works. It has not been mentioned in the Dictionary of Indian

Architecture by P. K. Aeharya, which otherwise contains a very good

account of Mandana’s work. Hence scholars interested in Indian

iconography will be thankful to the editor and the publishers of the

Calcutta Sanskrit Series bringing out a critical edition of the text.
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This edition, based though it is on a single ms. with many errors,

will be considered useful. The original commentary which the editor

gives will, with its numerous quotations from allied literature, render

the understanding of this text easier. In the introduction Mr. Haridas

Mitra has discussed in detail the time of the author and has given

besides a brief account of the entire available literature on silpa which

includes iconography, and the place of the l)ml in it. Incidentally

he has discussed also the principles of reconstructing a text of silpa

from corrupt texts. This very informative introduction may be said to

have added to the value of the work.

The llpfs. was noticed as early as 11)05 by Mm. II. P. Shastri in

his Catalogue of Palnileaf and Select Paper /l/.w. belonging to the

Durbar Library of Nepal
,

vol. II (p. 41). This was, however, not

accessible to the scholars before 1933 in which year almost simultan-

eously two editions of it were published. The one (the volume under

review) is by Mr. Haridas Mitra and the other by Mr. Jitendra Nath

Banerjee. Hack of these editions has its own merit. Mr. Mitra’s work

contains also the critical edition of the available commentary of the

11pL. which contains many valuable information and throws welcome

light on some difficult passages of the text. In his introduction to this

work he gives much useful information about the literature on silpa

and dcdryas of silpa and determines the lower limit to the date of the

work as the 10th century. This text deserves to be carefully studied by

students of Buddhist iconography.

Manomouan Ghosh
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THE DYNASTIC HISTORY a NORTHERN INDIA: EARLY
MEDIAEVAL PERIOD by Dr. Hem Chandra Ray, M.A., Pli.D.,

Vol. II., pp. xxiii-t- 665-1298. With ten tricoloured maps. Calcutta

University Press, 19* iG.

The second volume of Dr. Hem Chandra Ray’s Dynastic History

of Northern India (Early mediasval period) has seen the light of the da^

.

It is a sequel to its first volume which, as we all know, was very well

received by scholars everywhere. We all looked forward for the conti-

nuation of the work, hence this much \pected second volume is now

a very welcome publication. In reviewing this work of Dr. Ray and

such other books we should be guided by the spirit of only judging

lio^ far the authors have succeeded in advancing scholarly search for

his. ruth and should leave his views and opinions to be criticised

in detail by other workers in the same line of research.

This volume forms an epitome of great laborious work in the field

of Indian historical research. The manner in which l)r. Ray has

recorded the results of his researches is very scholarly. In this volume

the author has attempted a thorough analysis of the political history

of the several dynasties that spread their sway in different parts of

Northern India during the few centuries before the Turks succeeded

in establishing their imperial rule at Delhi. The dynasties dealt with

in the hook are the Rajput dynasties which had their origin during

the weak and later days of the imperial Pratlhara dynasty. They

are the dynasties of the Candellas of Jejabhukti, the Haihayas (or the

Kalacuris), the Kachwahs, the Paramaras, the Caulukyas (or the

Solahkis), the Cauhans, the Tomars and the Guhilots. The history of

these dynasties belongs to a most complicated and obscure period

(roughly from the 10th to the 14th century A.D.), and is not much

known to scholars in detail. A drastic overhaul of the history of the

period under review was a great need and Dr. Ray very properly took

up the performance of that work. This period has been usefully

divided by the author into five sections in Chapter XIX, viz. (1) the

period from the fall of Gurjara-Pratlhara empire to the accession of

Mahmud of Ghazni (c. 915-998 A.D.), (2) the age of Sultan Mahmud

(c. 998-1030 A.D.), (3) the period from Mahmud’s death to the accession

of Cahamana Prthvlraja III (c. 1030-1179 A.D.), (4) the age of

i.h.q., junk, 1936 22
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PrthviTaja and the disappearance of Hindu ascendency in Northern

India (c. 1179-1200 A.D.), and (5) the period cf gradual penetration

of Islamic power into the outlying parts of India (i.e. after 1200 A.D.).

So it may be said without doubt that Dr. Bay’s book is an excellent

study. of the facts that led to the gradual loss of Hindu supremacy

in Northern India and the rise of the Islamic power. Generally

speaking, readers of Indian history are in the dark regarding the

political causes that gradually brought about the loss of Hindu power

in Northern India. (This book, therefore, though by its own nature,

it devotes itself to the compilation of historical materials from various

sources, literary, epigraphic and numismatic, for the Rajput dynasties

named above, is at the same time a very valuable and authoritative

contribution to the problem of the causes of Hindu downfall and will

be read by students of history to their great benefit. There are also

put in this book original discussions on several historical topics, along

with compilation of materials. Chapters XV, XVI, XVIII1 i.e. those

on the Caulukyas, the Cauhans and the Guhilaputras have been treated

in a masterly manner. In Chapter XIV Dr. Ray has tentatively

accepted the view of Dr. D. C. Ganguly who has tried to trace and

establish the Rastrakuta origin of the Paramarae. Dr. Ray’s own view

that the ancestors of the Guhilaputras of Mewar were originally

Brahmans of Anandapura in Gujerat seems to be a plausible conclusion.

To us the history of the outstanding personalities, viz., Candella

Dhanga, Paramara Bhoja, Dahala Kalacuri Gangeyadeva and Laksrnl-

Karna, Caulukya Bhima and Jayasimha Siddharaja of Anahilapa^aka,

and Cauhana Prthviraja, as given by Dr. Ray appeared to be of absorb-

ing interest. Dr. Ray is perhaps right when he hints that the fall of

the Hindu power in Aryavarta is to be ascribed to the absence of a ruler

of the type of Candragupta Maurya, who only could have kept the

separate state units under one lord-paramountcy. It is only the

Candellas who tried their utmost “to grasp the crown of Imperialism,”

but failed to stand strongly against the onslaught of the Turkish

invaders.

Considering the enormous amount of materials collected for

writing the volume, it may be regarded as a monumental work. It is

not a “synthetic survey” as owned by the author himself. But it
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contains enough materials for future scholars to pursue and prepare

more detailed history of each of the dynasties treated in Dr. Ray’s

volume. The critioism that may be offered is that the nature of the

details collected made it impossible to co-ordinate them properly and

well in every instance. Another defect that a reader may sometimes

meet with is the author’s attempt to offer comments, off and on, on some

of the words of the texts from epigraphic records—so that sometimes

the trend of historoy he tries to make out is disturbed by such occa-

sional comments. But undisputed and uncontroversial points of true

history will only come out by such detailed discussions as are made

by Dr. Ray.

To find fault with this or that is quite easy, but to produce such

a stupendous work is most difficult. Dr. Ray has proved his capacity

in handling original sources. His acquaintance with Muslim sources

is enormous and use of materials collected from Sanskrit and Prakrt

works is splendid.

Here and there Dr. Ray might have committed some errors because

of his following certain opinions held by previous works in the same

field. But that should not in any way detract from the great -value

which the volume must have earned on account of its excellent contents.

The book is fully referenced and is based mainly on original sources.

The materials have been discreetly and fairly related. The whole work

is the outcome of great care and accuracy.

The other good features of the volume are the useful genealogical

tables the adequate index, the valuable bibliographies, and the invalu-

able maps which alone are enough to add to the great benefit that will

otherwise accrue from a study of the book.

A synthetic survey of the period under review in a smaller volume

is a desideratum and Dr. Ray has promised to write another volume

to which we shall look forward with eagerness.

The Calcutta University should be heartily congratulated on the

publication of this second volume of Dr. Ray’s work.

R. G. Basak
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RAJASTHANI RA DtJHA, Part I, edited by Sri Narottaraa Rasa

Swami, M.A., with a Foreword by Mm. Rai Bahadur Gaurishankar

Hirachand Ojha: Pilani Rajasthani Granthamala, No. 2. Published

by the Navayuga Sahitya Mnndir, Delhi (pp. 117 + 248).

Sri Narottama Dasa Swami has done good service to the cause of

Rajasthan! by publishing this representative and classified anthology

of the language. In his learned introduction of 117 pages, he has made

rapid survey of its literature, pointed out some of its peculiarities, and

indicated in a general way the lines on which the work should be

carried further by other workers in the field. Footnotes explain difficult

words, and the notes at. the end clear up allusions, point out com-

parisons, and give other necessary details. A few pages on the

historical value of the duhas would have been welcome, and it is hoped

that the editor will make up this deficiency in the next edition of the

work.

We await eagerly the publication of Part II of the anthology.

Dasaratha Sarma
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Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Researoh Institute, vol. XVII, pt. ii

(January, 1936).

Hisalal Amritlal Shah.—Veclic Gods. The paper deals with the

nature and identity of several Vedic gods and gives details about

the ancient calendar, seasons, vernal and autumnal equinoxes, etc.

H. D. Velankar.

—

-Kavidarpaiiam. The edition of this treatise on

metre in Prakrt is being continued.

V. S. Sukthankar.

—

Epic Studies. The chronology of the five major

commentators of the Mahdblidrata—Devabodha, Vimalabodha,

Sarvajnanarayana, Arjunamisra and Nilakantha—is discussed in

these notes.

Buddhaprabha, vol. 4, no. 2 (April, 1936).

K. A. Padiiye.—Buddhist Centres in and around Bombay. Further

search for Buddhistic relics in the regions near the Western Coast of

India specially at Sopara have been advocated and some objects of

antiquarian interest found there have been described in the paper.

Caloutta Oriental Journal, vol. Ill, no. 6 (March, 1936).

Kshitis Chandra Ciiatterji.—Some Notes on the Naisadhiyacarita of

Sri Harm. It deals with the merits and defects of Sri Harsa’s

poetry. In the course, of a comparison of the excellences of some

of the stanzas of the Naisadhtya with those of the Knmdrasambhava
,

the former poem has been shown to fall far short of the latter.

M. 21 . Teeang.—Ancient Sanskrit Works on Indian Music and its

present Practice. The writer makes a review of the ancient

Sanskrit works on music published hitherto and shows that musical

theories on particular points have changed from time to time. An

appendix supplying names of old authors and works quoted in the

musical treatises has been added.
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P. K. j&ODE.—Date of Rdghavabhatta
, the commentator of Kalidasa's

Abhijnunasjikuntala and other works, liughavabhattu, the author

of the Arihadyotanihd
,
a commentary on the Sakuntald has been

identified with the author of the PadCirthadarsa
, a commentary of

the Saradatilaka and assigued to the last quarter of the 15th

century a.c.

Mai.at i Sen.—Kdvydla

m

haras iltra vrtti with a commentary continues,

Calcutta Review, January, 193G.

Bknoy Kumar Sarkar.—Bengali Positivism in the Sociology of Valves.

The paper brings out the secular elements and anthropological

perspectives of the Caiull-poems
,

Vaisnava poetry, folk-songs,

Bhakti legends etc., and establishes the thesis (1) that Bengali

religious thought is profoundly agnostic and (2) that spirituality

in Bengali tradition implies the creation of forms and forces such

as are calculated to serve human life in diverse ways.

Ibid., May, 1036.

Himansu Biiusan Sarkar.—Saivism and Associate Cults of Central

Java

.

Ibid., June, 1930.

Anil Chandra Bankrji.—Provincial . Oorern/ne/;* under the Slave

Sultans.

Hindustan Review, November, 1930.

Bknoy Kumar Sarkar.—The Hindu Tradition in Maratha Polities.

The Marathas are described as inheritors of the anti-foreign senti-

ments as well as the social-democratic attitudes of the Hindu

masses. The Dasabodha of ltamdas is described as a thoroughly

humanistic ethical treatise. In his Ananda-vana-hhuvana is to be

found bis conception of a political Utopia, says the author.

Ibid., December, 1935.

Benoy Kumar Sarkar.—The Pluralistic World of Sivdji. Sivaji’s pro-

Moslem tendencies are described side by side with his efforts to
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hol<l forth as the champion of Hindu cultural nationalism in

language, literature, manners etc. In the Siva-bhdrata
, a

Sanskrit epic, he is adored as an acatdra.

Indian Culture, vol. 11, no. 4 (April, 103G).

Hui.ia lt.\M Kasiiyap.

—

A 1 edic Basis for the Etymologies of Vedic

Words. It has been shown in the paper that the etymology of a

Vedic lorni as given in Yaska’s AimIda is based on the Vedic

Mantras themselves and is not an independent guesswork of the

etymologist. Some new etymologies of Vedic words have been

formulated here by resorting to the same principle.

U liUJA PitasankA Majumdaii.

—

Health and Hygiene. The purpose of

the paper is to show how man is indebted to the plants, depending

every moment on them and their products for health and hygiene.

Ami# Chandra Baneaji.

—

The Wizarat under the Slave Kings . It

deals with the careers of some of Wazirs or ministers who served

the slave Sultans of Delhi.

B. C. Majumdau.— What Buddha Breached. As the Uddna is said to

have contained the very utterances of Buddha, the writer advocates

a closer study of same. He suggests improvements in its

readings and points out some passages as theistic in their import.

He inclines to the view that though the Buddhistic discipline for

purging a man of all his sins has uothing to do with the concep-

tion of (Jod or life alter death, Buddha was not an atheist and his

Nirvana was not a state of utter annihilation.

11. C. Law.—Distinguished Men and W omen in Jainism. The paper

records some anecdotes touching the lives of Parsvauatka, Nemi-

natlia, Kuniurapula, Vustupalu, Tejapala, Queen Cetaua and

Cundanuvala associated with the history of Jainism.

DmitENDitA Nath Mukuemji.

—

A Correlation of the Mayan and Hindu

Calendars. A relationship between the calendars of the Hindu and

those of the Mayas of Mexico as also a resemblance between some

of their rites and ceremonies has been pointed out in the article.

A. M. Pizzaoai.li.

—

The Discovery of Sanskrit and Italy in the 16th

century . In 1585 Pilippo Sasseti, an Italian resident of Calicut

sent letters to his people in Europe referring to the Sanskrit
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language, its lelationship with the European languages and tin*

auti«|uity of the Brahmanio loir. The mison why Kassel i’s dis-

covery went unheeded was perhaps the hihlical prejudice in the

Kith century against any language other than Hebraic, as also the

fact that the aforesaid letters said nothing about the morphological

structure and the rich literature of Sanskrit.

S. K. Bankkji.

—

The Opening Year of // n/nayuiTs Reign—K.rpeditiun

to Ka Iinja r— / i

V

jU-4 1

.

C. 11. Ray.—The. Anthropometry of the Sindh is. This account about

the inhabitants of Sind is based on antliropometrical measure-

ments and observations of 100 individuals.

Jean Pjizym'NKI.—Madia. The uses of the term mndrt7 in the senses

of a seal, a mode of holding fingures, and a female consort/ have

been pointed out and the mutual relations of the meanings have

been discussed.

S. K. 1)e.

—

The Theology and Philosophy of Bengal I 'a isna rispi. The

subject-matter of this instalment of the paper is the Para mitt ma-

sandarhha of Jiva (Josvamin dealing with the concept of the

godhead iu relation ti> nature and spirit.

A, 11 Kit Ui kdalk Keith.—Panini and the Veda. The paper shows that

Vedie portion of Panini’s grammar is imperfect ami unsystematic.

It is inconsistent in the use of terminology, and inaccurate in the

statement of facts.

C.A. h\ Rhys Davids.—A ‘ Basic Coneeption of Buddhism 1

. This is

a critisism of Prof. V. Bhattacharya’s Lectures on the ‘Basic Con-

ception of Buddhism.’

R.'MESH Chandra Banekji .—The I angola*. A tribe called Vangala

near the northern borders of India at present represented by the

Kulu district in ike Punjab invaded the Yauga country in the 10th

century a.c. Vaiiga originally formed the southern half of the

eastern part of Bengal. The invaders at first settled in the region

to the east of the Brahmaputra, and established themselves later in

the southern part of Past Bengal.

Amalananda Ghosii.

—

Siva—his Pre-Aryan Origin .

Adrin Banerji.—The Capital of the Sena Kings of Bengal. The writer

conjectures that the Sena Kings had royal residences at places like
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Gaur and Suvarnagrama but Vikramapura was their capital, pro-

bably renamed Vijayapura by I^aksmanasena with a view to

perpetuate the memory of his grandfather Vijayasena.

G. P. Bagchi.—The Origin and Home of Tali. The conclusions

reached in the note are:-^

'(a) Pali canons were written before the, 3rd century u.r.

(b) Pali was a standard language of Past India, Magadlia

and its neighbourhood, and

(c) the Kharyela Inscription was written in a developed

form of Pali.

Pramode Lal Pal.—Was there a Bhadra Dynasty in Eastern Bengal

?

Benoy Kumar Sarkar.

—

Somadeva
,
the Jaina Political Philosopher of

the Tenth Century . The contents of Somadeva’s Nltivakydmrta

have been discussed.

B. C. Law.

—

Geographical Data from the Mahdvatnsa and its

Commentary

.

Louis joe La Valj.ee Poussin.—The At/nan in the Pali Canon.

Journal of the Assam Research Society, vol. Ill, no. I (January, 193G).

R. M. Nath.

—

Mohenjo-Daro and Mithraic Influence on Ndthism . It

has been pointed out that the bull and its head figuring so pro-

minently in the inscriptions discovered at Mohenjo-Daro are

associated with several important cults of the world. In

Mithraism, a dead bull is the origin of all creations, in Nathism

the sacred father transformed himself into a dead bull and caused

the well-known Siddhas to spring from his different limbs, and in

Meithism of the Manipur Stale in Assam, the Supreme Spirit of the

Universe assumed the form of a dead cow. lvven the mystic, sym-

bols of the Tuntra may be construed as parts of a bull’s head.

Joukndka Chandra Ghonh.

—

A Kdmarupa Brahman in Kalihga ui

700 A.D. A charter found in a village in Ganjain, issued by king

Anundavarman in 7UU a.c. records the name of a Kamarupa

Brahman as the donee.

Padmanath Bhattaciiarya.—Buddhism in Assam. The view that

Buddhism ever flourished in Assam is opposed in this note.

junk, 193b 23
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Ibid., vol. IV, no. 1 (April, 1 0;l0 )

.

B. A. Sai.ktork.

—

A Sumerian Custom and its Historic Indian

Pmallets , The burial of tlu» Sumerian kin#* was accompanied by

Imnian sacrifices as the favourites, attendants and queens of the

deceased had to die along with him. The object of this paper is to

show that in India specially in Karnataka and Assam there are in

historical times some instances showing that many followers of

important personages died with their masters.

dooKNDif.v CiiAMHtA Ghosh.

—

Maharaja Prthu. Belying on the local

traditions recorded by Buchanan, the writer comes to the conclu-

sion that then* was a king called Prthu ruling over a tract of land

lying iti the districts oi Kungpur and dalpaiguri in Bengal. It

has been surmised that lie was a IVudaloiN chief and the father ot

Yisukliadattu, the autlior of tin* M udai dlsasa

.

K. I*. H\ih A.--.1 //#7inmlrr

.

According to Mr. Hama’s findings,

I'rlhu was an independent king of Kaniarupa and so could not be

\ isakliadat la’s father, menlioned as a feudatorv cliiet under

A van! ivarmaii.

A At \if na i’ll It w .—lluddhism in Assani. The author of the note opposes

the view that Buddhism could never gain grounds in Assam.

Traces oi the religion associated specially with the later phases oi

Buddhism are still found in Assam.

Iv. I.. Haim \. - .1 // Assamese Sonne uf Min/hal Historif. The Pathhah-

Hu ran}/ recent Is published h\ the A>sam Research Society is a

ehronieh* in Assamese emhodving a numher of episodes connected

with the greater Tiniurids and is thus vei\ important for the his-

tor\ of the Mughal rule iu India.

Journal of the Bihir and Orissa Society, \<>l. X \ 1 F
.
pari I (March. ltWA.

( M. A. \\ . t haul AM. - Ihtnldfiuia and Palririt in .Xuit/iern (•'anjam.

K. K. B N s

i

' .—A n A/i/n-oaeh to the S/nil-t-J'trt^shahi. This is ail

Knglislt translation oi the prologue and epilogue of the S/ral-i-

Firo:shaht which is a contemporary Persian record of Ihe reign of

1’iro/ Shall, the lliiid Tiigliluq Sultan of Delhi. The narrative

eovers a period of about twenty \ears from the Sultan’s aeeession

to tin* i liroiie in Idol a.c.
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Raiiula Sankrityayaxa.—Yadanyaya Dharmaklrtiks Yadanydya
t

edited from a Ms. found in Tibet, contains in tin’s ‘Jnd instalment

the criticism of tilt* Nyaya views (nvavainatakhandana).

Journal of tho Qroater India Society, vol. ill, no. 1 (January, liwii).

IvAJ.UiAS N .\(;.—Sylrain Leri and the Science of hidoloyy.

J. Pk/yi.I'ski.

—

Greater India and the II orh of Syl rain Leri.

d . IIackix.—Archaoloyieal E.rplorat ions of the Aceh of the Khatr

hltanch. The paper describes the ruined temple and the images

of Surva ami his attendants recently e.\envaled from the N eck of

the Khair Khaneh situated to the north-we-.! of Kabul. The images

are assigned to the 4th century a.c.

A.na.njia K. Coojj \kasw ami.— The Source of, and a /*mallei to
,
lhonij>u<

on the Meant ifut . A passage from the ( hantloyya t'/tanisml (IV,

In) has been interpreted to show that it contains a parallel to

Dionysus’ conception of ‘an absolute, immutable, and single lleauty

or liveliness in which all several piods and beauties inhere.’

Sr.MTi KlMVK ('ll Aii'KlMi.

—

.\on-Aryan Element ' in / titlo-A ryan

.

Tu

the number of Sanskrit words already known to be o! Austrie origin

and affinity, a few more are added.

S |* VIMN A VI TANA.— l/n Ealiitya flyna.dy of Ceylon.

•I. L. S w k i , I. k.n (

;

u K n h

l

.
.—On the f tld-Jornnc'C KorawtUnnna

.

The article

deals with the s*ory of the Kaura\as and Ihindavas as *jivcn in the

Koran'asnuna , a work in Old-davanese written in the sty h *>l the

Sanskrit Puranas.

tl. (’. (lAMioi.v .—On >ome Hindu /\t lies m /hu nt it. Some Saivaite relics

including the rcprc'eiital ion ol a, Nandi lull toiind in Horneo have

been described by the writer who conjectures that the island ol

Horneo may have been the Haihiiia d\ipa ot the Euranas.

ItlMANsr Hill s VN Sahk\h.

—

.1 Sttn sir it Grammar of Ih nt/al in Jara.

That the study of the CantliaA ydlannoi was prevalent in -lava is

known from a copper-plate inscription of 13(15 \.< . discovered in

the island. (andrajjomin, the author ol this •» rain mar was horn

in Varemlri in North Helical.
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Manomohan Ghosh.

—

On the Source of the Old-Javanese Rdmayana

Kakawin . By an examination of the Kakawin, the Old-Javanese

work of Yog&vara, Mr. Ghosh comes to the conclusion that it was

partially a translation and partially an adaptation of the

Bhattikdvya.

Journal of Oriental Research, vol. X, pt. 1 (Jnnuary-March, 1936).

V. Raghavan.—The Number of Rasas. The writer gives an account

of the controversy regarding the recognition of ‘Santa* as the ninth

Rasa, and promises to deal with the history of this Rasa as can

be traced from works on poetics.

A. Vbnkata.su uniah.—On the Grammatical Work Si-t *an-chang . The

writer identifies the Si-t'an-chang or Siddha-composition, men-

tioned in I-tsing*s Record as a grammatical work, with the

Kdtantra-Vyakarana of Sarvavarman and inclines to believe that

another work, the Shi-erh-chany mentioned by Hiuen Tsang refers

also to the Kdtantra.

M. Somasekhara Sarma.—The Mdyaldr Plates of V inaydditya. The

inscription records a grant made by the Badami Chalukyan ruler

Vinayaditya of the 7th century a.i\

C. R. Sankaran.—Accentual Variation in Relation to Semantic Varia-

tion. (Continued).

C. Sivaramamurti.— fthrMH This is a discussion in Sanskrit

on the arts and crafts in the Rdmayana .

Journal of the Rpyal Asiatic Society, April, 1936.

GiusEPrB Turn.

—

The Eatndvali of Ndgdrjuna. The 2nd and the 4th

chapters of Nagarjuna’s Ratnaval t
,
the 1st chapter of which has

already been published, are edited here with English translation.

The work is in the form of a discourse to a king on dharrna (mystic

and spiritual laws).

Journal of the University of Bombay, vol. IV, pt. iii (November, 1935).

V. A. Gaikjill.

—

The A pri Hymns in the Ryveda. Ten hymns of the

Ryveda known as A pri have been described, translated into English,

and annotated.
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A. M. Shembavnekar.—The Origin of the Rgveda. The new inter-

pretation given to some Rgvedic verses by Dr. Pran Nath is not

accepted on the ground that it is founded on mere phonetic

semblance, and that the discovery of the name of the people of

‘Bhibla’ in ‘abhivlagya’, ‘Shiran ‘eid’, ‘Amaean* in ‘armaka’ and

‘Chaldea’ in ‘sradho' requires corroboration.

R. V. Jahagirdar.—Speculation on Vedic Speculation. Some of the

philosophical hymns in the 10th Book of the Rgveda have been

analysed and interpreted.

A. M. Ghatage.—The Text of the Tattvarthudh iganiasulrani

.

It is a

study of the Jain work, the Tattearthadhigamas il t ra of Umasvatl.

P. M. Modi.—The Scheme of the Brahmasutras /, 2-‘i : A Rapproach-

ment.

Ibid., vol. IV, pt. iv tJanuary, 1936).

H. Hkras.— The Origin of the Pallavas . The writer once argued that

the Pallavas of South India belonged to the Aryan stock, but now

changes his views and supports the theory that they were des-

cendants of the Parthians known also as Pahlavas. They had at

first settled in the north-western parts of India and came to the

south when expelled from those regions by the Kusanas.

Poona Orientalist, vol. I, no. 1 (April, 1936).

A. Venkatasubbiah.

—

Are the Gaudapadakarikas Sruti? The writer

opposes the views that the Mandukya IJpanisad is a Sruti text and

that the Karikas in the Agamaprakarana are not the compositions

of Qaudapada.

B. A. Saletore.

—

Some Historical and Quasi-historical incidents in

Kautalya’s ArthaJdstra . Details about Dandakya Bhoja and

Vatapi referred to in the ArthaJastra as having brought about their

own ruin through licentiousness and arrogance are given from the

. Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata.

Hara Dutt Sharma.—The Meaning of the Word Upc'dra according to

Gotama and the Rhetoricians .
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P. K. Gode.—Jayadeva, a writer on Prosody . A ms. of Jayadeva’s

Chandahsastra and Hardata’s commentary on it are described in

the note. This Jayadeva has been quoted by Abhinavagupta (circa

10th century A.C.) in his commmentary on Bharata’s Ndfyasdstra.

.—Campyhharata t ikd called Candriha of Pitdmbara Suri and

its probable date—1st half of the 18th century.

Ganganatiia Jha.—Nydyasutras of Gautama with the Bhasya of

Vatsydyana. Text edited with Sanskrit Notes.

.—English Translation of same.

Sahltya Parishat Patrika, vol. 42, nos. 3 and 4.

\

Sukumar Sen.—Grammar of KrsnaklrUma, The grammatical peculia-

rities of the Krsuakirtana are discussed.

Jogendranath Ghosh.—An old edition of the Harimmsa of Bhava-

nanda and the birth-place of the poet. It is an account of an old

edition in Sylhet Nagari script of the mediaeval Bengali text which

has lately been critically edited and published by the Dacca

University, the author of which is shewn to have hailed from Sylhet

and not from Mymensingh.

BimiUTiiilirsAN Dattta.—Aryabhata and the Theory of the Motion of

the Earth. The theory is supposed to have been promulgated by

Aryabbala who is different from and anterior to the famous Arya-

bhata, the author of the Aryahhatiya.

Bjmjkndiunath Banerjke.—History of Bengali periodicals (1864-7).

Manindramohan Bash.—Rdsalild of Ulna Candhlasa. Dina Candidate

is shown to have composed two different sets of poems on the

ltasalila, the earlier of which was based on the Bhdgavatapurdna

and the later on a tradition which can be traced in work like the

Padydratl and the Vemsamhdra.

Btmaea Churn Law.—Spread of Pali Buddhism in Southern India . It

is an account of Buddhism and Buddhist literature of South India.

Chaku Chandra Das Gupta.—A Number of Terracottas in the Vahglya

Sdhitya Parisat. It contains a description of three terracotta

figurines assigned to the Gupta period. C.C.
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Vlsvabharatl Quarterly, vol. I, pt. iv (January & April, 19:16).

Haridas Mitra.—Gavapati .—This continued article traces the gradual

development in the conception of the deity Ganapati and his

worship.

Young East, vol. 5, no. 4 (Winter, 1935).

Beatrice Lane Suzuki.—The Place of Compassion in Mahayana

Buddhism.

Rolf IIenki.—Some Parallels between Buddhist Thought and Concep-

tions in Modern Science.



Obituary Notice

Dr. E. E. Obermiller

Dr. E. E. Obermiller (according to the Russian manner of

addressing everybody by his Christian name and the name of his father

—Kvgenii Evgeniewich, i.e., Eugen son of Eugen) was born in St.

Petersberg (now Leningrad) on the 29th October 1901. In his earliest

youth his extraordinary gifts, especially hi9 never failing memory and

great musical capacities, attracted general attention. lie received a

good education in his family home where great care was bestowed on

teaching languages and music. 'When lie entered the Government

School he already possessed an almost perfect knowledge of French,

German and English. His parents prepared him for a musical career,

they had every reason to expect that he would be a celebrated composer

and performer. But in the year 1918 when he was already a Univer-

sity student a constitutional illness appeared and that obliged the

parents to alter their plans. This illness ‘Seringomuelia' was

hereditary in the Obermiller family, it was lameness progressive and

incurable. The mother of E.E. died of it at the age of 30. As his

father died before her the young student Obermiller wits left an invalid

orphan to the care of two aunts Mrs. Olga Obermiller and Mrs. Elizabeth

Schwede. These two devoted ladies did all they could for the life of

their dear nephew under the very difficult conditions from which the

country suffered during
.
the great war and the revolutions which

followed. It was at this juncture that lie began at the University to

attend to my lectures on Indology and Sanskrit Grammar. He very

quickly mastered all the difficulties of Sanskrit Grammar, owing to

his quite extraordinary memory he also very successfully went through

all other courses of Sanskrit literature which I couducted at that time

in the University of Leningrad. When we began the study of Panini

on the basis of Siddhanta-Kaumudi he was profoundly impressed hy,

and full of admiration for the greatest Indian linguist, he knew by

heart almost every sutra and cherished for some time a scheme of

writing the grammar of the Russian language according to the gramma-

tical! sutra-method of Panini. After that we studied *iith him
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AJnmkara Sustra on the basis of Ahunkdra Surrasva and the Dhvanyd-

Johi when the young student became thoroughly versed in the Sasha

style. I initiated him into Indian philosophy. This is the usual series

of courses in Sanskrit which are followed in the Leningrad University.

After having acquired a good ba>L in Sanskrit it became a quite easy

task to acquire the knowledge of Tibetan and Mongolian tongues, since

the idea-.? expressed in the respective literatures ale thoroughly Indian,

the grammar and vocabulaiy offered— -for a man so gifted as was

Oberm'ller—no difficulty at all. After having taken his University

degree of Ph.I)., Obermiller was engaged by the Academy of

Sciences of Leningrad as an undersecretary to the Redactor of the

Bibliotheca Buddhieu where lie at once began to work also as an

independent scientific producer. 11 is tirst works were two Indices

verbonun Tibetan-Sumkiit and Sanskrit Tibetan of the celebrated work

on Logic by Dhanuakuti, the Nydyu-bindu. They were executed with

the greatest care and thoroughness in every detail
;

the scientific

activity of Ohorniiller extends only over 8 years, from lb- 7 to 1935.

During these eight years he lias produced quite enough to fill up a long

and successive life entirely devoted to science. Here is a list of his

main work"

—

1. Sanskrit and Tibetan htde.v Verbonun to Nyayabindu
f
Nyaya-

bindu Tlkd, edited; Bibliotheca Buddhieu, Leningrad 1927.

2. Tibetan and Sanskrit Indian Verbonun to the same work,

Ijeuingrad 1928.

3. AbhisiunuydUunkdru
,

Sanskrit text and Tibetan translation,

jointly edited with Prof. Th. SteherbaUky, Bibliotheca Buddliica,

Leningrad 1929.

A. Huston's History of fiuddhinn
,
Part I, in the Mat eri alien zur

Kunde do- Biuldhi"inus
;

Heidelberg 1931.

5. The Sublime Science of the Great Wliicle to Salvation, a transla-

tion of ( : ttaratantra of Bndhisattvu Maitreya with the comment niy

of Asahga, Acta Oriental ia
,
vol. IX, 1931.

(i. The Doctrine of Prafhd Piinunila, as exposed in the Aldiisamuy-

alamkara of Maitreya, Acta Orientalia, vol. XT, 1932-33.

7. Huston's History of Buddhism, II, Materialien zur Kunde des

Buddhism us, Heidelberg 1932.

i.xi.q., june, 1936 24
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8. The Account of Buddha’s Nirvana and the first Councils accord-

ing to the Vinayaksudraka, Indian Historical Quarterly
,

vol. V,

m.
9. A Study of Twenty Aspects of Sunyata, Indian Historical

Quarterly
,
vol. IX, 1933.

10. Analysis of the Abhisamaydlamkdra ,
Fasciculus, I Calcutta

Oriental Series, 24.

11. Nirvana according to Tibetan Tradition, Indian Historical

Quarterly
, 1934.

12. On the meaning on the term *Svnyatd’, Journal of the Greater

India Society
,
July, 1934.

13. A review of the Madhydntaviblidyasutrabhdsya-tikdy Indian

Historical Quarterly
,
December, 1933.

14.
'

Bhdvand-krama as an historical document. Calcutta 1935.

15. Bu-ston's History of Buddhism and the Mahjusri-m filatan tra
,

JRAS., London 1935.

10. A review of Goddard’s Principle and Practice of Mahiiydna

Buddhism
,
1935 OLZ., No. 15.

17. A review of Winternitz’s A History of Indian Literature
,
rol. 77,

Orientalische Literatur Zeituny
,
Leipzig 1935.

18. Sphutdrtha A bhidhannaho^avyakhyd edited by Prof. U. Wogihara

and Prof. Th. Stcherbatsky and carried through the press by JO.

K. Obermiller, Bibliotheca Buddhica
,
XXI, 1931.

19. Additional Indices to the Doctrine of Prajna Paramita as exposed

in the Abhisamayalamkara of Maitreya, Acta OricnUilia
,
vol. XI,

1933.

Tn. Stcherbatsky

Printed and published by Sj. Jogesh Chandra Sarkhel, at the Calcutta Oriental

Press, 9, Panchanan Ghoso Lane, Calcutta.
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Indian Historical Quarterly

Vol. XII September, 1936 No. 3

(A Babylonian Element in Indian Culture)

We possess 8G documents of tlm neo-Babylonian age, apparently

coming from Uruk, ami all of which belong to the short period running

from the year 10 of Malm-na’id to the year 0 of Cambyses. They are

monthly statements of sacrificed animals, and one of the items—a list

of the sacrificed kids is particularly interesting, because the periodicity

of' this sacrifice may throw some light upon the question of the “Baby-

lonian sabbath/
9 A study of those documents, by M. C. bosses, has

just been published in the Revue des Etudes >< niititjucs, year 1900,

fuse. 1, p. ii—ix. Here are the essential results of this work:

The sacrifice of the kid is reported for ccrtaiu months on :

the 7, the 14, the 21 and the 28,

the 0, the 18, the 20 and the 27,

the 0, the 14, the 21, and the 28,

the 0, the 14, the 21, and the 27,

the 0, the 14, the 20, and the 27.

“The result of the above comparison may be termed thus: the days

7, 14, 21 and 28 of each month, that is to say, the end of each yhasis

of the moon, are marked, as a rule, by the sacrifice of a kid, but there
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are many exceptions to this law. The day introduced by the alteration

is always an earlier one than the normal date: 0 instead oi
;

7;

instead of L\S (coming alter a ‘Jlst !): 'JU instead of ‘J1 fronting after a

1*4 ill !; . From the (itli we pass on to the Id, and the interval of seven

days is observed, or to the i I, which brings us back to the normal date.

In the present state of our knowledge, we are unable to explain these

anomalies.

A comparison seems called for between this killing of a kid at the

end ol each period oi the moon and tin* interdictions (‘numerated, for

the same dates,

1

in the heinerologics for the second I’ Inin and

Arnhsnnumr (IVlt •V2-WA)
: t

“The pastor ot the many tribes shall eat no meat cooked on the

coals, and no roasted bread, lie shall not change his shirt. He shall

not put on clean fiobes). lie must oiler no sacrifice. The king shall

not mount his chariot, lie will not speak like a sovereign. On the

place of the mysteries, he shall pronounce no word. The doctor shall

not touch the sick with his hand. This day is not favourable for the

execution of a plan.”

The reason for all these interdictions is given at the head of the

chapter: the day in <|uestion is an inauspicious one (umn lintnu)

The hemerologies give pront then, and more precisely than our

lists, that tile days 7, II, and ‘AS of each mouth bore this special

character. What does the Jewish sabbath have in common with what

has been called “tin* liahyloniaii sabbath*'?

The Jewish sabbath, as it is practised alter the return irom the

exile, shows two outstanding features: :• strict periodicity of 7 days,

1 The same interdict ions are expressed in those texts lor the iVKli day.

This has been explained l»y the tact that the 19th day of the month is the 19th

snne the beginning ol iho preevling month, and that It)- 7x7. Hut this is true

only when the preceding month is a .T) days one. And where dues one find

another instance ol such a calculation?

2 They can he found again in tlm fragments of the. series Inbu Ini niliini,

published by Virolleaml, ZA., 19, 377-&S3, hut for other months, and without any

dates 1
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independent of the phasis of the moon, and an absolute interdic-

tion from work of any kind. This resting day is not, however, an

inauspicious, or a woeful, or a fasting one. Isaiah (58, 13) desiies that

the “sabbath be considered as a delectation.”

This -Jewish sabbath, at least since the return from exile, is then

ill complete opposition to the “Babylonian sabbath.” But the Jewish

sabbath has evidently gone through an evolution. And if we try to

determine the reason why the interval of 7 days was chosen by the

Hebrew in preference to others, this one seems the most probable: 7 is

the whole number which comes nearest to illustrating the average

length of the moon periods: 7 days 1 j'Z
;

(> 3/4; 7 3/4; 7 l/!2.

Like the “Babylonian sabbath,” the Jewish sabbath has probably

been instituted, originally, in connection with the periods of the moon.

The two celebrations, though different in many ways, may have

originated in the same custom.” 3

This question of a comparison between the Jewish sabbath, and

the “Babylonian sabbath” bus often been discussed; but, generally,

the Indian facts are not taken into consideration. Whereas Buddhism

has propagated an institution, named upomtlui) and which might be

called the “Buddhist sabbath.” In the Bali Text Society’s thil/-K ih/Ii>Ii

/ hCl ioiaujf
,
we read, under the word uposatha:

“At the time of the rise of Buddhism tin* word bad come to mean

the day preceding four stages ol the moon’s waxing and waning, viz.

1st, Sth,15th, !£3rd nights of the lunar month that is to say, a weekly

sacred day, a Sabbath. These days wane utilized by the pre-Buddhist ic

reforming communities for the expounding ol their views, 17a. 1.1(11.

The Buddhists adopted 'this practice and on the 15th day of the half-

month held a chapter of the Order to expound their dliamma, ih. ltK>.

They also utilized one or other ot the.se l p. days tor the recitation ol

the l*at imotLha (patimoiJ>hmhl<s;t)
9

ibid. On I p. days la\men take

upon themselves the Bp. vow's, that is to say, the eight Silas,

during the day. The dav in the middle of the month is called

3 llrnir. tlc$ Ktudr.s finnilitptes, 1030, fuse, 1, l»p. vii-ix.
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cutudassiko or pannara&iko according as the month is shorter or longer.

The reckoning is not by the month (mam), but by the half-month

(pakkha), so the twenty-third day is simply atthaml
,
the same as the

eighth day. There is an occasional Up. called samayyi-Hpomtho
,

“reconciliation Up.”, which is held when a quarrel among the frater-

nity has been made up, the general confession forming as a seal

to the reconciliation.”

By this article, it seems that the 14th day of the month, or the

1 5th, was an uposatha day, “according as the month was shorter or

longer,” and that in the same fortnight the 14th and the 15th day

could not both be successively uposatha. But if we read the 140th sutta

of the Majjhima-nikaya, we observe that the 14th day of the month

was uposatha {tadahnpo.mthe catuddase ) and that the next day,

15th of the month, was also uposatha {tadalniposathc pannarasc ).

This is confirmed by two texts of the Yiuaya in Pali

:

Mahacayya II, 1, 2:

“Now when the Mugadba king Seniya Bimbisara was alone, and

had retired into solitude, the following consideration presented itself to

his mind: “The Paribhajakas belonging to Titthiya schools assemble

now on the fourteenth, fifteenth, and eighth day of each half month

and recite their Dhamma. The people go to them in order to hear the

Dhaiuma. They are filled with favour towards, and are filled with

faith in, the Paribhajakas who belong to Titthiya schools; the Pnri-

bbajakas who belong to Titthiya schools gain adherents. What if the

reverend ones (the Buddhist Bhiksus) were to assemble also on the

fourteenth, fifteenth, and eighth day of each half month.”

Mahavayya 11, 4, 2,:

“At that time the Bhiksus, considering that it had been pres-

cribed hv the Blessed One to recite the Patimokklia on the Uposatha

day, recited the Patimokklia three times each half month, oil the

fourteenth, fifteenth, and eighth day of each half month.”

We see that, as a rule, there were three uposatha days in each

fortnight (palm); by exception, when the half-month counted but 14

days, there were only two uposatha days.

The sanctity of the three uposatha days was publicly recognized in

Asoka’s time, because, in the 5th Pillar Kdict, this king forbids that
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animals be mutilated on “the 8th, the 14th, and the 15th day of every

half-month.”

According to the indications given by the texts, the succession o!

events can be represented as follows : At the time of the rise of

Buddhism, several sects celebrated already the uposatha. This custom

was adopted by the Buddhists. By the end of Anoka’s reign it had

become a state institution.

This system did not go without some drawbacks. The bhiksus

were no astronomers, and it happened that inside a community some

of them counted the day as the fourteenth of the paksa
,
whilst others

looked upon it as the fifteenth
;
another number counted the day as the

first day of the pa/csa, and the rest, as the fifteenth of the preceding

paksa. The Mahavagga II, 34 indicates how the difference must

be settled by following the advice of the majority. The need of a

more simple system must indeed have been felt.

It seems that back in Asoka’s time, some of the uposatha days

must have been regarded as more important than the others. The 5th

Pillar Edict forbids the killing of animals on the 8th, the 14th and

the 15th of each paksa; but it forbids even the killing or the selling

of fish on the 14th, the 15th, and on the day after the full moon.

The 8th, then, was not marked by so many interdictions as the 14th

and the 15th.

E. Senart is not definite as to whether the 14 and the 15 mean the

14th and the 15th of the month, that is to say of its first half, or if

they are applied to the second half as well.
4 He has chosen the

second solution. But, according to modern customs, 5
I think that

A6oka may possibly have had in mind the day before the full moon,

and the full moon itself, to the exclusion of the new moon. More-

over, the Mahavagga II, 14, 1, recognizes two uposatha days only

:

the 14th and the 15th:

Now the bhiksus thought: “How many uposatha (days)

are there P”

4 Lea inscriptions de riyadasi, II, p. 57.

5 8p. Hardy, Eastern Monachism
f p, 230.
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They told this thing to the Blessed One.

‘
‘There are the following two uposatha (days), o bhikgus, the

fourteenth and the fifteenth; these are the two uposatha (days),

0 bhiksus.”

The word uposatha seems obviously to be taken in a sense more

limited here than in the older times, where three uposatha days were

admitted for one half-month. The ancient system, too complicated,

was being simplified.

The Babylonian sabbath had probably remained very near the

origins. It is directly inspired by the stages of the moon, the irregular

rythm of which it follows, with some unavoidable differences: 7 days

1/2; 6 3/4; 7 3/4; 7 1/2. One meets no difficulties
6 in ascribing the

Buddhist sabbath to au influence of the neo-Babylonian system. But the

difficulty arises when one tries to understand how the Babylonian

sabbath of four days a month, has become in India a system of three

days for a half-month. However, things grow clearer if one accounts

foi the fact that, in Yedic times, the full moon and the new moon

were already marked by religious rites and interdictions. 7 The

Babylonian system founded upon the stages of the moon, has been

added to an Indian system founded upon the half-month periods

(pak^a). The first result, prior to the later simplifications, was a

system of (i uposatha days for the longer months, which was reduced

6 1 have studied the problem of Babylonian influences over the civilization

of India in : La ville du Cakravartin
,

liocznik Orientalistyczny, 1929, t. 5,

pp. 105-185. To the bibliographical indications which are given in this article,

may be added: W. Kufel, Die Kosuiographie der Inder
, pp. 28-36; J. Przyluski,

V influence iranienne en Grece et dans Vlnde0 Revue de l’UniversiW de

Bruzelles, 1932; Le symbolisme du pi/isr de Sarnuth, in Melanges Linossier; C.

L. Fabri, Mesopotamian and early Indian art : Comparisons
,

in Melanges

Linossier; W. F. Abright and P. E. Dumont, “A Parallel between. Indie and

Babylonian Sacrificial Ritual'’ JAOS ., vol. 54, pp. 107-128. Moreover, the ques-

tion has been taken up, taking the researches of Heine-Geldern and Stutterlieim

into account, in the work of P. Mus, Barabudm
,
which the Bulletin de VEroh

Frm^.nise d }Extreme-Orient is publishing at present.

7 Cf. A. Hillebrandt, Ritual-Litteratur
, pp. 75, 111-114
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to 5 for the short ones. However, as high as it is possible to look

back in India, the uposatha system does not enjoy the same elasticity

as the Babylonian sabbath: the Buddhist sabbath is celebrated on

settled dates; it shows, up to a certain point, though not as freely as

the Jewish sabbath, a relative independence towards the stages of the

moon.

It can be objected that the observation of the lunar periods is

not unlikely to have given birih independently to the week system both

in Babylon and in India, so that the uposatha would not necessarily

come from a foreign origin.
K But if the uposatha had been inspired

to the Indians by the observation of the stages of the moon, the result

would have been different.

In fact, according to the Vedic custom, there were three or four

holy days in the lunar month: 1, 15, 10, 30, the last day missing in

the 29 days months. Out of these four holy days, 1 and 1G were

prat ipad, they marked the opening of the pak§a. The 15 and 30 only

were actually uposatha, '‘fast on the eve of the Soma sacrifice.

”

The Buddhists replace this ancient custom by the institution of a

triple uposatha for each pahaa

:

8, 14, 15. This is a positive revolu-

tion. Naturally the Buddhists, who have rejected the Vedic sacrifice

and extolled fasting and mortification, allow the uposatha<upa camtha

notion to prevail upon that of pratipad. The observance of the

pratipad has, however, survived in India in times after the Buddha,

as proved by the 5tli Pillar Edict of Asoka, and even by a text of the

8 Poacher has endeavoured to prove that the division of the lunar month

into four quarters is a natural fact, which can have happened spontaneously in

different places, (Vie vnncadischcn und hebdomadinchin Flisten und Wochen dcr

Hit trail (iriechen. iu Abhamll. Phil.-Hist. Klasae Sachs. Wissensch. Gesellsch.,

1003, t. 21, 4; Die Ilebdomudcnlehren dcr (Iriechisvhcn Vhdusoidten und Arzte
,

ibid., t. 24). Basing himself upon a work by Andrian, Vic Siebenzahl itn

(ieistlcsleben dvr Yiitkcr
,

(Mittheil. Anthrop. Gesellsch., Wien, 1001, t. 21,

pp. 225-274), lie believes to have strongly shaken the notion that the holiness of

the number 7 was due to the 7 planets, and therefore to the Assyro-Bnbylonian

astrology. But the facts stated above prove that the uposatha and the “Baby,

loniuu-sabbath” were not linked to the number 7.
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Pali Yinaya. Malta vagga I, 30, 4 marks a distinction between “meals

given each fort-night (pakkhikam

)

each uposatha day (uposathikam)

or the first day of each fort-night (pdfipadikain)."

In short, the Buddhists have maintained the two Yedic uposatha

of the 15 and of the 30, to which they have added in each pak§a 2

new days 8 and 14, thus reaching a total of C days for each month.

If they had considered the astronomical facts, that is to say the 4

stages of the moon, they would have added two days, and two days

only, to the two stages already marked hy the uposatha of the 15 and

30. Therefore, it seems likely that the neo-Babylonian system, based

upon the four stages of the moon, has superposed over the more ancient

Yedic system.

J. Przyluski
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ii

(S) Hindu converts to Islam (hiring Aurangzeb* s Reign.

The Annals of Auraugzeb’s reign furnish an interesting list of

Hindus who were converted to Islam. The proselytizing activity of

Aurangzeb seems to start about the year 1660 and remained unabated

till the end of his life. The following list has been compiled after an

exhaustive study of the original sources of his reign, more particularly

the news letters and the correspondence of the period.

Hari Ham Bhagat who had been converted to Islam in December,

1666 was given a daily allowance of As. - / 4/

-

only.

The next set of converts fared better. Surat Singh, Ram Das,

MnkurJvishor, and Chohan Kupa were given dresses of honour on Pith

February, 1667 ;
as also was Murari, a Khatri by caste, on May 4, 1667.

In April 1(>(»7 the cases of four revenue collectors (Qanungoes) were

brought up before the emperor. They had been dismissed for various

faults. On April 22, 1067, it was reported that they had expatiated

for their •short-comings by accepting the true faith whereupon the

emperor was pleased to order their reinstatement.

It seems to have soon become bruited abioad that conversion to

Islam was a sure method for covering all sins of omission and

commission.

On May 4, 1667, another Qanungo, Parmanand similarly embrac-

ed Islam and was thereupon honoured with the reward of a dress of

honour. On the same day, Mohan Dass Khatri was also similarly

honoured.

On September 5, 1669, Pra^ram and four others were reported to

have been converted to Islam.

On January 26, 1670, one Chanda submitted that he was a colla-

teral of Budli Prakasli, a Zamindar. If he be set aside and the

Zamimlari be assigned to Chanda, lie declared, lu* was willing lo

heroine a Muslim. Auiaiig/.eh was prepared to aecept this time-

Coniinued from p. 257 of vol. XII.

I.H.Q., SEPTKMHKR, 1936 2
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nerving convert., but the minister. Asad-ullah Khan, opposed this mani-

festly unjust deposition of an innocent Zamindar.

On January 20, 1070, one (iopi N'afh was converted to Islam, given

a daily allowance of seven rupees and named Aqil Muhammad.

Another attempt at conversion was made the same day. Bhupat

Singh requested that his brother Murari Dass he given the vacant chief-

tainship of Choki Garb. Aurangzeb at once used the occasion for

attempting a conversion and ordered that Murari J)a\s be made the

chief of Choki Garb if he accepted Islam. It seems that Murari Dass

resisted the temptation held forth to him.

A brother of the Zamindar of Dev Garb accepted Islam and was

given the name of Islam Yar. He wa> at once put into the possession

of the Zamindari, superseding the existing chief. A sister of his also

followed suit. We find that this estate at. last, served the purpose of a

bait for swelling the ranks of contemporary Muslims. Zorawar Singh

and Nhayam Singh were made joint chiefs of Choki Garli after I heir

conversion to Islam on 15 Ramadan of the sixteenth year of the reign.

On January 14, 1071, two Hindu conveits In Mam were presented

to the emperor who honoured them by bellowing lobes of honour on

them.

One Ganga Ram who had recently accepted Islam was si m i la i ly

honoured on August, 31, 1074.

Devi Chand, Zamindar of Mutiohar Bur had been dispossessed of

Iiis chieftainship and dismissed from his Mansih. On July 12, 10X1.

lie accepted Islam, whereupon he was re-tored to his rank of a com-

mander of 250 and also given back his estate.

On September 20, 1081, an order ,vas issued that all prisoners who

would accept Islam he set at liberty.

On October, 1.9, 1081, Tola Ram, a Ganiingo of Heugal was ipsiored

to his office and given robes of honour on li is conversion to Mam.

The other converts were Jairam (November 3, 1089); (iaj Singh

(October 10, 1092); Muhammad Ifayat (October 23, 1092); Sheikh

Abdulla (December 8, 1092); ('hand Blian (January 10, 1093); Nur-

ullah (January 11, 1093); Sarvan Sing (April 10, 10!)3).

On April 17, 1093 a Hindu convict was let oil on his being

verted to I-slain.

COll
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Nanhu was given a dress of Honour on October 23, 1693, Achna on

November 6, Ganga Rain on November 21, Jiwan, a blacksmith, Sahib

Itai, and Bhag Ram on December 3.

In the news-letters of the year 1094, many converts have been men-

tioned—Sulaiman, Jairam, Suratsingh, Chatar Singh, Shankerji and

Hem Raj, Jadun, Ramji, Baliaji, Muttaji, Harilaji, TTdairao, Bhikam,

Ganga Ram, Ram Rai, Hira, and Man Singh.

Dayant Rai, an erstwhile Qanungo of Sialkot, who had been dismiss-

ed sometime earlier, joined the ranks of the true believers and was

therefore reinstated to his former position on June 7, 1095.

The following conversions are mentioned in the news-letters of

dates given against each name

:

Gujar Mai and Ram Singh June 5, 1095.

Ghasi Ram and Bhikam Dass (May 23, 1095).

Monslia Ram (March 13, 1096).

Khandai Rao and Jagan Natli were made prisoners during the

course of an imperial expedition in the Deccan. They were converted

on May 27, 1700. Several converts are mentioned in the news-letters

for the year 1702. On 28th February, one Ghulam Muhammed; on

March 9, Ballu; on June 12, Nar Narayan; on November 17, a Maratha

Desmukh and a Hindu Chaudhri and on November 18, one Din Dar.

The news-letters for the province of Gujrat speak of the conversion

of several Hindus there in the years 4G and 47 of the reign.

The year 1703 yields many cases of conversions, Jodh Chaml’s

conversion is assigned to March 22, 1703. Nam Dev another convert

from Hinduism was appointed to the command of 400 on May 2, 1703;

Daulatmand Khan, on May 7. On May 10, 1703, an unsuccessful

attempt was made to convert Raja Saliu, Shivnji’s grandson,

on whose refusal Aurangzeh gave orders to Hamid-ud-din to

watch for a favourable opportunity. On May 14, however, Kesari

Singh was converted. The office of Qanungo seems to have provided

another convert on June 2G, when Bhim Raj, a former Qanungo of

Sialkot, was converted. On September 4, Jawala Natli was admitted

to the fold, two days later Jail Nath and others were converted. On the

15th one Muhammad Rashid a new convert is reported to have made

his appearance in the imperial court. In the month of November,
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several such cases were reported. Shiv Singh, a grandson of Raja

Kihhan Dass of Amroha, was converted and reappointed as the Musharaf

of Imtiaz Garh on September 10. Sheikh Ghularn Muhammad, a new

convert, figures in the news-letter of November 9. Shambhu Nath, a

Desmukh who was in prison got its doors opened by conversion to Islam

and was restored to his former office on November 22. Sheikh Husain

figures in the news-letter of November 30. In the month of December

many more cases were brought before the emperor. On December 9

Muhammad Wajih, who had once been Karam Singh, paid his respects

to the emperor in the open court. On December 25, Saadat Hand, son

of Rai Baikunth, an official in the revenue department, was honoured

by an imperial audience. Maluk Chand was admitted to the court on

December 29.

Lajpat, Amin and Fojdar of Ram Garh owed the State some money.

He could not make arrangements for its payment, and was therefore

imprisoned. While in prison the light of the true faith dawned on

him and he submitted that if he be released, he would accept Islam.

Orders were at once given for bis release. He was brought to the

imperial court and on January 15, 1704, the emperor personally

initiated him into the true faith. His delinquencies were forgotten and

his Mansib was increased from a commander of 250 to 400.

Maratha prisoners provided two more converts this year. After

the death of Raja Ram, some members of his family had fallen into

the hands of the Mughals. On January 24, 1704, a daughter of his

was married to Shamshair Beg. On March, 5, a daughter of

Sambhaji, who had probably been converted earlier to Islam after her

father’s execution wTas married to Faqir Muhammad.

Several Mansibdars of high ranks figure as converts from

Hinduism. Nek Nam who rose to acquire the title of a Raja is mentioned

in the news-letters of January 25, 1704. Dalawar, another convert is

spoken of as a commander of one thousand in the news-letter of June 17.

Shankarji, Zamiiular of Patuda, figures in the news-letter of an earlier

date, June 13.

As usual the ranks of Ihe Qanungoes provide some more converts.

Devi Chand, Qanungo of Sadhora, is mentioned as a convert on February

3, 1704, wdiereas Mayya Ram, Qanungo of Shamsabad, makes his ap-
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pearance as a convert towards the end of the year, on December 10,

1704.

Aurangzeb himself initiated into Islam Nahih Ram and several

others on November 4, 1704. I In September 4, 170-1, Dina Nath,

Kotwal of musketeers, was converted and' given the Muslim name of

Islam Yar.

Several other converts are mentioned in the news-letter of this

year. Gajput was converted on Febmary 7. lie was given an elephant

on May 11. His *ons seem to have soon followed I) is example and on

July 4, they figured as new converts in the court new*. Shambhu

Nath’s conversion is assigned to February 14. In March, Rhupat Rai

was converted to become Muhammad Ali. In May, Miraji became

Islam (ihalib and Khushal Cliand was also converted. In the Court

news-letter of June 18, Yudhraj’s conversion is mentioned, whereas Hal

Kishan and Vir Si ugh were converted on October 1(>. Fateh-Ulluh

•figures as a convert in the news-letter of December 14. Yash Kara

and a companion of his were converted on March 2(>, 1705.

On November ^(i, 1700, when operations against the .lats were

brought to a successful termination, Fateh Singh, son of Raja Ram,

was converted.

Original authorities other than the news-letters, however, mention

several other cases as well which may well he now detailed.

Lun Kuril was converted in the year 1705-1700 and given the name

of Abdul Latif.” 1

A letter of Aurangzeb recalls a very interesting case. Raja Islam

Khan was a convert from Hinduism, lie had, so Aurnngzeh declared,

promised to bring his mother, sister and seveial others into the true

faith before his conversion. ’Nothing probably was beard ol in tliis

connection later on. Aurangzeb therefore caused it to be known tbut

if his sister was willing to accept Islam, she would he married to a

grandson of the emperor. 22 *

Rao Gopal Singh of llatanpur was an imperial Mansihdar. lie

was accompanying Aurangzeb’s army in the Deccan and had left his

son, Ratan Singh, in the state. The son created trouble in the adminis-

221 Karmama-i-Jethmal
,

168. 222 Kalimut^JU’Ucr No. 10D.

Library ')%
};
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tration ami became a source of grave anxiety to his father. Gopal

Singh, thereupon, complained to the emperor ami submitted that his son

be recalled to the Deccan. Aurangzeh remained silent. To avoid the

consequences of his conduct, Katun Singh had become a convert through

the governor of Malwa, who put him in possession of the Mate. When

the father reached iii*. state at last, he found it in the occupation of

his Muslim son. (topal Singh then sought refuge v' i t ! » the Kami.

Naturally this preferment of lialarr Singh at, hi" convei^ion produced

a very strong etVeet. Many memheis of the younger generation among

the Rajputs saw therein an easy way of acquiring territory.-"'
1

A correspondent of Aurangzeh, to prove his zeal, reported that he

had persuaded a Hindu to accept the true faith and. probably sought

imperial permission for the puipo*e of bringing him to the court.

Aurangzeh wrote to him teplying that the best thing was to convert

him where ho was. Rut if that was ditlicult, lie might, take him to the

court of tlie provincial governor and convert him there. In any case

Aurangzeh compelled expedition." 21

Jnder Singh, Qanungo of Rasulpur, petitioned to the emperor that

lie was willing to be converted. The emperor, thereupon, ordered that

lie be granted a larger share in the proceeds of the rights vd

a (hinuiigo.-
2 -*

The Raja of Palamiui was ofteied better terms if he would accept

Islam. 226

Sobha Shankar Rhador\a became a convert and was given a suitable

gift.
227 A Deccauce was converted in ItitiO and given Rs. 100.

22S A

lliaudlniri of Alitnedabad was converted to Islam and was given

Rs. 2000/-. 22 " A daughter of Raja Anup Singh Ratlior was marrinl

to Muazzam. She was first brought to the palace and then*

converted. 8,1 '' Rislicn, Narain, sou of Raja Shiv Narayan of Km h Rilmr,

was admitted into the true faith while Aurangzelds armies were bu<y

in an expedition against his father.

22H A* nsklnt-i-1)(ll, nslni
}

l.'JOa, 1 15b. 22 l K si lima t , LoIUt N<>. .‘>"1

225 Aiiktlnt-i-AbniHjlri
,
Hompiir. 22<> Minnyir \ftnu7, l>55.

227 lbid.
y
567 . 228 Ibid., 5(>7.

229 lbid.
t
595 . 230 lb\d.

y
048 .
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Probably the most sensational ease of the reign was that of Netoji.

He was Sliivaj i \si commander-in-chief. When the Maratha Baja sub-

mitted along with Sambhaji, Netoji was given a command of 5000.

WJieii Shivuji escaped from Agra, Aurangzeb sent orders to Raja Jai

Singh to capture Netoji and to send him to the Imperial Court as

a prisoner. Raja, Jai Singh carried out his orders and Netoji was sent

to Agra. There lie seems to have been kept a close prisoner. At last

in tlie words of Abul Fazal Maimin', he sought release by embracing

Islam, though the official annalist would have us believe that he was a

willing convert, lie was thereupon liberated and given a mansib of

3500. 2,13 Later on he left the Mughal service and went hack to Shivaji.

There not only was he taken back into the Hindu fold. Shivaji exalted

him by giving him his own daughter in marriage. 233

In the tenth year of Aurangzeb
v

a reign Kondaji, unde of Netoji,

was also converted. 231

A s<m of (fokulu Jut was converted to Islam after his fat tier’s death

and lie became one of the most famous reciter of the Quran of his

days." 3 -’

On the North-Western Frontier some forty miles from Jalalabad,

the inhabitants were converted on the point of the bayonet. 236

A daughter of Amur Singh, chief of Manoluirpur, was, after being

initiated into the Muslim faith, married to prince Kam Bakhsh on

J uly :?«, Ki8a. MT

A daughter of the Raja of Apsas was married to Muhammad Azam

in the eleventh year. She also had been converted first.
238

A Hindu clerk killed the Muslim seducer of his sister. He was

compelled to become a Muslim. 23,1

‘Under the cover of the fact that the rulers are Muslims, they

persecute these poor idolators to the utmost and if any of the dat ter

become Muslim, it is in order uot to work any more.’ 24 '*

231 Alam {/Ir Xunu~i
}

688.

232 Khafi Khan, IT, 207; Of. Alumuh SCuhO
, 071, 072, & 0S7.

233 Mnrnfhi linjasut, 400, Khali Khan, II, 207. 204 Alunujlr Xiimu
,

1062.

235 Mtutsir-i-Alaniiihi
,
04. 236 Aitiib-i-Alamtjiri

,
107b.

237 Mmx i r-i-Ai* i mi f/7 rt ,
211. 230 Muusir-i-Alamylrt, 73.

230 Uernier, 131. 240 Tavernier, I, 391.
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Raja Kishan Singh and his son quarrelled. The son promised

to become a Muslim if upheld against his father. He became a Muslim

and later on cut the throats of all Muslims. 241

A letter, written by the President and the Council of Surat on

January 22, 1GG8, suggests a rather ingenius method of making converts.

The factors state that trade had been largely obstructed by the fierce

bigotry of Aurangzeb and his persecution of the Hindus. “If a

Muhammadan had no desire to discharge his debt to the Bani& and

if the Bania demanded the payment of the same, the Muhammadan

would lodge a complaint to the Kazi that he had called the prophet

names or spoken contumaciously of their religion, produce a false

witness or two, and the poor man was forced to circumcision and made

to embrace Islam. Several persons had been thus served to the great

terror of all This king not at all minding anything of his

kingdom gives himself wholly upon the converting or rather per-

verting the Banias.” 242 Forcible conversion of the Hindus at

Surat at last drove them to plans of migrating from Surat to Bombay.

The English, however, turned down their request. They dosed their

business at Surat and eight thousand of them marched on to Broach to

the emperor who was supposed to be there.
243 What became of their

appeal we do not know. The Rajazada of Rajauri became a muslim

and was named Lulmaif Allah (Tajikh-i-Kas Itmir
,
143;. Udai Raj, a

clerk of Raja Jai Singh, was converted to Islam and nicknamed as

Talih Yar (Hafi Anjaman, MS. f. la).

A study of these cases brings to light the several methods used

by Aurangzeb for the purpose of making converts. Whenever two

claimants to a property quarrelled, the most approved method of

proving one’s title was to become a convert. This provided the

most conclusive argument which nothing could upset. Of course the

recorded cases only refer to such important disputes as were brought

before the emperor. It is unlikely, however, that this ‘case made law’

of the emperor was not followed by the lower courts who had to deal with

ininor disputes. Thus worldly advancement was placed as a bait before

241 Manucci, III, 194.

242 English Factories, vol. XII, 284. 243 Ibid., vol. XIII, 191.
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likely candidates for conversion and it would not be unreasonable to attri-

bute a large number of conversion to this factor. Another method was to

make terms with the convicts or suspects. Whatever might be a man's

crime, he could expatiate for it by becoming a Muslim, ltebels thus

could wash off their rebellions, felons their felonies, whereas the minor

crimes of embezzlement and defalcation could be easily compounded for

by entry into the charmed circle of the faithful. Economic pressure was

also used frankly for the purpose of making converts. Tile Jizya hit

the poorest classes hardest and the Hindu traders paid higher taxes.

War was used as a convenient weapon for the purpose of extending the

faith and prisoners of war often swelled the ranks of the faithful. The

converts, whatever their earlier failings, were always Mire of a place at

the court, in the imperial secretariat, and in the revenue or the accounts

department. In certain cases ‘forcible conversions’ were also effected.

Popular Hindu and Sikh tradition ascribes mass conversions by

force to Aurangzeb’s leign. Of course it has heightened the colours

in the picture. Hut the examples quoted above prove that the emperor

made it a. part cf his imperial duty to encouiage conversion, personally

admit converts to Islam, and grunt favours to the initiated. Of the

converts it must be said that very few, if any, seem to have changed

their faith for religious reasons. Desire to escape civic disabilities

or woise, and acquire material benefits formed the motive force in most

cases. It may he argued that the religion which these converts shook

off so eaily must have been sitting very lightly on them. Hut the

history of the world contains a few martyrs and a host of trimmers.

Hindu India of Aurangzeb’s reign was no exception. The wonder is

not that su many were converted but that the vast majority of the Hindus

kept their faith amidst so many temptations and such persecution.

!) A umnyzcb and the Sikhs

Auraugzeb’s relations with the Sikhs raise some controversial

questions. When Aurangzeb entered upon the war of succession, (him

LLur Itai was the leuder of the Sikhs. After the battle of Samugarli,

Dara left for the Punjab and is said to have waited upon the Guru

whose admirer he had been .

344 The Guru promised him aid and actually

244 Sikh Iteligion, 801.

I.II.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1936 3
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brought together a body of Sikh soldiers for his help. But when

desertions began to take place among the alleged supporters of the un-

fortunate prince, the Guru also deserted him. 245

After his accession to the throne, Auiungzeb summoned the Guru

to answer for his conduct. 24* The Guru, however, refused to wait upon

the emperor in person but thought it politic to conciliate him by

sending his son llam llui to the couit.
247 He was accompanied by two

elders of the Sikh community so that lie may not deviate from the true

path'. Ham Hai so deported himself at the capital that the emperor

was very much pleaded with him. Whether this involved performing

miracles as Baklit Mai suggests24 * or interpreting a text from the Adi

Granth. to Aurangzeb’s satisfaction,
240

or both 250
is doubtful. Huthev

than be pleased at his son’s diplomatic conduct, Har Hai marked liis

disappioval thereof by disinheriting him and appointing his minor son

liar Kislian as his successor, liar Hai died on Karttika 9, Ergnapaksa,

1718 A.V. 251 (November, 1001).

liar Kislian succeeded his father, lie was yet a minor. Ham Hai

preferred his claim before the emperor and had the Guru summoned

to the court. Rather unwillingly the boy Guru was taken to the capital

by his followers. There he put up at the house of a faithful adherent.

But small pox claimed him as its victim and he died on Friday, Chet

4 bright fortnight, mi A.V. (9 April, 1005.)
252

Auiungzeb had meanwhile biven in Jugir the present site of Delira

Dun to Ham Hai. 2 ** 1 Here he built his temple and became the leader

of such Sikhs as were prepared to accept his authority, liar Kislian

had however left his disciples in a fix as to liis successor, lie had told

them that the Baba of Bakala would bo Jus successor. But there were

many Babas (descendants of Hie Gurus) in Bukala and each claimed

to be the successor designated. Togh Bahadur, a younger soil of Guru

liar Gohind and l)»e giaudlather of liar Kislian was at last accepted

Kliutasat-ul-Tatcarlkli
,

13. 21G Sikh Religion, 305, Ighaliiama.

2*17 lta klit Mai tolls us that the emperor called the Guru to the court because be

heard of his miracles Mb. 218 'I'uriklt-i-Nikhdn, 140.

210 Sikh liclu/ion, 300. 250 Sohan Lai.

251 llukht Mai, 15l>. 252 lbid.
y

IGa. 253 Ibid.
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as the ninth Guru. 234 After a life spent in journeying in various parts

of India, Guru Tegh Bahadur had settled at Kiratpur in the present

district of Hophiarpur in the Punjab. Here he seems to have been

arrested by imperial officials and brought to the capital. Aurangzeb

ordered his execution23 " on Maghar 5, bright half, 1732 (11 December,

1675).
237 This judicial execution has been attributed to various causes by

different historians. A Muslim writer attributes it to Tegh Bahadur’s

refusal to become a Muslim. 2 ' 7 Bakht Mai ascribes it to the Guru’s

refusal to perform a miracle2 8 and is borne out by the account given in

the biographies of the Gurus written by the tenth Guru Gobind

Singh. 239
It seems likely that the Guru wa* ariested as a man who

claimed to possess miraculous powers.

The execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur proved a baptism of fire.

It helped his son and successor Guru Gobind Singh in transforming

the Sikhs into fiery warriors as they proved themselves in the

eighteenth century. But for several years after Guru Tegh Bahadur’s

execution, the emperor, who had left for the south in 1680, left the

Sikhs alone. Then towards the end of the year 1693 Aurangzeb heard

that Guru Gobind Singh was claiming to be an incarnation of Guru

Nanak. He issued an order on November 20, 1693 that the Guru be

admonished. 260 This does not seem to have produced much effect. It

was soon reported to the emperor that the Sikhs had caused a good deal

of disturbance round Lahore and. a general order for their massacre was

issued. 241

A Sikh at Agra threw a stone at the emperor while he was retaining

from his Friday prayers in the public mosque. The Sikh was

arrested 262 and must have been subsequently punished.

In the Sarkar of Sirhiml a temple of the Sikhs was demolished

to give place to a mosque. The Sikhs in their own turn pulled down

204 Khalasat-ul-Tam'u #/.-/*
,

70. 250 Ib'al.

250 Haklit Mai, 17a.

257 Quoted in the hifrr Mmjhals
,

p. 7 In.

258 JSaklit Mai, 17a. 25!) riff fra Nubik, Cli. V. Cl'. Trump, 708.

200 News better dated November 20, 1093. 201 A h /, a m-i-Alainylri.

202 Mansi r-i-Alam •fill, 153.
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the mosque aud killed the Imam who had been appointed to lead the

faithful in their prayers. 2 *8

Further trouble from the infidel *worshippers of Nanak’ was

apprehended and orders were sent by Lutaf Khan, soq of Asad Khan,

to Khudayar Khan to send his contingent under his son to help. Khwaja

Husain Khan who had been appointed to put an end to the Sikh

disturbances. 2 * 4

The battle of Chamkaur is also spoken of in one of Aurangzeb’s

letters when artillery from Sirhind was ordered to be mobilised for the

imperial attack thereon. 245

When prince Muazzam was appointed the governor of Multan in

1G9G, some understanding seems to have been arrived at between the

prince and the Sikli Guru. The prince arranged that the Guru be left

alone, and the Guru also made up his quarrel with the Mughal Govern-

ment, advising his followers to pay unto Caeser what was his ilue.
2^*

When the Guru was at last compelled to leave Anandpur

two of his sons fell into the hands of the Muslims. They w’ere

asked to embrace Islam and on their refusal they were buried alive

in a wall of Sirhind. This laid the foundation of another feud between

the Sikhs and the Mughnls which was later on made use of by Ihuidn so

successfully against Aurangzeb’s successors.

Some time after this 20,000 Sikhs were killed while they were

going to the country of Barkzai Afghans. Their Muslim escort fell

on them in co-operation with other Muslim fanatics. We do not know

the circumstances which compelled the Sikhs to leave the Punjab and

go to the rugged districts on the frontier. It might have been due to

the persecution by their Muslim rulers in the Funjab.

Aurangzeb issued orders to prince Shah Alam to imprison the

Sikhs and expel them from the districts under his commands. 267

Thus, though later on the Guru made peace with Aurangzeb, his

reign bequeathed a relation of hostility between the Sikhs and the

Mughal Government. The Sikhs handed down the bitter memory of

263 Ahhum-i-XlamglrT.

265 Alika m-i-Alamg iri.

267 Kalimat, 2a.

264 Insha -

.

1/(7<1horCi

m

,
83 .

206 Yuifia Sutali, Ch. XI I, Inst part.
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the execution of the ninth Guru and the burying alive of the tenth

Guru’s two sons.t

t After some time the Muslims arrested Guru Arjun os a Kafir. His head

and feet were put into a press and he was then entrusted to the river. He dis-

appeared into the jaws of the river. He remained the Guru for twenty-four

years and nine months. He died on 4th Jaith, bright half, Friday.

After Guru Arjun his son Har Gobind became his successor. In order to avenge

himself for his father’s execution he began girdling two swords. On his Guruship

his followers became very piously inclined towards him. Whosoever became

his disciple brought horses and arms as an offering. His followers also began

wearing arms.

The dust of quarrel arose between the Udasis and the Muslims. It is said

that they took the meat that was forbidden. Some say this is wrong. Someone

asked the Guru, “Why do you wear two swords?” He answered “One is foi

revenging my father’s death on the Muslim, the other for continuing the miracle

working power of the saints and prophets.” His wife was named Nanaki. Baba

Gurditta, Tegli Bahadur, Ani Rai, Atul Rai and Surat Singh were his sons.

Ani Rai and Atul Rai died childless. Surat Singh and Tegh Bahadur took

refuge in the northern mountains during the life time of their father, being

driven thereto by their enemies. Baba Gurditta left two children, Dhiraj Mai

and Har Rai. Har Govind remained the Guru for thirtvone j’ears, six months

and two days. He died on 10th Chait, bright-half, 1G95 A.V.

After Har Gobind, his grandson Har Bai sat on the throne of Khilafat. He

lived independently. He had a wife from a gentle family Tarheni by name. She gave

birth to a son who was called Har Ivishan. Another son was called Ram Rai.

When Aurangzeb hoard of the Guru's miracles, he summoned him to his presence.

It is said that the Guru excused himself and sent Ram Rai. He told him to

keep the secret (of his power). When Ram Rai came before Aurangzeb, he

seated him on a well which had been covered on but looked like floor. There

was water underneath. He was not however injured. Aurangzeb was taken

aback by this and gave a decent place for his stay. It is said that in order to

tost him, the Sultan sent a sheep for him to oat. He took it and sent a quarter

to the spiritual guide of the Sultan. Another day the Sultau asked for the

sheep. Rani Rai had not thrown away the skin and the bones of the sheep. Ho

prayed for its life. The sheep rose on its three legs. The Sultan asked him

“where is the fourth?” He answered “In the stomach of your spiritual guide.”

When the Sultan saw his power to work miracles, he sent him away and gave

him a jagir in the plateau of the Srinagar (Garhwat) mountains. Though the

Guru withdrew his blessing from this group, his seat has become today the

place of worship of all. As lie had opened his shop of miracles before the

Sultan and disregarded the advice of his father, Bhai Kalyana and Bhni Gurasal,

who had accompanied him by his father’s order to see that he did not leave the
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(10) Suppression of Heresy

Aurangzeb undertook to act as the guardian of the true faith and

naturally strained every nerve to put down whatever he thought was

unlawful.

straight path, found that they had no weight with him and were not respected.

Both of them left him and came to the Guru. Thoy told him their history. He

honoured both of them. Having placed his younger son, Har Kishan, ou

the honoured scat lie died on Saturday, 9th Kartik, dark-half, 1710 A.V.

In Makhowal Guru Har Rai’s son Har Kishan who was only six became his

successor. It is said that he also was called to his court by Aurangzeb. The Guru

said, “I will not see the face of a Muslim.” His disciple seated him in a palanquin

and brought him to Delhi, so that he may live there. When the rumour of his

arrival in Delhi spread, some persons brought it to a Khatri who was closely

allied to the family of the Guru. He said that the Guru was yet a minor and

therefore had no reason to come to Delhi. It was exaggerated. He said that if it was

true, the Guru would himself come to his house. While this discussion was going

on, the Guru’s cavalcade reached his house with all honours, ho was taken into

the house and served well. On Friday, 4th Chait, bright-half 1712, he died of

small pox. He did not see the face of a Muslim. While he lay dying, hie dis-

-ciple^asked-him whom they should declare as his successor as he left no one of

his own race. He said, “Take the Baba of Bakala.” Bakala is a village near

the Bari Doab. He remained Guru for 2 years, 5 months, and 19 days.

His disciples who had been set a riddlo by the Guru about his- successor

began to search for him. The village of Bakala included many sons of the race of

the Guru. They began to ask each other: “The Guru appointed the Baba as

his successor. There are many Babas here. Whom shall we elect as our Guru?”

One of them said, “I have vowed Its. 500 to the Guru. Whomsoever among these

descendants of the Guru would demand this sum of me would be tho person fitted

to adorn the seat of the Guru.” All agreeing, a day was fixed. All the des-

cendants of the Guru were summoned and presents were offered to them. When

the turn of the man who had made the yow came, Guru Tcgh Bahadur who was

present among those receiving the offerings, caught hold of his hand and demanded

to know why after promising a larger amount he was paying less. The disciple

thereupon called all of them together and told them ho had discovered the man

for whom they had been looking. Here wu» trie Baba of Bakala. He paid Guru

Tegh Bahadur the promised amount and with the consent of all seated him

on the seat of the Guru.

When tho turn of Guru Tegh Bahadur came, his faithful disciples came to

his help and increased his influence. He used to live a hard life. He was how-

ever very independently inclined. Whatever his disciples brought to him, he

spent and kept nothing for hipoself. His wife’s name was Gujari and his dear
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The Boliraa were divided between the Suimits and tbe Shias. From

time to time the Sunnis had sought the help of the state in order to

bring tbe erring Shias to the true faith. Aurangzeb issued an order

tor the appointment of Sunni Amams and Muazzans in their mosques.

Most of them seem to have conformed2** to the order but the rest

kept their faith secret .

2 * 0

The Khojas received his attention next. Their leader Suyyid

Sliahji was ordered to the court. lilt tiler than face the irate emperor

lie poisoned himself wli'/le on the way. llis minor son, who was only

twelve, was taken to the court. J Lis followers however accused the

governor of the province of (iujerat of having poisoned their leader

and marched on to Ahmedubad for seeking redress against the governor.

The Fojdar of Bharoch did not allow the use of the boats across the

Narbada. They took possesion of the boats by force and made

themselves masters of the fort of Bharoch. The local Fojdar sought

help from his neighbours but they did not succeed in expelling the

sectarian rebels. The emperor therefore ordered the provincial

governor to take the fort by assault. Even his efforts were unavailing

soli was called Gobind Singh. In a short time he acquired- mastery over all

subjects. When Aurangzeb heard about the Guru, lie summoned him to Delhi from

Lahore. He was brought to Delhi. He did not mind the troubles in the way ami

travelled with an easy mind. When ho reached Delhi, his disciples came and

gave valuable offerings. The Guru did not accept anything. When the Sultau

heard of liis open-haudodness, he was upset und requested him to perforin a

miracle. The Guru said, “Miracle is the head of the lovers. Place the sword

on my neck.” The emperor was angry at these words and ordered his execution.

Tlie Sikhs say that the executioner felt himself incapable of touching the head

of the Guru. Dy Guru’s order a Sikh who was in utteudunce, carried away his

head.

A liberty loving faqir happened to pass where the corpse of the Guru lay

and said, “The Sultan has not done well. Such things would load to great re-

bellion, and Delhi would become entirely desolated.” The Sikhs brought his

head to Anandpur and kept it. The body was cremated at Uikab Gun]. The

places of execution, of cremation and the burial of the head have become places

of pilgrimages for the Sikhs. This happened in 1732, in the month of Maghar, the

fifth day of the bright-half.

(Translated from ISakht MaVs History of the Sikhs)

268 Mlrdt, I, 203. 269 Mir&t
,
supplement, 110.
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till he succeeded in surprising the besieged. However the imperialist*

had to pay dearly for their success. This probably happened in

1101 A. II.
270

Manned mentions that one Qumir was beheaded by Auranzeb’s

orders on account of his writing a work with Christian tendencies which

none of his Muslim divines could refute. Another youngman is said

to have been similarly beheaded.* 7
* A I’aqir who claimed to be the Cod

was executed in 1094. 273

Shaft, a Muslim, would not acknowledge Muhammad as the prophet

of (iod in tlie usual orthodox way. lie was theiefore beheaded.

llu>uin Malik was beheaded for disrespectful languages towards

tlie prophet’s companions. 273

In 1(>09 he stopped the celebration of the Muliarram as well.274

Heretic Practices

A Portuguese who had at fiist been converted to Islam and then

reverted to his own Christian faith was beheaded as an apostate.

Diwan Mohammed Tahir was executed for using un-becoming language

towards the first three Khalils. Mir Hasan came to Kashmir in 1091

A. 11. During the Muliarram lie held an assembly and on account

of clouds became guilty of breaking the fast before the sun had

actually set. Mir Hasan was thereupon expelled to Kashmir. 27 ’’

Ali Niihindi used to drink. When remonstrated against, he declared

that he was guilty equally with the angels.

His invasion of Bijapur and Golkoiula was also partly ascribed to

his hat led of the JShia kingdoms. Of course this lie had inherited from

his lather who had made demands upon the Hcceaiiese princes

to promulgate Sunnism in their territories. Matters were com-

plicated partly on account of the ascendancy which the Hindus had

acquired here in the administration. 277

When ttarmad, a famous Sufi, had reached Delhi from Hyderabad

towards the end of Shah jahun’s reign, Dara Sliikob ha! sought bis

‘270 Miolt, I, 323, 321 271 Maiiucci, IV, 118, 110, 120, 121.

272 News Letter, dated July 7, 1001. 273 TariMi-i-Kitxhniir
,

1(15.

271 Khali Khan, II, 213, 214. 275 Tarikk-i-Kathmir, 165.

270 Ibid., Khurdnu-i-'Amra , 328. 277 Mauucci, III, 188.
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company nml paid Irm many mark*; of lespect. lint when Anrangzeb

came to flit* throne, the things took a different turn. Karmad cried out

“whoever gained the knowledge of 11 is secret became able to annihilate

distance. The Mulla says that the prophet ascended the heavens,

Sarmad declares that the heavens came unto the prophet.” The

Mullah now found its opportunity." 7 '1 Sarmad had not denied

the ascension of the prophet as Prof. Iladinn seems to imply in his

article on Sarmad.* 1

7

‘
>

lie wrote verses in praise of the prophet.

Aurangzeh sent the chief (Jazi to Sarmad to question him about his

nudity. Sarmad explained it by dechuing that the devd had the upper

hand. 11 is answer was so worded as to otfend the theologian h\ a

pun on his name. Hut this in itself was not enough. Sarmad wn<

summoned to the royal couit and asked to repeat the whole of the

Muslim creed. Sarmad wont so far as to declare that then' is no (hid.

When asked to lepeat the rest he said his lealizatioii went no further.

So now he was condemned to he executed. When the exeeuiiouei

brought forth his axe for his hateful task, Saimad welcomed it crying

“I know you in whatever form, you caie to come” and embraced death

like a martyr. His contemporarily associated many miracles with his

death and his tomb is still venerated as that of a great saint .

~

Ml

Another scholar who felt the wrath of the emperor was Mulla

Shah Padakhshi. lie was a disciple of Mian Mir. lie rose to acquire

great reputation as a teacher and mystic. Shah Julian and Daia res-

pected him very much. Shall Julian used to exclaim, ‘There are two

empeiois in India, Mulla Shah and myself.' lie was however too

independent to give in to wordly considerations, lie always met Shah

Julian while standing in order not to have to pay him any honours.

When Aurangzeh came to the thione he sent for him on the instigation

of some of the couitieis who were opposed to Dara. 2 " 1 Mullah Shah was

in Kashmir and refused to leave his pleasant abode at the Royal Spring

in Srinagar. The emperor Jiowuvcr wrote jo the governor who at hisl

prevailed upon him to answer the royal summon'. Fiom Lahore he

27H Mlmf-ul-Khutjyiil, p. 101 ;
/htbixtu n-i-MnzOhih , *212, 2-13.

270 Jubimic ( uUui?, Vol. VII, G7U.

2W1 A unt tujzi b Knwii, Mhoi-ul-K lm ityol, 101, 10*2; lliaz-vx-tih u'til ;

T<lal,li-i-Kashmir, 172; Jfcrnicr, 317. 2X) TihUli-i-Knslunir, ICI, 102.

I.II.O., NKH’KMIIKK, 1JW» 4
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sent a chronogram of an emperorV accession. Tlie emperor was very much

pleaded thereat and allowed him to live at Lahore. The verses how-

ever hole two meanings, lie died in Lahore in 107‘J and was buried

near the grave of his guide Mian Mir. Mullah Shah was a great writer

and wrote a commentary on the (Jui'nn as well."*”

Say \ id Ni’mat Allah was aLo summoned from Bengal. He had

been on good relation- with Shah Shujnli. He refused tc obey 1 lie loyal

command. Fearing worse, his -on placed him in a boat which was

about to leave when another order came cancelling the previous

summons.

-

Shaikh Muhih-Allnh of Allahabad aLo inclined royal displeasure

fm one of his works. Fortunately he had parsed beyond the royal reach.

His disciples were called upon to explain their teacher’s heretic

opinions. One of them thought it Lc-l to disavow his master. Another,

Shaikh Muhammad acknowledged that lie was a disciple of his master

hut lie regretted that lie had not attained to the position of his master

and could not therefore either fully expound his maker’s work or

prove it as orthodox." 81

The emperor’s orthodoxy could irot stand even a good poet.

Shadman wrote some verses which pleased the empeior. Hut in order

to save the soul of the poet he made him renounce the muse. 28 '’

So great was the emperor’s hatred of this ‘useless calling* that

Qassi ’Abdul Aziz very neaily secured the dismissal of another theologian

hv suggesting th*at the seal of his office was a foot of a verse. The

accused had to convince the empeior that lie had nothing whatever to

do with such an objectionable art as poetry.*** On account of this dis-

respectful language, be was ordered to be beheaded.

But even Aurangzeb could not remain safe from the targets of

the theological lawyers. The chief (Jazi refused to read the Khutba

in Aurangzeb’s name as long as Shall Jahan was alive and lost his

job. A time server from Uujrat was brought forward who claimed to

convince the already convinced emperor that the course he had adopted

was ‘lawful’. 287 Karlier still, one of these had refused to bless his

282 Mlnl luij/inll, 177> to 178. 28,1 lhhl., 19o, 196.

284 Ihitl ., 22G, 227. 285 Ihiil., 209.

286 lhitl., 238, 239. 287 Tavernier, I, 3oO; MlMl-i-Ahamtll l, 218
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banners when he started on the war of succession."
1"4 When he went to war

against Bijapur and Golconda some of them again piolested and

resigned. 289

A quarrel between the (Jazi of Lahore and the governor of the

Punjab made the former lose his life and the latter his office.
298 One of

the governors was so much upset by the privileged position occupied by

the clergy that on hearing the report of the Mughal difficulties in the

south, he suggested that the clergy be requested to use their spiritual

powers. 291

Aurangzeb thus tried to accomplish the impossible task of serving .

Mammon and God alike. lie continued ruling over a vast empire and

tried to serve liM God as well. Unfortunately for him, the Muslim tra-

dition of government, had never had to deal with a* vast majority of non-

Muslim subjects who could not be easily converted. Still more unfortu-

nately he refused to take notice of Akbar’s practices because be regarded

them a- innovations. The result was that the comprehensive state of

Akbar’s reign gave place to the Muslim state of pre-Akbar days. With

ibis change in its stvucuue it is not surprising that it shared the same

t'rte. The pie-Akbar Muslim state in India had no hold on the vast

majority of its subject if whose active loyalty it had never been aide to

secure. Naturally three centuries of Indian history (1194 to 1520) had

seen the iNe aud the fall of several Muslim dynasties in Delhb the

Ghoris, the Slaves, the lvhiljis, the Tughlaqs, the Kayyids and the

Lodis; Their average life had not been more than sixty years.

Aurangzeb could hope to fare no better, llis religious policy lost him

the active loyalty of his Hindu subjects. As under the Sultanate they

were not concerned what particular label tbe ruling dynasty bore. They

ceased to be interested in the fate of their rulers as they knew that it

would make no difference to them. Auraiigzeb thus destroyed the raison

d'etre of the Mughal dynasty.

2SS TtUiUi-i’Ka*hniu\ 1

•JS',1 Khali Khan, II. Slit. 200 1[ '
£57

.
a!i8 -

_H
)1 Ihiil ||, -Jill, 217. 1'ur the privileged position of the theologians at

the court of Atmuigxeb, cf. A n vi m, 1075-76. .1. K. Ileconls, VI, ‘2U0, 261. News

J -offers (Provincial Series, (iujornt) year Hi, Khali Kliiiii, If, -111, -Mo.
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Hut all this happened in the seventeenth century. Aurangzeb was

no wor<e than the cavalier parliament in England which passed the

Clarendon Code. II is legislation lagged far behind that manifestation

of the collective \vi>dom of the English at that time, lie did not inter-

fere with the celebration of' private religious worship of his Hindu

subjects. He did not forbid their priests teaching Hindus. He did not

exclude them from the public sendees.

Aurangzeb erred in common with the most of the contemporary

1 ulers of the world. If hi> church was that of a minority, so was the

Protestant ehuich in Ireland. If he levied the Jizya on the majority

of his subjects, the preponderant majority of t lie Homan Catholics in

Ireland went on paying the tithes foi the support of the alien Protestant

Church legally till t lie thiities of the nineteenth century but virtually

till ISliT. For almost everything that be did, be could find an excuse

in the state policy of bis times.

Hut be bad less of an excuse for depul ting from the path shown by

Akhnr. Elsewhere the state bad not outgrown its thraldom of the church

and treated the aliens in the state church as aliens iu the state as well.

This of course was the result of the fact that the state had been nursed

in its early stages by the church and there bad been a do,>e

alliance between the two. As Eroude said, at that time when

men fjtiamdled about religion they <|iiai relied about e\ervihing

else. Toleration wa> supposed to lie dangeioii- io the >afety of the

country. Hut Akhnr had shown lieu* in India that a policy of religious

toleiation win far from being dangerous to the -tate. ft had really

consolidated the Mughal stale in India. Willi that demoiHrat ion he.

fore him, when Aurangzeb embarked upon a policy of religious perse-

cution iu India, lie allowed the religious fanatic to get the upper band

of (be king. He loseinhied theicin Cbailes X of France who tried to

make tbe state priest-iidden with the >aine, disastrous cherts on his own

foi tunes. Aurangzeb had not the English Puritan's excuse for his

religious policy. If Cromwell persecuted the Anglicans it was partly

because they were dangerous to the slate. Aurangzeb bad no such

suspicions, let alone fears.

Sin Him Shahmx
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ii

In an article published in the Indian Historical Quarterly

(October, 1935) I traced the relations between the Sultans of Delhi and

their nobles down to the year 1320 A.D., when Khusrav Khan was

defeated and killed by Ghazi Malik. The throne of Delhi was left

vacant, and there was no claimant whose title was ba 5ed on hereditary

right. It was only natural to expect that Ghazi Malik, the victorious

general, would step into the place of the man whom he had overthrown.

IT is conduct1 at this crisis, however, was rather unexpected. He did

not assert his claim
;

he declared that it was for the ‘nobles of the

State* to decide the question of succession. Whether he felt assured

that, the decision would naturally be in his favour we do not Know;

but he appears to have been far more magnanimous than his prede-

cessors. 2 lie requested the nobles to bring ‘any son of our patron's

blood*, and, if ‘no scion of the royal stock* had survived, to raise to

the throne borne worthy and proper person' to whom he himself would

gladly pay his allegiance. The nobles “unanimously replied that the

usurpers, had left no scion of the royal stock in existence*, and declared

that there was no one besides Ghazi Malik (the man wrho had been ‘a

barrier to the Mughal’s and had “delivered the Musalmans from the

yoke of Hindus and Parwaris”) who was “worthy of royalty and fit

to rule." It is not iucorrect, therefore, to say that Ghazi Malik owed

his throne to the election by the nobles. The rCde of the nobles as

king-makers was in very few instances brought to so clear a relief.

Both parties acted properly, and that is the reason why Ghazi Malik's

elevation excited “no jealousy among the nobles who had formerly been

his equals.*'
3

1 Barani, Elliot and Dowson, vol. Ill, pp. 228-229.

2 Sir Wolseley Haig (Cambridge History of India
,

vol. Ill, p. 120) says

that Ghazi Malik was proclaimed king after ‘a decent profession of reluctance’,

but he does not account for this ‘decent profession of reluctance’ on the part of

a man who had no rival. 3 op. cit.
f p. 127.
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The man who owes his throne to the nobles must necessarily

devote the resources of the State to satisfy them. We are told that

all nobles and officers of his predecessors were confirmed in their posses-

sions and appointments. 4 He rewarded “all those whom he had

known and been connected with, and all those who in former days

had showed him kindness or rendered him a •service.”

5

A policy of

conciliation was undoubtedly called for, but this system of dividing

the spoils of victory weakned the monarchy and strengthened and

emboldened the nobility.

It is unnecessary for our present purpose to discuss tbe vexed

question whether Gliiyas-ud.dm Tughluq Shah’s death was due to an

accident or to a deliberate conspiracy engineered by his rou and

successor. It is enough to note that his eldest son, Muhammad, on

whom he had already bestowed a royal canopy and whom he had

declared his lieir-apparent, 0 succeeded him.

The strange history of the reign of Muhammad Tughluq" is

generally well-known. We may note one interesting point in con-

nection with his attitude towards the nobility. The numerous revolts

which broke out during his reign were mostly due, so he thought,- to

the readiness of ‘the foreign amirs’ to “join any one for the sake of

disturbance and plunder.” He decided to entiust the delicate task

of suppressing them, not to the members of the old nobility who enjoyed

an independent political and social position, hut to men of obscure

origin whose career depended upon the favour of the Sultan. 9 One

‘Aziz Himar, on whom Barani bestows such uncomplimentary epithets

as ‘base-born’ and ‘vile whore-son’, was placed in charge of Dhar and

4 Barani, Elliot and Dowson, vol. Ill, p. 229.

5 Op. it., p. 230. 6 Op. oit., p. 230.

7 For his attempt to have his 'title confirmed by the Khalifah, see the

present writer’s article on ‘The Islamic Kingship in Tndia’ in Presidency College

Magazine
,
April, 1936.

8 I follow Sir Wolseley Haig (Cambridge History of India

,

vol. Ill, p. 127)

in regarding Tughluq’ as a tribal name.

9 Barani (Elliot and Dowson, vol. Ill, p. 253) says, “ I have often

heard him (i.e., the Sultfin) speak with contempt of low-born, mean men Now

when I see him promoting and honouring low and unworthy persons, I am lost

in amazement.”
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Mftlwa. 10 There he beheaded “about eighty of the foreign amirs and

chiefs of the soldiery”, and for this achievement lie was rewarded

b,v tlie Sultan with “a robe of honour and a complimentary letter.”

Jtnruiil remarks, “This slaughter of the foreign amirs, of Dhalr, on the

mere ground of their being foreigners, caused those of Deogir, and

Gujarat, and every other place to unite and to break out into

insurrect ion.” 11

We have two contemporary authorities foi the history of the reign

of Finns Shah. Barani relates the story of the first few years of the

reign. Shams-i-Siraj ‘Afif continues the story for the entire reign,

but. his account of the last years of the Sultan’s life is far from com-

plete. Yaliiya bin Ahmad Sirhindi, the author of TarlkhA-Mubarak

Shiihi, “supplements* the meagre information of Afif from about 13SI)

onwards.

”

,a llis story includes facts which “were evidently remem-

bered in his time, but were forgotten when, a century and a half later,

the historians, of Akhar’n time wrote their accounts of the so-called

l*athan period. 13

In an article published in Indian Culture (July, 1935) I have

dealt with the disputed question of Flriiz Shah’s succession, 14 and I

have >hown leasons 1o believe that l'Trux Shah was nominated by

Muhammad Tughluq as his successor15 and pressed by the nobles to

ascend the throne. 16

It is interesting to note that Flruz Shah tried to create a here-

ditary military clips. The contemporary observer, ‘Afif, says that he

promulgated an order to the following effect: “When u soldier grows

old and incapable, his son shall succeed him as his deputy; if he has

no son, his son-in-law and failing any son-in-law, his slave shall

In Ihiruni, Klliot u ml Dmvson, vol. lit, p. 252. 11 Oyi cit.

12 Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar, Forcuard to K. K. Basu’s translation of Tuiltch i-

MtilnuCik Slu'ihi. 13 Oy. cit .

14 Sir Wolscloy Haig <.//i\l.V, July 11)22, pp. II05-72, and Cambridyv. History

<>j India, vol. Ml, pp. I7J-1) lias tried to show that Firiiz Shah had an extremely

doubtful title to the throne. 1 have examined' his arguments in my article

referred to above.

15 The story of nomination i* given by Baruni, NizaiiMid-din, Budaonl and

Firishta.

10 Sir Wolscloy Haig accepts this point.

i.u.u., sm»TKMUEK, 1930 5
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represent him .” 17 Such a system might create a tradition and secure

efficiency, but its inevitable effect was to strengthen the great nobles to

whom the loyalty of the soldiers was then primarily due.

Towards the close of his reign Firuz Shah', broken down by grief 1 "

as well ns by ‘age and infirmity*, seems to have left his Wazlr, Kliuu-i-

Jahan
,

19 in ‘absolute* authority over all affairs of State .* 0 Un-

fortunately, however, “enmity 21 broke out between the minister and

Prince Muhammad Khan, afterwards Sultan Muhammad Shall

.

Their dissensions were the cause of great trouble and disaster to the

country.”” Once again a powerful minister took advantage of the

weakness of the Crown and tried to usui*p a position to which no minister

can legitimately lay any claim, lie ‘falsely* accused the heir-ap parent

of a ‘design against his father’s life*, included, some other
•
prominent

nobles23—apparently Jus personal enemies—in this alleged conspiracy,

and induced the old Sultan to give ‘credit to the accusation.* Hut the

Prince succeeded in regaining father's confidence and in removing

his enemy from the exalted position which he had been enjoying.

These events led to the abdication of Flriiz Shall and the accession

to the throne of the Prince, who assumed the name of Nasir-ud-dln

Muhammad Shall and “caused the K hoot ha lo be read both in his own

name as well as in that of his father .*** 1 This instance is really

17 Elliot and Dowson, vol. Ill, p. 341).

18 Owing to tho death of his eldest son, ‘Futteh Khan’. Briggs, It inc of

Muhammadan l*ower
f

vol. I, pp. 435, 401.

U) Briggs, vol. 1, pp. 4*37-8. Barani (Elliot and Dowson, vol. Ill, pj>. 307-71)

points out that ilia father, hearing the same title, had served Firfi/. Shall us

Wazir during tho earlier part of his reign. Ho was originally a Hindu.

20 This ‘absolute’ authority was maintained by crushing the opposition of

the recalcitrant nobles “by all possible means.” (Iv. K. Basil, Tarlhlk-i-Mnhiiivli

Shdhi, p. 143). Barani (Elliot aud Dowson, vol. Ill, p. 371) says that “tho Sultan

committed all the affairs of tho kingdom to his charge.”

21 Briggs, vol. I, pp 458-9. K. K. Basu, op. cit.
f pp. 143-4.

22 Barani, Elliot and Dowson, vol. JIT, p. 371. Compare the enmity between

Malik Kafiir and Prince Khizr Khan.

23 One of them was /afar Khun, the late governor of Gujarat.

24 Briggs, vol. I, p. 459. iv. K. Basu, op. vit.
f pp. 144-6.

23 Except Kaiqubfid, whose father was governor of Bengal when he became

Sultan.
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unique, for no other Muhammadan Prince of Delhi23 assumed royal

dignity during the life-time of his father. But the young monarch

soon “gave himself up entirely to pleasure,” and the nobles, the

customary guardians of the State, sought to transfer the responsibility

of sovereignty to abler hands. The course of events during this crisis

cannot be exactly determined
,

20 hut the conflict ended as a result of the

intervention of the people of' the capital, who “brought out the old king

in his palankeen, and placed him down in the stieet, between the com-

batants. ” Films Shah again resumed his full authority. He, however,

felt himself unequal to the task on account of his age; and, “at the in-

stance of the household troops ,

”

27 he placed his grandson, Prince Ghiyas-

tid-din, a son of his eldest sou, Fateh Khan,2” upon thejhrone .

29

The reign of Ghiyas-ud-din was very brief, for the nobles, “together

with the household tloops," put him to death for his addiction to

luxury and neglect of the affairs of State .’
10 The weakness of the Crown

again installed the nobles on the seat of power,

11 and they utilised the

20 Yahiyii hin Sirliindi (K. K. Basu, p. 140), wliosa version is preferable,

isays that tho nobles were “stirred up by the opposition shown by Malik

SaniiV-iul-dlu and Malik Kamal-ml-din, set themselves up in opposition to the

prince, and joined themselves to Finis Shall.” Bndnoni (vol. I., Hanking, p. 338)

says that Niisir-ud-din Miiliainimul Shah’s soldiers, “by* reason of their enmity

and jealousy against SannV-ud-Diu and Kumal-u.l-DIn who were the protvgva

o l Muhammad Shall, set themselves in opposition to them.” Kirishtu (Briggs,

vol. I, p. M\()) says that the displeased nobles espoused the cause of Princes

Bahn-ud-din and Kamal-ud-din. Two things seem to bo clear: In the first

place, there was a movement against Na.xir-ud-din Muhammad Shah; secondly,

tho nobles, supported by the army, were responsible for it.

27 Another instance of the intervention of the army in succession disputes.

28 He died a few years ago.

29 Briggs, vol. 1, p. 401. Had the Sultans and nobles of Delhi obeyed tho

law of primogeniture, (Jliiyfis-ud-dTn (and not Nasir-nd-din Muhammad) would

luivc succeeded to the throne when KirHz Shah abdicated for the first time.

According to ^K. K. Ba il, pp. 117, 119), Finns Shall

appointed Tughluq Shall, entitled fihiyfis-iid-din, as his “heir-apparent, and

consigned to him the affairs of government.” The latter ^ said to have succeeded

the former on his death, “hv the consent of tho Amirs, Maliks and the Viron

Shall! slaves.” 30 K. K. Basil, pp. loO-iil.

31 Vnluyri-b/w-Sirliindi (T\. K. Bnsu, p. 130) says: “The entire business

of the government was neglected, ami the Kiroz Slid hi slaves asserted their power

so fearlessly that the Sultan lost all control over the State,”
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assistance of “the household troops” in makipg and un-making kings.

Ghiyas-ud-dln was succeeded by Abu Bakr, third son of the third son

of Firuz Shuh. His Wazlr tried “to usurp t he throne,” but he (along

with “many of the household troops, who were concerned in the

conspiracy,”) was put to death. In the meanwhile Nirdr-ud-dm

Muhammad Shull, who had so long been compelled to wait for his

chance, came to Delhi, imprisoned Abu Bakr, and again ascended the

throne.*
12 One of his first acts was to put to death the household troops

wdio were “his worst enemies.

”

33 The disloyalty of the Wazirs had

almost become a tradition. One Islam Khan, who was the commander

of the household troops under Abu Bakr, and to whom Nasir-ud-din

“owed his restoration/’ was favoured with t he highest office in the

state; but within a short time lie formulated “treasonable designs”

and suffered death.
31 Aasir-ud-dm reigned for a little more than six

years and died a natural death. His son and successor wa* ILumayun,

who assumed the name of Sikamlar and died after a short reign of

45 or 40 days. 33

These events were followed, not unnaturally, by “violent disputes

among the nobles regarding the succesion.” Finally the nobles

chose Mahmud Tughluq, a brother of the late Sultan, and placed him

on the throne. 36 But the Crown had become too weak |<> contiol the

nobles, who fought among themselves, and sometimes fought even

32 Briggs, vol. 1, pp. 408-73. Jt i>> interesting to note that “the very

cultivators, disgusted with the government ol Aboo Bukr, withheld their rents,

and enlisted under the banners of his rival.”

33 Briggs, vol. I, pp. 171, 474.

34 Briggs, vol. f, pp. 473, 475-0. Ho was probably a converted Hindu.

Yahiyft (K. K. Basil, p. 101) says that “lie was unjustly put to death” on the

“false evidence" of “a bad fellow who iiad a spite against him.”

35 Briggs, vol. I, p. 477; K. K. Basil, p. 103.

30 Briggs, vol. I, p. 478. Yahiyii (K. K. Jhvuq pp. 103-4) does not explicitly

refer to these “violent disputes” and >ay:s that Mahmud Tughliiq “ascended tin;

throuo with the uiiauiinoiis consent of the Amirs, .Maliks, grandees, priests,

chiefs and holy persons.” Jfe adds, however, that “most of the Amirs and Maliks,

who were in possession of feudal lauds on the west,” were at first unwilling to pay

homage to the new Sultan.
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against the young king .
37 Then came the invasion of Timur. Mahmud

Tughluq, after some unsuccessful efforts to oppose the invader, fled to

Gujarat ,*
8 leaving his defenceless subjects to their fate .

39 Timur left

India, after having appointed Khizr Tv h sin as “viceroy of Mooltan,

Lahore, and Depalpoor.” The city of Delhi remained in a “state of

anarchy ,” 10 and the provincial governor '5 “no longer acknowledged

allegiance to the throne, having established their independence during

the civil war.”'" Mali mud Tughluq returned to Delhi, “where he was

content to receive a pension, fearing that any interference on Ids part

m the affairs of the government might prove fatal to him.” 42 Soon,

however, lie was compelled to go to Kanouj. He is said to have been

“deficient both in sense and courage,

’

M;
‘ and his conduct is described

as ‘imbecile ’. 11
Ilis “disastrous and inglorious reign

” 44 ended with

death in It Id A.D. “With him,” says l-’erHita, “fell the kingdom of

Dehiy fiom, the race of T»>ork>.”
lfi The nobles nominated Daulat Khan

Lodi as his successor; lie even struck the currency in his own name .

47

Hut he was defeated and imprisoned h\ lihizr Khan
,

48 who thereupon

occupied the vacant throne of Dellii.
,,,

An IEC] I A.VJ1RA H ANERJ KE

A" Briggs, Mil. I, pp. 17*81. A grandson of Imvu/, Shall, Nusrat Khan by

name, u it.» placed on tli*' throne by a powerful noble named Sublet Khali, who

“wielded the authority" in the name of hi> “puppet” master. K. K. Basil, p. 107.

AS We read in Minit-i-Sit'an* l"u (Baxley, lhslit nj of 11 ajurat, pp. 79-80)

Unit lie was received “with all honour” hy Zufar khni), the then governor of

tiujarat. “Sultan Afahnnld’.s object was to obtain Zufar Khan’s alliance uml

to march upon Delhi. The Khan did not think the enterprise advisable, so the

Sultan felt eg;grieved and departs*d”
1

to Malwa That the Suita u did not submit

to Timur and tried to organise an alliance to defeat him serins to show’ that lie

was not unite .so wort hicss as I'V 1 1 "1Ida would make him appear

A9 Briggs. Mil. 1, p. 19”; K. K . Basil, p. 17”

10 Briggs, vol. 1, p. 197; k. K . Ba-u, p. 1 7A.

41 Briggs. vol. I, p. 198. 42 Ibid.
,

1>. :199.

13 Ibid., p. 503. Valid a (K . K. thM n, p. 181) says that he “paifl

no attention to the nffans of the slat** and threw himself into amusement and

merry-making.” 44 Briggs, vol. I, p. 502.

45 Ibid., p. 504. 40 that., p. 50-4.

47 Briggs, vol. 1, pp. 5015; K. K. Basil, p. 185.

4S Hrigg<, vol. T, p. 505; K. K Basil, p. l s0.

49 S<x» my article oil ‘Kingship and Nobildy • n tin* I5tli century* in

Cult me, January, 19A0.
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Pitt’s India Aft of 1784 is the first Parliamentary enactment which

brought the political affairs of the Past India Company under the

effective control of British ministers. Under that Act a body known

as the Board of Commissioners for the Affairs of India was created,

the President of which was usually a well-known British politician

who joined and resigned office along with other members ol the British

Government. To the Board were given the powers of superintendence,

direction, and control over the civil and military government of India

hut they were precluded from exercising any control over the Com-

pany’s commercial operations. 1 The Company’s trade monopoly was

for the moment left untouched, hut when in subsequent years

its charter came to be revised, gradual but nonetheless serious infroads

were made upon it. A study of the negotiations between the Directors

of the Company and the India Board which preceded such renewals is

full of absorbing interest and throws a flood of light in unexpected

places. It shows how Parliamentary legislation relating to India at

this time really embodied a compromise between the Directors and the

Board-- the first representing the narrow and selfish iuteiests of their

chiefs, the Court of Proprietors, and resisting any encroachment on the

privileges of the Co^j|>any, and the second advocating the claims oi

rival groups in the country and desiring a modification of the

Company’s monopoly in the interest of the nation at iarge. It shows,

secondly, as if under a powerful lens how determined and implacable

were the efforts which the British merchants made to strangle Indian

industry and commerce. And finally the record by referring to the

large illicit trade which had come to thrive offers a striking illustra-

tion of the way in which a system of monopoly is almost invariably

pioductive of unforeseen abuses.

As the time for the charter of lTffd approached, various associa-

tions of merchants and munufuctmcis of tin. United Kingdom adopted

1 Knr a general discussion ol the position of tlic Board sMe my article in

the liiilh'lin af flu • hist it air af Historical Jtrsrn / </i, Loudon, Nov. ltKJff
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resolutions demanding a total or partial abolition of' the Company’s

monopoly. This was the tenor of proceedings of Liverpool and

Manchester, of Glasgow and Paisley. They founded this demand on

a series of arguments of great validity. They suggested that howsoever

extensive the trade of the Company Lad been, Indian trade was bound

to increase enormously if free trade between Great Britain and India

was to be allowed. The time for such a growth, they contended, had

arrived in view of the industrial development that was taking place in

the country and the credit which the British merchants enjoyed in the

world of commerce. Finally, they appealed to the recently discovered

and fashionable economic principle that special privileges though they

might be necessary or useful in the infaucy of commercial or industrial

enterprises proved fatal if persisted to the cud. Thc\ declared free

trade to be ordained by nature. In the words of the preamble to the

resolutions of Lancashire: “The Creator of the universe having

endowed the different portions of the earth with different products lias

laid the foundations of commerce, the object of which is to supply the

mutual wants of man.”- In this statement the influence of Adam

Smith, whose classic book, The Wealth of Xation s, appeared in

177(1, is clearly noticeable." At the same time it must be remembered

that revolutionary changes in industry were occurring at the moment,

too recent indeed to produce any appreciable results but sufficient to

infuse new hopes among the industrial classes, llargreave’s ‘Spin-

ning Jenny/ Arkwright’s ‘Water-Frame,’ Crompton’s ‘Mill.*,’ and

Cartwright’s ‘Power loom’—all these inventions in the cloth industry

followed each other in such quick succession that they could not fail

to rouse the merchants to a challenge of the existing order.

The grievances of the mercantile classes against the Company may

be more minutely examined. It was asserted by Lancashire that the

Company had neglected to develop certain markets like the Fast Coast

of Africa and the Arabian and Persian Gulfs; that they bad dealt

a blow at the indigenous industries by the importation of porcelain

2 John llruco, lieport un the Xeyotiation bet treat The Juts t India Company

and ike Public respect iny the. Charter of 17'Jd (1811), p. 2.

3 The book embodic* a powerful attack on the Company, Ward Lock and

(Vs, ed., vol. I, p. 507.
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and eoltun goods, and that the use of large ships at heavy ii eights

had injured the British shipping generally. It was also stated and

with considerable reason that more capital could be .successfully in-

vested in the Indian trade than had been done by the Company.

While Manchester occupied itself mainly in pointing out the dis-

advantages of the Company’s monopoly, Glasgow came forth wjth

certain specific demands. It demanded that the Company's charter

should not be renewed for the long- period of twenty years, and that

meanwhile the British merchants should be allowed to trade within

the limits ot the Company’s charter in their own ships. A desire to

foster its own industries at the expense of Ijidia found expression in a

demand for a continuance of the duties on cotton piece goods imported

by the Company, and for a prohibition of the importation of the higher

class of piece goods as also of the export of cotton machinery to that

country. 1

These representations made it plain to J)imdas
(

the President of

the Board,’ that some modification of tin* Act of 1784 was essential.

Kvcn though monopoly might in yet (ouiinued In tin- Company, some

com essiou to the private tinders was impel alive. What precisely that

concession was going to he, he proposed to settle in consultation with

the Directors. Accordingly in .January, 17JM lie informed them ol

his intention to bring the renewal of the charter for consideration

be lore, the House of Commons, bui, “befoje doing so, it is, of course, my

desire to have tin* most full and candid di.M Ussion with the Bast India

Company on all the different points which must naturally suggest

themselves tor consideration on this important and extensive subject.*

It would he tedious to trace in detail the discussions which took

place between the Board and the Couit in this connection and here the

briefest outline must sulhee. The merchants ol Great Britain asked

lor a total abolition ol the Company's monopoly, (hi the other hand

the Company wih not willing to make any eoiiecs.don in their favour.

4 .John Prime, op. • it.

o Though Dundas formally became President only alter the passing of the

Act. ot IVO.’J, be had in reality held this puMtion since the inception of the Board,

cl I'V.tor. 7f i/.rt {'ttnij’UHU, p. ‘2o.’h

(5 Jiulta Ofjuv MSS., The Home. Miscellaneous Series, vol. 401, p. 215.
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A ria media was suggested by Dundas. Tie expressed himself in

favour of a reyulatcd monopoly by which lie meant that while the

Company was to continue to enjoy its exclusive privileges, it was to

recognise the right of the private trailers to carry on trade with India

to a limited extent. The merchants would have preferred to use ships

of their own choice but in deference to the wishes of the Directors it

was decided that only tlie Company’s ships were to he employed

although the freight charges were fixed. The reason why the Com-

pany was allowed to retain its monopoly lay in the fear widely pre-

valent at the time that if free trade with India was established swaims

of irresponsible British emigrants would enter that country and be-

come a menace to the mother-country. “The genius of this system

without any formed plan,” said a special committee of the. Court of

Directors drawing their inspiration from the recent War of American

1 ndepedence, “would gradually and insensibly anlhjuate the present

one, and become impatient for all the lights ol Briti-h Colonials; to

give or to re! use which would Hum bo a loo.-d momentous question .

”

7

I have remarked above about the demand <>r the Biitish merchants

tor a prohibition of the Indian mauufm lures in the British market.

In view of the suspicion enteitained in India today that t lie interests

of India have been all along treated as subservient to the British in-

terests, this demand assumes an added and a graver significance. They

demanded (i) that all manner of calicoes, muslins, dimities, and other

cotton piece goods, manufactured in India, China, or Berlin, or other

parts of Asia, or in any other foreign parts bc\oiul the Cape of (food

Hope, which are or shall be imported into this Kingdom, shall he pro-

hibited from being worn or used within the realm of Cleat Britain

(ii) that all calicoes, muslins, dimities, and other cotton piece goods

which will he prohibited to be worn in (treat Britain should, after

entry thereof, he forthwith carried and put into such warehouses as

shall for that purpose he appointed h> the Commissioners of Customs

for the time being, and there kept until the exportation (hereof; and

that the. several laws and statutes made and now in force, for or con-

cerning the sale and exportation of wrought silks, lb ngal stalls, and

7 Homo Miscellaneous, vul. 40(>, p. 10.

I.ll.U., SEl’TEMItEll, 193G
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painted, dyed, printed, or stained calicoes, prohibited to be worn in

Kngland, should be extended to calicoes, muslins, dimities and other

cotton piece goods manufactured in Persia, China, Past India, or other

sovereign parts and (iii) that for securing to this Kingdom the benefits

of the traffic in, and carrying trade of, calicoes, muslins, dimities,

and other cotton piece goods manufactured in Persia, China, India, or

other parts within the limits of the Company’s trade, in order to the

re-exportation of tho said articles, it is fit and proper that the whole of

the duties now payable oil the importation thereof should for such long

time as the same shall be prohibited from being worn or used in this

kingdom cease and be discontinued. 8

It may be emphasized that the Indian piece goods were even at

this date severely penalised in Great Britain. 9 The proposals of

Manchester, therefore, which went even further amounted to nothing

short of a call for their total extinction. It is to be deeply regretted

that neither the India Board nor the Directors who resisted this

demand did so out of sympathy with Indian industries. iNot a thought

for the well-being of the Indian arlizans whom destiny had placed at

the mercy of a foreign government entered their minds. 10 The

objection of the Directors was, based on the view that the above-

mentioned provisions would deprive the Company of some of their

lucrative trade while Dumlas thought that an utter lack of competition

would strike a blow at < lie home industries which it was the avowed

purpose of these provisions to safeguard.

The Act of 1793 registered a triumph for the Court of Directors.

The Company were allowed to import and sell in the United Kingdom

cotton and silken goods so tar as they were not prohibited to be worn

H Home Miscellaneous, voh 401, pp. 349-50.

9 Of. the following extract from a Memorial from a Committee of Several

Mercantile Houses, llonij Miscellaneous, vol. 101, p. 321: - “’Hie high duties on

Indian fabrics imported will completely secure to the British manufacturers the

home markcl. Muslins pay IS'V, on the gross sales, which is in fact C18 on

.C\S2. Tlis duties on coarser articles are still higher, many ethers arc entirely

prohibited ”

10 Cf. Aubcr, Kite amt I'unjtc&s of the Jit dish Vmvvr in India, II, p. 130;

Mill and Wilson, History of British India, VII, p. 335.
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or used under existing statutes. The monopoly of the China trade was

continued to the Company. For the use of the private traders the

Company was to set apart on their ships a tonnage of 3Uov either way

but the rate at which this was to be done, namely, £20 per ton was too

heavy.

This became apparent soon after the Act came into operation.

Very little of the allotted tonnage was utilised for the purpose of the

exports to India. 11 On the other hand there was from the start an

insistent demand for its extension so as to enable it to -cope with the

growing imports from that country. 12 This demand, however, did

not imply that the existing terms were so satisfactory. It was only

indicative of the vast increase in trade that was certain to take place

uuder more suitable conditions. For at the time, it must be noticed,

there were various factors which impeded its development. For one

thing the freight was so heavy that many cheap articles like sugar,

saltpetre, or the gruff goods in which the private traders usually specu-

lated could not bear it. Secondly, the Company’s ships, which on

account of reasons of state were liable to be unpunctual in their

times of arrival and departure and also to sudden deviations of route,

were not suited. The time at which the private goods were lequired

to be ready for conveyance was also inconvenient. The result was that

the clandestine trade against which the private traders had all along

clamoured did not show any signs of diminution, the foreigners being

able to transport goods at a much cheaper rate and at more convenient

times. 1 ’'

11 Lauderdale, in his Enquiry into the Vmcliral Merits of the System for

the (iovernment of India (1809), gives the following figures:—

1793-

94—919 tons.

1794-

95- 40 tons.

1795-

96— 31 tons.

12 In 1795-96 the Bengal demand alone amounted to 5,346 tors, vide Uclny

to Wellesley, Sept. 15, 1300.

13 Cf. Bainsbridge who stated before the House of Commons Committee of

1813 that a very large portion of this trade was in the hands of Americans who

sent ships to India at a much less freight than the Company (from 40 to 60

dollars per ton) and imported goods at a much easier term than Englishmen

could in England, their expenses of equipment, victualling, and insurance being

very reasonable,
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The clandestine trade owed iU origin to peculiar circumstances.

On account of* the monopoly of the blast India Company, other British

merchants were forbidden to trade with India but, curiously enough,

this prohibition did not extend to the nationals of other states at peace

with Great Britain. Consequently the Americans, the Portuguese, and

others freely traded with India and were helped by the Company’s

Muropeau servants who were anxious to transmit home the fortunes which

they rapidly made in India. No doubt the Company’s servants could

make use of the Company’s bills of exchange but there were two diffi-

culties. In the first place, any' such purchases on a large scale would

have excited the suspicion of their superiors; in the second, such bills

were not always available, as tlie Governments in India knowing the

temper of the Directors who were unwilling to meet them at home were

reluctant to issue them. 14

%

The foreign trader came to the rescue of the Company’s servant,

lie would receive the bullion and make his purchases with it, while in

return he would draw a bill of exchange on his agent in Europe, and

band it over to the Company's servant. But although, as explained

above, this traffic originated with a view to the transmission of

fortunes, it had now extended to adventurers from England whose sole

objective was trade, and thus a regular system of clandestine commerce

from foreign ports and under foreign colours had grown up. 13

If this trade was to l>e stopped or at any rate diminished, the only

course was to employ Indian ships. The private traders instead of

being compelled as they were under the Act of 179d to employ only

the Company's ships should have been given the option to use Indian

shipping to the extent of their needs. That would have meant cheaper

freight. Besides, other advantages would have flowed from it. Under

the existing* system the merchant in India was not certain whether he

would he able to ohlain any portion of (he allotted tonnage (which in

practice was enlarged from year to year by I In? Local Governments but

to what extent it was impossible to predetermine) and so could not

14 W. Cunningham, (tiowlh i*f /Ctnjli.sh Industry and ('ommeicv, .Mercantile

System (1021), p. 468.

15 Home Miscellaneous, vol. 401, pp. 800-28.
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embark upon his purchases with confidence. Moreover, even supposing

that he proved fortunate in securing the tonnage, the freight which

fluctuated from time to time might deprive him of any profits which

he expected to make. On the other hand, if Indian ships were admit-

ted, lie could settle the terms himself with the owners; could procure as

much tonnage as lie needed
;

and regulate his purchases according to

the prevailing freights. Tin* difference in short was all the difference

between having the means of transport at hand and depending on

sh'ps which came from a considerable distance and under unanticipated

conditions. 10

Dundas appears to have realised this for as early as 1797 lie address-

ed an appeal to the ship-builders ot London who wielded considerable

influence over the Company to allow the Indian ships a share in tin?

trade. He stated that the idea of prohibiting them from coming to

(jivat Britain was “not only an act of great injustice, but would in its

tendency have an elicit on the interest of the ship-builders in the river

Thames directly the reverse of what they seemed to apprehend/’ 17
It

was an act of injustice because wh*!e under the Navigation Laws

Canada or the West Indies were allowed to send their produce home

in their own ships, India though under t lie British Sovereignty did not

enjoy this privilege. It was injurious to themselves because their

belief that the prohibition of Indian shipping made a proportionate

room tor the Company’s shipping was profoundly mistaken, and the

only elfect of such a proceeding had been to throw the trade into the

hands of foreigners. If this eouise was persisted in, Dundas continued,

the ship-owners were bound to lose the profits of refitting the ships.

In fact in 179G twenty-five Indian ships had come to London and the

expense of refitting seventeen of them had amounted to the handsome

figure of ,£117,000.

But Dundas \s letter made no impression on the shipping magnates.

It is rare that businessmen stop to think whether any activity which

brings them profits is founded on injustice to another community nor

16 Of. the opinions of Innes, Bazett, and Fawcett on private trade, Appendix

to the Fourth Report (1812).

17 Martin, Wellesley's Despatches* V, p. 117.
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do they care how their interests are going to be affected in the future

if only for the time being they are sufficiently safeguarded to bring in

immediate gain. Accordingly, the policy of the Company where in

the Court of Proprietors the ship-owners had acquired ascendancy

remained unchanged. So rigorous indeed was their hold that any

motions which had been brought in before the Court for a reduction

of the freights or other economies by disinterested proprietors had

been defeated. There were in that body from one hundred and fifty

to two hundred ship-owners with their supporters and whenever there

was notice of such a motion, letters would be sent round by the leaders

asking their followers not to leave their seats till the independent pro-

prietors had fatigued themselves with speeches and retired; to vote

solidly; and in short to take care that no motion calculated to result in

a reduction of the freights or the like should have a chance of passing.
18

That being so, in 1795 a motion had been introduced in the Court of

Proprietors cutting at the root of the evil by declaring that no pro-

prietor should exercise his right of vote on any question relating to a

contract in which he was interested but it was never carried.

In 1800, however, the question was raised in an acute form by a

vigorous despatch which Lord Wellesley, the Governor-General of

Iudia, addressed on the subject to the Court of Directors. He pointed

out the disadvantages under which the private traders laboured and

insisted that Indian shipping of the requisite quality was available.

An extract from his letter may indeed be given as showing the level at

which the Indian shipping (hen stood in spite of all discouragement

and lack of lucrative occupation : “The Port of Calcutta contains

about 10,000 tons of shipping built in India, of a description calculated

for the conveyance of cargoes. From the quantity of private tonnage

now at command in the Port of Calcutta, from the state of perfection

which the art of ship-building has already attained in Bengal (pro-

mising a still more rapid progress and supported by abundant and in-

creasing supply of timbers) it is certain that this Port will always be able

to furnish tonnage to whatever extent may be required for conveying

18 Cf. the speeches at a debate ot the East India House held on May 13,

1795. Also cf. Auber, op. cit ., IT, pp. 234-5,
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to the Port of London the trade of the private British merchants of

Bengal." 1 * Equally flattering is the testimony of Mr. Udny,

Member of the Governor-General’s Council, who wrote : “At this

moment there are above 10,000 tons of shipping tendered and at com-

mand in Bengal after two ships have been recently provided with

cargoes to the amount of 1,500 tons; timber proper for ship-building

here and in the vicinity abounds; the art has arrived in Bengal at a

high pitch; a great number of artificers aie constantly employed, and

no sooner is a ship launched than the foundation of another is laid in

her room. Spacious and convenient docks for repairing ships are also

erected.” 20

Indeed it appears that ship-building was .just one oi those indus-

tries in which India and Great Britain could co-operate to

(heir mutual advantage. The former was very rich in timber, turpen-

tine, vegetable tar, and hemp, the raw material for cordage and

canvas, 21 while metals like iron and copper could be plentifully and

cheaply supplied by the latter.

Duudas supported Lord Wellesley and urged on the Directors the

necessity of employing Indian ships. This was long resisted by the

Directors who entered into an interesting constitutional battle with the

Board over the issue. 22 At length it was decided that the Company
should engage extra ships for the use of the private* traders which

might be British or Indian and then re-let them without profit.

1 his concession had, however, been extorted from the Directors

who had been threatened Parliamentary intervention if they did not

yield. Consequently, the sight of Indian ships in London did not

please them. “The arrival in (iiu l*urt of London of Indian produce

10 Wellesley to Directors, Sept. 50, 1S0U.

20 I’diiy to Wellesley, Sept, 15, 1S00.

21 Letters uh the K. I. t'u * monoft^sL Cla-gow (l«|:p, pp. 2*-20.

*22 This interesting controversy is contained in volume 102 of the Home
Miscellaneous Series, ef. also Bosanquet, Dy. Chairman of the Company, to Dorl

Dartmouth, President of the Hoard, reproduced in Auher, vol. II, p. 252: “For
more than a year we have been disputing about our trad-, the Hoard disclaim-

ing the most distant intention oi interfering with it. But somehow or other

during this period our rights and powers of acting have been completely suspend-

ed. From day to day we have patiently submitted to contumely and attack ”
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in Indian-built-ships,” says Taylor, tiie historian, “created a sensation

among the monopolists which could not be exceeded if a hostile fleet

had appeared on the Thames. The ship-builders of the Port of London

took the lead in raising the cry of alarm. They declared that their

business was in danger and that the families of all the ship-wrights m
England were certain to be reduced to starvation” 23

It seems, however, that the regulations of 1802 did not really

mark any serious change. 24 The Company by its policy prevented the

private traders from enjoying any of the anticipated advantages. The

demand for allowing other than the Company's ships had been based

on the assumption that they would be free from the delays to which the

Company’s shipping was subject. But events proved that once these

ships had been engaged by the Company, they too suflered from the

same evil. They were liable to be detained both in Loudon and in

India at the discretion of the Government, or be sent with troops or

stores from one presidency to another. The- consequence was that the

cheapness of freight which had been the strongest argument for their

admission failed to he realised. It could happen, for instance, that if

the owner of the extra ship agreed to charge only, say, IT 4 per ton on

the supposition that within a certain time his ship would perforin three

voyages, but owing to delays it performed only two, he suflered a loss

of 4T 1 per ton. This' would lead him to demand a rate of 421 per ton

next time which did not compare favourably with the rate charged on

the Company’s regular ships.

Furthermore, the insurance charges continued to be higher than

what they might have been, had the merchants been allowed to engage

their shipping directly, for then they could name the ships by which

their goods were to be conveyed, whereas under the present system the

23 History of India (171). Cf. aho Lauderdale, u/>. tit., p. 162. From

Dumlas'o letter to Wellesley, March IS, 1799, it appears that an earlier attempt

to admit Indian ship* had led to similar conduct on the part ot the ship-owners.

21 They proved, however, of miuio benefits to the Indian slopping industry:

“From 1801 to 1821 there were built on the Hu^li 2117 ships, of 105,693 tons, and-

amount ii/£ to the enormous sum of two crores of rupees and upwards, a consider-

able part of which was absorbed in the payment of wages to native artificers and

labourers, to the great benefit of the country—It. Mukerjee, 4 History of Indian

Shiwnnu and Maritime Activity (1922), pp. 24748.
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assortment of! cargo remained at the discretion of the Governments of

the Company. Thirdly, the merchants continued to be unable to get the

requisite tonnage at the time required, so that if some perishable goods

had been bought under a belief of the tonnage being available which

proved to be mistaken they were subjected lo considerable loss. Last-

ly, the e-sports from India continued by a very wide margin to exceed

the imports, and yet curiously enough t lie tonnage continued to be

allotted in London. 2 '*

It is thus clear that the position remained very much what it was

before 1802, or, in other words, so long as the monopoly of the Com-

pany was preserved, any regulations which might be» made for the bene-

fit of the private traders were liable to he defeated 1> S the Company.

When, therefore, the time for another renewal of the charter arrived

there was a clamorous demand for the abolition of the Company’s

monopoly." 8 To the usual theoretical arguments there was added now

t lie bitterness of actual suffering occasioned by the Napoleonic wars.

The Directors proved powerless and the Act of 1813 abolished the Com-

pany’s monopoly with the exception of the trade in tea and the China

trade, to which it was stated special considerations applied. 27 In 1838

even these exclusive privileges were swept away and the Last India

Company while retaining the government of India lost its commercial

character altogether.

Phakasii Chandra

25 Fourth Report, op. cit ., pp. 173-94.

26 See the shoals of petitions of tile merchants ami manufacturers of the

United Kingdom presonted to Parliament in J812.

27 The interesting negotiations oil which the Act of 1813 is based are con-

tained iu the Parliamentary Collection, No. 57, of the India Office Records.

I.ll.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1933 7



Grime and Punishment in the Jatakas

Ideal of Justice

The Jatakas abound in thoughtful instructions about the

importance and necessity of a conscientious discharge of legal duties.

Repeated emphasis is laid on impartial judgment. Judgment and

punishment must not be hasty. Calm consideration must be given to the

different sides of the case. The king, who was the fountain of justice,

was repeatedly warned to have no regard whatsoever to his own will or

whim in administering justice .

1

It is wrong for one who bears rule to

act without trying the case.*

The following verses testify to the high standard of justice

:

^ gw wfiftRpsrc \%v

qpr* $*rfer

g frog grrf g 5TT51Tfg ggTW l^l

aft tjgrfft yrffTfft vstarrft

gfasr wgtmNr is*'

tot

TO=% ST^, TWTT 3TO I^VLI

gg flfa sfiitoraT ^

gro ^gjrfgj i^i

«Tjfar »tt« 1̂ |33t fir qf wrfir,

sr ^fiTOTOTT TT3T gg 'Tl^gg, VTffftfir l$*l
s

The beam of a balance (tula) was even tlien, as it is to-day,

regarded us a symbol of equal and unbiassed justice.* Among others,

1 Jdtaku
f

II, p. 2,

2 Ill, p. 105, ‘fatMiu avinicrhitvd lutum mi yuttum mjjam kdrentena

*

3 J., IV, p. 102, yuihu* G1-G7
;

rf. A&oka’s instructions to his Governors:

Separate Kalinga Kdict I in Mookerji, A&oku, pp. 218-20.

4 J.
f

I, p. 176: rating vama kuranagavesukena tuJdsudiscna bhavitum

vattati.
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circumspection is an essential quality demanded of a judge (nisammar

kdrind hhavitahham)/ Punishment should be awarded with ‘careful

measure*
(
nisamma), proportionate to the nature and degree of the

offence committed/

All these are no doubt sound maxims and wise instructions

imparted to the kings. These are ideals recommended for translation

into practice .

7

But the general impression that one gets from the

various stories is that in the days of which the Jatakas. speak, the

administration of justice was not all that was desirable.

The Liny as the head of justice

The king was regarded as the head of justice. In fact, the stories

would let us understand that, all the cases were heard and decided by

king in person, as it is always to the king or the Khattiya that the sound

maxims quoted above are addressed. As a rule the king used to hear

cases, and we may assume that, the king ‘actually went each morning

to the court house as described in the topics/ and heard cases. In

his absence some of his ministers decided the cases, e.g. the purohita,

the sendpati and sometimes the princes also acted as judges/ in addi-

tion to their normal duties in their respective spheres of action. A judge

was called vinicchaydmacca ,

1

0

and there were more than one judges as

can be assumed from the term ‘
vin icchayamahdmattd* as sometimes

used in the stories .

11

In one Jdtaka the number is given as five .

13

The Hall of Judgment is frequently mentioned ,

13 where the judges

appointed by the king 14
sat and attended to their daily duties. There is

5 ,/., Ill, |>. 105 IV, p. 30; cf. J.
y
IV, p. 451, yatlid 208.

(i •/., Ill, p, KH, ytltlul 128; p. 151. no Hid 5; IV, p. *151, yd t lid 210; uIno ibid.,

initial 211 -12 .

7 Asoka tried liie» best to establish equal and impartial justice within

li is Umpire: S-'c Pillar Edhi IV

—

v'njohdlasamatd, dandnsamata; Mookerji,

Aitutu, p. 238.

S Hopkins, J.\ OS., 13, p. 132.

0 ,/., II, p. 2

—

amnrc&pi dhammvn'tva vohfumn vinicchiithnsu

;

pp. 186-7; V,

p 1; VJ, p. 131.

10 J., 11, p. 181; J1J, p. 105. 11 11, p. 380; VI, p. 45.

12 V, p. 228, 'futi.sii i>ana mil no jiailm nnarnl vinivvhiiye niyutUV.

13 J ., I, p. 176; II, pp. 2, 186. 297; III, p. 505; IV, p. 120.

U J.. V, p. 228; VI, pp. 131-32.
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do reference to a definite code of Law by which the judges were guided

in deciding1 the cases, hut we do come across such passages as these:

“he said : ‘execute justice in this way* and “lie had righteous judgment

inscribed on a golden plate’’; 1
'' or “then he caused a hook of judgments

to he written’’ and said : ‘by observing this book ye should settle suits .’’"
1

The question of the authorship of such hooks is ‘immaterial here, and

there is no reason why the existence of such useful works should he

doubted, when one of the foremost duties of a government was

to administer justice in the strictest sense of the term/ 17
It is also

possible that, a body of precedents bad grown up by that time .

18
Still

with all this, the question of deciding eases depended largely upon the

personal characteristics of a judge*, his nature, whim, temperament and

even prejudices. Lor in the {dories, judgment is often associated with

bribery .

19
It is rather strange to see that there was no orderly or syste-

matic procedure in which the eases were decided and to find the frequent

mention of < lie upsetting of a had judgment of one by others

the scnfifutlt, the u}>nrnjan, the puruhita and even an ascetic who

happend to come upon the scene and to whom the party who had lost

his cause appealed for redress.*
5 " The one who judged rightly

was applauded by the people and then he would he* formally appointed

by the king as a judge. In one of such instances, tin* king

while appointing the* man to judgeship gives the following directions as

to the time and the way in which lie should frame his daily routine:

‘ft will he to the advantage of the people if you decide* cases: licure-

iorth you are to sit in judgment \ cm need not try cases the- whole*

clay, hut go to tile place of judgment at early dawn and try lour

];, j \ |,
jo.-, fl 'iin cum thanoni naval Injjial ha h nnuchaiiailhamimi.n

mi ra n no jmiU ,• HI. i ni

|»i HI, p. l\Y> iunii i htt'jr
t
<ii1 fluikmti HUnljnint itnain l>otf haha m

alakvultl a ffii hi ll u' ijijiit ha

.

17 S<v .lournnf af f/i Ih i>aitmn>1 of l.vtlvn, Cal. Cniv., 1930, pp. 128-29.

18 SuWki Kao. rUaiwmic ami 1‘oliti af comhhuns as than ihnl in flic .hilaha *,

p 117; cf. Hopkins, ./.ION., 13, p. 132.

19 J. m 11, p. 180; V, pp. 18S-92
;
VI, p. 131.

20 •/., II, p. 187; V, p. 229; VI, p. 131.
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cases: then return, and, after partaking of food try four more

cases/ In this way he was required to try only eight cases per day.

This arrangement was apparently made for the convenience of an officer

whose time was mostly occupied in spiritual work and we have reason

to believe here and elsewhere21
that, the court sat the whole day, from

morning to sunset after which all business was to stop.

Cases

Let us now proceed to have a glimpse of the nature of cases which

came before the king or hi.* court of justice and the procedure followed

in the decision of these.

The term used for a law-suit is athi and t lie suitors are called the

aftalarahas. Ordinarily there was a great hustle {n/niraro) among the

waiting suitors in the precincts of the royal palace where generalK the

Court, of Law was situated. 25*

Theft and robbery seem to have been the most ordinary eases that

came before the Court for adjudication/ 1 Wry often an innocent man

was arrested on a charge of theft, and brought before the Court. In-

flictions of tortures with a view to elicit confession of a crime were

prevalent. 21 A simple rustic (jann[iado)
s

perfectly innocent man, is

arrested by the king’s men {pnrisa) oil a charge of theft of the queen's

pearl necklace, and is forced to plead guilty of the charge only to

avoid the crushing and ruthless blows administered to him : ‘If i deny

the charge, I shall die with the heating 1 shall get from these ruffians.

I’d better say I took it.”
2 '’ Thus the man had to confess. And when

brought before the king he naively implicated the Treasurer (se(thi),

the latter, in the same manner, implicating the Chaplain {fumdnht),

he the chief musician and then u courtezan who utterly denied ever

having received the necklace/ 6 All the five prisoners were, however,

21 J.
t

I , p. a.Ht; II, 2; V. p. 22!). 22 II, p. 2.

21) Cf. Hopkins: ‘and trial for theft- seems the earliest kind of .judicial

inquiry in India'

—

JAOtf., 13, p. I.M
;
«lso i'UL. I, p. 2<>.

2\ J., T, p. '.m. 2">

20 JAW., i.p. 385-86.
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found innocent and released. Another very interesting case27
is that

in which (Jamanieanda, a retired government servant, ‘the most inno-

cent man that ever was born in the world’, stood charged of four

offences, viz., (1) non-return of oxen taken on loan, 28
(2) miscarriage,

(3) murder, and (4) injury to a horse.

lie is brought before the king together with the plaintiffs. In a

perfectly judicial manner, the proceedings are related in the story.

The plaintiff, in each case, sets forth his complaint. The king ques-

tions (rfunani the licensed, about its correctness. The latter, on every

occasion replies in the affirmative, but be also places li is own story by

way of justification of the case, without making any secret of it. The

king cross-examines the complainants and finds them guilty of ‘wilful

suppression or denial of truth.
1 Hence both tin* parties arc found guilty

and deserve to be punished. ‘The decisions contained such conditions

ns ever took the breath of a Shyloek away’.* 9 The judgment on the

first cliarge runs thus: ‘You failed to return the oxen and therefore

you are his debtor for them. But this man, in saying that lu* had not

seen them, told a direct lie. Therefore you with your own hands shall

pluck his e\ cs out, and you shall yourself pay him 24 pieces of money

as I he price of the oxen.’ On the second charge tin* judgment was:

f nnda, you lake Ihe man’s wife to your house: and when a sou shall be

hom lo .vou, band him over to the husband.
1 On the. third: ‘Cumin, this

man must have a father. But you cannot bring him back from the

lead. Then fake his mother to your house and do you be a father to

him. Ami on the fourth: ‘This man has told a di red lie in saving

i hat he did not tell yon in hand hack the horse. You may (ear out his

tongue, ami I hen pay him a thousand pieces foi the horse’s price.’ All

tin* complainants were, however, dumb-fouuded at this and departed.

As lo the judgment and punishment awarded in these cases, pre-

judiced as they are, we may safely pass them off as not reliable, but

Ihere is absolutely no reason of doubting the o'-dence of .such charges

27 •/.. II, pp. :ioo-7.

t’l. / nml/i itn ill III (lie .1 1 / fntsishu |jsj nl ciiM 1

', lit, II N N. I.JHV. Shftlli:*

m Atntrnf If imlu i
,

vh(ii
% p. I 111.

*2‘.) S«*n, oj>. til, p.
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.

brought before the Court for decision. From :m untoward, yd natural

utterance of (iamunicanda, we learn that one was to pay a fine for

causing abortion or give compensation for any loss for which one might

be liable.

In t ho trials'*
1 we notice that, there is nothing like cross-examina-

tion as we may understand to have bee?) prevalent at that time. <>nl\

the judge himself (juestions the parties and decides sails.

Among other cases, those ot disputed ownership seem to have been,

of common occurrence, in almost all of which justice is thrown to the

winds and bribery succeeds. Several right Ini owner i are innud deprived

of their property. 1 "

t )nce a courtezan came to t he* Court to take advice as to whether,

in the eye of the Law, she was still bound b\ the terms ot a contract

entered three years before with a man who had since then not made

liis appearance. The judges advised her to return to her lormer pro-

fession. This makes us ieel that, such suits involving contractual

lights and obligations were tried in the law courts.

Much more valuable is the reference to a case where a father, who

does not wish his ‘wicked’ son to succeed to liis properly, goes to the

Court and disinherits liis son.*
1 This must imph the existence o! the

necessary written records in possession of the tami!\ and also of the

( Niurt.

There is a vague refeieiice to fire-ordeal tm the sake of proving the

chastity, of women, 1
’ but it does not appear that, il was a prevalent

system employed and supported by the government as e\en Kaulilya,

though conversant with that institution as recommended by the LilW-

50 ./., 11, p. 302 —iinr m<un run no ridssrssanti alaiin tjanani ulam fd » 1*1 him mi

•sakkumi
}

Iki

U

Via (fahlitai fulfa mala tnhiijt
}

as.su/iullam fund ’ tufa tarihdnnf

51 Cf. also II, pp. ol-52 (here mu* of the litigant, parties is a vulture).

52 •/., II, p. ]Hii--asxa/ftil.c ml mike Lamti; V, pp. I. 220; VI, p. 1*51*; el.

also ./., II, p. 75— sahassam jundjtto

;

ef. A 1 1 fat ml at /a
,

1 1 T ,
Hi— sr« svami-

Mif/i bandha).

55 ||, p. 5S0.

54 V. p. 1li.S - (it ha nam vininlniifam nriva ujiuttablul cam katrd

m hard first.

55 l, p. 201.
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books, 1* does not mention it, evidently beenuse lie regarded such ordeals

us <|iiestionabIe expedients .
37

Legal Procedure

In the instances of eases that we noticed before we nowhere ree

lawyers defending their clients and cross-examining the opposite party.

There are some references to rohdra which if consistent and correct in

their application would mean some sort of legal practice. Once,*" we

arc told, a certain Bra lima mi earned his livelihood by following

a rohdra. In one place ,

39 rohdra applies to ‘trade’, whereas in

another 10
to the administration of justice. That it went with the latter

is also clear from the expression: so dhanunena rajjam I nres i,

einiehojjnm anusdsi amoved /v/ dhanunen * era rolldram nmeehi -

nimsu
,
occurring elsewhere .

41 Thus the association of rohdra with

rinieehi/o enables us to state that rohdra or njarahara as meant

by the Law-books and the Arthusdstra/* was prevalent in the JUtahn

times, though not as strictly as it was in latter days .
43 Though we

have no details regarding the healing of eases, the instances already

cited, at least show that the complainant stated his ease and the accused

made his statement in return, probable on oath. Witnesses (solllu)

may be produced ,

41 though we have uo clear indication for this. l*ei-

liaps on the evidence of a witness, cases were reconsidered as the term

nijjhdpanam
9
occurring also in the Asokan KdicN, seems to show .

4,1

;t<) See CHI ., I, pp. 2^2 II’. ;
P. N. Ibo'crji, 1‘nldir Adminisl mlion in .1 ncienf

Indio, pp. IGM-U4.

:\7 See Dik.sliitar, Hindu A din. luM., pp. 2Ml> if.; Munition Holihj, p. KHi.

.‘IN •/., II, j>. l.V-liiAfti join •'ohorain totvd jivitoin tofundi.

Mf) •/., VI, p. Ml I'ohuruiii tot rd dlointnn iii'inldrfnl Suviunmblnlniiin

iion fro.

40 IV, p. 102, ijuthd U,V- smlitHmnA innedsi'iuiii so rr ndiofum uiohuti.

H II, |». 2.

•12 Sc<* Diksliitar, Hindu Ail in. fnsf., pp. 255 If.: cf. ritiohCdotainoiu in

AsokaVt Pillar Edict IV.

4M This is doubted hy Kick, up. vit.. pp. I 17 ft’.

41 VI, p. 10S, v. 10M.

lo •/., IV, p. 1th), v. M;U ; Pillar Edict IV: llama, ///(,*., II. p. 125.
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Hn the whole, it seems that the court was a distinct place by itself, with

something of legal atmosphere pervading it.
4® With the growth of

various trades and professions, special judgeships were instituted.
47

Crime and Punishment

We have noted above the nature of some of the cases and offences

that came up for trial and punishments awarded therein. Drinking is

sometimes punished with heavy hues. 48 Some wine-merchants, once

accused of poison-making, are ordered to be executed by the king. 4®

Slander was punished with a tine ot 8 hohapunas Adultery in

woman (but that in man is never referred to as something punishable)

was punishable with ‘death, imprisonment, mutilation or even ( leaving

asunder.’ 51

Punishments were of various kinds : tines, imprisonment, mutila-

tion, banishment and death-penalty { cadha-handhana-chejja-lthejja ).
4a

Of the four robbers brought before a king, one* is sentenced to receive a

thousand stripes by barbed whips, another to be imprisoned in chains,

40 It would be interesting, and also, t think, instructive in this connection

to observe the life-like and realistic court-scone of those days represented on a

medallion at Jjarhut, The scene is taken from one of the Jutukas, no. 540.

1 reproduce hero the description of the scene as giveu by A. Foucher in his The

ltetjinnihQs of UmitUdst Art

,

pp. oO-ol : Ainaril, the virtuous wife, whose

husband is absent, has lour suitors to whom she assigns an interview for each

of the watches of the same night, and it is also in great esparto baskets that

she causes her tricked lovers to he packed by her servants. At the moment

chosen by the sculptor, wc arc in the midst of t lie court : the king is seated on

his throne, surrounded by his minister*, ami at his right side, one of the women

of the harem is waving a fly-flapper. Amara is standing an the other side, her

Jo ft hand on the shoulder of her attendant, and at her order, the covers of three

of the baskets ha\o already been raised and the head?, of three ot the delinquent*

uncovered, whilst two coolies bring the fourth.' Sec ibid., pi. V, fig. 5;

Cunningham, Stdint of Him i hut, pi. xxv, iig. 3.

47 IV, p. 43

—

sulfbascitiiiUiH vialathumho to ltluuatCujCu ikaftlulnum. Sec

.Mrs. Miys Davids, .//Cl.s\, 15HI1. p. 805.

48 I, p. 190. 49 V, p. 14.

50 J., I, p. 483. 51 J., V, p. 444; also II, p. 309.

52 J., V, pp. 245-6, 444 ;
cf. Aitlmiattra, IV, 2; UK. V; PE. IV.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1936 8
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the third to be smitten with a spear, and the fourth to be impaled .
33

Confiscation of property was not uncommon .

54 Trampling the criminals

to death under the feet of elephants may have been in Togue .
35 But

such cruel and harsh punishments were resorted to in the case of tried

thieves and robbers. Some offenders were sometimes banished from

their country in great humiliation, with all their property confiscated

to the state or were ordered to live in the C'andula settlement .

56

Shaving the heads of criminals was regarded as a severe punishment .

57

Thefts and highway-robberies were not uncommon in those days.

\nd it is not at all unnatural that the kings of' those days very often deal

very harshly with these criminals. It seems that, no legal procedure,

even of the kind of which we have spoken before, was gone through

in such cases. Summary justice by the king seems to have been the

ordinary course. Whenever a thief was found out
,

58 he was first of

all belaboured by the people themselves and then dragged before the

king for punishment .

59 Sometimes, thorough investigation is made

to find out the criminal, such as by shutting all the city-gates,

and searching the suspected places .

40 Fetters for a thief were in use .

41

Though such statements in the summary justice by the king as ‘off

with him, impale him on the stake ,’ 6
'
4 are parts of the fanciful stories,

it is nevertheless certain that, such inhuman punishments as impaling

63 J., VI, p. 3

—

tUbhiUti hhune cuttd.ro coni unita, tc.^u chasm mhuntakdni

kusdhi jMiharusahassmu anapes!
,

chasm so ink ludika bun d fia na <juiuam puvesunoin,

ckassu satire $atlii>uhdruddnuni
)
tkussu su/uiopunum.

54 «/., V, p. 357

—

yiiuiavilopanam.

55 J.
}

I, p. 200. 56 VI, p. 156.

57 lbid.
f p. 135, v. 538. These aud such other punishments to disgrace the

man in the eye of the public have been resorted to throughout the history.

Megaphones mentions cropping of the hair as a punishment: Fragment
,

xxvii.

They are still practised. On these methods of punishment and disgrace, see

Kalipada Mitra, JliOltS ., XX, pp. 80-80, who treats the subject from a folk-

lorist's point of view. That such practices persist even today is proved by somo

incidents witnessed by the above writer.

58 Cora dhanassa lmtthenti--thieves ever watch to steal our wealth—seems

to have been a common cry of the people. VI, p. 28, v. 120.

59 J., II, p. 122 60 .7., II, pp. 122-23; ill, pp. 436, 461.

61 J., I, pp. 370, 500. 62 J. t 1, p. 371; IV, p. 29.
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the criminal on a wooden stake
,

63 and the execution by axe ,

64 were

not uncommon. This whole system of execution and the office of the

executioner
(
coratjhataha

)

6i seem to present a realistic picture through

the description of the stories which we should note.

Execution

When a person was to bo announced as to be executed, special

execution-drum (cajjabherl) was beateu .

66 The condemned man was

tightly bound, his hands behind his back, and a garland of red flowers

(hannavera vajjaviuld) was placed around his neck. He was sprinkled

with brick dust on his head and then, scourged with whips on every

square (catuhhha) and was led away through the south gates to the place

of execution (dtjhdtam ), to the music of harsh-souiuling drum .

67

The figure of the Coraghataka is as distinct as it is cruel. A

hatchet (pharasu) on his shoulder, and a thorny rope (hantahahasam) in

his hand, dressed in a yellow robe {hdsd\ja n iydsa no) and adorned with

a red garland
(
rattanniiadhnro), he accompanies the horrible procession

and prepares himself for his cruel task .

68 There in the place of execu-

tion
(
dtjhutiun ), the condemned person was placed uithin the ‘fatal

circle’ (dhammaf/andihani)
i
and the axe did its deed .

09

Imprisonment

Ia*t us now turn to the jai 1 administration of those days,

itegular pi isons—bandhanafjurdni—did exist .

76
lint we do not know

G3 /., Ill, p. 31; IV, p. 2D; VI, p. 3; tf. Afnmi, VIII, p. 320.

01 J s% If, p. 124; III, pp. 41, 17S-9
;
V, p. 303.

Go The executioners are also known as KusOciija from the yellow robe they

wore : Ill, p. 41; IV, p. 447, vv. 193, 197.

GO I, p. 500; HI, p. 59.

07 •/., I, p. 500; II, p. 123; III, pp. 59. 430; IV. p. 191; cl. the figure of

tin* condemned man in the Mncltakaftkafii.

0* ./., Ill, pp. 41. 17*-9
;
V, p. 303.

09 Ill, p. 41; IV, p. 170. A curious idea is embodied in a (iritful,

no, 1 !IS 1 —repeated in no. 1407. Sec !., VI, p. 315, wherein it is said that ‘the

victim .should not addrc.ss the executioner, nor should the batter ask the victim

to address him’.

70 J., 1, p. 385 ; 111, pp. 320, 392; V, p. 159; VI, pp. 3, 3*7, 3*8, 427.
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what kind of offenders were imprisoned or how the period of imprison-

ment was apportioned in accordance with the seiiousness of the offence,

learned and trusted ministers are once thrown into prison for plottiug

against the life of an innocent man/ 1 for what term we are not told.

As to the life of the prisoners, it was very hard indeed. They were

bound in chains of iron (sanlhalilft-haiulhanam). 7 * The sad and

miserable plight of a released prisoner (nilUiamanaidto riya) is taken

as a standard of comparison for a person who has not bathed for days

together, nor rinsed his mouth nor performed any bodily ablutions .

73

The stories seem to suggest that the prisoners were wholly at the

mercy of the king, their life and death were in his hands. A kiug, in

order to save his own life from a yaiiha, promised to send to him

one man daily as his food, llis ministers encouraged him by saying:

“lie not troubled, there are many men in the jail. The king at once

began to send one prisoner daily and after a time the jails became

empty /’ 71 In the same way in another place/' the prisoners are

murdered.

In case of emergency even the prisons were thrown open and the

released theives and robbers were employed as warriois and fighting-

men against an enemy/ 6

On certain special occasions also like the return of a prince from

Takknsila77 or his marriage and coronation /' 1

or on festivals/" general

release of prisoners was declared by beat of drum (handliantunolLho

yhostto)/°

IIatii.ai. N. Mkiita

71 7., VI, pp. 387-8$.
~

m

2 d, VI, p. 127.

73 d, VI, p. 8, cl'. .!/«#«»/
, IX, p. iHS,

71 III. p. 320- -///</ huh ft hiinitliiiniiijfirv ti

ajMHibhfujc 1nin<Ili(iH(j<nhtliii iiiiiumm 11**1 ui jnltini.

7a V, p. lot). 70 •/., VI, p. 1-7.

77 d, IV, p. 17G.

78 d, V. p. 28a; VI. p. 156, v. 7<G.

70 Vf, p. 327, v. 1111—yr /:#•••/ hifhlha nuunn ntthi rafthe
t
miObe vu te

hiuiil/nuiu wooiyantu

;

also J., VI, p. a02, v. 2107..

80 Cl'. A 1 timid *1 m, 11, 30; Asoka’s Pillar tidict V.



Taxation of Yijayanagara

It may be stated at the outset, that one of the most important

fnriors that crowned the efforts of the Hindus of Yijayanagara with

success in mediaeval times, was the immense revenue which that kingdom

could command even from the very earliest stages ot her political

importance. Tradition lias kept this fact in the mystic story ot

Yidyaranya and the shower of gold for dj yhatis.

The system of taxation was very productive and efficient. Three

features determined its nature; firstly, the ancient Hindu theory;

secondly, the usage of the Tola and the lioysala kingdoms, and lastly,

the Muhammadan practice.

The conception of a tax was the same in Yijayanagara, as it is

now. The modern view of the essence of a tax is stated by l’rol'.

Taussig to he the absence of a direct
i
quit! pro quo

'

between the

tux-payer ami the public authority. The definition of Kautilya and

&ukra are consistent to this, and also to its compulsory nature.

In Yijayanagara the use of different terms like t/utta
,

.outfitjc,

suitIn
,
sunltimu etc. shows that they understood the essential features

of a tax as distinguished from other financial obligations to the state.

I do not mean to suggest that there was any clear cut distinction

between Taxes and Receipts. Such an absolute distinction is almost

impossible, ever, because in many cases both the (dements are inter-

twined. Again the definition of a tax cannot be pressed too far

because of the duties that the State owes to the people.

Apart from the term Receipts that 1 use to signify non-tax

revenue, Dr. Dalton uses another term “public revenue” to differentiate

certain other teal u res of a tax system non-existent )•> \ ijayanagara,

such as paper money freshly put into circulation, or the receipts from

public borrowings, or the sale of assets.

Sukra’s term Sulla is narrower in its meaning than the* term

“public receipts,” that l have used, though 1 believe that it means

more than mere customs duties and the excise duties of the modem

times.
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In Vijayanagara public receipts were quite important. They were

receipts from public property passively held, such as the royalty on

mines and forests that were leased out, fisheries and probably pearl-

fisheries, trees like tire areea palms, etc., and rent from land as

distinguished from land revenue etc. But it is incorrect to include

any enterprise that the state carried on under this head, because there

was an element of a tax even in the famous Kr^nadeva-raya's sale

of horses.

Developing this distinction on broad lines we have ‘Taxes ordinarily

so-called'. This includes (1) Land Kevenue as distinguished from Land

rent, (2) Customs and Lxcise, (3) Taxes on Gardens and plantations,

(4) Taxes on Houses, (0) General tax on certain persons like Jiyars,

Jangamas, Madigas, mendicants etc., (ti) Taxes on professional

classes like the artisans, carpenters, temple-priests, and even

shepherds, (7) Taxes on Transactions like the sale of sheep, (8) and

lastly, on commodities like the implements of work, viz., looms,

furnaces, ploughs, salt-pans, sugarcane and oil-mills etc. Articles of

consumption like food, eggs, corn, grain, betel-leaves ete., inanimate

possessions like gold etc., and animate possessions including tortoises,

goats, and trees were also taxed.

We then have tributes and indemnities, which often formed a

very considerable amount. This forms the second of our divisions.

Thirdly, there arc the forced loans. There is no direct inscript ional

evidence to prove* the- levy of these, though there are several inseriplions

about the remissions of forced labour. If we can distil guish this from

the labour exacted as a tax on artisans and workers, we may get an

instance of a forced loan of services, which, in terms of economies, is

\ery little different from a forced loan ot commodities like gold.

Fourthly, we have penalties and tines, judicial or administrative.

To these must be added a few other items in which the tax

element predominates, though they are not taxes in the strict sense

ot the term.

Firstly, we have the receipts from enterprises carried on by the

State with the use of monopoly power to raise its prices above the

competitive level. Krsnadeva-raya's sale of horses comes under

this head; because it was a state monopoly, and the prices were
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raised so much more above a possible competitive level as to be able

to cover the cost of the total number of horses that he bought, though

he retained the best of them for his own use.

Secondly, we have the voluntary gifts. A comparatively large

number of inscriptions dealing with this subject leads us to conclude

that this was quite a regular mi-.l substantial factor in the state’s

income. The idea of the mainUmuncc of Dhanna was so dominant in

that state which stood expressly as a champion of Dhanna, that any

heli» rendered lo the king in performing his Dhanna was in itself a

pious act and conducive to merit. These gifts took several forms.

There were conventional presents at the birth of a son and a daughter

(katnalu); Sew Year presents, presents of a religious nature, and other

unconventional presents given occasionally to acquire merit.

Thirdly, there are the Special Assessments .

1
I do not think that

there were a 113 special assessments even though the people of Vijaya-

nagara might have understood the increase in the value of property by

special circumstances, like the building of a new temple or the con-

struction of a new lake or a canal.

This classification is different from till* orthodox classification of

the Hindu law-givers. The classification of Munu is based on the rate

of the tux and the form of its levy, e.g.,

1/oU on cuttle and gold.

1/8 or 1 / (i or 1/1‘J of the crops etc.

Kautiiya’s classification is based on administrative convenience, as

be includes game, timber, aud elephants under the head of the

forests; tolls, fines, sugar, ghee, goldsmiths, prostitutes and gambling

under the head of t lie forts and so on. Sukra’s classification is much

better, and 1 have tried to follow him us far as possible. But even

tiukru is confused when lie hies io differentiate nkrxtapacya and' aranija,

J)r. Uhoshnl translates the tunnel* as “what is received without cultiva-

tion or effort that is nature's contribution. The latter is interpreted

us the forest produce. Whatever be the etymological grounds for this

translation, 1 do not see the point in this. Again, in what sense does

J By special assessment l mean what Prof. Hcligmaii defines as ‘u compulsory

contribution, levied ill proportion to the special benefits derived, to del ray the

cost of a specific improvement to property, undertake!) in the public interest.’
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Sukru think of nid/ii as State income? Does nidlii mean that which

is deposited with the state as one scholar interprets. It is to avoid

these difficulties that 1 have adopted my present classification.

Me can go a little further and examine all these i.i the light of

the popular dhisions of taxes, us direct ami indirect, temporary and

permanent, on income and on capital, on property and commodities and

on persons and on things. I will not go into the details, however, partly

because it is largely a matter of theoretical interest and partly because

such diiferen tint ion is more apparent than real in many cases.

It is obvious from the innumerable number of taxes that the

Vijayanagara rulers were not believers in the single tax system. Kven

it we widen the notion of a single tax so as to include all taxes assessed

on income or on the capital value of property, it does not include all

the taxes in Vijayanagura particularly the taxes on Jangamus, Jiyars,

ou marriages etc. A Multiple Tax system was preferred firstly

because the Hindu canonists allowed a wide margin in the levying

of taxes, especially in extraordinary times, and secondly because of the

special factors which brought about the rise of Vijayanagara. A third

reason, I believe, is equally, it not more, important. That is the sense

of equity of tile rulers and the ruled of Vijayanagara—the idea that

it would lead to very bad distribution of taxation in allowing certain

people with great taxable capacity to escape.

The existence of a Multiple Tax system in Vijayanagara warded olf

two of the worst evils of a tax system based on a single tax. Anomalies

as between persons were easily corrected by one tax if not the other,

and evasions were less easy, perhaps non-existent.

A special feature of this multiple system seems to he the fact that

the rulers thought that it must be felt as much ns possible. The

q ties tion of its justification or otherwise will be discussed later on. Dut

it is a noticeable fact that opinion is divided even among the modern

economists as regards its justification. The rulers of Vijayanagara as

well as the people seem to have been aware of the fact that ‘taxation

was not for revenue only/ ‘hiverybody was aware of the raison tie ctre

of the emergence and existence of Vijayanagara, and believed that they

were doing their Dliarma in paying their taxes to their king. We

have a statement in MuhtthhamUi
, Santi Darya:
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“Without wealth a king may acquire religious merit. Life

however is much more important than religious merit.”

“from the treasury springs his religious merit, 0 »Son of Kunti,

and it is in consequence of the treasury that the roots of the kingdom

extend.”

Manu says,

“liet him not cut up his own root by levying no taxes nor the

root of men by excessive greed; by cutting up bis own root (or theirs)

he makes himself or them wretched.”

Sukra also writes on the same lines.

In extraordinary times these philosophers go much farther and say

that not only can the rates be increased but the ruler can encroach upon

forbidden fields.

If we link these ideas together with the conception of the duties

of a king in those times, we see how the people must have realized

their participation in the maintenance of Dharma. To this we have

to add the opinions of private people expressed in their inscriptions

recording voluntary contributions of various sorts.

There were other reasons for the existence of a Multiple Tax

system. The spirit of the ancient and medieval laws of taxation seems

to be something akin to that of Arthur Young, quoted by Unstable

as follows : “if I were to define a good system of taxation, it should

be that of bearing lightly on an infinite number of points, heavily on

none.” The very fact that they wanted the community at large to

feel the taxes, made them take resort to this multiplicity of taxes so

that this direct burden may not all be felt by any one section. Besides

the fear of revolt or more commonly of strikes of non-payment of taxes

as numerous inscriptions show, made the monarch refrain from

straining any one particular section.

A third cause is the historical one. Dr. Dalton stresses the

importance of this cause when he says : “Almost everywhere, and even

in Great Britain, whose tax system is simpler than that of any other

important modern community, the so-called historical causes have lea

to a needless multiplicity of taxes and to needless complexity in

methods of assessment.” In India, this group of causes had much

greater importance, especially in Vijayanagara times. The Vijaya-

I.U.Q., SBPTEMUKIt, 1930 9
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nagara monarchs were essentially heirs to the Hoysala anil the other

pre-Vijayanagara dynastic1 traditions. One needs only to look into the

lists of taxes in the Vijayanagara and the Hoysala, Tamil and Telugn

kingdoms, to sec* that this is true.

Hilt the rulers of Vijayanag.na suffered from the same defects as

all advocates of Multiple Tax system are hound to suffer, if they carry

their argument to its logical limits. Firstly, the total money burden

of the tax on the community as a whole was by no means less because

it was wide-spread. I will refer to it presently when dealing with

the question of incidence. Apart from this it was not good from the

point of view of the collection of the taxes.

Now we come to the question of incidence. There is .another

word that is misunderstood so much us this one, I mean the

word tax. Trot. Caiman proposes to discard this term altogether,

hut it is surviving and is daily becoming more popular. This has to

Iks carefully distinguished from the indirect money harden, and also

from the direct and indirect real burden of the tax 01 the system of

taxation. Even a recent writer on this subject, Dr. 11. A. Saletore,

was not (dear about incidence, when he says that the incidence must

have varied from province to province to which he attributes the migra-

tion of peoples from one province to another, t hi close examination we

find that, actually incidence may he the least important cause of their

migration. Though the incidence of the tax he the same in two

provinces, migration may take place if the total direct and indirect

real burden of the tax or the tax system, and the indirect money burden

of the tax or tax system be lesser in one province than another due to

other factors.

Again, as we have already seen, the system of taxation must he

examined as a whole in judging the incidence. For, even if the

incidence of one tax is very light on one particular person or commodity

it may he counteracted by the greater incidence of another tax on him,

or on that commodity. Again, as Prof. Hast aide points out the existence

of varying standards of comfort even amongst the lowest classes at

different times and places must be recognised in order to arrive at a

satisfactory account of the incidence. Hcsidcs and above the physical

minimum, there is what Mill calls “Moral Minimum. ’* When that
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minimum is exceeded, there is something oil which taxation may fall.

In other words, to estimate the incidence of a tax we must know its

effect on the standard of life. This is the obvious mistake that most

persons make when they read the list of rates of taxes prevalent in

Vijayanagara or any ancient empire, and compare them with the present

rates, completely ignoring the varying standards of comfort and the

effects on the standards of life. This is, in fact, the most important

factor in our historical study of any Taxation system.

Some economists have tried to prove that the doctrine of capitalisa-

tion of taxes is fallacious, but they have erred in taking the opposite

extreme. The advocates of the doctrine of capitalisation of taxes assert

that taxes on more or less permanent sources of revenue like the land

taxes and many other 'taxes of Vijayanagara depress the selling value

of the object taxed when they are first imposed, but that no burden

is transmitted to subsequent purchasers of this object, since they buy

knowing that the tax is payable and hence their prices are reduced

accordingly. The opponents of this theory contend that even

the subsequent purchasers of the taxed object gain if the tax is

repealed, and so the incidence (measured by the relief they get

from the repeal) just falls on the first person who paid the

tax. But this objection seems to play with the word incidence

and hide behind a group of words the real fact that incidence has

two aspects, and that the incidence of a tax may become lesser or

greater by the change of other conditions, even if the amount of the

tax he the same. The argument that the incidence of a specified amount

of tax on an acre of land near the modern ruins of Vijayanagara has

been the same during the 11th, Ifitli and 20th centuries, hardly

needs any refutation. Besides, these critics seem to forget that inci-

dence is but one of the many problems connected with a tax, and

except in relation to them it lias not got so much significance by itself.

One particular feature of Vijayanagara must not be missed in

studying the subject of incidence. Dr. Saletore writes, “The threat of

a general strike or of deserting their homes, brought forth a revenue

enquiry, the results of which were generally accepted as satisfactory.”

There arc* many inscriptions both royal and otherwise which show that

the king gave special orders to special officers to look into the matter,
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and in some cases investigated the matter himself. Sometimes there

was actual reduction of taxes in general. At other times a compromise

was arrived at by ordering unconsolidated amount to be paid by the

people.

Corporate bodies exercised a great influence in the matter of voting

the taxes or getting remission or modification of them. The importance

and power of corporate bodies in the political life of South India is

great, and needs to he thoroughly studied. I can only add here that we

have definite inscription^ and other evidences to show the organised

activities of prosperous groups of commercial classes, which voted for

their overlords the dues of the country.

If we now look at the .problem of distribution, we must remember

that even here we take account of only the direct and not of the indirect

burden of taxation. Again we must remember that individual taxes

in themselves should not be condemned as inequitable. In Dr. Dalton’s

words, “there may be inequity in parts but equity in the whole.”

A sense of equity must have dominated the minds of the Vijaya-

nagara rulers in the levy of taxes, as seen from the elaborate rules and

the differentiation made in the nature of the commodity and the nature

of the person affected by the tax. We have a critical appreciation and

enforcement of the via media between ad valorem and specific taxes.

In the case of land taxes and taxes on more or less permanent property

the process of estimation, or survey and assessment at certain definite

and fixed rates was followed carefully. Even in their collection certain

definite methods or principles were adhered to.

Without much discussion we can eliminate the principle of cost

of service and benefit of service, because in my opinion the principle

on which the equitable distribution of taxation in the Vijayanagara

empire wras based was the principle of individual ability to pay.

Actually in one form or another this is the principle on which the

taxation of any country devolves on, even if wr

e do not agree that the

other two principles of cost of service and benefit of service are

impracticable.

What was the Vijayanagara conception of ability to pay? Most

of the taxes conform to two principles, namely equal sacrifice, wherein

the direct money burden of taxation should be so distributed that the
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direct real burden on all tax-payers is equal; and minimum sacrifice,

wherein the total burden of the tax-payers as a whole is as little as

possible. That is to say, there were proportional taxes, like most of

the ad valorem taxes (such as taxes on nava-rntna
,
carpets, and some

cases of certain taxes on land), and regressive taxes, like the specific

taxes assessed per load or per certain weight (where the larger the

tax-payer’s income the smaller is the proportion that he contributes).

The principle of proportional sacrifice and progressive taxation does not

seem to be at all understood, though in actual fact the taxes tended

to be progressive in many cases where the taxes were* levied per unit

of value, according to equal sacrifice. vVhether this ignorance of the

progressive idea was due to the fact that the marginal utility of income

diminished slowly in those days, I cannot venture to say at t li i> stage;

heeau.se it still remains to he discussed whether the marginal utility of

income diminished as rapidly then as it does nowadays.

The system of taxation as a whole, I think, tends to he .lightly

progressive, based on the principle of proportional sacrifice. The

principle of minimum* sa< rifiee is ignored and no limit of exemption

is allowed. Lvmi the nnrhyns and the shepherds were taxed, though

it ivS very unlikely that they had even all the amenities of life in

abundance. But we must remember that equity is a term with a

subjective meaning, and that opinions and ideas about equity

are always changing. Probably to the minds of the Vijayanagora

rulers and the people, there was nothing very much that was

inequitable in this system, or else it would not have lasted so long, if

private bodies and corporations voted sums to their king basing on

these principles, we should be rash in saving that they were acting

against their ideas of equity.

Let us examine the tax system from tin* point ol view <*i the State.

The first point is economy. Sir Josiah St,imp point'* out that taxes

in countries like Ancient Persia, or Turkey and ( Miina
,
hail very little

margin over and above the expenses of current collection, and lienee

were highly uneconomical. To consider this in the ease ot Vi.jav nnagara,

we will have to go into the huge problem of the adminisf rat ive

machinery of this empire and into the problem of farming. lint ;n

a general survey like this, 1 may quote l)r. Saletore who lias g*>m- into
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tliis question deeply though from a different angle. He states that

Sukra enjoins two ways of collecting land revenue, (and tin's applies to

other sources of revenue also): (1) Farming out to Ihe rich men in

the village. (2) Collecting by officers of the (Vntral Government, with

salaries of l MO, 1/12, 1/8, or 1/0 of the revenue in the area.

\ ijayanagara followed this principle ami had both.” This was so

because the revenue administration of Yijayanagara seems to have been

thoroughly centralised like that of the Tamil governments, which had

detailed surveys with accurate measurement
s, elaborate registers, an

elaborate system of civil service and so on.

As regards customs and excise we know that the State fixed definite

centres where they ought to he collected very much on the lines of

Sukra, who says, “Sulka ought to he collected at the market place,

street ami mines.” “It is to he realised only once either from the buyer

or the seller.
'*

Hut all told, it is exceedingly difficult to

judge, from the woeful lack of statistics, as to what proportion of

the amount collected was spent iu the actual collection, and what pro-

portion of the money paid by the tax-payer rcael^d the state. Speaking

broadly, I can only say that there was no special factor like the worst

influence of farming or too much of red-tape to make it particularly

had from the point of view of economy. The fact that the taxes from

the very poor were exempted or excused in some cases shows that

considerations of economy prevailed in spite of the then prevalent

opinion that everybody should toiitrihutc something in order that a

sense of* political responsibility should he widely diffused.

The last point shows that there were no impracticable ideas.

Practicability was at the root of the system, ami theory stepped in

only to jnslily what already existed in practice. The competency of

the administrative machinery ill collecting an\ of the taxes imposed,

and the probabilities of evasion and fraud must have actuated the

rulers iu many of the remissions that they actuall' granted, of which

we bavc inscripl ioiml evidence. Yet one .wonders how the ad valorem

excise duties were collected without either too murh difficulty and

inconvenience to the populace or a gieat amount of loss io the state.

There is one principle that the rulers of Yijavanagaia must have

greatly considered, and that is the probability of drying up tire Bouree
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of tax. In an agricultural community where convention largely rules

(lie .standard of lift*, and where the ability of the state to bring to

hook a peasant for example, was limiled by so many factors (including

tin* intervention ot corporate bodies and the threat of desertion and

strike), the principle of “what the traffic will hear” must have been

the ultimate and in many cases tin* obvious factor that determined

the demands of the stale, ftvery land-holder knows that even today

in an area of peasant proprietors, the contract that ihe owner of the

land holds with the actual cultivaior is practically nominal, and that

the actual return that the owner gets is determined solely by what the

peasant can pay after the harvest. The government in the days of

Vijayanagara must have been in a similar position in this respect.

From the point of view of the individual, the chief canon of cri-

ticism is the ability to pay. This is generally interpreted to mean

ability with reference to monetary resources, but Sir .losiab Stamp

points out that even personal pride is not without its influence on one’s

lax-paying ability.

Various tests of ability have been given by economists. In the

measurement of ability the unit of time adopted by Vijayanagara

rulers, was helpful, unlike the system in many modern countries, where

people generally think of income by the year, though the vast majority

of people think only in terms of the week, and make the week their

unit of time. A ease like tin* Munitions Levy could not happen in

Vijayanagara, for if this country depended on such a system she

could have got no land revenue or excise duties from the notoriously

thriftless agricultural classes and petty industrialists. There was not

much difficulty about the conception of the Pure Income. This was

because, at least in the case of land revenue* and revenue from petty

industrialists there was no great likelihood of wastage of capital. Again,

there could he mv discrimination between earned and unearned income,

since the continuance of the income depended entirely on the activity

of the worker, the co-operation of nature being giantcd. in tin*

majority of cases domestic circumstances and the factor of economic

surplus distinction must have reacted on the total direct and indirect.

veal burden of the tax-payer who manifested his attitude in his usual

customary method of either a threat or an actual strike.
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lhere are many other problems connected with taxation in

Vijayanagara, like the effects of taxation on the ability and ineentive

of the people to work and save, its effects on the distribution of wealth,

its economic* effects o;i the community as a whole, its psychological

effec ts and a host ot others. These cannot be dealt with here in detail,

but before concluding we may note three important points regarding

the system in general.

Firstly, there is no country in the world in which the system of

taxation has been established, systematically and deliberately. Kvery-

wlierc* the accidents of political and commercial considerations in past

history have been perpetuated, and condition the present system. So

was it in the case oi \ ijayanagara, and to examine its statistical aspect is

t > miss probably the most integral element in it, that is, the dynamic al

element which is more* in conformity with practical life. I’n fortunately

the administrative* and other problems relating to the* kingdoms which

preceded Vijayanagara, have not been examined thor< uglily.

Secondly, our ideas of justice and eipiity in taxation change with

the alterations in tin* social conditions. As S'digmun says, “Finance*

and economics arc inextricably intertwined and like* all the* facts of

social life, taxation itseli is on 1 \ an historical category
.

”

Thirdly, though the taxation Fmpiiiv Committee of

decided that Land lb*\entic* L essentially a tax on things and not. on

pel sons, and though Land lteveuue formed a large* part of the* taxation

of Vijayanagara, I cannot help thinking that the* system of taxation

under Vijayanagara was more personal ami subjective* than what,

Prof. Seligman has rcfc*rrc*d to as ‘real or scientific taxation.’ A perso-

nal tax in order to he* successful must br national; and this was natural

and inevitable in Vijayanagara, because of the* peculiar factors which

brought it into existence, and maintained it for more t lia i. two and

half centuries against immense odds. To study the* system of taxation

in the Vijayanagara empire without umicistandiiig these factors is like*

trying to understand the modern 'post-war economic- problems without

much reference* to I lie* factors that gave rise* to them.

At the? root ot all systems of finance we* have the idea of maximum

social advantage. Opinion may differ as to what const i tutes maximum
social advantage. A tyrant justifies lavish expenditure on pom]) and
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splendour us conducive to maximum social advantage. Bui the problem

of luxation loses its infinite importance in respect of maximum social

advantage, unless it is viewed in its proper relation to expenditure.

Wealth is a means to an end and its relative distribution is bound up

with the question of how best that end could be reached. If, argue

the Socialists, that end could be reached by the action of the com-

munity as a whole in its capacity as the state, why not take a lot from

the community in the form of taxes Y In essence the argument of an

autocrat differs little from this. So it is necessary to emphasise tin

importance of the relative position of taxation in the system of finance

in any country or kingdom, which again is an aspect of the wider sphere

ot the factors governing the rise and the existence of the state.

I have suggested a method for the study of the taxation

problems of not only Vijayanagara but of every kingdom and

empire for which we have any considerable amount of detail.

Mere lists of rates of taxes added to the statements of individual

observations of laymen can never be a sure test of the soundness or

otherwise of any system of taxation, of any country, at any time. So

the present method may be adopted at least in a spirit of a bold experi-

ment on lines different from the customary. All systems need to be

examined even us all taxes.

i\ SllEllNIVASAL 11AU

t.n.u., 1930 10



Sasanka

Sasahka was one of the great political figures in India in the first

half of the seventh century A.D. The history of this king has been

discussed by Itai Bahadur Hama Prasad Chanda, 1 Mr. K. 1).

Banerjee, 2 Dr. H. C. Majumdur, 3 and Dr. H. 0. Basuk. 4 All of them

have not noticed many important points in the subject as they

concentrated their attention mainly to the discussion of the clash bet-

ween that monarch and the king Itajyavardhaua of the Puspabhuti

dynasty. An attempt lias been made here to reconstruct the detailed

history of &asaiika with the help of the available evidences.

The earlfest reference to &asfuika is found in an inscription" which

is engraved in the rock of the hill-fort of Rohtasgarh, ‘J4 miles south-

west of Sasseram, in the Shahabad District of the Province of

Bihar. The inscription records only the name “tiri-Malidsdm<tnt<i-

tiumiikadcvanya" (Of the Maliasamanta Sri Sasanka). As the inscrip-

tion, from the puheographieal point of view, is to he placed in the early

part of the seventh century A.D., there cannot Le any doubt that

Sasanka, referred to therein, is identical with Sasfuika, the adversary of

Rajvavardhana. It therefore follows from the above inscription that

Sasfuika began his political career us a vassal under some king. But no

suggestion has yet been made by the scholars about the identity of the

king who, was the overlord of thisaiika. It is not, however, very diflicult

to arrive at a fairly definite conclusion on the matter.

The Maukhari Isanavarman, who was ruling in 554 A.D., rt was

followed on the Maukhari throne by Sarvavarmun, Annntivarmun, and

Grahuvurman in succession. Giuhuvarman lost his life in the early

part of his reign about U05 A.D. If the date 554 A.D. is assumed as

1 Gan<Jardjamdld, pp. 7 ft*.

2 lidiujldr ltihd.su, pp. 100 If.
;
History of Oiimt

,
pp. 120 if.

3 Early History of lluujul, pp. 10 if.

4 History of North-Eastern India
t pp. 132 If.

5 GIL, p. 284.

t> EL, vol. XIV, p. 110.
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the last year of I&mavarman’s reign, and if a reign of twentyfive

years is allotted to each of Sarvavarman and Avantivarman, the year

of Grahavarman's accession falls in C04 A.D. In any case Sasaiika,

who was a contemporary of Grahavarman, was very likely a contem-

porary of the latter's father Avantivarman. It is known from the

Deva-Baranark or Deo-Baranark inscription of Jivitagupta II* that

Sarvavarman and Avantivarman granted the village of Varunika,

situated in the Valavi Visaya of the Nagara-Bhukti. Varunika is

Deva-Baranark, about 25 miles south-west of Arrah, the chief town of

the Shahabad District in the Province of Bihar, where the inscrip-

tion was discovered. Valavl Visaya roughly corresponds to the Shaha-

bad District. This definitely settles that Sasaiika was a feudatory of

Avantivarman, and, probably for a short period of his son

Grahavarman.

Dr. Basak remarks that* Sasaiika “had his first administrative

centre established in Karnasuvarna
;
he gradually extended his power

by occupation of Pundravardhana in the north and some places in

south Bihar i.e. Gaya, Roliitasvagiri (or Rhotas hill) even up to

Benares in the west, and the whole country, in the south, up to

Koiigada Province, situated in the modern Ganjam district, south of

Orissa.'’ It seems quite unlikely that Sasaiika held sway over such a

vast territory of Magadha, ltadha and Gauda as a feudatory of the

Maukharis. In that case the territory of the feudatory is to he taken

to have been larger than that of the over-lord. Moreover there is no

evidence to prove that the kingdom of Sasaiika, so long as he was

a feudatory, extended beyond the Shahabad District, lu ancient time

Rohitagiri, modern Rohtasgarh, was an important political centre.

It was the capital of the ancestors of the Candras of East Bengal.*

As the Rohtasgarh inscription associates Sasaiika with that place, the

conclusion becomes irresistible that it was his early capital. This

diminishes the value of Dr. Majumdar’s remark that Sasaiika “was

the first great national hero of Bengal of whom history has preserved

7 OIL
, p. 218.

8 History of North-Eastern India, p. 140.

9 Inscriptions of Bengal
,

vol. Ill, p. 8.
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any record/* 10 SaSanka had as much claim to be called a national

hero of Bengal as any successful invader of that country.

Sa4aiika, before he launched his western campaigns, must have

brought Magadha, Gauda and Radha under his sway, and transferred

his capital to Karuasuvarna, modern Rahgamati, in the Murshidabad

District of Bengal. The king from whom Sasahka wrested those two

provinces of Gauda and Radha cannot be determined with any

amount of certainty. The Bappaghosa inscription 11 informs that

Karuasuvarna was under the sway of the King Jayanaga in the latter

part of the sixth century A.D. The Nidhanpur plates 12 report that

Bhaskaravarman, king of Kamarupa, occupied Karuasuvarna for some

time. Seals of Bhaskaravarman and bis elder brother Supratisfhita-

varman were found in the ruins of Nalanda. 13 There is no

agreement among the scholars regarding the period when Karna-

suvarna passed into the hands of Bhaskaravarman. Dr. Majumdar 11

suggests that Bhaskaravarman conquered Karnasuvarna after the

death of Harsa in (>47 A. I). Mr. R. D. Banerji
1
” is of opinion that

Harsa and Bhaskaravarman took possession of Karuasuvarna by defeat-

ing Sasahka before 019 A.D., after which the vanquished king retired

t) Ganjam. Dr. Basak 10
states that Iiarsa with the help of his ally

Bhaskaravarman conquered Karuasuvarna by defeating Sasahka or his

successor, and handed it over to ihe king of Kamarupa.

It is known from the llarmcurita that Bhaskaravarman sent his

messenger llamsavega for concluding an alliance with Harsa. The

object of this political move was that “from childhood upwards it was

this Kumura’s (Bhuskaravarmau’s) first resolution never to do homage

to anybody except the lotus-feet of Siva. Such an ambition, so

difficult of attainment in the three worlds, may be reached by one of

three means, by a conquest of the whole earth, by death, or by a

friend like Harsa. ,M7 Bhaskaravarman had no other alternative but

10 Kurin History of Bengal, p. ]6. 11 El., vol. XY'III, p. 00.

12 El., vol. XIJ, p. 70. 13 Ihid.
f

vol. XXI, p. 77.

14 Early History of Bengal, p. 20.

15 History of (Prism
, p. 120; vol. 1: Prehistoric, p. 198.

1G Hist. North-Eastern India, pp. 153, 227.

17 Cowell, Harsa-varita
,

p. 217.
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to take recourse to the last one. Here, the indication is quite clear

that some external force was threatening to deprive Bhaskaravarman

of his royal position, and it was not possible for him to maintain his

sovereign power without an alliance with Harsa. It is unanimously

agreed that the enemy, whom Bhaskaravarman was afraid of, was none

other than &asahka. Mr. R. D. Banerji rightly thinks Uat 1 *

“Bhaskaravarman of Assam may have felt the weight of Sa&ihka’s

arms before he sent an ambassador to Harsa to seek his alliance/ * It

is equally possible that Bhaskaravarman wrested the throne of Karna-

suvaina from Jayanaga, and was forced to surrender it to Sa£anka.

Sa4aiika also conquered Gauda from him. Sa&Lnka’s decisive victory

made Bhaskaravarman realise that his sovereignty of Kamarupa was

in danger. Whether Sasahka actually invaded Kamarupa is not

known.

Sa&iuka probably made his southern conquests before he proceeded

to the west. The Ganjam plates19 record that when Maharajadhiraja

Sasahka was ruling, Maharaja Mahasamanta Madhavaraja II, from his

camp of Kohgoda, near the bank of the Samila river, granted the

village of Chavalakhaye, which belonged to the Krsnagiri Visaya, to

a Brahmana. It is dated Guptabda 300 = A.D. 619. Kohgoda, which

was the chief town of Kougoda-Mandala, seems to be identical with

Kohgoda, situated in the liamgiri Agency of the Ganjam District,

Madras Presidency. Kohgoda-Mandala is identified with the Ganjam

District. The inscription refers to Maharaja Ayasobhita as the father,

and the Maharaja Mahasamanta Madhavaraja I as the grandfather,

of Madhavaraja II.

Madhavaraja II belonged to the Sailodbbava dynasty, which first

rose into importance in Kalinga. 30 It appears from the Ganjam plate

that Madhavaraja I was a feudatory under some king. It may be

suggested that Sambhuya of the Patiakella grant, 21 dated G.E.

283 =* A.D. 602, was his overlord. His son Ayasobhita tvbs not a

Mahasamanta. This suggests that AyaSobhita raised the political statu*

of his family to that of an independent king. His son Madhavaraja

18 History of Orissa, vol. I, p. 129.

20 Ibid., vol, HI, p. 42.

19 EL, vol. VI, p. 148.

21 Ibid., vol. IX, p. 285.
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II was, however, reduced to the rank of Mahasamanta evidently by the

Maharajadhiraja &a£ahka.

A copperplate, 22 found in Khurda, in Orissa, was issued by

Madhavaraja Sainyabhita. Madhavaraja was the son of Ayasobhita,

and grandson of Sainyabhita. Scholars agree that Madhavaraja

of the above grant is identical with Madhavaraja II of the Ganjain

plate. The Khurda plate records that Madhavaraja, from his camp

of Kohgoda, granted some lands, in the village of Arahanna, in the

Thorana Visaya. It is further stated that Madhavaraja Sainyabhita

got the sovereignty of the whole of Kalihga. 23 There are indications

in the same record that Madhavaraja did not obtain independent

status at the time of issuing this grant. This implies that Sasaiika,

having conquered Madhavaraja II, not only annexed the Kohgoda-

Mandala into his dominion but the whole of Kalihga. The country

of Kalihga comprised the modern Ganjam and Vizagapatam Districts

and the part of the Godavari District to the east of the Godavari river.

According to Iliuen Tsaug24 Kalihga was situated between Kohgoda,

South Kosala, and Andhra, thus comprising the Vizagapatam District,

and the Godavari District to the east of the Godavari. This adds to

our knowledge that the kingdom of Sasahka extended up to the

Godavari river in the south-west.

The Aihole inscription25 reports that the Calukya Pulikesi II con

quered Kalihga and Andhra country. He entrusted the government cf

Kalihga and Andhra to his younger brother Kubja Visnuvardhaua in

the year A.D. G1G-G17. Two insciiptions2 ® of Kubja Visnuvardhaua

prove that his kingdom extended up to the Vizagapatam District. This

shows that the whole of Kalihga as described by Hiuen Tsang passed

into the hands of the Calukyas shortly before G16 A.D. Pulikesi II

evidently conquered Kalihga from Sasahka and his feudatory Madhava-

raja II. Kubja Visnuvardhana and his successors held sway over Kalihga

for several centuries without interruption.

22 JASJl.y vol. LXXI1I, pt. I, p. 284.

23 p. 285, mkula KaUngCulhipatya sakaln kalavdpta etc.

24 Watters, vol. II, pp. 196 ff.

25 EI., vol. VI, p. 6.

26 Author’s ‘Eastern Ciilukya’s in 1HQ., vol. VIII, pp. 442 ff.
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Annexation of Kalinga by £&6anka implies his annexation of

Orissa. The adversary, by defeating whom Gasahka became the master

of Orissa, seems to have been Sambhuya, who was ruling in 602 A.D. 37

Saiahka, having consolidated his power in the east, seems to have

made a bid for the conquest of northern India. The anarchy that broke

out there after the fall of Kanauj at the hands of the Kalacuri

Buddharaja, 28
facilitated his task. Buddharaja killed the Maukhari

Grahavarman, and confined the latter’s queen Eajyasri in the fort of

Kanyakubja. He then marched against Thaneswar. 29 In the mean time

Sasahka also advanced towards Kanauj, and within a very short time

took possession of the city. The statement that Sa&mka conquered

Kanauj is supported by circumstantial evidence. Eajyavardhana, king

of Thaneswar, having defeated the Malava king, met Sasahka on his

way to Kanauj. Had he been able to reach Kanauj before he con-

fronted i3a&ihka, he would have forthwith released Bajya&ri.

Scholars think that Sa^ahka made an alliance with the Malava king

against the Maukharis and the Puspabhutis. But there is no evidence

in support of this assertion. Bana does not hold SaSahka respon-

sible for the assassination of Grahavarman, and for putting RajyaSrI

into the prison. The same authority reports that the Malava king alone

marched against Thaneswar. The measures, that were undertaken by

Eajyavardhana after his victory over the king of Malava, indicate that

he did not even think of the possibility of another struggle wdth any

other enemy on his way to Kanauj. Had he been aware of the fact that

the vanquished Malava king had an ally in the neighbourhood ready to

fight with him, he would not have despatched his veteran general

Bhancji back to Thaneswar. In this circumstance, the actions of

Sasanka and the Malava king cannot but be taken to have been

independent.

Sa4ahka, as has already been noticed above, confronted Eajyavar-

dhana somewhere on his way to Kanauj. The result of the encounter

that followed was disastrous to Eajyavardhana. Bana reports that80

Farsavardhana, the younger brother of Eajyavardhana, was informed

27 KL
t

vol. IX, p. 286. 28 JBOIIS., vol. XIX, pp. 406 ff.

20 Cowell, Harqa-carita, p. 173. 30 Cowell, p. 178.
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by a messenger that “his brother though he had routed the A(alava

army with ridiculous ease, had been allured to confidence by

false civilities on the part of the king of Gauda, and then weaponless

confiding, and alone, despatched in his own quarters.” The same

authority remarks that31 the death of Rajyavardhana took place due to

carelessness on his part, and gives a number of illustrations,

which have been gathered from ancient works, such as the Arthasastra ,

Kiimandakiyanitisara
, Brhat-saTTihitd etc., in order to show that similar

incidents resulting from the same cause, were not unusual in history.

More emphasis has, however, been laid on the carelessness committed

by the ancient kings in their dealings with women. In this connection

Harsa was told that32 “the blunders of heedless men arising from women

had been brought sufficiently to his lord’s hearing.”

A commentary on Harsa-carita
,

written by Sankara in the

fourteen tli century A.D., relates that Sasanka through hiB ambassador

made a false proposal to Rajyavardhana of giving his daughter

in marriage to him. Rajyavardhana along with his attendants went to

Sasanka ’s camp, and while enjoying a feast there was murdered by

Sasanka in disguise. Sankara’s source of information in this matter is

not known. Hence much value should not be attached to this. Hiuen

Tsang reports that33 Rajyavardhana came to the throne after Prabha-

karavardhana. “At this time the king of Karnasuvarna—a king of

Eastern India, whose name was Sasahgka frequently addressed his

ministers in these words : ‘If a frontier country has a virtuous ruler,

this is the unhappiness of the (mother) kingdom.’ On this they asked

the king to a conference and murdered him.” It is further stated that

the chief ministers and the magistrates told Qar$avardhana that

“owing to the fault of his ministers, he (Rajyavardhana) was led to

subject his person to the hand of the enemy” etc. The inscriptions of

Harsavardhana state that34 Rajyavardhana “after uprooting his

31 Ctowell, p. 192. 32 Ibid., p. 194,

33 Beal’s, Buddhist Records
, pp. 210-211; Watters, vol. I, p. 343 > Life

f
p. 83.

34 El., vol. IV, p- 210

:
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enemies, alter conquering his enemies, alter conquering the earth, and

doiug what was agreeable to his subjects, in consequence ol his

adherence to his promise, gave up his life in the mansion of his foe.”

According to Kai liahadur Kama Prasad Chanda and Dr. Majumdar"

iu reliance should be placed on the reports of Buna and Hiuen Tsang,

who were prejudiced against the enemy of their patron Harsavardhana.

Hursu’s inscription “does not allude to treachery having played any

part in it.” Sasanka defeated Kfijyavardhana in a fair fight. Kajya-

vard liana had six or seven thousand soldiers after his fight with the

Mfilava king, lienee there was no necessity tor Sasanka, who must

have been equipped with a large army, to take recourse to unfair means.

It is surprising that the Kai Bahadur has been able to fix up the

number of soldiers, belonging to Kajyavardhana, that, survived the

battle with the Mulava king. There is no warrant for thinking

that Buna and lliuen Tsang blackened the character of Sasanka

with accusations knowing them to be false. Harsa’s inscrip-

tions do not exonerate Sasanka of his guilt. It makes it clear that

Kfijyavanlhana went to the enemy’s camp on the call of justice and not

under (lie pressure of physical force. It is therefore* obvious that llajya-

vardhana did not go to the camp ot his adversary with a view to fight

liis enemy. The suggestion that Kfijyavardhana was invited to a duel

by Sasanka, and the former accepted that and lost his life in that fair

fight, is ridiculous. The very fact that Kfijyavardhana lost his life in

his enemy’s camp where lie went under moral obligation, suggests itself

(hat (here was unfair play on the part of his assailant. The Indologists

arc well aware ot' the fact that in ancient times the practice of recording

one’s defeat or (he discomfiture of his ancestors at the hands of the

enemy, in his own document, was not iu vogue without any special

reason. If there was no moral justification on the side of Kfijyavardhana,

and perfidy on the part ol Sasanka, lLarsa would not in any case have

cared to record that deplorable incident in his inscriptions. The Apsad

inscription 3* records the death of Damoduragupta in a battle with the

Maukliuris. Here the object of recording this fact is to glorify the

3.5 (htudaUklifumVa, pp. 8-10; Early Hist, uf Banjul, pp. 17 18.

30 C’i/., p. 200.

I.H.Q., SEl’TKM IIKll, 1936 11
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victory of the later Guptas over the Maukharis, which was won by the

bravery of Damodaragupta, though he lost his life in the battle-field,

liana's report, as a matter of fact, is supplementary to that of the ins-

criptions of ITarsa. The motive which prompted Sasuhka to take recourse

to this unfair method is not very far to seek. ltujyuvardhana’s victory

over such a powerful king as Buddharaja proved his high military skill.

This was, no doubt, discouraging to Sasahka. After his capture

of Kanauj, he had no other alternative but to fight with ltajyavardhana,

who was anxious to take possession of that city. Sasiihka's hope of vic-

tory over Kujyavardhana entirely vanished when a new trouble

threatened him from behind. A noble named Gupta, whom I am in-

clined to identify with Devagupta, and who previously suffered a defeat

at the hands of ltajyavardhana, besieged Kanauj. This placed Sasun ka

in between the two enemies. He got out of this critical situation by

adopting unfair means, as has been described above.

Bana relates that Harsavardhana, as soon as lie heard the news of

Itajyavardhana’s death, promised that 17 “unless in a limited number

of days he clears this earth of Gaudas, and makes it resound with fetters

on the feet of all kings who are excited to insolence by the elasticity of

their bows, then will I hurl my sinful self, likes a moth, into an oil-fed

flame.” Harsa set out with a large army against Sasun ku. lie met

Bhandi on his way, and came to learn from him the news of

Rajyasn’s flight to the Vindhya forest. Bhandi reported to him that

he38 “learnt from common talk that after his majesty ltajyavardhana

was taken to paradise and Kanyakubja was seized by the man named

Gupta, queen RajyasrI burst from her imprisonment, and with her traiii

entered the Vindhya forest.” The same authority mentions elsewhere

that Harsa was told by the attendants of Rajyasri that3 ® “she was sent

away from Kanyakubja, from the imprisonment there during the Gauda

trouble through the action of a noble named Gupta.” The Gauda

trouble, mentioned above, evidently refers to the unhappy incident that

culminated in the death of ltajyavardhana. The above reports make

it clear that SaSahka had no hand in the matter of the release of Rajya-

srl. The fact that Gupta seized Kanauj after the death of

87 Cowell, p. 187. 38 Ibid., p. 224. 39 Ibid., pp. 260-251.
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Hnjyavardhana, which was already in the possession of Susan ka, indi-

cates that his relation with the Bengal king was not friendly.

ilarsa, following the information supplied by Bliandi, ordered him

to advance with the army, and himself went to the Vindhya forest, lie

rescued ltajyasrl with the help of a Buddhist monk. The Buddhist

monk requested both the brother and the sister to take up the yellow rohe

of the. Buddhists. But Ilarsa expressed his unwillingness to do that till

he fulfilled the vow of destroying Sasahka. He then alter a few stages’

march met Bliandi on the bank of the Ganges. 40

Bana closes his narrative abruptly with some vague references

to Harsa’s achievements, lie does not tell us whether Ilarsa ever

came into actual conflict with Susan ka.

Bana met Ilarsa on the bank of the Ajiruvntf river, which is iden-

tified with the Rapti. 41 Previous to that Ilarsa finished his conquest

of Sindh and the Himalayan countries. 48 These two expeditions of

ilarsa were certainly undertaken some time after his military campaign

against Sasahka, which was conducted immediately after the death of

Kajyavardhana. It is thus evident that the result of Harsa’s

expedition against the Bengal king was known to Bana.

Bana, on his return to Prltikuta, his native village, after his short

association with Ilarsa, was requested by his cousins to relate to them

the adventures (carita) of his patron king. Bana replied: “What man

could possibly even in a hundred of men’s lives depict his (Harsa’s)

story in full? If however you care for a part, I am ready.” 41 This

proves beyond doubt that Bana stopped in the middle of his work-

while narrating the adventures of Ilarsa in pursuance of the scheme,

he had made, before he proceeded with it. It follows from this that

.tuna’s silence on the result of Harsa’s expedition against Sasahka is

deliberate. If this is studied with the report of the Ganjam plate, the

conclusion becomes irresistible that Harsa’s campaign against the

Bengal king met with signal failure. As against this inference it may

reasonably be argued that if the result of Harsa’s expedition on that

40 Cowell, p. 224. 41 Ibid p. 46. 42 Ibid.
t p. 76.

43 Ibid. p. 77
: %s I

3 3l3 $3551 31 3W 333, l
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occasion was not favourable to liim, why shouhl Buna be putting that

word of promise to the mouth of his patron. Ilarsa,
44

as has already

been noticed above, is said to have promised, immediately after the

receipt of the news of ltujyavardhana’s death, that, lie would burn him-

self to death if he could not make the earth free from Gauda in a limited

number of days. The argument, made above, would have carried great

weight had not there been an evidence from an independent source to

prove the contrary assertion. The fact remains that tfasahka main-

tained his imperial power at least up to (>19 A.])., and Harsa could not

fulfill his promise at least within fourteen years after its

announcement. 1 *

The measure that Sasanka undertook against Itfijyavardhana

,

indicates that he had not sufficient military strength at his command,

which the situation demanded. The deatli of Itfijyavardhana only

saved him from the impending danger. At present there is no means

of knowing whether he made. any attempt to measure his strength with

Gupta. He seems to have retired to Bengal leaving Gupta master of

the kingdom of Ivunauj. Ilarsa, having defeated Gupta, extended his

sway up to Allahabad before (>18 A.l). in which year he celebrated the

first (punr|uennial festival there.
46

tfasanka’s political power began to decline after (>lf>-(>l(> A.i)., in

which year Dulikesi II wiested from him the Vi/agapatam and

Godavari Districts. Hiuen Tsang visited Magadha for the first time

in GH7 A.l). lie remarks that
17 “iu recent times Sasfmka, the enemy

mid oppressor of Buddhism, cut down the Bodlii Tree, destroyed its

roots down to (lie water, and burned what remained. A few months

a I f ci wards Bfii navarmaii, the last descendant of Asoka on the throne

of Magadha, hy pious efforts brought the Tree hack to life” etc. The

same authority reports elsewhere that
18 “to the south (of Baladilya’s

44 mr&njvM 'mntgmfo *rfir

|

!*• V. Kaii'\ p. 17 ; Cowell, p. 1N7.

45 /•:/., voi VI., p. ICC

4(1 Lift’ of Ilium Tunny, p. 1HI.

48 p. J71.

47 Watters, vol II, )>. 115.
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temple in the neighbourhood of Xnlnndn) was a bronze temple in eourse

of construction by king Siladitya. To the east of this al)ove 200 paces

and outside the wall of the establishment was king lMrnavarmaiTs

copper image of ]Judd ha more than tSO feet high in a six storeyed

building. ” It follows from the above reports that Magadha was

occupied by Sasuhka, Purnavarmnn and Harsa in succession, lMrna-

varman appears to have become the king of Magadha after the death

of Sasaiika. In any case Harsa did not conquer Magadha from

Sasahka, but became its ruler after defeating Ihirnavarman or

bis successor, lliuen Tsang tells os That Siluditya held \v< court

at Ivajahgala (Itajmahal hill) in his progress to ‘East India.’
11

’ The

pilgrim does not say anything about the political status of Pundra-

vardhana, Samatata, Karnasuvarna and Tamralipti. lie visited these

coTintries in (>:$ A.D. " llis silence on t his matter does not imply, as

has been suggested by some scholars, that Bengal formed a part of

JIarsa’s kingdom, lliuen Tsang docs not mention anything about the

political status of Andhra and Kalihga. It is known from other sources

that they were at that time i tiled by the Kastern Calukyas.’ 1

The Mafiju»ri-intllalial/t(i
,

the author of which hud a vtiy po>r

knowledge of history, relates that ,2 “there was a king Soma of the

Bruhmana caste. Tlie king U of the Vaisya caste was as much powerful

as Soma. II was killed by a king of the low caste (ntnjmi jtltt /irpr/iti).

If, the younger brother of It, went to the c ity of Tundra in Kastern India

to fight with Soma. He defeated Soma. Soma was prohibited to move

out of bis country, and was asked to remain there. Soma ruled for 17

years, I month, 7 or S days, and died, and went to bell. His capital was

destroyed by unnatural phenomena. Then there was trouble in the

(iautla country. There was a (king) for a week, and another for a

month. Eventually Soma’s son Manava ruled for eight months and

five days. Then came dayanaga on the throne.

”

Some scholars identify tin* kings U, li, and Soma with ltajyavar-

dhann. Harsa vardli ana, and Susan kn respectively.
r

l lie Mudjust i-muht-

40 Watters, vol. It, p. 00 pp. \*\ if.

51 UIQ., voi. VIII, pp. 2H-20.

02 Jayuswal, Imj/rnal Uhtoiy of hulia
, pp. 00-01; pp. a. 1-00.
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ha!pa is full of inaccuracies, and it was written as if to distort the real

history. The accuracies of the author’s historical knowledge in this

particular occasion can he judged from his report that the king R was

killed by a king of low caste and not by Soma. Hence little value is

to be attached to the above report.

iliuen Tsang represents Nusanka as a persecutor of Buddhism. 53

Susahka is said to have uprooted t he Bodhi Tree:. The Chinese pilgrim

acknowledges that tfasarikn reduced Buddhism to a very miserable

state.
51

tfasii n kn was a devotee of Siva. Some gold coins,
55 issued by him,

have been discovered. They hear on the obverse, Siva riding on a bull;

symbol of moon above; the legend $r1 &a- above, and tie legend Jayti

below. On the reverse, LaksmI seated on a lotus with elephants sprink-

ling water over iier; the legend above is *S'/7 Sitstiiikti.

The last known date ot Sasun kn is 619 A.l). According to Iliuen

Tsang’s report he closed his reign some time before 637 A.l). Nothing

is known about his successors. The Rampal copperplate56
of Srieandra

reports that a Candra dynasty ruled in Rohitagiri. Trailokyacandra,

the great grandfather of Srieandra, was horn in the family of that

Candra. No connection can he established between tfasanka, whose

original home was Rohitagiri, and the Candra family of East Bengal.

1). C. Uanuui.y

53 Life of Iliuen Tsting, pp. 115-110.

54 Watters, vol. I, p. 343.

55 Mian’s, (iupto Coins, pl>. xxiii-xxiv.

50 Inscriptions of Bengal, vol. Ill, .p. 4.



Kalicuri Karna’s Invasion of Bengal and the Origins

of the Varmaos and the Senas

The political power and prestige of the Kalicuri-Cedi dynasty of

Tripuri reached its zenith during the reigns of Gangeyadeva and
bis famous son Kama. Gangeyadeva flourished in the first

half of the 11th century A. I). Kama performed the first annual

Sruddha ceremony on the second day of the dark half of Phalguna,

a .Saturday of the Kalacuri year 79-3 and the grant was given on

the 9tli day of the same month, corresponding to the 18th January

1042 A. D. 1 This places the death of Gangeyadeva in 1041 A. 13.,

January. The comtemporary Pala kings of Bengal were Mahi-

pala and Nayapala. It is known from the Khairha plates 2
of

Yasakarna that Gangeyadeva became famous under the name of

Yikramaditya. The Benares plates^ of Kama supply more definite

information about the exploits of Gangeyadeva and it is stated that

he had imprisoned the king of the Kira country, defeated the

Kuutalas, conquered as far as the sea of IJtkala and van-

quished the king of Ahga. During f lie reign of Yigruhupula II

Guudu was occupied by a Kumboja chief

4

and his son Mahipala I

had to re-occupy his paternal throne from the usurper 3 and there-

fore it is not certain whether the Palas had suzerainty over Ahga
at the time when Gangeyadeva invaded it. The ruler of Ahga

was, in all probability, a local chief, butiit can be surmised that the

appearance of so powerful a monarch and assertion of his power

over Ahga must have beeu looked ujion with apprehension by the

Palas, Again, a colophon
0
of a Ms. of the Rdmdyana was copied

in Tirabhukti in Samvat 1070 ia the reign of “ ninhdrdjddhirdja

Pint i/d ualo /at Soniavainsodblmca Gamjadhraja itnad-Ganycya-

deca ** Bendall referred the year 1070 to the Yikrania era, equi-

valent to 1019 A. 1). and identified the king with the Kulacuri

Gangeyadeva. Messrs. 11. P. Shastri 7

,
li. D. Bunerjee* and

JuyuswuP accepted this identiticutiou. M. Sylvan Levi has ex-

1 Js7., vol. li, p. 207. 2 P/., vol. Xll, p. 210, v. 12.

3 A'/., Vol. 11, p. 207. 4 Jfahijldr W/iiisu, p. 23S.

3 ibid. 6 JASB 1003, p. 18.

7 Introduction to Uniuacarita, Memoirs
,
A.S.li ., Vol. ill, no. 1.

8 ltangldr Itih&sa
,

p. 237. 0 JBOUS., Vol. IX, pp. 300 ff.
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pressed his doubts 10 about this identification because the Kalacuris

did not use the titles ending in Avaloka and because there is

no evidence to show that Giihgeyadeva had ever exercised any

political influence in Gauda or Tirhut.

Mr. R. 1\ Chanda pointed out that Magadha being under the

Palas and the territory to the west under the Chandellas, it is

difficult to believe that the Kalacuri Gaiigeyadeva could rule over

Tirhut. Tlie Muslim historians record that in 1018 Sultan Muhmud
after sacking Mathura invested Kanauj. The Pratihara king Rajya-

pala of Kanauj tendered his submission to the Muslim invader

and allowed the city to be plundered. This enraged the other

Hindu kings of northern India and they combined under the leader-

ship of Ganda, the Candella Raja of Jejakabhukti and Kalahjars,

to punish this cowardly act. Under the command of the Candella

crown prince Vidyadliara they captured Kanauj and killed Rajya-

piila. These events must have taken place in the hot weather of

1019 A. I). after the departure of the Sultan. 11 This clearly proves

that the Candellas were a great power and the extension of

suzerainty over Tirhut must have been resented by them. The

invasion of Ahga by Gaiigeyadeva lias already been referred to and

it seems that it was in t he nature of a raid and no permanent

political control was established.

l)r. R. C. Majumder 1 - is of opinion that the date 1070 of the

colophon is to be referred to the 8aka era and the king is to be

identified with Gaiigeyadeva, the successor of Nanyadeva on the

th roue of Mithila. If the paleography of the Ms. supports this

view, 13
it must be regarded as u solution of the problems noted

above.

if the conflict of Gaiigeyadeva with the Palas is somewhat prob-

lematical and doubtful, the invasion of liengul by bis son Karim

resis on the linn basis of contempoiary epigrapbic and literary

evidences. The D bellighat inscription
14 of queen Alhunurievi

states that

—

“While this king (Karna) of unprecedented lustre gave full play to liis

heroism Vahga trembled with Kalihga......”

10 he XvihiI, vo. 11, p. 202, In. I. 11 J/ltf/J., 1900, l>. 278.

12 llLQ.i 1SWI, p. 081, Man yurfe va of Mithild.

10 No facsimile of the manuscript has, been published and we cannot give

our iinal opinion without examining the characters of the Ms.

U f l., voh 11, pp. 11, 15, v. 12.
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In the Karanbel inscription
1,1

of Jayasimha, it is stated that lie

(Karna) was waited upon by the Coda, Kuiiga, Huna, Gauda, Gur-

jara and Kira princes. In an interesting account16 of Karim's

war with the king of Gauda and Magadha, the following information

is finished hy the Tibetan biographer of Dlpankara Srljhana Ati4a

:

“During AtiiSa’s residence at Vajrasana a dispute having arisen bet-

ween Nayapala, king of Magadha and the Tirthika king Karnya1T of

the West, the latter made war upon Magadha. Failing to capture the

city his troops sacked some of the sacred Buddhist institutions Ati£a did

not show any kind of concern or anger at it Afterwards when the victory

turned towards Nayapala and the troops of Karnya were being slaughtered by

the armies of Magadha, he took the king Karnya and his men under his pro-

tection and sent them away Ati^a caused a treaty to be concluded bet-

ween the two kings. With the exception of the articles of food that were

destroyed at the time of wars, all other things were either restored or

compensated for.”

There is nothing improbable in this account that after hostilities

a treaty of peace was brought about through the mediation of

the great Buddhist hierarch and his good offices were utilised

on this particular occasion. From the nature of the treaty it

seems that no party could gain much success and the trial of

strength was not conclusive. This treaty was merely a truce. The
evidences of the recently discovered Paikore Image inscription 16

and of the Rdmacarita of Sandhyakaranandl go to prove

that a second campaign against Gauda was undertaken by

Cedi Karna. In this expedition the Cedis advanced as far

as Paikore in the modern Birbhum district and set up a column of

victory there perhaps as a mark of his victorious advance and an

image of a goddess was carved by a certain sculptor at the order

of the Cedi king. It is known from the commentary of the 9th

verse 19 of the Rdmacarita that Vigrahapala III defeated Karna, king

of Dhala, in battle, but did not uproot bim and that Karna’s

daughter Yauvanasrl was married to the Palo monarch. It is very

difficult to believe that the Cedi emperor who advanced so far as

Paikore was so disastrously defeated by Vigrahapala III and that he

15 /A., vol. XVIII, p. 217.

16 JBYS., vol. I, p. 9, fn. I.

17 The title of king Karnya seems tp be the translation of the Sanskrit word

‘Karq^ar&ja,’ a mistake for Karnaraja; see JA811 pt. I, p. 100.

18 ASI ., 1921-22, pp. 78-80.

19 Memoirs, ASB., vol. Ill, no. T, p. 22. If Sandhyakaranandi is to be

believed, Vigrahapala defeated Karna and gave him protection,

SEPTEMBER, 193G 12
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was compelled to give his daughter in marriage with the Pala king.

There might have been some other motive behind this matri-

monial alliance. We know that Kanja in the height of his power

had overrun the whole of northern India and during the last

part of his reign he suffered many reverses at the hands of the

Candella Kirtivarman ,

20 Paramara Udayaditya
,

21 Bhlmadeva of

Anahilavada 22 and of Calukya SomeSvara .

23 In the height of his

power Karna had practically annexed the Candella kingdom

during the weak rule of Devavarman. The drama Vrahodha -

candrodaya records how Kirtivarman, brother of Devavarman

with the help of his Brahmana general Gopala restored the

Candella kingdom after vanquishing the power of Karna. Faced

in the south and west by the powerful Calukyas and Paramaras,

the rising power of the Candellas was a great threat

to the power and prestige of Karna. It is pausible, therefore, that

Karna wanted a contented and pacified Bengal in order to meet the

rising tide of his swelling enemies and the motive behind this matri-

monial alliance was political. Another dynasty which had matri-

monial connection with the Kalacuri Karna was the Varmans of

East Bengal.

Opinions of scholars are divided as to the origin of the Varmans

of Bengal. Mr. II. D. Banerjee remarked 24 that Jatavarman of the

Yadava dynasty founded a new kingdom coming in the wake of the

invasions of Rajendra Cola or Jayasimha II or Gahgeyadeva. Dis-

cussing the subject, Dr. D. C. Ganguly 23 observed that

“The military resources of Vajravarman who was only a member of a

feudatory royal family., seem to have hardly allowed him to march independently

against such a distant country as East Bengal. He must have gained the

rulership of that province with the help of some extraneous superior power.”

We agreo with Dr. Ganguly so far but can hardly accept the

conclusion that Vajravarman followed Rajendra Cola, shared his

victories and ultimately established himself on the throne of East

Bengal after the flight of its ruler Govindacandra. There is no

evidence to show that the Varmans followed the Cola emperor. It

is clear from the Belava plate, the most important record of the

20 El., vol. I, pp. 220, 320, and also Prubod.hicandrodaya.

21 El., vol. If, p. 192.

22 Bidder, Ilemacamlra.

23 Bidder, V ikra munkuraeariiu, I, 102.

24 Jhlhfjhlr ltihdsa
f p. 276.

25 1UQ., 1929, p. 225.
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Varmans, that the founder of the political fortunes of the family

was Jatavarman, son of Vajravarman, whose praises in regard to

his warlike activities are very vague and general. It is to be parti-

cularly noted that in the 8th verse where the military and political

activities of Jatavarman are described, great stress
2 * has been

laid first on his marriage with Vlrasrl, daughter of Kart>a, and

it seems that this marriage had got something to do with his

military conquests. Again, though no connected meaning can

be made of the recently discovered YajrayoginI plate27 of Samala-

varman because of its damaged condition, t he way in which the

words Kulacuri and matrvavisya occur, it can be surmised that

this marriage of Jatavarman was a great factor in determining the

political fortunes of the Yunnan family. Both the Cedis and

the Varmans claim to have belonged to the lunar dynasty and

the same traditional genealogical names are to be found in their

epigraphic records. In the Itewa inscription 28 of Malayasiinha, eon

of the minister of a later Cedi king, it is stated that

“The illustrious Jata was the advisor of liis predecessors, who had been

in this world, in the incantation for increasing their fame who was

carrying great weight among the religious by gifts to the twice-born; also by

valour of whose arms the illustrious Kuriladeva had vanquished liis foes.
M

(v. 7-8).

It is to be observed that the name in the Rewa inscription is

Jata while in Relava plate the name is Jata.
29 Ta could have

been misread for ta. Kven it tho reading Jata be correct, the scribe

might have through oversight or due to some other reasons incised

ta instead of ta because the name Jata does not appear to be a

Sanskrit ised one.

The logic of historical facts connect the Varmans with the

Kalacuris rather than with the Colas. According to the testimony

20 Thus begins the description of Jatavarmun’s political conquests:
—“pwi-

tmyaii -Karimsya -viminyam -yoiujuxn -pmtlioiyini -imrihlutHiini -stayi KCnmirupa -

xiiyuin ”

27 l)r. K. N. Bha'ttasali, Hharatviirm, 13 10 11.S., p. G74.

28 Memoirs A»S/., no. 23, p. 133.

21) No facsimile of the Jtowa inscription has yet boon published, and it cannot

be examined. If the identification of Jatn with Jatavarman of the Varman

family is to he accepted, it is to be conceded that another collateral family) of the

Varmans continued to serve the Kulacuri kings as ministers, data’s son Yaksapala

was the minister of Gayakarna and grandson Malayasiinha and great grandson

Pndimisimha were also ministers of the latter Kulacuri kings.
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of the Belava plate, the Varmans originally belonged to Siinhapura.

Dr. R. G. Basak ;‘° is inclined to identify this place with Slhapura

in Radhfi mentioned in the Mahavtnnsa. It is known from the

Komarli and Brhatproslha copper-plates that Siinhapura in

Kalihga was the capital of a line of kings whose names ended in

Varman and this place has boon identified with Singhpuram

between Chieaeole and Norasannapeta. It has already been

observed that the Kalacuri Gangeyadeva carried his conquests as

far as tho seashore of Utkala and Kama also won victories over

Kalinga. It is important to mention in this connection that

Karya assumed the proud title of Trikalihgadhipat i which indicates

his political control over Kaliuga. It is quite probable that the

Cedis secured the active services of the Vannans of Siiphapura who

were given posts of honour. Jatavarman might have nccompained

Kama in his campaign against the Gaudu king. Jatavarman by

his distinction and great service won the confidence of the Cedi

king who was pleased to give his daughter in marriage with

him. The temptation of identifying data of the Ilewa inscription

who won victories for Kama is irresistible and this perhaps offers

a better explanation of the fact that a local dynasty of Siinhapura

could found an independent kingdom in East Bengal.

Another dynasty which followed the Varmans in East Bengal was

that of the well-known Senas of Bengal. A pillar with the figure of

the Goddess Manasa with the inscribed words
'

11 Rdjena & ri-V ijayase,

lias been discovered in Paikore, the fiiulspot of the Cedi Kama’s

pillar. Tin's king ‘Vijayase* is generally identified with Yijayasena

of the Sena dynasty. That the Senas belonged originally to the

30 A’/., vol. XII, p. 37; Mr. R. D. Baiicrjee draws attention to the Lakklni-

mamjala pra&isti which records the dedication of a Siva temple by Isvarii, wife of

a Jafandhara king of the Punjab, and in that, record occurs the list of twelve

kings, their names ending in Varman. Isvarii is described as having descended

from a line of Yadava kings of Singapura. Biihler was inclined to idtmtify this

Singapura with Sang-ho-pulo in the Punjab mentioned by Yuan Chwang. Mr.

N. G. Majumdar remarks that there is nothing in tho epigraph itself which

supports this contention or makes it necessary. The latest view on the location

of Siinhapura has been expressed by Mr. D. C. Sarkar in 1934, Dec.,

pp. 783-4, who thinks that tho Varmans might have been ousted from Siinhapura

of Kalihga by the eastern Gohga.s and also that the Yftdavas of Singapura of tho

Punjab might have founded Siinhapura in Kalihga.

31 A8I., 1921-22, p. 80.
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Kamilla, country is ioo well-known to need repetition. From the

statement, in the ‘{2nd verse of the Nagpur Prasasti of the Paramara

Udayfulilya t.liat Kama “joined by the Karnatas had swept over

tlie earth like a mighty ocean," Mr. Jayaswstl 33 concluded that

there was an alliance between the Cedi king and the Karnatas and

went so far as to assert that Nanyadeva, the founder of the Karnataka

dynasty in Mithila, came in the wake of Kama's invasions. It lias

been suggested by l)r. U. C. Majumdnr 33 that the rise of this Karna-

taka power is to be connected with the military expeditions of the

Karnata emperors Somesvara I and his son Vikramaditya VI of the

Calukya dynasty. The argument advanced by Dr. Majuimlar

that Nanyadeva flourished forty years after Kama and therefore

he could not possibly take part with Kama in his exploits against

the Malavas and Sauviras does not hold good apparently in the case

of the Senas of Bengal, in view of the fact that Samantasena and

llemantasena, two immediate predecessors of Yijayasena, lived in

ltadha. 31 From the existence of an alliance between Kama and the

Karnatas and from the same find-spots of the epigraphs of Kama
and Vijuyasena it appears that the Senas might have come in the

wake of Kama's invasion. But a close study of the relations of

Kama with the Calukyas and Paramaras makes this important

point clear.

It is stated in the 19th verse of the Udaipur Prasasti of the

Malava kings that

“Seeing the Karnatas, the lord of Lata, tho king of Gurjjaras, the Turaskas

chief among whom were the lord of (Vdi, I ndraralna, Yoggala and Jlhima

his (lihojas) hereditary warriors thought only ot the strength ol their arms,

not of the number of fighters.”

This alliance of the kings were against the Paramara emperor

Blioja. The 52nd verse of the Nagpur Prasasti on which Mr.

JayaswaFs conclusion is based refers to an alliance of the Ualukya

king Kara a, 35 son of Blilma, with the Karnatas against the Paramara

32 JBOMS., vol. IX, pp. 300 if.

33 Opt. cit ., Ndn na*h‘vn of Mithila.

34 D30pfira Ins., verses t) ami 10; Nailing plate of Yallfdasena verso 3.

35 Dr. D. C. Ganguly, History of tin I'ara warns, p. 130 fu. 2. Dr. Ganguly

adduces convincing reasons from the evidence of rrthrlnlja-rijnya
,

Sul, itasuw-

khtlum
,
Snmthotsava and tho Panhcra inscription that this Knrna of the 32nd

verse is to identified with the Ciilukya king of that name and the alliance was

between the Ciilukyan king Knrna and tho Karnatas.
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Jayasiipha. The subsequent relation of the Cedi Karna with the

Karnatas after the destruction of Bhoju's power was far from being

friendly, Bilhana says that after the fall of Bhoja the Parainiira

Jayasimha sought the assistance of the Cfilukya king Somesvara I

putting aside all family jealousies. Keen and shrewd diplomat as

he was, Somesvara I realised that the extension of the Cedi power

over Miilava would he in future a threat to his own power. He at

once changed sides and defeated t lie Kalacuri Karna and his son

Vikramaditya was directed to settle the internal affairs of Malaya.

It is thus clear from the testimony of II il liana that the alliance

between the Kalacuri Karna and the Karnatas was a temporary one

and it broke up as soon as the common object was achieved and the

probability of the coming of Karnatas with Karna in Bengal is very

remote. The victorious campaigns of Vikramaditya Viand his advance

up to (lauda and Kaiuarupa have been recorded by Hilhana and these

must have shattered the power and prestige of the Kalacuris. This

perhaps explains why the pillars of Karna and Yijayasena happened

to be in the same locality. Their proud way of styling themselves

as Kanjata-Ksalrinas in their own records and the marriage of

Vallalasena with a Calukyan princess point to connect the establish-

ment of the Senas in Bengal with the exploits of a Karnata king,

most probably Vikramaditya VI, rather than with t he Cedi Karna.

Vkamodk liAfi Paul

JJO VikruHiiiiikfhfcva-curita
,
Surga III, v. 07.



The Identity of the Indus Valley Race

with the Vahikas

The recent archaeological finds at Molicnjodaro and llarappa have

given rise to problems which will keep the antiquarian busy for a long

time to come. As the civilisation revealed by those relics is, in the

opinion of competent scholars, non-Aryan, it is of the utmost importance

to determine, with the evidence we possess, whether it is clearly older

than the Aryan, or contemporaneous with any phase of the same. For

it was in the Punjab and the Indus Valley, especially in the former,

that the Vedic Aryans originally dwelt and composed their hymns,

which are justly regarded as the eailiest record of the race. If, there-

fore, this so-called Indus Valley civilisation be older than that of the

Vedic Aryans, we must regal d the latter as the superseding conquerors

of a race that gradually disappeared before their vigorous onslaught.

Why not then look for some evidence in ihe Rijrtnla or other works,

that will throw some kind of light on the existence of an earlier and

not uncivilised people in the Punjab? If, on the oilier hand, this

unknown race was (vontemporary 'with the Aryan at any remote period

during which the latter was steadily advancing, a search for literary

evidence is all the more necessary, and if fruitful, can scarcely he

overrated.

In the present article 1 propose to lay before the. reader a piece

of evidence from the Maliahltarata. It is in the form of a lengthy

diatribe* against a whole people known as tin* Vabikas who inhabited

the Indus Valley region, as well as the great ei portion of modern Punjab

and .Sind in post-Vedic times. That they occupied this (extensive region

later than the Vedic Aryans is dear from the following facts: That

the Ailarrtfa Jf/alumina, which mentions the various non-Aryan tribes

and traces their origin to the? degraded sons of Visvfimit ra, does not

refer to them; 1 that during the Itrahmaiiic. and Fpanisadie period 4 he

country of the five rivers was still Vedic in culture; and that in the

1 Ait . Ur., VII, hS.
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subsequent or Kpie period it fell completely outside the pale of

Arvanism. Lastly, t lie Mnhdhlu'mtUi aiul Pfuiini appear to know

them as the settled people of the same region in their own limes.

The country of Madia is generally identified with the Ihnth between

the Uavi and the Chcnab, or between the rhenah and the Hens; uud

besides, the Malu'ddiarata expressly states that the region watered by

the five rivers, viz., Saiadru, Vipasft, IrfivafT, Candrabhaga and Vitasta,

as also the country through which flows the mighty Indus that diverges

from the Himalayas, is generally Know as the Aratta or Takka country

— the land of the notoriously impious Yuhikas. 3 The sacred stream of

the Sarasvatli is given as the boundary that divides the Aryans from

them.

The occasion of the diatribe is the quarrel between Kaina and

Salya, in which the former accuses the latter as being the sinful king

of an alien, irreligious and pleasure-seeking people. Cultural difference,

as is well-known, engenders cultural animosity. The details of the

diatribe are as follows:

Tile Madraka or Vfihika women, who are the special object of

Karim's vituperation, are said to have prominent bones in the forehead

{sthuIa-saiiUu'i) and also a thick gown on their body. 3 Their com-

plexion is white (//*/ ///*/), and they are remarkable for their stoutness

(hrhnti). Now what is true of the women folk must be equally true of

the men also, and therefore the above qualities must he regarded as

the peculiar physiognomical traits of the entire race. We have,

indeed, no evidence to judge of the complexion of the Mohenjodaro

people at this distant time; lmf as regard* the prominence of the

frontal hones, there is a curious agreement between them and the

Vahlkas. Doctors Sewell and (iuha, who have examined the skulls at

Mohenjodaro, have recorded their opinion as follows: “Many of the

2 is? sraft m i

fqqrcn ^ sptt it

PldWI ^ I

sircsr srra ^ ^rr aavnff Jr
3L ?

f*-.
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skulls found at Mohenjodaro have a very prominent forehead, and

their frontal bones are projecting.” (vol. II, p. 608). The Valnkas are

also said to be the descendants of two evil spirits Valii and Hika who

dwelt in the river Vipasa. 4 They are not the creatures of Brahman,

the Creator of the whole mankind, or of the Aryan race. There is

sufficient evidence to show that they were regarded as a race totally

different from the Aryans of the plains. Cow-slaughter and beef-eating

were among the hateful piactices of the people, and slaughter houses

{i/o cardhana) and distilleries {eatcam) are said to disfigure mansions

in their country.*' Now it is true that beef-eating was not held in

abhorrence in Vedie times, but in the ftpic period it had certainly

become sacrilegious among the Hindus. Hence the Vahikas are again

and again condemned as detestable beef-eaters. The Madru

women are the most shameless on the earth. They are extremely

fond of wine and beet and they are happy wherever they get them.

A Madia woman is said to be more willing to part with her husband

or son than with the goblet. Like the Sidoniau women whom Milton

describes in the 7*aradi*e Lost \ Hook I as singing ‘amorous ditties'

the whole day in summer in honour of Tainmuz, the Madra women

also siug amorous, indecent songs, and drink and dance and make

merry, though not in honour of any particular god. They freely mix

among men and »re utter strangers to the virtue of chastity. Now

there may be, perhaps, some little malicious hyperbole in this, but even

making adequate allowance for it, we must say that they enjoyed the

greatest liberty imaginable on the earth. They arc clad in woollen

garments and skins oi animals [I[ai:ihald/tna).
i> lbc\ arc again described

as musicians, loud ot playing upon mrdahi/a
f

ana/nt, etc. (musical
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instruments of various kinds). Making water by standing was a

hideous practice among the Vahlkas of both sexes, 7 and it is for this

reason that the stock example (‘the Yahika is a bull’) was current in

ancient times.

Ovens and bakeries seem to have been prevalent there on a large

scale. For the people are said to be vatyadhanasinah; that is, they

bought cooked food from the market. Cakes, barley flour mixed with

buttermilk, beef and other meats mixed with onions and garlic are

said to be their dainty food. Fried grains (<dhand

)

also seem to have

been generally consumed among them. Milks of sheep, camels, asses

and other animals were fieely used in the Arutfa or Yahika country

"Wooden plates and earthen pots were the vessels in which their food

was served to them.* This is probably the reason why pottery works

were advanced among them and also why pottery is so important among

the Mohenjodaro finds.

There was no caste system among the Vahlkas. A Brahmana or

priest among them could be a soldier, or a trader, or even a barber;

and vice versa* It would appear from this that there the barber’s

profession was not considered at all derogatory even for a priest to

follow. Mr. Mackay who read a paper on Mohenjodaro civilization

before the ltoyal Asiatic Society of London only a few months ago,

expressed his surprise at the large number of razors among the ex-

cavated finds. But now we are in a position 10 understand why it

is so. We may now believe that the Vahlkas who were the authors of

that civilisation were particular about getting themselves punctually

shaved and hence the barber must liuve been regarded as a very useful

member of society, and his profession not at all undignified.

17 7//,
»
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The theology of this people seems to have been as detestable to

the Aryans as the other features of their civilisation. Karna denounces

the Vahikas as a people who are non-sacrificers and whom
none of the Aryan Gods, Indra, Varuna, etc., patronise. On the other

hand, a horrible demoness is said to be worshipped in the populous

town of Sakalapura, the capital of Madra. 10 She is described as singing

aloud a song of the following purport, on the fourteenth night of the

dark half of every lunar month. “Oh: when shall I have the pleasure

again of singing (hearing) the songs of these Vahikas? When shall

I have a sumptuous feast of beef, pork, earners and ass's flesh, as well

as of rams and cocks with gaudiya wine to boot, in the company of the

stout and fair 8akala women? Unlucky, indeed, is he who eats no

such dainties.” nationally interpreted, all this simply means that on

the particular night the citizens of Sakalapur, especially women,

worshipped a goddess with the above-mentioned offerings, accompanied

by songs of the same purport. But though worshipped as a goddess

by them, the neighbouring Aryans looked upon her as a hideous

demoness, just as the early bigoted Christians looked upon the heathen

gods as the allies of Satan. The figures of the mother Goddess, found at

Mohenjodaro and llarappa, may, in the light of the above evidence,

be appropriately regarded and interpreted as the figures of the same

goddess.

Equally peculiar \ras the law of inheritance among those people.

Property descended there, not from father to son, as it does in all

Aryan countries, but from the maternal uncle to the nephew—a custom

that still prevails among some races of Southern India. 1

1

This is

however, the only point of agreement between the Vahikas and the

Dravidians, the rest of the evidence clearly pointing to their Sumerian

origin.
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Such, is the evidence from the Mahahhdrata . We further gather

from Pacini, the great grammarian, that the Vahikas were divided

into different warlike clans, probably as mercenary tribes who lent their

services to any one who paid for them. 12 Now Panini’s time is generally

believed to be the 8th century B.C. by all Indian scholars though

some Kuropean scholars place him in the 5th or Gth century B.C. But

whichever date we accept, it is clear that from the time of the

Mahabharata war down to the days of Panini, the Vahikas lived as

a distinct non-Aryan race in the Punjab and the adjoining districts.

What became of them later—whether they migrated to other lands or

amalgamated with other races—is a matter to be determined.

The whole evidence, again, is of supreme importance in fixing

the relative chronology of the Indus Valley civilisation. For in the

Vedic period this very region of the Indus and of the five rivers was

resounding with Vedic Mantras and consequently, we find in the Rgveda

the same rivers frequently mentioned with filial lpve and reverence.

Thus the great sage Visvamitra offers a fervent prayer to the two streams

Vipa&r and Satadru (Beas and Sutlej) begging of them an easy ford.

(RV Ill 33). And, as to the Indus, certainly no other river is more

frequently alluded to in the Ryveda or held in greater veneration.

The region of the five rivers must, therefore,, be regarded as the centre

of Aryan culture in those days. And the culture of Madra

iu Vedic times, in consequence, must have been different from

that of the subsequent epic period. In the Brhaddranyaka Upani§ad

which is undoubtedly one of the earliest of the Upanisads, we

find that two great scholars and philosophers, viz. Bhuju Lahyayani

and Uddalaka Aruni had resided in the Madra country to

study the law of sacrificial ritual, and that they were proud

to mention the fact in the assembly of king Janaka before

Yajnavalkqa and other worthy Brahmanas, (Dr. Up., V. 3; 7). And

the tale of Savitri;, the Madra princess, clearly refers to this earlier

•period of the country. It is, again, important to note that the Vahikas

are not mentioned in the Ailmeya Brahmana along with the Andhras,

Pun<Jras, Sabaras, Pulindas, and Mutibas—the non-Aryan tribes known

12
I
Panini, V. 3, 114.
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in the Brahmanic period. Nor is there any mention of them in the

Rdmdyana or in the Manu Smrti, though alien tribes like Kambojas,

Sakas, Barbaras etc. are mentioned in both. And yet the same region

which was once the proud seat of Vedic learning and culture is found

in the Mahdbhdrata as a country of sinners and barbarians, where no

pious man could stay even for a couple of days without pollution. 13

Now such a remarkable change in the cultural history of the ancient,

land of the Yedic Aryans cannot be accounted for except by supposing

that there was some tremendous natural or political upheaval during

the course of centuries that marked thei close of the Yedic period. And

as there is not the slightest allusion to any political upheaval, it is

but reasonable to suppose that certain natural change came upon the

once devoted land and that these visitations impelled the Aryans to

seek better, more fertile and more congenial lands in the east. We are,

indeed, unable to imagine at this distance of time, what these natural

changes could be, but probably the extremity of the climate, the drying

up of the sacred stream of Sarasvati, the greater scantiness of the rain-

fall than before, and the dread of constant invasions of foreigners

might be some of the causes. Besides, the east was being more and

more Aryanised every century and thus also room was made in the

Punjab for new-comers to settle in the land deserted by the Aryans.

The legend of king Maithava and his priest Gotama Itahiigana as giveu

in the &atapatha Brdhmana is generally taken by scholars os indicative

of Aryan advance to the east. The original home of Aryan culture

thus fell out of the pale of Aryan ism altogether. It is for this reason,

perhaps, that there are no sacred places of Hindu pilgrimage in the

Punjab though its rivers are of Rgvedic celebrity, being associated

with the names of great Rsis like Yisvamitra, Yasistha and others. Eor

the genesis of holy places began in the Epic and Puranic period when

the five rivers with the Indus had been contaminated by the inroads

of barbarians. Henceforward the centre of Aryan civilisation shifted

to the east.

•
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A change exactly reverse to that oi the Punjab came on Magadha

or Bihar. For the same Visvamitra who otters such fervent prayers to

Vipasa and Satadru in the Htjveda speaks of Klkata or Bihar in very

disparaging terms, and implores India to confer their cows—their

wealth—on the Aryan. 14 Such was Magadha in Rgvedic times. But

the Mahdbhdmta extols it as the country of piety and culture along

with Kuril Pahcala. 13

This identification of the Vuhikas with the authors of the Indus

Valley civilisation, therefore, establishes the priority of the Aryan or

Vedio civilisation, though Sir John Marshall and others who follow

him believe in the priority of the former. Again, it confirms the tra-

ditional date of the Mahabharata War, viz. 3,000 B. C. since the

earliest strata at Mohenjodaro are believed to be as old as about 2,600

B.C., if not. more. This literary evidence is, therefore, valuable

if the identification is correct. And such of the arcliseologists as will

deny this and claim a greater antiquity for the Indus Valley civilisa-

tion should explain how the Vedie Aryans superseded an almost equally

advanced race without leaving any the least trace of the conquest in

their literature.

K. M. Shkmuavnkkau
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Narasiiuhanatha Stone Inscription of Vaijaladeva

A range uf liills about ^0 miles south-west of Padmapur in the

(list riel of Sambalpur is called Uandhamardana. In a gorge of this

(iandhamardana range there stands a temple belonging to the Orissan

school of Indo-Aryan style. The deity of the temple is known as

Vidala Xarasimhanalha imj>lying the feline form of Xarusimha incar-

nation of Visnu. Tie tradition relating to the origin of the dcit\ is

recorded in an Uriya palm-leaf manuscript known as .\V.wm/m-

mahuhn t/a. ft reveals that a demon Musiku (mouse) by name, being

chased by Xrsimha lias hidden himself in a hole underneath the image

and Xarusimha assuming the form of a cat has been guarding the

mouth of the hole against the emergence of the demon. The enshrined

deity is the very same image of A arasimha in the form of a cat or Vidala

and hence it is called Vidala Xarasimliunutha. But we wonder to see

that the form of image bears no resemblance to that of a cat.

Curiously enough, it is a phallic, emblem of &iva. Only at the Lihga-

la.ja temple of Bhuvanesvara, though the deity is in linija form, it is

worshipped as [Jarihara or the combination of fciva and Visnu. But

we do not know how Siva is entirely worshipped here as Visnu.

A slab of black stone measuring oJU"x^J" has been attached on

the outer side of the western wall of Jugumohanu or the audience hull

of the temple. The insciiptiou, edited here, is engraved on this slab.

It was first noticed by 31 r. Beglar' and then by l)r. D. It., Bhaudarkar5

and Pandit L. l\ Pandey.’* Finding some discrepancies in the

published reading 1 went to the spot to verify the original inscription.

Cu scrutiny 1 found that Vaijaladeva, son of Vatsarajadeva, the

Uaja of Patna, caused the erection of the temple on the hill (jandha-

1 Itr/wrl of Auh ivuitnju'nl Survey of lml in. vol. XIII, up. 110-13.

2 Annual lUfnnt of tin Anhaoloyiail Sunny of India lor IDOl-o, 1»|». 121-125.

it 11KJ., vol. V, p, 313; lbid.y vol. VI 11, pp. 018-23.
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mardunu ami inesented a necklace of precious stones along with 1UU

cows to the god Yidala jXarasimhanatlni. lie also granted to the

priest of the temple for the maintenance of worship some lands situated

on the locality known as Adinierada and Varilonala and a mango grove

known as llapanga lying in the vicinity of Lohasinga. The gift was

made on Friday, the fullmoon day of Caitva, the moon remaining in

the Hasta nakmtra in the year Yikuri. The object of the donor in

making the gift was to have a son through propitiation of god. The text

was composed by Aghu, and runs as follows:

swrcw raw g?r

L '2
- ^T g^T»f faW ^fTT5*W HTfafT ^351

Tf^rr^rr i nr* ^fRrt'i

L-3 - ttr <mt *f»r ufa<*

vrif ijpntjfk g*i%

L 4
' ...^5TT I J«l(w*KW St^t

The traditional history of Faina published in the Gazetteer of

Central Provincea of 1S70 and Orissa in the Mutiny narrates that the

title of Maharaja was enjoyed by the rulers of Patna State from the

very beginning, but this inscription contradicts this assertion by showing

the fact that Yatsaraja described himself simply as ltaja.

It is very difficult to ascertain the date of this inscription by work-

ing out the above astronomical details. Because we do not know whether

the cyclic year Vikari of the Jupiter of the inscription belongs to the

northern or southern system. The Oriya character of the inscription

cannot g back beyond the 10th century A.D. The date 1059-00 A.D.

suggested by Dr. Bhandarkar is, therefore, untenable, llis calcula-

tion is based only on the genealogical list of the ltulers of Patna

published in the Gazetteer of Central Provinces on pages 480-1. The

trustworthiness of this list can be questioned now, because Vatsaraja’s

son Vaijaladeva of our inscription is not included in it.

Mr. L. P. Pandey often notices local accounts such as Jaya-

candrika or a Sanskrit work entitled Iioialananda which gives the
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accounts of the “Cauhan Rulers of the Sambalpur district.”
4 But I

am not inclined to base the calculation of the date of the inscription on

these accounts. Because the veracity of the said accounts is doubtful.

The aforesaid work mentions Vatsaraja as the successor of Vaijaladeva

while the order of succession is reversed in the inscription. Again the

slokas giving the same account in one manuscript of the said work is

either written in different metre or totally wanting in the other. For

illustrations I reproduce below the slokas of two different manuscripts.

fffreTO wt jm m *r*TTOr:

»

^aft a3raai croHN* fV^t

iftiwaatwrjt ftwtafo sat

<rea jat acrftnp aar: acta i

fog: sana-aaarf^cfaaMtaa: u

«r>rat wafet aar 5^ 1

awlawi aat atf: actc^: 11

A - — - - — "N- ,

*|c3T qk<uH£: l

•r^TCFsft MiwtM *ii*i<JVR: 'TSTTf^RT* I

(These slokas are published by Mr. L. P. Pandey in JBOHS.
t
vol. XX,

p. 144 from one manuscript).

sfTfir-

fsnrcaama^: aTOftjpnftW oaca-. 1

agat amrat

wnitffocw : Wiaftftraa;: 11

(These ilokas are found on p. 108 of the Kosalananda, edited by

Maharaja Sir B. M. Singh Deo, K.C.I.E., from the manuscript

belonging to the Maharaja of Sonpur).

4 Proceedings and Transactions of the 6th AlUlndia Oriental Conferences

pp. 48-49; JBOBS.y vol. XX, pp. 140-46.

I.H.Q., SEPTHKBBE, 1986 14
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The readers may now take note of the fact from the ilokas re-

produced above that the same list of succession of rulers is put in

different words in different manuscripts of the same work by the same

author. Again the sloka (ravi-nmu yuija etc.), giving the date of

death of Riiniadeva of one manuscript is not found in the other.

It is narrated in the KomJCinnmla that Rfunadeva, the founder of

the Ruling House of Patna, was 11th in descent from the famous

Prthviriija of Delhi. He married the daughter of the brother of

Rajarajesvara, the Gajapati king of Orissu. prthviriija was killed in

the battle in 1192 A.1). Now allowing a margin of 200 years for 10

predecessors we get 1393 A.D. as the date of Itamadeva, when in

Orissa there was no Gajapati king, Rajariijedvara by name. The last

Rajaraja of the Gahga dynasty ruled in Orissa between 1198 and 1211

A.D. R&madeva was certainly not a contemporary of this Rajaraja as he

was not the immediate successor of Prthviraja. Kvidently the accounts

given in the Ko&aldnanda are untrustworthy. There is, therefore, no

ground to discard the palaeography and assign the inscription to a date

earlier than the lGth century A.D.

Binatak Misra



Unmattakesari’s Time

This grant consists of 3 copper-plates, each measuring 7" long

and 3Y' broad. The plates are strung to a circular copper ring which

passes through the holes bored in the middle of the left side of each

plate. The diameter of the ring is 3J". A lump of copper containing

the seal secures the two ends of the ring. The figures on the seal

are now indiscernible. They are probably like those of other Gaiiga

grants of Ganjam.

My friend Mr. P. Acharya, the State Archaeologist of Mayurbhanj,

has recently purchased this grant from Mr. S. N. Kajaguru of

Parlakimedi for Baripudu Museum. I owe my indebtedness to

Mr. Acharya for kindly lending it to me for decipherment. It is

regrettable that no report as to its discovery is now available.

The inscription begins on the reverse of the first plate and ends

on that of the last plate. It first discloses that one Yisavarnava

obtained permission from l* nmattakesarl at Viraja to issue the grant

with his own prnxnsti to Bliatta Nanvattamauttara on the occasion of a

solar eclipse, recording the grant of the Valamasrhga in the Yarttani

vixaya of the Kohgoda inandahi. Thereafter Svctaka, the place of

issue, is mentioned. Then after the mention of Lord Gokarnesvara

on the Mahendra mountain, occurs the praxasti of Jayavarma, the

lord of Kaliuga, belonging to the spotless Gaiiga family, who granted

the aforesaid village on the occasion of the solar eclipse of Phalguna

to the above-named donee belonging to the Vajasaneya carana, Kanva

sdkhd and Vatsa potra with the five pravaras:—Yatsa, Dairda, Bhrgu,

Jamadagni and Cyavana. The document was written by Polla-

bhandara, the minister for war and peace (J/ahdsn ndh i viprah t )

,

incised by Sfuu nut a Bhogaka and sealed by the queen Sri Prtkvl-

mahadevi. The messenger {dillaka) was Mukunda. The date of issue

was the 3rd day of the bright fortnight of the month of Yaisakha

:n the year 50 of an unspecified era.
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It cannot be doubted that Visavarnava and Jayavarma are the

two different names of one and the same person. The former is

probably his private name and the latter official. Unma.'takesan

can be identified with the king: of the same name of the Bhauma

family, because Viraja, the place of his residence, is unquestionably

identical with .Jajpur in the Cuttack district.

The texts of all plates of the Bhauma family hitherto discovered

have been published together and the problems connected with the

said family have been discussed by mo in a monograph entitled

Oris.w vnder the Bhauma kings. It is said in one of the plates of

the Bhauma family that Umnattakesarl subjugated the Kalingas.'

This statement is now corroborated by the present plate. Because

ITnmattakesar! appears in this plate as an overlord of Jayavarma, the

lord of Kalihga. Therefore t he unspecified eru used in this plate can

be taken as the same one found in the Bhauma plates. As the era

of the Bhauma plates has been taken by me as the Ilarsa era, 2 the

date ot this plate can be assigned to tiob-57 A.l). In that ease, the

occasion of making the gift can be traced to (ibl A.l). in which year an

eclipse of the sun took place in the monlli of lMialguna. 1

My friend Mr. Jogendra ( liandra Ghosh suggests to me to

identify this Jayavarma. with the brother of Anantavarma of the

Dharmalihgesvara grant of the Gahga year 204‘ and take the era ot the

Bhauma plates us the Bhauma era. f have offered a suggestion as to tin*

probability of use of their own era by the Bhauma kings.’’ But for

want of sufficient evidence in favour of this supposition, 1 have taken

the era of the Bhauma plates as the Ilarsa era. Now I could have

accepted his suggestion, if this identification of Jayavarma had been

based on surer grounds. The identification suggested by Mr. Ghosh

seems to be untenable for several reasons. In the first place, Dhnnna-

lingesvara grant was issued from Kulihgu-nagara and the present

one from Sveiaka which has been identified with Chikiti in the

] ()iis.>n main liiv Jllaiuuai kinu-% p. 41.

2 Ibnl.. p. 7N.

M An I mltan Kjilwnirnrs by b, I). Swainikamni Pillni.

\ .1Ml US., vul. II, p. 27:).

o (his.sn main • the Jllanmai liny*, p. 78.
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Ganjam district by several scholars. Secondly, Jayavarma. of the

former grant does not appear to be a ruler of Kalinga. Had he been

a ruler, he himself would have issued the grant. And thirdly, I. am

tempted to hold that different branches of the Ganga family were

ruling at different places in Kalinga. Because statements to this

effect occur in the grants of the later Ganga kings. Again the grants

which were issued from Svetaka 0 do not contain the Ganga era unlike

those from Kalihga-nagara. Moreover the former grants fall into one

category and the latter ones into the other in respect of their texts

and scripts.

In case of acceptance of Mr. Ghosh’s suggestion, however, the

date of the plate under discussion can be assigned to 097 A. I).

Because Anantavarma. of the Ganga year ^94 corresponding to TOO

A.D. 7 must have issued the charter recognising the gift made by his

brother Jayavarma after the demise of the latter; hence the year

b‘97 A.D. in which a solar eclipse took place in the month ot

lMialguna can be supposed to be the date of the present plate. In that

case the initial date of the supposed Bhauma era falls in (l»97-b0)

047 A.D. i.e., forty years after ihe commencement of the Harsa era.

Apparently my identification of Itajamala, the father of Trihhuvana-

mahailevi, is not untenable;' noi is Ksemahkaradeva umontempornm*-

ous with Harsa.*

(i ft/., vol. IV, pp. 190-201

.

7 The initial year of the (ichga era is 49G A.D.. vide hid. Arit.
t

vol. LXI

pp. 237*38.

8 Orissa under the Bhauma kmys, p. 75.

9 Ibid ., p. 78.
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TEXT

Plate I (Reverse)

L. l frrefit TTft
10 mra(0^*

T‘. 2 firaw i i

L. 3 srremniRrarT srmt
11

srer
19

Ti. 4 jurcifiTfs*) ?rftr5r-'TRr-34W^<urrh»-
Ij. :"> f%f5HW-$Rr-»fiKt-fi?r wwiiotesct («r)*rrcr-

f- <> it* (* l) ^T?Tl fira?RNW-3*?5tfa-

1*. “ «tN^5I tfttTffa
1

8

STT^TT^)# ^ri* I ^rat TUST?: *ft

I/. 8 finmqhr(:)* wr srssn^rra: ^-stcrstt ^ errs (*ar)-

T.. 9 srciftdfrfa (*) sfiar j^rarfawn^T-

Plate II (Obverse)

h. io jprer*cm-3^: fwsrtajrfn-si-

l. ii gn'-^rw-^dui i^H^-ftr^-r^ iRrq (n*)

L. 12 wRT'T^-*=rra-g»!Jr fit^i-wfoWsfsi

1'. 13 gtfad ifo-gi^tHES-gT g?-?(?)a-7<T^tTOr^-^(f?)’4 fl-

I- 14 ^R^rrrfiiTT^ Tw-m^ud wi-fai-waw-
li- 15 ^ JTCru^t «ft-anpri^-

1.. 1(> ?(:*) j?r?fr «ter: fmtjwr&Fvti. srcrfa-

!- 11 f^ w-^rar?mft^r3rr^-^r5i3?r-f»TrTwr5TT (sr)-a-

!'• 1>S 43f-*rfsTW

1- 19

Plate 11 (Reverse)

L. 20 l}<fMwjte STSTO-gtt’Tiq; w-
li. 21 { qwqgnfcn(q*)f3 tt fiferc»re3 mafiforg’w-iw (**)«r(:) *ra-

1 .. 22 jm-strar m(;*) n w-
I-. 23 wrcf&H w-
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Bhartryajna—the oldest commentator of

Paraskara-Qrhyasutras

The /Virosltini (j!thyusut ra belonging to the Suklayajurveda is one

of the most important and popular texts of its class. The importance

and the popularity of the text may-.be easily gauged from the fact

that a number of learned commentaries written by those who are

acknowledged authorities on the subject has come down to us from

ancient times. But, as the unfortunate case is, not. all the comments

are extant to this day for our study and investigation. Karkaearya is

believed to be the most authoritative of all the commentators and his

comments upon the text of Paraskara are rightly taken to be the

model of what concise and excellent comments should be. Ilarihara

is the most popular among the writers of commentaries upon the text

and is specially renowned as an admirable and reliable guide for

leading us through the thorny complex details of the domestic rituals

by the composition of his rightly admired fruldhati. The commen-

taries of .layaruma, Gadadhara, Visvanatha and Ramakrsna have also

seen the light of day in the excellent editions published by the Gujarati

Press of Bombay and the V
r
idyavilasa Press of Benares. But un-

fortunately it. is not generally known that Bhartryajna, an ancient

commentaler of great renown, has also composed a learned commentary

upon the text of Paraskara Grhya. Prom a number of quotations and

references made in (lit* commentaries of Gadadhara and llama-

krsiia we can firmly assert that Bhartrvajfia wrote a commentary and

that too a very learned commentary upon Paraskara \s Grliva text.

Only a small portiou of Ramakrsna’s commentary lias been published

in the Cliowkhainba Sanskrit series and hence we have traced there

not more than five or six references 1
to the views of Bhartryajna but

I lie coimunientarv of Gadadhara, though it extends only lip to the second

Kandika of the text, possesses more than 2b references2
to the peculiar

1 (Chowkhamba Edn.) pp. 22, 156, 269, 271.

2 w*th yppsq (G u j . Press Edn.) pp. 2, 53, 65. 69, 76, <7* 95,

96, 124, 145, 150, 160, 172, 190, 191, 201, 203, 204, 208, 209, 230, 248, 266, 270,
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comments of this author. Hence it is obvious that Bhartryajna’s com-

mentary did exist at that time since it has been utilised to such an

extent by these commentators. It there still be any lurking doubt

about the existence of a commentary by Bhartryajna, it will be surely

removed by the notice oi Bhartryajha’s incomplete Ms. called

Puraskara-Grhyavivarana in the recent catalogue3 of Sanskrit Mss.,

published by the Asiatic Society of Bengal.

Date

Our author seems to have been a very ancient commentator. His

date can be correctly ascertained by a number of references made to

his views and comments by the later commentators of the Grliya and

Smrti texts. Thus Trikandamandana in bis Apastamba-dhcanitartha-

hfirikd while discussing various views about the merits of a householder

privileged to consecrate the sacrificial fires, refers to the opinion of

Bhartryajna4 that one who has committed to memory the text of the

Veda has a genuine privilege for the consecration of the Srauta fires,

even though he happens to be ignorant of the meaning of the text.

This writer whose personal name is believed to be Bhaskaramisra

flourished in the beginning of the 12th century. 3 Hence our author

must be earlier than that. But another reference by a still ancient

writer takes this date to four centuries earlier. Medhatithi on Manu.,

VIII. 3 makes a reference® to the different explanations proposed by

Bhartryajna and advises his readers to consult his wrorks and take

them as the most authoritative explanations offered. This reference

amply proves that even in the middle of the 9th century to which this

premier commentator of Manu belongs, 7 Bhartryajna ’s authority on

3

4

Vol. II, no. 1023.

feKWW*,

r - 41 * <B * L Edn -> P- 29 ‘

5 Kane: History of Dharmasastm
,
pp. 555-556.

6 f^TTfa V^HkcMlfd

7 Kane: History of Vharmaiddra
, p. 275.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1936 15
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religious matters was supreme and that his name was conjured up with

the greatest reverence due to one who commanded profound respect

f1*0111 later writers on account of his age and authoritative position.

Thus it is natural to assume that he is not later than the first quarter

of 9th century and he possibly flourished in the 8th century, if not

earlier.

His eminent position

The reference, to he found in Gadadham’s commentary upon the

Paras lara-S01ras amply prove that JMiarlrvajna was looked upon, even

in matters relating to the domestic rituals, as an authority of great

eminence and antiquity whose comments, therefore, were of highest im-

portance and consideration. In many places in making references to

his views Gududham uses the plural number with the name of this

Acarva which is a sure indication of his high position." lienee it is

but natural to believe that the opinions and views held by llhartryajna

are worthy of consideration l'or an impartial and critical study of these

deservedly popular Grhya Sutras.

11 is tes t an/ criticisms

The aim of this paper is to collect in one place some of the im-

portant comments of this wiiter and thus to show their instrinsic

worth for a proper ami comprehensive study of these Grhya Sutras.

Jlhartryajha’s comments are useful not only for the interpretation of

the sutras but also for testing the purity of the test as we have got

it now. We shall quote below only three of siieh comments us are

valuable for the textual eritieism of the work. Tims the text'' of the

the sutra, 11. 10, Id as eumiiiented upon by davnrama and Uaribara

lias the rending And umhartja- but in Hhartryajha’s opinion the

correct reading is Andu mhnri ux and this latter reading has also

8 e -G- wf qwqfar i 5 ^ i

(Uujrati Printing Press cdn.) p 27(3.

9 The full sutra runs thus—

wui smsiT: 1

10 iroq* p - m
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been adopted by Karka. 11 Harihara*s Bhasya12 supposes a new

sutra18 after II. 5.27 descriptive of the diverse measurements

of the sticks used by the Brahmacarins of the three castes but as

Gadadhara reports this is an interpolation in toto because it has not

been commented upon by Bhartryajna and following him by Karka. 14

From this statement we can legitimately assume that Gadadhara

considers Bhartryajna to be a greater authority even for the readings

of the Sutras than Harihara and hence he is thoroughly justified in his

remarks that the measurements of the Brahmacarins* sticks have not

been enumerated by the Acarya Paraskara but should be adopted here

from the texta of the other Vedic schools.
15 In another part of his

commentary Gadadhara frankly tells us that Bhartryajna has given

the ancient reading of the Sutra which has become a bit altered at the

hands of a later commentator. The text14 of the Siitra I. 1.12 as com-

mented upon by Harihara contains the word sakesdni which creats

an unnecessary textual difficulty removed only after the supposed

reference to the word kusatamnani occurring in the Sutra, I. 1.10. But

the better and chronologically the older reading is Kesdn as given by

Bhartryajna and followed by Karka. 17 These few references are

sufficient to prove that the Sutra-readings adopted by Bhartryajna are

valuable not only on account of their age but also for abetter under-

standing and construction of Paraskara* s text.

His new interpretations

The meanings of technical words occurring in the Siitras as

proposed by Bhartryana are no less remarkable. Generally these are

11 Pdra.Grhya., p. 276. 12 Ibid., p. 223.

13 The full text of this sfttra U-%*rci

14 ft * I sftrciwRl I

Wp I
p - 23°-

15

p. 230.

16 The full sat™ ia— SIWfTIWJ ftPRIty I
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natural and direct and in most cases seem to be based upon tradi-

tion. We shall refrain from mentioning all such cases and confine

ourselves merely to a few of general interest.

(1) The Sutra, I. 3,5 ftST* TO
#

etc.

contains the word fipgl which is differently explained by the com-

mentators. Itonuka tells us that means

I
According to Harihara it is made of 25 Ku&a

sprouts but Bhartryajna’,s comment is quite different from these. He

says 18— 1%^: firfffCfiswrar: J&JkitT- I

(2) The word qr^‘ occurring in the above sutra has got a different

interpretation meaning ‘water meant for washing the feet.* in^r^TT
-

5RT«f3ra‘ touV" i

(3) The sutra I. 4.11 has got which is explained

differently Bhartryajna takes it to mean 20
fflgrcfaTy \

(4) found in the sutra, I. 8,10 is explained by Harihara

as any strong man but Bhartryajna takes it in the sense of one who has

firm control over his senses factf^p 21 l)and this latter meaning

is adopted by Gadadhara with a light modification.

(5) Bhartryajna has made some interesting and novel remarks23

about the word <$]VOT<!f hi S1~d ra I. 2.1. 5R9TT% which

though based on the authority of some appear to be somewhat

curious and hence have called forth a lengthy criticism at the hands of

Karkacarya. This will be considered later on in some details.

(fi) Bhadrapifha in the sutra, I. 15.4 has been explained in a

peculiar manner. 23

(7) The sutra, I. 17,4 3TT5JW ^ fflPlFT SRlft

possesses two lines of interpretation at the hands of commentators.

According to Bhartryajna 24
,

should form an integral part of the

name of a Brahmana, that of a Ksatriya and gjj that of a

18 & 19 These remarks are quoted, by on p. 53 and by TWfraiJ

in **m*\wfa P- 156 *

20 <tr® £® p* 69 - 21 grr® 5r° p* 95,

22 <TR® P- 22 and p * 60 *

23 <TR® ’I® P- 15°- 24 Ibid., p. 172.
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Vaisva—an explanation which is amply supported by Manu” and otlier

Smrti writers. But Karka’s comments represent a different line of

approach altogether. 2*

(8) The sutra, 11. 1 , -J qj has been made to

yield a sense which is at once peculiar and interesting. 27

(9) Bhartryajiia differs in many places even in points of ritual

details. Such a, point is provided by tho sutra II. 3.1. as regards the

plane of g^Trrf^ the time of his T
8 Other such

interesting eases are to be found under the sutra, JI. 2,8 where Bhartr’s

opinions have found favour ,vith most of the later commentators. 29

(10)

While commenting upon the sutras, II. 3,8-9, which signify

that the iTT^^rt of a Ksntriya should he in the f^psro mdre and

that of a Vaisya in the metre, Bhartryajiia. fortunately supplier

with the rcsjioctivc mantras from the. l
According to him’ 0

the ™ the mantra eft (17,74), while the

TTT^nft is 3^ (0.14). This is really a piece of very

valuable information, since we tiud nothing to this effect even iu the

of Acarya Karka.

These few references, selected at random, from the commentary of

(iadadhura fully demonstrate the originality and importance of the

views held forth by our author. Original as these comments are, they

lay claim upon our attention no less by their belonging to an old age

than by I heir following an old tradition. This will be amply proved

by the examination of some of the materials which we possess for

determining the relative chronology of our author in comparison with

the so-far-oldest-known commentator, the celebrated Acarya Karka.

lihartrt/aj/'ui and Karla—their Jlelutice Chronoloyif

It is an ascertained fact that Karka belongs to ail age anterior to

the beginning of the 12th century since h is views have been quoted

"2(i Vide qj^- 0 jj 0 |>. 171. 27 Ibid., p. 190.

~S Ibid., p. -JOS. 29 Vide. pp. 203, 201 of q^o *jo
t

30 q^r,, p 209.
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with approval by Trikandamandana in his Apastavibadhvanitarthakarika

about certain details of sacrificial ritual.
31 !No other argument has been

advanced so far to take his date back to some earlier centuries.
3 * But

the date of Bhartryajna, as shown above, has been fixed on external

grounds and he is known to belong to an age anterior to the 9tl

century; probably he belongs to the latter half of the 8th century.

Hence it is but natural to assert that Bhartryajna is an older commen-

tator than Karka. And the examination of Karka’s Bhasya on Paras-

karagrhyasutra fully corroborates the statement made above, since it

contains references to, and lengthy refutations of, the views which we

know, on the authority of Gadadhara, were propounded by Bhartryajna

himself.

It is generally believed that Karka is the oldest and the first

commentator of Paraskaru but this is a mere belief based upon un-

supportable evidences. A close study of his commentary has a different

tale to tell. It undoubtedly reveals the fact that Karka cannot in

any way be credited with the authorship of the first commentary on

Paraskara, because he makes therein clear references to the opinions of

an older commentator of the text. But an apparent difficulty arises

from the fact that Karka is wholly silent as regards the name of his

predecessor whom he quotes and refutes, since he refers to such writer

or writers under the general term or Sfqft I But even a supper-

ficial comparison of such views with those that are peculiar to

Bhartryajfia takes us to the conclusion that these pertain to no other

commentator known save to our author. We shall examine a few: such

cases as will prove to any discerning critic that Bhartryajna was

anterior to Karkacarya in point of the relative chronology and thus he

should be considered n the most ancient commentator on

in the present state of our knowledge.

3* pp. 68, 70, 162, 163; Kane: History of Dharma&istra, p. 384.

32 But a very fantastic theory has been put forward by VidyabhGeana

Pandit Dinanath Sastri of Indore according to whom Karkacarya lived about

fifteen thousand years ago. Vide' ‘The date of Karkacarya’ I H.Q., Vol. IX

(1933), pp. 923-929.
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Bhartryajnu as criticised hy Karka

(a) In the very beginning of the text, the siitra I. 1,2 c

etc. presents a difficult problem for the commentators to solve.

Are the sprinkling and other items mentioned herein meant for five

or for the purification of the ground? Karka adopts the first view

and criticises—and that too at a great length—an opinion ap-

parently favoured and well received in his time as the lengthy

refutation naturally would lead one to believe. He tells us

—

^sTNsmftTCjRftr *nmf: wtf ?rar era!

In later times this \iew of Karka came to receive favour and approval

at the hands of the commentators but the pertinent query is who

is the author whose view is here criticised by Karka? The obvious

clue is given by Gadadhara who, though a staunch follower of Karka

so far as the interpretation of this siitra is concerned, makes a

clear and important statement that ^
This can lead us to only one legitimate conclusion and it is that

this veiled reference of Karka concerns none but Khartryujha who

must, therefore, be an earlier and important commentator to merit a

reference and a refutation.

(b) The siitra, I. 2,1 mentions the right time

for the establishment of the domestic fire. It is when the domestic

fire should be prepared and piled for the first time by every

Hindu householder. Hut the term

^

5^ is rather vague. Lienee

naturally opinions differ about the interpretation of this important

word here. In Karkaearya’s opinion the right time for such a religious

ceremony is the marriage time blit lie clearly mentions that ‘in the

opinion of some’, obviously based upon the authority of some other

Grhya writer, the ceremony may lake place even before marriage. And

here comes from his pen a lengthy criticism pointedly expressing the

inadvisibility of such a view on the strength of both authority ami

33 p. 2. 34 Ibid., p. 7.
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tradition/"' Now, the point is who is the commentator advocating such

a peculiar view Y (jradadhara36 and Bamakrsiui'* 7 are at one in stating

that advocated such a view iii interpreting this siltra in his

commentary jtR • 11 is but 'egitimate to

conclude that refutes here the opinion of which had gained

currency in his time.

(c) The tenth section of the second chapter contains a detailed

description of ‘the beginning of the Vedio studies/ The

second sutra thereof' sfatfaf VPTCpr TORT

3T enjoins the right time for such an important cere-

mony. Iuirka opines that this sutra gives an option for the selection

of the right time between the loth and the 5th day of the bright half

of the month of Sravana. But some commentator explains this sutra

as enjoining four different dates for such an action/ 8 On the autho-

rity of Oadadhara we know that a statement to this effect was made

by Bhaitryajiia in his comments. 39 other commentator knowu to

us is credited with such u view. As a cumulative effect of all such

arguments we are led to believe that Bhartr’s views have been criticised

and referred to by Karka though without mentioning his name and hence

he must have undoubtedly been his predecessor in this line.

The theory propounded above receives an ample corroboration from

the following evidences:

(i) From Ammtadeva we learn that our author was also a com-

mentator of the &rautasutva of Rat yayana.
10 While justifying his own

-r’
i yz fcfaW srrcrrarr:

vim' i gWfcfa i ^rmrfTr i

wmvm afimcl i

otc
- m* pp- 1:3 1j -

;h> t.p. c it., p. ‘23. nr »’• ,M) *

ns vm sroft \ <for-

cT^TT m*
I cFTTfr V/T *«FTfa I SUP

fawitsm i mX 3 \—m r>
*i<> p- - 7 -*

:3
‘J

3 i —w> p* :37
o.

40 gft sram w f^f% i
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position as a new commentator of an old text and demonstrating* the

peculiarities of his comments, this writer has made, in the beginning

of lus commentary upon the said sutras, certain remarks about the

earlier commentators of the text which are specially important in this

connexion. He comments upon the omissions to be found in the com-

mentaries of Bhartryajiia, Pitrbliuti and Karka. 4
' This order which

he observes in mentioning these earlier writers is, the present writer

firmly believes, not without importance in settling their relative

chronology. Ihus the fact that Bhartryajha’s Bliasya has come in for

criticism before that ot Karka who is taken to supplement Bhartryajiia

and Pitrbliuti suggests without any doubt the priority of the former

to the latter.

(iij Bhaskaramisra, in his discussion about yn iMM
,
quotes the

comments of Bhartr and Karka upon the siitra

IV. 11,1) in the very order in which Atlanta mentions them.

Kurt her lie shows his greater regard tor the first with the honorific

title of aearya which is denied to the latter mentioned only in the

singular number 1
" and alter a lengthy and learned discussion proves

'he correctness of Bliartr’s views on the question, lienee it is hut obvious

that in accordance with the views ot this eminent writer Bhartr was

anterior to Karka.

These additional arguments would undoubtedly lead us to the con-

clusion that Bhartryajha flourished prior to Karkacarya and hence

he should he considered the oldest commentator so far known of these

important Grhyasutras of Paraskara.

Bai adfva Fpaiwyaya

I trq |

eRfo >j\o i*. 2. Oh' i» ares Kiln).

42

I sfa I
vitlc P* 168 '
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Sri Harsa, the King-Poet

(7 he Authorship of Sri Harm)

The Pandits of the old School disputed Harsu’s authorship of the

three Dramas and held that Bana was the real author. Doubts first

rose from Nagoji’s comments on the famous passage of Mammata,

—

fir? I

1 ^ bile Mammata simply refers to Harsa’s

gift of gold to Dana as an example of poetry leading to

affluence, the modern commentator took it to mean that Bana

derived an immense fortune from his literary works, which were

passed off in the name of his liberal patron, Sri-Harsa. But

there is the statement of Bana himself to the contrary, that the

king’s high favour to him followed only the vindication of his character,

about which there were spread many ugly rumours. After that, he

says, “he came actually to share with the king his wealth and even

liis state-dignity.*’ But this statement of Bana is not acceptable to

the historians as a proof against Nagoji’s allegation. I-tsing clearly

refers to the dramatization of the subject of Xayananda by Harsa, and

Damodaragupta who lived under Joyaplda of Kashmir t'A.D. 779-81U)

mentions a performance of Hatuavall attributed to the king. This

establishes the fact beyond doubt that as early as in t lie seventh or

eighth century, nobody disputed Harsa’s authorship of those dramas.

But, it may he pointed out that works like Madaun-purijdta have been

refeired to in the later works of Kaghunandaua and others, under t lie

names of tin* reputed king-authors, and nowhere under the names of the

real authors (Visvambhara and others) who passed off their woiks under

the names of their patron kings, as Ba:;a was supposed to have done.

In fad, it is eontended that those early writers referred either to the

1 There is another reading, which bus the name ot Dhavaku in the place

of liana. It is however not acceptable, on the ground *1) that it is not supported

l>.v any MSS. coining from Kashmir, the country to which Mammutu belonged,

and that (2) the tradition about Harsa\ munificence to liana is supported by

liaiiu himself and also by Sodhula, a contemporary of .Mammata (Ciokwad’s

Oriental Series no. 11); and the latter mention-, the name of no other poet in this

connection. ’
**

..
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subject-matter of the drama or to the dramatic performance; the

authorship was not their point.

To my mind, however, the comment of Yagoji referred to above is

proved to he baseless by the statement of Mammuta’s own contemporary,

Sodhala, concerning the same tradition about llarsa’s gift to Bnna.

It is clear and elaborate enough not to give rise to any misconception.

The tradition according to Sodhala runs:—Harsa was the king,

who while seated among his learned men in the sawsad was really a

lover of learning though his name implied “a lover of royal-fortune.”*

That is why, says Sodhala, the king honoured Ban a by present-

ing him with the fabulous amount of a hundred crores of gold. Far

from suggesting that the money was paid as price for the authorship

of any of the works of Bana, that writer of the lltli century (who could

have no motive like the king’s own protege) paid a very high tribute

to the king as both a “Prince of Princes” and a “Prince of Poets.”

The object of the present paper is to make a further contribution

to the discussion about the king’s authorship with special reference

to the following points: (I) Warrior Harsa as reflected in the earlier

dramas; (II) Ilarsa’s cosmopolitan religious conviction as reflected in

his three dramas; and (III) the lofty sentiment expressed by the

Sarvasvadana in his last drama.

(I) The Warrior Harm

The warrior Harsa names his first drama Ratmirall, which means

“Jewel Wreath,” and behind which, I think, is the king’s

happy memory of the Ekavali episode in his Banda Yatrfi, described

in Bana’s Harsacarita—(Book VIII). This Ekavali, which also means

“a wreath,” is said to have been presented to him by Divakara

Mitra, the Buddhist Saint, whom he met in the depth of the

Vindhya forest. It served as a protection against any kind of poison-

ing to which the king’s life was always exposed. The monk proceed-

ed to give the history connected with the garland and said that

“the first monarch whose shoulder it decorated was “Satavahana,

the lord of the four oceans.”

m TOT W’PPtfoffifa top 11
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This Kkavali' is described by Sana as a costly jewel and is counted

as one among the many blessings of Kami's life. It is said that

“come down to him from the successive rulers of earth, it was taken

by Hnrsa to be the Banner which announced the coming of the Imperial

fortune” to him. The acquisition of Kkavali, lie thought, meant the

attainment of imperial fortune. The fact is that it cheered him up as

a happy omen in his Danda Yatra, which was really crowned with

success and made him the emperor of Northern India. The happy

reminiscence of this, it seems, served as a background in the Ratnavall—
the first attempt of the young dramatist which opens witli the cheering

news of the king’s all-round victory. Even a superficial acquaintance

with the story of the drama will shew the striking similarity between

the two, the Kkavali and Ratnavall, not only in name but also in magi-

cal power. For victory and the imperial power would come to the

possessor of both—Ratnavall the Princess, and Kkavali the jewel.

That is why the hand of the Princess is sought for the king by

Yaugandharayana
;
and the latter carefully weaves his plot to that end.

Moreover, in the story of the drama, we have actually an imperial

wreath, which was also called Ratnavall and was presented to the

heroine by her father, Siinhalesvara. This also may reasonably be said

to give the play its name, serving as it does the same dramatic purpose

as the token ring in the A hh ijh

a

na-8ak un tala . In either case, it is the

happy reminiscence of the Kkavali, the Imperial wreath, which is

underlying the whole plot of the play

.

The warrior Harsa reveals himself in the descriptions of the wurs

in his dramas. The scenes of the battle are laid in the very countries,

which from his own inscription and that of his great rival the

(Yilukya-king, appears to have been the storm centres in those days,

and which were, therefore, always uppermost in his thoughts. This

explains why the stories of the battles have been introduced, though

(hey are without any bearing whatsoever on the development of the

plot, and may therefore he omitted without leaving any gap in the story.

Both the earlier dramas (Ratnd and Pviya) open with a boastful

reference to the king’s war. In the Ratnavall
,
the first drama, it redds

like a review of Ilarsa’s war of the first period, which was forced on

him by his enemies ami which resulted in his complete victory and
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consolidation of his power in Northern India. The kingdom has

its enemies completely vanquished (rajyam nirjitaaatru), says king

Udayann, the hero of RatndvaU
,
when first entering the stage in

the high spirit of a victor. Again in the history of the second

period of his wav, the king-poet appears to have been all along aggres-

sive
;
and in Pnyadansikii, the second drama, the story is introduced

with a complacent allusion to complete success in an aggressive expe-

dition of a most daring nature, in which, the hero says, he was actuat-

ed solely by his "passion for military adventure, which has been car-

ried to the climax’
1

(nirvyutjhd ranasaltasavyasanitd).

His Hatnavall closes, again, with an account of the battle of

Kosola; and his Priyadarsiku, with that of Kalinga. These two coun-

tries were the storm-centres. As regards the kings-poet’s battle in

Kalinga 3 we have definite proof of it in the accounts oi Iliuen Tsang.

“Ilis last recorded campaign,” says Vincent Smith, “was directed

against Gaujaiu (that is the country of Kalinga) on the coast of the

llay of Bengal in A.D. (>43.” Further, in the Aihole Inscription of the

rival king, Kalinga is mentioned together with Kosala as the country

conquered by him. In regard to the king-poet’s war in Kosala

we have no direct evidence; from the same Aihole inscription, he is

inferred to have come into conflict with the ruler of that region also.

This inference of the historian is supported by the very fact that Kosala

is chosen by the king-poet as the scene of war in the first drama, just

as Kalinga, the scene of “his last recorded campaign” has been made

the scene of war in his second.

The fiery description of battles in both the diamas is quite worthy

of the warrior poet, as it shows bold strategic conception com-

bined with dashing generalship and have nothing to do with the mythi-

cal weapons, the accounts of which fill the description of war by other

poets including even Kalidasa. In those accounts of war, the facts,

specially noteworthy, are as follows:—
(1) Vindhya-ketu (in Priya) is shown as one of the most

heroic characters, who is a chief of the Vindhya forest and with

whom the princess in her distress takes shelter. This account of

3 See U. D. Banerji, History of Bengal
,
2nd ed., p. 109.
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Vindhyaketu reminds us of that of Vyaghraketu in Har$a-carita

(Bk. viii) who is also a chief of the Vindhya forest It is he who helps

the king in searching out his lost sister in the Vindhya hills and he, it

is most probable, has been immortalized in the second drama as one of

the heroic characters, who “by his death puts his victor to shame.

”

4

(2) The second point worthy of note is the news that comes from

the front (Ratna) that “suddenly in the thick of the battle the general

challenged the king of Kosala and slew him single handed”—a news,

which is received with wild demonstration of joy in the king's court.

This recalls a passage in Harsacarita, which notes, among outstanding

incidents in Harsa’s military career, the following:—
Nirnayasagara ed. 1.91.

“My supreme Lord has signalised his power by laying low his

enemy single handed at one stroke.” ‘“In him a Man-

lion has manifested Himself and His might, having cut

down the enemy with his own hands.”

What particular enemy is meant here we have no means to ascertain.

This in fact is the only historical allusion in the passage in question,

that remains yet to be explained. The striking similarity between, the

two accounts is pointed out here for what it is worth. I am tempted

to identify the enemy of Harsa, whom he “laid low single handed”

with the king of KoSala whom the general “slew single handed.”

The facts are however too meagre to warrant any conclusion.

Whatever be the historical value attached to them, the students of

Harsa literature cannot easily dismiss the facts noted above which may

be summed up thus: (1) the same countries are mentioned as the

scene of struggle of both Harsa himself and the hero of his creation

against the rival-kings, and (2) some of the episodes or incidents of

Har$a's life-story as given by Bana Bhatta are reflected clearly and

unmistakably in his dramas.

4 Dr. K. Mookerjee appears to hold the same view in his Harsa p. 153.

But the incident is described not in Batn&vali, bis he says, but in Pnyadarkikd.

Further, there was no such “connection” between Vyaghraketu, the forest chief

and the princess Rajya^ri, as between the heroine of Priyadarilkd and the Savara-

chief who actually gave her shelter.
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II. Harm's Cosmopolitan Religion

Besides, all the three dramas, have, on them, the stamp of the

peculiar religious conviction of Harsa. He owed his religious ardour

no doubt to heredity. His great ancestor Puspabhuti has been des-

cribed by Buna as a “Saiva by inclination. ° His father and grand-

father were worshippers of the Sun-God, and his brother, a devotee of

Buddha. The inscription of Harsa himself attaches the epithet of

Paramaditya-bhakta to the names of both his father and grandfather

and that of Parama-saugata to the name of his brother. Bana des-

cribes very elaboratedly in the 4th book of Harsa-carita
,
how llarsa’s

father used to worship the Sun-Deity “at dawn, at mid-day, and at

eve.” Thus in Harsa ’s family Siva, Surva and Buddha were

worshipped. Harsa’s own religion embraced them all. Bana

describes the cosmopolitan outlook of his patron in his own peculiar

way. '“The king displays0
,
says Bana, “all the gods united in himself,

having Buddha in his majestic mo\e, the sun in his radiant lips, Ava-

lokita in his placid looks, and the Thunderer in his brawny arms.
0

This cosmopolitan outlook of the king is further reflected in the facts

that the great assembly held by, him at Prayiiga was “attended by both

the distinguished Iranianas and the pious Brahmanas alike
0 and that

on this occasion the images of all the three gods “Siirya, Buddha and

Mahesvara0 were installed and worshipped. “On the first day,° says

Hieuen Tsang, “they installed the image of Buddha; on the second day,

that of Surva; and on the third day, that of Mahesvara.
0

This

outlook of the king, equully honouring three gods representing three

different cults, is reflected again in his three dramas, especially in

Nagananda, where the Buddhistic and the Brahmanic deities are mixed

up. The sun is referred to in all the three dramas. In the first two

dramas (Ratndvali uud Prigadariika), there are Siva and Gaurl in-

voked in the Nandi besides the sun-god. There is no mention of Buddha

in them. In the Nagananda
,
which is avowedly a Buddhistic drama

and opens with an invocation to Buddha, the Brahmanic goddess Gaurl

plays an important part; and the Sun-god is glorified more than once,

as the one object of adoration, f^TT^) wl10 awakens the hero

to the great mission awaiting him.
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III.
‘ l

$armsmmahadana ni ’

The most notable events of llarsa’s reign consisted, without doubt,

in the king’s uni>aralleled sacrifices for his subject in the quinquennia)

assemblies he used to hold, which, it is said, emptied his royal treasure-

house. It appears, from llarsa’s own words, that the king came to

feel the grave injustice, involved in the accumulation of wealth in

the royal treasure house, to which he traced the distressing poverty of

the vast millions. He called it a ‘calamity’ and felt. it. to be the king’s

sacred duty to release the wealth, shut up in his treasury, for the com-

mon good. All this lias been put in the mouth of Jnnutavahuna of

.Xtit/annndn. Hence “to remove the wants of the world and to fulfil the

hopes of all” appears to have been the one thought and mission of the

great king-poet, which he ascribed to his hero.

This sentiment of llarsa has been referred to as Sarras nnnnhti-

dfinani in the f/arsa-earita (ilk If). “King llarsa,” says llieuen

Tsang, “used to hold an assembly even five \ears and give away in reli-

gious alms all his possessions, not excluding his own garments.” The

same sentiment has expressed itself again in his last drama, where the

hero begins by dislrihut ing his treasure among his needy subjects and

ends by giving his life (see pp. ‘Jll, dO for details).

I’nder these circumstances nothing can he more natural than to

conclude that llarsa was the one poet who could have written the

dramas, because, to put the whole argument in a nutshell, they show

clear tract's of (I) what was uppermost in his thought in his early life,

(2) what was in the depth of his being in his mature days and (T) what

formed the distinctive feature of him as n king.

I cannot close this topic without referring to the uticaitonica!

feature ot the dramas in which the d.amatist appears in person. Such

a work, based on egotism, is of loniled vision and falls far short ol the

standard of poetic conception, which is characterised by universalism,

sakalahrdayas,on\\ridaMiaksadharan\ am, as our old critic devrihes it.

Krom what has been said above, it i'. ;il*o manifest that of the three

works f Ha!mi rail
,

Priyadarsila and .\ ayrimunlti), the first two

hear the stamp of the violent and military in the young author, while

the third work written in his mature age, shews his outlook on life

totally changed.

N \NU;ol»AI. H\NKIMI4K



MISCELLANY

Geographical Data in Panini

No Ptolemy has given us a detailed and accurate geographical

account of ancient India, hut a minute study of the Parana* and

Panini reveals the fact how detailed and accurate the information of

our ancestors was regarding parts of the Indian continent.

Alexander's men have mentioned some places of Afghanistan and

the Punjab. By a study of Phnini’s aphorisms we find that these are

only corrupt forms of those ancient names mentioned hy Panini. The

number of names of towns, villages, rivers and mountains, occurring jn

the . of Panini, is indeed very large. It would he difficult or

even impossible to identify them all, hut the positions and modern

names of a good many of them can be determined, and in fact some-

thing has been done by 8. N. Mazumdar in his Notes appended to

C nil u ii
i
g li a

m
's (Jeoyraphy .

1

The northern-most kingdom of Afghanistan, in ancient times, was

known to some of the Greeks and Roman geographers hy the name of

Kapisene, and the Chinese traveller Hieun Tsang calls it, Kia-pi-she.

Painni mentions Kapisi in his siitra qft; (IV. 2. 99) from

which he derives yffagTlfcHl the name of a grape and

the name of a wine, manufactured from grapes and produced in the

district. The country about Kabul is still remarkable for its fine grapes,

So it is quite clear that Kapisene of Greek writers is no other but

Kapisi of Panini.-

Another province of Afghanistan is called Pa-ln-iiu by Ilieuen

Tsang, and identified with the modern Vaneh or Wanneli hy some, and

with Jhuinu hy Cunningham. The Sanskrit word corresponding to ibis

is not known. Panini, however, mentions a country named Varnu in

1 Cunningham’s Ancient Ucocpraphy of India with intro, and notes by 8. N.

Mazumdar, Calcutta, 1924; henceforth abbreviated us SNM.

2 SNM., p. 071.

I.H.Q., SEPTKMUEtt, 1930 17
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i

several places/a which is very likely the same as liieucn Tsang’s

Fa-la-nu (SNM.
f p. (i79).

The river Suvastu which is mentioned in Panini
1

# Sutra

(^* 2. 77) is the modern Swat, u branch of the Kabul river

(SNAl.'j*. 078).

The position of the hill-fort of Aornos, in the capture of which,

‘the warlike sou of Philip
1

displayed his martial vigour and military

tactics and which lias been beautifully described by Arrian, is still a

matter of uncertainty. The Sanskrit name corresponding to it is quite

unknown. Professor Wilson4
traces it to the word Avarana, ‘enclosing

1

,

which, he thinks, forms the latter part of many names of cities. On

the oilier hand Cunningham derives it from the name of a king, whom

he calls Raja-Vara but these identifications appear to be without any

foundation. There is a Sutra of Panini (4. 2. 82) which

means that the city in the neighbourhood of Varana is called Varana.

Dr. Bhaudarkar rightly thinks Varana of Panini is the original word

maintains its existence in the corrupt form of Aornos of the Greeks.

Arachosia which was probably situated oil the site of modern Herat

is mentioned as a province of Afghanistan by Greek writers. A great

controversy exists among scholars as regards its original name. Dr.

Bhaudarkar opines that there was a mountain named Rksoda in this

province and the inhabitants were known as Arksoda. Dr. Bhaudarkar on

the strength of the following aphorism X4. d. i)l)

of Panini maintains that Arksoda is the original word of Arclio.sia of

the Greeks. Seeing the phonetic resemblance of these two words, wc

can accept Dr. Bhandarkar’s suggestion.

Greek writers have described the Malloi and the Oxydrakie as two

tribes of warriors. The Malloi 'ribe was living on the confluence of

Ravi and Indus ami the Oxydrukic in the midland of ltavi and Vva*.

A scholar of note traces the origin of the word Oxydraka; from the word

Ksatriya. On the other hand, Dr. Bhaudarkar is of opinion that these

3 <4 - % ^f^rf^rsqsrt (*• 3. 93).

comprises good many words one of which is

4 Scu Wilson’s Ariunu Antiqua .
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two words are derived from the words Malavya and Ksaudrakya

respectively. Patanjali while commenting on the Sutra

(4. 1. 108) mentions Malavya and Ksaudrakya as two

confederacies. 6

Now, we try to give an account of those cities and towns which

have been identified by scholars with modern towns and villages and

whose remains are still to be found on the site of their ancient sites.

Panini mentions Kamboja as the name of a country in one of his

Sutras ( 4. 1. 175). Scholars are of opinion that Kamboja

was the ancient name of Afghanistan, at least of its northern

part. According to Dr. Stein the eastern part of Afghanistan was

Kamboja. Its capital was Dvaraka which should not be confused with

Krsna’s Dvaraka in Gujerat. The Shia-posh tribe which now resides

on the llindukush mountain is said to have descended from the

I\ amhojas.

In the Sutra ^ (4. 1. U»9), Panini riders to

Gandhara as the name of a country in which a Ksatriya tribe

called Gandhari was living. The country of Gandhara lies along she

Kabul river between the Khoaspes (Kunnr river) and t lie Indus com-

piising the modern districts of Peshawar and Rawalpindi. Its capitals

were in different ages Purusapura (modern Peshawar) and Taksasila

(modern Taxila). Ptolemy makes the Indus as the western boundary

of Ganddari (Gandhara). Puskalavatl or Puskaravati uas ifs most

ancient capital, which the Udnulijumi places in the Gandharn-dosa.

The modern town of Kandahar in Afghanistan still indicates that part

of the country to which the ancient province of Gandhara must have

belonged.

Panini gives us further information about the important cities of

the Gandhara province. They are &aluturu and Taksasila. The name

of Salat nra occurs in the Sutra

(i. 3. 91). This sacred city was the birth-place ot Panini himself,

5 The credit of suggesting these identifications for the first tunc goes to

I)r. It. G. Bhamlarkar. Vide hat. Ant. vol. I (1S72), pp. ‘21 IF. and his ('olltctf.il

1Yorks, vol. I, If. 102-107.
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because the celebrated Sanskrit grammarian is mentioned by later

Acaryas as Salaturiya (one born in Sal»tura). This city existed even so

late as the seventh century A.D., when it was shown with great reverence

ti Hieuen Tsang when he was crossing the frontier on his way to India

from China. As regards the identification of Saint urn opinions differ.

It has been identified by Cunningham with the village of Laliora to the

North-West of Ohind in the Punjab. On the other hand Biililer identi-

fies it with Lahul.

Panini mentions the name of Taksasila with that of Siiidhu-

desa in the Sutra <^4. If. 93). The remains of

Taksasila are still to be found in the district of Rawalpindi in l he

Punjab. Cunningham places the site of the city near Shehdheri, one

mile north-east of Kala-ka* Serai between Attock and Rawalpindi where

he found the ruins of a fortified city. Taksasila was well-known ns a

city in ancient times for its world-famous university. It is said that

Paniui received his education at this great centre of learning.

Passing from Gandhara we come to the province of the Punjab,

the Madradesa of ancient times. The country of Madia is referred to

hy Paniui in the Sutra (4- 2. WS). This country was

situated between the rivers Iravati (Ravi) and Candrahhaga (Chenab),

Madra was the kingdom of Sal va of tlie Mahahharala and also of the king

Asvapati, father of the celebrated Suvitri, the wife of SaUavan. Some

suppose that Madra was also called Vulifku, which, however,

appears to be only a part of Madradesa. Hemacandra in his Ablii-

(Ihinuicintamani calls it Takkadesa where tlie Takki language was

most, famous. Sakala which has been mentioned in tlie Sutra

(4. 2. 75) was the capital of Madrade.-a. Cunningham iden-

tifies it with Sanglawala-Tiba in the district of .lhang in the Punjab.

Rut this identification seems enormous. Dr. Fleet rightly identifies it

with Sialkote in *he Lahore division in the Punjab. It is interesting

to know that this was tlie birth-place of Savifrl. The town was important

not only in the time of Panini hut continued to enjoy an undiminished

supremacy and uninterrupted glory even in later centuries of Christian

era as it was the capital of the Greek conqueror Meuandar (2nd century

ICC.) and of the Hiinn kings Tornmana and Mihirakula (5th century

A.D.).
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l*rom Madradesa now we pass to the Kekaya country which is

mentioned by Panini in the Sutra (7. 3 . 2).

It was a country situated betweeu the Bens and the Sutlej. It was the

kingdom of the father .of Kaikeyl. Giribrajapura or Rajagiri was the

capital of Kekaya, on the north of Beas, in the l’uujub which has been

identified by Cunningham with Jalalpura, the ancient name of which

was Giriyak. Ban ini does not omit mentioning the celebrated river of

Kekaya. Y’ipusu, the modern Beas and the llypasis of the Greeks, is

referred to by him in the Sutra 3^$ ^ f^rmr: (4. 2 . 70).

J hissing eastward we come to Kurudesa wliieh lias been enume-

rated by Panini in the Sutra fipTHT (4. 2. 130).

The ancient capital of this country was llastinapura. Kurudesa needs

no detailed description because it was a famous country in ancient

times.

Sillva (I. 2 . 7fi) was also a country near Kuruksetra known in

ancient times by the name of Matikavata. It was the kingdom of the

father of Satyavan, the husband of celebrated Savitri. It comprised

portions of the modern territories of Jaipur, Jodhpur and Alwar.

Moving still eastward we reach the country of Pahcala which is

referred <0 by Panini in the Sutra ^ (**. 1- 172). It

was originally the country situated north-west of Delhi from the foot

of the Himalayas to.tbc river Chambal. But it was afterwards divided

into north and south Pahcala and was separated by the Ganges. The

capital of the former was Ahicchatra and of the latter lvampilya.

South Pahcala was tin kingdom of Raja Drupada whose daughter was

Draupadi.

Leaving the countries of Madia and Pahcala, we now come to the

famous country of Kosala which has contributed a good deal to flu*

annals of ancient India.
r

J lie ancient. Kosala was (hull) of modern

times. It was divided into north Kosala and south Kosala. The capi-

tal of the latter was Kusavali founded by Kusa and the capital of the

former was Sravasti. At the time of Buddha it was a powerful) king-

dom but in 300 B.C. il was absorlved into the kingdom of Magadba.

Kalidasa divides Kosala into north and south Kosala. The latter in-

cluded the eastern part of the Central Provinces.

Magadba which is mentioned in the Sutra
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(4. 1. 100) is well known. It was one of the most famous and powerful

kingdoms of ancient India.

The names of Align and Vahga occur in the Sutra ^

(4. 1. 17‘^). The country about Bhagaipur including Monghyr

was known by the name of Align in ancient times. It was one of the

sixteen famous political divisions of India at the time of the Buddha. Its

famous political divisions of India at the time of the Buddha. Its

capital was Campa or Campapuri. The western limit of Ps northern

boundary, at one time, was the confluence of the Ganges and

the Sarayii. It was the kingdom of Lomapada of the Rdmamjana and

Karna of the Mahahhdrata.

Kaliiiga is mentioned in one of his Slit ras

(4. 1. 100). Kaliiiga (modern northern Sircars) was lying on the

south of Orissa and north of Gravida on the border of the sea.

According to Cunuingham it was situated between the Godavari' river

on the south-west and the Gaoliya branch of the Indravati on the north-

west. According to Itnpson it was between the Mahanadi and the Goda-

vari. Its chief towns were Manipura and Rajapur. In the time of the

^Mahahhdrata Orissa (l
Ttlala) was included in Kaliiiga, but in the time

of Kalidasa these were two different provinces as lie mentions them

separately in liis Rttf/huuayisa:— 3c3£TT^T<m: *RT

(Canto 4. 39). The country of Utkala was, however, to the north of

Kaliiiga. The very word Utkala means north of Kaliiiga .It

comprised the modern province of Orissa. Chanduar, situated on the

opposite side of Cuttack across the river was the ancient capital of

Utkal under the Magadha kings.

Panini mentions the name of Sirulhu as a country, in tne Siitra

(4. 3. 93) which corresponds to the modern

province of Sindh. According to Ptolemy the Abhiras dwelt in the

southern portion of Sindhu and the Musikas resided in the northern

portion. After the death of Menandar vhn reigned over the Punjab,

Kabul and Sindh from 140-110 B.C., Manes
,

the Scythian king,

conquered Sindh and expelled the Greeks.

The Janapada of Sauvlra is enumerated in the Sutra

(4. 2. 70). It lias been identified by Cunningham with Eder.

a district in the province of Gujerat. It was called Badari by the
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Buddhists, and was situated at the head of the gulf of Cambay. Sauvlra

was the Sophir or Ophir of the Bible and Sovira ot Milintla-Panho

where it is described as a sea-port. l)r. ltliys Davids places Sauvlra in

his map to the north of Kathiawad and along the Gulf of Ciiteh.

The names ot Avanti and Kunti occur in t lie Siitra Sjaffarjfaf-

(4. 1. 170). Avanti was a well-known kingdom in ancient

India, famous for its enormous wealth and cultured people. IJjjayini

was the capital of this noted kingdom and was famous for the

uietursque temple of Mahakala.

Kunti was also called Kunti-bhoja. It was an ancient town of

Mala\a, where Kunti, the mother of Yudhi$thira and his brothers, was

brought up by her adoptive father Kunti-bhoja, the king of Bhoja. It

was situated -on the bank of a small river called Asvanadi oi

Isvarathanadi.

The name of Vidarbha country is included in the term in tin*

Siitra * (4. 1. 17:2), which comprised the

modern province of Berar. It was the kingdom ot Blnsmaka whose

daughter ltukminv was married to Krona. Its principal towns were

KumlNiagara and Bhojakata. or Vidarbhanagara its capital

was evidently Bidar. The ancient country of Vidarba included the

kingdom of Bhopal and Bhilsa to the north of the Narbada. Kundina-

nagara which has been beautifully described by Sriharsa in his

Naisadlnyacarita {2. 73-105), was the birth-place of celebrated

Daiuayantl, wife of king Nala. ft

Basudev Upadhyaya

Supplementary Note on the Bhava&ataka

I see now that Professor Dasharatha Sliarma (in the Journal of

Indian History, vol. XI II, Dec. 1984, pp. 303 if.) has already refuted

the identification of the Nagaraja of the Bhavumtakn with Ganapati

Naga. lie has also shown that the evidence of manuscripts is entirely

in favour of the reading gatacaktrasrir in verse 2 of the Bhdcatatal-a.

M. WlJVTERNITZ

6 The writer is muoh indebted to Mr. Nanda Lai Dey in the preparation of

thi* essay. Bis Gcog raphical Dictionary has been of invaluable help.



Fresh Numismatic Data relative to the History of the

Ahom king, RajeSvara dmha of Assam

In any discourse on the ancient, names of Assam, one must not

forget that the extent of one of the old political entities, l’rugjyotisu,

Kamarupa or Saumaraplt lm varied appreciably from time to

time. The passage, l*n"tyjjjo(is<iintrasijas7t sannui1{iccltntayojuinnn 9

ficitd nmnro railj /nlsaih Lsimlntnirbh Culd rijoll tuna' probably

indicates the area only of the capital during a particular period.

Portions of China formed part, of the kingdom for some time."

Secondly, the //fnnaijana lias a passage :

—

Ynjandndm aihthm -

stirvarnho nfuna futmilalj
,
Sitniniusniijiih su mnhnnayadhc Varuiid-

luijt *
; tatrn /*nlijjijnl isiun numa jdtarupa muijuui ptnaiif, tnsniui vasati

dustfit mn Suraho nfuna dfinaraljf' It must not therefore escape

attention that there ‘appears to he another Pragjyotisapura on

the bank of the river Bet wa or Vetravat i.’
' Thirdly, all ‘the

Muhammadan historians’ do not call the country ‘Asam,’ or that

of the <

Asrinis.'
: ’‘ Alm-Umar-i-Usman speaks of ‘a Rae of Kamnid*

and ‘the Kamrud country. But Talish (Khihab-ud-din), a follower

of Mir .1 umla, apparently calls the principality which he visited,

by a name very similar to its modern one, in the Kathiyya-i-ibriyya.'

Blochniann spells the name as ‘Asam.* Kaviraj Syamal Das in a

paper based on the work of Muhammad Kuzin ibu Muhammad Amin

Muiishl, calls the people ‘Asamis,* and the country ‘Asam.’ 14

We may conveniently divide the histoy of Assam before the

British occupation, into three periods, the legendary, the early

historical and the Ahom.
It is noticeable that the Mleechas seem to have shared political

power with the Aryans and others during the earlier periods.

Bhagadatta, a powerful monarch of the legendary period, is called

1 Vi stilt 1\ (edited l»y Jlvaiiandu Vidya samara), pp. 740, 711; V. 1G.

2 liasak, The History <tf North Eastern India, p. 210.

3 Kisk-K ., 42, XXX; XXXI.

4 De : The tle.o. Distionary of A nr. and Med, India

,

(1027), p. 158.

5 Pur ail apparently different view, see Envy, lirli. and Ethics, vot. I.

G Tnhaqftf’-i-Naxlri l»v Itavertv, pp. 5GJ, 5G0, 570

7 ./no Its. , vol. I, Pt. 1 T. p. 182.

8 JASJ1., 1872, Part I, p. 70; 7,1., 1887, pp. 223, 224.
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the ‘king of the Yavanas’ who bore ‘on his head that gem
which was known to be the most wonderful on earth,’ the ‘mighty

sovereign of the Miecclias* whose ‘power’ was ‘unlimited/* Gait

says in his History of Assam' 0 that Narak 11 and liliugndutta were
real and exceptionally powerful kings, and probably included in

their dominions the greater part of modern Assam and Bengal east

of the Karatoya. During the early historical period, the Bargaan
plates of ltatnapala say; Mlecchadht nal/io ritlh ivalana ram'ulcva

jayruha rajyam A2

The arrival of Sukapha in Khumjang ushered in a new era. The
Mongols finally defeated the T’ai who originally 1

‘ inhabited ‘cen-

tral and southern China, south of the Yangtze river’
1 J by the middle

of the thirteenth century. ‘A flood of emigration southwards’

was the result. In any case, just after the first quarter of the

thirteenth century, 1 '* the Ahoms, a branch of the Slums, esia-

blised themselves in Assam and remained politically dominant for

several centuries, and gave the modern name to the country. 11’

The Ahom period was influenced in political thought and prac-

tice by the tradition and records of the two earlier periods. In

the realm of theory, the conception of the loyal descent from
‘Lengdon* or Lengduu of the coins became affected by that

ot origin from the Vidyadhari and India, and that of ‘cau pha*

was almost rendered into the idea of scaryadcca/
7

In the numismatic field, Aliom inscriptions vied with Sanskrit

ones for notice, and Bharatasimha who was installed by the Aloama-

rias in 1791, called himself IJha/jailaUaL uhxlbhacu on his coins

of Saka 1715. 18

0 Tin. Alalulljfifintht
,

(Uoy' a* Translation Kahh.i IV, pp. 13 Is.', ol tin

newer oil.; pp. 79, *0, H2; Karna IV (1020). p. 7, Droiu IV, i>|». 70-72. I'llu.-a

IV
, pp. 110, 100 etc., '.peaks ol the exploit o£ this tuoiiareh

10 1020 eil., p. 13.

11 -Naraku.

12 JASJt., 1008, Part 1, p. 108, II. 1.3, 10,

13 Jt is a .surmise. 14 Le May. Tim Coinage of Siam, p.

1-3 ('am. Hint, of Imliu (vol. Ill, p. .3.30) take-, 1220 to lx* the date.

16 JltAS.
t 1904, p. 203; Z. Denim-hen Mouirn, lies., 1902, pp. J. .3*.

17 I have dwelt on the- development ol' the theory ot brine Ibglit. in a paper

sent to the Anthropological Section of the Indian Science Congress of this year.

- 18 Num. Chron ., 1000, p. 326, PI. XXV, 0; tiait, p. 22U. The original has

‘kvalo’ etc.

I.M.Q., SEPTKMUER, 1936 18
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Mr. T. \V. Hockley of Negombo, Ceylon, has a collection of

statues, coins and various other articles of great historical interest.

His father, Mr. Ross Hockley, with the help of a tea-planter in

Assam, collected ‘genuine old gold coins’ ’in graded sizes.* When

a sufficient number had been obtained, “they were made into a

bracelet* for Mrs. Ross Hockley. The coins were ‘dug up from

the ground at different times. M *

A few months ago, Mr. T. W. Hockley presented the bracelet to

the Museum of Colombo.

The coins are ten in number, and arranged according to size, the

tinier ones being placed in the middle between three larger ones on

one side, and two larger ones on the other. According to size these

coins may be divided into two groups. As it is not possible to sepa-

rate them readily from the bracelet, I am unable to ascertain the

exact weight of each of these. They are all made of gold, and

minted by King Rfijesvarasimha. The dates which they furnish,

the name of the king and the provenance lead me to identify the

monarch with the Ahom king of that name. Rfijesvarasimha is also

called Suramplifi20 and Surenphfi21 on some other coins.

lie came to the throne in 1751, and reigned for eighteen years.

He was successful in various military undertakings, the chief of

which resulted in the restoration of Jayasimha to the throne of

Manipura. Promotion of the economic prosperity of his subjects

aud encouragement of learning make his reign a memorable one. His

piety led to the erection of many temples and his taking ’the

Parana* of ‘Naii Uosaiu.* It is testified to by the epithet,

* ‘frrisrUivapaduyaniyanatya** on these coins.

Beginning from the bottom one furthest away from t lie clasp and

resting on the golden chain that may be said to form the base in the

photograph, the readings may he given thus.

iNo. I, PI. I No. II, PI. I No. Ill, PI. I

(Line 1) Siisrira same as in No. I same as in No. I

(Line 2) jesvarasiip But the a after r is

(Line 3) liaurpasya distinct here.

No. IV, PI. I. No. V, PI. I No. VI, PI. 1

same as in No. 1 Srisriru (Line 1) same as in No V.

jesvara (Line 2)

10 Letter of Mr. T. W. Hockley to tlie Director ol' the Colombo Museum.
20 Gait, H.A., p. 364.

21 e.g. Xum. Chion., 1000, PI. XXIII, no. 0.

21 Num. Chroii„ 1009, PI. XXIII, uo. 6.
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No. VII, PI. I No. VIII, PI. I No. IX, PI. I

Srlsrlra (Line 1) same as in No. VII. same as in No. Ill

je&vara (Line 2)

No. X PI. 1

same as in No. Ill

Beginning from the coin nearest the clasp which lies on the point

of the base opposite the plain one, the legends may be read in the

following manner.

No. I, Pl.II No. II, PI. II No. Ill, PI. II

(Line 1) Sake same as in No. I simha (Line 1)

(Line 2) 16T (4) nrpasya (Line 2)

No. IV, PI. II No. V, PI. II No. VI, PI. II

same as No. Ill same as in No. Ill same as in No. Ill

No. VII. PI. II No. VIII, PI. II No. IX, PI. II

Sake (Line 1) Sake (Line 1) Srisi (Line 1)

1G7 (8) (Line 2) lf»7 (4) (Line 2) Vapadapara (Line 2)

yanasya (Line 3)

Plate I gives the Obverse and Plate II the Reverse readings. The

inscription on the reverse of PI. I, No. I cannot be deciphered be-

cause an additional plate has been rivetted by the jeweller for fixing

the clasp.

According to legends, it is possible to classify the coins of this

monarch into three categories. To the first, belong those bearing the

Ahom; to the second, those bearing the Sanskrit
;
and to the third

those having the Persian inscriptions on them. Our coins belong to

the second class. The language of their legends is Sanskrit, and the

script is Vangaia. Suryanarayana seems to be the first Ahom king

to use Sanskrit written in the Bengali script, A ‘sikka’ of the

third class calls Rajesvarasimha ‘Sultan and alainpanah.’ 22

All our coins are octagonal in shape. Commenting on the octa-

gonal coins of Rudrasiinha, Brown says, ‘the strange octagonal shape

of coins is said to owe its origin to a statement in the Yoginl Tantra

which describes the Ahom country as octagonal.*
23

J. C. De

22 Cut. of Coins in Ind. Mus.
}
vol. I, pp. 303, 304 and Plate; Num. Chron

1909, pp.‘ 320-322 and PI. XXIII and XXIV; Brovin, The Coins of lndia
t

p. 101.

23 The Coins of India, <p. 101.



Vaiiga and Vangala

It was l)r. H. C. Boychowdhuri who first expressed the opinion

that Vaiiga and Vangala are two separate countries and suggested that

Vangala was probably identical with Candradvipa.

1

We differed from

Dr. Itoychowdhury because the only evidence which goes to support

his view is the Ablur inscription of Vijjala3 and because the particular

invasion of Bengal by this Kalacurya King has no historical basis at

all.
3 The poet might have meant to repeat the same incident by refer-

ring to the conquest of Vaiiga and by alluding to the killing of the

king of Vangala. Vaiiga and Vangala cannot be regarded as two

separate countries on the strength of this evidence alone. We there-

fore observed that Vangala seems to be an etymological variation of

Vaiiga, probably made by the southerners and foreigners. In a short

note

4

Dr. N. N. Chaudhuri says that Vahga is derived from the Tibetan

word and means marshy and moist. The second part of

Vangala, the Dravidian ‘

dlarn * is a verbal derivative from the root

‘al/ meaning to possess. Therefore Vaiigalam means marshy and

moist region.

In course of further study of the subject we find Bangala

(^Vangala) has been mentioned in many southern India inscriptions.
3

In one record of 1190 A.D., as in the Ablur inscription, Vaiiga and

Vangala have been mentioned, thereby showing that they were probab-

ly two separate countries. Again, in the Hammira Mahdk&vya of

Nayacaiulra Suri (composed before 1490 A.D.) Banga and Bengala

have been mentioned side by side.
7 It must be noted that exploits in

Vaiiga and Vangala in these three records seem to be vague generalisa-

tions and poetic exaggerations. But the fact that in three separate

1 Mdnasl 0 Marinat'd 1335-6 B.S., pp. 5GG ff.

2 ///#., XII, p. 77, fn. 61, 3 //>«/., XI, p. 769.

4 Modern Jtrvinr
,
September, 1936.

5 Eitigraphia Camaliea
,

V', Intro. 14 n, 19; Cn, 179; VI, Cm. 137; VII,

Intro. 30 ,.Sk. 119; IX. Bn. 96.

6 Ibid., V, Cn. 179, Eng. Trans, p. 202.

7 lnd. Ant., 1879, p. 68.
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records Vanga and Yaiiala are to be found side by side goes to

strengthen Dr. Roychowdhuri’s opinion.

Mr. B. C
1

. Banerjee suggests to locate the Vangala country to the

east of the Brahmaputra river/ Attention may be drawn to Marco

Polo’s account of the Bangala country. The king of Mien (Burma) is

also called the king of Bangala
(
= Yaitgala?). 9 As regards its geogra-

phical position, Yule remarks: 1 " “Marco conceives ot Bangala, not in

India, but as being like Mien, a province on the coniines of India, as

lying to the south of that kingdom, and as being at the (south) western

extremity of a great traverse line which runs (north east into Kwei-

clian and Sze-cli’wan. All the*e conditions point consistently to one

locality
;
that, however, is not Bengal but Pegu And possibly

the name of Pegu may have contributed to his error, as well as the

probable fact that the kings of Burma did at this time claim to be

kings of Bengal, whilst they actually were kings of Pegu.” This

does not preclude the possibility of locating Vahgiila as a separate

country to the east of the Brahmaputra. In the eleventh and twelfth

centuries the kings of Burma had important political and social rela-

tion with this part of Bengal. Anoratha (1044r77 A.D.), one of the

most powerful kings in Burmese history, extended his conquests as far

as Bengal. 11 A prince of Pattikera (still a paragana in Tippera)

married the daughter of the Burmese king, Kyanzittha (1084-1112

A. 1).). The next king Alaungstthu (1112-87 A.D.) married a princess

of Pattikera. The Mainamati plate of Banvankamalla 12 bears testi-

mony to the Burmese influence in that region. This perhaps explains

in a way why the kiugs of Burma and Pagan were also called kings of

Bangala by Marco. Again, it is doubtful whether Marco visited

these regions and his account was most probably based on hearsays.

3 Indian Culture, 11, pp. 75G ff.

9 The account of Muno V*da translated by Yule. ^ uU» take Bangala to

refer to t

I

k* entire province of Bengal, Vol. II, p. 1*3, note 1*9, 1(H); lor the

account of the Bangala country, ^cc pp. 114 If.

10 Ibid., p. 128.

11 Phare, History of Burma, p. 37.

12 1HQ., 19:19, p. 285.
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4

Picture Showmen : Maixkha

So, much reliance cannot be placed on his account in its entirety. The

other suggestions of Mr. R, C. Banerjee, regarding the connection of

the Vaugalas with the Kulu district in the Punjab, their migrations

and movements cannot be accepted, relying on the names of some loca-

lities, as connecting links, if there would have been any, are not known.

Pkomode Lal Paul

Picture Showmen ; Mankha

In his article on the subject of Picture Showmen in the IHQ., vol.

V, pp. 128-187, Dr. Coomaraswamy has gathered a number of refer-

ences to more than one kind of Picture Showmen in ancient India from

Sanskrit and Prakrit literature. Jle mentions one kind of Picture

Showmen called Mankha on p. 183 as met with in Jain Prakrit texts

and he refers to the Bhaga vati-s utra, the .1 upapdtika-sfitra and the

Upusaka-dam.
‘Really, there are few Iain Prakrit texts which do not mention the

Mankha, the beggar or mendicant who goes about showing picture

panels,

—

*( itra-phalakii- rijar/ra-hasta-bh ilsdla- n.ujS.a\ I wish to add

the following two references from the Sanskrit glosses on Jain Prakrit

texts which inform us that this Mankha was known also by two other

names, Gawnpatraka and Keddraka .

The gloss on the Kalpa-siitra named Sandehavixau*adhi by

Jinaprabhaniuni (finished in A.D. 1307) says:

tot: from srftrsr: i

Kalpa-siitra, ed. II. Jacobi, pp. 109 fn.

The Jain lexicon Ahhldhananijendra. also gives the above passage

from the gloss on the Kafpa-sCttra and adds to it a passage from the

gloss on the Pindatiirifukfi which says that the Mankha had a third

name, Ked&raka,

Y. Raghavan



The Horse of Sakyasimha

In order to renounce the world Sakyasimha, the prince of

Kapilavastu came out from the palace of his father by a horse. The

name of that horse as found in Buddhist works is Ka^fhaka or

Kanthaka. In Pali we have the latter. What are the meanings of

the words and which of them is original ? The former may mean

an ornament for the neck, and as such may be applied for the name
of the horse that was very excellent. But what is the sense of the

latter ? The word Kantliaka like Vatsa from which we have Vdtsya

is included in the group of words (gava) begining with Garya in

Panini (IV. 1. 105). It is a name of a man. But it does not help one

in ascertaining the meaning.

The Tibetan texts read fcr the name of the lioise bshags. hlan

( ) which literally means in Sanskrit prasavisdvat or

prasamst*a‘a praised one, excellent.* The Chinese texts read the

name for the horse as chu tsan
( a m ) which meaiiB the same thing

as in the Tibetan texts i. e. ‘praised, excellent/

This leads one to think of the derivation of the two words used

in Sanskrit texts, kaii\haka and kantliaka
,

that they are connected

with or derived from s/katth
1
‘to praise, to boast.’

2

From this root is derived katthaka and owing to spontaneous

nazalization it becomes kanthaka. It appears that scribes being

unable to understand the true meaning of the last word might have

changed it to kanthaka. Or it may be that on account of cerebializa-

tion kanthaka is ka^haka, as we have both acata and ava{a ‘a well*

even in the Yedic Sanskrit.

It may also be observed that between these two words, kanthaka

and kaythaka the former was the first and then the latter came into

being, for only thus we may account for the variations. One unable

to understand the meaning of kanthaka may have changed it to

kanthaka thus making its meaning clear. We have examples of

dentals becoming cerebrals and not vict-versa.

VlDHUSIIEKIIAHA BllA'JTAC 11ARYA.

1 Originally it may be from */kath.

2 Bhaftikavyb
,
xvi.4 : krtva katthisyate na kah. The use of such words as

katthana
,
katthand ‘praaing’, ‘boasting’ and of the root with the prefix vi is

well-known.



The Naigadhacarita and Rajput Painting

The Nala-Damayantl series of drawings of the Kangra School is

well-known to students of Indian Art, but it is not generally known that

they represent scenes from the Naisadlinearita of Siiharsa. We owe

this information to l)r. A. K. Cooinaraswamy, who in a communication

concerning our English translation of the Naisadhacarita points out

that the series closely follows Srfharsa’s text and ends, like the poem,

with the moon rise scenes. l)r. Cooinaraswamy has kindly sent us for

examination a copy of his magnificent ('dialogue of Rajput paintings

in the Museum of Fine Ails, Boston, 1 containing about thirty repro-

ductions of the Kangra Nala-Damayantl series, and we take this

opportunity of pointing out the relation of some of these pictures to

Sriharga’s poem. Dr. Cooinaraswamy says in the Introduction

to his Catalogue (p. 47) that the drawings probably follow some verna-

cular version of the Nala story, obviously because they cannot be

explained with reference to the story of Nala as told in the Malta-

bin!rata; but as we have said, he now holds that the pictures are based

on the Aa iimllinearita, which deals with the earlier part of Nala’s

career and ends with his marriage with Damayantl.

Of the reproductions given in Dr. Cooinaraswamy ’s Catalogue of

Rajput paintings
,
item CXVI (Plate XIA;

1) represents a typical scene

from the ISaisadhacarita
,
to which the Mahdbhdrata offers no clue.

Nala with a jug in his hand is seen rushing at some girl attendants who

slink away; Damayanti is seated behind him. In another part of the

picture a well-dressed elderly person follows a maiden. This drawing

depicts the merry scene described in Naisadha 2U. 125 fi\, wherein Nala

pours forth a shower of water over two maids by way of punishing

them for. some witty remarks about himself and his bride. In the poem

he does this by virtue of a myst°rious power received from Varuna.

The artist seems to add the jug to give a realistic touch to the picture.

The elderly person following the maiden is meant to illustrate a sub-

sidiary scene in which the chamberlains chase the saucy girls out of

1 Catalogue of the Indian Collections in the Museum of Fine Arts

,

Boston,

Part V, llajput Painting by Auanda K. Cooinaraswamy (Harvard University

Press, 1926)
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the imier apartments. The poet says: “With torrents of water easily

accessible to him by virtue of Varuna’s boon, he drenched their bosoms

with water as he imbued their hearts with wonder” (20. 127).

Further scenes from Canto XX form the subject of some of the

drawings. Item CXAr (Plate XLY) shows on the right Nala on his way

to the inner apartments followed by girl attendants; on the left is seen

Damayanti seated, with her face turned, and bashfully hiding it with

her hands, while Nala speaks something to a smiling maid,

and other girls look at them. Item CIX (Plate XLYII) is a

continuation of the same subject. The bashful Damayanti is seen

seated imprisoned between the arms of Nala and a maid of the inner

apartments. There is a small fountain playing in the foreground with

birds going about in the courtyard. Scenes like these may be explayied

with reference to the following citations. “Beckoning to a maiden

friend of his beloved, Kala by name, he made her sit before him and

spoke to her, making her a witness of his jesting” (20. 2G). “ When

Nala became silent, having spoken thus ironically to Kala, she said to

him with a smile imitated from Damayantl’s lace” (20.87). “When

he was thus drenched by Kala with nectar-showering pleasant W’ords,

he asked his beloved, raising her face,
4

Is this really so’P” (20. 60).

“Being in the company of his beloved, the king smilingly spoke to

Kala, her friend, desiring to have the pleasure of jesting again”

(20. 58). It is not difficult to distinguish the figure of the beautiful

and witty Kala in the drawings.

Item OXXVI (Plate LI) is a handsome example showing

Damayanti and Nala seated together in a pavilion
;
on one side are

seen girl musicians playing on the lyre, and on the oilier, maideus

with caged birds, corresponding to Natsadha 21.128 if., though in the

poem one of the birds is described as perching on a crystal rod. The

poet says: “Damayantl’s companions, daughters of the king of the

(iandliarvas, and disciples of herself in the practice of the arts, who

were adept in playing soft music on the lyre, went over to the king,

seated as he was, to sing to the lyre before him” (21.125). The poet

continues: “The lyres then chanted forth songs of eulogy acting

like honey on the ears of that couple, witli the sequence of th«ir

letters perfectly distinct, in such wise that the tame parrot of

l.lt.u., SEPTEMUElt, 1936 19
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Damayanti, the Rati of the Earth, repeated all the songs thus,

showering delight’ * (21. 130). It will be seen how the artist pieces

together items from different verses.

Item CXVII (Plate XLVI) shows Damayanti on the upper

balcony of her palace giving a pearl string to a maid, while below

in a corner we see another maid handing a second pearl string to the

leader of a group of fairly well dressed persons. This corresponds to

Naisadha (19. 65), wrhere we are told that maids of the inner apart-

ments distributed ornaments from Damayanti’s person among the

bards who had come to awaken the royal couple in the morning as a

reward for their musical strains. Item CX (Plate XLIII) is an

interesting representation of the wedding banquet, showing rows of

guests being served by waitresses, of whom the poet gives a gay and

sensuous picture in Canto XVI.

Item C'XXIII (Plate L) shows a maiden announcing the hour of

the midday ablutions to Nala who is seated with Damayanti; pitchers

and maids in the background. The poet says: “A fair woman bard,

coming near the door, then announced the midday to Nala. ‘Victory

to thee, 0 King ! The earth, arid with the heat of the noon, desires

to drink the water in which thou bathest thyself” (20. 158). There

are several pictures depicting the subsequent scenes as described in

the poem, for example, feudal chiefs paying homage to Nala

(Naisadha, 21. 1), Nala in the gymnasium (21. 6), and Nala at the

.bath, attended by maids and priests (21. 7-8).

Erotic scenes from Canto XVIII form the subject of several

charming pictures, while item CXXVIII (Plate LII) and Plate LIII

depict the beautiful moonriso scenes. It will be remembered that in

Canto XXII of the Naiyadhacarita, Nala in the company of his bride

beholds the beauty of the moon from the top floor of his palace and

describes it to Damayanti who makes a suitable reply: Nala follows

with another tribute to the moon’s glory, which forms the grand finale

of this elaborate panegyric.

Enough has been said to show that the Kangra Aala-Daiuayanti

drawings are based on the Aaiqadhacarita of SrTharsa. As Dr*

Coomaraswamy says in the Introduction to his Catalogue
,
they are

excellent examples of the Kangra qalm at its best,” and admirably
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illustrate intimate scenes from mediaeval court life in India. Un-

fortunately the examples preserved in the Museum of Fine Arts,

Boston, and reproduced in Dr. Coomaraswamy ’s Catalogue, do not

complete the series, though there are further examples in the Metro-

politan Museum of Art and other museums in America and elsewhere.

A good many examples have been published, but not all, and Dr.

Coomaraswamy tells us that it would be worth while to publish

together all known examples with extracts from the corresponding

texts.

From a literary point of view, the drawings attest the popu-

larity of the poem in spite of the difficult style in which a good deal

of it is written. The poet with all his scholarship and philosophical

learning strove to create and maintain a romantic atmosphere, which

must have strongly appealed to the imagination of the Itajput. artists,

who were besides attracted by the scenes in the poem reminiscent of

the court life they knew so well. What is more important is that

while it was usual for Indian painters to take mythological and other

subjects from works like the Mahdhhdrata
,

the Rdmdyana and the

Jatakas, it is very rare to find scenes described in the classical Envy as

passing into the repertory of Indian artists. In Greece, apart from

Homeric paintings, the lyric poet Stesichorus influenced contemporary

vase-painting as early as the sixth century B.C., and the artists

frequently depicted themes treated by the poet or borrowed details

invented by him .
2 Among Sanskrit poets of the classical period,

Sriharsa had the rare distinction of finding pictorial representation for

his poem more than six centuries after its composition. It is to be

hoped that Dr. Coomaraswamy and his colleagues will succeed in

giving to the world these exquisite specimens of Indian art in an

enduring form at no distant date .

3

K. K. Handiqui

2 Croiset, Uidoirc tie la lUterature (jrccyue, tome IT, p. 339; Bethe,

Griechitche Lyrik
,

p. 63, and Bovvra, Greek Lyric poetry
, pp. 93 tf., which

contains the latest treatment of the subject.

3 It may be mentioned that the Naisadliacarita contains important

pictorial data which we hope to deal with in relation to similar references in

other texts in a forthcoming work on Kavya literature.



Note on Toramana

Mr. 1\. P. Jayaswal, to whom we are indebted for so many ingenious

suggestions, has also given us 1 a new explanation of the name Manna,

which occurs in the Puranas as the designation of an ancient Indian

dynasty, with variants such as Mania, Mona
,
Yauna

,
Jana

,
H ana. He

takes Yauna to be the original form, and identifies them with the

Kusail ns. This conclusion is based on the Kura* inscription of Toramana, 2

where Mr. Jayaswal corrects Buhler's reading maharaja-Toravian <t-sa fia -

jaurlah ‘of the great king Toramana snlia jauvla’, leading jaurnah

instead of jaurlah. ‘The nominative stem was taken as jauran from

jaurd, from which jaurnah
,
also* jaurdnah

,
*jaundlj

,
etc., could arise

in India, and the Puranas very likely intended the form yaundh

which they do give and which I proposed (sc. JBORS.) to amend as

Jaurdh.' lie finds a support for his reading Jaurnah in the iluna coin

illustrated in Kapson’s Indian Coins
, p. 29, pi, IV, fig. 18, where ho

reads sithi Javucnah instead of mhi. Jarurlah, stating that ‘here the

lettering is clear and the full form of na, with both hooked arms, is

drawn/

‘The “ Tuhhdras Mvnntdas Yannas (
Yavrax)'

9

of t lie Puruiias may

be compared with Samudragupta’s “Sdhdnitsdh i-Sala-Murundas The

Sdhan usdhi stands for the Tiikluiras of' the Puranas and his Sula-

Murundas for their Muruydas and Yau(v)as.' About the ‘title* jauva

we hear that it ‘occurs in the Taxila copper-plate inscription where

tlie official is subordinate to the Ivsatrapa. It seems that under the

Tukharas or the Kusanas the title was current and that the Yauvas

were actual rulers/

I am afraid that I am partly responsible for this explanation,

because I read jau radar in my edition of the Taxila copper-plate

inscription in the Corpus, and explained jaunt as a variant of the

well-known title yarttya
f
yaiia, etc. Prof. Thomas 1

' has, however, shown

that my reading and explanation were wrong, and that we must read

1 J Units., XVIII, VXY2, pj».
'
21)1 II., «*f. ibid., XVI. 1030. j)|). 2X7 If.

2 ftp. hid., I, |»|). 23H If.

3 Gotti ngisclie y;elel>sU» Anwigrr, 1031, p. (».
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maliadanapati Patika saja nvajhae[na*] Rohhumitrena ‘the great gift-

lord Patika together with the upadhyaya Bohinimitra.’ Even if my

reading had been right, it would, however, hardly be possible to accept

Mr. JayaswaPs conclusions.

It is inconceivable how the a-base ‘jaiiva-’ could be treated as a

n-base, and if jaiiva- were another spelling of yauna it must be an

/<-base.

It is further difficult to assume that the voiced c in jaiia, i.e.

zaiia could be written as y in the Purunas, though it occurs as »/, j and

jh in Ivharosthl inscriptions.

And, finally, the cerebral n in jtnlvnah can hardly be explained.

I know that some people are of opinion that everything is allowed in

Prakrit, but Mr. Jayaswal does not share this view.

Even if we were to admit all these unlikely features, Mr. JayaswaPs

opinion cannot be accepted, because the readings jaiivlah in the Kura

inscription jauvhih on the coin ore absolutely certain. The aksara

below v in the latter has not, as stated by Mr. Jayaswal ‘both hooked

arms.’ The right-hand arm is a straight upright, as in hi
, and not

curved as in na .

On the other hand, I agree with Mr. Jayaswal in explaining

jauvl javuvl- as a title, and not as a name, and I have little doubt

that the Toramana of the Kura and the Eran inscriptions is one and

the same person. Biililer, it is true, says: ‘I am not able to assert

that the Toramana of our inscription is identical either with the

Toramana of the Eran inscription or with the Toramana of Kasmir,

who is mentioned by Kalhana and who has left behind so many coins

inscribed with Gupta characters. The fact that this Toramana bears

the title Shuha or Sliahi and receives the epithet Jaiivla which may

le a tribal name or a Birmla, is, it seems to me, sufficient to prevent

the identification with the other Toramanas, who are not characterised

in this manner.’

This argument is, however, far from being convincing. The Eran

inscription is metric, and there would not be room for more titles

than the imperial nuih ardjfulh inija&ri, and, besides, it belongs to the

king’s first year. The fullest coin legend gives vijitavanir avauipa'i

i(ri Toramana (leva
,
in imitation of Gupta coins, and 1:0 inference con
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be drawn from this state of things. The date of the Kura inscription

cannot be made out, only the final vui of the ordinal giving the year

being preserved. It is perhaps possible to read caturaiUlme ‘eighty-

fourth’, in which case the inscription would be about thirty years

later than the Toramana coinB, which are said to be dated in the year

52 of an unknown era. But it would be unwise to base any conclusions

on such a doubtful reading. And Biihler's objection would be of little

weight if mhi jauvla could be shown to be titles occurring elsewhere

in the dynasty to which Toramana belongs. And such is, I believe,

actually the case.

Mr. Jayaswal reminds us of the fact that Alberiim places Kanika,

i.e. Kaniska, in the dynasty of the $ahi of Kabul, the last ruler

of which is given the name Laga Turman. He draws the inference

that they were all Kusunus. It is true that they traced their descent

to Kaniska, but they were hardly of Iranian stock, but only took

over the traditions of their predecessors.

Among the ‘Kusana-Sasanian coins’ discussed by Brof. Herrfeld 1

we find such as are ascribed to different ilephthalitc kings and bear

the legend xoho zohol
,

i.e. mho zabul. And Brof. Junker* discusses

some other Hephthalite coins witli legends containing the word $ saho

and zaholo. Dr. Henning has pointed out to me that zaholo must be a

title, and it seems evident that here we have the exact counterpart to the

saha jauvla of the Kura inscription. And it seems necessary to draw

the inference that we have to do with titles commonly used by the

llephthalitcs. Sfihi is of course the old title used by the Kusanas,

which had been adopted by the llephthalitcs. It is possible and

perhaps probable that jauvla
,
zawolo was also borrowed from elsewhere.

But the collocation of these two titles in Hephthalite legends and in

the Kura inscription shows that our Toramana was, in all probability

a Hiina, as has usually been assumed, and not a Kusana. And there

is no cogent reason for assuming that he was another person than the

Toramana of the Krun inscription.

4 Memoirs of the Arcluroloyical Survey of hitlin
f

no. .‘W, pp, 19 f.

r> SrAW., 1930, pp, 600 ff.
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I cannot consequently accept Mr. Jayaswal’s explanation of tlie

name Mauna or Yauna
,
but I am thankful to him for directing our

attention to the Kura inscription in this connection. If it has any

bearing on the reading of the word in the Puranas, it might lead us to

accept the variant Huna. But I do not believe in any such inference.

Sten Konow



Hemakuta

Tile Hemakuta Parvuta (lit. golden peaked mountain) is

referred to in many of the ancient writings, some of which furnish us

with fragmentary information regarding its location.

All the Puranas agree in mentioning the Hemakuta mountain as

running to the north of the Ilimavat mountain, with the Ni§adha

Parvata to its north. These three mountains, i.e. Ilimavat, llemakiita

and Nisadha, are mentioned as running from east to west, their ends

stretching up to the eastern and western oceans. 1 The Hemakuta was

also known as the Hemaparvata or the Kailasa. 2 It is one of

the Varsaparvatas of Jambiidvipa. 3

In the Bhdgavat Purdnu (5, 10, 9) the Hemakuta is mentioned as

forming the boundary line of the Kimpiiru§a Varsa, and the Nisadha

is said to have bordered Harivarsa i.e. the Uttaiakuru. The Uttara-

kuru is said to have included the western part of Tibet (IS . lley’s

Geographical Die ., pp. 75, 213-214). The northern boundary of

Ilarivanja (western Tibet) is the Kuen-lun mountain which is described

us covered with perpetual snow. 4 In this connection, we have to bear

in mind that the geographical account contained in the Puranas is

given as surveyed from the south, and therefore the Hemakuta moun-

tain must be identified with the ranges of hills running to the south of

the Kuen-lun mountain. Prom this it evidently follows that llemu-

kuta was the general name of the ranges of hills stretching in the

northern part of Ivashmere and extending towards the cast.

The statement of the Bhdgavata Purdna
,
that the Hemakuta formed

the boundary line of the Kimpurusa Varsa, suggests another point tor

1 Murkuiufcya J
,ttruna

)
cli. o*2; Vdyit Parana, 34, 9.

2 N. \j. Dey’s Geographical Dictionary of Ancient iind Med. India, second

edition, p. 75.

3 The Varsaparvatas were so called since they formed boundary lines

between the different Varsas or divisions of a Dvipa. They were also known

us Mar.vudngiris (see lihugavatu-Puidna
t 5, 16, 6) for the same reason. The

Varsaparvatas of Jainlriidvipa are: Hinmvat, Hemakdta, Nisadha, Mcru, Nila,

Sveta and Srrigin (see Garutfa Purdna
,

1
,

54, 9-10).

4 Bey’s Geographical Vic. of Anc . and Med , India
,

second edition,

p. 214.
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consideration. The Kimpurusas (Einnaras) are termed as comprising a

mythical race which has been rightly identified by N. L. Dey, with

the Kimmeril of Strabo or the ‘wandering Scythians’ according to

Herodotus. They were so called because of their living in the land

Cimmeria. Their original home is said to be the Caucasus, on the

western side of the Caspian sea. This they abandoned, since they

were, more or less, in a perpetual state of' warfare with their neighbours.

After this they descended down to the northern side of the Jaxartes and

began to stay there.

5

All these facts seem to point out that these people,

on account of their being in a moinadic stage, might have further con-

tinued to move in the same direction, i.e. towards the south-east till

they reached the land bordering the northern side of the llemakuta.

That these people had come down as far ad the Hemakiita is corroborated

by the statement of Banabhatta who records, in his Kudambarl
,
that

Candrapida saw a pair of Einnaras ascending the adjacent hill.* From

this they could not come down, since the wide langes of hills, covered

with perpetual heaps of snow, lay as an insurmountable barrier in their

further southward march. It is also probable, in view of the foregoing

statement, that the Einnaras or Eimpurusas might have established

themselves here, i.e., on the immediate north of the llemakuta. This

is the reason why we have a mention of the Hemakiita in the Puranas,

as the boundary line of the Einipurusa Yarsa.

The Hemakuta is mentioned in the KCulamburi in connection with

the digvijaya or all-round conquest of the earth by Candrapida. Here

the passage gives rise to a serious doubt in regard to the proposed

identification of this mountain with the hills running in Eashmere.

The reading concerned is as follows: frpECTTSTt

ftfrrqwl Peterson’s edition, p. 119). Here it is said

that Suvarnapura was the stronghold of the Eiratas whose permanent

residence was on the Hemakiifu and who used to move in the neighbour-

hood of Eailusa. From this statement two inferences may be drawn.

In the first place, we are told that tlu: llemakuta was the abode of the

5 For the detailed account of these Kiuunni.s sec Jf'i.sutnhi by N. L. Dey,

PP. 97 ff.

6 KUdambarl
,
Peterson’s edition, p. lit).

I.II.U., SKPTEM1IKK, 1930 20
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Kiratas. This supports the view of tlie Bhdgavata Parana regarding the

Hemakiita as the boundary line of the Kimpurusa Varsa. The Kim-

purusas are the Kinnaras as it has been told. The Kiratas of Suvarna-

pura might be taken to have constituted some hilly tribe. The other

inference from the text quoted above is, that the Kailasa was different

from the Hemakuta. But this view is exposed to a doubt, since some

of the references in ancient writings run against the statement of the

Kadambari and prove the identity of these mountains. N. L. Dey^ on

the strength of a passage of the Mahdbhdrata (Bhl$ma P., Ch. G) iden-

tifies these two mountains, ami remarks:

7

“It (Hemakuta) is another

name for the Kailasa mountain.” This discrepancy may be reconciled

from the statement that the Kailasa formed a portion of the Hemakuta*

A justification of this view may be sought from the fact that the Hema-

kuta was a Yarsaparvata and hence it was probably described as com-

prising within itself the adjacent ranges, the Kailasa being one of

them; whereas in some works it was mentioned separate with a view to

distinguish it from the adjacent hills. It has already been said that

after a lapse of time the definite extent of the hills was forgotten and

it is on account of this that their names seem to be used promiscuously

for one another; and this might be the reason why the two mountains

in question were, taken to be identical in due course of time. Later on,

when the identification of t lie Kailasa with the Hemakuta had been

established, both these, words, originally indicating different ranges,

came to be considered as mere synonyms as we find in many of the

Puranas and the Mahabhdrata/

The Yardha Parana (Ch. 82) mentions three rivers originating

from the Hemakuta mountain : the Ganges, the Yamuna and the

Alakanauda. This account is also supported by the Vdyu Parana

(Ch. 41). All these rivers have sprung forth from the Bandarpuccha

range of the Himalayas, the distance between their sources being very

small. The rivers flowing from the Kailasa mountain are four in

number: The Indus, the Satadru (Sutlej), the Jvaruali and the Brahma-

putra (JASB., 1848. p. 329). Those rivers are quite different from

7 Dey’a (.Vot/riijdiicul Dictionary, so© under Kailasa.

8 Mbh., Bhiwina Parva, ch. 6.
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those that are said to have originated from the Hemakuta. This again

inevitably leads us to the same conclusion that the Hemakuta was

formerly different frbm the Kailasa mountain.

In the Vdyu Purdrui (Ch. 42), we have an interesting account of the

source of the river AlakanandaJ with its fall and flow on different moun-

tains. Inhere we read that the river passed by the Hemakuta (verse 31),

and then by the Paficakuta mountain it went near the Kailasa (v^rse

32). The separate mention of the Kailasa from the Hemakuta here

supports the aforesaid conclusion that both these mountains were

different in ancient days.

The Matsyn (Ch. 121, 1-2), the Libya (51, 20) and the Vdyu

Purdnas (47, 1) agree in mentioning the Kailasa mountain as the abode

of the Yak$as; whereas the Hemakuta was the residing place of the

Gandharvas (Vdyu Purdm
t
4G, 33). The Hemakuta, therefore, seems

to have been formerly different from the Kailasa. From its mention

as the abode of the Gandharvas it may be suggested that the Hema-

kuta stretched as far as the residence of the Gandharvas i.e.

Gandharvapura or the modern Kandahar. It is evident, from this,

that the Hemakuta comprised the southern ranges of the Hindukush.

Among other rivers, the Satadru (Sutlej) is said to have sprung from

the western Bide of the Kailasa, 9 a spur of the Gaugri range, situated

about 25 miles to the north of Manassarovara (JD.
t pp. 82 ff.). If we

take the Kailasa stretching as far as Kashmere to make it identical with

the Hemakuta mountain, the statement that the Sutlej flowed down

from its western spur becomes inaccurate. In that case it would have

been mentioned as flowing down from the, southern and not the western

side of it. The upshot of all these arguments is that the extension of the

Kailasa towards the west was taken to be only so far as the source of

the river Sutlej and not beyond it. But the Hemakiita is said to ex-

tend to the west even beyond that limit, i.e., up to the western ocean. 10

The western ocean here probably refers to the Asiatic Mediterranean

Sea, which presumably existed in the Hgvedic age. 11

0 JASB., 1848, p. 829.

10 M&rkaq4eya Punlna, ch. 52.

11 A. 0. Dm’s Bgvedic India, ch. 2.
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The original name, I believe, was Himakuta ,

18 and it was bo called

because of its being covered with heaps of snow and with a view to dis-

tinguish it from the near ranges of the Himalayas spreading in the

immediate north of India. Later on, the real significance of its name

seems to have been quite forgotten, and the name Himakuta was

changed into Hemakuta probably because of ‘the picturesque beauty’

attributed to it as a logical sequence of its identification with the

Kailasa mountain.

!We shall now proceed to examine the position of the Hemakuta

mountain from the northern side and see whether it coincides with the

position of the same as surveyed from the south. The Hemakuta was

believed to lie to the south of the Nisadha mountain and to run parallel

to it as we have already seen. To ascertain its location, therefore, Irom

the opposite side, we shall first have to locate the NisaAha mountain.

Mr. N. L. Dey correctly identifies the Nisadha mountain with the

Hindukush range ,

13 and it probably included the range stretching in

the northern part of Afghanistan towards the west so far as to

form the northern boundary of Persia since' it is said to have stretched

up to the western ocean.

The view mentioned above may be substantiated by some other

corroborative evidences. The Mahitbhdrata makes the Ni§adha moun-

tain the abode of the Nagas, the Sarpas and the Gandharvas (BhJsma

P., Ch. fi). The Gandharvapura (the abode of the Gandharvas) or

Gawlhara, according to the ancient authorities, comprised the modern

districts of Peshawar and Rawalpindi .

14 According to Rawlinson the

Gandharvas held Kabul and the mountain-tract on both the sides of

the river Kabul as far as the upper courses of the Indus .
13 The Nisadha

mountain, therefore, must have included the ranges of the Hindukush,

which stretch to the north of Afghanistan, pass by the city of Kabul

and extend so far as Persia.

12 That the change of Hinm to Hciua nan not impossible in those days may

be proved by the mention of the word, Hemavata given os a syuonysm of the

Himalayas in the Linga riudna (4D, 22).

13 See liasatala by N. L. Dey, p. 85.

14 Dey’s Geog. Die. of Anc. and Med. India, see under Gandkwra.

15 Ras&tafa, pp. 96, 97.
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The Sarpas and the Nagas represent two of the ancient, nomadic

tribes and they received this appellation on account of their constant

itinerary habits as is indicated by their origin. The Rasatala makes

them reside in the region watered by the Kabul. If our assumptions

are true, the statement of the Mahdbhdrata
,
which makes the Sarpas

and the Nagas reside on the Nisadha mountain, holds a firm ground

and thus the Nigadha mountain can be no other than the Hindukush.

This again leads us to the same conclusion that the Hemakuta, which

is stated to have situated on the south of the Nisadha, was used as a

generic term denoting the whole range of hills running approximately

from the Manasa lake on the east to the far western part of Kashmere

and probably beyond it.

This identification of the Hemakuta with the northern ranges of

the Himalayas is confirmed by many other works. In the Kadambart
,
it

is said that Candrapida, while on his conquest of Ihe world as Yuvaraja,

directs his course northwards (p. 119). He captures Suvarnapura, 1 *

where he encamps and resolves to pass a few days to make it easier for

his fatigued army to enjoy rest. In pursuit of a pair of Kinnaras,

one day, while hunting, he unknowingly crosses a long distance and

finds himself lost in a dense forest unapproached by a human being

(pp. 120-121).
17 Emerging, he goes on to the Kailasa mountain. In

quest of water, subsequently, he directs his march to the north-eastern

direction along the foot of the Kailasa and wandering there he arrives

at the Acclioda Sarovara (p. 124), on the northern bank of which he

sees a maiden, Maha&veta, performing penance (p. 131). Pursuing his

course by the west of the lake, he reached the Siddhayatana, built by

Ihe Gandharva emperor.

The conquest account recorded in the Kadambart

\

though greatly

mixed up with fiction, is of great interest, since it preserves, in its

16 The location of this Suvarnapura is not known. Nor the route followed

by the prince helps us to ascertain it. This, however, is not the Hiranyapura

identified with Hyrcania (ltasCitala,
p. 16), the capital of the Dailyas and the

D&navas (Mbh ., Udyoga P., ch. 97 and Padma Puidiva, ch. 6) for tho simple

reason that it is far off in the north.

17 If the geographical account of the Kadambatri is correct, the use of the

epithet (Nirm£nu?&’ may suggest that in B&p&’s days intercourse between that

land and India was rare.
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legendary garb, some geographical details regarding the Hemaktita

mountain. As regards the lake Acchoda, it is in Kashmere, its modern

name being Acchavata .

18 About six miles to the north east of Islamabad,

the ancient capital of Kashmere, on the Jhelum, there is a town known

as Matan or Martan, evidently a corruption of Martanda and has been

identified with Bhavan or Bhavana .
18 From this place, at a distance

of about six miles is situated the lake Acchoda of the Kadambari.*•

There it is said that the prince reached this lake after a short

wandering in the east from the Kailalsa. This is noteworthy, since it

suggests that some of these hills were also included in the Kailasa i.e.

in the Hemakuta. Banabhatta seems to have been acquainted with

the statement of the Puranas that the Hemakuta formed the boundary

line of the Kimpuru$a Varsa. That the Hemakuta, on which stood

Kadambari’s palace, did not exceed a few hours* march from the Acchoda

lake is also known to him .

31 All the foregoing arguments lead us to

the conclusion that towards the west the Hemakuta was supposed to

.

stretch up to the far western part of Kashmere.

H. V. Thivedi

18 Dey’s Geographical Dictionary
,
see under Acchoda.

19 Ibid., p. 127. 20 Ibid., p. 1.

21 The author says thst Taralika reached Kadambari’s palace on the

Hemakufa and returned to the Siddhayatana the next day. Of. Peterson’s

edition, pp. 178 ff. ; also Mahadveta’s words • Svobhate pratydgUmiifyaai,

p. 181.
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UTTARA ItAMACAKITA ,
drame de Bhavabhuti. Traduit et

aiinote par Nadine Stchoupak (Collection Emile Senart) Paris 1935.

size 8"x5’2", pp. LX1X + 107 (35 francs).

Pur its intrinsic merit Bhavabhiiti's Uttarariimacarita has been

one of the most favourite works among Indian Sanskritists. Hence

it is indeed gratifying to see it included in the series of books named

after the great French Indologist Emile Senart. This work was already

accessible to western scholars in its English and French translations.

But they did not serve tin* purpose of the volume under review. About

the aim in preparing the present edition of the IJttaracarita (Uc.),

which according to her admission is not a critical one the editor says,

“ not re principle preoccupation a etc de faeiliter la tache aux

etudiants qui, apres une premiere initiation, abordent des textes rela-

tivement diffieiles ” (p. VII). Apart from the translation which

seems to be most carefully done, her notes testify to her excellent judg-

ment and a commendable acquaintance with works dealing in certain

phases of Indian culture. These notes meant principally for beginners

may at times prove useful to a specialist as well. Besides these in a

brief but well written introduction the editor has dealt with almost

all (he important questions relating to Bhavabhuti and his works esp.

(lie Uc. Three indices esp. II and III dealing with proper names and

words have added (o the value of the volume as a book of reference.

Another important aspect of this volume, is that in it as in other works

of the ‘Collection Senart/ the Sanskrit text has been printed in Roman

diameter facing (he page containing (he translation, and necessary

notes have been added to the bottom of pages. These are in brief the

important features of the present edition of the Uc. We would now

draw attention of the readers to the following points:

(a) Vratiyoyd t isaya should be corrected to prayogdtiiaya in

p. G notes.

(b) Muhamandala should not be translated as ‘visage tout rond*

;

‘visage* would be enough. In this matter the editor seems to have
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been misled by Apte’s Skt. Dictionary. Mandala in this compound

means ‘region’, or ratlier the ‘surrounding region’ as in Colamandala .

Mukhamandala (p. 11; means the ‘region surrounding the mouth’ or

‘face’.

(c) On the authority of Woollier (p. 52, not 51 as printed) the

editor has considered runna (p. 18) as an exclusively Muluurustri form,

and on the authority of Pischel she has taken palitta (p. 62 notes) as

a form belonging only to M. and Ardhamagadhi. On this point the

reviewer would like to draw attention of readers to his paper ‘Malia-

rastrl, a late phase of Sauraseni’ (see Journal of the Dept, of Letters
,

Calcutta University, Yol. XXII, 1932). The editor’s remark that,

4

la (^auraseni parlee par les femmes a ritdida ’ is liable to create a con-

fusion. For no different varieties of S. for men and women have been

recognized by any grammarian.

.(d) Ujjhia is from ujjihiya. As a result of syncopation due to

the loss of i we have ujjhia. The editor has correctly considered

ujjh as ‘une fausse racine simple’ (p. 27). The Skt. root nd-hit gives

rise to the Pkt. root ujjh.

(e) In str. 6 of Act III (p. 50) so*yam anyena darpful has been

printed as so*yam darpud.

(f) In p. 51 Iladdhi liadhi should be read as haddhl haddhi .

Ussavedi (line 13) has its chdyd as ucchvdsayati . This is evidently due

to a mistake. Ussavedi should be corrected to ussdsedi . But a better

reading seems to be ussudvedi (= utsukdpayati)

.

(g) In p. 53 telaiiassa (in chdyd
,
trailokasya) seems to be a wrong

reading. The usual word is trailokya and not trailoka Hence the

Pkt. word would telokka or tellokka. The forms like trlloa and teloa

are however available and these presuppose the existence of a form like

trailoka but even this does not give telaiia.

(h) Jinnakuccha in p. 75 is a wrong reading for jinnakucca

.

The

Nirnayasagar ed. of the Uc. with Viraraghava’s commentary seems

t) be the source of this mistake. Viraraghava’s commentary is ap-

parently responsible for the translation of kucca as ‘sourcils pendants’.

Kucca in this connexion can mean only ‘beard and moustache’, and

jiiinakuccdiiam means ‘of those who have grey beard and moustache’

and not ‘leB vieux aux sourcils pendants’.
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(i) For further information about the meaning of sutra (p. 89)

and the supposed sutra text of Bharata’s .Vatydsastra see the Ablniitiyti-

drapana edited by the reviewer (Introduction pp. xxxviii f.).

(j) Rdjapatta in p. 103 is not ‘diament de qualite inferior’.

The editor has rightly entertained a doubt about the accuracy of the

Petersburg- Lexicon on this point. The commentator Ylraraghava

seems to give a clue to the right interpretation of the term. Rdjap<i[{a

appears to be a compound of the words rdjan and put [a (silk) and

should mean ‘the best of kind of silk fabric’. Ths term l*athi ntstra

in Bengali means ‘silken cloth’. The glossy and yellowish surface of

the best kind of silk has been compared to the glossy surface of tin;

body of Lava and Caudruketu, who were supposed to have a yellowish

or fair complexion according to Indian standard.

(k) Aiijali (in i». 135) lacks proper definition. For the definition

see the Ahh tmitptdar/ttnjnm (si. 17H;.

In the introduction (pp. Xl-tXlJ) the editor writes that Ynsovar-

man the patron of Bhuvahhiiti sent an embassy to t lie* emperor of China

because the latter exercised a sort of suzerainty over the kingdoms of

the north-west India, This is highly conjectural. Vincent Smith

however thinks that the embassy Mas sent probably to invoke the assis-

tance of* the emperor against Yasovarman’s enemies (The Oxford

History of India, London 1923, p. 182).

These are the points on which one may diifei from the editor or

suggest correction* Apart from them the present edition of the Uc.

has been very excellent. The editor can be sincerely congratulated

on her work.

Manomohan Ghosh

t o., SLlTEMilEtt, 1930
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YUGAPitADHANA SEI JINACANDllA SCEI by Agarchand

Nahata anil Bhanwarlal Nahata (Sri Abhaya Jain Granthamftlu,

No. 7). Published by Shaukardun Subharaj Naliata, Calcutta.

Pp. 82 + 370+9 illustrations.

About sixteen years back Muni Vidyavijayaji published his ex-

cellent biography of Sri Hiravijaya Suri and showed to the world for

almost the first time the great influence exercised by Jain teachers on

the religion and religious practice of Akbar, the great Mughal emperor.

Sri Hiravijaya Suri was an dcdnja of the Tapa-gaccha. II is bio-

graphy, therefore, naturally contains full details about the influence

of this gaccha only. The book under review is the life-story of another

great Jain teacher, Sri Jinacaudra Suri who exercised almost as great

an influence on the religious ideals of Akbar. He was an dciirya of

the Ivharataragaccha, and received from Akbar the title of ‘Yugapra-

dkuna* or the chief teacher of the period. According to an Imperial

farman published by the authors, he persuaded the Emperor to prohibit

the slaughter of animals from the 9th day of the bright half of A^ailha

to the I5th' day of that very fortnight, lie is said to have been instru-

mental also in the abolition of the tax on the pilgrimage to the

Satrunjaya tlrtha, and the prohibition of cow-slaughter throughout

the Mughal empire. In Hill A.D. when Jahangir turned against the

Jains, and persecuted them badly, he saw the new Emperor and induced

him to rescind his orders against the community. These were really great

services to the cause of humauity in general and Jainism in particular,

and we must be thankful to the authors of the book for having brought

these to our notice by going through a large mass of unpublished

materials accessible to the Jains only.

The value of the book is further increased by tlia short biographies

of the followers of the Suri, published herein for the first time. Of these

some occupied very good positions. Karmacandra Bucchawat was, for

instance, the prime minister of Bikaner for many years. His life

has been, on the whole, judiciously treated. But I wish the authors

had not relied on such a second-rate source as the ‘Jain Heroes of

Kajputuna’ in stating that Karmacandra helped Had Singhji of

Bikaner in repelling the invassion of Maharaja Abhayasinghji of

Jaipur. History does not know of any such Maharaja in Karma-
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candra’s, time. A similar mistake has been committed in dealing with

the life of Sri Jinasimha Suri. The author’s statement that the Suri

was invited to Delhi in 1617 A.D. by the Emperor who was extremely

eager to see him is not an historical fact though based on a Rasa com-

posed in 1624 A.D. We know from the Tuzuk-i-Jehanyiri, that in

1617 A.D., the Emperor was displeased with the Suri for certain

reasons which need not be specified here, and wished to punish him

severely. Fortunately the Suri died on the way to Delhi.

But these are rather minor blemishes in an otherwise meritorious

production! the value of which has been recognized by eminent scholars

like Pandit Gaurishankar Hirachand Ojha and Mr. M. D. Desai, the

latter of whom contributes a learned introduction of 41 pages.

Dasaratha Sarma

ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY OF SANSKRIT LANGUAGE
by W. Wiist. Heidelberg 1936.

The first fascicule of the long expected Etymological Dictionary

of the Sanskrit Language, on which Prof. Walther Wiist of Munich has

been engaged all his life, has at last appeared. After WackernagePs

Altindisclie Orammatih
,
the third volume of which appeared in 1929,

this is undoubtedly the most important publication in the field of

Vedic and Sanskrit Philology. Without the least danger of exaggera-

tion it may be said that the future development of Sanskrit Philology

in all its brandies will be largely, if not wholly, based on Wacker-

nagePs Altindisclie Grammatik on the one hand, and Wiist’s Etymolo-

gical Dictionary on the other. These two, in fact, make up one organic

whole, for a linguistic grammar, of the type of WackernagePs,

pre-supposes a large body of etymologies. It would have been more

logical therefore if WacIvernagePs Grammar had been preceded by

Wiist’s Dictionary and not followed by it— after such a long interval

--an interval of no less than forty years in the case of Phonology,

which is naturally most immediately affected by the new etymological

dictionary. Mediately, also Sanskrit morphology and syntax, not to
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speak of semasiology, which is rightly becoming more and more an

integral part of all historical linguistic grammars. It is certainly no

disparagement of WackernagePs splendid achievement to say that his

volume on Phonology will now perhaps have to be recast in the light

of the etymologies, proved, examined and established in Wlist’s Ety-

mological Dictionary. Prof. AY list himself meditates bringing out as

a sequel to liis dictionary a volume exclusively dealing with Sanskrit

phonology. It is to be hoped that he will not give up this idea. For

it will leave Pi of. Waekernagel free to go ahead with his Grmnmatik ,

three more volumes of which are still to appear.

The first 124 pages consist of a Yorrede which may he safely re-

commended as the best available haml-book on linguistic methodology.

The author shows here how the science of etymology has slowly but

surely grown up,—its first faint gropings in the dark, followed imme-

diately by an over-confident and uncareful ardour, which in its present

maturity has gradually conformed to the dictates of sobriety and

circumspection,—only the Scandinavian etymologists (Perssou, Johans-

son, Petersson) proving impervious to the dawn of this new light. The

contribution of every important worker lias been reviewed, appraised

and criticised where necessary. Even the most insignificant fact and per-

functory remarks, made by anybody anywhere, have been recorded

here, if the remarks were to the point. It is easy to predict that many

will consider th^s to be too extravagant. But. Prof. AYlist has disarmed

all such future critics by quoting Frederick the Great, “Aimez done

les details, ils ne sont pas sans gloire : e'est la le premier pas, qui m&ne

a la victoire.” Not the least valuable part of this first faeicule is the

exhaustive classified bibliography extending over GO pages.

AYe accord a hearty welcome to this most important publication

and hope that the Indian public will give it the hearty accueil that it.

deserves.

JJatakrisiina Ghosh
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THE GREAT TEMPLE AT TANJORK by F. M. Somnsundaram

pp. viii h 89 4 25 illustrations.

The Raj ariijesvara, otherwise called the Brhadisvara, temple at

Tunjore, is admittedly the chef-tVoeu err of Cola (if not, of South

Indian) architecture and the greatest monument of the Cola Rajarajai I.

But, strangely enough, it has yet remained without a guide-book for

the needs of ordinary visitors. It is precisely to fill this want that the

author has written the interesting and useful monograph under notice.

The present work consists, apart from a short Fiefare and Foreword,

of a general account of the temple and its adjuncts, which is followed

by eight Appendices, a concise bibliography and an Index. In the

general account the author begins properly by mentioning the geogra-

phical situation of Taujore, its traditional origin and its history down

to British times. Then follow descriptions of the main shrine with its

five (actually six) divisions, the exquisite Subrahmanya shrine reput-

ed to be of ‘the Nayaka period’, the shrine of Brhannayakl probably of

the late Pandya times and many other temples. We are then intro-

duced to a clearly imperfect account of Cola and other sculptures of

the group and a fairly good summary of the now famous Cola frescoes

adorning the corridor of the Ardhamandapa of the main shrine.

Finally, we have interesting and instructive accounts of the magni-

ficent endowments known to have been made to tlu main shrine by the

founder and his relatives, of the images of Sniva saints set up by

Rajaraja and bis successors, of the principal Mahatmyas connected

with the main temple and of the principal festivals relating thereto.

The above summary is sufficient to show the usefulness of the work

under iotice. It must, however, be admitted that it suffers somewhat

from redundancy and want of proportion. Appendix A (on the Tunjore

Palace Devasthanams), Appendix D (on Raja Saraloji II) and Appendix

G (on genealogical tables) should have been largely condensed or even

omitted altogether. The lengthy quotations from inscriptions, State-

papers etc. and, above all, the Tamil extracts (including the whole of

Appendix F) are singularly out of place in a guide-book. On the other

hand the portions relating to the architecture and sculpture require a

fuller treatment. Thus a short account of the Early Cola style of art

(of which the BrliadiSvara temple is one of the most important speci-
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mens) and its leading features such as the decorative pilasters between

the niches and the circular glory (Tiruvasi) would have been very

welcome.

The work is enriched with 25 illustrations, including a ground

plan and views of the main shrine and select sculptures. But some of

the illustrations, e.g. Nos. 18, 22 and 25, seem to be superfluous, while

in other cases, e.g. Nos. 10 and 12, the selection leaves much to be

desired. We cannot conclude this review without wishing for similar

guide-books in respect of the other great shrines with which Southern

India abounds.

U. N. Giioshal

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE MYSORE ARCHAEOLOGICAL

DEPARTMENT for the year 1982, Bangalore, 1935.

This publication maintains the high level of scholarship and

technical execution that we have learnt to associate with Dr. M. H.

Krishna, the present Director of Archaeological researches in Mysore.

The work consists of five parts bearing the titles,—Administrative,

Study of Ancient Monuments, Numismatics, Manuscripts and

Inscriptions.

In the First Part, the author laments the restriction of collection

of inscriptions and the stoppage of excavations at Candravalli

and Bruhmagiri for lack of funds, and his lament will be fully shared

by all those who are interested in the subject. It is, however, a relief

to learn the coming appearance of the author*? monograph on monu-

ments of the Calukyan style in the Mysore State.

Part II is devoted to a detailed study of a number of select monu-

ments. Of these special mention may be made of the Kirtinurayana

temple at Talked built by Visniuardhana Hoysala (1117 A. I).), Ihe

no Die Kesava temple at Somanathapur (built by a Hoysala Governor of

Nurasiiuha III Hoysala, c. 12G8 A.D.), the Aghoresvara Temple at

lkkeri (built about 1520 A.D. by the Nayakas who were vassals of

Vijayanagara and said to be “the largest and finest example of the

Ikkheri school of Architecture") and the group of monuments at the

Nandi Hill,
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Part III contains a valuable study (with illustrative plates) of the

coins of the Sangama dynasty of Vijayanagara from Harihara I to

Mallikarjuna, arranged in fifty-two types and sub-types.

Part IV is devoted to a critical anlysis of an important

Sanskrit MS. called Vidyaranyakalajnana, which, in a series of detached

narratives, couched in the form of prophecies, gives the history of the

Vijayanagara kings apparently down to the commencement of the reign

of Venkatapatiraya I (1586-1615 A.D.).

Part V is devoted to the examination of about sixty inscriptions

which are arranged according to dynasties and dates in a separate list.

The oldest inscription is a copperplate grant of the Gaiiga king

Krgnavarma, which the author dates in the arranged list of inscrip-

tion as c. 461 A.D., (but in Part I the inscriptions published are said to

range from the 6th to the 19th century A.D.) The inscriptions are studied

with proper care, as the author gives the text with Homan (and some-

times Devanagari) transliteration, plates and notes. It may, however,

be doubted whether any useful purpose is served by the publication of

inscriptions of the 18th and 19th centuries.

We have noticed a few’ slips: e.g. on p. 18, 1279 (1. 4) and 1268

(1. 7) are apparently misprints for 1269 A.D.

U. N. Ghoshal
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Aota Orientalia, vol, XIV, pars. IV.

li. VV. Baily.

—

An Itinerary in Kliotanese Saka. A short document

in Kliotanese Saka giving an ^account of travel from the north

through (iilgit and Chilas into J£a:Jimir in the time of Ablii-

mauyu-gupta in the 10th century A.C. has been edited with notes.

Hans Jorgensen.—Linguistic Remarks on the Verb in Newary.

Ibid., vol. XV, pars. I.

H, H. Johnston.— The Buddha's Mission and last Journey: Buddha-

carita
y
XV to XXVIII. The second half of Asvaghosa’s Buddha-

carita is not available in its original Sanskrit. An English tran-

slation of that part of the work is being executed by Mr. Johnston

on the basis of its Tibetan and Chinese versions.

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

vol. XVII, pt. Ill (April 1936).

Bimala Churn Law.—Countries and Peoples of India. Divisions of

countries and names of peoples as mentioned in the Purunas or

similar literature are* discussed.

Har Dutt Siiarma.—The Poet Bhdnukara . Bhiinukara has been

identified with the well-known author Bhanudatta specially on the

ground that verses known to have been composed by the latter are

assigned in some anthologies to the former. The poet came from

Vidarbha and lived in the courts Virabhauu and Nizam Kh&u

(Sikandar Lodi) in the beginning of the lGth century.

Auel Bergaigne.

—

Some Observations on the Figures of Speech in the

Ryveda. This paper dealing with some figures of speech in the

Ttgveda has been translated from German irto English by A.

Venkatasubbiah.

H. R. Kafadia.—A Note on Ksa and Jria. Features of ksa and fUa

written in Devan&garl characters are discussed.
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Arohlv Orientalni, vol. VII, no. iii.

M. Winternitz .—lndien and Westen . A popular lecture dealing with

India’s relations with the West from the Mohenjo-daro civilisation

to the present day, a large portion of which is devoted to the

‘discovery* of Sanskrit and Sanskritic culture in the west.

St. Schayer.

—

A note on the Old Russian variant of the Purusa-sukta.

After pointing out an Old Russian story which truly bears a resem-

blance to the Purusa-siikta, the author suggests that both are

derived from a very old legend which was the ultimate source

of these and similar stories both in Indo-European and non-Indo-

European languages.

V. Lesny .—Zur Frage nach de?n Wert des Pdlikanons fur die Tjehre

des Buddha. In this article, the author echoes the view expressed

by various scholars in recent years that hitherto undue importance

has been attached to the Pali Canon. The Pali texts have been

regarded as the authentic source of Buddhism mainly because,

according to the Ceylonese Chronicles, the Pali Canon had been

fixed in writing already in the days of Yattagamanl. But Lesny

here shows that the crucial passages in the Chronicles are probably

interpolations.

0. Pertold.—Can we trace any remains of the Indian Trading caste

among the Sinhalese of Ceylon ? The writer’s answer is in the

negative.

Pavel Poucha.—Vedische Volksety mologie und das ' Nirukta. ’Che

writer seeks to establish in this article that Yaska has only

collected the popular etymologies current in the older Vedic litera-

ture. All the fifty etymologies of Yaska dealt with in this paper

have been showed by the author to have been directly or indirectly

suggested by significant passages in the older Vedic literature.

O. Stein.—Arthaidstra and ftilpasdstra. After a detailed and meti-

culous comparison between the building chapters of Kautiliya

ArthaSastra with the extant Silpa^astra literature, the writer

suggests that, although the latter is later in date, it might have

in an older form contributed to the shaping of Kautilya's building

chapters. B.K.G.

SEPTEMBER, 1936 22
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Ibid., vol. VIII, no. i.

0. Stkin.

—

Arthasdstra and Silpa.fdstra. Continuation of the article in

Archir Orientdlni, vol. VII, no. 3.

Aryan Path, Jnne 1930.

It. K. Mookerji.

—

India's TrUftln in the Last. Century. The paper

appraises the character of the religious movements started in

India by Bammohan Hay, Dayananda Sarasvati and Ramakrsna

Paramahamsa.

Dacoa university Studies, vol. I, no. 2 (April 1936).

Kahuna Kana Gupta.—Political condition of India during c. 220-320

A.D. An account of the political condition of the different parts

of India during the hundred years from the fall of the Andliras and

the Kusfinas to the rise of the Imperial Guptas is compiled from

the Puralias, inscriptions, coins, and references in Indian and

foreign writings.

S. Iv. De.—Sanskrit Poetics as a Study of Aesthetics.

It. C. Majumdar.—The Revolt of Divvoka against Mahipdla //, and

other Revolts in Bengal. The weakness of the Pala rule in Bengal

in the lltli century A.C. was due to various causes including the

continuous invasions from outside. Divvoka or Divya holding ail

important position in the time of Mahlpada II took advantage of the

situation and prompted by personal ambition rose against the king's

authority. There is no evidence to show that the king was parti-

cularly tyrannical or that any oppressive act on his part was

responsible lor a rebellion.

IC. R. Qanunoo.—Origin of the Bnhmani Sultans of the Deccan.

]\ C. Lahirt.—The Negative Construction in . Indo-Aryan. This

study of the negative constiuction traverses the field from the

oldest period of the Imlo-Aryan language up to the present day.

IT. D. Biiattaujiaryya.—The Polite Atheism of Indian Philosophy.

The wrriter analyses the trends of the different philosophical

sj'stems of India and shows that God was not to them indispensable
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for spiritual perfection. They have emphasised the necessity of

a thorough knowledge of the self.

Eastern Buddhist, vol. VII, no. 1 (May 1936).

Beatrice Lane Suzuki.—The Shingon School of Mahdyana Buddhism
,

part II: The Mandara.

L. de Hoyer.

—

Meditations on Plato and Buddha.

Eplgraphla Indlca, vol. XXII, pt. 4.

N. G. M.wumdak .—lrdu Copper-plate of the Kdmboja king Nayapahi-

deva. The document assigned to the second half of the lOth

century records the gift of a village within the Dandabhukti

niantjala of the Vardhamanabhukti by Nayapala belonging to a

new line of kings.

A. S. Altekar.—Two Bhor State Museum Copper-plates.

Ibid., vol. XXII, Pt. 6.

Visueswar Nath Rku.

—

Ropi Plates of Paramaradevaraja : Vikrama-

Samvat 1059 .

D. R. Biiandarkar.

—

Ilathi-Bada Brdhml Inscription of Nagri.

K. A. Nilakantha Sastri.—A Chola Inscription from Uttiramerura.

D. R. Biiandarkar.

—

A List, of Inscriptions of Northern India written

in Brdhml and its derivative Scripts from about A.C. 300.

Ibid., July 1936.

D. R. Sahni.—A Sarada Inscription from Hunl.

D. R. Bhandarkar.—Jelhwai Plates of the Rdstrakuta Queen Sila-

mahadevi
i
Saka-Samvat 708.

V. Venkatasubbiah Aiyar.

—

Kuddilikki Inscription of Vijaya Nandi-

svara Varman.

R. D. Banerji.—The Jesar Plates of Sildditya VI: Valabhi Savvcat

357.

— .—The Bayana Inscription of Citralekha: V.S. 1012.

— .—The Gurji Inscription of Prabadhasiva,

L. P. Pandeya.

—

The Mahdkosala Historical Society's Plates of Malice

bhava Guptarajadeva .

K. V. Subramanya Iyer.

—

Drdks^ramd Inscription of Kulottunga I.
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Indian Art and Letters, vol. X, no. 1 (1936)

Marguerite Milward.—Some Ancient Monuments in Mysore .

Hermann Goetz.—Notes on a Collection of Historical Portraits from

Golconda.

I). H. Gordon.—The Rock Paintings of the Mahadeo Hills.

II. G. Rawlison.—India Greece. A passage in Eusebius (Praepa-

ratio Evangel ii XI. 3) shows that there is “contemporary evidence

of the presence in Athens as early as the fourth century of Indians

who knew Greek and actually discussed philosophy wTith Socrates.”

On hearing from Socrates that the scope of his philosophy was

an enquiry into “Human Phenomena,” an Indian is said to have

burst out laughing “how can a man enquire into human pheno-

mena, when he is ignorant of divine ones.”

Indian Culture, vol. Ill, no. 1 (July 1936).

Sten Konow.

—

Professor Poussin on fiakayavanajn. In opposition to

Poussin's opinion, the writer maintains that the dvandva com-

pound Sakayavanam occurring in the Mahdbhfifya bears reference

to the Sakas and Yavanas in Bactria.

Kshetresa Chandra Chattopadhyaya.—Winternitz and Raichowdhuri

on the Antiquity of the Rgvedasamhita. According to Winternitz.,

ihe vast Vedic literature from the Samhitiis to the Sutras took

much time to develop, and could not have ranged over six centuries

only. Even the later Vedic works do not indicate that the Indo-

Aryan people have moved far from their north-western settle-

ment. But by the 3rd century B.C., the Aryan culture had already

penetrated into South India. As such penetration could not have

been effected rapidly, the early Yedic literature must be held to

have been of high antiquity. Against these arguments, Raichow-

dhuri is of opinion that the Ar>anisation of the country was an

accomplished fact in the time of the early Vedic works containiag

traces of the penetration of the Aryans into Behar, Central India,

and the Deccan. So it cannot be inferred that there was any long

interval between the earliest and the latest Yedic work. The

present paper supports Winternitz in his view that the Aryans

took a long time to spread over the whole of Hindustan, because
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the alleged references in the Vedas to the interior places are not

convincing.

An Axna K. Coomaraswamy.—-Rebirth' and Omniscience in Pith

Buddhism. The writer holds that in early buddhism the doctrine

of transmigration is taught, the propositions of atta and anattn is

simultaneously maintained and the omniscience of the Buddha is

preached.

b VTAKKi.siiXA Giiomi.

—

Rg-Yedic Orthoepy. Thai many of the words

in the Ugveda have lost their original form and are now pronounced

differently is shown. In most cases, the original texts can he res-

tored by a reference to the nature of the Rgvedic metre. The

influence of the rhythmic law of the original Indo-European is

perceived in (lie Vedic language ami it helps to ascertain where

1
/ and v are to be dissolved in ///. and nr.

KarCNAKAXA (iUII'A .—Some Recent Yieirs on th j Gupta Era. Fleets*

theory that the year 319-20 A.C. as tlm starting point of

the Gupta Era has been recently challenged by some scholars who

have proposed the years 200-201 A.C., 272-70 A.(\ and 57-58 b.C.

instead. The writer of this paper opposes the new theories.

1*. K. Achakya.—The Royal Crowns of Indian Kings .

r

lhe types and

shapes of the royal erowns of India are described.

Girtja P rasaNXa Majumdar.—Hearth and Home. The paper deals

with the descriptions of the dwelling houses found in Sanskrit liter-

. \
0

at ure with special reference to their sites, plans, building mate-

rials and decorations with trees.

It. C. Law.—Distinguished Men and Women >n Jainism. Anecdotes

are recorded touching the lives of Klienia Dedrani, Pctliadakumnra,

Amarahumara, Vimala frill, frlpala and Droliaprahurin associated

with the history of Jainism.

Sa’ikaiu Mukiikrjt.— The (Unwept of Ajndna in 1 edanta Philosophy.

K. K. Basu.—Career of Yusuf
‘

.Add Shah of Bijapnr.

Dixks Chandra Sircar and Jookxdra Chandra Gdosit .—Three fAiiga-

raja Temple Inscriptions. The three records discussed arc found at

the Bhuvanesvara temple in Orissa. They belonged to three kings

of the 12th century A. 0.: the Ganga king Narasimha 1, king

Vlravarakesarin and the Ganga king Narasimha If.
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B. ('. Lam.

—

Asraghosa the Poet.

— .—*1 s rat/ It o.<a th e Pit ilosogh er.

(\ L. Fahht.—

.

1 .Yew Ihaneh of Knowledge in India. This is a sum-

mary ami discussion of an article in Spanish by the ltev. 11. Heras

on Indian Heraldry dealing with the distinctive emblems of ancient

India. In a digression Mr. Fabri sounds o warning that the

similarity between the cultural elements of the prehistoric Indus

Valley and the culture of later India should not he taken as a proof

of racial connection.

1 niiw a It Saiiai.

—

The. Crime of Thagi and its Suppression under Lord

IF. r. Pent inch.

Naum Nath I)as Ui cta.

—

The Yaidyaha Literature of Bengal in the

Early Modiaval Period.

K. L. Bahia.—Alpines in Eastern India.

Mam/.al Patel.— The Oafhas of '/.arath astro : Yusna Ha ‘Jf>.

Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (Letters), vol. 1, l&W. no. 3.

8. K ltis]

t

naswami Aiyanlak .—The Kalahhra: What it means in South

Indian History. The Kalabhras, identified with the Ivalvar or

Kalavar, are referred to in the epigraphieal records as having caused

an interruption in the rule of the Bandyas in the Tamil country.

Dpe to the pressure of the Pallavas in the country of Tonda-

mandalam, they migrated to the Tamil land and established their

authority over the region before f lie -
r
>tb century A.(\ and eon-

t in ucd to maintain it for more than three hundred years. The

upsetting of the Sangam order in Smith India was due to the migra-

tion of the Kalvars.

K. P. C ita itopadhvaya .

—

History of Indian Social Organisation

.

— .—The Cadah Festival in Bengal.

N. K. Buattasali.

—

Location of the. Land granted hg the A tdhanpur

(Irant of Bhdsharavannan of Kumnrugn {early 7th century A.H.).

The land is located in Pnhcakhamla in the district of Sylhet, the

findspot of the grant.

(/hint All ah an C'liAKHAVAWTi .— The f uft of Kaldrkarodra [Cadahapuja).
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Ibid., vol. II. 1936, no. 1.

Sarasi Kumar SaRaswati.—Note* on a Fourth Tour in the District of

Dina)pur. Some places and images of' antiquity in the district

have been noticed.

S. X. Chakravarti.—Two Inscriptions from Horahar. Two inscrip-

tions found on the doors of a (ranesa temple at lhmikar in the

district of Burdwan dated 1 4(>1 and lo4<> A.(\ record the erection

and restoration of the temple.

X. L. Bow.—

7

he Dallas anti their Oaths.

Jookxdha Chandra (tIiomi .—hldnatnsu anti Suhhatlra. Kkanamsa

mentioned in flic Mahahhdrata as a daughter of Angiras is in the

Harivamsa the goddess Yoga kanya who took her Birth a* the

daughter of Yasoda to save Krsna hy deceiving Kuntsa. The

image, as laid down in the Hrah masamh ltd
, U constructed along

with her brothers Ivrsna and Baladeva. Tli i- Kkfmamsi was later

on turned into Suhhadra, as in the •lugaimafha temple at Puri,

because the former being a Sakta deity won not agreeable to the

Yaisnava conception

.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

vol. XXII, po rt II (.him* lO.’WO,

K. P. JayaswaI..—(hi Some Hindu Coin* of Pre-Christian Centuries .

—*.—New Coins of Naga-Yalatakn Period.

— .—Hdjtjir ( Maniar Math) Stone Image Inscription The

writings inscribed in the characters of the 1st century A.C. con-

tain names of Ml. Vi pula and King Srenik.i.

— .—An C n recorded Muhammadan Invasion of Nepal. It is

gathered from an inscription found at Svayambhunfith in Nepal

that the country was invaded by Shamsuddiu Iliyas of Bengal in

the middle of the 14th century A.C. hut could not he occupied

for long.

K. K. Bvsr.—.1// Account of Firoz Shah Tuj/hlatj. This is an Mnglish

translation of a portion of the Sirat-i-Flrozshahl , a contemporary

Persian record of the reign of Firoz Shall, the third Tughlaq

Sultau of Delhi.
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Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Aslatlo Society,

vol. XII, nos. 1-2 (1930).

P. V. Kane.—Kalnarjya. In Puranas and Smrti works certain

practices are forbidden in the Kali age. They are discussed in the

paper.

\V. Ivanow .—The Sect of Imam Shah in Gujrat.

il. Heras .—The Origin of the so-called Greco-Buddhist School of

Sculpture of Gandhdra.

8. V. ViswAXATlu ,—Indian Eras and their Significance.

Journal of Indian History, vol. XV, part 1 (April 1936).

S. X. Phadiiax.—Vdjasaneya Ydjhacalka and his Times. The writer

puts forward arguments in support of his previous thesis that

Yajasaneya Yajnavalkya, a contemporary )f Janaka, belonged to

the period of Jauamejaya Pariksita, grandson of Abliimanyu.

A. Ve.vkatasu liui.vii .—The Rutta Queen Srideri.

1). I). Biiaradvaj.

—

The Rdstrahiitas and the Gahada colas

.

P. Sreenivasaciiari.—Madras Museum Plates of the Colas of Renddu.

\V. II. Moreland .—Mouserrate on ALhar's Army.

Bankey Behari Misra.—The Incident of Javli. The author of the

paper believes that Sivaji acquired Javli and Raigarh from

Candra Rao as a result of regular battles under political exigency

and not by treacherous means.

IsiiWAR Saiiaz.—The Educational Reform of Lord William Rent inch.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy .—Vedic Monofh eis n>

.

Kshetrksac ii andra Ciiattopadh yaya.—Kalidasa and the II linns. Tll<*

paper points out that Kalidasa's mention of tlm litmus in tin*

Rayltu ranisa does not prove that the poet could not have lived

before the 5th century A.C because 1 lie* lliung-nu, as tin* llftnas

were known in China, had occupied the banks of the llxus in tin*

first century B.C.

S. 11 \NTM.\ST\ Kao .—Hindu Reliyinus Mnremenf s in Medieval Deccan.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, July H)30.

GoRAKii Prasad.—On the Age of the Buudhdyana-srautasiit ra. An

interpretation is suggested for a rule in the Raudhuyana-sranta-
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sutra referring to the rising of the Krttika, grona, Svati and Citra

to show that the position of the constellations points to a time

in 1330 B.C.

On skppi Trcci .—1 he Hatnavail of Ndgdrjuna. This instalment of

the paper contains an Knglish translation of Nagarjuna’s Ratnd-

call, a Buddhist work in Sanskrit in the form of a discourse to

u king on dharma (mystic and spiritual laws).

••oumal of the United Provinces Historical Society,

vol. JX, part 11 (July 1936).

Vanujikva S. Aohawala.

—

Mathura Terracottas. The paper deals with

tlie Terracotta figurines at Mathura divided according to the

periods Primitive, Pre-Maurya, Late Pre-Maurya, Maurya,

Smiga, Kusana and Gupta.

Nandalal Ciiatterji.—The ‘Nawabi * Architecture of Lucknow

.

Nityananda Misha.—A Note on the Dhikuli and Ujhain Ruins.

Situated 50 miles north-east of Muradabad, Dhikuli is a village

containing ruins of an ancient city locally identified with Vairata-

pattana. Ujhain is another village containing an old fortress asso-

ciated with Dronacarya. It stands one mile to the east of

Kashipur.

Nandalal Ciiatterji.

—

Wazir Ali’s Conspiracy against the English

.

Vasudeva S. Agrawala.—A Sanskrit Inscription of the Reign of

Sikandar Shah Lodhi. The inscription records the construction

of bridge by Budhana, a Muslim officer of a prominent noble at

the time of Sikandar Shah in 1491 A.C.

S. Iv. Baneuji.—Babur and the Hindus. The paper shows that Babur

maintained a cordial relation with the Hindus.

Bimala Churn Law .—Sacred Places of the Jains.

Mahabodhl, May 1930.

Narada .—Anaita and Soul.

Man in India, vol. XVI, no. 1 (January-March 1936).

Anil Ciioudhuri.

—

Preliminaries to the Study of the Racial Problem

in India.

Narayan Tripathi.

—

A few Fasts, Festivals and Observances in Orissa.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1936 23
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Muslim University Journal, vol. Ill, no. 1. (April 1936).

Abdul Ghafoor.—A Sidelight on Akbar’s Genius. Akbar’s breadth

of vision and interest in education and invention have been shown

by references to the /Vin-i-Aldmri and other works.

Idadur Reman Khan.—Some Geographical Factors in the History of

Sind, from 712 A.D. to 1605 A.D.

New Review, April 193e.

G. R. Hunter.—The Kiddle of Moltenjodaro. It is inferred that the

Brahni lived in Mohenjodaro and the script found there was

borrowed from their Austrie predecessors.

Ibid., June 1936.

J. H. Jense.—The Cession of Bombay. This is an account of the

Auglo-Portuguese Treaty of 1661.

Ostasiatlsohe Zeltsohrift, New Floge ii, Dcr Ganzen Reihe 21.

Jahrg. 5. Heft. 1935.

II. B. Chapin.—A Study in Buddhist Iconography.

Philosophical Quarterly, vol. XII, no. t (April 1936).

P. G. 1)utt.—The Doctrine of Maya.

S. N. Ray.—The Problem of Error in Sdmkhya.

P. T. Raju.—The Nature Vitandd and its Relation to the Methodology

of Advaita.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, vol. XXVI,

nos. 3-4 (January-April 1936).

P. K. Gode.—Anandabodha*$ Authorship of Nyayadlpika and Limits

for his Date. The purpose ot the note is to establish Ananda-

bodha’s authorship of both the Nydyamaharanda and the Nydya-

dipika and to assign him a date between 1050 and 1100 A.C.

K. R. Pisiiaroti.—Bdlacaritam. This instalment of the English

translation of Bhasa’s Bdlacarita contains its concluding part,

Acts IV and V.

L. V. Ramaswamy Ahjar.—Dravidic Sandhi.
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S. Sbikanta.—Foundation of the Vijayanagara Empire and Vidya-

ranya's Part therein .

C. Hayavadana Kao.—Anthropological Research in India.

S. V. Viswanatha.—The Gahgas of TalaJckad and their Kohgu Origin

.

R,evlew of Philosophy and Religion, vol. VI, no. 1 (March 1936).

M. A. Venkata Kao.—Niskdma Karma and its Social Application.

8ankhya : The Indian Journal of Statistics, vol. II, part 3 (July 1936).

P. C. Mahai.anohis.—A New Theory of Ancient Indian Chronology

.

This is a summary of the leading arguments put forward by

Girindrashekhar Bose in his Bengali work PurCmapravesa for

establishing his theory that the Puranas represent an authentic

historical chronicle. The writer of the paper appreciates the

statistical calculations made in Bose's work and points out the im-

portance of the new theory.

Suniti Kumar Ciiatterji.—A Note on Prof. P. C. Mahalanobis* s Paper

on “A New Theory of Ancient Indian Chronology .” Doubts

are entertained regarding the soundness of the theory propounded in

the Puranapraveia

.

Vlsvabharatl Quarterly, vol. II, part 1 (May-July 1936).

M. Winternitz.—Problems of Buddhism . The question whether the

Buddhist scriptures represent the original Buddhism or Gotama

Buddha's views regarding the monkish ideal, the four noble truths,

the eightfold path and the problems of karman, atman, nirvana,

etc. is discussed in the paper. Admitting that changes have taken

place, the writer sees no possibility of all the original doctrines

being totally different from those preached in the Buddhist litera-

ture, and asserts that from its beginning, Buddhism has been a

religion of love.

Wiener Zeltsohrlft fur die Kunde dee Morgenlands,

Band xliii. Heft. 1-2, 1936.

J. J. Meyer.—Moses und Zarathustra . Jesus und Muhammed in einem

Purana.
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Aryan Names in Early Asiatic Becords

i

In view of the interesting effort made by X. D. Mironov 1
to deter,

mine with some precision the Aryan, Indian, or Iranian character of

the Indo-European names found, or believed to he found, in records

of Asian affairs in the second millennium B.C., it seems worth while

once more to consider in some detail the available evidence. There has

been much flux of opinion, and changes of view among scholars, nor is

certainty likely soon to be attained.

The Ivassite period (175G-1170 B.C.) notoriously yields little.

There is SuriaA, which the Kassite-Babylonian vocabulary equates with
V

the Babylouian SamaS, and which has long been regarded as equivalent

to Siiryns in Sanskrit. Delitzsch and Busing do not accept this expla-

nation. The matter is: far from certain. The same remark applies to

MarutaS with the variaut MarattaS, which is equated with the

Babylonian En-urta, the War-god. It is certainly possible to compare

Marut with the former form of the name, but the termination

is curious. In Surya§ we can imagine the nominative taken over from

the original ; in MarutaS the form would be nominative plural, which

would he in accord with the regular use of the plural in Sanskrit; but

contrary to the equation with Babylonian En-urta. In this case there

is room for even more doubt than in the case of Surioft.

1 A eta Oriental«?, XI, 141-217. The date* given are always open to diapute.
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Doubt is much stronger in the case of Sumalia, the goddess of

mountains, found in an inscription of Nebukaduezar I (c . 1150 B.C.),

with a variant Simalia. Hommel’s connection of the word with

Avestan zima
,
Sanskrit hima, and ‘Himalaya’ ignores the fact that tl e

last word is late, and offers no parallel for Sumalia. Mironov’s sugges-

tion is to find a parallel in sumdli, archaic sumalia, nnndhjd, as an

epithet, ‘haying a beautiful wreath, garland,’ but that is very uncon-

vincing; there is no obvious reason why so colourless an epithet should

become the style of the mountain goddess. Even less convincing is the

idea that Sugamuna, equated with Babylonian Xergal, the plague god,

and found. in an inscription as Suc^amuna, is Yedic sucarndna or

iocamana t
the participle of sue, ‘shine,’ ‘burn.’ The Kassite vocabu-

lary actually gives Su-ga-ab as equivalent to Xergal, which fully

justifies Pinches2 in explaining Sugamuna as saga plus muna ,
destroying

the probability of the participal form, which in any case is open to

grave question. “Whether g or q is read, there is divergence from

sucarndna
,
and -muna is quite un-Vedic. Xo more convincing is the

suggestion that the name of the fifth king of the first Kassite dynasty,

Abiratt&6, is to be equated to a possible Sanskrit Abhiratha, comparable

with Vedic adhiratha
,
‘charioteer.’ It is argued in favour of this view'

that it was this dynasty which introduced the horse into Babylonia,

but that is clearly an error. There seems no doubt that the animal was

know'll there under the son of Hammurabi long before the advent of

the Kassites. 3 It must also he remembered, as Wolf 1
lias pointed out,

that the horse is mentioned in the Cappadocian tablets of the second

half of the third millennium B.C.

Mironov’s further suggestion that the Babylonian and Assyrian

W'ord for ‘horse,’ sisti, is derived from Sanskrit si.su, child, through

specialization to mean ‘foal, colt,' and then generalization, is

rendered very improbable inter alia by the absence of any evidence of

early use of situ in this way

There are some further suggestions which are no less unattractive.

The term Uugal is said in compounds to mean ‘god,’ whether generally

2 JRAS., 1917, p. 109.

3 Keith, llhamluihnr Cwnmniunniion \’ohnnr
f p. 83.

4 7A>\W., 1920, p. 72.
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or as some specific deity is uncertain. Naturally we are asked to com-

pare the Yedic Bhaga, Old Persian baga, Slav, bogu, ‘god/ but the

vowel is wrong, the Russian Tungus have buga
,
‘supreme/ and the

comparison is most unconvincing. A byname of the king Nazibugafl is

given as SuzigaS, which Scheftelowitz compares with a hypothetic

Sanskrit sujigas
t

‘victorious.’ Everything about this is unattractive;

the form is not used in Sanskrit, and the supposed a is quite wrong.

His comparison of Kara, found in several names of kings but without

a Babylonian interpretation, with Old Persian kara
, ‘army/ lacks any

probability, as does his further explanation of the royal name

Karaburiad as karabhara
,

‘lord of the host.’ Hommel prefers com-

parison with Greek Boreas, the north wind, while the element yas can

be compared with the Kassite ya$u f
‘land/ which Delitzsch finds also

in SuriaS. The first part may be connected with Kassite burna, which

appears in the royal name BurnaburiaS rendered in Babylonian as

‘protected by the lord of the lands.’ Scheftelowitz makes this mean

‘lord of the subjects/ comparing Lithuanian bernas, servant, but the

suggestion seems quite unacceptable.

The language of the Kassites is otherwise free from elements of

European character, being rather of Asianic affinities and having much

in common with Elamite. The words alleged to be Aryan are found
V

compounded with Kassite words, as in Sagarakti-fturiaft, NazimarutaS,

and it is very difficult to feel any assurance that there are any true

Aryan elements in the terms preserved. There is, of course, no his->

torical reason to object to the presence of such elements, but the facts

are suggestive that, if there were Aryan elements in the ruling family,

they were early submerged.

II

There is more novelty in the suggestions of Mironov regarding

Aryan elements in the records of the Hyksos kings in Egypt whom

he assigned to 1675-1575 B.C., though other authorities give 1800-1600

and the question is admittedly at present beyond certainty. There are

of course current views which favour the presence among the Hyksos,

in the main Semitic, of Hittite and Aryan elements; thus Ed. Meyer5

5 Geachichte des Altertums (ed. 1928), 11 i. 41, 42.
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treated them as ruled by the same elements as were later dominant in

Palestine and Syria, Harrians or Aryans. This view stresses the evi-

dence of cultural points, the introduction of the horse and of

iron, treated as specifically Indo-European and Aryan, hut this view

has not .gone without criticism; thus Wolf 4 stresses the Semitic

character of the Hyksos, and, admitting a foreign admixture, will not

admit that it was Aryan or even, as Gotze holds, Mitannian. The

evidence of languge would thus be important if it were at all clear.

Unhappily this is far from being the case. Thus Mironov sees

in Manetho’s Apakhnan Sanskrit apaghnan
t

‘repelling,’ ‘destroying/

but as usual there is no evidence of the use of such a name in Vedic,

or later ; Amitraghata or Ainitrakkada, whence Amitrokhates in Greek,

is a very different thing. Bnon is compared with a hypothetical

Sanskrit vandna
,
‘conquering/ Avestan vanana

t
‘conqueror/ ‘victor.’

It is no more plausible than Aseth equated with Sanskrit vaditd, ‘one

who dominates/ and Kertos with kartd
,

‘he who does/ where the s is

the Greek nominative, and o is equal to d; in Bnon it is made

equivalent to d.

The Egyptianised names give even more scope for guess work.

Thus Apophis in Josephus is Apopi, and is equated by Mironov with

apabhid
,
‘one who repels (the enemy)’. The d is disposed of by the

theory that in the dialect whence the word was borrowed it might

have dropped out, as in Old Persian, or there might have been an

Aryan apabliis
,
d dropped before s. But apdpi, sinless, is also con-

ceivable, and there is the Greek Akakios to support the use as a proper

name. There is far more than is attractive in tko comparison of the

name of the Hyksos capital Auaris with Sanskrit dvdra, rendered

‘shelter’. Unluckily for this guess we have the name on a Hyksos

monument as He-w’r and on another monument giving the list of

names of Ramses it appears as He-w’r-t, and it is really impossible

to accept the dvdra comparison in face of these forms, which are

plainly more primitive than the Greek.

Even more hopeless are the Hyksos names which are preserved in

Egyptian, which as is well-known presents most uncertain renderings.

6 ZDMG.
t 1929, pp. 67 ff.
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The chief Sernqen is rendered by the possible sumagh&n which is

certainly unattractive; Spiegelberg’s Sumukln is far more plausible.

Qar is related to the Sanskrit root kr, or Old Persian kara, already

resorted to for Kassite names and, most implausible of all, the alleged

name of a queen Tauti is Sanskrit Tavati, ‘powerful*. Sutekh, the

name of the Hyksos* god, becomes Sutik, nominative of sutij
,
a possible

form, with the sense sutejas. There are added three suggestions of

the Aryan character of words found in Egyptian, but not shown to

the Hyksos terms. The first is ssmt, ‘horse/ supposed to be from situ;

the second wrrjt
,

‘battle-cliariot/ supposed to be vara-ratha; the last

tn-t-k-n, some medicine used as an eye ointment, which is referred

to the Sanskrit tutthaka/ ‘blue vitriol/ ‘collyrium/ and more specially

to tutthakam with nasalized vowel to explain the nasal, tutthaka

itself is asserted to be a Prakrit form of tiirta, so that we would have

in the lbth century B.C., the probable date of the Papyrus Ebers,

evidence of the existence of Prakritic forms. Unfortunately the whole

suggestion seems without value.

The net result seems frankly negative. There is nothing in the

Hyksos material which has any cogency or attractiveness. There

may have been Aryan rulers; all that language shows is that these

rulers are not revealed by this form of evidence.

Ill

We are on much firmer ground when we come to the names in

the Amarna letters (c. 1380-1350 B.C.) Artamanya certainly suggests

possible Iranian artamanya and Sanskrit rtamanya
,
and we have the

Persian name in Greek form as Artamenes, or Artamnes. Arzawiya

is less clear; Sanskrit drjava, rju
,

‘honest*, Avestan ar^zwa, brazil

are possible sources, but Meyer compares Avestan ar&za ‘battle*,

while Hittite has also been invoked. Biriamaza, name of an Egyptian

officer, is put as Sanskrit vIryacdja, ‘one who owns the prize of prowTess’,

Iranian being ruled out as it has not the equivalent of raja. Biridaswa

is explained as hrliadasva
,

or prdasva, or vrddhasva, with Sanskrit

a*va, not Iranian aspa or asa; but it is also claimed as Mitannian or

7 Unddisutra
,

ii, 7.
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Hittite. Iranian affinity is clear in Biridiya, for we have Bardiya,

younger son of Cyrus
;
whatever the sense may be the d points to Old

Persian affinities. Much less plausible is the derivation of Viftitanu,

a man in Sumur, from Avestan pesotaml

,

‘he whose body is polluted/

which occurs as a proper name. DaSru^ a, Syrian chief, cannot reason-

ably be derived from Sanskrit dasra
,
‘wonderworking*, still less from

an imaginary dasru

,

the source of asm, ‘tear*, supposed to mean

‘biting*. Nor is Etagama, ruler of Kinza, naturally derived from

Sanskrit etagama
,
‘quickly going/ a purely hypothetic compound.

Indaruta, chief of Ak8apa, is made out by Sieg to be Indrota, a name

found in the Hgveda and later. It must be noted, however, that the

original forms are en-dar-u-ta or in-tar-u-da. We have also the Hittite

name Endarwa, which has been held by Eorrer to include Indra with

a Harri gentive ending wa .

Pharao’s messenger Irimaya8(S)a is explained as a hypothetical

Old Persian arimai-asa
,
‘one who owns a quiet horse*, but this is wholly

unlikely. Herodotus 7 Arimaspoi are rather ‘possessors of wild horses’,

Tomaschek believes. The chief Mayarzana is possible Mahvarzana,

‘protected by the moon god*, clearly Iranian; we have Iranian varzdna,

with Greek Barzanes. Mironov believes Namyawaza to be ndmyavdja
,

‘one who owns a glorious prize/ but ndmya in this sense is not

common in Indian as he states, and ndmya, ‘flexible*, certainly does

not make much sense; ndmya, ‘to be honoured* is conceivable.

Ru&manya may be the possible Sanskrit rucimanya
,
‘honouring light*.

»/

Satiya may be satya, ‘true*, though that is not Yedic as a proper
\

name. Yedic Subandhu gives plausibility to Subandu as Indian.

Sumitta may rather be Sumitra than Sumedha, Sutarna may be

sutarana

,

‘helping well’, rather than the conceivable sudharni

,

con-
v

nectcd with Vedic dharni. Sutatna, on the other hand, has variants

Zatatna, Zitatna, and neither Mironov’s sutatana

,

‘to whom a son has

been bon/, nor Scheftelowitz’s sutatana, ‘son of a charioteer*, is

plausible.
V

We are on firmer ground in the case of Suwardata, which can

justly be equated with Svardiita, ‘given by the sun*. On the other

hand Tahma§(S)i is clearly Egyptian, not the theoretic Old Persian

Taxmas(s)a, ‘one who owns strong horses.* Teuwatti is not likely to
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be dyavdtta, 'given by heaven/ with instrumental prior member, nor-

dyav-atta, but rather Mitanuiuii. Turbazu is uncertain; UirabCizu, ‘of

strong arms/ would be an Iranian word, the loss of a being compared

with Iluftmanya, itself dubious; if equivalent to Turvasu, epic variant

of Vedic Turvasa, it would be Indian, but neither derivation is

cogent. That Widya, chief of Ask aIon, is Sanskrit vedya, ‘to be

known/ seems very strange and most unlikely. YaSdata is more

promising, hwt -yasodatta, ‘given by the glory/ as taken by Scheftelo-

wit-z,
8 involves the loss of o, as well as an unexpected use of yasas; a

theoretic Avestan yazadata, ‘given by the sacrifice* is conceivable, while

haplology for yazdadata
,
itself for ya:ata,

is unlikely. Middle Persian

has, of course, yazdat
,

and the possibility of far evolved forms is

supported by the analogy of the forms KundaSpi and KuSta&pi found

in Commagene in the Oth and 8th centuries B.C., provided of course

that these are really for Vindaspa and ViStaspa, and are not to be

explained as Asianio. But the name is not \vholly cleared up. Nor

is ZirdamyaSda, which is thought to be Iranian zrdamyasda
,
‘one who

offers the heart*, but is also variously divided, Meyer finding yazda

in it. Zurata, brother of Biridiya, may be suratha
,
‘having a good

chariot; if so, we have brothers of Iranian and Indian name forms

respectively. We need not take seriously ZuraSar, as surastra, or

Zitrayara as Iranian cithyniydra
,
‘one who own multifarious crops/ or

Benamaya as sou of Amaya, Sanskrit amaya, ‘free from guile*.

Of place names two are offered, Sunama in Palestine is made out

to be sunama, ‘the glorious (city)', AkSapa, ruled by Indaruta, ahsapd,

‘the iudestructible’
;
neither lias any plausibility.

The net result is to diminish greatly the alleged Indo-European

words to be found in the Amarna letters, but to leave a reasonable

certainty of the existence of such elements.

IV

The Mitanni evidence from 1475-1280 B.O. is interesting.

Arta&umava, the king, suggests the Aryan prototype of a possible

Sanskrit rtasmara
,
‘mindful of right*. In that case the u is graphic

8 A'/., xxxviii, 271.
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rather than Prakritic, that is, the original did not include it, but in

Mitanni it was pronounced or at least written. Artatama may be the

Aryan equivalent of Vedic rtadhftman, 'one who abides in righteous-

ness*
;
Mitanni has surds in its own words, and therefore can easily

confuse sonant and surd. Scheftelowitz’s explanation as the super-

lative of rta founders on the tdma, while Konow’s adduction of the

Dhatupatha root tarn, 'desire,* is unconvincing. The derivation of

Dagart'i from the hypothetical dasartl, ‘enemy of barbarians,* the long

final being due to the stress 9 of the accent, seems far-fetched and

unlikely. Artatama*s grandson DuSratta may have an Aryan name,

but it is not easy to explain witli certainty. It is difficult to suppose

duzratha
,
‘one who owns a bad chariot.,’ is meant; dvsraddha

,
‘hard to

overcome,* is suggested by Scheftelowitz, and dussratlia, ‘difficult to

disable,* by Mironov, making the word definitely Indian. Mattiuaza

is far from clear, Konow takes it as Sanskrit mdtivdja
,
‘meting out

prizes,* comparing ddtivdra; Mironov thinks vmihimja could mean

‘possessing a power destroying (the enemy),* which is impossible.
10 An

Asian ic etymology is by no means impossible. SauSSatar, king of Harri,

h held by Konow to be equivalent to Sanskrit Sauk$atra, ‘descendant of

Suksatra’
;
but, while su is Indian, the latter part of the compound is

V/

rather Iranian in form. On the other hand, Suttarna is uncertain;

sndharna
,
‘very strong,* is hypothetic, though the double t is com-

parable with DuSratta, if that is really DuSsratha, but that is dubious.

The Mitanni gods Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Nasatya, though they

present many difficulties are undoubtedly Indian, if not Aryan. Mitra

and Varuna, it is said, must be understood not as individuals but as

groups. This is very curious, for the obvious explanation that Mitra

stands for Mitra and Varuna is rendered difficult, when Varuna occurs,

presumably for Varuna and Mitra. Nasatya again appears with the

llarri plural ending, though in Vedic there are two Nasatyas; maria
,

warrior, is naturally compared with Vedic marya
,
though a Subarean

and an Austro-Asiatic etymology have been put forward.

{) Tin* Vedic- accent was not a stress accent as this argument seems to

assume.

JO iMativfija, ‘\vJius«> strength is prayer
1

is a variant.
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All else is of no value. Mitanni farm a is of uncertain meaning so

that comparison with Jarman leads nowhere. Paratitinu is not much

clearer, so that to compare paritatnv
,
‘surrounding, * is unconvincing,

urukmdnnu
,
part of a shield, is only vaguely like Vedic rukma

,
and

wirat
, ruler, is far from likely to he the nominative of vtrdj stereotyped.

The capital of the kingdom WaSSugganni only vaguely resembles

rasuka, from the root vas.

It will be seen how hypothetical much of all this is, partly because

of the extreme variation of spelling by the scribes who may have been

specially confused by foreign words. It is thus .very difficult to pro-

nounce whether the forms are Aryan, Iranian or Indian. The question

is complicated by the fact that the forms may he proto-Iranian without

being Aryan, and certainty is really impossible. This is oi special

importance in the case of words with s in place of Iranian It. Did early

Iranian preserve s

Y

Bloomfield 11 thought that Median did, and Svfirna

is a dubious reading in Sargon’s list of Median chiefs. Konow 13 cited

Bashgali as an Iranian dialect preserving s, bill that may he due to

Indian influence. Stephanus of Byzantium gives Daai and Dasai as

variant names of a Scythian tribe.

There are certain names which are without significant character

as Iranian or Indian, while they seem lndo-'Kuropenn or Aryan. These

include, for Ainarua, Artamanya, ltuSnmnya, Turbazu and YaSdata;

for Mitanni, ArtaSumara, Artatama and Mitra. Definitely Indian

forms are hard to find. Mironov sees Indian monophthongs as opposed
N/

ta Aryan and Iranian diphthongs in Widya and Sumitta, believed to

be Vedya and Sumedlia, l:
* hut there is no certainty in these comparisons.

But the script does not let us discriminate between Indian palatals and

Iranian sibilants, or Ilidian aspirates and Iranian spirants, so that all

dial can he said that Suwardata seems more Indian than Aryan, as

si: is hr in Avestan and f in Old Persian. But this seems frankly un-

tenable; no reason is given for denying that suwardata would be a good

Aryan form. Mironov sees Indian innovations in Sumitta as sumedha ,

11 Amv.ru an Journal <d I'hiloloytj, \X\1, 1 IF.

12 //MS., 1911, pp. 1 ff.

Ki There is some contusion here; Mironov really think'*

. H.O., i)hf K.MMKlf, IWVi
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with e for Aryan az
,
and in wirat for virdt, but neither example has

any cogency. So far as the proof goes, we have nothing certainly

Indian as opposed to Aryan, though we may interpret certain forms as

Indian if we find other evidence of Indian speech proper.

Of clear Iranian forms Mironov stresses Biridiya, on the score of

the d corresponding to an original gli, distinctive of Persian. It must

be noted that lie assigns the origin of his brother’s name Zurata, to
V/

Indian suratha and his son Sutatna, to Indian sutatana
,
which makes a

curious mixture of names in one family and seems improbable. He

finds the non-Persian dialect in ZirdamyaBda, but that is a very dub-

ious word, and certainly proof is lacking. Mayarzana may be Iranian

but that is uncertain, and Zitrayara is quite unlikely, as are the Persian

forms alleged in Irimaya&Si and TahmaSSi. Certainly we cannot be

sure even of distinctive Iranian forms, and the differentiation into

dialects is clearly not proved.

V

Prom the Hittite period (1400-1200 B.C.) Mironov can adduce

but a few names, most quite dubious. Endarwa, a court dignitary of

king HattuSil, may possibly have Indra as first clement, but this is far

from proved. Lupaka, a general, is surely not lopdka or lopd-sa,

‘jackal’
;
Suwara, a mountain, cannot be svar, ‘heaven’, nor Abimadraft

abhimarda
,

‘oppression’, even if lie was a king of the Amurru.
%/

Summittnra# as the name of a prince reminds us of Sumitta above; it

may be Sumitra, but it is to be noted that the princes regularly have

non-Aryan names, and some other explanation may be due.

Much more important is the evidence from the Bogliazkeui treat-

ise on horses. AVe have the numerals aika, tern in temvartanna or

tcortana
,
panza, satta and nava. ,

presumably in navartanni by haplo-

logy or clerical error. Mironov conjectures wlniscll(a

)

and wiye$(a)

denoting two, but this may be ruled out. In anyth. ewa or auzameia he

sees an original infinitive dm!jam eva with samprasdrana
,
most impro-

bably, and his comparison of <janza
,
‘horse fodder,’ with gaiija ‘a plant

with bitter berries,’ will not do; nor is u:\thri, another fodder, likely to
v'

he cukrd
,
a sour herb. Sitfauna, ‘drive,’ is not likely to be sedhana

,
for

sidh means ‘repel,’ nor nistneanui to come from nisuvana. tapatisaS
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‘plague,’ certainly seems to be tapas, despite the curious form. Vasauna

‘track,’ has a genetive written vasamiataya
,
which is probably graphic

for -sya
f
and so Aryan or Indian, though there is no corresponding

word in use in Sanskrit. Vartanna
,

'round,’ suggests the root vrt.

Terortanna
,

if that be meant, is a curious form
;
Mironov suggests

trvartana as primitive, but that explains nothing, nor can we say if we

are to suppose that o was really au; compare aika.

It is very difficult to draw any useful conclusions from these scanty

data. We may say that they strengthen the view that Indian speech

proper may have existed in the lands in question, but it is very difficult

to stress this point, aika certainly is older than our records
;

14 the Prati-

sakhyas and Panini alike know e as a monophthong. Satto with its Prii-

kritic appearance cannot be seriously pressed. Still less can we devise

any effective argument in favour of the view15 that the extension of

Indo-Aryan civilization into Mesopotamia took place after the bulk of

the Ryveda came into existence, or that the oldest parts of the collec-

tion would have to be considered considerably older than the Mitanni

treaty, where the names of the gods are found. We are quite unable

to prove that the gods were Indian gods and not those of an outlying

branch of the Aryan family. We must recognise that that division of

the Indo-European race must have been scattered over a wide area, and

that only in certain cases have we records of their speech. The process

of differentiation must have been working steadily, and it is probably

best to recognise the limits of our knowledge as based on our evidence.

To assume that Indian and Iranian wore clearly distinguished and that

we find Indians and Iranians inter-mingling ,

16
as in Mironov’s treat-

ment of the names Biridiya, Sutatna and Zurata is decidedly confusing,

and rather implausible. To hold that in an area of speech, which defi-

nitely can be marked out as Aryan compared to other branches of

Indo-European speech, there were dialectical variations, of which are

preserved to us the Indian and (he Iranian, is much simpler .

17 But

14 Aitu.jama is an Amarnaii variant of Etagama, but its liulo-European

character is very speculative.

15 Konow, The Aryan Goth of the Mitanni People
, p. 39.

16 Cf. Meyer, op. cit.
}

II. i. 37, 38.

17 Cf. Keith, Dr. Modi Memorial Volume, pp. 80-83.
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s

consideration of the arguments on this issue must be reserved for

another occasion. All that need be said is that it is quite illegitimate

to ignore the possibility of the existence of dialects within Aryan, one

of which may easily have shown traits 1 common to the later Indian and

Iranian respectively, if its speakers were in touch with the areas in

which, on the one hand, Indian and, on the other, Iranian varieties of

Aryan were being evolved.

A. Behhikdalk Keitii



The Administrative System of Sher Shah

Slier Shall left behind him many traditions of his achievements.

Even in the days of Akbar, the Mughal historians writing purposely for

the imperial eye were willing to praise him and talk of his reign as a

golden age. 'When we remember that he had founded his dynasty by

expelling Akbarhs father from India, we shall have to admit that these

praises of his government cannot but be based on truth. It is unfortu-

nate therefore that no thorough attempt has been made hitherto to

describe his administrative machinery in detail. It is the purpose of

this article to make such an attempt.

When Sher Shah came to the throne, lie inherited the Patlian system

of administration as modified by Bgbar and llumayun. Ilis historians

have told us much about his own modifications of this system but we

can get a true picture ot it only if we try to remember that Sher Shah

was successor to a .system already shaped ami moulded by centuries of

development. The pivot ot this .system was the emperor himself. But

even a Sher Shall could not do all (lie work ot the state himself, lie

was served well by a band of secretaries who were permanent heads of

different departments. There were three civilian secretaries. The

Vakil was the chief secretary who >eems to have been in the general

charge of tiie secretariat establishment and probably dealt with such

problems as were not definitely assigned to any other department. The

Wazir was the financial secretary, lie was in charge of the revenue

department and looked after accounts and audit as well. The third

department was mainly concerned with the correct drafting of imperial

orders and may have looked after the records of the government. A

military secretary helped the emperor in carrying out his military

policy particularly the question of assignments for salaries. These foul-

secretaries completed the secular side of the state activities. We find

them functioning under the palmy days of the Sultanate and we find

them working under Humnyun as well. There is no reason to believe

that, despite the fact that his historians credit him with almost super-

human activities in supervising the work of the state, Sher Shuh dis-
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pensed with the services of these officials whom he found quietly carrying

on the work of the government .

1

The Mughals had brought with them artillery as an effective

weapon of warfare. Under Babar and Humayun, the artillery was

under a Mir-d-Atisli. Slier Shah frequently made use of the artillery,

and must have continued this Mughal addition to the military

command.

On the ecclesiastical side, Slier Shah continued unabated the high

position of the Muslim theologians in the state. The highest church

dignitary was the Sadr who, besides dispensing royal charity, acted as

the highest judicial officer under the emperor. The Sadr enjoyed great

power as the spiritual guide of the monarch. As the recognized ex-

ponent of the Muslim Law and tradition, he was the repository of the

faith as*much for the king, as for his subjects. He was the only insti-

tution that could lawfully challenge the acts of the king. Slier Shah

paid great respect to his Sadr and was even prepared to perform menial

personal services for him in public. Priest ridden as the pre-Akbar

Muslim state in India was, the position of the Sadr cannot be

exaggerated.

The Chief Qazi constituted the highest criminal court in the realm.

Kven the emperor could not override his interpretation of the

law, though he could question and even upset his findings on facts in

any case. The Quranic law and the Muslim tradition formed the cri-

minal public law of the land and as the Qazi was its chief interpreter,

his authority could only be challenged by finding another exponent of

the law who would publicly question the chief Quzi’s interpretation.

Such a contingency carried dismissal from office with it. Thus as long

ps a Qazi was in office his authority was unchallenged.

The chief Muhtsih was the religious censor on the one hand and a

supervisor of markets on the other. As a censor he reported tin- trans-

gressions against the Muslim Law to the appropriate authorities and

secured the observance of restrictions and restraints put upon

1 High Officials, Vakil, and Wa/.ir arc referred to l»y
4 A Mias exiting under

Slice Shah. Public Library MS., p. lid; cf. if iiniayun’s organization of govern-

ment in Khawand Mir in Elliot, V, pp. 121, 124.
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the followers of other religions. He must have supervised the

collection of the Jizya on the non-Muslims .

3

.These eight officers formed the central government under the

general supervision and control of the king. Sher Shah kept all the

strings of government in his own hands. He had no ministers but kept

secretaries. He had no governors as such and kept tight control over

all that happened even in the most distant parts of his empire. He

rose early, bathed and said his prayers. Early in the morning

he started his day by giving audience to his secretaries and other great

officials. Then he received the reports of his spies and reporters. This

enabled him to issue his orders of the day before it was time again to

say his prayers a second time. Then after breakfast would begin the

ceremonious business of the day. The great nobles and famous army

leaders would be first admitted to royal audience after which the king

would hold his court. There Sher Shah would dispense justice with-

out fear or favour. All were equally confident of securing justice at

his hands. No criminal howsoever high could shelter himself behind

his rank and office. The later generations have handed down marvellous

stories of his ingenuity and impartiality .
3 It would be too much to

believe in all of them but the general impression cannot be resisted that

Sher Shah had carved out a name for himself for even-handed justice.

This would be followed by his holding a review of troops. His chroni-

clers would have us believed that he branded every horse himself .

4 We
think this would have been too much even for a Sher Shah. He may

have however supervised the branding operations and thus secured due

observance of his orders. This done, treasury would claim his attention.

The cash in hand in different Hakumats and the money remitted there-

from would be reported and commented upon. Then the accounts of

the collectors of land revenue of crown lands would be looked into.

The applicants for several high posts would then be examined and posted

2 Sadr and Muhtsib are spoken of as some of the officers serving under Salim

Shah, Firishta, 856. Daudi, 204, refers to Qazis under Sher Shah.

8 Khutosat-ut-Tawarikh
, p, 322.

4 Daudi, 190; ‘Abbas, MS., 144; Musht&qi (in E. A D., vol, V, p. 550),

mentions Inspectors of branding.
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to their various jobs. After thus working for most of the time, Sher

Shah would call it a day and retire to rest to face another equally

ardous day. 4

This routine was interrupted by the frequent warfare in which Sher

Shah passed his life. Humayun was defeated in the battle of Qanauj

in May, 1540. Sher Shah died on 22 May, 1545. In these five years he

packed the conquests of a life time. He captured Delhi in 1540, con-

quered the Punjab, defeated the Gakkhars, plotted to overthrow Mirza

Haider in Kashmir, and hurried back to Bengal to put down rebellion

in 1541. He conquered Malwa, and threatened Jodhpur in 1542.

In 1543 he conquered Raisin and built New Delhi. The year 1544, saw

the conquest of Jodhpur, Cliitor, and Ajrair. The whole of the year

1545 to his death was spent in the siege of Kalinjar. All these

expeditions claimed his personal attention and it is difficult to imagine

his being able to devote as much attention to the details of administra-

tion as his daily time-table shows. What seems to have happened is

that Sher Shah succeeded in infusing his spirit in the routine work of

the administration which was carried on as usual by the much maligned

secretariat officials at the headquarters.

There was one task, however, which the emperor alone could perform.

There were no scales of pay, and there was no system of examination

for public services. Naturally 'll appointments in the imperial ranks

were made by the emperor. He fixed the salary of every candidate for

office.
4 We are told that officers were transferred every third year

with a view to give every one of them equal opportunities for making

money. 7 But as his reign did not extend beyond five years and as the

larger part of the country was annexed during the last three years it

is difficult to be sure that this rule had much chance of being applied

in practice.

As we have already seen, Sher Shah did not favour devolution of

authority. Thus the empire was not divided into provinces except in

Bengal to begin with. Fifty garrison towns were made the seats of

6 4Abb5s, MS. 141, 142; Daudi, MS. 189-192.

6 Daudi, 192. 7 ‘Abbas, 146.
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military commanders who kept the surrounding country in awe by

their show of military force.
8 For fiscal purposes the country was

divided into Parganahs and though the Parganahs were grouped together

into larger units, these never became real units of administration. They

resembled the modern divisions under the commissioners in mostly

acting as an official channels of communication—and that not always

—

between the local authorities in the Parganah and the imperial

secretariat.
9 Sher Shah tried for some time to keep Bengal as an indepen-

dent administrative unit. But he soon discovered that this let loose

disruptive tendencies remaining the local officials of the once indepen-

dent kingdom of Bengal. 'It was subdivided therefore and though an

official was given the charge of the province as a whole, care was taken

by appointing a theologian, Qazi Fusili, to the task to see that such dis-

ruptive tendencies did not occur again. 10 .The most famous of his

commander-governors was Khwas Khan who was posted in the North

West Frontier in Rohtas.

The absence of any effective intermediaries between the king and

bis officers in the Parganah rendered a development of the postal

system necessary, lie did not introduce the system as an innovation,

lie improved upon the existing machinery. Every Hakim, every leader

of the expedition, and every collector of land revenue were expected to

keep the emperor daily posted about important administrative and

military problems. The postal runners used all means of conveyance

and wonderful stories have been told of their endurance and long and

swift journeys. 11 Thus whatever happened and wherever it happened

was at once reported to the emperor. No commander could present the

emperor wit Ji an accomplished fact and leave him with no option but

to follow Jiis officiaPs lead. No leader of the expedition could leave the

emperor in the dark about his difficulties and then leave his work un-

8 Akbar ;Vumu, 1, p. 190; Daudi, 193, ‘Abbas, 146-7. The following garrison

towns arc mentioned.

ltohtas, DipalpUr, Multan, Malot, Delhi, Sambhal, Qanoj, Gwalior, Biana,

llauthaniber, Chittor, Mandu, liaison, Cliunar, Dhandhera, Jodhpur, Ajiner,

Nagore, Lucknow, Kalpi and Bajwara.

9 Daudi, 192.

10 ‘Abbas, 121-22.

DECEMBER, 193G

11 ‘Abb&s, 165-66.
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done aud slink uway. Besides these despatches sent by his own officials,

Sher Shah seems to have employed his own secret agents as well who

kept him informed of what was happening in and around his dominions.

The rebellious desires of his governor of Bengal were at once reported

to him to enable him to nip the evil in the bud. Humayun’s negotia-

tions with Maldev at once found an echo in Sher Shah’s court and

he was able to scotch the planned combination of the Rathors and the

Muglials at once. When Shajat Khan in Malwa misappropriated the

lands meant for his soldiers to his own use, Sher Shah learnt of it

without much delay. Thus the postal arrangements and the spy sys-

tem enabled Sher Shah to face his difficulties before they were ripe for

mischief.

The spy system and postal arrangements depended for their

success on efficient means of communication. Sher Shah paid full heed

to this aspect of the problem. As in the Homan empire all roads led to

Home, similarly under Sher Shah all roads converged at Agra. The

Grand Trunk Road led from Agra to Rothas on one side and the ex-

tremities of Bengal on the other thus traversing some 15U0 hoses.

Another road led from Agra to Burhanpur outside Suri dominions.

Jodhpur aud Agra were connected through Ajmer by the third. The

road between Agra and Delhi was made safer and more convenient.

The only road outside the Agra system was the one connecting Lahore

and Multan. Mile pillars indicated the distance travelled. Fruit trees

were planted on both the sides of the roads and vegetable gardens seem

to have been set up at least in the vicinity of post houses. He had

intended to depopulate both the sides of the road between l^ahore aud

the frontier and set up villiages of Afghans in order to safeguard

against future Mughal invasions. He had, however, no time for putting

this into practice. 12

Tost houses on every stage formed another remarkable feature of

the system. Here two horses were always kept ready to be placed at

the disposal of any postal messenger carrying royal post. There were

seventeen hundred Serais spread all over the Suri dominions. Here a

12 ‘Abb&s* 149-50} Daudl, 187 to 180*
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manager looked after the whole establishment which included a

separate royal rest house, a mosque with a caller to prayers and a copy

of the Quran for the religiously minded, separate resting places for the

Hindu and Muslim travellers, free kitchens for the Hindu and the

Muslim poor, and Hindu and Muslim cooks at the service of those who

wanted to avail themselves thereof. A porter looked after the weary

travellers when they slept.
,a He closed the doors of the Serai at pres-

cribed hours every evening. When the morning came, he roused them

and requested them to look after their belongings and when every one

had been satisfied that every thing was safe, he opened the doors. It is

doubtful how far the Hindus availed themselves of the free royal

kitchens that were a part of the system. Nor is it possible to ascertain

how far the services of the Hindu cooks were utilized. Their rigid

caste system must have made any frequent use of these two institu-

tions very improbable. They seem to have been meant probably for the

convenience of the postal messengers many of whom must have been

Hindus. The free kitchens formed a part of the royal charities. Fodder

for the horses and the oxen of the travellers was also procurable here

and a weary traveller could always look with pleasant anticipation to

the end of his day’s journey. The land revenue of the surrounding

territory was set apart for the maintenance of the Serais.

It is customary to credit Sher Shah with the construction of all

these roads. Government, much less civilized existence, would have

been impossible without some sort of roads in mediaeval India. Babar

had planned a road from Agra to Kabul with mile post at every mile,

towers every 9 miles, and post houses every eighteen miles. In Babar’s

scheme these were to be maintained by the state if situated in crown

lands and by the Jagirdnrs if in the Jagirdar’s lands.'
1 Bahai* must

have carried out a part of his programme. Sidi Ali Rais travelling

earlier in Huinayun’s reign had complained of lack of ferries and

bridges on the roads. 1 '’ The road to Burlianpur could not have been nil

made by Sher Shah as part of it passed outside his territories. It is

13 A. Ibid.

15 Vembery, 68.

14 Babur 413.
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thus doubtful whether all that Sher Shah reorganized w'fts really built

up by him. Seventeen hundred Serais two koses apart would have

covered- a distance of about *‘14,00 koses or (>8,00 miles. Their

maintenance must have cost the state a large amount. Serais two hoses

apart would have been an unjustifiable luxury and no account of later

times bears out their existence at such short distances. 16

Making reservation for all kinds of exaggeration, we will have to

admit that if Sher Shah over-centralized administration, he took ade-

quate measures for the purpose of meeting some of its dangers. The

postal system, the existence of secret agents, the efficient means of

communication and the foundation of these Serais^cw-post houses

served the purpose of minimizing some of the dangers born of

i his centralization.

It is necessary to warn the reader against anticipating modern

postal development in Sher Shah's reign. His postal agency was ex-

clusively for the purpose of serving the ends of the state. It served

no other customer except the emperor. As we find later on under the

Mughals, even the officials could not use it for any but imperial

purposes.

Sher Shah's fame rests chiefly on his revenue system. Yet. when

modern description of his revenue administration arc taken into

account, one again has the feeling of beiug left in the air. Unfortu-

nately contemporary accounts of Abbas and NiziLm-ud-Dm do

not contain any very lucid description of the system itself as it

prevailed when Sher Shah became the ruler of the country. We have,

however, a rather wordy description of the method which Slier Shah

followed as an agent of his father who was a jagidar under the Lodliis.

There are stray references to his practices in the Ain as well. Piecing

them together it is possible to form a just> estimate of the results

obtained though less practicable to understand his actual administra-

tive practices* That Slier Shah's assessment was so just as to form un

ideal towards which Akbar's officers were striving is a striking

16 We nre told Iiy Firishta that Salim Shall added 17 semis more, fn 900

A.H. Akbar gave orders for gjore serais to be built—Akhar Nam'd
,

ITT, 300.
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testimony to Slier Shah's handiwork .

17 But we have to remember that

even William the Conqueror, claimed to rule with the help of the laws

of Edward, the Confessor. The Ain^i-AkabarV

s

praise of Sher Shah’s

achievement, therefore, can be as much an apology for new methods

adopted by Akbar as was the statement of William's chroniclers. It

would be surprising otherwise to explain why Akbar needed so much

experimentation before he could reach that method of assessment which

has been called Todar Mai’s assessment and for which after ages praised

Todar Mai so much. It is however possible to agree with the Ain when

it tells us that Sher Shah took a step in advance of the existing practices

by introducing measurement in place of the system of sharing the

crop .

18 Elsewhere we are told that the Muqudam collected J of the

produce (for the state) and left two thirds to the cultivator .

19 This is all

that we have been specifically told by Sher Shah’s historians about Ins

revenue system.

But all this needs elucidation. To begin with just as one cannot

talk of one system of revenue assessment under the British administra-

tion today, similarly it is difficult to talk of one prevailing all over the

country under Slier Shall. A Dastar-ul-‘Amal of the seventeenth

century talks of six systems of land revenue assessment prevailing in

Mughal India .

20 We know’ from the Ain that in Sindh the system of

sharing the crop prevailed even when the Ain was compiled and that

no record of any survey and measurement operations therein is to he

found in any contemporary records. For Kumaon division of the

Mughal province of Delhi no figures of land revenue assessment are

available in the Ain . When Multan was newly conquered Sher Shah

made exceptional provisions for assessment of land revenue therein.

No complete measurement and survey of all land under cultivation has

been found possible in Jodhpur and Udaipur even today and it is use-

less to expect complete survey of land in these areas under Sher Shah.

Thus the first thing that we have to record is the absence of a uniform

system all over tho empire.

17 Ain, I, 297.

18 Aln
f

I, 3-17. Akbar Niinul , II, 117, 282, 381, 404, 457.

19 ‘Abba’S, 145. 20 Vastai-uL'Aimit, MS. of 32b to 3
rm.
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But just as we can speak of Zabfi as the main system of land

revenue assessment under Akbar, we can talk of a system of land re-

venue assessment based on measurement as the main system prevalent,

or aimed at, in Sher Shales time. This involved the survey, measure-

ment and record of the holdings of different cultivators. 'When these

were once ready, it was possible at the time of the seasonal inspection

of cultivation then, as now, to record the extent of land under different

crops in possession of one cultivator. 21 The unit of measurement was

(iaz of Sikandar Lodlii, 32 digits long. Sixty yards make a jarib and

3b0() square yards a bigha. Land was measured by a rope. This must

have created some difficulties in practice. A rope loose and a rope stretch-

ed are different measures. Ends could get frayed. Akbar found it neces-

sary to introduce a bamboo with rings in both ends. The area; of differ-

ent fields was recorded at the time of the survey. Every harvest all

that had usually to be recorded consisted in noticing the different

fields under cultivation and the different crops they were producing.

AYlien this record was available, the Schedule of Demand given in the

Ain was applied in order to find out the demand of the state from the

different cultivators. This schedule shows the demand in maunds per

bigha of different crops. Thus when the area under cultivation and

the crops cultivated were known, it was possible to estimate the demand

of the state in kind. This was the system prevalent in many parts of

country under Sher Shah.

But the Schedule of Demands raises some fundamental questions,

flow was it arrived at? When was it introduced? Did the state res-

trict its demand in kind or was any attempt made to convert it in cash

as well? Some information is available on some of these question hut

it is taiitalmngly inadequate. We are told that the schedule of demaud

represented J of the average produce of throe different kinds of lands.

The whole process has been well described in the Ain. Land, we are

told, was divided into three classes, good, middling and bad. Tlio pro-

duce of a biffins of each land under different crops was estimated and

an average of the total produce was struck. 22 We have been left absn-

21 'Abbas, 17. 22 Am, f.
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lutely in the dark as to the areas selected tor the purpose of striking

this average of produce. Good, middling, and bad lauds would certainly

differ in their yields in different parts of the country. AY hat may have

been regarded as good land in Delhi, may have been only the middling

in Agra or vice versa. Thus when land in any particular area—most

probably somewhere near the capital—was chosen for the purpose ot

fixing the average produce of each bigha, a highly speculative opera-

tion was performed. But when was this done ^ No specific answer to

this question is available but it must have been some times in the year

1541. Now the crop of the year lo4l need not have been a normal one

in that particular area. Thus when the average produce of a single

year in a single selected area was made the basis of the estimate of the

produce and with it that of the state demand in kind, two very specu-

lative operations were involved in this attempt at fixing the land

revenue. It seems that the schedule adopted was a permanent one.

It must have been introduced in such areas as had been conquered by

then in 1041 and in other areas on their conquest. Those who have some

acquaintance with the work and time involved in the revenue settle-

ment operation even under modern conditions in British India today,

can well understand that it would have been impossible to have intro-

duced this system in the areas conquered towards the end of the year

l«54d and thereafter.

AVe know nothing at all about conversion to cash of this demand

iu kind. Of course the king could have very well received all the land

revenue iu kind, store it, and by moving from one place to another

consumed it. But the needs of the state had to be met iu cash as well ami

some method ot converting part of this demand in cash must have been

current. As there is no other information available on the question,

it is reasonable to suppose that conversion, if any must have taken place

at the current market rates. But markets then were few and far between

farming was mostly for subsistence purposes and such conversions could

have been conveniently possible only in the areas surrounding

important towns.

To sum up them, the normal system aimed at by Slier Shall settled

the land revenue with the cultivators direct. The state demanded one

third of the estimated produce. The demand was usually in kind but
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payment could liave been made iu cash as well in rates prevailing in

the local markets. The state demand varied with the area under actual

cultivation and the crops cultivated. The demand per bigha of differ-

ent crops seems to have been settled early in his reign. The

estimate of produce ot each bigha under different crops was arrived at

by taking the average ot the actual produce ot a bigha of three classes

ot land of varying, fertility in some specially selected area probably near

the capital. It must have been speculative and with it the demand

resting thereon as well.

The system, however, did not prevail all over the Suri domii ions.

Rajputaua must have continued the system of sharing the actual

produce and so must have Multan where - land was not measured and

one-fourth of the produce was taken as the land revenue. Certain

parts of Rengal as well that remained unmeasured even in Akbur’s days

would have been hardly measured iu Sher Shah’s times.

13ut what about Jagirs? The jaginlars of Udaipur do not permit

the stute even today to mea- ue their lauds and ;he Afghans would

not have been tamer then. It is customary to suppose that Sher Shah

did away with the Zamindars and therefore with the jagirdar> as well,

ltut the two terms are not synonymous mw nor were tlic\ then so.

Zamindars meant Rajas or overlords of <!». '-rent area claiming some

rigli K ever the cultivators. J um if we r mil that Slier Shah extended

the M'ii'in t licit he had tried in his own jagir in the Uodlii times to

liis whole empire, the itw-'tiou of jaginlars is still Jell undecided.

'
; l)» i Shah himself ivih a jagirdar who found chiefs and zamindars in

the jagir alloted to his lather. Apart from this negative evidence we

Know positively that large parts ot the Suri dominions had been given

in jagir to the ollicials, civil and military. Khw as Khali held

• 'iie-tenth ol tlu whole land, llaji Khan, Sliujat Khan and other great

< mnniaiiders are known to have been holding oxteiKm- jagirs. 83
It

seems the usual method of making pay me" t. to the Hakims of different

garrison commands was that of giving them lands a* jagirs within

their own omuiands. Thus the jagirs continued under Slier Shah and

22 (a) -Abbas, 120-30. 23 ‘Abbas, 131, 142, 147, 148.
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his successors. The settlement of land revenue in the jagir lands must

have followed one of the several practices pretailing in different parts

of India. Sharing of the produce was the normal method of payment
of land revenue before Sher Shah changed it and it is likely it

continued unaffected in the jagir lands. It could not have been less

favourable to the cultivators than the system involving measurement

and could have thus remained in existence. Between the jagirdars

bent upon keeping out the officials of the state and the cultivators

averse to adopting new methods of making payments, Ghalla (Jismi

must have continued in the jagirs. Thus the normal system could have

been introduced in the crown lands alone. The same is true of the

lands granted to scholars and theologians for their maintenance.

We have been dealing so far with the assessment of land revenue

alone. The method of collection also provides a very important

problem for the cultivators. Unfortunately all our authorities are

silent about Sher Shah’s method of collection as a ruler. The infor-

mation that Abbas gives about the method of collection followed by

Sher Shah when he was the agent of a jagirdar, has been usually used

to fill in this picture. There is no reason to doubt that Sher Shah

forgot his earlier experience and thus we may with justice assume that

he introduced a part, at least, of his earlier method of revenue collec-

tion in his imperial administration. This is borne out by certain stray

references. The cultivator was given a demand slip presumably in the

local vernacular setting out the state’s claim. Now this must have

ordinarily referred to the demand in kind unless the cultivator had

previously agreed to pay in cash at an agreed upon rate of conversion.

He paid not only the land revenue but certain additional cesses as well.

Thus a measurement fee had to be paid, the actual collector of the

land revenue, the Muqqadam got his percentage and the land revenue

officials visiting the village boarded at the expense .of the villagers.

Of course these were old customary dues, Sher Shah claims to have

fixed their amount only .

34 To these we may trace the payments even

today made by the landlords in addition to the land revenue.

Panchotra paid to the village headman represents the collection fees,

24 ‘Abbto, 17, 147.

I.H.Q., DKCSMBEK, 1936 4
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the Malba again retained by him represents the expenses of boarding

the revenue officials, and the measurement fees long survived as a cess

for defraying the salary of the Patwari, though it has now disappeared

Slier Shah threw upon the village headmen the responsibility of collect-

ing the land revenue and he was expected to execute a bond and furnish

securities for the due discharge, of his duties. 23 Herein again his system

resembles British revenue practices of today. The Muqqadam was to

give a receipt to the cultivator. The revenue demand was to be

rigorously enforced. If a cultivator failed to pay, probably the usual

methods of extorting the money from him were restored. He must

have been imprisoned, probably tortured as well till he managed to

have the requisite amount in kind or cash.

The cultivators were granted some remission in case of some

damage to crops. The only remission mentioned in the records relates

to the compensation paid for the trampling of standing crops under the

feet of soldiers ou march or encamping. 2

R

Kvery care was taken to

minimize the damage done but in case this was not successful

compensation was paid for the loss sustained.

Unlike the present pructice in British India, the revenue received

by the state depended upon the area under cultivation and the crops

cultivated. Thus an extension of crops area immediately brought in

a larger amount of revenue. So did the introduction of better crops.

It was therefore self-interest, which led the state to adopt various

measures for the purpose of encouraging agriculture. Only one of

these measures, tliei grant of advances to the cultivators finds a mention

in the contemporary records. These advances bore no interest which

was forbidden by the Muslim law. If we are to judge from later

Mughal practices they were to be returned within a year.

The rights of the cultivators in the land were well recognized.

The land under cultivation was theirs. They could sell it, mortgage

it and give it as a bequest. It was inheritable. The rights of the state

were confined to the demand for land revenue alone. Unoccupied,

unclaimed, or barren land belonged either to the village community or

25 Ibid. 26 'Abbas, 152-53.
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the state. The cultivators had certain common rights therein but if

a cultivator offered to break new land, the state that stood to gain

thereby an increased land revenue, secured the newcomer a peaceful

entry upon his newly acquired right. 27 In the subsistence economy of

the day, however, there were not many competitors for new' land.

In certain parts of the country, however, there seems, to have been

iu existence a class of person enjoying—lawfully or otherwise—certain

rights in the land. These zamindars were usually farmers of land

revenues and could be easily dislodged as Slier Shah proved in his

own jagir."
N In some cases, however, they embodied certain traditional

rights which made them resemble the superior proprietors—Malik-i-

A ’la—of today.

lor carrying out the work of revenue assessment and collection

successfully Slier Shah employed a large number of revenue officials.

Iu villages—there were some 11,00,00 of them in all—the Muqqadam

collected the land revenue and the Patwari supervised the work of

assessment on behalf of the villagers. He kept the records of seasonal

cultivation, the crops cultivated, and the area under cultivation.

Iu the Parganah, the Shiqdar performed the duties of the Muqqadam

in generally supervising the work of collection and the Qanungo was

the I’atwari writ large. The state maintained Hindi knowing clerks

for the purpose of preparing writs of demands to he supplied to the

cultivators every season. They also issued receipts to the cultivators

as well. The Persian knowing clerks prepared the Persian set of papers

1o be transmitted to the emperor. The treasurer received the money

collected and was responsible for transmitting it to the emperor. At

the head ol the revenue establishment stood the Amin sup rvising

everything and directing all operations. 29 The collection of land

revenue was always a troublesome task and the Amin had to call upon
s

his police and military colleagues for helping him occasionally in order

to collect land revenue from some refractory village.

27 This is based on the contemporary documents of the Mughal period. No

original authority of Slier Shah's reign mentions such a trifling matter!

28 ‘Abbis, 18, 20. 29 ‘Abbfls, 12-18, 146.
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The work of these revenue officials was not as simple as that of

their modern successors. They had not only to collect the land revenue

but to assess it as well on every individual every season. The principles

of assessment had been settled, but the actual demand depended upon

the crop area and the crops cultivated, it had to be assessed every

time. Of course the Indian cultivator was as conservative then as now.

Usually the same fields would be brought under cultivation every

season, almost the same crops sown. Still there were certain crops

which took more than a season to mature e.g., cotton and sugar-canes.

The vegetables as well presented some similar problems. Thus the

revenue officials had to record the season’s crops and the area and then

assess the land revenue.

There were several oiliei sou es oi' income hewn it * I he land

revenue. The cust- ins levied on the imports into the kingdom must

have provided a considerable sum of money. Sher Shah is said to

have forbidden the realization of any transit duties or octroi. But it

is doubtful how far this prohibition was made effective. Sher Shah’s

government was cut up into so many Jagirs that it is doubtful whether

the Jagirdars gave up this lucrative source of income. We know in

the palmiest days of the Mughal empire Aurangzeb could not enforce

the remission of several duties which he considered unlawful. The

trouble lay in the custom that when Jagirs were assigned all sorts of

local taxes were also taken in account in estimating the income from

the Jagir. Unless the Jagirdars was compensated for by an additional

grant, he felt himself justified in levying traditional taxes even if they

were prohibited. The prohibition, however, must have been enforced

in the crownlands. When articles were exhibited for sales, probably

in the markets, a sale tax was realized after the article had been sold.

The tax included even the smallest articles of daily use. Sale of

property also brought in some money to the state. Some money was

also collected as the ground rent from the vendors in the markets for

the stalls they occupied. An excise tax on the manufacture of sugar

was curiously regulated by, the number of the iron boiling pots in

which mollasses were converted into sugar. A ferry tax was collected

from those who used the boats for crossing rivers and is still collected

in many parts of British India. A grazing tax, variously assessed^
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seems to have been levied. A profession tax was collected from

artificers, butchers, sugarcane crusher, cotton dressers, thatchers,

cloth printers, Ushers, sawcr*, manufacturers of lime and of in-

toxicating liquors, dyers, tanners, and several other classes of

artisans. A cattle tax was also imposed. Manufacture of hemp and

blankets was taxed. Forced labour became another source of revenue.

Presents to the pinperor that played such an important part under the

Mugfuls do not seem to. have been resorted to by Sher Shah, but it is

likely that the state was, then as now, the reversionary of all tV

property of persons who died without heirs. Working of the mines

and the exploitation of certain monopolies must have brought in a

pi city sui Besides the I > \a, the Rin ' p.ud a pilgrim igc lax ;in

well. Some .11 u . »
i < «

1

1 vm-.c also taxni .mliliiq .

"

This list hum.. mlcrestinp docim- . Mo *4 oi the (axes are

paid by the masses and the middle cla..s. The Government officials

seem to have been exempt from I he payment of taxes except what they

paid as presents, offerings, and au investiture money. The traders

who formed the middle rinses paid the various sorts of taxes but it

is more than probable that they shifted a part of their burden to the

consumers. On their own incomes they paid uut much except wiiat was

levied by the state for stamping their weights and measures or what

they paid as ground rent if they happened to occupy a stall in the public

markets. Of course the payment of the customs, the demand of transit

dues, the realization of the sales tax from them must hove made it

necessary lor them to ‘plea r’ (he officials many times over.

The question ol corruption and illegal exactions has sometimes

been raised and an attempt made to assess it. Human
i
i nature does not

seem to have changed very much in India even by now and in a

relative estimate of the demands of Sher Shah and tlhe present day

system of taxation in India we simply confuse the issue if we try to

take into consideration the illegal payments exacted from the peasants

and others under Sher Shall,

Judicial fines have sometimes been reckoned as forming a source

of income in India in the sixteenth century. Fines were mostly paid

80 Ahbar NamA, III, 603, 749. 30 (b) Dftudi, 204.
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to tlie aggrieved parties except when they were realized from the

defaulters in state demands in which case they should.be accounted

for as the cost of collection.

‘Not all this money was, however, paid into the state treasury. The

larger part of the land revenue was set apart for the payment of military

commanders and their commands. Cash salaries were very uncommon

and most of the Jagirdars were paid by assignment of land revenue

and other local taxes in areas assigned to them. Mines and mono-

polies seem to have been farmed rather then directly exploited. The

income was mostly spent for the personal expenses of the emperor, the

cost of military expeditions, the buildings of' new cities and the raising

of new forts, the construction and maintenance of roads and Serais,

the payment to state spies, clerks, and Secretaries and such other public

servants as did not receive Jagirs. Costly displays, public festivities

and the marriage of king’s sons and daughters must also have been

responsible for spending some more of the state’s money. The scholars,

the theologians, Muslim Judicial officers, and saints also received public

endowments in the form of Jagirs and so did probably most of I In*

officers attached to the offices of the Sadr, Muhtsib, nml the Qazi.

Administration of Justice under Slier Shall was even-handed. The

Amin in the Parganah beard suits about rights in land. The Mir-i-Adal

and the Qazi disposed of other cases, mostly criminal.'30,1 They decided

cases according to the Muslim law. Naturally only cases between

Muslims must have been brought before them or such criminal eases

in which the state w as n party—cases involving blasphemy, heresy,

pnorilige, and apostacy. Several Parganahs had a Munsif-i-Munsifan,

the chief judge who heard civil cases. The Shiqdar in the Parganah

and the Shi(|dnr-i-Shi(|daron in the higher unit, which later came to he

called Sorknr were executive officers and ns such performed preventive

duties. Pul it is possible that some cases might have been brought

before them by way of complaint against the judicial officers. At the

capital sat the Chief (jnzi, the imperial Sadr and above them all the

emperor.” Of course appeals in the modern sense of the term were

M ‘Abbas, 145-46.
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unknown. But cases coulcl (ravel into the emperor’s court through

various stages as complaints against various officials. At present an

appeal- implies the incapacity of the lower court in fact finding or cor-

rectly interpreting the law. In mediaeval times it involved unwillingness

to do justice for various reasons. Slier Shah had a reputation for

justice which must have kept many of his judicial officers straight, lie

left behind him many stories illustrating both his zeal for being just

whosoever the contending parties and his capacity for arriving at truth

which defeated the ends of many evil doers.

Hut the imperial machinery for administering justice only touched

the fringe of the problem. For the huge majority of the Hindus, their

caste or village Pahcayats served as the judicial bodies ordinarily. Here

the Hindu law and the customary law were applied and as the aggrieved

party could take the case to the public courts, the Pancayats usually

functioned as just tribunals for fear of getting their powers invaded. 3 *

We have to remember that there could not have hccu so much liti-

gation then nor so lengthy a process of deciding cases. The Pancayals

decided the cases from their own knowledge of the facts. They were

not concerned with the modern problem; whether the plaintiff or the

complainant had proved his case. They decided a more vital issue,

truth of t lie matter in dispute. Religion served as a great helper in

keeping down litigation. An oath could easily prove or disprove a ease;

because for the individual false swearing carried religious penalties of

which he was -terribly afraid.

The judiciary exists for the punishment of crime it and when com-

mitted as well as lor the settlement of disputes. Slier Shah paid a good

deal of attention to the prevention of crime, lie reverted to the old

Hindu custom of enforcing liability for keeping peace on the localities.

Wheresoever a theft occured, or a crime was committed, the locality had

either to apprehend the criminal or make good the loss. Various stories

have been preserved in order to prove how strict Slier Shah was in en-

forcing this liability, lie gained his end. Travel became safe, and

crime of violence rare .

33

32 Janum Sal: hi, Trump, p. ijh-<

—

‘Abbas, 101-52.
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We have only a glimpse here and there of the criminal Code pre-

vailing. Theft was punished with the death pena ty.
31

Criminals

sentenced for life were sent to Piyaskori,23 one kos from Oaur, where

they died of brackish water. Certain places were recognised as sanc-

tuaries wherefrom offenders could not be apprehended. 36

Slier Shah’s religious policy remained narrow. The Jizya was

collected from the Hindus. All classes paid it including the Brahmans.

The helpless, the disabled, the woifrtm and children, and the property-

less classes were exempted from payment. A lump sum was fixed as the

demand for Jizya dividing the payers into three classes. It bore no

relation to income but varied with the property possessed. Those who

li.id property worth above 10,50,00 Dirhams paid 48 Dirhams. The

>f.md class consisted of ili'.se whose property was worth from Us. 52 to

Its. 25,00. 'They paid Rs. a year. The poorest class consisting of

persons worth at least Ks. 52 was hit hardest as it had to pay annually

Bs. 3J.
a7

Slier Shah followed in the footsteps of his predecessors and pro-

claimed the victory of the Muslim arms over the Hindus by converting

temples into mosques in the territories conquered. Tiie temple in the

fort at Jodhpur was thus converted.

His attitude towards the Hindus is best illustrated in Ins treatment

of Duran Mai of Baisen. The expedition itself was inspired by religious

motives and Slier Shah seems to buve vowed vengeance on his head.

When Duran Mai surrendered, he was allowed to leave the fort in safety.

While he was peacefully encamping near the fort, Slier Shah's soldiers

fell upon him. The. Bajput, though tricked and taken unwares, fought

to the last and all died fighting. Sker Shah’s treatment of Duran Mai

is of course not much different radically from his treutmem of

Huniuyun. But even his Muslim chroniclers felt the need for just-ifving

it. Two versions have been handed down to us. One makes Slier Shah

an instrument of theologians who gave out as their opinion that words

34 Elliot, IV, p. 421. 3* Am, II, 123.

36 Elliot, IV, 385.

37 Gf. the present writer’s Imposition and Collection of the Jizya, in the

Calcutta Beview, September, 1033.
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giveu to uu i uiiilel need not be kept. We a1 told, however, that Slier

Shah asked tor their opinions and was not thus m uuwilliug agent. The

second \ rsion makes out that Sher Shah was moved by the complaints

of the Muslim women alleged to have been confined in the fort. Here

again ,t i difficult tor «' to accept the story as Sher Shah had stipulated

w ith Put an Mai that h<* would allow him to go unmolested only if there

were no Muslim won n confined in the fort. That Puran Mai wus

allowed to leave the fort proves that there were no women prisoners in

the fort. Wo are left with one nli»*i native alone, to an ept the version

as given in 'fdrikh-i-Daudi which makes it an act of calculated treachery.

Nor need we h«* surprised at that. Guile was Sher Shah’s strong point

*- In* iirui mill, a . tiuiglit blow where lie could ga :• hi- ‘-ml oth»*r-

v ise. it wus 'm helping with his tactics unaiti: Humus uu us well

a. Maldev. 3 *

As a good Muslim, Sher Shah made large gram . for charitable

purposes. He is said to have spent 500 Tolchus of gold daily through

his Qazis and Mir-i-Adals. Subsistence grants to scholars and theolo-

gians were also 1 mile. But Sher Shah distrusted the theologians so

much that be would not hand over the royal P’arman making a grant

to a scholar for fear that he would tamper with it. The recipient was

told that it would he sent through the royal post and he would get it

locally through the royal officials.
3J

Sher Shah hud ussured a prosperous trade in the country by the

measures ho took for the purpose of maintaining law and order in the

38 ‘Abbas, 132, 133 ;
Daudi, 229 to 232; Yadgar, 74, 75a, 83a, 85a.

The story told by ‘Abbas U coni u^ing. Puran Mai surrendered. ‘Some Ua.cs

after,’ women of Chauderi complained to Slier Shah. Ho was moved by their

appeal, consulted his theologian, who decided that words giv»*n to a non-Muslim

need not bo kept. Then did the .Muslim soldiers fall upou tho unsuspecting

ltajputs. It is difficult to explain why Puran Mill's soldiers were still thcro

several days after the surrender of the lort. TthlUi-i-Jtruul] (228 to 238), how-

ever, makes Sher Shull’s action a deliberate one and makes the massacre follow

the surrender of the fort tho next morning. Ahmad Yadgar <75a, 83u to 85a) tells

substantially tho same tale.

3U Sber Shah resumed several grants of his predecessors and issued new

orders for those that were continued. ‘Abbas, 154; Daudi, 187; Mushtaqi in

Elliot, V, 549.

I.H.Q., rocaCBKR, 193G 6
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country. His improved means of communication further made trans-

port cheaper and less inconvenient. The Serais assured the merchants

safe places for the deposit of their valuable goods if they happened to

be travelling individually. To encourage commerce still further he

abolished the vexatious transit duties charged as commerce passed from

city to city.
40 Customs dues were to be paid on the frontiers, taxes on

sales were collected when an article had beeu actually sold. To help

trade and industry and encourage sales he reformed the coinage. 41 A
standard weight and a uniform fineness were adopted for all coins issued

so that these could be easily accepted without any fear of any discount

being charged later on. Gold, silver and copper coins were issued

from various mint towns. They were bilingual, Hindi shurin^ with

the Arabic script, the honour of being included in the inscriptions.

Sher Shah was a great builder as well, lie founded Slier Shah's

Delhi beides building forts at llohtas on the Indus, Patna, Sher Kot

and Meher Kundal. To commemorate his victory over liumayun he

demolished Kanauj and built a new city in its place. 41
' He also built

Rasulpur by moving the city of Shamsabad thereto. 410

The peace and order that Sher Shah gave the country depended

on the existence of a strong army. Sher Shah kept a large army in-

cluding 1,50,000 horse, 300 elephants, 20,000 bowmen, and artillery

under his own commend. Besides this, spread over some fifty garrison

towns another force, 113,000 strong, was maintained. 42

These 2,83,000 soldiers did not represent a miscellaneous collec-

tion indifferently mounted, oddly clad and ill at ease in a moment of

crisis. Sher Shah, founder of a new dynasty that he was, took great

pains in keeping an effective military organisation together. Their

horses were branded so that only useful horses could be brought to

the field.
43 Descriptive rolls of soldiers are also said to have been

taken. Though we are asked to believe that all soliders were per-

10 Elliot, IV, 421.

41 Wright, Cafatutjuc of Co !,
:s in the Indian Museum

, Calcutta 84 to lot).

41a ‘Abbas, 150. 41b Baduyanl, I, 427.

42 ‘Abbas, 140. ,43 Ibid., 144.
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sonally recruited by him ,

44
it is improbable that Sher Shah was able

so to reproduce himself so as to be present at the time of the recruit-

ment of soliders in all parts of the country under all the fifty com-

manders. Of course he must have fixed the salary of all those who

were recruited to serve in his own standing army .

45
Outside, the

soldiers were paid for and maintained by the great nobles out of the

income of the jagirs granted to them and their contingents. It is

likely that branding was introduced among the troops on garrison duty

as well. Branding of horses was occasionally excused to favoured

captains .
46 We are assured that Sher Shah wanted to charge the

duties of the soldiers frequently, to send the members of his personal

army to spells of garrison duty and to ask the garrisons to come and

serve as liisl personal army as well.. It is difficult to say, however, with

any certainty whether these plans of his were ever put into practice

on account of his short reign. The soldiers are said to hava been all

paid in his presence .

47 This can, however, refer to only such soldiers

as were present at the capital or accompanied him in his expedition.

Sher Shah always insisted on his great commanders keeping their

own places. He would not allow them even to marry according to

their own ambition. He ruthlessly put down those who tried to

assume royal air though onlv to the extent of sitting on a raised

platform .

46

Taken all in all Sher Shah assured peace in a country torn by

the ambitions of its petty rulers. His strong government succeeded

in keeping law and order with the help of his efficient army, an

improved means of communications, an excellent system of keeping

in touch with the outskirts of bis empire through his secret agents

and daily official reports. His insistence on local responsibility for

tracing crime made it rarer. His personal attention to business saved

the country from the evils both of over-strict, government and imperial

neglect. His land revenue system took the earlier experiments in this

direction a step further and made possible the evolution of Akbar\s

44 Dftndl, 192.

46 ‘Abbas, 138.

48 'Abbto, 121, 122.

45 im.
47 D&udi, 186.
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more systematised plan of the assessment and collection possible. His

currency reform encouraged trade and industry and assured easier sale

of commodities. The abolition of petty transit duties at frequent

intervals made it possible for the merchants to embark on extensive

trade operations with an easy mind in the assurance that the things

they brought would only cost to them what they paid to the sellers.

This is a creditable account for any ruler and much more for a

ruler of the times in which he lived. His even-handed justice, his

strong government, and his efficient administration of the land revenue

department all assures for him a place of honour among the rulers

of India.

But he had not a clean slate to write upon. Much of the

administrative system in its details can be traced to some of his

predecessors particularly Ala-aid-l)in Khilji and Sikandar Lodlii, But

he had not the former's vanity or the latter’s religious bigotry. He

used whatever he found best in the earlier traditions of government

in this country and moulded it to his own advantage after his own

light.

This is much more than can be said of many of the greatest rulers

of mankind. But as if it was not enough extravagant claims have

been made on his behalf. He has been called a nation builder. 49 The

idea of a nation state had not yet taken root in Europe; to apply it

to India of Sher Shah is unjust both to his times and himself. The

ruler who went on levying the Jizya, who did not think it necessary

to keep faith with a Hindu chief, and who proclaimed his victories by

converting a temple into a mosque had yet to learn the elements of

secularising the Btate. The zeal of his biographer seems to have outrun

his discretion wh« n in order to justify Sher Shah he falls foul of

Akbar’s attempts at secularising the state.
50 That Sher Shah followed

the beaten path in his religious policy only proves that he had his

limitations. His fame rests not on secularising the state or welding

the Hindus and Muslims into a nation bu. on the solid ground of giving

peace and efficient government.

49 Qanungp, 431. 60 Ibid., 421 to 424
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Attempts have been made frequently to institute comparisons

between Akbnr and Sher Shah. Here we are concerned only with

evaluating their administrative system. Akbar ’s greatest contribution

to the history of India—nay of the world—is that he secularised the

stale at a time when rival religious sects were fighting among

themselves. This was beyond Sher Shah’s ken. Akbar of course

added to the efficiency of the administrative machinery by his improved

system of land revenue assessment, by instituting provincial govern-

ments, by the military organization of the mansibdars, and by resorting

to cash payments in place of the usual Jagirs. Sher Shah had not

attempted any one of these things. That Akbar built his land revenue

system on Sher Shah’s foundations and that he kept the system of brand-

ing horses must be admitted. But these were not all Sher Shah’s own

contributions to the administrative system. Others before him had used

them. His original contribution was the introduction, in some parts of

tli<* 'mm try, of the system of land revenue assessment by measurement

rather than by division of the crop ripened. But he left even this in

a very experimental form. Had it been as perfected a measure as his

admirers are wont to make it to be, it would not have necessitated so

many years of experimentation in Akbar’s reign. He left the land

revenue assessment still in kind. Akbar’s schedule of per bigha rates

of land revenue demand for different crops in cash formed as great a

step in advance of Sher Shah’s system as Sher Shah’s measurement was

on the previous system of division.

But everything apart Sher Shah gave to India a strong and just

government. This is high praise foi any ruler but all the more credit-

able to one who was a great soldier, a successful tactician, an inspiring

leader of men and a great conqueror.

Sri Bam Sharma
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Origin of the Varman and the Sena Dynasties

The Variuan dynasty, which ruled East Bengal in the eleventh

century A.D., is associated with a place called Simhapura. l)r. K.

G. Basuk suggests that Simhapura was “the same place as Sihapura,

which is mentioned in the Mahdvamm

,

VI, if,, as situated in

Lalaraltha, i.e., Uadha.**

1

According to Mr. It. D. Banerji* this place

is to he identified with the place oi the same name, which was situated

in the Punjab, and where a Yadova dynasty was ruling from about

A.D. 1100 to A.D. 000. 1 suggested

3

previously that the place in question

is identical with Siiphupuru, which was situated in Kalihga, and which

according to iLultzsch is probably represented by the modern Singu-

putam between Chicacole and Xarusannapela.* 1 further suggested

that Vajravarman, earliest kuown member of the Varman dynasty,

joined liujendru-Cola I in his northern expeditions, and founded a

kingdom in East Bengal, having overthrown Govindacundra, apparently

the last king of the (Jandra dynasty. Mr. N. G. MajumdarJ and

Dr. 11. C. Bay* are inclined to subscribe to the view that Simhupura

in Kuliuga was the original home of the Vurm&ns.

Mr. Pramode Lai Paul has recently criticised my above sugges-

tions, and has put forward an ingenious theory on the subject.
7 Au

inscription 8 from ltewa, in Baghelkhand, reports that there was one

Ju(u, who helped (Kalucuri) Kama in battles. Jata’s son was Yakgu-

paia, his grandson was Maluyasiinha, and his great grandson was

Padinusimha. Mr. Paul thinks that this Jafa was none other than

Jutavarman, son of Vajravarman, of the Varmuu dynasty of Eust

Bengal. Jutu, an inhabitant of Siinhapur, in Kulihga, marched with

the Kalucuri Karim against Bengal and founded there a kingdom. It

is good of Mr. Paul to realise that Jufa and Jala ure not identical.

1 iii M vol. XII, p. 37. 2 Duhgliir ItihCn*, p. 275.

3 Origin of the Vbrman dynasty in Bust Bengal, IUQ,, 1920, p. 225.

4 EL, vol. XII, p. 4.

5 lnscnptions of Bengal
,

vol. Ill, p. 10.

0 Dynastic History, pp. 333-334. 7 lUQ.
t
September, 1930, p. 409.

8 Memoirs ASB., no. 23, p. 133.
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But lie only disclosed tlie weakness of liis theory when he makes u sug-

gestion that either Mr. It. D. Banerji has misread Jala tor Jata or

the engraver of the inscription has committed this error. Finally his

theory is shorn of much of its value when ail attempt has been made,

without good reasons, to prove that it was Jutavarman and not his

father Vajravarman, who foundbd the Vannan dynasty in Fast Bengal.

Now on close examination I do not find anything in the Belava

inscription to suggest that the Yunnan dynasty migrated to East

Bengal from any place outside Bengal.

The Belava inscription
0 reports that “(the knowledge of) the three

Yedas is a covering for men, and those who are devoid of it, are

certainly naked, (thinking) so the kinsmen of Hari, the Vannans,

mailing themselves with their hairs standing on end in their enthusiasm

for the three Yedas and for marvellous tights, and wearing the very

solemn name and possessing noble arms, occupied 10 Simliapura, which

may be likened to the cave of lions .

”

“Once upon a time there was

living Vajravarman, a good-luck (itself) of the victorious military ex-

pedition of the soldiers of the Yadavis, (who was) like the god of

Death to the enemies, like the moon to the friends, a poet among poets,

a scholar among scholars." “Jatavurmau was born from him (i.e.

Vajravarman), just as Bhisma (the son of Gaiigii) was horn of Santanu,

mercy was his (life's) vow, battle his pastime, and charity his chief

delight." “Seizing the (great) glory of Prtliu, son of Vena, espousing

Virasri (the daughter) of Karna, extending his supremacy among the

Angus, conquering the fortunes of Kamarupa (Assam), putting to shame

the strength of the arms of Divya, crippling tlie dignity of (Jovar-

dhana, and giving away all his wealth to Bruhmanas, he (Jutavarman)

extended his own paramount suzerainty." Jutavarman was followed

in succession by Samalavarman and Bhojavarman.

D Pui|isain fivurunum trayi 11a ca taya hi im na liuguii iti trayyfqm) v

bJ1uiu4uj1gurc.su ca vu(i'u)sod j-oniodgainair vui’Jni'ibiah (1) Varmmiiiio ’tig.i-

bliiru-ikuiua dadliatab slaghyuu bliujau vi(bi)blirato bliejul.i Suiiliapuraiji guliiiju

iva mrgendraiiaiji Harer va(ba)udhavali (11511) Abliavad utha kadnehl Yada-

viuam camunam sainara-vijaya-yutrii-mangalam Vajruvariuiml (l) fcamaua

iva ripuiiitip somavad ya(bri)ndhavanam kavir api ca kaviriani punjitab (pu)pdi-

tanum (1101) Jatavarmma tato jato etc. EL, vol. XII, pp. 30, 40-42.

10 Tlie root bhaj also means—to enjoy, to possess etc.
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Here there is no indication that Simhapura was situated somewhere

outside the kingdom of the Varmans of East Bengal. The Naihati

plate of Vallalasena (Ins. Beng ., p. 7(>, vs. 3, 4) reports that “in his

(Moon’s) prosperous family was born princes, who adorned Radha,” etc.

“In their family was born the mighty Samantasena” etc. lladha was

within the kingdom of the Senas when the Naihati plate was issued.

Similarly nothing militates if Simhapura is considered to have been

a city, w’hich was situated within the kingdom of the Varmans of East

Bengal at the time when the Belava inscription was issued.

One may even be inclined to think that the Varmans, mentioned

in the above verse, refer to Bhojavarman and his predecessors. As

against this assertion an objection may apparently be raised. The verb

bhejuh (in Varm mdno. . . bhejuh Simhagurain) is in lit signifying

remote past. In the normal sense it is to be understood that the

Varmans, who occupied Simhajmra, were the predecessors of Vajra-

varman. But in view of the fact that the poet Purusottama has taken

freedom in using lahg, lung, and lit without maintaining any difference

between them in the Belava inscription, this objection may not be

taken to be of great weight. 'As for example abhavad
,
in abhavad—

Vajravarmv^d, is in lahg; ajani in Virasriydm ajani Sdmalavarmma-

devah (v. 9) is in lung. Sometimes the verb is transformed into the

past tense by adding sma to the present form. (v. 10). Finally

Purusottama uses lit while speaking of himself

—

{iusfdvu, in Hi yam

guna-gdthdbhu tustdva Puruxottamah—v. 15). If these considerations

have any value, it may be maintained that Simhapura was not only

situated in the kingdom of the Varmans of East Bengal, it might have

been the capital of the dynasty. Consequently it should no longer bo

held that the Varman dynasty came to East Bengal either from the

Punjab or from Kalihga or from any other place outside Bengal.

Simhapura should not be taken as identical with Slhapura, Hlieh ac-

cording to Mahavam£a was situated in Radha, till it is proved that the

Varmans held sway over that country.

Mr. Paul 11 subscribes to the view of Dr. R. C. Majumdar in regard

to the origin of the Sena dynasty of Bengal. The history of the origin

11 IHQ., September, 1936, p. 476.
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of this Sena dynasty lias been tentatively traced by Dr. Mujumdar in

the following way. 12

A number of inscriptions prove the existence of a line of Jaiua

teachers in the Dliarwar District, Bombay Presidency, in the ninth,

tenth, and eleventh century A.D. These Jaina teachers belonged to

the Sena family. 15 The original home of the Sena dynasty of Bengal

was Karnata. Samantasena, the founder of that dynasty was closely

connected with that line of Jaina. teachers in the Dliarwar District,

and in the early part of his life, was himself a Jaina teacher. Later

on, he changed his religion from Jainism to Brahmanism, and took up

the profession of a soldier. He defeated the Cola Bajendradeva, who

burned the Jaina temples in the Dliarwar District. This was the

turning point in the fortunes of his family. He accompanied the

Culukya Vikramaditya VI in his invasion of Bengal, and carved out

a principality for his family there.

Dr. Majumdar is right in stating that the original home of the

.Sena dynasty was Karnata. But his other conclusions do not find

support in the inscriptions of the Sena dynasty, which give a different

history of its origin.

The Deopara inscription 14
of Vijayasena reports that “In the line

of that Witness of the continuous amorous wiles of the wives of the

gods, there were born Vlrasena and others, who were kings of the

Deccan, 1
'' having all pervading fame. The honey-stream of beautiful

stanzas, which the son of Parfisara (i.e. Vyasa) had caused to flow to

please the ears of mankind, was made pure coming in contact with the

memory of their achievements.” V.4.

“In that Sena family was born that head-garland of the Brahma-

ksatriya (caste), Samantasena who was versed in the mystic lore of the

extermination of all opposing soldiers, and whose war-ballads were

sung, rivalling (those of) the sou of Dasarathn, by heavenly nymphs,

along I lie borders of the bridge cooled by the dancing of the waters of

the ocean.” V. 6.

12 Vroc. Second Or. Con.
}
Calcutta

, pp. 343 ff.

13 Sen -an vaya, Scnn-gana, RL, vol. XI IT, p. 193; vol. XIX, p. 271.

14 Inscriptions of Bengal, \ol. HI, pp. 50-51.

16 Dakfindtya-lmu ni'ndrair Vlrascna-i>rabhrtibhirabhitah, etc.
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It follows from the above verses that the forefathers of Samanta-

sena were royal personages in the Deccan. That the predecessors of

Samantasena were ruling princes is also supported by the Barrackpur

inscription of Vijayasena, and the Naikati copperplate of Vallalasena. 1 *

The Naikati copperplate 17
of Vallalasena states tkat “in kis

(Moon's) prosperous family were born princes, who adorned Rudhu, tkat

was famous as being given to righteous acts, with suck dignities ns

were unprecedented. They were known for their benevolence in

constantly granting protection to the universe and the firmament was

bathed in the waves of their fame.” V.3.

“In their family was born the mighty Samantasena, who was to

the ocean of the soldiers of his enemies.” etc. V.4.

The above two verses clearly point out that it was not Samantasena

but his remote predecessors, who settled in Itadka, and founded a

kingdom there.

The verse 8 of the Deopara inscription 18 of Vijayasena lays down

that “this hero (Samantasena) who resembled Yisnu slaughtered to such

an extent the wicked despoilers of the LaksmI (i.o. wealth) of Kuril at a,

assailed by bands of enemies, that the lord of goblins, whose citizens

are delighted, does not even to this day leave the southern quarter

where the excellent supply of marrow, flesh and fat remains yet

undimiuished.”

The above verse docs not indicate that the fight between Samanta-

sena and ‘the despoiler ot the LaksmI of the Karnata country' took

place in the Karnata country. It simply means that Samantasena

vanquished a king or a freebooter, who had already plundered the

Karnata country. The statements of this nature are available in the

Kastrakiita records. The Alas plates19 of (lovimla II states that “with

a handful of followers he (l)antidurga) suddenly vanquished the count-

less forces of Karnataka which were invincible to others, (and) which

had proved their efficacy by inflicting crushing defeats on the lord of

KaficI, the king of Kerala, the Cola, the Tandya, Sriharsa, and

Vajrata.” The Radhanpur plate 50
of Govinda III reports that “by his

10 lnxaiptions of Banjul, v«l. II), pp. 04, v.M
; p. 70, v.U.

17 Jhiil., p. 76. IS p. SI. 19 K/.
t

vol. Vf, p. 212.

20 Ibid., p. 243.
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(Dhruva Ill’s) matchless armies having quickly driven into the

trackless desert Yatsaraja who boasted oi having with ease appropriated

the fortune of royalty of the Gau<Ja, he in a moment took away from

him, not merely the Gauda’s two umbrellas of state like the rays of

the autumn moon, but also his own fame that had spread to the confines

of the regions.’

*

These verses do not indicate that Dantidurga fought with the

Karnafakas in EancI, Kerala or other places, or Dhruva III defeated

Yatsaraja in the Gauda country. Hence the verse 8 of the Deopara

inscription, referred to above, may be taken to signify that a certain

king or a freebooter, having plundered the Karnata country, invaded

the southern part of the kingdom of Samantasena. Samantasena won

a victory over him.

The adversary of Samantasena cannot be easily identified. I can

only hazard a conjecture. It is known from the Tirumalai Hock

inscription
21

of the thirteenth year of Rajendra-Cola I (A.D. 1025) that

the king defeated J&yasimha (king of Karnata, 1018-1042 A.D.) at

Mu&ihgi, and took from him Ratta-padi (Mahara$(ra). He then

having conquered many other countries reached Bengal. He carried

successful military operations in Southern and Northern Radha, and

also in Vangala-de£a. It is not unlikely that Samantasena repulsed

an attack of Rajendra-Cola I somewhere in Northern Radha, in which

was situated his small kingdom. There will not arise any chrono-

logical difficulty in accepting the above view, considering the fact that

Samantasena lived up to old age.
22

The inscriptions of the Sena dynasty thus allow us to trace the

history of its origin in the following line.—There was a line of kings

in the Deccan, who belonged to the Sena family. A prince of that

dynasty migrated to Bengal and carved out a petty principality for

his family somewhere in Radha near the Bank of the Ganges. He was

followed by & number of princes. In their family was born Samanta-

sena, who earned distinction by repulsing an attack of a southern king,

who may be identified with Rajendra-Cola I.

D. C. Ganguly

21 EL, vol. IX, p. 233. 22 Inscriptions oj Bengal, vo\. Ill, p. 47, v.9.



Relations of the Palas and Senas of Bengal

with the other Provinces

,The- great political change with the break-up of the Gupta

empire was the fall of Magadha and rise of Kanauj, henceforth destined

to he the imperial city of northern India. If the centre of political

gravity had shifted westward to Kanauj, it is also clear that in the

east Gauda was rising into great political importance. When after the

fall of the imperial Guptas independent dynasties were rising in

different parts of the empire, the Gauda king Saianka tried to found

an empire by breaking up the alliance of the Maukharis of Kanauj and

the Vardhanas of Stlianesvara. His alliance with Devagupta of Malwa

and seizure of Kanauj were the outcome of that policy. But the

launching of an aggressive campaign by Qargavardhana and his diplo-

matic success in winning over Bh&skaravarman of Kamarupa to his side

against Sasun ka foiled the plans aiul ambitions of the Gauda king and

in the end it seems to have proved disastrous for Bengal. Yuan Chwang

about the middle of the seventh century saw Bengal politically divided

into five divisions: Kujahgala, Pundravardhana, Samatafa, Tamra

lipti and Karnasuvarna. The sudden rise of Gauda under Sasahka

iuto an empire was perhaps premature and excited the jealousy and

fears of the neighbouring kingdoms. No power could lay claim to

political suzerainty without a successful military expedition in the

plains of Bengal whose opposition to any aspirant for imperial over-

lonlship was taken almost to he an accepted fact. Henceforward

Bengal became the objective of the great conquerors and political

adventurers who carrried on raids in her ricli plains on every opportune

occasion. The Nidhaupur plates of Bhaskaravarman were issued from

the victorious camp at Karnasuvarna and it has generally been con-

cluded that the Ktvinarupa king was in possession of the capital of

SasaHika at that time.
1 It is known from the llaglioli plates of

I A different view of this has been taken l»y the present writer, see IH(
k
K,

XU, pp. 73-4.
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Jayavardhana 11 that a prince of the Saila family killed a king of

Pun<}ra and usurped the throne and from paleeographical considerations

he is to be placed in the first half of the eighth century.

2

The

Gaufavaho of Vakpati narrates that YaiSovarman of Kanauj undertook

a digvijaya,
defeated and killed the king of Gauda in action who was

also the king of Magadha. The very fact, that the court-poet regards

this victory over the Gauda king as the supreme achievement of his

patron and styles his immortal work as Gaudavaho
,
clearly shows the

political importance of Bengal to the contemporaries and danger

therefrom to Kanauj. The power of YaSovarman was challenged and

crushed by the Ka&nira monarch Lalitaditya who also in course of his

victorious expedition advanced as far as Bengal. 8 Nor was the eastern

neighbour Kamarupa sitting idle. It is recorded in an inscription of

the Licchavi Jayadeva, dated in 759 A.D., that his material grand-

father Harsadeva of the Bhagadatta dynasty conquered Gauda, Odra,

Kalihga and KoSala.

4

The repeated^invasions and want o! any powerful central authority

made the chiefs and people of Bengal realize the seriousness of the

situation to an exasperating degree. They took the supreme and

memorable decision of electing a monarch'' under whose leadership the

deplorable political condition could be improved. Man1 of the hour was

Gopala, soii of Yapya^a, on whom fell the choice. Gopatla might have

come into prominence by playing an important part in warding off

one of the invasions, but his first and foremost concern was to have

a consolidated and strongly united kingdom which was essential to

achieve anything great in the political field. His military marches

and conquests up to the sea described in the Monghyr plate of his

2 EL, IX, p. 41.

3 Some scholars have doubted the genuineness of Kalh^pa’s description of the

conquest of Gauda by Lalitaditya. But Dr. H. C. Majumdar has rightly pointed

out that “that the conquest at Gauda was an historical fact is proved by two

incidental incidents—a spoil of conquest from Magadha and the invitation to

the Gauda king to Karfmlra capital.'
1 Dr. Majumdar, Early History of Bengal

,

pp. 26-6).

4 lA.
t
IX, p. 178.

6 Khalijnpur plate, Gau#alekham<Ua.
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grandson Devapala seems to have that object in view. The task of

launching an aggressive policy was reserved for his son and successor

Dharmapala while the requisite preparations were perhaps made by

Gopala.

The outstanding political fact of the period from 750 to 950 A.l).

was the tripartite struggle for imperial suzerainty of northern India

among the three great powers—the Pratihiiras, the Talas and the

Rastrakutas, and the possession of Kanauj, the imperial city of the

time. Dharmapala inherited a consolidated kingdom and it seems

that his ambition was to make Bengal the suzerain power in northern

India. Naturally he turned to the west. It is not known which were

the powers with whom he had to fight at first for the westward

expansion of his kingdom. The Gwalior praSasti* informs that Prati-

hara Vatsaraja wrested the sovereignty of Kanauj from Bhandikula.

Dharmapala must have regarded him as a rival but in the encounter

the Pala king was defeated. We know from the Wani and Radhanpur

plates

7

that Rastrakufa Dhruva defeated Vatsaraja who had inflicted

defeat on the Gauda king. But though defeated in his first attempt,

Dharmapala did not give up his imperial ambition and made further

attempts to occupy Kanauj because not long after this we find him

in the possession of the Ganges-Yamuna Doab. The Sanjan plates of

Amoghavarga record that the Gauda king was defeated by Dhruva

in the Ganges-Yamuna valley and this is confirmed by the Baroda

and Surat plates of Karkaraja. 9 Chronologically it stands thus

that in the westward expansion of his kingdom Dharmapala

received two checks—first from Vatsaraja and next from Dhruva.

Dhruva attacked Vatsaraja in c. 789 A.D. and therefore Dharmapala

was defeated by Vatsaraja before that. Dhruva died before May, 794

A.D., 10 and he must have defeated the Pala king before that date.

But nothing could arrest the political expansion of Bengal,

reinvigorated and regenerated as it w*as from the political turmoil after

the election of Gopala. The Palas were determined to assert

6 EL, XVIII, p. 101. 7 Ibid ., Vl, p. 244; JA., XI, p. 157.

8 El.
,
XVIII, p. 250 9 IA., XII, p. 160; El., XXI, p. 145.

10 Dr. Altekar, The B&tfraHtai and their time#, p. 56.
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themselves in north Indian politics and make Bengal a first class

political power. The Pratihara king was driven into the desert by

Dhruva and the next Ra$trakut& king Oovinda III was engaged in a

fractricidal war for succession with his brother Stambha11 and thus

the time was opportune for Dharmapala. The 7th verse of the Monghyr

plate of Devapala states that his (Dharmapala^) army in course of

digvijaya visited Kedara and Gokarna (in the Himalayas and Bombay

Presidency respectively). The 12th verse of the Khalimpur plate

enumerates the countries that actually acknowledged his overlordship.

It is told that “with a sign of his gracefully moved eyebrows he

installed the illustrious king of Kanyakubja, who readily was accepted

by the Bhoja, Matsya, Madra, Kuru, Yadu, Yavana, Avanti, Gahdhara

and Kira kings, bowing down respectfully with their diadems tremb-

ling and for whom his own golden coronation jar was lifted by the

delighted elders of Pahcala. ,,la Further light on the whole situation

u thrown by the 3rd verse of the Bhagalpur plate of Narayanapala.

It is known therefrom that Dharmapala took possession of Kanauj from

Indraraja13 and installed his own protege Cakrayudha on its throne

11 Ibid., p. 61.

12 According to the topographical list of the Bfhat-Saifihitd Kurus and

M&tsyas are in the middle country, (the former near modern Delhi and its

vicinities, and the latter in the Patiala state), Yadu* in the Punjab, in the

south of the Yamuna were the Yavanas. Avanti is modern Ujjain in Malwa and

the Gandharas in N. W. provinces. The Kira country has been identified with

Kiragraina or Baijnath in the Kangra district by Dr. R. O. Majumdafr (1IIQ.,

IX, p. 11).

13 Dr. R. 0. Majumdar identified Indraraja with Indraraja, younger brother

of Govinda 111, who was in charge of Laterivaramamjlala which denotes, according

to him, the whole northern possession of the Ra^rakii^as (Journal of the Depart-

ment of Letters
,
IX, 1928). But some scholars identify Indraraja with Indrayudha

of Jaina Harivamrfa, the ruler of the north who was ruling contemporaneously

with Vatsaraja. (Bdiigldr Itihds
,

I, p. 180; Dr. H. C. Ray, Dynastic History
,

1, p. 285). If this identification is to he accepted, it may be conjectured that

Indrayudha and Cakrayudlm were of the same family and the case of the latter

was probably championed by Dharmapala. Cakrayudha has been described as

one “whose lowly demeanour is manifest because of his dependence on others”

in the Gwalior praiSasti and as “begging of Dharmapala the crown of Kanauj”

in the Bhagalpur plate. 18 it because of his seeking the throne of Kanauj from

Indrayudha with the help and support of Dharaap&laP
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by calling an imperial assembly. His overlordskip was acknowledged

and the war of digvijaya he had to undertake for this purpose speaks

of the stupendousness of the task. This supreme political achievement

was sanctified by holding the imperial assembly at Kanuuj.

This undisputed sovereignty of Dharmapala over northern India

and his handling of the situation according to his pleasure did not

go unchallenged. The invasion of Dhruva did not crush the Pratikara

power but only gave a temporary blow to its vigorous rise. Nagabhata

II, son and successor of Vatsaraja, once more tried to consolidate the

Pratihara power in order to make another trial of strength with the

Palas. Before actually taking the field, he came to a close under-

standing with the kings of Sindhu, Andhra, Yidarbha and Kaiinga14

—thus making a strong confederacy of states which, as Dr. Mujumdar

points out, “formed a central belt right across the country bounded

in the east by the empire of the Palas and on the south by that of

the Rastrakutas.” Thus strengthing his position, Nagabhata II

most probably first directed his attention to his eastern rival and

defeated Cakrayudlia, Dkarmapala's nominee on the throne of Kanauj.

This was nothing but a challenge to the suzeranity of Dharmapala

and necessarily brought him on the field.

This fight between Nagabhata II and Dharmapala for the over-

lordship of northern India was one of the most fiercely contested

battles of the period and in all probability both the parties were

equally matched. The epigraphic records of the vassals of the

Pratiharas claim victories over the Gauda emperor, implying that they

followed Nagabhata in his campaign. In an inscription of Avanti-

varman II, great grandson of Vakukadkavala and a feudatory of

Mahendrapala, it has been claimed that Vuhukadkavala defeated in

battle14 king Dharma who may bo identified with Dliurmapala. Again

from the Catsu inscription of Baladitya, it is known that Saukaragana,

the Guhilot prince, conquered Bhata, king of the Gauda country and

14 JET/., XVIII, pp. 101 ff.
;
Journal of the Department of Letters

,
X, p. 83.

15 XL, IX, pp. 2 ft.

I.U.Q., DECEMBER, 1936 7
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made a present of this kingdom to his overlord. 16 It is known from

the Jodhpur inscription of llauka that his father Kukka won distinction

by fighting with the Gautjas at Mudgagiri. 17

Though no details regarding the preparations of Dharmapala are

known, yet from the nature of the vast and elaborate preparations of

his rival from every possible quarters and from the description of the

array of the mighty hosts of the lord of Vahga in the Gwalior prasasti

it can be presumed that the Pula emperor must have equipped himself

fully well to meet the formidable enemy. If Kakka’s fight with the

Gaiujas refers to Nagabhata IFs fight with Dharmapala, the Pratiharas

ad/anced as far as Monghyr and the victory of this severe battle was

also on their side. But the victory, so strenuously and valliantly won,

could not offer to the Pratihara king the overlordskip. Once more the

Rastrakufas under Govinda III appeared on the scene and the ltadhaupui

plates record that the Pratihara king 4

‘in fear vanished no body knew

whither.
,, Govinda III overran the Pratihara territory and advanced

as far as the Himalayas. The Sanjan plates inform that Dharmapala

and Cakrayudka submitted to the Rustrakuta monarch of their own

accord. In the Nilgund inscription, it is mentioned that Govinda III

fettered the people of Gauc.la.
1 * Mr. R. 1). Banerji suggested from

16 Dr. Majumdar has adduced good reasons to prove that Bliata refers to

Dharmapala and the overlord to Niigabhata 11. Op lit. Also bee UlQ.
f

IX,

pp. 479 If.

17 It appears that the Jodhpur inscription of llauka is Samvat 4 and it is

dated, in his regnal year and not in V.E. 894 as Drs. llliundarkar and Majumdar

read it {EL, XV111, p. 99). Kakka, father of llauka, had another sou named

Kakkuka whose Ghatiyala inscription is dated in V
r
.S. 918 861 A.D. There is no

reason to take, as Mr. U. I). Banerji does, the Jodhpur inscription, later than the

Ghatiyala inscription, nor cun we accept his opinion that Kakka, father ol llauka

and Kakkuka, cannot be regarded as u contemporary of Kagubliafa 11 and Dharmu-

pfda. if it is not accepted thut Kakka fought for Niigabhata 11, lie must have

fought for Bhoja, as there is no evidence to show that llamab!iadn«, the

immediato successor of Niigabhata LI, could advance it) Mudgagiri to light with

the Palas. It is also not likely, as we shall presently see, that in the first part

of the 9th century Bhoja could light with Devapfila at Mudgagiri. Thus it is

quite reasonable to hold that Kakka fought for Nagnbluita II against Dliaruiu-

pala (,JliOltS., 1928, pp. 489 ff.).

18 EI.
t
VI, p. 106.
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these that Dharmapala and Cakrayudha invoked the assistance of

Govinda III against Kagabhata II. Though it cannot be definitely

ascertained, it seems quite probable that Dharmapala after his defeat by

Ragabliata II did not risk another encounter with the Hustrakutas and

thought it wise to submit to Govinda III.
10 From a comparison of

the Wani and Radhanpur grants the northern invasion of Govinda III

can be assigned to the period between 807 and 808 A.D. It is

therefore clear that the reverses of Dharmapala must have tuken place

before that date.

It cannot be clearly stated what was the result of the submission

of Dharmapala and Cakrayudha. Most probably Cakrayudha was

reinstated on the throne of Kanauj. It remained for Devapala to

vindicate the honour of the Gautla empire*. During the reign of

Devapala the Tala arms were crowned with success everywhere. It is

stated in the Monghyr plate that in course of his diycijaija he advanced

as far as the Vindhyas and the Kaiuboja country. This is confirmed

by the 13th verse of the Badal Pillar inscription where Devapala’s

victories in the Vindhyas and Ivamboja country have been alluded to.

It seems that he fought with the ltustrakutas during the interregnum

and the period of minority of Amoghavarsa I. It is not precisely known

19 Mr. N. N. Das Gupta tried to prove with considerable force of arguments

that (1) there was an actual oncounter between Dharmapala and Govinda III

and (2) this was anterior to the defeat inflicted by Nagabhata II (JJiORS., XII,

p. 361). As regards the first point, it may bo said that in the Sanjan plates

Dharmapala and Cakrayudha voluntarily submitted to Govinda Ill’s prowess.

The possession of the Ganges and the Yamuna alluded to in the Baroda plates

of Karkaraja II does not seem to mean permanent occupation. In the course

of his northern campaign up to the Himalayas he must have for the time being

some portion of the Ganges valley. The relation between Dharmapala and Govinda

III may not have been one of amicability but it is likely that the former did

not dare a battle with Uastrakutas (if wo interpret in the light of the Rastra-

kuta records). If there have been any alliance between them against Nagabhata IT,

as hag been suggested by It. I). Jlanerji, it seems from the evidence of the

Nilgund inscription that the position of Dharmapala was an inferior one. As

regards the second point, Mr. Das Gupta’s assertion is based on the 10th

verso of the Gwalior pra.sasti. We prefer Dr. Majumtlar’s translation. It

must lx: pointed out that in the Sanjan plates the submission of Dharnia and

Cakrayudha has been mentioned after the defoat of Nagabhata II.
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where the Kambojas lived at this time. 20 Thus the statement in the

Badal Pillar inscription that by the wise counsel and policy of his

minister the whole tract bounded by the Vindhyas and the Himalayas

and the eastern and western seas paid tribute to Devapala was not a

mere poetical exaggeration but an actual fact.

These achievements in the said praSasti have been attributed to

Darbhapuni but it is also stated therein that by the policy and counsel

of Kedaramisra (who also served Devapala) the Gauda king ‘‘eradicated

the race of the Utkalas, humbled the pride of the Hunas and shattered

the conceit of Dravida and Gurjara king.” It seems that the

victories and supremacy won during the first part of his reign was

challenged and Devapala had to undertake another expedition to curb

their power and maintain’Pala supremacy. That the two rival powers,

the Pratiharas and Rastrakutas tried to assert their power is also

hinted at their own records, though they are scrupulously silent of

their own defeats. The Gwalior inscription of Yaillabhatta indicates

that Gwalior was the boundary of the Pfatihara kingdom at the time of

Ramabhadra and in the\ early part of the reign of Bhoja. The 12th verse

of the Gwalior pra^asti of Bhoja seems to imply that Ramabhadra freed

his country from the joke of foreign soldiers and, as Dr. Majumdar

points out, it seems likely that “band of foreign soldiers by driving

whom Ramabhadra got back the lost fame belonged to the P<tias, for

the other rival power, viz., the Rastrakutas are not known to have

advanced as far as the Gurjara kingdom at this period.

”

#x The

evidences of Daulntpura plates and Ghatiyala inscription go to show

that some time before 843 A.D. the Pratiharas under Bhoja made an

attempt to reassert their power and though it was met with some

initial success, his power was again checked some time before 8G1 A.D.

This is in complete agreement with what we know from the Pala

records.

20 At the time of Atiokn the Knmbojne were a Himalayan tribe in N. \V.

India. It is known from the Irda plate of king NayapM&devn that there was

a Kamboja ruling family in south-western Bengal in the 10th century. Did

Devapala fight with this family or a Himalayan tribe P (/£/., XXII, pp. 150 ff >.

21 Dr. Majumdar, ‘The Gurjara-Pratihurts,' op. cit.
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Amoghavarsa I was the Ra^rakuta contemporary of Devap&la.

During the period of his minority and anarchy Devapala victoriously

advanced as far as the Vindhyas in course of his first expedition. It

is stated in the Sirur” and Nignud grants that the kings of Anga,

Vanga and Magadha paid homage to Amoghavar9a but there are

reasons to hold that the Rastrakutas advanced through Orissa after the

conquest of Yengi. 2* Amoghavarsa finally crushed the power of the Vengi

ruler Vijayaditya II some time before 860 A.D., the date of the

issuing of the Sirur grants. It seems, therefore, that the Ra^trakuta

invasion of Bengal should be placed after 850 A.D. and Devapala

defeated the Rastrakutas some time before 850 A.D. in course of his

second expedition when Amoghavarsa was perhaps engaged in wars with

his Guzerat cousins and putting down risings of the rebellious chiefs.

It is not known who was the contemporary Utkala king defeated

by Devapala .
24 The conquest of the Utkalas is corroborated by the

Bhagalpur plate in which it is recorded that Jayapala, cousin and

general of Devapala, drove away the Utkala king from the throne. The

position of the Hunas cannot be precisely determined at this period.

The Bhagalpur plate also records that Jayapala defeated the king of

rragjyotisa (Kamarupa)

.

25

The Pala power reached its high water-mark during t he reign

of Devapala. His arms were successful against his enemies and the

Pala suzerainty was established everywhere. But it seems that the sun

of the Pala power reached the zenith and ere long it was to go down,

never to rise in full splendour and glory, though it continued its exis-

tence more than three centuries more. Devapala was succeeded by

Vigrahapala I or Surapala who most probably ruled for a short period.

22 EL, VII, pp. 104-5.

23 The and their times,' op. cit.
} pp. A march through

Bn gel khand and Bihar without coming into serious conflicts with the rising power

of the Pratiharns under Bhoja does not seem likely. The Hastrnkutn grants do

not indicate that Amoghavarsa I marched against Bhoja.

24 The king of Utkala may be a king of tho Kara family.

25 The Kiimardpa king defeated by Jnyapfda was most probably llnjara-

vnrninn whose Tezpur rock inscription is dated in 821) A.D. or his successor

Vnnamn la.
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This short reign was not without political significance. The king of

Anga, Vaftga and Magadha who paid homage was very likely Vigraha-

pfila I, as it has already been pointed out that the Ra$tr&kuta invasion

under Amogh&var^a I took place after 850 A.D. The acceptance of an

ascetic life by Vigrahapala I by shirking all responsibilities to his

son might have been due to defeats by the foreign invaders and humilia-

tion consequent thereto. It cannot be clearly stated whether Vigraha-

pala I suffered defeats in the hands of Bhoja, though the) probability

is strongly so. The Pala records are significantly silent over the

Prathihara invasions of the time. But the gradual extension of the

Pratihara empire at the cost of the Palas can no longet be doubted.

The Gwalior pra£asti records that Vanga felt the brunt of Bhoja’s

anger. Bhoja, like his grandfather, made extensive preparations in his

Bengal campaigns and it seems that the two Cedi chiefs helped him.

It is known from the Kalha plates of Sodhadeva that Kalacuri chief

Gunambodhideva who ruled in Kalanjara got some territories from

Bhoja and took away the fortune of Gauda by a warlike expedition. 26

The evidence of tjie Benares and Bilhari inscriptions27 taken along with

that of the Amoda plates28 goes to show that Bhoja was most probably

assisted by the Kalacuri king Kokkaladeva against the Palas.

Though no record has yet come to light to show the subjugation of

Magadha and adjacent countries by Bhoja, the discovery of inscrip-

tions of the early part of the reign of his 6on Mahendrapala and the

absence of Pala records in that region indicate that the expansion of

the Pratihara power over Magadha might have taken place in the

reign of Bhoja. In the 7th and 9th year of the reign of

Narayanapala, the Pala sway was acknowledged in Gaya and

his Bhagalpur grant was issued in his 17th regnal year from

Monghyr and it seems that Magadha was included in the Pala

empire in c. 880 A.D. Bhoja died in c. 890 A. I). The evidences

of the Rain-Gaya, Guneria and Itkhauri inscriptions22 go unmistakably

to show that some portion of Magadha was included in the Pratihara

‘20 Kl.
t
VII, p. 86. 27 ///if/., II, pp. 207, W2.

28 //»«/., XIX, p. 7.

20 Thv PftUtn of Hniyol

,

plates liavr l>«« n
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empire in the last decade of the 9th century. The discovery of the

Pahairpur Pillar inscription in the 5th year of the reign of

Mahendrapala30 shows further expansion of the Pratihara power. It

is quite likely that the Pratiharas advanced along the northern bank

of the Ganges and occupied the very citadel of the Palas. Thus in the

long struggle with the Pratiharas, the Palas were ousted for the time

being from their janakahhu Yarendri. There is nothing to be wondered

at how the name of the Mahendrapala is included by the Tibetan his-

torian Taranatha in the list of the kings of Magadha and Gauda. It is

known from the Catsu inscription31 that the Guhilot king Guhila II,

son of Hargaraija, defeated the Gauda king and levied tribute from

princes in the east. Harsaraja was a contemporary of Bhoja and his

son therefore may be regarded to be the contemporary of Mahendra-

pala. This Guhilot family was a loyal feudatory family and rendered

valuable services to the Pratiharas. Another invasion that took place

about this time was by the Rastrakuta king Krana II who, after defeat-

ing a Gurjara king, raided Gauda, Anga, Kalinga and Magadha. 33

Krsna II ascended the throne in c . 880 A.D. and as he was engaged in

the first part of his reign with the Veiigi ruler and with the Pratihara

emperor Bhoja, his expedition in the east was probably undertaken

towards the close the 9th or beginning of the 10th century.

It is not known how long the Pratihara occupation of Magadha

and northern Bengal lasted. In the 54th year of Narayanapala (i.e.,

about the second decade of the 10th century) an image was set up at

Nalanda which goes to show that south-eastern Magadha was under the

Palas. Inscriptions of Rajyapala33 and Gopala II have been found in

Nalanda and Bodh-Gaya. After the death of Mahendrapala the

Pratihara empire began to break up. The relation between his sons

Bhoja II and Mahipala was not friendly. The former could retain the

throne for two years only and was oueted by Mahipala who was driven

away from Kanauj by the Rastrakuta king Indra III. The Ra$tra-

ku$a invasion took place in c. 916 A.D. and it is not unlikely that the

Palas might have attempted during this troublous time of the Prati-

30 ASB., 1927-8, pp. 101 If. 31 EL, XII, p. 11.

32 EL
,
V, p. 191, Deoli plates; Ibid., IV, p. 287.

33 M., 1918, p. 111.
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haras to recover some of their lost possessions. It must be noted that

no record of the Palas from the time of Narayanapala to Mahlpala I

(both exclusive) has yet been found in northern Magadlia and Bengal.

The Pala kingdom was considerably reduced during the weak rules of

Vigrahapala I, Narayanapala, Rajyapala, Gopala II and Vigrahapala

II. There was also trouble in the south-eastern and south-wTestern

Bengal and the Pala authority was set at nought almost everywhere.

A new dynasty was established in eastern Bengal in the 10th century

by Trailokyacandra and it seems that the establishment of the Candra

dynasty was at the cost of the Palas. 34 The recently published Irda

plate of the Kamboja king Nayapala” introduces us to a new line of

kings who should' also be paiseographically assigned to the same century

and who ruled roughly speaking the southern portion of modern

Burdwan Division. The circumstances that made Rajyapala, the

earliest known member of this family, ruler of this part of Bengal are

not known. But that they were of considerable political importance

seems to be clear from the assumption of the imperial titles by

Nayapaladeva.

The important political fact in the 10th, century was the decline

of the Palas, Pratiharas and Rastrakutas in northern India as great

powers. There arose new powers like the Paramaras, Kalacuris and

Candellas who held so long in check or figured as allies or vassals now

raised their heads. They asserted their power on their own account

and were bent on aggrandisement at the cost of their neighbours. The

motive behind the wars and invasions of this and subsequent period were

perhaps same as those great powers, i.e. the establishment of hegemony

of northern India. But none of them, even the most powerful monarch*

like the Paramara Dhoja or Kalacuri Karna succeeded in establishing

any permanent suzerainty. The invasions of this period should

therefore be properly regarded as military raids.

It is known from the two Kalacuri inscriptions3 * that the Cedi king

Yuvartija I and his son Laksinanaraja invaded Gauda and Varigala

respectively. Yuvaraja I was the father-in-law of Amoghavarsa III,

34 ///<?., XII, pp. 75-78. 35 El.
,
XXII, pp. 150 ff.

36 El., II, p. 297, Billiari and Goharwa plates; lbid.
f
XI, p. 142.
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the lia^frakuta king, whose reign commenced in c. 935 A.D. Therefore

Yuvaraja I and his son seem to have reigned in the first half of the

10th century whose Pula contemporaries were probably Rajyapala and

Oopala II. Yuvaraja I carried on raids on many countries far and

near, viz, Gauda, Karnata, Lata, Kasmira and Kalinga. Laksmanaraja

defeated the Vahgiilas, 37 king of Paindya and of the Gurjara and the

heroes of I\ asinIra. Nor the other central Indian power was sitting in-

active. The Jvhajuraho inscription38 of Candella Yasovarman dated in

954 A.l). informs’ that he defeated the king of Gauda. Another

Klmjuruho inscription,39 dated in 1001 A.D., records that the wives of

the kings of Kam i, Andhra, ltudha and Anga lingered in his prisons.

The Pal as must have passing their most critical days in. the 10th

century. The evidence of the Dinajpur Pillar inscription goes to show

that they were dispossessed of northern Bengal by a Kaifrboja chief

who styled himself as Gaudadhipa. 40 Palieographically this record is

to he assigned to the period 050-1050 A.D. It is now certain that a

Kamhoja family ruled in south-western Bengal in the 10th century and

it is therefore quite; likely, as Mr. N. G. Mujumdar observes,41 that the

Kamhoja king of the Dinajpur Pillar inscription and the princes whose

names appear in the Irda copper-plate presumably represent one and

the same family. 1- If this is to be accepted, Vigrahapala II was ousted

from northern Bengal by a prince of this family. The Bangad grant

records that Vigrahapala II was roaming in many parts of the king-

dom for seeking shelter and his son Mahipala I recovered his paternal

throne which was occupied by a usurper who has generally been iden-

37 The Vaiigfda king might be Trailokyacandra or Sricandra. For location

of Vang: i la, see, XII, p. 522.

38 1, p. 123.

39 Ibid., the king of Hadlia might bo one of the family of the Kamboja king

Nayapula.

40 I agree with Dr. H. C. Majumdar that the expression Kunjaraghatd •

rarscua of the inscription is to be taken as an epithet of the Gamlapati jaiul

not as a cloronogram. Vaiigacuni, 1330 B.S., p. 250.

41 KJ.j XXII, p. 152.

42 Hay, Dynastic Jlistory of Northern India,, vol. I, pp. 308-9. Dr.

Haychowdiiuri is of opinion that the Kainbojas came to Bengal from the north-

west, like the Gurjaras. Ibid., p. 311, li. I.

l.ll.Q., DECEMDEll, 1936 8
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tilled with the Kamboja king of Gauda. The course of events that made

the Kamboja king master of Gauda and how Mahipala I recovered

the paternal throne still remain unknown.

With the accession of Mahipala I there seems to have been a re-

vival of the Pala power. The Baghaura image inscription shows that

Samatata was included within his kingdom in his 3rd regnal year.
43

The Imadpur image inscription goes to show that northern Bihar was

under his possession.
44 If the date samvat 1076 of the colophon of the

Rimdyana is to be referred to the Vikrama era, it seems that Mahipala I

came into conflict with Kalacuri Gangeyadeva, though it has been

doubted by some scholars. 45
It is stated in the Gokarwa plates that

Gangeyadeva conquered as far as the sea of Utkala and vanquished the

king of Anga. Most probably Anga was included within Maklpaia’s

kingdom. The most formidable invasion during his reign was from the

south. It is recorded in the Tirumulaya rock, inscription of Raijendracola

that in c. 1075 A.D. after taking Oddavisaya and Ko^ala-nadu, his

general defeated Dharmapala of Tandabhukti, Rana4ura of Takkana-

ladam, Govindacandra of Yangaladesa and Mahipala of Uttlra-ladam.44

Dharmapala of Dantjabhukti most probably belonged to the family of

the Kamboja king Nayapaladeva of the Irda plates. It is quite likely, as

R. D. Banerji suggested, that the Cola army passed through Orissa,

Midnapur, Hoogly and Howrah and Yanga and then to U ttara-Iiadha.

43 XVII, p. 353. 44 1A., XIV, p. 165.

45 The colophon was copied in Samvat 1076 when Tirabhukti was ruled

over by “Maharajadhiraja Punyavaloka SomavamSodbhava Gauddhvaja 6rimad

Gangeyadeva.” Bendull referred the date to the Vikrama era and identified

the king with Kalacuri Gafigeyadeva. Objections have been raised by Syivain

Levi and Mr. R. P. Chanda (summarised in 1HQ., 1931, pp. 679 ff.). But they

do not seem to be very strong in view of the evidence of the Goharwa plates.

Dr. R. C. Majumdar suggests that the date 1076 is to be referred to the fiaka

era and the king is to be identified with Gangeyadeva, successor of Nanyadeva

on the throw of Mithila. This solves all difficulties no doubt but it mtost be said

that the fascimile has not been published and therefore cannot be palseographically

examined. The date of the colophon rests on a statement of Bandall who

examined it in Nepal. See IHQ., Xtfl, p. 469.

46 For location of the principalities, see JBOBS
., 1928, pp. 489 ff.
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Mahlpula’s foreign policy lias been severely criticised by Messrs. R.

I\ Chanda47 and R. D. Banerji4* because he did not join the rulers of

northern India against the Muslims. The learned author of Gaudamja-

mala observes that Mahlpala, like the emperor Asoka after the Kalihga

war, sheathed his sword and devoted all his energies to pious and reli-

gious works after the recovery of northern Bengal from the Kamboja

chiefs. Like all historical comparisons it is far from being exact and

it is also a mis-statement of facts. With any stretch of historical ima-

gination Mahlpala I cannot be compared with the great Maurya

emperor either in power and prestige or in religious and moral fervour.

R. D. Banerji remarks that Mahlpala could not make common cause

with other kings because of his envy and religious bigotry. Mahlpala,

a devout Buddhist though ho was, granted a village in the Pundra-

vardhana-bhukti to the excellent Brahmin Bhalfaputra Krsnaditya-

sarman in the 9th year of his reign and many Brahmaiiical gods and

goddesses were installed in his reign. The charge of b;gotry has no

basis at all, as it is disproved both by official and private records. Ilia

reign cannot in any sense be called a period of military inactivity and

religious asceticism. He was beset with great difficulties from the very

beginning of his reign. He had to recover the paternal throne from

a usurper. The Candras were carving out a kingdom in eastern Bengal

and his suzeranity was acknowledged in that region. The Cedis under

Uaiigeyadeva were making great strides in the east and most probably

Mahlpala had to fight with him. lie had not only to re-establish\ the

Pala power but also to consolidate it which was tottering during the

reign of his father. It will be anachronism to judge the foreign policy

of Mahlpala in the light of later history or of modern times. If he did

not entangle himself in the turmoil of northern Indian politics because

of the unlimited liability involved in that course and adopted the policy

of the ‘safety first
1

, it shows his foresight and political sagacity. His

position was weak in his own territory and his kingdom was vulnerable

from every quarter. When dangers came from unexpected quarters, his

energy and resources were spent in repelling them. If his resources

47 Gautfardjamdli}, p. 41. 48 lidiiglUr Itihds, vol. I p. 256.
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were spent in checking the Muslim invasions, the Pala kingdom might

have ended with the shock of Rajend racola’s invasion and anarchy and

disorder, previous to the rise of t lie Piilas, might have been the result.

After the fall of the Pratiharas, the Kalaeurig were the most active

enemies of the Talas. The invasions of Kokkala, Yuvaraja, Laksmana-

raja and Gangoyadeva have already been referred to. The Kalacuri

])o\i'er rose to its height under Karna, son of Galngeyadeva and most of

the contemporary northern Endian kings felt the brunt of his power.

The Tibetan biographer49
of Atlsa Srijimna Dipahkara records the medi-

tation of hostilities that ensued between Nayapala and Karna. If the

Tibetan account is to be believed in its entirety, the Kalacuri army

was successful at first and besieged the holy city of Gaya but was

ultimately defeated by the Pala army. There is nothing improbable in

the account that after hostilities a treaty was brought about through

the good offices of the great Buddhist patriarch. With the exception

of the articles of food that were destroyed at the time of war, all other

tilings were either restored to or compensated for. Hie treaty con-

cluded by Alisa seems to have proved to he a truce. .The evidences of

the Paikore image inscription
50 and of the Ramacaritau go to show that

a second campaign against the Piilas was undertaken by Karna. In

this expedition Karna advanced as far as Paikore (in the Birhhum

dhtiict) and set up a column there perhaps as a mark of his victorious

march, where an image was carved by a certain sculptor by the order

of the Cedi king. Kama's invasion of Bengal has also been alluded to in

the Bheraghat inscription of Ahlanadevr’ 2 and in Karanabel inscription'’'

of Jayasimha. It is stated in the Ramaearita tnat Vigrahupalu 111,

though defeated Karna, did not uproot him and that Kama’s daughter

YauvanasrI was married to him. It is difficult to believe that the Cedi

king who carried extensive conquests far and wide was compelled to give

his daughter in marriage with Vigraliapala. In the height of his

power he overran the whole of northern India but in the latter part

of his reign he suffered many defeats. From various sources come the

49 Journal of the Buddhist Text Society, vol. I, p. 9.

CO AS'tt., 1921-22, p. 78. 51 Kilmicarita, 1.9.

52 El., II, p. 11. 53 IA., XVIJ, p. 217.
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story of his defeats by Candella Klrtivarman, 54 Paramara Udayaditya*5

and Calukya Sarve&vara I.
36

It is known from the Prahodhacandrodaya

that Karna at first almost annexed the Candella kingdom during ihe

weak rule of Devendravarman but the same drama records how his

brother Kirtivarman with the help of his Brahmin minister Gopala

restored the Candella kingdom after vanquishing Karna’s power.

Faced in the south and west by the Calukyas and the Paramaras, the

rising power of the Candellas was still more a greater danger to the

power of Karna. It is therefore quite possible that the motive behind

this matrimonial alliance with Yigrahapala III was a lasting peace

with the Palas.

The Vikramdnkacarita which narrates the exploits and military

expeditions of Vikramaditya VI, son of Calukya king Somesvara I,

records that when a Yuvaraja, Vikramaditya made a cavalry raid of

Gauda57 and Kamarupa. It is stated in the inscriptions of ihe reigns

of Somesvara I,
58 Somesvara II,M Vikramaditya VI60 that the Calukyas

shattered the pride of many countries in which the names of Gauda

and Vanga occur. The invasion of Somesvara I must have taken place

before 1053 A.D. because his Mahasamanta Bhogadevarasa of the

Kelwadi inscription61 raided Vanga and seems to have followed him. As

the invasion of Bengal is mentioned in the records of three consecutive

Calukya kings and in the V ihramailkacar ita

,

it is quite probable that

there was more than one Calukya invasion in the eleventh century.

The unsteady political state of Bengal due to the coup de tat of

the Kaivartas and the dislodgment of the Palas from VarendrI in the

latter half of the lltli century invited more foreign invasions and

offered a fruitful field to the ambitious political adventurers. Sometime

about the middle of the eleventh century an independent power was

established by the Varmans in eastern Bengal. 62 Most probably the

54 EI.
}

I, p. 222; Prahodhacandrodaya

,

pp. 11, 12, 14.

5o Ibid., II, p. 185.

56 Tiber dus Lebender Jainu maneha Ilanuandra by George Diihlur, p. 69;

1A., V, p. 317, *Vihramdhkudevacarita.'

57 Ibid .

59 Ibid., p. 97.

61 EL, IV, p. 259.

58 EL, XV, p. 80.

60 Ihid.
t p. 104.

62 IIIQ XII, 78.
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Vnrmnns came in the train of a foreign invader and taking advantage

of the political situation, Jatavarman founded the Varman dynasty.

The relation between the Vnrmans and the Pfilas at first is not known,

though Vigrahapala III and Jatavarman were sons-in-law of Kalacuri

Ivarna. Jatavarman came into conflict with the Kaivarta chief

Divvokn and this is also perhaps alluded to in the Nalanda inscription

of Vipulasrlmitra. 63 In the Nagpur prasasti of the Paramara kings

it is stated that the Paramara king. Laksmanadeva first proceeded to

Ilari’s quarters and entered the town of the lord of Gauda. Hari’s

quarters has generally been taken to mean east but it may refer to

the kingdom of Ilarivarman who, according to the evidence of the

Vajravogini plate,
64 ruled before Samalavarman, son of Jatavarman.

After the suppression of the Kaivarta revolt and recovery of

Varendra by ltamapala there was another attempt to assert Pala

supremacy in eastern India. Towards the end of the chapter III of

the ltd wavnrita, a description of ltamapala ’s conquest has been given.

The verse 42 refers to his march to the sea-coast of Orissa and in the

next mention is made of the Nagas. It is stated in verse 44 that a

Varman king63 of the east presented ltamapala an elephant and his

chariot for his own safety. The next verse refers to Ramapala’s

favour to the vanquished king of Utkala who took the territory of a

ilhavabhnsana-santati. 66 The verse 47 speaks of the conquest of

Kamanipa by a Ramapala’s samanta. 67

Towards the close of the lltli and beginning of the 12th century

the Gahadavalas of Kanauj founded a strong kingdom in upper central

63 Ibid.

04 Blulivtvarsa
,

1340 R.S., p. 074; El., Tl. p. 193.

05 The Varman king who nmde his submission was either H a rivarman or

Samalavarman.

66 For the interpretation of this wed and some interesting suggestions, see

N. G. Majumdar, Inscriptions of Bengal, pp. 29-30.

67 The K&mariipa king overthrown by R&mapala was, according to Pandit P.

Rhattacharya, Dharmapiila of Brahmapaja’s dynasty. According to K. L. Barua,

lie might have been Jayapala of the SiJimpur grant (see Intro., Kiimarujw-

snmud rail; ch. on the dynasty of BrnlunapaJn, Early History of K<Untmlj»a).

It is also not improbable that Riimapiila sent a general to subjugate the rebellious

chief ftvaraghosa who seems to have assumed an independent attitude to tho

central authority when Palos were ousted from northern Bengal by the Kaivartas.
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India and in their eastward expansion came into conflict with the

Palas. The Gahad&vala Madanapala’s inscriptions are dated from

c. 1104 to 1109 A.D. and in his Kahan grant*® the victories over the

Gauda elephants are said to have been achieved by the valour of his

son Goiyindacandra. It is difficult to say whether the Gahadvalas

or the Palas were the aggressors. It may be that the Palas

under Rainapala made an attempt to extend their sway in the

west and it was checked by the rising powers of Gahadvalas.

Oovindacandra married Kuwaradevl, the grand-daughter of Mahaua,

who was maternal uncle of Rainapala and his right-hand man in the

suppression of the Kaivarta revolt. But the eastward advance of the

(jrahadavala power during the period 1124-1146 A.D. is proved by the

Maner and Lar plates and this probably took place during the reigns

of the weak successors of Rainapala. The short reign of Kumarapala

was not without some political significance. (The Kaumali plate vividly

narrates how his general and minister Vaidyadeva put down a revolt

in southern Bengal by winning a naval battle. It is possible that

when the strong arm of Ramapala was no more, the Varmans tried

to shake off the Pala authority but was unsuccessful in the attempt.

The same grant records that Vaidyadeva by quick marches surprised

Timyagdeva of Kamarupa who also raised the standard of revolt

against the Palas and Vaidyadeva made himself master of the Kamarupa

kingdom, though he did not fail to mention his services to, and

relationship with, Kumarapala.

In their relation with the eastern neighbour, Kamarupa, the Palas

W'ere always aggressive. Perhaps Bengal learnt a lesson from the

disastrous effect of the alliance between Harsavardhana and Bhaskara-

varman and the invasion of Ilarsadeva of Kamarupa and never again

allowed to repeat such an eventuality. No record after the Pasupati temple

inscription of Liccliavi Jayadeva makes any slight hint to an invasion of

Bengal by a Kamarupa king. In Raragaou grant** of Ratnapala it

is stated that he built a fort with so strong walls that it would not

he broken by the untamable elephants of Gauda. This (dearly show's

that the Kamarupa kings were in constant dread of attack by the

lift XVU1, p. 10. 00 JAiSB., LXVII, pp. 115-118.
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Pala kings. The aggressive policy launched by the Palas (Kamarupa

invasions during the reigns of Devapala, Ramapala and Kumar&pala)

against Kamarupa was continued by the Senas. Even Jatavarman,

who established the Varman power in eastern Bengal in the middle

of the 11th century, made an expedition against Kamarupa. The

Deopara and Madhainagar inscriptions allude to the victorious

campaigns of Vijayasena and his grandson Lakgmanasena against

Kamarupa. Most probably Vijayasena came into hostile contact with

Rayarideva which has been perhaps alluded to in the Assam plates

of Vallabhadeva. The name of Laksinanasena’s contemporary on the

Kamarupa throne is not known.

In the scramble for power that followed the break-up of the Pala

kingdom, Vijayasena came out successful. He had not only to fight

with local chiefs but also with foreign potentates who were also bent

on aggrandisement. Vijayasena came into conflict with the Ganga

kings of Orissa. It is known that Anantavarma Codagahga forced the

ruler of Mandara to flee and levied tributes from territories near the

Ganges. 11 Most probably in order to check the Ganga power in the

west, Vijayasena fought with the Orissa king and made Raghava a

prisoner who has been identified with Codagaiiga’s son72 of that name.

Another chief who attempted to reap a rich harvest in the uncertain

political condition of Bengal was jNanyadeva of Mithila and seems to

have met with a similar fate.
73 The 22nd verse of the Deopara inscrip-

tion also records that Vijayasena sent a navy to the west and it is not

known against whom this was done. Another expedition against Kalinga

was undertaken during the reign of Vallalaseua by the crown prince

Laksmanasena. 74 The Gauda king whose sovereignty was siezed by

Laksmanasena was most probably a successor of Madanapala, ruling in

some part of Magadha. 73 The Sena power reached its zenith during

the region of Laksmanasena. The Galiadavalas under Goviudacandra

perhaps made another attempt to push their western boundary

70 FJ., V, p. 186. 71 J.ttf/i., 1896, pt. I, pp. 239, 241.

72 History of Orissa
,
vol. I, p. 254. . 73 1931, p. 679.

74 Madhainagar plate of Lak.smannsena.

75 Indian Culture, II, pp. 579 ff.
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in Magadha and Anga, as it is proved by evidences of the

Maner plates.
74 .The erection of victorious pillars at KaM and

Prayaga by Laksmanasena as recorded in the records of his

sons suggests that the Gahadvala expansion was once more checked.

Laksmanasena' s expeditions in Khmarupa, Kalihga and erection

of victorious pillars at Benares and Allahabad read, along with

the Dhoyi’s Pavanaduta go to suggest that he undertook a diyvijaya

,

though allowance must be made for court-poet’s exaggeration. The

war of diyvijaya seems to have some historical background, though for

the search of a suitable abode for a bride it has been as far south as

the Malaya hills.
77 But Laksmanasena seems to have suffered a severe

defeat in the hands of the Muslims and most probably northern Bengal

passed in their possession during his reign. His sons and successors

continued the struggle against the new enemy from eastern Bengal. 78

Resum6

It has been shown elsewhere79 that the conquests of Ahga, Vahga

and Kalihga have been mentioned in some records in very vague and

general terms. They are poetic exaggerations in royal pra^astis, and

should be regarded as hollow statements. We can add three other ins-

criptions to the list. The Kalacuri king Vijjana of Kalyana pretended

to conquer Panrlya, Cola and Vahga. 80 Again, his son Sankamadeva’s

exploits are said to have extended over Gauda, Turuskas, Simhala,

Cola, Magadha and Malaya. One of his known date b 1186 A.D.

that year being the 5th year of his reign81 In the Ekamranatha ins-

cription, dated in 1172 S.E., Ganapatideva claims to have defeated

Simhana (a Yadava king), kings of Kalihga, Lata and Gauda. 82 In the

absence of any corroborative evidence these bold and wild claims should

be doubted.

The Palas were entangled in severe struggle with the Pratiharas

and Rastrakiitas from the very foundation of the empire. It seems that

76 EL, VIII, App. I, p. 13, list no. 12; Ibid., VII, p. 89.

77 Pavanaduta, edited by C. Ohakravarty.

78 1UQ., XII, p. 81. 79 1UQ., XI, p. 709.

80 IA., IV, p. 276. 81 Ibid., V, p. 46.

82 Ibid., XXI, p. 197.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1936 9
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the struggle was more keen and long-drawn with the Pratiharas than

with the latter. A close study of the Rastrakuta and Pala records tends

to show that the Palas were politically or matrimonially allied with the

Bastrakutas It was held by some scholars that Dhruva Dharavar^a

undertook hife campaign against Vatsaraga as an ally of Dharmapala,

but it is to»be given up in view of the direct mention of his encounter

with the Gau<jia king in the 14th verse of the Safijan plates. The

Rastrakuta help was perhaps sought by Dharmapala when he was

defeated by Nagabhata II. The 23rd verse of the same record which

describes the northern campaign of Govinda III and his victory over

Nagabhata II informs that Dharmapala and Cakrayudha submitted of

their own accord. This conclusion becomes more probable because

Dharmapala married RannadevI, daughter of a Rastrakuta prince

named Parabala. 83 Abhinanda, the famous author of the Rdmacarita ,

lived under the patronage of the crown prince Haravarsa who is to be

identified with Devapala84 and which also scents of Rastrakuta

influence.

The sixth Pala king Rajyapala married Bhagyadevi, daughter of

a Rastrakuta prince named Tunga. The identification of this Rastra-

Jkuta prince is also far from being certain. Rajyapala ruled during

c. 915-940 A.D. and the Pala power was passing through the most criti-

83 This Parabala has nob been yet definitely identified. One Parabala is

known from the Path&Ti Pillar inscription {El., IX, p. 249). Kielhorn read the

date os 917 V.S.=861 A.D. which is in his opinion is clear. It is impossible

to verify it from the facsimile. Dharmapala’^ date cannot be pushed in any case

beyond 815 A.D. and therefore it is difficult to believe that Parabala who lived

in 861 A.D. could have been his father-in-law. It is to be noted that Parabola’s

date is dependent on that of Dharmapala and not vice versa. Fleet expressed

the opinion that Parabala is to be identified with Govinda III but no birUda

of Govinda III as such is not known. Mr. R. D. Banerji was of opinion that

Parabala of the Pathari inscription had a very long life and there is no difficulty

to identify him with Dharmapala’s father-in-law. (Bafigl&r Itihdsa
,

p. 196).

84 Bamacarita

,

published in the Gaekward’s Oriental Series, vol. XLVI, see

the very learned introduction by the editor. A very strong cose has been made

for Harfivarsa’s identification with Devapala. Ilarfivarsa was the son of Vikrama-

fila and of Dharmapala. Sec all other references cited therein. Learned men

of Bengal were also honoured by the Rastrakuta king?. (/A., XXI, p. 254;

XITI, p. 135; EL, XXT, p. 260).
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cal days at this period, as the Pratili&ras under Mahendrapala occupied

northern Bihar and Bengal. The strengthening of the Pala power by a

matrimonial alliance can be presumed. What is more important to notice

is that in every official record of the Palas after Rajy&pala this matri-

monial alliance has been very prominently referred to, while Dharma*

pula’s marriage with RannadevI is known from the Monghyr and

Rulandu grants of Devapala. Vigrahapala I’s marriage with the Ealacuri

princess Lajjadevi is known only from the Bhagalpur grant of

Nuruyanapfilu. But Rujyapula’s marriage with BhagyadevI has been

repeated in the genealogical account of the Palas in every graitt. It

is quite probable that this marriage was of great political importance

to the Palas. Kielhorn suggested that Bfujyapala’s father-in-law was

Jagattuhga, son of Krsna II .

83 Jagattuhga predeceased his son Indra III

and did not reign .

85
It cannot be ascertained whether the northern

campaign of Indra III and his signal victory over the Pratihara

emperor Mahlpalat had something to do in connection wTith this matri-

monial alliance. But it seems certain that this death-blow* to the Prati-

haras offered a good opportunity to the Palas for the recovery of the

lost possessions. Every Rastrakuta campaign against the Pratiharas,

whether undertaken for their own sake or otherwise, was indirectly of

great political advantage to the Palas.

If the northern campaigns of Govinda III and Indra III are some-

what doubtful as direct help to the Palas, the evidence of the

Rdmacarita of Sandhyakaranandl is conclusive on the fact that the

Rasfrakuta branch of Magadha rendered incalculable service to the

cause of the Palas at one of the most critical juncture of their fortunes.

Vigrahapala III married a sister of Mathanadeva who was the right-

hand man of Ramapala in his suppression of the Kaivarta revolt. The

vanguard of Ramapala ’s army was led by Mathanadeva’s nephew

Muhupruiihara Sivaruja and his own sons Mahamandalika Kahnuradeva

So 7/1., SIjVJI, p. 111. Mr. N. N. Vasu identified him with Kr$na II

himself who hud ulso the title Tuhgu (Vanyr.r Jiltiyu ItihOsu
,
Ilajanya Kantfa,

p. 128). Mr. K. 1). Bailerji remarks that he is perhaps to be identified with

Tungadliarmavaloka whose inscription has been found at Bodh-Gaya (R. L. Mitra,

Hmidha Oayd, p. 195j pi. XL).

86 Dr. Altekar, op. tit., p. 99.
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the Suvarnadeva also took ail important part in that war. Madanapnla,

the last known Tala king of northern Bengal, was helped in his succes-

sion by the Baistrakuta prince Candradeva .

87

It seems therefore that the Rastrakiita alliance was the corner-stone

of the Pala foreign policy and the Rastrakutas directly or indirectly

did great service to the Pala empire from almost its foundation to the

last day of its existence. But these intimate matrimonial and political

relations did not prevent them from undertaking compaigns against

Bengal or claiming suzerainty over the Palas. The statement of the

Muslim traveller Sulaiman 8 * that the Rastrakutas compelled “every

prince, though master in his own house, to pay homage to themselves'

*

seems to be quite appropriate. Nor did the Palas, if found a favourable

opportunity, feel any scruples to invade the Rastrukuta kingdom. The

defeat of a Draivida king by Devapala, who from bis mother’s side had

Riistrakuta blood in him, most probably refers to a Rastrakiifa king.

After the end of the triangular struggle among the Palas, Prati-

haras and Rastrakutas, the military raids carried on by the new powers

were not sometimes without permanent effects. Certainly some of these

raids were accompanied by loots and plunders. „ Political and military

glory might have been one of the leading motives but the more mate-

rial and economic motive was not also perhaps absent. Whoever might

have been the victor, these incessant raids were a great strain on the

treasury of the Palas. In all probability the rise of the Varmans in

eastern Bengal 89 and the Senas90 were associated with some of these

foreign invasions. It appears that they came in the train of foreign

iuvaders and ultimately carved out kingdoms for themselves.

It will notl be out of place to discuss some of the defence problems

of ancient Bengal. Prom the western side Bengal was approachable by

a foreign army from three routes. Firstly, an invader could proceed

towards Gauda along the banks ot the Ganges through the Rajmahal

hills which route seems to have been followed by the Pratilmras under

Maliendrapala. Secondly, another possible route was through southern

87 1HQ., V, p. 36.

88 Elliot, History of Mia,
vol. I, p. 7.

89 1HQ., V, p. 225; XII, p. 469.

90 Proceedings of Second Oriental Conference
f

p. 343.
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Bihar, the objective being Birbhum in which the capital of ltfidhu was

probably situated. This route was followed by Cedi Karnu. Thirdly,

the oilier route was through Orissa and Midnapore and this was followed

by the Cola army. In (lie glorious days of the Pal as, their

jaija.datndhfivara was at Patalipulra or Mudgagiri (Monghyr) as men-

tioned in the Klialimpur, Monghyr and Bhagalpur grants. This would

prevent the passage of the invading army by tin* first route ami possibly

served a great check on the second route also. No invading army would

deem it prudent to advance into the heart of Bengal through southern

Bihar without trying its strength with the ready army in tin* rear be-

cause ingress by rapid marches might have been possible but egress was

very difficult. The Senas, who may be regarded roughly as kings of

Bengal proper from the geographical point, took the most cautions

steps to cheek such foreign invasions by establishing three headhunt tors

in three parts, viz. LaksnnavalT, Nudiali and Vikramapura.

Tin* Pala power was weakest in 11adha and Vanga. No record of

the Palas alluding to their suzerainty has yet been found in Itfulltfi.

Most probably Dbarmapala of Dnndabhukti and lianasura of Daksina-

Itadhii fought for their own sake against the invading Cola army of

Itajendra Cola I. Malnpala of the Trimulaya inscription, deserihed as

king of ITttara-Itadha has generally been identified with Mnhipala I

and if this is to be accepted, it is implied that Uttara-Rfulha was within

his kingdom. Only one record (the Bagliaura image inscription) has

been discovered in eastern Bengal, proving Mabipala J's overlordship

in that region, Iladhu and Vanga gave much trouble to the Palas.

If the Kamboja king of the Dinajpur pillar belonged to the family of

the Kamboja king Nayapaladova of the Trda plate, it is to he accepted

that there was an invasion of northern Bengal from western Bengal.

The Senas also fought with the Palas at first by making Rurihii as

their base of operations. Eastern Bengal twice seceded from the Tala

empire—once in the tenth century with the establishment of the Candra.

dynasty and again in the eleventh century with the foundation of the

Varman kingdom. The rise of the Candras, Varmans and Senas clearly

shows that the Pala power was more firmly rooted in northern Bengal

and Bihar than in western and eastern Bengal.

Pramode Ijal Paul



The Cotton Trade of Patna in early

Seventeenth Century

From earliest times Patna lias been an important rentre of eivilisa-

tion. It was both a port anil a land centre. With more or less

emphasis it continued to be a place of importance. 1 In the middle o

the 16th century when Sber Shall transferred the headquarters of local

government from Bihar to Patna (1541), it was known as ‘Paltana’

meaning the “mart”, 2—a name which shows that it was of some com-

mercial importance. 3 The author of the Tarilh-l-Dfntdi thus notes

Slier Shah’s idea of the utility of the Ganges as a highway

of commerce: “If a fort were to he built in this place, the

waters of the Gungcs could never tlow fur from it, and Patna would

1 Patna lias been famous as a centre of civilisation Indore tlie pro-Aryan

time, though not so ancient us Buxnr (56 it. deep). The University excavations

show remains of prc-Buddhixtic and pre-Vedic times (about 21HK) B.C.), similar to

tlie Mohenjodaro excavations. Evidently Patna was one of the principal pre-

Aryan cities of the Gauged ic valley. Previously Old Rftjugrha (Oirivraja) was the

JWagndhan capital till the 11th century B.C. and New Hajugrlia till 5th century

B.C.
;
Pataliputfra was revived ns a chief city from the 5tli century B.C., soon

after which it became the capital.

Like Vuisfili and Benares, Patallputra was a port. The Mngndhans built up

a naval organisation at Pataliputra to defeat the naval power of Vaisali, which

had extensive overland and overseas trade and possessed Ceylon originally. Trade

followed as a natural sequel of naval strength. Remnants of jetties and wharves

of old Pataliputra as a seaport have recently been discovered from the old bed

of too Poonpoon. Early mediaival Chinese and Malayan legends, accounts of

sailors* voyages show that ships from Indo-China visited Pataliputra.

The importance of Pataliputra as a lnndoentre followed from tlu* fact its

being a seaport, In the Jiitakns, PiitaHputra and Nalandii are mentioned! as two

stopping places on the trade route from Savatthi (firiivnsti) is t lie north to

Kajr.grha in the southest. Pataliputra was a main station and a junction in the

road system in Maurya times.

2 Probably there i-s an implied sense of seaport, trading centre. Cf. the

Peninsular seaports with *
’ ending.

3 Abdul Ali, Patna, Her relations with the John Company Bahadur,

nine., i93o, p. i6i.
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become one of the great towns of the country.”4 Thanks to the ser-

vices of experienced and skilful carpenters and bricklayers, an

exceedingly strong fort was then completed at a cost of about Ils. 5 lakhs.

Bihar fell to ruin, while Patna became one of the largest cities of the

province.

5

Its rapidly growing commercial importance under the pro-

tection of the fort* can be realised from the following remark, made

45 years later (1586), by Ralph Fitch, ‘England's Pioneer to India

and Burma* (1583-91):—“Patanaw is a very long and great

Towne there is a trade of Cotton and cloth of Cotton, much sugar,

which they carrie from hence to B;engala and India,

7

very much

Opium and other commodities.”* Again in 1632 Peter Mundy wrote,

“It is the greatest Mart of all this Countrie, from whence they repaire

from Bengala that way to the sea side, and from Indostan and other

Inland countries round about, plentifull in provisions, abounding with

sundrie commodities.”* Thus English merchants in India were attracted

by its fame as a “great trading centre” of Hindustan. 10 The establish-

ment of a factory at Patna in 1620 for purchase of local calicoes and

Bengal silk was an important phase of ‘England’s Quest of Eastern

Trade’ and it synchronised with the establishment of factories in other

parts of India. Thus, apart from Surat and Masulipatam, ‘the perma-

nent footholds for English commerce in India,’ factories were extended

to Ahmedabad,

11

Cambay, Baroda 1
* and Broach, other places in

Gujrat, Agra, with subfactories in 1620 at Lahore and Samana.

Almost all these places were either important centres of production of

calicoes, or bleaching or distribution.
1,1 Patna occupied no very

inferior position among these places.

4 Tarikh-i-Vaudi in Elliot, IV, pp. 477-8. 5 Ibid.

0 Abdul Ali in IH1W., 1930, p. 161.

7 This might mean ‘other parts of India’, but the phrase would then he

strange; probably ‘Indies’ is really meant, i.«., the Indian archipelago.

8 Jlyley, Ralph, Fitch
, p. 109; Foster, ET1., pp. 23-24.

9 Carnac; Temple, II, p, 167.

10

Abdul Ali, p. 162. 11 J///., X, 1931, p. 216.

12 Pieter Van Den Brooke (February, 1622) writes that the English bad a

factory at Baroda, but this was in his time forbidden by tbo Surat people. Ihvl
,

p. 245,

13 Foster, EiujlnniVs Quest nf Eastern Trade, pp. 314-5.
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The English East India Company's servants in India rame to

know that the cloths generally called mnbertees or amhertrees (ambati

or amharti) or stout-close calicoes of narrow width were procured cheaply

and in large quantities at Patna. So the Council at Surat deputed from

Agra Hubert Hughes on 5th June, 1620, who reached Patna on did July

and was joined by John Parker as an assistant from September. 11

Hughes was quite competent and after four months* observations,

in a region, entirely new and unknown to English traders, he reported

tliat the “two mayne (main) propes (props) which must uphould

(uphold) this (Patna) factory and they not to he provided in any

quant it yes without a eontinuall residence” were nmbati calicoes and

raw silk.
15

Description of Ain bat is

The ambatis (Am bertees or A nibartrees) 1 * were a species of Northern

Indian
,

cloths.
17 These were “stronge, elosemade and well-condi-

tioned,” Js and stouter than the varieties of white cotton cloth known as

Deriabads (made at Daryabad in Bara Banki district), Ckliaireabad

(Khairfibad in Sitapur district) and Semianos (or Samana. a tine cloth

made at Samana in the Patiala State).
19

It was of course narrow, being

only JO", and so midway between the present single and double bahars.

The Agra factors wrote to the Co. in Kill) that it “hath noe fault hut

It TPM., II, Ap|>. I), p. .'Nil. The Directors approved of a sample

of Amhertjf procured from Bihar and forwarded to England by the Agra chief.

N. Kaye; PAPit., pp. 23-24.

15 Explained later. Letter of 11th November, 1620; Pl'P., I.; Hughes and

Barker to the Co. 3()tli November, 1620; PPP., 1, pp. 16-18; 7.4., XLII1, 1914, p. S3.

16 TPM., II, App. I), p. 369, p. 141u. Hindi—amriti, imrati, amirti,

imarti; Sanskrit—amrita, or amritaka. Modern forms,- aiubata, ambati,

ambalri, (umberti, umbertee, ambertree). Carnae Temple and Buster explain

the term as ‘anything sweet.’ But a more probable explanation is ‘an inferior

kind of cloth’ (•- Ainham-tari).

17 Ibitl., .p. 14ln.

18 Letter of Agra factors to the Co., 1610; PPP., 1618-21, p. 161; TPM.. II.

p. 141n.

19 TPM., if, pp. 1 10*141 n. ; PPP., 1631-0. p IIOu.; Hughes to Surat. 3

March. 1621; FltP., I. p. 22; 7.4. , XLIIF, 1014, pp. 08-09.
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the narrowness 20 Hughes wrote to Surat that it was “a full jehanger

coved (~40" or a little more) broade, which is yeard, half quarter

English wilich breadth, as theye saye, theye cannot exceed to have

them close wrought;”* 1 the letter of Hughes and Parker to the Co. dated

November 30, 1020 says: ‘‘neither can the weavers conveniently make

them broader (as themselves saye) to have them substantiate and close

woven.”*2 Thus the narrowness of the ambati cloth was the price of

its durability. In October, 1020, 1975 pieces of ambatis were sent.
23

In August, 1021, 9500 pieces of ambatis were procured. 24

Different Varieties of Ambati Calicoe

*

The weavers made the ambads brown or raw or unbleached.* 1 '1

When just coming from the loom, these were generally 13 coveds (144

yds.) long but of different breadths. 23 The letter of Hughes to Surat,

11th November, 1020 refers to ambatis of various species, sizes and

prices.
24 Firstly, the rasis or rasseyes or razai, (not quilt,*

7 but orneka

razai or thick-woven cotton wrapper). It is described in the letter of

20 FEE., 1018-21. p. 101; TVM.
} 11, p 14ln.

21 Letter of August 0, 1620; Flil\
y

I, p. 4; 7.1., XL111, 1914. p. 73; FEF.
t

1018-21, pp. 197-8; T/M/., 11, App. D, p. 309. Coved is the name of a measure

varying much locally in value in European settlements not only in India but in

China ctc^ It is a corruption, probably an lndo-Portuguese form of Port. Cuvado
,

a cubit or ell. Yule and Burnell, Hobson Jobson, p. 207.

22 W, J, p. 10; FEE., 101821; vol. XL1U. 1914, p. 83.

23 Hughes’ Letter of 6th October, 1620. 7.1., vol. XL1J1, 1914, p. 77.

24 Letter of August 3, 1621. 7.4., XLUI, 1914, p. 10-5.

24a Letter of' Hughes and Parker to Co. November 39, 1020. (FltV., 1, p. 10);

FEE., 1018-21, p. 213.

23 Tl*M .. 11, App. 1). p. 309. “as brought from tho loom. They are not all of

one exact© length, but some come out shorter then others bv a coved and gcueralyo

•nave bee 13 coveds Jehanger longe or m Puttana.’* (Hughes to Surat. November

H, 1029, /’77/\, I, p. 13; FEE., 1018-21. p 2n.>: 74. XLI1I. 1914, pp. 79-81). “In

b»ngj 'bts tli.^e are about 13 coveds and therein ht«*ll ditercnce 1>etueno either ol

the sorles’ (I hid).

20 FHF., I, p. 13; 7.1., XLIH. 1911. pp. 79-81.

27 Explained by C. Temple as ordinarily a «|iiilL coverlet here applied to

narrow breadth cloth,’ (note in 1A ., XLTTI, 1914, ]>p. 79-81).

DKCEMm-J?, 193G 10
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November 30, 1620 as “the first narrow bredths generally corce,

(coarse) and fewe or none above two rups net the peece of about halfe a

yeard broade and 13 yeards longe.” 23 They were thus 20" wide and

priced at tts. 2 net a piece. Secondly, the Zefferconnyes or Zafarlehani:

so called probably from the products of the Karkhana of Zafar Khan,

governor of Behar, ‘some years before.

’

at According to the letter of

Hughes to Surat, November 11, 1620 these were “J or at most \ broader

then those (razais) from 1J to 6 rups the net peece ;”30 while the letter

of Hughes and Parker of November 30, 1620 to the Company describes

them ‘at most may bee one-fourth broader then the former, but much

fynner and of liyer prizes, from two to six rups per peece.”31 Hhey

were thus 25" to 30" wide and priced at Rs. li to 6 net a piece.

Thirdly, the Jehangercs or Jahangirif
,

the third and last variety,

the broadest and the finest known at Tatna, about 40" wide, priced at

Rs. 3 to 12 net a piece. 33

Thus it appears from the Patna Factory Records (1620-21) that

in each case ‘quality as well as quantity had to do with the price/33

About ten years later (1632) Peter Mundy observed that the ambatis

which the Fnglish Company chiefly required from Patna were dearer

than usual, as most of the weavers were engaged in the Karkhana of

the local Governor Abdullah Khan in making fine linen for his mahal

or searaglio/ 4 None of the 20 or 30 pieces which brokers brought

28 Fb'F.., 1618-21. p. 213 also ill letter of November 11, 1620. Hughes to

Surat, Fin>.
t

I, p. 13; 7.1.. XLIII, 1914, pp. 79-81.

29 FKF.
f
1618-21, p, 193u : We know from an iiiKcription on a stone slab, pre-

served at the Pnthanpura masjitl of Colgong and found by Prof. K. K. Datta

of Patna College in 1935, that a fort was built by one, who declared himself a

Honda of Xawab Zafar Khan iu 1012 A.H. = 1603 A.D.

30 7,1., XLIII. 1914, pp. 79-81.

31 VUl\. I, p. 16; FF.F., 1618-21, p. 213. Tito letter of Hughes to Surat, 3

March, 1621 gives their price as “under 2 rups per pceco”; FHP.
f 1, p. 22; M.,

XLUI, 1914, pp. 98-99.

32 Hughes to Surat, November 11, 1620; FR/'., I, p. 13; 7A., XLIII, 1914,

p|C 79-81
;
Hughes and Parker to Co. November 30, 1620 FRF., I, p, 16; FEF.

t

1618-21. p. 213. “the Jehnngeres of all prizes to 8 rups per p$ece.” Hughes

to Surat. 3 March 1621; F7?P.. I, p. 22; 7.4., XLIII, 1J914, pp. 98-99'.

33 TPM., TT.. p. 369. 34 TPAT, IT, pp. 160-161.
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to Peter Mundy was “soe lowe prized (priced) as required* * and were

returned (26th to 28th September) as unfit for English demand. 35 Hence

Mundy held that ambatis could be found cheaper at Agra than at Patna

and that it would be wasteful to establish a factory at Patna. 93

Other Varieties of Calicoes

Besides amhati cloths other varieties of calicoes, both fine and

coarse, were procurable in the neighbourhood of Patna and Lukhawar. 37

(i) Sahan

(i) Sahan (either Sohan, fine sheeting or Sahan, enduring). Mention

of Sahans or Sahuns has been made in the correspondence of the Patna

factors with Agra, Surat and the Company. In 1621 they could

procure only “12 corges (score) of Sahan cloth costing 78 repees net**

(or about 5-6 as each). 38 It is included among the cotton cloths in

the Ain-i-Akbari, without any explanation, priced a piece at 1 to 3

M (mahmudies)39 and referred to by Pelsaert among the products of

Jagannath as tsehen a superior wide cloth suitable for bedsheets.40

(ii) Hammam

(ii) Hammam, towelling, is mentioned occasionally in the corres-

pondence of the Patna factors.
41 Pelsaert speaks of it among Orissa

products. 42 Peter Mundy in 1632 mentioned “Hamaones, lynnen, 11

coveds longe, 1J broad, from Oreshawe (Orissa)*' among the sundry

35 Ibid., p. 145. 36 Ibid., p. 142.

37 TPM., II, App. D, pp. 370-1. Pelsaert refers to “cotton goods (viz. Bengal

casSUs, chouters, semianos, ambertees and various other whit© cloths);” //., p. 23.

In Buchanan’s time, Patna was noted for coarse and fine cotton cloth (354-5),

ornamented wove cloths (365), gold and silver flowered muslin (357) chintz (357),

cotton tape (357) and carpets; Martin, El., Patna.

38 Hughes and Parker to Co., August 14, 1621; FBP., I, p. 83; FEF., 1681-21,

p. 260; also mentioned in letters to Surat of July 12, 1620 and of January 30,

1621.

39 Blochmann, vol. I, p. 04; 1 raahmudi is equivalent to about Is; TPM.,

II, p. 211.

40 FEF., 1618-21, pp. 101-6n.j JI., p. 8.

41 Hugh«8 to Surat, 12 July, 1620. 42 Jl. , p. 8.
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commodities to be bad iu Patna. 4 " Taylor describes it as a “cloth of

a thick stout texture and generally worn us a wrapper iu the cold

season.
4 *

It is interesting to note in the Patna Factory records that the

trade in both these varieties
(
Saltan and llannndm) was in the hands

of the Pathan dealers, who imported them in small parcels from

lower Bengal in boats.
45 Thus it appears that they were not local

products of Patna. Neither were they very much in demand for local

consumption; but the needs of the English factors led to a gradual

increase in their imports into Patna. 44 The letter of 12th July, 1020,

notes: “Of Sahanues and hammomes theire are hut fewe at present in

towne;” 47
that of August 0, 1020 shows that import was increasing:

“Of Sahannes theire come none to towne. Diverse boates are shortlye

expected from the lower partes of Bengalla, which by reporte bringe

quantitye
;

f,4R
while the letter of November 11, 1020 notes: “For other

sortes of callico cloth, as Snhaves and hammomes
,
wee perceave them

not to bee bought hether in anye great quantities, but a continuance

here maye doubtles provide some, but to what number I cannot

snye.
,M ® fn 1020, 00 pieces ot‘ Saltans and llnmmums were supplied'"

bv the Patna factors to the Agra factory.

(iii) ( hautdhd or Choutare

(iii) Chantalia (Chaulali, ('hautahi
,

(hautai) or ('hoatare^ u

variety of thick calicoes. laterally the word means fourfolds, a coarse

43 TPM., II, pp. 165, 155ii.

44 Taylor, Cotton Manufacture of Dacca, quoted by Crooke. Hobson Jnbson

2nd edn., quoted iu FFF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6n.

45 Hughes to Surat, FUV., 1, p. 2; FEF. t 1618-21. pp. 101-6.

46 It should be noted that the English K.I.C. had no factories in tin* Bengal

side as yet, and these goods were exported via Agra and Surat.

47 Ibid.

48 Hughes to Surat. F 7//\, 1, p. 4; FFF. % 161*-21, pp. 197-8: XUH,
1914, pp. 73-4.

49 Hughes to Surat, 7<77/'.. I M; / 1 XUII. loll, p -1 : FFF.. 1018-21,

pp. 205-6.

50 Hughes and Parker to Agra. 0 (M«*l»or. Hi2n. / I XLfll, lull p. 77.
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double length double width cotton cloth.
51 It is also referred to by

Pelsaert us a possible article ot‘ indent on Agra for Holland or

Batavia. 53 From the correspondence of the Patna factors, Suhans and

Ham mains also *ecm to be two varieties of Chautare

™

Probably it

had “a wide range of meaning, but as used by the Dutcli at this

period it seems to cover the calicoes of Oudh and Benares/’* 4

(iv) Rahmoutes or Rawat

(iv) Rah mantes, rairat , a kind of ella utaha, or wide coarse cotton

cloth.’’ (Itaoti = a tent).

VV bile the Dutch did not indent the varieties of ehoutCtha for

Holland or Batavia—a fact which Pelsaert regretted, the English

factors at Patna endeavoured to procure these for their investments.**

(v) KamsuUid

(v) Kamsnhha : literally slightly dried or partly prepared; hence,

a rough unfinished product. As the bleaching of Lukhawar a in hat is

caused much delay and expense, Hughes suggested to Surat factory

(11 November, 1620) the supply of caumsoucks
(
kamsukha

)

as a quicker

and cheaper alternative. But if transported unbleached it had to be

cleaned of grease or mandye and dirt from the loom, otherwise it

would not last out a journey.’ 7 In lli^O Hughes and Parker sent as

51 77 \W II, p. .17 1*
;

l A., 1011. XMfl, p. 70
;
Crookc, Hobson Jobsoii, 2nd

oil ii., pi>. 217, 7U0.

52 «//., p. 23.

53 Immediately alter mentioning Sulanis and haimnCuns, Hughes writes,

“Other, suites of choutnre are not here to bee gotten unless some i'ewe rahmoutes.”

better to Surat, 12 .July, 1620; 1A , XL11I, 1914, p. 70.

51 7/., p. 23n.
;
FKF.

t
1618-21. pp. 191-Cn.

55 lltnl.. Carnae Temple was unable to trace it in any vernacular unless it*

is a mistranslation for rawat, raot, rnwati raoti,—/A., 1914, p. 70n.

56 Letter of Hughes to Surat, 12 July, 1620; Fill*.,, I, p. 2; FFF

;

1618-21,

pp. 191-6.

57 Hughes to Surat. 11 November, 1620, FJiV., I, p. 13; FKF., 161&-21, p. 205

ami n
;

/.I.. XL! 1 1, 1914, p. 80; TFM., Tl, p. 371. It is difficult to agree with

Foster’s note:—“J/u-m/i is Hindi for starch, but that does not seem to be the

meaning intended here.” Probably the £atnn factors did not know the exact

processes of manufacture.
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musters (samples) 8 pieces of Kamsukhds whited only without starch,

and 10 pieces with starch, all provided at Lukhawar. 5*

(vi) Cassa

(vi) Cassa (a variety of muslin) : mentioned by the Patna factors

as an export from Patna, Pelsaert wrote : “Patna produces much muslin

(cassa), but it is coarse, worth 4 or 5 rupees the piece.” 5*

One variety of muslin was the Kaimkhani
,
probably so-called after

Qaim Khan/0 and referred to by John Kenn, chief of Casimbazar

(1658-66). It was “a sort of thine cloth” of Bihar, very like coarse

cassa (muslin) 14 coveds by
J
coved, and priced at 40, 60 and 60 rupees

a score, i.e., 2-3 Es. a piece. It was chiefly bought by Mogols

(Mughals) and Praychaes (and also Armenians in the sixties of the 17th

century), for transport to Lahore and thence to Persia. Hughes pro-

posed to send samples for a trial.
41 Both the Patna factors and the

Surat authorities realised the Bihar Kaimkhanis to be “fitter for

Persia than England, yet as fit for Barbary or Turkey as any other

place.” 42

Another variety was “a thin cloth like callico lawnes”, referred

to by the Patna factors, as ‘procurable in good quantities.*
4 *

68 Letter to Surat, October 6, 1620; FltP., I, p. 11.

69 Jl., pp. 7-8. “An ordinary cassa is only 21-22 gaz by 1| but these are

usually 24-25 gaz by 14, equivalent to .‘30 Holland ells long by 14 ells, broad. Here

llahi gaz of 32* is intended, not Bengal gaz of 27".—Pelsaert, Moreland and

Qeyl, 8n; Mundy speaks of “ cassas at Sunargaon, 300 corse uowne the river

Ganges, a fine and thin cloth” (quoted FEF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6). Two hundred

years later (1811-12) Buchanan referred to gold and silver flowered muslin made

at Patna by women, similar to that at Malda. Martin, Eastern India
,
Patna,

pp. 866-7.

60 Acc. to Foster, camcanys of Kenn’s notea; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 192n, 195.

61 Hughes to Sura*, 12 July, 1620; FRF., I, pp. 2-4; 1A., XLIII, 1914, p. 71.

62 Hughes to Surat, 11 November, 1620; FRP., I, p. 13; FEF., 1618-21, p. 206;

1A., XLIII, 1914, p. 82.

63 Hughes and Parker tQ the Co. November SO, 1620; FRP., I, p. 16, FEF.,

1618*21, p. 218. (Lawn* fine, open texture.).
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(vii) Duuputta

(vii) Doupattas

:

from Hindi dopattah , two breadths. It was a

kind of narrow calico much used for garments and imported from

Malda by the Praydines ,

44

Places of Manufacture

From the description of ambatis and different varieties available,

let us now pass to the places of manufacture. The localities round

Patna, within a radius of 30 miles, were important centres of cotton

manufacture. Soon after his arrival there in 1020, Hughes found that

the ambati calicoes he was seeking were “made a dayes journey from

this place (Patna) in a prigonye (paragana) or shier (sahar) called

Lackhower.” 45 Peter Mundy in 1032 described it as “a place 12

course (coss) off, where is much cloth made and brought hither

(Patna).” 44
It has been identified with Lukhuwar of the Indian Atlas,

a town some 25 or 30 miles SSW of Patna. 47 Hughes described it

as “the pente or fayer” 48
i.e., it was a market of cloth goods for the

surrounding villages where they were woven. 49 At Lukhawar they

were “bought of all prizes, infinite quantityes, from the poor

weavers .” 70 Pelsaert wrote that ‘Lakliawar produces ambertees
,
a

superior grade of white cloth, 14 gaz long and of different widths worth

64 Hughes to Surat 12 July, 1620; FllP., 1, p. 2; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6;

M v XL111, 1914, tp. 71. Nicholas Ffflet speaks ol depottoes
, a kind of cloak©

(cloth?) of gould of 20 rupees per peece, made at 8ultanpoore
;
FEF., 1618-21,

pp. 195n., 61n.

65 Letter dated November 30, 1620; Fill\, I, p. 16; FEF., 1618-21, p. 213.

66 TPM., II, p. 145.

67 PEP., 1618-21, p. 192n. Survey of India Map., Dt. Patna.

68 Hughes to Surat, 12 July, 1620; Fill*., I, p. 2; VEF., pp. 191-6. (pente-

Hindi peth or penth, a market town).

69 TPM., II, App. D, p. 362.

70 FBP.
t,

I, p. 16; FEF., 1618*21, p. 213; Hughes td Surat, August 6, 1620;

FBP., I, p. 4; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 197-8; IA., XLIII, 1914, p. 73.
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from four to ten rupees the piece.

”

n Apparently he is referring (o the

Jttluutfjiri variety of the ambatis .

Besides J.ukhawar, there were other centres of production. Thus

Aiundy mentions “Ambartrecs made at ATindowncpore and Selinipore

etc., P-2 and 14 course (cuss) oil, 1(![ coveds longe and ner (sic) 1

broad.” 7
* C'aruac Temple could not identify these two places. 7,1 In

the Ain-i-Ahbari a Saliiupur is given among* the inaltal

s

in tin* Sarlar

of Tirliut.
71 A glance at the Survey of India map (Patna district), how-

ever, suggests the possibility that Salimj)ur is modern Islampur 7 '’ of

the Put wa-lslampur railway line and that JS undownepore is probably

represented by A’uiidun, about 30 miles South of Patna. The town

of Bihar, as it is even now, was also a centre of cloth production.

About lOtil Kenu (Chief of Cas>im bazar factory 10oS-(>5) wrote: “At

Bauaras ( ? Behar) Pi course from Pattuua, and Bacliore, 10 theres

white cloth fit t tor Persia to be had called Cnibcrtccs and Canicanijs,

from 11s. 1/S/- to 3/- rupees per piece.” 76 Further, just as Pelsaert

says 77
that from Chabaspur and Sonargaon to .lagannath all live by

the weaving industry, so also in 1 lie neighbourhood • of Patna, every

village, every town was a centre of cloth production, as Mundy men-

tions that the merchants had to go “from towne to lowne.” ;s

Co nipari.sun of Patna Calicoes with Santana and (inf rat Calicoes

The cotton industry at Patna was regarded iu the twenties ot the

17th century as better suited to the Knglish Company's demand than

71 Jl ., p. 7. lie describes ll as 15 Kik lurtln- than Oudli, Inil tli i>

v\ idently wrong. Itelereiiees to Lukhawar eloths (I.acnm nrsl are leuud in llir

1 X 1

1

1 century record'' a iso; see Prut. K. K. Datin'.- 'SI mtn in tit

Sutnili,' cli. 3.

72 TPM.. II, p. lot. 73 TPM.. II. |> loin.

71 .Inn-rip If, p. 150.

75 The Survey of India Map shows 2 oilier Seliinpurs, one neat Itaikunthpm

ahout 15m.. the other 71m. south ol Inikhawar.

70 (.looted m T'KF.. 161*21, p. W2n.

77 .IP p. H.

7* TPM., II, pp. 115-0. In Iftm-ha nan's liiiie Patna, Kutwah. («a\a and Nawnda

were centres of cloth production. Ilnchanairs Patna Heport in .Martin’s Pa.sfrni

India, p. 3-72.
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that at Semiana (Samana) in the Patiala State. The contention of Hughes

tliut the Zafarkhanis of Lukhawar were better made than the Samana

calicoes is corroborated by the letter of Robert Young at Semiana to

the President and Council at Surat, dated August 2, JG21 to the effect

that Patna was “a more fitting place than Samana, as it was reported

to aftorde greater quantities of wellmade cloth which is more fitting

our country than the cloth of these partes being for the most part of

a sligater making and of uneertayne lengths and breadths.” 7 '1

Further, in the twenties of the 17th century the Zafarkhanis of

Lukhawar were in no way worse than the baftas of Broach, as the

letter of Hughes at Lukliawar to Surat dated August 3, 1021 states that

“the Jafferchanes both for length and breadth, will parallel, if not

exceed your narrowe Barroch baftaes.”
B0 Conditions changed in the

thirties; Gujrat was “returning to its former estate,” after the famine

of 1030, and Peter Mundy doubted whether the calicoes of Patna

would be equal to those of Gujrat, better known for goodness and

cheapness. 81 The Gujrat calicoes were also referred to by Pietro Della

Valle (1023-7) and Mandelslo (1038-9).
Ra

Production of Cotton

The correspondence of the Patna factors does not throw any light

on the question whether the cotton was produced in the neighbour-

hood of Patna or imported. But the invaluable journal ol Peter

Mundy notes that on Pith to 17th September, 1032, he saw cotton Helds

standing, together with other trees, in the area between Naubatpur

and Patna. Therefore we can safely say that at least a part of what

was used in tin; cloth industry was produced in Patna. 83

79 l''El*'., 1018-21, p. 208.

80 Jitter of Hughes to Sural, August a, KrJJ
,

EltP., I, |>. 31 ;
EEE.,

1018-21, p. 258.

81 TPM ., II, 1>. 151.

82 Pietro Della Vallo (1023-7, link. So<\ Grey's edition) pp. 00-01; t'ahuthi

1882, p. 73, article hy K. Rohatsak on Mandelslo and Tlievonot.

8.3 TPM., 11, p. 134. On 10th September 1632, Mundy reached Nnnhatpnr.

On 17th he reached “this Citie (Pattana, 8 course*); noo wast ground all the

way, hub Full of Mango Trees, Gocotrees, Sugar Cane, Gotten ami graine.” lie

l.Ii.Q., DKCKMHER, 1930 11
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Supply of capital

As in the 18th. and early 19th, centuries, so in the early part of

the 17th century also, the merchants had to supply capital to the

weavers who were described as ‘poor
1

in the correspondence of the

Patna factors. Goods could be made to order and meet the require-

ments of the merchants/4 Put it is not clear from the Patna records

whether the dadni system encouraged indolence among the workmen

and reduced them to “a state of dependence little better, if so good,

as slavery ,

99
as it did in early 19th century/ 6

The trade in ambati cloths at Lukhawar was large, but it was not

so large as originally expected by the Patna factors. According to the

letter of August G, 1020, Hughes learnt on hearsay evidence (reports of

weavers) that daily 1000 pieces could be procured, and as the provision

of raw goods lasted from 8 to 4 months, this would bring the annual

outturn to from 90,000 to 120,000 pieces, valued at from Bs. 200,000

to Its. 250,000 in round numbers @ Rs. 2/- a piece all round/* So

Hughes suggested that Ks. 50,000 could be safely invested in brown

ambatis alone. But after securing definite information about the con-

ditions of Lukhawar, Hughes wrote on November 11, 1G20 that “20,000

peeces maye yearlye bee provided browne.
MKT We may compare this

also noticed (Dec. 1630) green Cotton fields in C. India; Ibid., p. 55, lxvi.

Probably the silence of the Patna factors (1620-11 was due to the fact that they

traded mostly with the South of Patna, while the cotton fields were to its west.

Buchanan wrote in early 19th century : “Cotton is by far the most common

material used in the cloth manufacture of these districts; and a great part of

what is used is produced in the country.” Martin. Eastern India, Dt. Patna,

p. 349.

84 Letter of 0th August, 1620.

85 Buchanan wrote in 1812: “The system of advances and a good deal of

the fine cloth is made on advance, produces its usual consequences; and the

workmen, becoming indolent, do not make to a greater value than they do when

working at coarse goods for ready money sale.” (Martin's Eastern India
,
Patna,

p. 354); and further the “System of advances is totally unnecessary but it is bore

pursued by all the native dealers, as keeping the workmen in a state of depend-

ence little better, if so good, as slavery” (p. 355).

86 Hughes to Surat, August 6, 1620; FltPt pp. 4-6; XLIII, 1914, 74.

87 Letter of November 11, 1620.
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estimate with what Peter Mundy wrote in 1632, that “in 5 or 6 months

the merchants who had used this trade for a long time might procure

40 or 50 Core (Kori, score of pieces) or perhaps 100 (i.e., about 800,

1000 or 2000 pieces) and that the chief Broker for coarse linen suggested

that the English might invest Es. 2 or 3000 a month, after the busi-

ness was set on foot, and the country came to know the object of the

English.”*1

The English factors were greatly hampered by late arrival of

funds, often insufficient and “sent in driblets. ” 'Tlius only 37,000

rupees were sent in all in 1620-1, whereas Rs. 50,000 were demanded

for raw ambatis alone. 1 *

Marketing Organisation

Some details of the marketing organisation and the difficulties of

cotton trade may be gathered from the correspondence of the Patna

factors. It appears that the Patna factors, though enjoying full ini-

tiative in dealing with the weavers and responsibility in sending the

goods, werd bound down by the general instructions of the authorities at

Surat and Agra. Thus on September 14, 1620, Hughes wrote to Agra

that he “noted the instructions from Surat regarding purchase

of ambertyes etc.”* 0

The principal time of dealing with the weavers in procuring raw

ambatis was from about October to November. The letter of Hughes

to Surat of October 31, 1620 notes: “with the proceeds of sale to the

governor, Hughes wanted to go to Lackhoure whither Mr. Parker is

goiie befor with 900 rups to make enterance with the ruwe Ambertyes,

the tyme beinge now priucipall good for theire provision, and no

buyers alreade.”* 1 Hence it may be inferred that the other merchants,

rivals of the English, did not begin dealing with the weavers before

October.

88 TPM.. II, pp. 145-6. Me/., App. D.

90 Fill*., vol, I, p. 9; FtiF., 1618-21, p 199.

91 FKP., I, p. 13; 7.1,, XL.I1I, 1914, p. 79; FKF.
t
1GH-Sl,.p. 20J. In early

KMth century, Uuchanan wrote: “The coarse goods made tor market *.al»* an*

Vlways sold as they come from the loom” (Martin, Eastern India, Patna, p. 3 -56 ).
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Usually, arnbati calicoes were purchased at Lukhawar raw from

weavers who brought them from neighbouring gonjes or manufacturing

villages, at the rate of about 50, 60 or 100 pieces daily.*9 But some

weavers of Lukhawar also brought ambat is to Patna town, for sale in

the local bazar from whom Hughes purchased small parcels.*9

In buying raw ambatis from the weavers, at Patna, it was citato-

mary for the purchasers to get a discount or dastun of 4 annas in the

rupee of 16 annas i.e., an abatement or allowance of 25%.

*

4 But at

Lukhawar the discount was uncertain, depending on the bargaining

power of the merchant.® 3

The provision of raw ambatis appears to take about 3 or 4 months

i.e., approximately from November to February. But bleaching was

necessary to make them (it for the Luropean market. ®* Some weavers

of course used to bring bleached calicoes ‘in small parcels' to Patna

town only for the bazar demand, but from them Hughes could not

(November, 1620), iuspite of his best efforts, procure more than one

thousand pieces. So he had to purchase raw calicoes for investments

partly at Lukhawar and partly from other merchants. They used to

buy calicoes raw ami then bleach them themselves and they would not

sell them even with 12L'V» profit, as they made greater profits

by transporting them to Agra and Lahore.

®

?

Hence Hughes held that with sufficient time at disposal, the best

and cheapest course was to purchase them raw or unbleached from the

weavers and then immediately to have them bleached.® 8 But bleaching

92 Hughes to Surat, 12 July, 1620; Fill
1

., I, p. 2: FEF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6.

98 Hughes to Surat, August 6, 1620; I'ltl I. p. 4: 7.4., 1914, p. 73; FEF.
t

1618-21, pp. 197-8.

94 Hughes to Surat^ 12 July, 1620; FT?/*., I, p. 2; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6;

Hughes to Surat. 11 November. 1620; Fltl\, I, p. 13; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 204-6;

J.L, XLTII, 1914, pp. 79-81.

95 Hughes to Surat, 11 November. 1620; 7.4., XILIII, 1914, pp. 79-81; FEF.
t

1618-21, p. 205. 96 TPM!, II, p. 362.

97 Hughes to Surat, Patna, 11 November, 1620; FEP., I, p. 13; FEF.,

1618-21, pp. 204-5; in detail in 7.4., XLIII, 1914, pp. 78-9.

98 Hughes’ Letter to Surat, 6 August, 1620; FRP., I, p. 4; FEF., 1618J.21,

pp. 197-8; IA., XLIII, 1914, p. 73. Buchanan wrote in 1811-12: “The coarse

goods made for market sale are always sold as they come from the loom, but that

intended for sale is all bleached’* (Martin’s India, 356).
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was “exceeding* teadious and troublesome, though put forth as

bought,
,,,#

as “the whitster detaynes them in whitinge and starchinge

about three monthes. 100 Apart from this delay from March to May

approximately, bleaching involved many charges, varying according to

the fineness and breadth of the cloths, besides the cost of cleaning

materials.. The letter of November 11, 1620 notes that “their charge

in cureinge them more or lesse, accordinge to theire fineness and

breadth, some 2J, some 3, and some 3£i rups, per courge, (score) besides

sops ette.“ 101 So the charge of bleaching was approximately 2 to 3 as.

a piece, 10* somewhat higher than in the time of Buchanan.

•This cost of bleaching had to be borne* not by the weavers, as they

sold the goods raw, but at first by the merchants who had to adapt the

raw goods to the needs of the markets by bleaching. And the merchants

used to cover these charges by the old custom of the
L
reza' or by cutt-

ing off a fragment of 10% of the total length of the piece before sending

it to be bleached. This ‘

reza
1

could be sold as unbleached stuff and

was a valuable asset* in cases of large scale purchases. But as the

length of the bleached cotton goods would be reduced from 14J to

about 13 yards, the Company’s factors did not follow the custom but

“whited the intier pece (entire piece) as bought from the 10010 .“ 103

99

Hughes' letter to Surat of November 11, 1620; FRP.
t

I, p. 13; lA.
t

XJUII, 1914, pp. 79-81; FEF., 1618-21, p. 205.

100 Hughes’ letter to Surat, 12 July, 1620; FRP., I, p. 2; FEF., 1618-21,

pp. 191-6. In tho time of Peter Mundy (1632) the time taken for whitening was

“above a month.” TPM., II, p. 146. Possibly in the thirties, owing to reduced

demand after the expulsion of Portuguese, washermen could bleach a larger

number of cotton good* in a shorter time than before.

101 TPM., II, App. D, p. 369; Hughes’ letter to Surat, 11 November, 1620;

FRP., I, p. 13; 1A., XLI1I, 1914, pp. 79-81; Hughes to Surat, 12 July, 1620;

FllP., I, p. 2; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6.

102 TPM., II, App. I>, p. 369. Details of bleaching and washermen, in 19th

century are given by Buchanan (MartiD, pp. 328-29, 356). In early 19th

century, the cost of bleaching one score (of 28 pieces) varied acc. to size

from “2 rs. 7 anas, 3 pices to 3 rs. 3 anas, 6 pices” or roughly from Es. 24 to 34,

including the cost of soap, soda, lime and requisite implements, which the washer-

men got from Co.’s factory.

103 Hughes to Surat, 12th July, 1620; FRP ., I, p. 2; FEF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6;

Hughes to Surat, 11 November, 1620; FRP., I, p. 13; 1A., XLIII, 1914, pp, 79-81;
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Thus the provision of ambatis
,
bleached and unbleached, and their

preparation and finishing for sale, required from about 8 to 10

months. 104
It was necessary for the merchants “to goe gatherings tf

it by litle and litle, from Towne to Towne, knowe its valewe, and

where to finde it,” as Mundy remarked, 105 or “to have the yeare and

meanes beforehand to be perpeatually doinge therein,” as Hughes

wrote. 100 Hard reconnaissance and search for one year, and adequate

supply of funds were antecedent conditions of a successful investment.

Hence, starting rather late in the season, and getting only about three

months’ time, (July-October), Hughes could not send any material

shipping in the first year (1020), except some samples of unbleached

goods. Peter Mundy also had to discard the idea of establishing a

factory at Patna in 1632, on account of the limited time at his disposal

(17th September to 16th November, 1632).
10T

In the marketing organisation of the period, brokers played an

important and indispensable part. They used to act as intermediaries

between the merchant and the producer, finding out for the former the

sources of supply of cotton goods and bringing samples for approval, to

be returned, if. disapproved. Tlius Peter Mundy set brokers to seek

out coarse ambatis on 26th September, 1632. Next day they bought 20

or 30 pieces, which were, however, returned on the 28th as being un-

suitable for the English demand. 108 Probably there were different

brokers who specialised in different varieties of goods e.g., as Peter

Mundy mentions “Ganga Ram, the Cheifest Broker in theis parts for

FRF., 1618-21, pp. 191-6. Carnac Temple explains the above as:—“that the reza

was usually 10% of the whole piece, and constituted a species of discount, like

our own 13 to the baker’s doaen”; M., XLIII, 1914, p. 80; TPM., II, App. D,

pp. 369-70.

104 TPM., II, p. 161.

106

Ibid., pp. 146-6.

106 Hughes to Surat, 11 November,* 1620; VHP., I> p. 13; IA.
f
X^LIII, 1914,

pp. 79-81.

107 Mundy was ordered to complete business in Patna so as to reach Agra

by the middle of January 1633. So he would have to start by the end of

November and had to finish everything in about 6 weeks’ time. Introduction TPM.,

II, xxxii.

108 TPM., II, p. 145*
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Corse linen.” 109 In return for these services, there was a brokerage

paid by the maker both at Patna and at Lakhawar. 110 Prom the corres-

pondence of the Patna factors it appears that on unbleached goods the

brokerage was fluctuating and uncertain, and that on bleached goods

it was about 5 pice a piece, paid by the maker. Of this 2 pice went to

the “ Governor or Shikdar” or revenue officer of the paryana> 2 pice to

the broker, and 1 pice was paid to the merchant. Hence “over every

transaction there must have been a great deal of calculation, and each

party had to keep head cool and eyes wide open.” This was a very wide

custom, but apparently the Patna factors regarded it as unpleasant and

tried to reduce it.
111

Variations in Measurement

Absence of standardised units of measurement increased the diffi-

culties of the cloth trade. There were four different measures, the

Jahangiri coved of 40" (13J=14J yds.), the Ilahi gaz or the Agra

coved of 33", the Patna coved of 41", and the Lukhawar coved of

43J". Hughes took the Jahangiri coved to be the standard. But the

Surat factors confused it with the Agra coved of 33" and then thought

it to be 32J". Hence there was “a disconcerting discrepancy in

accounts.” Owing to the difference between the Patna and the Lakha-

war coveds, the weavers necessarily suffered the loss of or 6J% on

sales. 11*

109 TPM.
t p. xxxii.

110 Hughes to Surat
; 11 November, 1620; IA.

t
XLIII, 1914, pp. 79-81, FEF.,

1618-21, p. 205; Hughes to Surat, 12 July, 1620; FHP., I, p. 2; FEF., 1618-21,

pp. 191-6.

111 lbid.
t
TPM., II, p. 370. It is not clear from Hughes’ note whether the

amount was paid to the Governor or Shikdar or to both of them. Probably it

was paid only to the Shikdar
,
the revenue officer.

112 TPM., II, App. D, p. 370; Hughes to Surat, 3 .March, 1621; FllP., T,

p. 22; IA., XLIII, 1914, pp. 98-99; Hughes to Surat, 11 November, 1620; FKP.,

I, p. 13; FEF., 1618-21, p. 205; lA.
y
XLTII, 1914, pp. 79-81; Hughes to Surat, 12

July, 1620; FRP ., I, p. 2; FEF 1618-21, pp. 191-6.

(a) “the jehangery [which is one-fourth longer than the elahye (=33") of

Agra] » 12 July, 1620.
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The provision and despatch of goods were also hindered by the

rainy season. The letter of Hughes to Surat dated August 6, 1620,

notes that “the raynes (rains) is some impediment to theire provision

for that the weavers by reason thereof come not to towne as wontedly. 113

The provisions of 1620 were finished before 6th October, 1620.

Trade Competition and Distribution

Apart from the English Company’s factors, other merchants were

engaged in trade with Patna, and the former had to meet a severe corn*

petition in the Portuguese, Persian, Mughal, Pathan, Armenian and

Indian merchants including East Bengal merchants. Speaking of

provision of Calicoes, Hughes wrote to Surat on 6th August, 1620:

“There are greate store of buyers abroade which hath somwhat

inhansed (i.e., enhanced the price of) the Commodity.” 11

4

The Portuguese merchants who were already in possession of the

field, used to come to Patna in their diverse frigates from the “bottom

of Bengalla,” 115 from Satgaon, Hugli and Pipli and used to “buye up

all theye can laye hand of.
115 They traded via Bengal and yearly had

shipping from Malacca and Cochin. 117 In return for Chinese silks,

spices, tin and jewellery which they imported, they exported from Patna

ambati calicoes, Khassa or variety of muslin, all sorts of thin cloth,

“dyed into redds purposelye for saile to the southwards,” silk, and

(b) “The cloths are generally 13 coveds Jehangor longe or of Puttnna, betweeno

which and the coved of Lackhoure is some small diferance, the country coved being©

the longer by allmost a givry ( T
l
8 of a gaz) or jS 'V’-ll November, 1620.

Peter Afundy (1632) notes, “The Coved liecre is 1$ coved of Agra, and 5 coveds

of Agra make 4 English yards, Soe that this Coved is neerest hand (as near as

possible) 1 yard 2 inches; TPAf., II, p. 156.

113 Hughes* to Surat, August 6, 1620; PI£P.„ I, p. 4; M., XL1IJ, 1914, p. 73;

FEF.
y
1618-21, pp. 197-8.

114 Letter of Hughes to Surat, 6 August, 1620; Fit 1 *., I, pp. 4-6; XL1II,

1914, p. 73.

116 Hughes and Parker to Co. November 30, 1620; FllP.
t

I, pp. 16-18; lA.,

XLIIf, p. 83.

116 Letter of 6 August in JA.
y
p. 73. Letter to Co. November 30, 1620; FBP.

}

t, pp. 16-18; 1A., XLTII, 1914, p. &3; TPM., II, p. 362. These places were

known to the English only by distorted names and reports.

117 Ibid.
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coarse Jaunpur carpets. 118 The Portuguese were of course persecuted

by Shahjahan and were expelled from Beugal about 1632, an event

which must have seriously affected the cotton trade but the other mer-

chants continued to “make great investments” at Patna in the first half

of the 17th century. 119

Hughes notes in his letter of 12th July, 1620: “The Moijoles and

Praychaes are here like bees.” 120 The word Mogoles does not indicate

a definite race, but it is applied to all sorts of Central Asiatic foreigners

including Persians and merchants from the Northwest Frontier

regions. 121 Probably the word Praychae

t

does not mean inhabitants of

Oudli and Behai\ as Sir William Foster conjectures, 122 nor Brachios or

Persians, as the late N. Kaye writes, 123 but Fast Bengal traders, judg-

ing from the word and the spelling of the word—as it was not in use

in Bihar or Oudli vernaculars and is only creditable to Bengali
;
and

the vowel transposition is peculiar to East Bengal
;
and also from the

fact that the village ballads of Fast Bengal as preserved from the

mediaeval period onwards distinctly show that all the Gangetic water-

ways were frequented by Bengal boats and merchants carrying Bengal

products far and wide even out into different parts of Indo-China and

Fast Indies. The two indications about the carrying trade of the

118 TPM., 11, p. 366; Letter of Hughes to Surat, July 12, 1620; VHP., 1, p. 2;

VEF., 1018-21, pp. 191-6; Letter of Hughes and Parker to Co. November 30,

1620; VHP., 1, pp. 16-18; L4., XLI1I, p. 83.

119 TPM., 11, pp. 145-6.

120 Hughes to Surat, PUP., 1, p. 4; lA.
t
X*L 111, 1914, p 71. One is reminded

ot Pelsaert’s expression, “Armenians running and racing about like hungry folk,

whoso greedy eyes ” JJ t) p. 16.

121 TPM., 11, p. 362; Carnuc Temple’s note in LI., XLII1, 1914, p. 71.

122 ‘This unusual word is possibly to be explained by the Sanskrit Pruchya,
meaning like itfirhiya, “an inhabitant of the countries tu the eastwards” i.e.,

to those at Agra (where Hughes probably learnt the term) the inhabitants of

Oudli, Behar Ac. But this is mere conjecture.’

—

VEF., 1618-21, p. 195n.; TPM.,
11, p. 362 ; 7/1., XL1II, 1914, p. 71n. The words ‘Porop’ and ‘Bengalen Porop’
are common in. Pclsaert’s Bemonstrantie, ,11 ., p. 4; Pelsaert used the term to

include the Mogul provinces of Allahabad, Bihar, and Orissa, but not Bengal;
Ib'M., p. 4n.; see also TPM., II, p. 99n.

123 N. Raye, EAEB., p. 27n.

MI.Q., DECEMBER, 1936 12
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Praycltaes are (1) bringing Malda products to Patna market, and (2)

taking Bihar products to Bengal. 1 24

The chief exports of both flic Moyalp* (Mughals) and the Pray-

chaes out of Patna were ambatt calicoes, mnndih or turban cloths of

Benares (? Bihar), demanded in Persia, 12
* girdles or Karmarbancls,

layches (aldchah, aldcha
,

ilCicha) or short silk and thread cloth, and

doujmttas or cotton goods in the form of sheets from MaUla
;
also some

types of muslins and a sort of thin cloth called caymeconyes

(Kaimkhani) of Bihar (a coarse variety of Khassa), which were not fit

for the English market. 126 They were brought for transport by the

Uoyoles to Lahore and Northwest India generally 127 and found a ready

market in Persia, Turkey and North Africa. They purchased any-

thing required by importing only specie or bills of exchange. 128

Besides these, there were the Pat ban traders, engaged in bringing

Sahans from lower Bengal. It is probable that they were mostly indi-

genous Pathans who had recently been dispossessed of political power

and teritorial possessions, and not the foreign Pathans who began to

come to India from about the middle of the 17th century. 12 ®

Armenian merchants are referred to by Pelsaert at ]>ahore,

together with merchants of Aleppo. 130 But from the notes of Peter

Muiidy (1632) we know that the Armenians had trade relations with

Patna also. There was a cosmopolitan surai for the comfort of these

traders. Speaking of the “Zeft'e Ckauns Sarae,” Mundy says, “this

place is chiefly for Merchants of strange Countries, as Mogolls,

Persians, Armenians, where they may lodge and keepe their goods the

tyme of their stay heere, payeinge so much bv the moneth. Theis are

uBuallie in great citties, but the other sort of Saraes are in all places

124 The Bengal colony at Jaipur dates from about the last decade of the

16th century.

125 Letter of 11 November, 1620; M., XL1II, p. 62.

126 TPM., 11, p. 366. 127 Ibid., p. 362.

128 Ibid., p. 366; Letter of 11 November, 1620; PUP., I, Z.4., XLIII, 1914.

p. 82: Letter of Hughes to Surat, 12 July, 1620; PUP., I, pp. 1-4; M., XL1IT,

1914, p. 71.

129 Sir J. N. Sarkar, Fall of Mughal Empire
,

vol. I.

130 J/., p. 30.
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servinge for all sorts of Travellers that come att night and away in

the morninge.,,m

In January 1622, an Italian, Villentine Bernardino, came to Agra,

enroute to Patna to make investments for Persia. Possibly he got

information from the English factors who “dispeeeded him on his

way." But he was not heard of again. 13 *

Regarding distribution, it appears that there was a small local

demand in the Patna bazar for the unbleached and bleached cloths of

Lukhawar. 133 There was also some interprovincial trade carried on by

the English and other merchants with Agra and Lahore in bleached

cotton goods, 134 and also with South and North Bengal. Some of the

bleached goods were again exported by the English merchants for use

in England, other European countries, Persia, Barbary and Turkey. 135

Persia was a market for the amhatis and Kaimkhanis134
of Bihar and

Lukliawar at least up to the middle of the 17th century, if not later.

Speaking of the possible use of ambalis in England, Hughes wrote:

"The narrowest sorts (of amberti cloth) unliting either for England or

transporte as likewise the broader sorts (i.e., Zafarkhunis in the letter

of 3rd August 1620) to come shorte in their lengliets and breadthes for

131 TPM.
f

II, p. 159. Zefie Oku tin is Saif Khan, late governor of Bihar

1627-32, see TPM
.,

II, pp. 108-9n. [Calcutta was an Armenian trade centre from

before 1630 (Sukeas Street from Sukea, a merchant prince and benefactor). An

Armenian, widow’s tomb is referred to in the Sunday Statesman
,
9th February,

1936].

132 N. Raye, EAEIt ., pp. 27-28 quoting the letter of Hughes and Parker to

Surat, October 18, 1621. “Probably he availed himself of one of the Portuguese

frigates coining to Patna from Hugh and Patna and sailed down the Ganges to

the Sea and by sea to Persia whence he had come.” See N. Raye, p. 28.

133 Hughes to Surat, November 11, 1620; FUP. % 1, p. 13; /A., XLIII, 1914,

pp. 78-79. It appears from the notes of Buchanan that there was such a local

demand in the early 19th century; Martin, Eastern India
,
Patna Report, pp. 863-4.

134 Ibid.

136 Ibid., Hughes to Surat, 6 August, 1620. FRP., I, p. 4, FEF., 1618-21,

pp. 197-8; lA.
f

XLIII, 1914, p. 73. [Hughes proposed to buy some small

quantities as samples of the available articles for a trial for Lahore and Persia.

Letter of July 12, 1620. 7/1., XLIII, 1914, p. 71. Baftas and other cotton gobds

manufactured at Broach, were in this period, exported to England, Java, Mocha,

and Persia.

—

J1H., X, 1931, p. 246].
.J "7

136 Kenn, 1661, quoted in FEF., 1618-21, p. 19$. . • >

' :
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the use of sheeting©, shirtinge etts The well-making of the

Clothe wherein it exceeds either Samanes or your baftaes (of Broach in

the letter to Surat, 3rd August, 1621) will make it of good esteeme in

England.’ 1197 Thus it appears that English demand was at this time for

coarse and thick cotton stuffs, possibly to serve as substitute for

woollens.*

Jagadish Naeayan Sarkar
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Cults and Cult-acts in Kerala*

The Bhagavati Cult

Of all the varied cults, prevalent in Kerala, the Bhagavati Cult

is the most popular. Bhagavati is generally the patron-deity

of all families, big and small. She is again the patron of the village

and even though there may be a big temple dedicated to the chief gods

of Pauranic Hinduism in the villages, she holds the place of importance

in the minds not only of the rustic villagers, but also of the cultured.

Quite consistent with this we have a number of Kdvus
,

the seat of

Bhagavati shrines, and all Kdvus are looked upon with more than an

ordinary amount of awe and respect. The popularity that Bhagavati

enjoys even today amongst the masses, the number of temples set apart

for the goddess and the uniform sanctity with which these are treated

—

all these tend to show that this was one of the cults most, popular in

Kerala : and when we also remember the fear and dread attached to these

temples and the rather unseemly practices associated with these temples,

at least a majority of them, we are naturally tempted to believe also

that this must have been one of the earliest of the cults to become

popular in this part of the land. Certain peculiar features of this cult

form the subject of this paper.

The cult of Bhagavati stands entirely distinct from the cults of

Siva and Vimu. In the first place, though varied are the sources of

Bhagavati
,
yet in the cult as it obtains today, these differences are

more or less merged. Secondly, Bhagavati is the only divinity amongst

us who works through the instrumentality of a human agent.

Thirdly, peculiar are the rituals which are conducted for the propitia-

tion of the goddess and such ritualistic practices are entirely absent in

the case of every other deity, inasmuch as they are of the nature of

communal offerings, characterised by the presence of the lower forms

of tantric and mantric rites and not rarely accompanied by the offering

Continued from 1B.Q., vol. XI, 1935, pp. 474 ff f
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of human blood or something similar to it. Fourthly, she is peculiarly

the deity who is invoked in times of danger. And lastly, hers is

probably the chief cult, the elaboration of which led to the gradual

development of our indigenous dramas and dramatic dances which again

served as the first of the many impulses leading to the creation of an

indigenous vernacular literature.

Bhagavati is the deity par excellence in times of danger and in

times of sickness. In times of political danger when face to face with

an invading army or oppressed by a mighty chieftain, people generally

turn to their patron-goddess for help and protection. And popular

legends associate the appearance of the patron-goddess in human form

in sore distress. Thus the patron-goddess of the small shrine Chittur

in Cochin State is piously believed to have led the people of the

locality to victory when threatened by the Eonkau chief, a victory

under divine leadership which the people are celebrating even today

under the name of Konkan-pata. Similarly, the. patron-goddess of the

Cochin royal family is popularly believed to have led the people of

Palayannur in a victorious fray with an advance guard of Tippu and

to have safely escorted the king of the time, Saktan Thampuran Rama

Varma, for a momentous interview with him. In the battle the army

of the villagers was solely composed of women armed with their pestles

!

In the matter of social evils also, the patron-goddess is resorted to

fight the cause of the orthodox and the good. When a man defies the

social conduct, the goddess is invoked. Ouri legends are rich in stories

relating to this aspect of Bhagavati
,
so much so that it has become a

popular saying: ‘Resort to Bhagavati when in difficulties’.
1 A

typical story may be noted in connection with the ostracism of

Kakka£4eri Bhatt&tiri, the contemporary of the famous Vikraina of

Calicut in the first half of the 15th century. He was leading the life

of a Jivanmukta and the social leaders not realising the nature of the

great man resorted to Bhajanam at the shrine of Cottanikkara to get

him ostracised* It is again to be noticed that the first thing to be

done in the inauguration of a Vicarana is to propitiate the patron-deity.

ft i
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The village patron^deity is also the sole protection of the villagers

during periods of epidemics. jWhen cholera or small-pox breaks out

in a village, the villagers associate it with the anger of the

goddess, and this is immediately followed by family and village votive

offerings at the sacred shrine. As a matter of fact when the summer

season begins, every Bhagavati shrine becomes more than usually active.

Devotees pour in day after day and daily votive offerings of individuals

become a general rule followed by a common communal offering and

celebrations towards the close. In this connection reference may be

made to the shrine at Cranganore which is the famous Masuri-devata

for the whole of Malabar where the Bharani in March-April is cele-

brated as a palliative against the outbreak of small-pox.

So far we have described the goddess as the general patron of

village protecting it from every abnormal visitation, which is beyond

the control of human agency. The goddess also figures as the protector

of individuals, particularly the curer of diseases, especially brain

diseases, generally associated with the baneful influence of ghosts and

goblins. One of the commonest prescription for the diseased person

is to undergo a process of Bhajanavi in some well-known Bhagavati

shrine. In this aspect, the shrines at Cottanikkara and at the Cape

Comorin are very well-known, while in the case of an individual attack

of small-pox, a votive offering at the famous shrine at Cranganore is

supposed to be particularly efficacious.

Thus we find that both for the individual and the community the

Bhagavati is the deity to protect them from dangers, especially

sickness, lit is, however, significant to point out that there are but

few Bhagavati shrines which are supposed to be the giver of prosperity

or children or learning. ,Of course on a minor scale every shrine is

associated with these also; but such an association is generally made

by its own advocates and not by the people at large. I remember one

shrine at least, dedicated to Bhagavati
, which is held specially sacred

for learning, I mean the one at Avanangode; one, to offspring at

Urakam and one, particularly to prosperity, the shrine at Cottanikkara.

But the general absence of Bhagavati shrines associated with the happier

aspects of human life is peculiarly striking. Have we here a clue to

the origin of the Bhagavati shrine P Can these have originated in
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dread and fear for the purpose of counteracting the natural visitations?

The goddess figures prominently as the friend in distress. In ancient

da^fTrhen the people were left to the tender mercies of divine ills,

they could conceive of none else but the Mother to help them out.

From the deity of fear and dread to whom was assigned all the ills

of life may have evolved the idea of the beneficent mother, probably

through the culture contact of the Aryans who appear to have colonised

the land long before the Christian era—a view that gains considerably

in support from the fact that Bhayavati shrines are the only places

of worship where by the side of the Aryan rites we have revolting

cult-acts at least once a year, not so much in the name of the individual

as in the name of the community.

No less important is another feature of the mother goddess which

differentiates her from other deities, and this is the presence of an

earthly representative for the goddess to carry out her behests. .This

is a feature common to almost all Bhagavati shrines. The person is

known as Komaram or Veliccapdtu and hie chief function is to be the

spokesman of the deity. When occasion demands it, he becomes

possessed and conveys the pleasure of the goddess in human accents

and directs the doing of this or that ceremony as a votive offering to

avert this or that calamity; and note he talks in the first person. In

his sacred vestments he precedes the idol of the deity when it is taken

out. He is undoubtedly an interesting personality and exerts great

influence over the villages.

The election of the village Komaram is an important ceremony

and it is an interesting rite. He is generally an elected officer, elected

on the basis of spiritual superiority of which he is required to give

tangible proof. The intending candidate undergoes a process of

Bhajanam in the village shrine and on a fixed day he must satisfy the

people that he possesses some supernatural power, which entitles him

to become the honoured agent of the deity. The election of the

Komaram is an event of great import at Cranganore. When, however,

the last Komaram died a few years back, there has not yet come forward

any one who could prove his right to the place by the possession of

supernormal power.

A couple of observations regarding the institution of this dignitary
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in Bhagavati shrines deserves to be made here. In the first place,

the man elected for the place is invariably a Sudra, though in these

days instances are not found wanting where other castes—suj*-qastes

—also take to this profession. In the second place, the person selected

for the place is invariably a man and not a woman. That this office

is generally held by a Sudra may be taken as an indication of the

primitive nature of the origin of this cult. For it is unlikely that, if

this be an Aryan cult, the priestly hierarchy would have allowed a

Sudra to usurp this important function. It deserves also to be

mentioned here that to this dignity falls the discharge of the lower

forms of mantric rites for the propitiation of the goddess. Here then

is a definite clue regarding the sources of the Bhagavati cult. The

other feature does not lead itself to such an easy explanation, in spite

of the fact that it is a tempting line of inquiry. I incline to think

that man has been selected for this office as the earthly representative

of the divine mother in view of her masculine activity. Since the

Komaram has to officiate at the offerings of blood, to visit the houses

of victims suffering from small-pox and cholera and other epidemics,

it is but legitimate that the choice should naturally fall upon a man

who is better fitted by nature for thifc sort of work. Such an assump-

tion would naturally suggest that this dignitary originally functioned

only in those institutions which may have had a pre-Aryan origin. As

a matter of fact we have Komarams functioning in almost all Bhagavati

Bhrines which are Kdvus and not in other shrines which are not Kdvus .

Putting these two ideas together we have again the same view

emphasised that the Bhagavati cult is a relic handed down to us from

a pre-Aryan past; and we shall not be far wrong if the presence or

absence of a Komaram be made a test of the antiquity of a Bhagavati

shrine.

The institution of the Komaram in Bhagavati reminds one of the

institution of* the Priest of Diana on the banks of the Nimi lake in

Italy. In the case of the priest the choice is made with reference to

his physical strength and the strongest man is always the priest. But

in the case of the Komaram
,

the choice is based upon his super-

natural power, the presence of which in a particular individual is

taken to mean that he is in direct communion with the spirit of the
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goddess. Secondly, when once the Komaram is selected, he is there

for life. In the case of the priest also he is there for life, but

unfortunately he can be killed at any moment by anybody who is

stronger than himself. Consequently, he is always anxious about his

own safety and as such he has no function other than the one of

safeguarding himself. But the Komaram
,
conscious of his supernatural

powers and the serenity of his position, can and does discharge the

duties falling to his share. It is^ossible that both these offices may

have originated from the same motive with this difference that while

the Romans cared for physical strength, the people in Kerala insisted

upon supernatural powers and spiritual greatness. When it is also

remembered that the. Romans had a colony at Cranganore even during

the pre-Christian era, an inquiry into this institution becomes very

interesting: it is as well possible that there be some borrowing.

The more important of the annual celebrations in Bhagavati

shrines are the following: Vdtam
y
Pattdmayarn, Tdlapoli, Bharani

,

Tuldam and Mutiyettu and other forms of Bhagavati dances and

dramatic representations.

The first of these is a sort of minor celebration con-

ducted by Brahmins and consists in the chanting of Yedic

hymns—evidently a process of Aryanising the shrine. It is held

that the goddess » nshriued there gets her power by these annual chants.

The Pattdmayarn is a forty-one days’ celebration, the function on the

last day being on a grand scale in which all the villagers take part,

and which is accompanied by Tdlapoli
,
Tukkam or Mutiyettu. This

is later followed by Bharani in the month of March-April. All these are

more or less village celebrations to which every family in the village

contributes its mite. It is noteworthy that these celebrations are

associated only with Bhagavati shrines and none other.

Tdlapoli is the commonest institution found celebrated in almost

all Bhagavati shrines. It consists in an elaborate religious ceremony

in the temple in more or less on a grand scale. This is followed both

in the afternoon and at night by a procession on elephants. This

one day celebration—four days in the Cranganore temple—is supposed to

humour the goddess and win her favour for the village. This is an

interesting festival and the term itself suggests a clue to its origin.
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Tala means plate and poli, voluntary gifts, and the whole therefore

means the offering of voluntary gifts to the deity. It is, however, a

fact that this free gift does not form part of the festival as it obtains.

But a close scrutiny reveals that the function is characterised by

a symbolic offering. Coming as the festival does at the close of the

second crop, this celebration might originally have been characterised

by payment in kind by villagers to the village patron-deity. It is

held that failure to celebrate Tdlapoli will be followed by the out-

break of epidemics. It is, therefore, legitimate to conclude that in

Tdlapoli the patron-deity is out collecting the annual dues to be paid

by the flock for her upkeep. Again just before this, the representative

of the goddess accompanied by her divine symbols goes out from house

to house collecting dues, a process which is popularly called ParavakkaL

This has also been interpreted as an extreme solicitude on the part of

the deity to see with her own eyes how her devotees are getting on.

In other words, we may relevently see in Tdlapoli a process of voluntary

contribution being levied from the villagers for the upkeep of the

village deity.

In some shrines we have Vela celebrated in place of Tdlapoli.

It is a festive gathering of the rich and the poor alike of the village

to honour the village patron-goddess. In many cases the celebration

is also characterised by the singing of obscene songs, which may be

taken as a sign of antiquity. For in expecting to honour the goddess

by the singing of obscene songs, we may see the popular conception,

necessarily primitive though, that even superior gods and goddesses

are prone to physical sensuous pleasures, as thej themselves are.

Very popular and hence apparently very important are I he

Bharani celebrations, which should on no account be postponed. The

two most important shrines where this is celebrated on a grand scale

are the shrines at Cranganore and at Shertala. It is an annual festival

and the concourse of people taking active part in it is really vast.

There are some essential features associated with the celebrations at

Cranganore. The first is the killing of cocks and as a result the whole

temple becomes a weltering pool of blood. Secondly, there is the

closing of the sanctum sanctorum and then throwing the whole area

open to all castes and creeds among Hindus. The third is the singing
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of obscene songs, the nakedness of which is particularly sickening to

a man of any decency. The rites go on for three days and at the end

of which the temple goes back to its normal gentleness. In this

peculiar festival we may well see the vestiges of the old Dravidian

rites. -Evidently as the very name of the shrine implies, this must

have been the premier Dravidian place of worship where was current

an elaborate form of lantric worship in all its gruesome form.

Closely allied to this, or some would have it, a civilised form of

this is the Guruti which is a communal offering and conducted parti-

cularly in times of great danger. A blood-like preparation is made and

this is offered in place of blood to allay the anger of the deity.

Evidently wherever this form of worship survives we have the goddess

in her terrifio aspect, for it symbolises the offering of human sacrifices

and that means that it is a shrine with pre-Aryan antiquity. This

offering is found made at Cranganore occasionally when virulent

epidemics rage in the land.

No less important, but really more gruesome in its actuality, is

the celebration of what is called Tukham or Hook-swing. The number

of temples where this is found celebrated are few and are- becoming

fewer. A brief notice of this will not be out of place, because this

is found to be a popular form of offering in other countries as well.

And here I shall not do better than quote from the Annual Report on

Archaolopical Researches in Cochin State for the year 1100 M.E. which

1 had the privilege to prepare.

“The man to be hooked undergoes Uhajanam in the temple for a

period of seven, twelve, twenty-one or forty-one days, as the case may

be. During the period of preparation, his charges for boarding and

lodging are met from the temple funds. On the day on which the

festival comes off, he spends his time till the appointed hour entirely

in the temple. Then he is fully dressed in the ceremonial dress with

the head-gear and is supplied with sword and shield. When everything

is ready, he rushes out, accompanied by a crowd of people with at

least a few carrying sword and shield, to the rendezvous where is kept

in readiness a crane-like machine, lie takes his position on the crane

;

the hook-end is lowered and his assistant passes the hooks through his

skin pulled out at the buck. Then a lien is killed and its blood allowed
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to trickle down at his feet. After this is done, a third man, generally

a professional man having definite experience in the work, pulls down

the other end of the cross-beam and the victim finds himself raised

aloft dangling in the air. Then a number of people shoulder the

crane and they run out in procession with it. In front of the procession

the few armed people put up a sham fight, the victim hanging by the

hooks also fighting with the air in that tortuous position. It is not

at all a pleasant sight. If wonderful are the ways of God, cruel,

indeed, are the ways of pleasing Him.

The procession goes out at a quick space—the more the speed, the

more the shake and the more the pain and the risk—and thrice

circumambulates the sacred idol, which is taken out and temporarily

lodged in an outhouse. Each time the victim comes in front of the

shrine, he puts on a reverential attitude and bows to the goddess, the

high priest of the temple standing in front accepting his penitence or

worship or both.

After the last turn is over, the procession as before hurries back

to the old place; the hook end of the crane is lowered and the victim

freed. Thus the function comes to an end. As for the victim, a tight

bandage is made at the place where the hooks were applied, a few

eggs are administered to him, and he is made to take a few quick

rounds in the temple. This is annually celebrated in nearly half a

dozen temples, and yet there has not yet been reported any death or

mishap.

The origin of the festival is lost in obscurity. But the elders

advance the three views to explain its origin. Some say, it is only the

realistic representation of Kali’s destruction of Dairika, and in proof

thereof is pointed out the fact that this festival is connected only with

Bhagavati shrines. But there is no legend so far as I know, which

speak of Kali’s hanging Darika. Others say, it is a process of trial

by ordeal
,
the victim thus proving his innocence

;
but thus it can only

be an individual’s affair and not a temple function. Still others say

that it is a survival in a mild form of the old cruel rite of human

sacrifice, and in support thereof is pointed out the practice of killing

a hen at the feet of the victim. That is a view that deserves to be

seriously considered. But I am inclined to accept it only in qualified
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form. I would take it primarily as a festival of thanks-giving to

one’s deity for a victory in battle in which the sacrifice of the vanquished

chief is the dominating feature .
1

The Bhagavati cult dramatic representations and dances constitute

another series of celebrations, the importance of which cannot be

estimated for the student of this cult, as well as for the student of

our cultural antiquities. These varieties are six in number, namely

(i) Bhagavati Pd}tu, (ii) Tiyyattu
,

(iii) Pdna, (iv) Pdttu ,
(v) Kaniyar

Kaji, (vi) Mutiyettu, These are invariably found celebrated

in Bhagavati shrines in honour of the goddess, sometimes as

an annual festival conducted by the temple itself and at other

times as a votive offering by the pious villagers in the

temple or in their homes. These are intended to glorify the

Bhagavati and deal exclusively with her glorification and thus the

popularisation of that cult which is one of the theistic Hindu cults

most popular in our parts. They have again for their main theme

the destruction of Darika by Kali or the victory of Parvati over Siva.

The language of these songs is exclusively in the local vernacular, and

the actors or the dancers are generally from the lower orders of the

caste Hindus. These and the fact that the lower types of tantric

and mantric rituals are also found associated with some Bhagavati

shrines tempt one to think that in these spectacular representations

may be found the sole surviving relics of the old type of the worship

of sylvan gods and goddesses current amongst the indigenous native

population which by culture-contact and culture-stratification were

purified, ennobled and admitted into the Aryan fold.

(i) Bhagavati Pdt\u

Bhagavati Pdttu is generally found conducted either in temples

or in the houses of the Kerala Brahmins, called Namputiris . The

figure of Bhagavati with heads and arms and body is drawn on

the floor with coloured flour and then Jivapratisfha is done. Sitting

1 Such a view would necessitate the assumption that the Bhagavati cult

was one of the ancient form of religion current here, and that originally we had

priest-kings.
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around it and playing upon some of the musical instruments the troupe

of people, called Kurups
,
sing the songs glorifying the goddess. The

songs continue and the story reaches the climax, when the Komaram

attached to the temple becomes possessed and begins his weird dance

carrying a jingling cilambu in one arm and a pointed

sword in the other. He explains in human accents the ideas of the

goddess, as it were, and points out how the goddess—he uses the first

person—is great and good and powerful, how she is pleased with the

devotion that the people have shown but how they have failed in this

one or that other respect, how she is well pleased with them with the

conduct of the Pdttu and how she will always protect them. As the

process of talking goes on, the songs continue and the musical instru-

ments go on sounding. In due course the Komaram quiets down and

the whole function comes to a close.

(ii) Tiyydttu

Ttyyaffil is similar to the above in all respects except for this

difference : that when the songs reach the fifth stage, the Komaram

in his possessed fury jumps into the fire and executes some weird

stepping dance. While the former type of dance can be either a family

or a votive offering, this latter is always a village or a communal

offering. The most important point in this to the student of dramas

and dances is the presence of music to the accompaniment of which

there is a sort of dancing by a character who poses as a representative of

a divine being for the edification of a large audience in an open place.

(iii) Pdna

Pdna is another variety of similar dancing and though not much

different from the preceding, it is technically held to be different.

Two types are prevalent: it may be an individual votive offering in

which case there is only one Komaram taking part in it—the Komaram

associated with the temple in which the performance is conducted.

It might also be a communal or a village function
;
in which case all

the Komarams of all the Bhagavati shrines in the neighbourhood must

take part in it. Dressed in their usual weird habit, they conduct in

unison a very queer kind of dance to the accompaniment of the
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instrumental music of the type called Asuravadyas. 1 As a third

sub-variety of the same, may be mentioned another similar dance in

front of a Bhagavati shrine conducted by, Katupottans, a class of people

included amongst the lower orders of Nairs, who become possessed under

the influence of alcholic drink. This Paisdcika variety, be it noted,

is run as a village offering for the purpose of getting rain, when it is

inordinately delayed—an evidently powerful clue as regards the

Dravidian origin of these and other similar types of entertainments

conducted in the name of Bhagavati .

(iv) Patpu

Not far removed from these in essentials, much less in spirit, is

the variety, known as Pdftu. It is purely a family or domestic function

celebrated by rich families as a beneficent complement to such rituals

as marriage. The purely religious aspect of this consists in the

invocation of the goddess Parvati on a properly, I mean, tantrically

made seat, i.e., a Pitha surrounded by the various items of Mahgala-

carana; this is then followed by singing in a singsong tone, accom-

panied by the sounding of a metal plate with a table knife. At the

same time there stands in front of the goddess invoked a couple of

ladies dressed in their religious ceremonial dress, and as the song

proceeds, they become possessed and then begin a circular dance and

convey the commands of the goddess. The function begins early in

the morning and with necessary intervals runs on the whole day and

night. Here again we have the glorification of the goddess, but it

differs from the other kinds in that here it is a woman who becomes

possessed.

(v) Kaniyar Kali

Kaniyar Kali is another variety of interesting performance current

in the northern parts of Cochin, conducted in Bhagavati shrines.

When the performance conies of, there is erected a decorated pandal in

1 AsdTaviVtya is the name given to the instruments such os Oenda, Kombu,

Kulal, etc., and the music produced by them is loud and is everything that is he

opposite of gentle.
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the temple adorned with flags and festoons. 'In the centre a big

lighted lamp is placed, round which the players dance to set music,

both instrumental and vocal, the dance being supposed to be an imita-

tion of the dance of Mahakali and Mahakala. The performance

generally continue for three days, the portion for each day by day

being fixed with reference to the music. On the first day we have the

Anfj/ikuttu; the second day we have the Valluvon Pdttu; and on the

third, Subramanya-Patfu
,
to honour the issue of Siva. Valluvon Pdttu

is in praise of Valluvon who is held to have been a saint and philosopher,

and Malama Pdttu was so called, because
t

probably a mountain

song was sung. All these songs are highly devotional in senti-

ment, though here and there may be found references to social

incidents. The main performance is done in the temporary hall and

each day has its fixed songs. After the songs and dances are over,

some farcical element is introduced in which the various castes are

represented and ridiculed for their various vices. This portion of the

representation is called by the name of Poratt-u
,
and its main theme

is humour and social satire, each player appearing in costume suitable

to the character. On the final day after the songs are over, .all the

players together worship! the goddess enshrined in the temple and make

their exit. This is again a queer kind of performance in which music,

vocal and instrumental, and dancing and acting play an equally

important part; but as in the varieties considered, here also the main

and central point of interest is the Bhagavati , enshrined in the temple.

Naturally therefore this also deals with the glorification of the

Bhagavati cult. This is, however, like the Pana
,
a group or. communal

celebration, where all males, children and adults, can take part, and

is celebrated both as a votive offering and as a temple function.

(vi) Mutiyettu

Unlike the varieties hitherto described stands Mutiyettu
, which

is the most important of the representations associated with the

Bhagavati cult. This is the only variety in which two characters

appear in costume, the one representing Kali and the other, Darika. The

term itself is significant in that it means the Yettah (wearingjTof the Muti

(the crown) of Kali. A critical study of these* Various religious varieties
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tempts one to associate the origin of dramatic representation with

religious music accompanied by spontaneous gestures and then music

with dancing. Sinbe the figure drawn combines in itself both pictorial

and sculptorial representation herein may also be seen the beginnings

of painting and sculpture. This then forms an important variety

which deserves to be more closely studied.

As before this again is celebrated in Bhagavati temples and is

conducted by a sub-section of Ambalavasis called Kurups
, who combine

in themselves the arts of music and painting, acting and dancing. They

arrive early in the afternoon, and in a conspicuous place in the temple

front prepare a relief-painting of the goddess Kali in her most terrific

aspect. Simultaneously with the evening rites in the temple, they

begin to entertain the people with their music, vocal and instrumental.

When the evening rites and ceremonies of the temple are over, the

idol of the goddess is taken out in procession and after a fixed number

of circumambulations in the precincts of the temple it is kept in a

prominent place. The first item in the representation is a meeting bet-

ween Siva and Narada, when the latter informs him that the earth is

groaning under the oppression of Darika and it closes with Siva’s pro-

mise of- his destruction by Kali. In the meanwhile, the two characters

who impersonate Kali and Darika are dressed in costume ready

to appear and at the appointed hour Darika comes out and challenges

Kali. The challenge is accepted, and Kali rushes in. There is no

fixed stage—the whole temple area forms the stage and the characters

walk about in a moving fight. Here is a long, tedious process of acting

a battle between the two, and ultimately the goddess wins killing

Darika. The last act is an imposing scene and fills the audience with

terror, occuring as it does at day-break. The chief item’ of the murder

scene is when Kali plunges her hands into the very bowels of Darika

followed by the drinking of, and besmearing her body with, blood, and

ultimately she adorns herself with his intestines .

1

The success of the acting depends, as it necessarily must, on the

superior practical skill of the actors in the matter of acting, all the

1 There is kept within the costume a pouch containing some red liquid

and a long unseemly chain-like thing to represent the intestines.
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more so since there is no other serious accompaniment to relieve the

tedium. This representation is looked upon as a very orthodox and

religious act, and so it is beyond the pale of popular, criticism from the

point of view of aesthetics, and one must necessarily concede that this

acting, is of a superior order. The costume of the characters agrees in

many respects with the costume of the characters in Kathakdli
, and

without committing oneself to rash statements, one may suggest that

the latter may have been derived from the model of the former.

Further, I incline to find in this religious representation one of the

few surviving relics of the indigenous t3rpe of spectacular entertain-

ments, and this more than anything else has tended to popularise the

Bhagavati cult in Kerala.

Before we proceed further we may as well notice here some curious

resemblances that these dramatic representations and dances have with

the Grecian ones. Thus the performance is always out of doors, the

actors, musicians and the spectators all being in open air. The per-

formance is conducted by day in some varieties, while many of them

are held during night, sometime lit up by the moonlight but always

by lamps and torches. Further, the main centre of interest is not so

much the representation, as the Bhagavati shrine or the figure drawn

of the goddess in relief-painting in some prominent place. Further-

more, there is absolutely no effort made at any scenic effect, while

the place and time are denoted by mere words or proper gestures. Thus

it will be seen that Bhagavati cult dances, music and acting are en-

tirely a religious function and a religious act, with the requisite reli-

gious solemnity pervading the whole performance, but with this differ-

ence, namely that the audience is bent upon enjoying it. It is also

interesting to point out that the songs, the dances and rude pantomime

acting—all these are hung on to a tragic story, the destruction of

Darika by Kali. There are some interesting parallels with the Grecian

representation during pan-Athenaeic festivals. Thus there is the

simple act of worship broadening into a drama. There is also the pro-

cess of the humanisation of gods. And last, hut not least, comes the

mythological nature of the subject which hangs on to a tragic story

and which has special reference to national cults and cult-acts. An

intensive study of these from a comparative point of view is sure to
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yield some useful results which may throw some more light on the

problem of the origin of theatrical representations.

We have in the preceding sections noticed some of the salient

features of the Dhagavati cult which distinguishes it from the higher

refined type of Aryan cults. Quite consistent with this is the structure

of Dhagavati shrines and the ministrants in these. As we have

already mentioned, Dhagavati. is the patron-deity of the village
;
she is

the Gramadevata . There is so far as we know only one instance of a

Dhagavati rising above its village boundaries and reaching all-Kerala

importance and that is at the shrine at Cranganore. Consistent with

her general position, her shrine is a lowly one. Even the shrine at

Cranganore is not a very imposing one, in spite of its being a national

temple for all Malayalis. It would serve a very interesting purpose to

compare this shrine at Cranganore with the Siva Bhrine at Tiruvanci-

kulam of a later day. As a general rule, it may be staled that

the sanctums for Dhagavati shrines are ordinary ones. Is this

an indication of the comparatively low position that this deity

occupies dn our religious consciousness? It may be so; but more

possibly it is the outcome of the conception of the deity as a subordinate

agency. She is connected with the facts of everyday life—with the

happiness and misery of the villagers—and not with the highest pro-

blems of universe, with life and birth and death here and hereafter and

as su :h she is subordinate to the deities of Siva and Visnu. To give

her a shrine, connect her with the Aryan heirarchy of gods and offer

her the Aryan ritual and worship, were the most that even the most

sympathetic Aryan colonist could do. The writer has come across at

least one shrine devoted to a female deity which has only an encircling

wall and nothing more, at which annual gujd alone is offered. A

third variety of Dhagavati shrines are found located under trees, such

as Data or Elanji but in all these cases there is, so far as I know, a

major shrine very near to which it is attached. A fourth variety

also is not rare
;
where the Dhagavati is found located in a small niche

in a corner of a big shrine dedicated to Siva or Visnu. Tims we find

that Dhagavati is located in all sorts of places, good, bad, indifferent

—

again an indication of the popularity of this cult and the great power

of accomodation that Brahmiuism has always been exercising.
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This peculiar feature is again found revealed in major temples dedi-

cated to Bhagavati. In the well-known Bhagavati shrines two and some-

times three distinctly sacred places can be noted. The first and the most

important is the sanctum sanctorum itself. Equally important from the

traditional points of view is another flat which is called Srvniulasthdnam
,

which a popular version associates with the first resting place of the

goddess whence she was transferred to the permanent place, the present

main shrine. It is, however, not in all temples that such a shrine could

be seen. Another equally common sacred place is seen in many shrines

:

in front of the same sanctorum and further out may be seen standing a

small block of stone without anthropomorphic or symbolic features,

generally located under trees and sometimes under a roofed vault.

This shrine stands in some fixed relationship with the major shrine.

For all the lower forms of tantric rites, such for instance, as killing

of cocks, offerings of blood, Ouruti etc. are done here and in majority

of cases, the priest who conducts the worship in this outer shrine is not

a Brahmin but only a caste Hindu, the Komarain or some Sudra. Here

then is an interesting survival of probably a historic relic which de-

finitely connects the modern Bhagavati with the old Dravidian cult.

With the coming in of the superfine Aryan cults and cult-acts, a

convenient bifurcation of them is made of the patron-deity in her

beneficent and malevolent, or more correctly the higher and lower forma

of conception. The higher conceptual deity was located in shrines and

here were conducted higher Aryanised cult-acts by Brahmins, while the

crude popular deities of a dreaded character are left outside to delight

as best they may in the annual or seasonal offerings characteristic of the

lower forms of Dravidian cult and cult-acts.

An equally interesting classification of the shrines may be made

from the point of the images enshrined in Bhagavati shrines. Three

specific types may be mentioned. The commonest type is that in the

form of a Kannali-bimbam ,
i.e., Mirror-idol, with an encirclement

around. In other cases, we have a regular idol with anthropomorphic

features: an excellent instance of this type of idol may be found

in the shrine at Cape Comorin. A still third type may be found in

places where the idol is composed of an uncouth piece of granite or

laterite rock. Such idols are a rarity and these are looked upon as
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svayambhus. It is interesting to point out that this type of idol alone

is held to do positive good, and it is only with this type of idol that

any higher conceptions of religion are generally associated. Two most

interesting instances of types are those at Cliottanikkara and at Avanai:-

gode. The nature of the idols is also thus ail interesting relic which

may help to throw some light on the historicity of this cult.

No less important are the people who are associated with the rituals

of these shrines. There are three different castes found thus associated

and they are the Brahmins, Antaralars and the Madras, especially the

lower orders. As a general rule it may he said that in all shrines the

Brahmins are the priests; but on special occasions and for special kinds

of offerings, they are replaced by Antaralars or Slidrax. Thus at

Cranganore, Brahmins and Antaralars exist side by Bide while the

Komaram helps them as active agent during the Bharani period.

Similarly, at Chittur Brahmins are the regular priests at the main

slirine, but the Nairs function as such at the outer shrine in front.

There are at least a couple of shrines where the priests are only

Brahmins, I mean the shrines at Cliottanikkara and at Avanangode.

This tlieu forms another line of demarcation for tracing the origin and

antiquity of this cult, for it is a significant thing to point out that

ouly these temples which have exclusive Brahmin priests are associated

with he higher types of beneficent goddess, and these shrines are looked

upon as the patron-deities of the Brahmin colonists. Thus the shrine

at Cottanikkara and Urakam are the patron-deities of the Namputiris

of the Vedanat-gramam and Perumaiiam-gramam, evidently suggest-

ing for these shrines a high antiquity, which must have been accepted

even at the time of the fusion of the two cultures of the Aryan and

the Dravidian.

A study of the general nature of these shrines also forms an im-

portant source of information. These shrines, the more important ones,

are located at the head of plains or tops of hills and quite naturally

from the point of view of this fact they are treated as the patron-deity

of the area commanded. From the point of view of the location, the

dread and fear associated with the shrines vary. Thus a forest goddess

is held to be more dreadful than a goddess in the plain. The goddess

of the plains are agents active in furthering the mundane matters of
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the villagers, where as hill goddesses are associated with the further-

ance of the more beneficent and spiritual aspects.

Enough has now been said regarding Uhayacati cult from a

general point of view. We shall now try to inquire wliat exactly is

her relation to the gods and goddesses of the Aryans. Corresponding

to the masculine aspects of Brahma, Visnu and Siva, there are the

feminine aspects of Sarasvati, Laksmi and Piirvati. All temples in

Kerala can be broadly divided into Saivite ones and Vaisnavite ones,

though we have none dedicated to Brahma. Such a cut and dry classi-

fication of the feminine aspects of these gods is not possible as regards

the shrines in their honour. There is no temple which may be pro-

nounced to be definitely Vaisnavite or Saivite. The traditions and

legends associated with them no less than the rites and rituals current in

them all tend to boil down any definite relationship that may be

maintained to Visnu or Siva. It the presence of blood offerings may be

taken as an indication of that deity’s relationship to the feminine as-

pect of Siva, there is also the sacredness of the same with reference

to learning or prosperity, associated with Brahma or Visnu. One shrine

may be predominantly the seat of prosperity, hut it is equally im-

portant as the curer of mental diseases. Such a fusion of functions

must necessarily come to exist, especially in view of the fact that the

functions of Luksinl or Sarasvati are always found overlapping. We
have instances of deities, definitely localised as Laksml or Parvatl

prayed to for similar kinds of gifts or aids and the lifting off similar

ills arising out of their displeasure. Thus it will be found that the

functions of these deities are as vague as their anthropomorphic features.

This confusion is enhanced by another aspect of the goddess in the

popular conception. The deity enshrined at Cape Comorin has three

distinct functions associated with the three different times of the day.

Thus early in the morning she is the hestower of learning, at noon

the hestower of riches and in the evening t lie giver of bliss and the

remover of diseases, indeed irreconcilable conceptions, when we try to

relate her with one or other of the Trimilrtix. Only one explanation

seems possible for this variety of functions; even at the time of the

Aryan colonisation this deity must have come to be popularly associated

with the functions of warding off evils ami of bestowing bliss, spiri-
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tual and mundane. In other words, these are not Brahminical deities,

nor are they the offshoots of Brahminical culture : they are primitive

goddesses converted into Brahmin fold. Consequently according as

the exigencies of the ritual they have manifold functions and hence

manifold origins. Thus the immediate presence of a Saivite shrine

make the Uhagavat shrine Saivite; compare, for instance, the shrine

at I’aramekavu at Trichur. Again popular traditions make one god-

dess the consort of another god : thus the goddess at Urakam

is made the consort of the god enshrined at Irinjalakuda. The

fancy of the worshipper or the proclivity of the high priest makeB

the shrine Vaisnavite or Saivite, as the case may be. Thus different

origins are reported about the deity enshrined at Cottanikkara. In

all these cases, however, it deserves to be pointed out that the shrine

itself does notf lend countenance to any such professed declaration being

accepted. This is as much as saying that originally they had nothing

to do with either Siva or Visnu. They were simply the benign or

malignant village-deities and this aspect is more or less well-preserved

in spite of the constant white-washings given to the shrine by its

Yaisnavite and Saivite adherents. It is no doubt possible, even pro-

bable, that before these shrines were accepted into the Aryan fold they

must to a great extent have been influenced by the Buddhist

and Jain religions: these must have originally deprived the

shrines of their horrifying rites and rituals, such, for instance, as

the offering of human beings, if there existed any, and animals which

did exist, and replaced them by symbolic oiferings. From this point

of view it may be argued that those shrines in which polished forms

of lower cult-acts are practised and which are labelled as Saivite might

have been brought under Buddhist influence, while those which are

labelled as Vaisnavite, and in which such acts are absent might have

been originally brought under Jain influence. It is quite con-

ceivable that the purely benign goddess—and these are very few—may
be a legacy handed down to us by our distant Buddhist and Jain

forefathers, while the others might be the surviving shrines of the

Dravidians. Quite consistently with this historical nature, these have

always been the deities who concerned themselves with the everyday

life of the villagers and to whom the villager always looked up to

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1936 ^
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for help in evil days. No wonder in the hands of the villager

the rites and rituals were characterised not so much by praises

or desires for moral blessings as by a tone of propitiation and thank-

fulness. It may also be mentioned here that the conception of a super-

human deity and the elaboration of the cult and the varied cult-acts,

however primitive and revolting they might originally have been,

prepared the way for the acceptance of the Braliminic, Buddhist

and Jain creeds and cults and cult-acts, with the result that the

cult as it obtains today partakes of all the features of all, but of

none in particular.

Enough has now been said to show that the evolution of the

Bhagavati cult is a subject of great importance, in which a large

amount of materials is still available for the student. A systematic

study of these is sure to yield a rich harvest to the student of com-

parative religion and philosophy.

K. ft. Pisharoti



Our Present Agni-Purana
1

The Alatsya and the Shanda Puranas notice the Af/ni Parana as

follows

:

‘That Puruiia which describes the occurrences of the Tsana Kalpa

and was related by Agni to Vasistha is called the Agneya..’ 2 But in

the present Agni, though Agni is found to speak to Vasistha, there

is no mention of the Isaua Kalpa. On the other hand, the Varaha

Kalpa has been mentioned in connection with the Tortoise incarnation

o£ Visnu (see Agni
, 2, 17). This disagreement between the description

in the MaUya and the Sianda Parana# and the con(en4s of the present

Agni show that the latter is not the earlier Agni Parana which was

noticed by these two Puranas. This apocryphal character of the

present Agni is further evidenced by the verses quoted from the *Agni

Parana 1

or
‘Agneya1

in the Smrti-N ihandhas. The express mention of

Vasistha and king Ambarlsa as interlocutors'* and the occurrence of

the words ‘kuru-surdula/ ‘vira,’ ‘rajan,* ‘nrpa,* ‘rajendra/ etc. in the

Vocative Case in many of the quoted passages* prove that in the ori-

ginal Agni Parana Vasistha spoke to king Ambarlsa at least on

the various topics on Dharma. Moreover, in one of the verses quoted

from the
‘Agneya Purdna 1

in the Tlrtha-cinidmani
,
Siirya is mentioned

as the speaker, and in another, Visnu speaks to (iahga (cf. Tirtha-

1 The VangavlisI edition is chaptor by chapter the same as the Annmlasrama

Press edition. There are, of course, occasional variations in readings and

numbers of verses in the corresponding chapters.

Mut.sffli 53, 28 and Skanda VI J, i, 2, 47. The latter reads ‘isilna-kalpasya’ in tho

first lino.

in Aifni, 272, which is an abridgment of Mfitsyu, 53 n.ul not of No nulU/n, 1,

92-109 as Hrtrapra.sful, fiastri holds, the reference to the Tsana Kalpa has l>ocn

left out obviously with a view to adapt the description t<f the present Arjni.

3 Cf. Dunam,(java, fol. 253a and 9(>a-97b; and Kriyn->rufnaknr<t
}

fol. 189b.

4 Cf. Jhlnastltjnru
,

fol. 90a-97b, 99a-U, lOOa-b, etc.; Krtyit-rutnnknra
,

fol.

189b; Jti’nmki 'njil-knummll
,

p. 07; IfnribhaLH-vila.vi
,

p. 752; »SUnrti-fnttva T, '11

and II, 28G; Kdlasdrh
, pp. 70, 12G and G02; and so on.
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cintdmani
, pp. 206 and 263). In the present Agni Purdna

y however,

there is no interlocution between Vasistha and king Ambarisa or

between Visnu and Gahga, and there is also no chapter in which Surya

is the speaker. These facts, considered together, prove definitely that

the present Agni Purdna is. not the earlier one.
5

From a comparison between the present Agni Purdna and

the verses quoted in the Nihamlhns from the earlier Agni we under-

stand that the former is the result of a destructive recast to which the

latter was subjected. How in this recast the form of the older Pur&na

was changed is best exemplified by a comparison between a long

passage, or rather an entire chapter, quoted from the
€Agni Purdna

*

in the Ddnasdgara (fol. 90a-97b) and chapter 210 of the present Agni.

In the quoted passage Vasistha is found to speak to the king (Ambailsa)

on Gu()adhenu-dalna (gift of a cow made of raw sugar), but in the said

chapter of the present Agni
y
though all the marks proving the exis-

tence of the interlocution between Vasistha and king Aijibnrlsa

have been eliminated, many verses are retained, e.g., Agni
y 210,

verses 13b-17a, 19-21, 22b, 23 and 25-29a tally with some of the verses

quoted in the Ddnasdgara (fol. 96a-97b). The above comparison

further shows that the present Agni Purdna is not a new work from

beginning to end, but has retained fragments of chapters and isolated

verses from the earlier Purana. It is for this reason that a few of the

numerous quoted verses are found in the present Agni with variations

in readings and arrangement of lines.

The present Agni Purcma
,
though an apocryphal and compara-

tively late work, does not seem to have come down to us quite

unadulterated. There are evidences to show that some of its chapters,

viz., 21-106, 263-272 and 317-326, are in all probability later inter-

polations. In Agni 1 the essence of all knowledge (Thhjd-sdra) is

proposed to be given. This knowledge is divided into two classes—Para

and Apara. The Para Vidyaj is that with which the supreme Brahma

state is attained, and the Apara Vidya consists of the four Vedas, the six

Vedangas (Siksa, Kalpa, Vyakarana, Nirukta, Chundas and Jyotisa),

6 Dr. 8. K. De also expressly calls it ‘apocryphal’. See Do, Sanskrit

Poetics
,

vol. I, p. 102,
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Abhidhana, Mimamsa, DharmaSastra, Purana, Nyaya, Vaidyaka,

G&ndharva, Dhanurveda and Artha$astra. It is to be noticed that in

the above enumeration there is mention neither of the Paficaratra

Samhitas, of which, as we shall see below, some of the interpolated

chapters of the present Agni Purana seem to be summaries, nor of the

methods of the worship of different gods dealt with in these chapters.

Again, in chapter 20 Agni speaks of the nine kinds of creation, refers

to the story of Satl’s birth as the (laughter of Himalaya, and ends with

the verse:

5gfqw}t tiprr: I

This verse, which serves as an introduction to chapters 21-106 on the

Tantric worship of Visnu, Siva, Ganesa, Surya and Gaurl, is so irrele-

vant and abrupt that it proves the spurious character of these chapters.

Their comparatively late date is further established by the fact that

though in chapters 12-15 Krsna is the eighth of the ten incarnations

of Visnu, in chap. 49 (verse 6) it is Haladhara who occupies his place.

From thei lists of the ten incarnations of Visnu we know that the subs-

titution of Krsna by Haladhara is of a much later date. Of these

interpolated chapters (21-106), the first 49 (i.e. chaps. 21-70 on

Visnu-worship, Visnu-diksii, installation of the images of Visnu, and

so forth) are most probably summaries of one or more of the Panca-

ratra Samhitas, for come of the verses quoted in Gopalabhatta’s

Haribhakti-vildsa, from the Hayaslrsa-pa iicarntra have their parallels

in Agni
,
39-70 ascribed to Hayagriva. For example, Agni

, 41, 3 resem-

bles the quotation from the Hagasirm-yancardtra in Hariblialdi-vildsa
,

p. 1315. Agni, 71-106 (on the Pahcayatana-puja), again, seem to be

later than Agni, 21-70. The last verse:

wfl<flTFJ I II

of chap. 70, that introduces chaps. 71-106 declared by Isvara (i.e. Siva),

is also abrupt and irrelevant. This introductory verse being ascribed

to Hayagriva, it is highly probable that chaps. 71-106 are later than

chaps. 21-70. In Agni, 259, 1, Agni proposes to report what Puskara

said to Rama on
<rg-yajuh-sflmatharva-vidhana.

, Consequently

chaps. 259 (verses 2f.) to 262, ascribed to Puskara, deal with Rg-, Yajur-,
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Sama- and Atharva-vidhana. But the speaker is found to speak further

on omens, worship, bath etc., almost all of which are imbued with

Tantric elements. This continued portion (i.e. chaps.. 2G3-272) of

Puskara’s speech is most probably spurious. The word ‘bhuyah' in the

line ‘bhuyah skandaya yan aha mantran ca tan vade* (Agni, 316,. 6)

which introduces chaps. 317-326 ascribed to iSvara presupposes

chaps. 71-106 in which I6vara speaks to Skanda. Therefore,

at least chaps. 317-326 cannot be earlier than chaps. 71-106.

Among the remaining chapters there may be some which are spurious,

but it is almost impossible to detect them.

From the first chapter of the present Agni we understand that the

compiler of this Purana had the deliberate intention of making the

work a sort of a cyclopaedia in miniature. With this end in view he

summarised the contents of some works, viz., the Edmdyana, the

Mahdhh&rata, the Harivarn&a
, the section on Gaydmdhdtmya in the

Vdyu Purana, the Sutras of Pingala with a commentary, the

Amarakoia ,

6 the Yuddlia-jayarnava

7

etc., and incorporated verses or

entire chapters of other works, viz., the Ndrada-smrti/ the YajUavalkya-
smrti and the Vi$nu Purana.* Hence it can be little doubted that the

chapters on the different branches of learning belonged to the extant

Agni Purdna in its earliest form and that they were put together to

constitute the Purana at the same time. That of these chapters at least

6 Haraprasad Shastri, A Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss., ASB.,

vol. V (Purana Mss.), Preface, pp. cxlvii-cxlviii, cl.

7 Agni, 123-149 are certainly the summary of the Yuddha-jayarnava—a work

drawn upon by Narnpati (the author of the Svnr'dayti), Xlaghunandami and

others, bycause we have found that some of the lines quoted from the Yuddhu-

jaydrnava in the Smrti-tattv'a resemble some lines in the above-mentioned

chapters of the Agni rurdna. For instance, the line ‘ya«minn|*kso sthito bhfinus

tadadi trini mastake* quoted from the Yuddha-jaydrnavU in Smrti-tattva , I,

p. 042 may be compared to Agni, 126, lb—‘yosminnrk.se bhavet suryas tadadau

trini murdhani'. Moreover, in Agni
,
123, 1 Agni proposes to give the substance

of the Yvddha-jaydrna va fvaksye siiram yvddha-jayurnavt). This .substance,

however, does not seem to be very true to tho original but appears rather to

have innovations.

8 P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasdstra
,

vol. I, p. 173.

9 Agni, 380 has Numerous verses in common with Vimu rurdna
,

IT, 13,

verses 13f.
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those on Bhuvana-koda, Yoga and Brahma-jnana are contemporaneous

is further established by Agni
, 107, 12b-13a (bharate datta-laksmikah

salagrame hariin gatab/ sa yogi yoga-prastave vaksye taccarit&m

punab//) containing an unmistakable reference to chap. 380 wherein

the story of Bharata is given in connection with Yoga and the know-

ledge of Brahma. From all this we can safely hold that the date of

compilation of the present Agni is the same as that of the summaries

and incorporations. Now, P. Y. Kane compares the text of the

Vyavahara section of the Yajnavalkyarsmrti found in the Agni Purana

(chap. 253, verse 32 to chap. 258) with those used by the commentators

Vi6varupa and Yijnane^vara and comes to the conclusion ‘that the text

of Ydj. preserved in the Agni Furana is intermediate between the text

of VhSvarupa and that of the Mitaksara.’ He further adds : “As ViSva-

rupa flourished about 800-825 A.D., the Agni Purana represents a

text of Ydj. current somewhat later i.e. about 900 A.D.” 10 As to the

Alamkara-section of the Agni Purana
,
Kane is of opinion that as the

extant Agni quotes Dan<jin and Bhamaha and . knew the theory

of Dhvani, it was composed about 900 A.D. 11 S. K. De differs from

Kane and assigns this section to the beginning of the ninth century

A.D. ia In spite of these differences of opinions, there can be no serious

objection if we hold that the present Agni P . was compiled some time

during the ninth century. Haraprasad Sastri also places the date of

the Purana between 800 and 900 A.D. 1* This general date seems to be

supported by other evidences also. Tantricism in the sections on

astronomy and medicine, which have been mentioned among the

different branches of the Apara Vidya, shows that the date of the Agni

P. cannot possibly be earlier than 800 A.D., because from an examina-

tion of the Matsya, Vardha and other Puranas we understand that the

Tantric elements began to be absorbed appreciably by the Puranas not

earlier than about 800 A.D. Again, the majority of the verses quoted

10 P. V. Kane, Hist, of DU., vol. I, p. 172.

11 P. V. Kane, History of Alamkara Literature
,
(annexed, as an Introduc-

tion, to his edition of the Sahitya^iarpana)

,

pp. ii-v, and Hist, of DM.,

vol. I, p. 172.

12 S. K. De, Sanskrit Poetics
,

vol. I, p. 104. Also see De in JBAS 1923

(Part IV, October), pp. 637-649.

13 Sastri, Cat. of Sans. Mss., ASH., vol. V, Preface, di.
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by Govindananda in bis Danakriya-kaumudi (but not in his other works)

from the Agni Purana are found in the present Agni (see Appendix).

Moreover, the verses on Gudadhenu-dana quoted in the D&nakriyd-

kaumudl, pp. 58-61, though agreeing remarkably with Agni 210, 10b-

81a, differ from the passage on the same topic quoted in Ballalasena’s

Ddnasdgara (fol. 96a-97b). It is, therefore, certain that at least the

verses on Gudadhenu-dana, from which Yasistha and king Ambarisa

have been eliminated, were taken by Govindananda from the present

Agni . Hence the present Agni must be dated not later than 1500 A.D.

According to Haraprasad Sastri 'the eight chapters on Prosody in the

Agni Purana is the summaiy of the Sutras of Pihgala with a commen-

tary. That commentary is controverted by Halayudha in the second half

of the tenth century without naming its author. So the Agni would

come some considerable time before Halayudha. Had Halayudha’s

commentary been known to the author he would certainly have given

the summary of this most popular commentary and not an obscure

predecessor of it/
14

. The present Agni is originally a work of the Pancaratras. It pro-

poses to deal with Brahma which is identified with Yi$nu (cf. Agni, 1,

9-11). It is for this reason that Yisnu’s incarnations are narrated at

the very outset. In other non-spurious chapters also it is Visnu who

is identified with Brahma and whose worship is preached. As ex-

amples, the chapters on Yoga and Brahma-vijnana may be referred to.

The Purana has sometimes been taken to be a manual of the Bhagavata

priest.
13 But such a character cannot be attributed to the extant

Purana in its original form, because the Bhagavata characteristics are

found only in those chapters which, as we have seen, are in all

probability later additions.

It is difficult to say where the present Agni was first compiled.

The view of Haraprasad Sastri that it was compiled in Bengal or

Behar is based on evidences contained in those chapters of the Purana

which appear to be spurious.

14 Sastri, Cat. of Sans. Mss.
f
ASB vol. V, Preface, p. cl.

15 J. N. Farquhar, An Outline of the Religious Literature of India
, p. 179.
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Besides tlie extant Agni Purdna
,
Mss. have been found of another

Purana called Vahni Purdna. 1* This Vahni Purdna, which is quite

different from the present Agni , contains no mention of the l£ana Kalpa

or of the interlocution between Agni and Vasi^tlia. Though it contains

an interlocution between I)eva and Ambarisa ,

17 there is none between

Vasistha and king Ambarisa as in the Agni Purdna drawn upon by the

Nibandha-writers. Therefore, it is certainly not the earlier Agni which

was known to these authors, though it seems to have been based on the

latter. Whether it is the same as the Vahni Purdna drawn upon by

the Nibandha-writers like Devanabliatta, Madhavacarya, Gopalabhatta

and Gadadhara, cannot be asserted until the quoted verses have been

traced in it. That sometimes the Agni Purdna was confused with the

Vahni Purdna is shown by the reading 'Agni Purana’ in one Ms. of

Madliavacarya's commentary on the PardJara-smrti for ‘Vahni Purana’

in other .

18
B\ut such rare variations should not be made the basis of

the statement that it was the Agni which was also called Vahni Purdna.

APPENDIX

Verses quoted from the *Agni Purdna* or the ‘Agneya

*

in

Ddnasugara Aym Purdna 3. Madhavacarya’s Agni Purdna

of com. on the

Ballalasena, PardSarvsmrti,

fol. 96a-97b =210, 13b-17a, Vol. I, Part I,

19-21, 22b, 23 p. 268 =156, 3b-4a.

and 25-29a. 4. Smddha-viveka

Many of the of

quoted verses Sulapani,

are not found. fol. 92b cf. 163, 28.

8mrti-candrikd 6. Varsuhriyd -

of kaumndi of

Devanabliatta, Govindananda,

IV, 69 -781, 2a. p. 323 =192, 6b-7.

The other line Three lines *gan-

‘grhastho bralima- dhapu$padibhih

cari etc.’ is not etc.' are not

found. found.

16 Eggeliug, India Office Catalogue, vol. I, part VI, pp. 1294 ff.

17 Ibid., p. 1295.

18 See Madhavacurya’s commentary on the Pardsaiu-xmrti, vol. I, part I,

p. 178.

I.H.Q., DECKM (IKK, 1966 16
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VdnakriyG.- Agni Parana 9. Kalasdra Agni Pwr&na

kaumudi of of

Govindananda. Gadadhara,

p. 8 *209, 66. pp. 285-286 =209, 2.

p. 5 -2Q9, 36. p. 306 =168, 43.

p. 11 -211, 30. p. 322 =168, 43.

p. 12 cf. 209, 49b-60. pp. 357-368 =167, 30b-38.

p. 13 *209, 67a, 00a,

68a, 69a, Ola,

p. 400 =211, 42-43a.

62b and 63a. 10. Smrti-tattva

p. 14 =209, 22 and of

37b-38. Raghunandana,

p. 16 =209, 60a. Vol. II, p. 36 =187, 2a.

p. 19 =209, 67a. The other line

p. 20 (twice) =209, 67a. ‘grhastho

The other brahmacari’ etc

quoted line is is not found.

not found. p. 142 =209, 57a.

pp. 68-61 =210, 10b-31 a.

p. 76 =209, 22. 11. Haribhakti-

p. 124 =209, 66. vildsa of

Suddhikriyd- Gopalabha^a,

kaumudi of p. 354 cf. 248, 3-4.

Govindananda, The reading .

p. 160 =211, 30a. and arrange-

p. 181 ... cf. 168, 28. ment of lines

P. 186 ... cf. 163, 28. differ.

Sraddhiikriyd- 12. Niiydcdra-pradipa

kaurtbudi of of Nrsimha

Govindananda, Vajapeyin,

p. 116 =117, 64-66a. p. 127 =168, 43.

p. 187 =117, 22b-23.

p. 210 = 117, 27b. 13. llaribhakti-

p. 301 =209, 13. rusdmrta-sindhu* of

p. 303 =209, 14-16, llupa Gosvamiu,

p. 3G0 -...cf, 163, 28. p. 122 =339, 34b-35a.

The following edition# of the Puranaa and other Sanskrit works have been

used in writing this article:

Agni Parana Vuhgav3sl edition, Calcutta.

Vdnakriyti-kaumudi of Govindananda Bibliotheca Indies, Calcutta.

Dilnasagara of Baftalasena Mss No. 1704-6, 1ik!:£ O-uce Library, London.

Haiibhaktivummrt'isiiidhu of llupa Gosvamiu Acyuta-granthamala,

Benares..

liaribhakti-vilash of Gopalabhatta Published by Gurudas Chatterjee &
Sons, Calcutta.

KdUimra of Gadadhara Bibl. Ind., Calcutta.
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Krtya-ratndkara of Ca$d®dvara Ms No. 1055C
y
Dacca University

Mas Library.

M&dhav&cfirya’s com. on the Pardtara^smrti Edited by V. £L

Islampurkar, Bombay.

Matsya Pumna Vaiigavasi edition, Calcutta.

N&radiya Pnrdna Pub. by the Ve$kate£vara Press, Bombay.

Nity&c&ra-pradipa of Nrsirpha Vajapeyin Bibl. Jnd., Calcutta.

Skanda Pvrdna Vangavasi ©diticm, Calcutta.

Snijrti-iandrikd of Dovanabhatta Pub. by the Govt. -of Mysore.

Smrti-fattva of Raghunandana.... Pub. by Jlvanandana Vidyanagaro,

Calcutta.

Srdddhakriyd-kaumudl of Govindananda...r.....Bibl. Inti., Calcutta.

Sr&ddha-viveka, of Siil&p&ui Ms. No. 161A, Dacca llnivorsity Mss. Library.

SuddhikriyOrkaumudl of Goviudananda Bibl. Ind., Calcutta.

Tirtha-cint&mbni of V&caspatuni6ra Bibl. Ind., Calcutta.

Var^aknyd-kaumudl of Govindftnanda Bibl. Ind., Calcutta.

Vifnu Purdna Vaiigavasi edition, Calcutta.

Rajbndra Chandra Hazra
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(A specimen of Paryayakavya

)

The poem published below was found amongst the mss. collection

of Mr. Suryashankar T. Shastri (Jodiya-Kathiawad), who possesses a

good collection of Sanskrit mss. It is written on paper, and

though undated, seems to have been copied before seventy or

seventy-five years

1

.

The name of the poet is not mentioned anywhere in the ms.,

but the name of the commentator is given as Kalidasa in the colo-

phon. The commentator describes the author of the poem as

'kafcit mahakavih.’

The poem admittedly belongs to the citrakavya class of poetry

and should not be placed very early. After reading the poem, I am
inclined to take it as an example of the paryayabandha type of kavya.

Paryayabandha has been recognised as a distinct type of poetry in

the Dlivanydloka. In giving the varieties of poems, Anandavardliana

has given the following list :

—

Yatah kavyasya prabhedah muktakam sanskrtaprakrtapa-

bhraipSanibaddham sandanitakavisesakakalapakakulakani paryaya-

bandhah parikatha sakalakatha khandakatha sargabandho’bhi-

neyartham akhyayikakathetyevamadayali.

This is explained by Abhinavagupta thus :

Avantarakriyasamaptavapi vasantavarnanadyekavarnaniyodde-

6ena pravrttah paryayabandhah (p. 141).

Tbe explanation of paryayabaudha as given by Abhinava is in

conformity with the general conception of the figure paryayokta

as found in the alaipkara works. Every verse in the poem under dis-

cussion is a clear example of paryayokta. It should also be

pointed out that the poem is one continuous vanavarnana without

having any other subject-matter, which after all is the characteris-

tic of paryayabandha according to Abhinava. Out of these consi-

derations 1 have called this poem a paryayakavya 3
,

1 The name of the copyist is Jaya&rikara, who was the grandfather of

Mr. Suryashankar who is about 45 years old now.

2 It is a paryayakavya in another sense also. At many places in this poem
the author has used synonyms in the paryayokta fashion, e. g. tarvaryari-

pradaip etc.
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Apart from its technical form, the poem is of interest from

another view-point also. In the extant Sanskrit poetical litera-

ture, we find only two types 'of poems—either the muktaka type which

is restricted to one verse only or the longer types of khanda3 or

mahakavyas. A poem of this typo devoted solely to the description

o? nature and reminding one of the modern short poems is not

found in large number in Sanskrit literature. 1, therefore, pub-

lish it here as a specimen of the prayayabandha kavya which is a

distinct type of poetry.

D. 11. Mankad

3 It is usual to designate the Mrghartvta as a khandnkarya, though

according to the divisions of kavya as found in the KavyCular&n, it should be

taken as a specimen of the sanghata type of poetry. (Soo K&vy&darfo ,

Belvalkar’s edition, part I, p. 16,)
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^3^* ^ Junwrofl i

cTcf,rmfeiW m n

^3$ ^ firrf *CTT w^<u+i<<u*t i

R^R^K^i 0*^ sfa>f ^tfwr^ ii

55 $f^sra>firf&rftqreiH JTfsrafjrra^ i%^qrcFpror^<rr jfpf

ftr«rfiT^ fawq; Rftff'fa aRrsrrjfttt *rp’ n^Rn^t ^Rnfpr
!*P!RRH^II1U

^fespr «^rr ftpq; ppf «rpf prawpi qfpf prsfn i

qgRp ^ jit mfpt ppr: gptf *nrr% irii

^ftrftrfg u ^^RiRV-iuit pg: qfpt aft pt sp^t qpti p«t
nt *r **rft i ft i p ftpqr jpj v^pp , ^

^

w 1 I ^fr qj I pp: gt?f4: | p: ^f: | p^;
5*ftswp»: I <rfcfftpgtfp cWt f«3rrc?ftrafprfft: ^fippTftws p
S^iRTj %r: ff 3^tp ?^r I ^r: ?[#afftp: | % m^rfr pftRi

*rg?rqq, i ^Stajf wRraiH i apt ^T^ftrofairn, i p: qft<p 1 pp-

pjrf P qpftaf PC ^n?RF 3Prat Plc*TT ^U't<q*Rt?T?i: I ^T <Jp

ptt: at pq; i p; ^ff srfpujc i praf' p apfcr &r wr^' j?p iru

NPi^iRqRdlg fqnjqifRC Rhw^wi

[

p<p i

WJ*pRrftr i 5 i top^ ftR^s fqrpiiH jRpt qim

3rt % $qi<Kt&PWl 3nfT qm <p I PPrEpfr I qp I qs«f qjp
**<i<ttinin. i ^qu^rftpr^Rtpqtq; gjfrr aT5rcn#tf tpt gfcrerp ftgifa:

*WWl ^p ?ra,43 : Rf^ikinm. ^npjrrqc i p:

^mc. i «witpr§ftpi RwgwwJl'qisi; rssRrrc: gahstat arpl api^aai-

fircrr gproRn ^at % <nq; i ft fa$: i IwmfpRp«r<iftgj^faHdsfiRap

1 In the Ms. and in the coram.
, it is titled as but the opening

verse indicates the name to be as above.
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ftgSS^ SS an?n SePTT#tf ftg: $SS= KIMtW pstfs

SRClftj ttfSHjIMIS. 11} II

V^-. fSSlftlTfSS: OTS: SSlfsSttftstftS fSSTfS S* Sft: 11*11

sstfs i i sfad 3m*g^ mmv- tsi: sis; stssttfs snugs sse: stgfs:

sifssitt: srsff snjnssfs fssfs i si s*s i swpnftnfs: 1 »ftsrc-

SWftfs: itsSKpSlfs: 1 STCt S% ftpftt %fs fos: I ''SSgS; srffff:

Wff: IPS pstfs S: 3lfo: ( { Sifts: ) I SS ISTI^ftfSPSt I

SfScI 315^: ts: fsStfs I f%SS: 3t*s: i fssifs: StSlfs: STSSi: SfJ*: «

SUSR? S^J^tfs SPlts. SSTSS: Slfs: ^ISStgS: I p: fo*TS: I 3lfss: $«qj:

3fRlS: I 3c3^S I fas: srtssfirs I fofs& Sit: I 5Jf£f«fafSS: Sfftg

aTTSlfs Siarifs $: Softest: l'*ll

S^S is pSSfteiStfPm' Stfa: Spetfs SSfST ftss: I

spss^ssss ftifoanmsw fssissTsgfsstssft starts, 11*11

sftjfafs i sps stgifrsg st s^ss; fsi^gst i starts; sfsarrsr stamens;

tjsnsls; i stfss^sfs ift aiss^ftcst- 1 fti pr sag i snsiss si*«,g

stras as ss fsssrsg i p: f¥pr asgg i ftxftnrRSSStf ftrert sfe: as

STSt p: s: SHUTT SISS STS S: folfoaTRST tssrftgg; s'ftsfs^si ss I gs:

fopR. I STASIS StfptSS. I ss fosses ss STStS SfSI I ftsn: fts PStlS

s: rj;s: | sgpfs ass 'sf^gstgr^stss ft is tfs:’ its sstsis; i $: i

arts: foish I ftifss: I gptsfte: ss sists fags % s ggassr: &

yissfte: I gs: ftwsg t ss st*s sis fssstfs st*s ifssftsg i gs: fosag i

sms' 3nf ss 3m' sTbs ii*u

^ <

sft'garasspsfssiitTrst si sssi agftsr assfos stag u$ii

stafrfg i srst sit agftsi fsi sadist: i fo ssst i sis asttgs

sift ssrrftfs sis: s dg' vzi t fosti i si s’sst pdar sftsi i p:

fowsi i si^sggmfgps srg dfstfs 3ra^ su' s?s ssm afift wt

SfSi: ct i p: f%» i ssartessssT ssis; ans ssaf ^tf SS aw ^?t

SWSt ssanrsr s^: ^ftftssstsra: SS PS SSS sesi: ST I p: 31&SU

Sit: f's: SW mi rts pS: Sid SWi: SI I #s: I p: fo« |
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*IT STT I 3«T2 fife° i
4M^lsOTtes

fftt 3*3 3t: vc. %a a4t a*; a*3i: (iti ga: ft» i atf^rsraaapaftarf-

31# i #t m frerearfttft tfttf asm: <r*3 *33= <rraw: aw aa% aft

mwjf gsat fta aftta ?nfi ara 3*3 aaftaif’
fttf aa 33: ft faarfft

fcft^jaTaaftaaaTgaftt are arafa: aftift faaaraaTfa: 1

aawc agfta: aftaiaftft aaftaftrarftftaa'pa^'ft ii'>ii

H^i-siRffl 1 ^ft asna*: ia: ngfaa: 53: aa aftaraftft srffre'ftaT

afa*? aaft 1 ft |trt 1 t^iftfftaapaaa *hr‘ wro ??j t^anat

fsa atsft afsft a*3 aaa; arfaaa aftaa; a; <ftfaa: a^a: ftt g?3 aa 3*3

a: *N*a afift fsr 1 ft faa: gaigaraaft: gft srrftfa: ft*3t*nit wr:
g^fi^ara ft*r«33rrat aft: ftaft: rpaft 1 ga: ft« 1 armgaftt sag

3a 5T ^ 33<kH iPR 3*3 3: I ga: ft° I ^[4 *llHfg: H R'idi 31^il»^*i

3t*R3: 3a?ft I 3fcaT3g»3 ara 3*3T: 3T 313 aT3R3T:(?) 3T3: 3lfg: af*33:

%fl<r 5&11J: 1 awaarfg: faaaraaift: faa*3 am area 3ft: 33 fta graf

<J*<lftfa 1*331331: gift: |l'»ll

<ft aatgaftaafag afta 3r*«i aftgaigg: aftaaffta 1

fataiaft aawfa f*i*fc?i*3t gftwftsgg'mfafmaia: 11*11

aaftft 1 at aassiftr aa aifta gfara dfftft aa*5: w aggftraft

3*31: 31 gaa'fft I aa*fiftr 1 aa; 3ft* ggftft aafti: aia: arat aft:

fa: aa ift‘ aft a^fta aftr aftgla 1 ft f^at 1 f?r<tw«ri ftrcfa at <t *ft

ftrcfaft *m\ frr*af aiaft fatal 1 aft gg aaftg. aaftgfagg. 1 ga; aaffta:

g*ga>af*gg: aaa i ftgai ftgft i siatf atfft <t aaaaarr: aafttaai: ftftfm-

ara: 11*11

: *1*31: aftaaarca^fjfa gasaft 1

aft aa*ggaa't*ftg <ftg*ftg‘ faa faaan: aWaftrfft iitn

gftft 1 at aftaaaRa^ faaw *taT: ffft’ faa atafa fa^afft a%aftt-

fa«i: 1 ftgar: *tan 1 ftftaft^aagaTaigaiar: ftaft aft ftfta wi
la^3M i3

‘

(

\

fa^fn^ft ) ft^ft ^rc wtr: a#frr; ^at arm: aaaJd^aiaa:

ftaft a fawaa a wwwa ^ ftftarta^fra^rwm^: g?»i aa at
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fa 3*: ft w?rr: i ^*rr; «rr*rerc*n: i 3* ft »t5it: i gft gawfa

spreRwfc fal iww'lA siffaroro: utii

^ffa^SSrefoTHt *t*TT ffafa ftffafW: I

ftftfa^ nwici in •»

I s' ^ MmUM I ff : WT?t: fa: 3TOt =qwfaffat *tgj:

t\fe 1 ft ?cST 1
*PTtffa^*srfaprfa ftfa wm 1 tfatft: %vz

ngfafa *r: faffatsffarer «rct n*ramwm. fafaftf fa trjsr *ng-

Jtrafa 1 <rp>‘ fa^—^p^fofatsmfa sffarer: s> fa: sfit 1 ft ftfefa

jtjt: I piftn*^: ftr^/fUT ifaf: saw i 33: ft» t faffa«rfaffarfa I

?rtcp *rffa**sre»t «tmnwmw ffawfa <m afirffar sfafa

gg 'Tfaffit fatefai i ffafa^tfal
1

hi

®

ii

3farro*ffatfa?rafa & fattffar agft<rt fsusissw miii

% sft I 3ffa A s afafafl) HHlf^agfatrlTOfaft: tTHT AW-

faflT: tcW ?rgi:T: gfafar: fa’fanfaf fajfafa fafafa tf s’srfarotag:

?fa: i affarsr^ afrotfa sfa: > ftffa: fa 1 fa gjn ffafa fa i

ffafeftfaffa <
14 aqreftwf*5 i fa) to) a fafat ffafsfar-TT ?i5t ??wt: i

3*: ftffa: I -Tffa STO *3: AW- & I f^ 'StfijST 3tf?:

fafa sfafa fast 1 fa tstgfctfaffa fafa i ngffa t

wra: 1 ffaSTf^R: ffa Sfafa ffast fetfa wfn: AW Am AW a:

ftreftfa 1 ft 5^rr i Awwi wmw mm&r fafa wwj J)tot & wr?fa

^t gfat faatftr aft?: ( g ? ) i ftffa fag i fafafa fafan fan:

faww W Am AW W <f fara^Tfilfa: I 3^: ftfa > ^ffaffar

faffaig 111111

sfafs^rc: fawra^^qrffal' wfafa facral i

A*% faf fSRSfafat: fan: JPfWJR^fflSriRRflpln imn

f^njtswpc 5ft 1 faf $fas»fat fa: srafa fa'fa fa ^pcfn fan 1

nr far *m (?) srfa ?nf tgrfat fart infant sn^far irnrar «T5rmr

<TSTRTffa 5fafa sfir fa: 1 3 3^: I ^ WAt fj^’^ffar: TOf^W^OT:

WTO: 3S^ far: 1 «W<Rl4ftgwgifa; fat: I 5tJTtt ft^Tt far
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i firer: ftarsncrw^rt flwrgrft fongtssfr ^ggwRwmifcnn twr-

srtftM srrera n«sfi^<j%4: imu

m$-- w: f^Rwiwwwurr ( ? g ) ^rcwffrggeggtar:

gp^tftgr: isw^epr ^f?fr grflf; gggv <rRfaf<rfir IIIV

gi^ sfa i g*mr: gg grgW gg. gggtfg *>gr: gTflfejtfh.foRr fal'ffg

fvrsf¥r gggtstf: i fti fgfgsr-. gg*rcr: i gnfc gift; ggrcfrfg gift i

gg: fis« | ^If: & IW?4Pt w. • SOT3 W3& «f*reW- I

f^fimmrouwr: f^fggv gggi^gr srcwcgigggg ggg gg sgwrreRggrgT:

wwggTsggrfgg gg: fgi« i ^n: i WI»Ki«wa<’<wsfwtflw

%(ft WWW ?»ft *«ft ^RT*fr gfti: 3V«ftss?: ft §5gt ftl
4
- W®*: %

ggfog: i g^r: ftrgftrar: ftrr: i gr®ftftgr: giggr sKfcrr- f?m:
i

gg: f%'ggr: i «gg ggurcreggff’ gg gRref ^rift »gg ssrft i
tnr:

gfalMggg afM gg?f znfifWV in *

qtffsgro^RgsjimflflTfJnw fftjfg ggrfg ggwft: i

^ ^r: agfgg^i jwtci gr% <rra^ir^nj^m: ggRg mvii

gg ffg i f i»irRr jjgginft: >pr»wr: gft foruft: gftcrfircggr ggy: i

gg ?fg a<afrg fgf^grfg i gtfSmgRftgaigiftgifgm %fg i sfftrrr:

i^t: grcwrfg ?fg sr’fswggtsfjrercg fig; grtW g *sgTfir sifsrmrgftgfr:

gnfg?g«reg gg: gsqreregrR: si^g: g w gw *gg g: gg srafg s^wrw

fggfg i «n% gg «: i g?g igft gT5rg3ng*gggg<r: gRr*nr> g^gg:

gggrg^sft s^ogg ggggg^reg *w ggrg ggRg wrfg ( ? ) g«r' ggpg *m

sgfgg^g i ggwgsrcfg?ft ggr^gfrssjgrag ?sr*Ft: i fggjgfcrggn fwg

5wgr: I gggt gwwt *tr <?u*rc: mv
ggrrfgtf gggrngfsfii g*fg giwfi gw? fs^grigsgtafagasNi: i

grgrag: y<i<w: t+Hld ?«Rreg g^ggr ggiMi^wra^gwr ln*u

aw fir i gw? f|g: ffg i • grftfgr ?rrw ( * ^rrg: ) gri: i

fgg (iitreiidt ftg %r wfn i ft'fgg: isgg; i gr»fi TH%g:

?g<!i>ig: dv0<il: i ft’fgg: i ^ftg^ftgftgagtgr: ^grai

g^gr fgg gnr 3fNr: ^f|g: 3f7fg^frr sRsftg^g sftgg g 5

Tg:<TRfg^r«?: i g^g gpr^ grgwg: gg: ?«rar?» i g ?ii#i
wgf i gwng. i ggggrjp graH gg» ggrg. i f%fg«r: gigi-
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TO: I 1TTOR: $1% 3# ITOTTO ff%TO TO* I g*:

n* I ITOTTOtrt swig: ling?:: to nra to# nfffro* I gn: ft- g«f: i

^TOP TO TO# TO TT I^RIT: #TOT TO* TOkflTOTT? IIWI

iTO'ir^fTOfTOtsTO# it?'’ 1 ifffo *mif# wfpr: i

ifTOr&T TstTOTTO^TlTf# TOT TOTOflPTOT ftTOT%JTO: 111? II

TO&fa I 5ir?fT: ng?: IT?' ?fa Inf: TOTf# TOTOn#(?) ?f?T I

fii If I If ifcftfa I f? 1T% | ft?# TT^T: I 1# TOT: TTTOTOTTTl <T# •

gi: ft° TTf?; i 3P**hT3?:»mftw 3T#i> TOfrofromr 3?>: fnfror: # giro

ttRtct to tp i g* f¥« ng;?: i mmu: m\ TOt= tot tp i tot n it

? n% 2ft: Tffq;: flfaTOT iro #fTT I ft ftf: TTf1*: 1 TjTTOTTO^TOTf# I

® fro to 3% n ??: erem: t# tot stm* fro tottI# it# tot ip i

gi: ft° jTg^: i ftTOftwr: fro <trfar to ## fiiTOw wt frosr-

TT#* in? II

*TT fTO.(ft)T;TTO#R gRTgRTOftf# ng^SifTOT #TP I

totto! n%TOn#er nfar nr mm n? mi: Tfroi 3#r> tori

IT ?f?t I gff; 3R: ATTEST# fTTignTf ‘ ffRTTT TTTTIT #1T to tt:

firm # tort ^nf r tot mi tt <f UTOfro* i ft ftftre’ tort? i

fafftTlTO flfft-J: qf^TR^TTt? 3TTTO TTTO TT# iffap? TP Tin. I TOT

ngTO: jttot to n to= tttowp frotor to* i sm ft° > ^’nroi #tp i

IT gif: TOT to: ifTOf TO# TO# TO* I ft ?TOT I TTTOT TT?

#jf pft ?# ttr rugger rr i lit# nfar i n%wff nfiror ?n#farr

TOplT 1TOT TO TP TP? II
T 'ill

qrf mp? TOsrotrfTO infant ftrorgft i fniftr TT(fa?Tftr i

to# nrfq ttot ifror torKtotjst <*t«i ftTOfnfroroR: tori

TOfafa I *# TO 5*TR; to to
-

froft i ft TO to i totototot-

fro TOT? TOTSTR #rr TO to!: T^: fro TOIP? ^TT^fiTR^: I 3TTO?

^inf to: T#TOTf<!! fiplftt froTRlfTT I TOTTn. T# to: TT?%1 #q TRTTl

% TOig 3rm TOR # T?I#pTT iflTTTTOJTOfTT f#?f% I TiTOTTT’ 1

TTT1T: ?f% dl: #TTT# RfafTOTOTR: i gi: TOT^TO: I TTTtfTI flftTT TOR:

g^5T«S: m = 11
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3*t: ft ?RT I tRRpgiR: 33RT I g*T: ft $RT | <t«n fimi ft*T VRI
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Sri-Harsa, the King-Poet*

ii

Love-scenes and hero-conception in the

Ratnavali and Priyadarsilav

We shall now proceed to take a note of the love-scenes and the

conception of a hero’s function and character, as reflected in Ilarsa’s

earlier works; and then, what is still more interesting, to see all these

views undergoing complete revolution in Ntiyananda
}
his last work.

The relation between the sexes, as conceived by the warrior-poet,

proceeds without the kind of restraint, which a poet, with the

Brahmanic tradition of self-mortification, would usually impose on it.

It is admitted on all hands that Ilarsa’s earlier dramas have been

modelled on Kalidasa’s Malacikdynimitra and have much in common

with it; yet one feels the difference between them in respect of the

moral outlook. The warrior-poet does not even attempt to reach the

moral level of the Brahmana poet. In the world of the latter, the

relation between the sexes is tempered by self-repression and purified

by penance. That is a fact which becomes more and more pronounced

in the poet’s maturer works.

The story of love in Ilarsa’s earlier dramas is, on the other hand,

the story of a storm of passion, which, as soon as it breaks out, waits

not for a moment and sweeps all impediments before it, moral or con-

ventional.

In Act II of the Ratnavali
,

the lovers meet first and that for

a very short time. Evan there the king cannot resist the temptation

to enjoy the sparsa-snkha

.

The king, in an undue haste, takes

hold on the princess, when she wants to go away

*n23rfa). That is an impulse of the moment, which

the hero of Kalidasa is shown to resist with much effort. As regards

Priyadarsikd, it gives a very funny story of the lover’s first meeting in

the Dhara-ljfrhodyana. The princess is plucking lotuses, when she is

Continued from IUQ., Vol. XII, no. 0, i>. 510.
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attacked by tlu» bees; and she is therefore crying for help. In Hie

confusion of i he moment what happens is t hat she runs actually into

I be arms of the kin#. While, the princess thinks that it is her own

friend whom she was calling to her aid, and is still looking only at the

bees, the king throws his arms around her neck—ijsfi »

ytwpm 3trW t

In the first drama the second meeting of the lovers takes place in

Act III. It is a scene of Ahhisara, as Dhanunjaya calls it, where

the king is bold enough to let his new lovo pass as the queen. The

bold conception of the hero grows bolder still in the corresponding Act

of the second drama (Piiytulnnikfi) where (in what is called

(larbha-natahi) the scene changes to the ‘Breksagrha’. The queen

Vasavadatla, is to see a short play performed by her own palace-

maids. It is the story of her own love and adventure with the

king, dramatised by her recluse friend. In this Aranvaka (the

heroine) is to play the role of Vasavadatla ; and by a secret arrangement

witli a palace-maid the king himself is to play his part. The fact is

kept secret even from Aranyaka. On entering the stage, he is re-

cognised at once and saluted by the queen. She is, however, told by

her recluse friend, the dramatist, that it is M'anorama acting the part

of the king; and she expresses herself immensely pleased with the skill

of the actress. It is needless to add that- the king makes the most of

his opportunities; and his love-making is carried to such an extent

that the queen is about to leave the scene in shame and disgust. The

secret at last leaks out through the stupidity of the Vidusaka to the

great discomfiture of the king.

In vain do we search in these stories of Ilarsa for that

high idealism which constitutes the glory of old Bralimanic literature.

But at the same time it must be noted that the king-poet wins our

love and admiration by fine realistic; touches in his accounts of the

palace grandeur and the palace intrigues of the king, and of those

brief moments of joy and happiness, which are invested with special

charms for their very brevity and insecurity .

1

1 As the scenes of love-making from both (lie dramas have been shewn side

by side, it would not bo out of place here to point out bow the pool improves

his art in the later drama. He has chosen for botli the dramas the romance
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Harsa's conception of hero's character and function

In both the dramas, the hero looks upon himself as a child of

destiny of the type of Napoleon or Cromwell. For him, to use the

words of the poet, “a kindly providence brings together all which lie

of Udayana, which was at one time as popular a theme in India as those of

Romeo and Juliet or Tristan and Isolde were in the West. It is referred to by

Kalidasa as the one absorbing topic of the Gramavrddhas and by Harsa himself

as a most fascinating thing— gi ft .S q iETOSHtfofft- The story is “ very old

onei, ceferred to even by Kau^ilya in Book IX, Vartika on Panini, IV, 2-60,

and l’atanjali on the V. on P. IV, 3, 87. The king-poet has two dramas with the

same subject-matter; it is because the king-poet must have 1‘clt the necessity of

recasting the first drama; and the recasting made up the second.

Ratndvall, which appears to bo Harsa’s first attempt at dramatisation^

conforms to the dramatic conventions too closely, so that, notwithstanding the

occasional grandeur and beauty of images, 'the story, taken oa a whole, appears

quite dull. The second drama, on the other hand, appears nowhere dull, the

interest of the play being maintained from start to finish. Here we see more ot

the poet’s own art and invention and much loss of convention.

In Ratndvall the scene of the first meeting of the lovers presents quite an

insipid picture, having neither the novelty nor the beauty of the corresponding

scene of Priyadar&ilcd. The gradual evolution of his dramatic art is quite in

evidence in this case. Obviously, again, the Garbha-niitaka in Act III of Priyii-

darSiJcd shews a great improvement on the scene of Abhisiira in the corresponding

Act of Ratndvall. Soi far as our knowledge goes, here in PriyadarMlcd it was

for the first time introduced on the Sanskrit stage. An imitation of it is found

in the last Act of rtiarurama-carita. It is, therefore, clear that while

Abhisdra is quite a hackneyed thing, the ‘Garbhaniitaka,’ or play within play,

embodies a remarkable development in India’s dramatic Art.

The difference between the two dramas is no less striking as regards

Vpanisamhara. In Sanskrit plays, which arc all tragi-eomic representations, the

story is developed amidst joy and sorrow, happiness and misery, order and disorder.

There is always a happy end, contributed to by various factors, which are scattered

about, with a unity of purpose which is revealed at long Inst. The effect of all

this is intended to bo adbhutu or marvellous, according to the rule

In Ratndvall
,, this Rasa of adhhvta has to be created by introducing the

magic scene. It may be pointed out here that in ancient India magic appears

to have been resorted, to in love-matters to facilitate union of the lovers.

Another remarkable instance of this is met with in the story of Hajavahnna of

Danilin’s Da&ikmnum-caritam. In Priyadarsikd, no such external agency as

magician is resorted to for bringing in the marvellous. The chain of stirring events

serves the purpose admirably well.
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requires quickly, from another continent or from ocean or even from

the very end of quarters.” He is introduced as such and remains prac-

tically unchanged to the last. Ilis great function, besides love-making,

is warfare (though it is delegated to a competent general) and to get

the hostile countries deluged with blood and laid waste. He is a hero

who revels in war with all its horrors, “with human heads being

scattered and tossed about,” “blood flowing down in torrents” and “fire

flashing out from the blows of swords on steel helmets and armours”

(Patna-). There is no parallel in Indian literature for the bold strategic

conception the warrior-poet displays, in the story of his iyar against

Kalinga. The king of that unfortunate country, as soon as he enters

a hill-fort for shelter, finds himself beseiged by Vatsa’s army, and the

whole country round the place is completely devastated, with the result

that his forces are starved to death and the king himself is at last killed

(.Priya-). Thus the waifior-poet goes on talking about glorious military

achievements, which are apparently his own.

In short, we liave in his two earlier dramas young Harsa’s self-

portrayal. It is the picture of a youth, drunk with the joy of an

exuberant vitality, supported by faith in his ever triumphant destiny

and dominated by a turbulent spirit which is reckless alike in love,

adventures and military enterprises. 2

2 Dhanika, followed by other writers on dramaturgy, refers to Udayana

jt' ftri Unrsn as the gay and gallant type of lover—Dhi ra-Lali ta . From this it does

not follow (as some appear to think) that behind Harsn’s portrayal of the

character there is simply the old legend or tradition. The old tradition is

generally taken as preserved in the two works of tho Kashmirian authors,

(1) Kathr 'aritsfujara of Somadeva written between 1063 and 1081 A.D., and (2)

the slightly earlier lhhaikuthdmanjail of Ksemondra. A much older tradition

is found in the two plays of Bhasa (Svaima-nataka and Pratijila-yauoan-

tlhannjuiiuin). In. none of them Udayana is shown as a fickle lover, but as one

whose love is “rooted in the deep.” Even in the company of his charming new

bride he pines away secretly for Vasavadatta, his first queen (who is reported to

him to be dead).

In fact, the poet appeara to have followed tho original in the barest outlines.

A false report about the queen’s death o-r disappearance (which is circulated by* the

minister to servo the political interests of the king) is all that is common to Harsa’s

dramas and the original story. The details and, in fact, the entire couse ofr action

have been shaped hy the writer’s own invention. That is why Vi£vanatha refers
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Niiyanantla shows a change

Naganamla strikes a very different note. It has been mentioned

by I-twing as a drama with an edifying lluddhist legend. “King

Silfulitya,” says he, “versified the story of the liodhisattvn •Hmiita-

vfihaim (eloud-horne), who offered himself in place of a Xaga.’ ,;l

lie

had this version “set to music* and performed hy a hand of musicians

accompanied hy dancing and acting, and thus popularised it in his

time.” This drama was evidently based on the Jatahannlla, which

was, we learn from the Chinese source, compiled under the poet’s own

supervision.

Thu teachings of this drama are Aliimsa and Hint to sacrifice one-

self for others is the man’s noblest mission. The poet has thus chosen

for his drama a serious theme, that of Ran ta Hum, though combining

with it, in the first part, the gay and soft sentiment of &rngaru. Here

to the works ns a. typical lmtika, which is defined hy him as “/#i7 fiba lljrfiirrttn

sfftl f.” “The natika should have an invented action. ’’ It is also a significant

fact that the writer gives in his dramas the two different stories of tin* same

king. It is quite clear, therefore, that the stories followed no definite tradition,

and that mainly they are ’the author’s own creation.

Further, its I have pointed out above, they are creations influenced by tic*

autlhir’s own history. Why should he give in two dramas the two different

stories of the same king? The one probable explanation of the fact i< that tlm

different occasions in which they were written, made them different. Apparently

the occasions were the king’s triumphant victories in Kosala and Kalihga. The

historical parallels to tlu» incidents of the plays, as pointed out above, cannot ho

dismissed as mere coincidences.

Another noteworthy fact in this connection is that ftriharsn always

alludes (in stanzas {) and 10 of Act I and Vij’ayasona’s speech in flic

same act of Pri i/inftn w/.o, as well as in Untmlrnth Act IV) (o his

hero’s threefold force ( ) °f elephants, cavalry and infantry. This

allusion seems to reflect the custom of Uarsa’s own time, when the use

of chariots iu battles was abandoned. It should further be observed that

tlie writers of ancient and media»val Tmiin, excepting firlharsa only, sileaks of

an Indian army with chariot as its fourth division. Kven flic ('hi nets*' pilgrim

lliuen Tsang of Ilarsn’s days refers to fin* fourfold division of an arm\, but at the

same time in lii.s description of the forces composing ITarsa’s army he does ,not

mention chariot. It is llarsn who is supposed to have discarded chariots in war

as well as in his drama, lint the llrabman writers, even much later than llarsn.

sticks to the convention of describing flu* army with the four divisions. See V. A.

Smith, O.vjonl JUxIory <>f Ancient Jinliti, pp. 1(1.".

fl Fd. Takakusii. p. lff.‘l.

i.ii.Q.. nvrKMm-u, 10:W IS
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the poet sets himself to the difficult task of combining two distinct parts

into oue harmonious whole.

Harm's mature conception of love

The first part of the drama contains the love-story of Rodhisattvu

Jimutavahana; and it is enlivened with many gay and comic scenes

in the same way as arc the earlier dramas ( Ratnaval! and Priyadarsika).

tin them, however, it shows decidedly a great improvement from

the view-points ot both art and morality.

The scene of the first meeting of the lovers is laid in the holy

atmosphere of (Jauri’s temple amidst the hilly scenery of the south,

“lashed up by the roaring wind and waves of the sea.” There princess

Malay avati is found at prayer, when Prince Jimutavuhana appears

before her (on the scene) as ‘a living boon’ to her from her goddess.

He is the very man shown to her last night in a happy dream, and is

“enthroned in her heart.” The prince has already been introduced

to us as a moral hero, who shuns, as a matter of principle, the

pleasures of the senses, and has left a vast and rich kingdom in pur-

suit of asceticism. He proves, however, not altogether insensible to

the soft pleasure of love. Here, as pointed out by Siva Rama, the task

which the king-poet sets himself to, is to make the hero a born ascetic,

turn to the soft pleasure of love through well-marked stages. The first

lesson on love he happens to hear amidst the lovely hill-scenery on the

Malabar coast in soul-stirring song of the sea. The grandeur of

the sight and the sound leaves him with vague and sweet yearnings

uud strange sensations—the first flash of the incomprehensible and the

most fascinating. Just at this moment he hears the low and sweet

music of a woman at prayer. She is singing to the accompaniment of

a lute. The hero, who is an expert on the science of music, pro-

nounces the performance of the woman to he perfect by referring to

the technicalities of the science of music. This music of the girl

leaves a deep impression on his mind. 13ut so far all his interest

in the girl is simply academic. The next stage is that of wonder when

he is face to face with the charms of the girl which, he thinks, “would

fully reward Indra’s thousand eyes and which, if they are in the

nether-world, turn the gloom of the hell into perpetual moon-shine.”
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But unlike the heroes of the earlier dramas, he exhibits no excite-

ment to get her. Even when in a vision he is made to feel what

her touch is like, he is enchanted, but not excited. He then simply

visits the scene of their meeting, as he dreamt. There he calmly

meditates on her beauty and continues his meditation in painting.

The heroine, who happens to be there, overhears his conversation with

his friend about the lady of his dream, concealed herself behind a bush.

But from what she can hear, she misunderstands the whole conversation.

The second meeting of the lovers takes place when the lady is in the

grasp of death. She is going to hang herself in despair, due, of course,

to that misunderstanding. What seemed at first to be a tragedy,

turns out at last to be a fine comedy of errors. It ends in their happy

marriage. Here ends the second Act.

So far in the love-story there is nothing improper or out of

harmony with the lofty sentiment which is characterised by calm

indifference to sensuous pleasures. Here the temple of love has been

erected in the calm retreat, unruffled by passion’s breath. The arrow's

of the Cupid, he says, are all wasted on him, he being made quite

insensible to them by her simply looking at him. At a stroke of her

glance, the world before him has changed, and he finds himself now

in a world “lit up by the briglu and blue lustre of her eyes.”

Act III strikes, however, a different note. The marriage

is over; and it is followed by a scene of revelry among the citizens

in the park. We have here, first, a good comic interlude, after

which we see the loving couple walking along there, attended by their

retinue. It is evidently according to Vatsyayana’s Kdfmisutin
,

that

the after-marriage scenes are laid here in the city-park and the witty

speeches of the hero are framed with many fine touches to inspire the

bride’s confidence. The ascetic now behaves rather strangely under

the lure of the sensual world.

The hero has thus suddenly changed and has drifted away far from

his usual quiet and tranquil mood (Santa), contrary, it seems, to the

canon of Bharata ,

4
to defend which old thinkers Dhananjaya and others

4 Vide DaiarHiKiha, IV. 35 with Dhananjaya’s commentary, which

denies that the dominant seutiment in Ndyananda is quietistic, and holds that
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have taken great pains. The poet has also his own explanation to

which I shall come later on.

In this first part of the story, the scene of love-making is put an

oml to rather abruptly by the entrance of Mitruvu.su who comes with

the grave news of Mutuhgu \s invasion of the hero's kingdom. Ilis

speech is quite worthy of him, as a great hero.

IIaryl's chanyed concept ion of heroism

The speech from the general, though heroic, breathes violence ami

shocks the prince. For a true model of a hero, lie looks up to heaven

and beholds the Sun, “who is for all and shines forth as the world's

one object of adoration.” In the new light of (hid, he read*1 the life

on earth as a ‘tragedy/ The ‘tragedy,’ he thinks, dates from

“the confinement of file world’s wealth in the king’s lotus-shaped

treasure-house under the seal of the king himself.*''' Perhaps llarsa

was the first man to feel and to give explosion to his feelings that

this world has enough resources to feed all its population and that

there should not be privation and suffering in the world if its resources

had not been misappropriated by power. In fulness of his heart he

hears the voice of God within, bidding him “to break the seal from

his treasure and throw it open to all, as “lie himself breaks (be seal

of slumber, enriching al
l
quarteis with his gilts.” Heroism is thus

conceived as consisting in sacrificing one's all including bis own life,

far from faking the lile or property of any one.

i» i-. tin* 'cmirwnt arising Ivom heroic magnanimity which demands sacrifice oi

lile. Vide also IHntuuhl fnl.n
%
I'ddyota ill and Ahhinavaguplu'.s emumentarv on

the same, who admit that Saida is the dominant sentiment here. Their defence

of llarsa is that the Siintu and Sj*hgiirn aie contradictory t ( > each other when

coming contiguously and abruptly ( ipjjTffij but bore 1,1 ^ f

~
f,j{linuida

(Ih iv are other sentiments, Adldmta in Llio first instance and VTra in the s^oud.

marking the transition from one to the other, and which are congenial to. both

Santa and ^rugfua.

A The last stanr.ii of Act III, as interpreted by ftivaraina. the oldest, com-

mentator (published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series). What strikes me most

is that without being aware of its historical implications, he could have thusi inter-

preted the stanza.
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The sentiments expressed here aiv worthy of tfriharsa as

the only Danavmi in the history of India who really kept his treasure

open to his needy subjects; and it is a striking fact that the hero of

his own creation
0
has, as his only historical parallel, llarsa himself and

has heroine known as the only literary model of Danavira, in all our

ancient and medieval works on poetics. These works noted, with great

admiration, llursn’s most beautiful expression of the supreme pleasure

of self-sacrifice, by which death is robbed of its terror. The dying

prayer of the hero is that he may possess u body lit to be sacrificed

for others in a repeated series of biitli (which he wishes never to put

an end to). This clearly epitomises the teachings of Mahayana, which

i ejects Mttksti as not worth having, when the suffering world needs

line’s services. As I-ising* has truly remarked, by this drama the king

‘popularised’ the noble theme of Huddhism, or in fact, of old India,

speculating on the human life, which is, after all, a mission.

<1 I « 1 11 i !«' agree uitli the \ icw i hat hebijud the creation of Harsa’s drama,

there is tin- Itiiddlii.st legend. At the same time i think that the .same Huddhist

legend shaped llarsa’* own life, as much sis the character of his drama.

On comparing the original legend with the story of llarsa, it is also

apparent that ho has not slavishly copied the original (vide Somadeva’s

K<il ha so ml ut
,
Chapter XC). The story ha** not only been changed to mi it the

drama, but. re-oriented by him. 1 pive here some of the important points of

di lie re lice.

There are only a lew slokas in tie* original concerning the love-story of the

hero, which have heen expanded by llarsa into full three acts. The matter of

Act III is entirely his own. There is one Matauga in the drama in place of

the whole lot of the mischievous kinsmen of the hero in the original. Nothing

about the invasion of the hero’s kingdom (which is the incident that ! ads 'to the

awakening of the hero of llarsa to hi> true self) is to Ik* found in the original.

A not her marked difference between the two is the conversion of (omnia, who is

violence incarnate, to the doctrine of nonviolence and' Jovu lor all, which is the

point emphasised in llarsa’s drama. The conversion follows the exhortation of

l lie hero while on the point of death, .and it i*, a climax in the well-developed

liiid-lh’M story. It is interesting also to note in this connection the fact that

llu* sol |'-'..n ri lire of tin* hero and the high moral sensitiveness of fcmkhnefldn are

the only two points emphasised in the original. The fact i
1* ipiite clear from

llu* •pies! ion which is put at the end of the -jorv.
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The speculative mind of India of the dim antiquity realised the

truth that to fulfil the mission of life is to offer it as a sacrifice to

“Him who hath sacrificed Himself for the creation.” This is in the

most sacred Sukta of the Rgveda . The hero of Nagananda
, as he mounts

the ‘Slaughter-stone*, notes: “What I experience now was equalled

neither by the pleasure I experienced on the lap of my mother in my
childhood, nor by what I felt in the thrilling embrace of the ‘Sandal-

wetted* Malayavatl in my youth.

In this declaration of the hero, I think, is the poet*s own explana*

tion in regard to what seems to be the Rasacchcda. The explanation

clearly is that the hero is being led from one kind of pleasure to another

which is higher and nobler; from the pleasure of the senses he

rises to that of sacrificing the sensuous pleasures and even life. Rasa

is, therefore, not interrupted, but, on the contrary, intensified.

Dhvanyaloka, too, it is interesting to note, quotes a verse to the same

effect in continuation of the Rasa theory of the drama. The verse runs

thus :
—

^ 5^1 \

3*. ii

In other words, the first part of the drama in which the hero is

shewn immersed in the pleasures of life, which make, indeed, the life

worth living—forms a splendid background to the main picture of the

hero, as he is sacrificing his life to save the life of a single Naga.

The latter part of the Drama
,
an expression of Harm's

fullest religious sentiment

The latter part of the drama embodies the high religious sentiment

which characterised Rarsa’s later life. By religion, he then understood

simply “5rrfqft he 8ay8 himself elsewhere—

qafcflT 5TTf^ I

II
(Madhuvana inscription)

The same idea has been even better expressed by Har?a, adding as

its corollary, the abhorrence of war in the following lines of

Nagananda :
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It may be added in this connection that though professing a religion

of Ahimsa, he continued the bloody warfare till at least 643 A.D.,

the year of his expedition to Kalinga.

7

It can be safely assumed that

the idea, expressed in the lines quoted above from Nagananda,
dawned upon him after his Kalihga war, because that, as has already

been pointed out, was his last recorded campaign. Most likely,

Kalihga saw the end of Harsa’s war, as it did in the case of A£oka.

Evidently the reaction on him following the great war was that

the violent conqueror of kings and countries became pledged to non-

violence and felt shocked to see innocent beings slaughtered to the

greed of more powerful ones. As the Chinese traveller tells us,*

Ilarsa’s love and sympathy was for all, even for those mute victims

of the savage nature in men. This is exactly the idea underlying the

story of the latter part of the play.

Garuda is the character of the play representing that savage

nature. The cruelty and ferocity associated with its name is well-known

from legend. It is the real and the perennial trouble of this world.

The story runs :
—

The hero is on the sea-coast and is looking at the sea tide, all white

with innumerable shells; the first indication of which is a terrific

sound, which has made “the mountain-caverns reverberate.” He is

strolling along the sea-coast and contemplating the fury of the blind

7 The assumption of the late origin ( of the drama is strengthened by the fact

that the drama has not been mentioned in the accounts of Hiuen Tsang, who

left India in 644 A.D. Had it been written and staged before ho left, he would

not have omitted to mention that which produced a great impression on the

Buddhist world, and which has been mentioned as such by even Itsing, whes/ visited

India after the Emperor’s death.

8 He said: “The emperor forbade the slaughter of any living thing or the

use of fie^h through the live Indies’ under pain of death.” Bana also refers to

the fact fn his own peculiar way thus: “Even all the destructive animals eat

flesh with compassion in Harm’s kingdom” (Uarsacarita

,

II).
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force. Just at. that time lu» happens to see what he at first takes for a

snow^mountain, hut what turns out to ho a mountain of hones of the

Niigas, whom, he learns, their king sacrificed to please Garuda and to

huy hjs own safety. The heart of the Hodliisattva receives a rude shock

at thi* sight
;
and he hears at that moment the clarion call of duty

within himself.

To one in such an atmosphere and in such a contemplative mood,

Garuda, as I have said above, appears not at all legendary, hut real

with far greater cruelty and ferocity than any legend can invest him

with. A beautiful country on the sen-coast is changed by Garuda into

“one vast terrible .sinasunn with the darkening swarms of vultures

flying over it; and blood’ and marrow flowing therein as one

vast stream.” In fact, the above description of Ilarsa of the

coast-region, changed info a vast cemetry, reads like a real account

of the after-effects of one of his own devastating wars, such as that in

Kalihga, which really turned tin* beautiful coast-country into one vast

cemetry.

To come hack to the story of the drama—when the hero in response

to the call of duty is ready to save at least one Naga at the saeritiec

of his life, the drama changes to the heart-rending scene of leave-

taking between &ahkhaeuda, Garuda’s victim of the day, and his

mother. Suddenly on the scene (here appears the hero who offers

himself in the place of Naga as food for Garuda. Tin* offer is, however,

thankfully declined. At last, the hero manages to substitute himself

in the place of the victim of the day, though it is without the

latter’s knowledge. Then there comes Garuda by whom he is at once

borne away on i iie top of the mountain and is being devoured greedily,

lint as lie is eating the hero’s flesh, he is struck by bis calm resigna-

tion and placid countenance, and stops to enquire about the identity

of his vietim. Just at this moment there eomes ftankhaeudn in search

of the hero, followed by the wailing parents and wife of the prince.

The scene moves even Garuda, who is seized with great remorse to learn

that it is Mahatma Jimutavfihana. Kven the savage nature of Garuda

is now horribly shocked by tin* sight of the mangled body of tlio hero;

the more so, when the latter is exhorting him to give up his ferocity

and to he good and loving to all. In this way, the king-poet, a great.
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eonquerer of kings and countries in his early life, now turns his

thought to the conquest of the savage nature.

“Cease forever from takiag life,” suvs the hero to Caruda. “Repent for thy

past sins. Go on increasing thy store of merit, till, lost in tho sea of virtue, thy

misdeed may not be felt or fructifying at all, even as a hit of salt is, when thrown

into the unfathomable depth of the ocean.”

This was exactly the motto of tfrlharsa, who in his mature years,

was seen and described by the Chinese traveller to he “always busy to

plant the tree of religious merit lo such an extent that he forged s to

sleep or to eat.”

“Asleep in the sleep of ignorance,” says (lunula, “I am awakened by you.

Here I shall, from this day forward, cei^o from killing of all living beings.”

The conquest of the savage, nature is now complete. The

gross temper and foul greed give place to truth and tenderness,

to love and good cheers, which prompt Ga radii's declaration of safety

to the Nagas:

—

“You are, () Nagas, free at last. Enjoy your merry sports on the ocean's

breast, and ltd, out of the gloom of hell, your fair ones spring to light, auid be

glorified by the first touch of the sun.”

Nani Uopai. Han Kitji

I.JI.U., IlKt'KM a I*, it, HWIi 19



MISCELLANY

Meaning of 'Smrti' in the Brahmasutraa

The purpose of this paper is to show that the term “Smrti” in

the Smftipada of the Brahmasutraa (II. 1) refers to works like the

Bhagavad Gita and the Mahdbhdrata.

It is generally believed that the Samkhya arguments based upon

the Sruti are refuted in this pdday but I do not think it is so; what

I contend is that the author of the Sutras gives here his own inter-

pretation of the Bhagavad Gita .

Some of the reasons that have led me to the above conclusion are

as follows:—
(1) We have no pre-Sahkara authority to interpret Smrti as

Samkhya.

(2) The Sutrakara uses the term Smrti or. its derived forms for

about twenty times (I. 26,19,25; I. 3.22,30,38; II. 1.1; 3.45,47;

III. 1.8,15,20; III. 2.17; III. 4.30,37,43; IV. 1.10,14; IV. 2.22;

IV. 3.11). In all these places except one (I. 2.19) Sankara understands

the term as referring to the Gita , the Mahdbhdrata or any other

similar work but never to the Samkhya. And even in I. 2.19

(
5T ^ )

the term can easily mean, the lower

of the Gita (Bh . Gi., VIII. 18-20). Thus, on the evidence of the

Sutras themselves the term means only a work like the Gita or

the Mahdbhdrata .

(3) If we look to what immediately precedes the Smrtipada we

find that the Sutrakara identifies the prakrti of the Gita with Brahman

(
Sfl- I. 4. 23-27). The Gita always

takes the prakrti as different from Brahman, e.g., Bh. Gi. VII. 4 takes

prakrti as lower than jivabhutd yard prakrti which is aksara or

Brahman; Bh . Gi . VIII. 20 says that aksara or para avyakta is higher

than the lower avyakta which is the prakrti . According to the Sutra-

kara, Brahman is the object of meditation and also the prakrti . (This

is the sense of ca in Br . Su. I. 4.23).

<4) The above context shows that Br. Su, II. 1.1 states and
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answers the objection of the followers of the Gita Smrti to the identi-

fication of Brahman with prakrti. The Sutrakara says that if he would

follow the Gita Smrti, he would be blamed for not following the other

Smrtts (i.e. the other portions of the Mahahhdrata or the Purchias);

and that for that reason lie would not follow any Smrti at all.

(5) The fact that the Sutrakara lias not followed the Gita Smrti

does not mean that he rejects it. The Sutrakara only explains the

Gita in his own way i.e. in such a way that the Gita does not go against

the view of tha oldest prose Vpanisads

.

He does not reject the

prakrti of the Gita, but he says that this prakrti is to be understood

as identical with Brahman. The Sutrakara does not accept huddhi

and manas as products from the pralrti and hence as different from

tha individual soul (Br. Su . II. 3.15). Similarly he does not accept

some other doctrines of the Smrti (Br. Su. II. 1.2), but instead of

rejecting them he proposes to interpret them in his own way (Br. Su.

II. 1.12 where Madliva’s reading ftrej: srrftflST: seems to be correct).

Instead of saying pratjuktah ‘refuted/ he says vydkhydtdh ‘explained’

with reference to such views of the Smrti. And this also shows that

'smrti.' here does not mean Samkhya.

(ti) If the term 'smrti' meant Samkhya with the Sutrakara, it

could as well have included in its meaning tho Yoga; and consequently

the sutra II. 1.1 would have sufficed for the refutation of both Samkhya

and Yoga under the single term 'smrti'. But the Sutrakara has giveri

a separate atidesa sutra (II. 1.3) for the refutation (not interpreta-

tion) of the Yoga view (on pralrti). There is greater similarity

between the Gita and the Yoga than between the Samkhya and the

Yoga. Both the Gita and the Yoga accept pralrti (the Matter) as

different from the Lord or Isvara, and so by the Sutrakara’s inter-

pretation of the pralrti of the Gita the theory of pralrti of the Yoga

is also refuted.

(7) The fact that Sutra 4 of this pada (Br. Su. II. 1) states that

the followen of the Smrti whose views are referred to in this pada (II. 1)

bases his doctrine of vilalsanatva on the Word (and not on Inference,

greiTfr )
also proves that, it is the Gita or a similar

text basing its view entirely on the Vpan isads, that is the topic of

consideration in the Smktipdda.
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(S) Sankara’s introduction to Siilra 4 5TfTT^ 3T*T3t

qftpwfrsrfiro

clearly shows that having taken the term 'xmrtr in Br. Si7. II. 1.1 to

mean Siiinkhya he (Sankara) was forced to give lip even the chief

distinction between the two pi/das of Br. Sfi. II, which is expressed

in their traditional titles viz., smrtipatla and tarhapada. Such is not

the case it' we understand the smrtipada as an explanation of Smrti*

like the (jilt

a

and the tarpalada as a rejection of tin* Sainkhya and

other rationalist schools of India.

(!)) In Sutra II. 1.11 the Sutrakara doed not object to anijathann-

mana ‘an inference in a different way’, but simply says that even then

there will be the contingency of no-Kelense (acimohsa or aninnohsn)

because release or liberation from the world can be had only through

the knowledge that tlie world is directly produced from Brahman (of.

sakstH in Br. Sri. I. 1.2f> which is according to my interpretation to be

connected with Br. Sri. II. 1 . 1 . This concession in the form of

admitting the possibility of a different inference on the part of the

Sutrakara can be explained only if we take *smrti ’ to refer to the Oita

or a similar work, which would base its doctrines on inferences autho-

rised by the Si lit i only.

(Id) The nt in Br. Sri. Ii. 2. L is to be

explained as follows:—All the arguments which the Sutrakara lias

advanced against the separateness of prahrti from Brahman taught

by the Smrti arc also applicable to the Sainkhya (inasmuch

as the latter separates the Matter from the Spirit) and moreover the

**HT3TTftT * s an additional argument against the Sainkhya view

According to the Oita the prahrti or the material Nature is an effect oi

aksara, the conscious Nature and both these Natures were emit rolled by

the Lord or pttrusn in the act of creating the creation, so the

racanan ifpapal f i dasa did not arise in the; doctrine taught by the (ilia

Smrti. But such was not the case with the Sainkhya
;
and the Sutrakara

mentions this dasa in Br. Sri. II. 2. 1.

For these reasons and for others which I shall deal in another

paper, I am of opinion that Brah masritra II. 1 refers to the 0)Ua

and other similar works to lie, classified as Smrti and that if contains

not a rid illation of the views in those books, but only an interpretation
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that would bring the S unfit, into harmony with the oldest, prose

( pan innIs whirl] are for the (Sutrakaru the main authority for his

doctrine.

What lias been said above with regard to the Sfitrakara’s attitude

towards the pralrti or the lower Kuture of t lie (ilta will not appear as

unusual if we examine his attitude towards the distinction made in the

(•it

a

between aintra and //a rasa. Thu Sutrakara does not accept the.

twofold statements viz., those about the impersonal and the personal

aspects of the Supreme One, as interring to sthnnahheda ‘distinction

of different states’ in the Supreme One *

'-Hr. Si1. III. 2.11; for tliis interpretation of this Sutra

see its explanation given by a predecessor of Sankara and quoted by the

latter in his hintsya on Hr. Sa. III. 2.21, viz., sjsr §

swT ft m 39 surra*

I
The Sutrakara also refutes n view that the Supreme

One is higher than the rnmanifest which is Jtruhman (<ppT<T:

—Hr. So. 111. 2. .*11). I have shown in my

thesis that both these views (Hr. Sii
, 111. 2.11 and 111. 2.dl)

are identical with or similar to those of the (n/a. In the same work

1 have also shown by interpreting Hr. Sa. Ill, l\ that the Sutrakara

accepts aintra and parant as two different nanus of the Supreme One

but that he does not take aksara as lower than pa rasa because, he

says, both aintra and parasa are snjul to be all-pervading
(
951T92T9

GJiMlfW 3 &fa—Hr. Sa. III. il.S and —Hr. Sti. III. *‘{.9;

(see

—

Mntra: .1 b'nnjntlvii Chapltr where 1 have offered an explanation

of Hr. Si7. III. 2. 1 1 -‘17 and ITT. *1.1-5 1). The conclusions arrived at

by me there will, I hope, further support, the interpretation that I have*

proposed for the term snnti in the StnrHpathi of Hr. Sa. (II. 1).

(11) Thai the Sutrakara did not mean “Samkhya” by the term

“Smrli” in the Hraluintuil ras (Hr. Sii. II. I) is proved also by a eom-

purisnti of some of the Sutras of Hr. Sa. II. I with those of Hr. Sa.

IT. 2.

Thus, Sutra II. 1.11 should be compared with Sutra 11. 29

OTftfifsRtorTc* respectively). '1 In* topic of both these Sutras is the

question of allowing the opponent to resort to tmynf Inina mifi “an
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inference in a different way.” In Sutra II. 1. 11 the argument or

inference proposed to be drawn by the opponent is one which

is consistent with the Word (cf. Sutra II. 1.4), whilel in the

case of Sutra II. 2.9 we learn from the context that the

inference proposed is an independent one. The reply in Sutra

II. 1.11 shows that the Sutrakara does accept the possibility of finding

out an inference which would suit both the Smrti and the Sabda (i.e.

Sruti), but his objection is that “even then, there will be the contin-

gency of ‘no-Telease’ from the bondage (samsaravimokm, as Samkara

explains in his alternative interpretation). In Sutra II. 2.9 the

Sutrakara says that the inference would fail because “of the absence

of the power of knowing’ * in the Nature of the hostile School, and

thus he rejects the possibility of an anumdna in a different way. Thus

the Sutrakara is not willing to make the same concession for the

Samkhya, as he has made in the case of the Smrti. This difference

of attitude based upon different grounds shows that the opponent in

Sfitra II, 1.11 is a follower of a work like the Gita which though

accepting the authority of the Upanisads
,

differs from it. in working

out the details of the system and that the purvapaksin in Sutra II. 2.9

is a follower of the Samkhya which is dnumdnika (Br . Su. I. 4.1) and

asabda (Br. Su. I. 1.5). If we do not accept this or a similar inter-

pretation of these Sutras (Br. Sii. II. Ill and II. 2.9), one of the two

Sutras becomes a mere repetition of the other as is shown by the inter-

pretation offered by the Acaryas.

As in the case of the Sutras discussed above, the Sutra II. 1.12

and Sutra II. 2.17

show a redundancy never found in the Sutra literature. The

explanation of these two Sutras is the same according to the

commentators. Though Sankara does not notice this fact in his

commentary on Sutra II. 2.17, he tells us in his bhajya on Sutra

II. 2.11 that the Siitra II. 1.12 is a brief statement of which

Sutras II. 2.12-17 give a detailed description. This is hardly a satis-

factory explanation. Moreover, these Sutras seem to have different

meanings. In Sutra II. 1.12 the remaining non-accepted tenets of the

Smrti like the Gitft are explained by atidesa by the Sutrakara, while

in Sfitra II. 2.17 the theory of causation of the Nyatya^Yai^esika
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h stated to deserve entire disregard because no “good persons” have

accepted it.

Thus, a comparison of Sutra II. 1.11 with Sutra II. 2.9 and that

of Sutra II. 1.12 with Sutra II. 2.17 shows that in Br. Su. II. 1 an

explanation of works like the Gita is offered from the Sutrakara’s own

standpoint, while in Br. Su. II. 2 a refutation of the hostile schools like

the Saiiikhya, and Nyaya-Vai£esika is given.

P. M. Modi

The Exact Date of Harivilasa and its Author

... V
Prof. A. B. Keith in his History of Sanskrit Literature remarks on

p. 137 :
—“Apparently about 1050 Lolimbaraja wrote his Harivildsa.

1 *

On page 511 of the same work he says :
“ Later works are numerous

and expansive; especially favoured are Lolimbaraja’ s Vaidya-

jivana (17th century).”

These two statements of Prof. Keith naturally lead us to inquire

(1) about the exact date of Harivildsa and (2) about the identity of

the two Lolimbarajas, one as the author of Harivildsa and the other

as the author of Vaidyajivana.

,The date of Harivildsa and its author can be independently found

out with the help of the manuscript-material. There are two Mss. 1

of Harivildsa in the Govt. Mss. Library at the Bhandarkar Research

Institute, Poona, which contain a verse having a chronogiam. The

verse is as follows ;
—

*r% i

In the above verse the words srrHF (*•)W (») VX (*) and (°t)

mean 1505. This figure 1505 is also given after the chronogram in

Ms. No. 377 of 1884-86. The word in the last line of the verse

definitely shows that the work was composed in that year. Harivildsa ,

1 Nos. 204 of 1879-80 and 377 of 1884-86 Ms. No. 204 of 1879-80 bears the

date of the copy also, wb'ch is given as Samvat 1679 or Saka 1544.
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therefore, was composed in &nka 1505 i.e., A.D. 1583, a date which

is in contradiction with the date 1050 given by Prof. Keith.

A\i freeht

2

ascribes several works to one I/olimbaruja, out of which

Iiaric ilas

a

and Vaidifajirana are the two. The fact, that he ascribes

these two works to the same Lolimbaraja, cannot be ignored. Again,

in the printed edition of iiari rilasa* the editor 1ms given in the

foot-notes a legend about I^olimburaju which was published by Pundit

Pcehatmramu Nharma in the Paudit
, vol. 11, no. 10. There it is

stated :
—

«

*TT*T I . . .W 511 ff

gafqir snfam, to tsiTTOit i ^^3 3

srwiff 11”

Prom the passage quoted above and also from the references given

by Aufreeht it appears probable that Lolimbaraja, the author of

iiariviliisa and Lolimbaraja, the author of Vaidi/ajtrana were identical.

The date of iiari rilasa viz., A.I). 15.83 harmonises to a certain

extent with the date 171 h century ascribed by Prof. Keith to Lolinibu-

raja, the author of Yaidyajico.na
,
and if he is the author of the two

works mentioned above, he must have lived between A.I). 1550 and

1050.

M. M. Patk

A

it

2 (\r hibnfu.s ('atolotfnniw, i. 0101/

3 T\Ci t'ifiun<lhi
}
XI, pp. U4-5.

INST/?

LIBRA"

Y

M , calcutt



A Devotional Drama in Sanskrit

Tin* majority of the Sanskrit dramas possess for their subject-matter

the iH'Uutiful and ever-inspiring- episodes of our national epics which

are naturally the perennial source of interest and inspiration to the poets

of this wide land. Still it is not a rare phenomenon to come across a

drama in Sanskrit whic h treats of an abstract topic of absorbing interest.

Hhnll

i

which plays such an important role in the history of Indian

religion has been recognised on all hands to he a worthy subject for

drama! ie representation, hut such devotional dramas are few in number.

A study of this drama will show how Bhakti is regarded the best

method for attaining the iinal bliss eveu by those who are by tlieir

philosophical studies inclined to a different persuasion and way of

thinking.

The Author

'Hie author ot this devotional drama called A’nnuhhakl icundnku

i» no other personage hut the great Anantadeva who has the highest re-

cognition of being the foremost writer of Mimamsa and Dharmasastra in

the I Tth century. As an author of great scholastic* attainments both

in the subtle .Mimamsa. lore and the vast Dharmasastra literature, he

i< considered by all to he the most eminent representative 1 of his times.

11 is life and age are well-known, and lienee we shall mention only a

•eu important fact* required for properly understanding the con-

ception of a drama dealing with the Bhukti of Krsiia at the hands ol

a writer whose interests lay in a different line of study, lie was the

g lea I -grandson of Kkanafha who is, as attested by Kasinfilha

rpadh.Naya in his llhonnnsimlho

,

none other but the great Maratha

great-grandson of Kkanathn who is, as attested by Kasinfitha

n i/nfinjiruku.su, cine of the most important and popular manuals on i lit?

\f hnuin.su philosophy. This genealogy sullirientl\ explains the inter-

cut of our author in the treatment of the Ithakti doctrine. As he des-

cended from one who popularised and propagated by his life, leaching*

TrW4Tfa>Tt I

v

I 11.0., )»M KM HF.lt . l?Wt» 'If
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and literary works the doctrine of Krsna JJhakti throughout the

length and breadth of the wide Mahurastra, it is but natural to suppose

that he was a devoted follower of Krsna to his very core, a firm believer

in the exhalt at ion of the doctrine of the Devine Grace as the only sure

path for the realisation of the highest divinity, although his studies

were given to the different branches of Mimamsa and Dhanuasastra.

Time of Composition

The time of composition of this drama can be well nigh fixed,

though there is no internal evidence to show the actual date on which

it was written. The great Mimamsaka Khandadeva who died about

17!*3 V.S. (
= l(i()5 A.D.) refers to and criticises the comments of our

author in his Tfliattdlmnkdm. On the other hand, Jivadeva, the younger

brother of this dramatist, quotes in his Asaucanirnaya, the well-known

N iriiayasindhu written in 1 (>11-12 A.D. Hence it is but natural

to conclude that Anantadeva flourished about the middle of the 17th

century

2

,
aud this is the probable age in which this drama was

composed.

His other Compositions

Anantadeva was a unique genius of his age. His forte was

Mimamsa and Dharmasastra to which he devoted all his energies and

attention and in which lie is claimed an eminent authority of supreme

importance . His main contribution to the history of Mimamsa. is bis

voluminous commentary called Bhattiilamhdra on MimiiipsunynyaprnhUa

of bis father. The important book which has bestowed upon him a place

of honour among the galaxy of Smrti writers in. Sanskrit is his equally

far-famed Smrtilaustuhha which, dealing us it does with several im-

portant topics of Smrti, runs into several volumes of print. But besides

2 Kane says that he flourished in the third quarter of the 17th ceil. (vide

his History of Hharnmmitia, p. 453) hut the criticism of his views by Kliamjadevn.

who himself belonged to the third quarter of that century makes it probabkn that

he must have flourished a bit earlier. Hence the middle of the I7lh century

appears to be the latest time to which he should he relegated.

3 Foi more details about these Smrti works, vide Kune’s History of

1)h\mnamstra
f pp. 437-453.
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tlie works already referred to and the present drama, he also wrote

a commentary upon lihagavan nama-kuum ltd7 of Laksnndhnra4 which

explains in o truly Mimfimsfi style t lie utility of reciting t lie name of

Bhagavfm as leading to the achievement of the highest aim of human

life upon this earth. A staunch Mlmamsaka though Anautadeva is,

he does not hesitate in this commentary in criticising severely the

fundamental doctrines of Mlmaiusa and in supporting zeal >usly the

main theme of Bluikti—a subject which he dramatises with great

success in the drama we are studying.

The Present Drama

As mentioned by the author in its colophon/' the Krsnahhakti-

eandriku is a niitnka, the foremost type of Sanskrit dramatic repre-

sentations. Hut' a careful study of the Ms. of the work in the present

writer's possession reveals the curious fact that it has, though obviously

styled a drama, no structural divisions into acts, notwithstanding its

having various entrances and exists of actors in the dilferenl parts of

the play. Under the present circumstances it cannot he asserted

whether it is due to certain omissions in the Ms. or is a peculiarity

of the work itself. If the second alternative turns out to he correct,

it appears to contain a series of brilliant dramatic dialogues touching

on a common theme of great religious interest. In nn
t
\ case the work,

as it, stands, is an eminent success on the part of the writer in giving

forceful expression to his considered views about, the supremacy of

WinJet!

.

J» the Prastarana the writer explains the name of the play and

points out the striking resemblance existing between Krstia's devotion

and tint moon-light:

‘.ftsropTftBft* Hft fcwr™ m' (WRI I
Ooli... 2.).

4 It Ims Itoon recently published in the Aeyntagrantlia-mnlri of Benares.

5
?fei

w*nHH-fo1 - 24 -
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The chief aim of Anantadeva in writing this devotional drama has

been to express his firm conviction that there is no real difference

between Vignu and Siva and the apparent difference is only due to the

narrow-mindedness of some of the so-called devotees of these deitierf.

Bhagavan Sri Krsna is the perfect incarnation (Purndvatdra) of the

supreme Godhead and the only path which will save the teeming

millions from the firm clutches of miseries, worries and the like, and

impart the highest bliss of the final re-union with the supreme

Brahman is none other but the path of loving devotion to the Lord.

In a fine verse the supremacy of Sri Krsna is revealed

—

4tS3T 'ttjgqliwd

TO!ftW 51TO^ i

^ TOf gf to trorfrot u

(fol. 15)

Many characters of different philosophical persuasions come to-

gether, and give free vent to their feelings about the usefulness and

superiority of their own views; of life, but they are silenced in the end by

the cogent and convincing arguments of Krsna’s devotee who fights with

them through thick and thin, and comes off with flying colours as re-

gards the supreme saving power of Krsna’s Bhakti. A brief analysis

of the play will show how the author has successfully developed his

theme apd proved his points in a very satisfactory way.

Synopsis of the play

The play opens with a conversation between the Sutradhara and

Na$a as regards the excellence of Krsnabhakti which is claimed to be

superior to all the Yedic actions (fol. 3), since all the other paths are

attended with difficulty and ^trouble. Sutradhara criticises certain

classes of people who have no love for this way of life (fol. 4).

After the prelude there enters a Saiva who recognises a difference

between Siva and Visnu. He waxes eloquent about the superiority of

Siva and when a Bhedadrsti Vaisnava comes on the stage he is ready

to challenge him about his theories. The Ssiva is very argumentative and

fierce in his arguments and does not hesitate in calling even bad names

to his opponent. He praises Siva for his drinking that fatal poison
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and for thus, saving the universe from n dire calamity, while the

Vaisnava extols the services of his own deity for his becoming instru-

mental in obtaining from the demons the nectar for the use of gods.

Then crops up a learned discussion about the interpretation of the

Vedic mantra t
While they are thus waging a battle

royal about tho respective supremacy of their deities, a M a ha- Vaisnava,

a supreme non-believer in the difference of Siva and Visnu, appears

on the stage (fol. 8).

In this scene the Malm-Vaisnava proclaims that the highest deity

is one without a second and that $iva and Visnu are only the

different manifestations of the same entity due to the difference of tin*

predominating qualities at the moment. When questioned as to their

differences described in various Vuraims, be answers that it is only due

to the endlessness of 11 in merits (tjitinhiantijti). Vedavyasa mentions 8ivn

and Visnu to he mutual worshippers and this anomaly can be explained

by supposing that, both arc of equal merits and occupy an identical

position. These arguments provu effective in silencing the opposing

factious and the tfnivu and the Vaisnava with their wild pride humbled

retire silently from the stage to carry on a vigorous propaganda in

the cause of their new mission of non-difference between Siva and

Visnu. Hut the Malta- Vaisnava secs no useful purpose in ins! meting

those who are stubborn in their at tit mb* and prefers to pass bis preci-

ous time iu the company of the saintly devotees in drinking the nectar

of Krsna's stories.

This is followed by a highly interesting scene in which a gramma-

rian and a logician converse about the superiority of their own sciences

but their haughty discussions ar»* happily interrupted l»\ the unexpect-

ed arrival of a Munuinsaka. with a host of his pupils. 11c lights for the

supremacy of his own philosophy because it Ii.k been recognised to hr

the surest, method aud the most useful helpmate? for the correrl inter-

pretation of the Vedas. Then begins a learned discussion

about the relative merits of these different ftistras, in which

every one is up with high encomiums for his own system

and with down-right denunciations for that of the other. Fortunately

the entrance of a Krsna-Hhakta oil the stage puts these proud vaunts to a

deadly stop. He takes them to task for quarrelling among themselves
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for nothing. When requested to propound ultimate truths, for which

a human being should devote his time and energy, he explains that

Bhagavan &rl Krsna is the highest Brahman and that his devotion is the

greatest purusfirtha leading beings to the final union with the supreme

spirit. This explanation makes a deep impression upon the minds of

(lie grammarian and the logician who, being converted to this new

faith of loving devotion, leave the stage to pass their days in the

worship of Visnu.

The eutrance of a learned Vedantin heralds the opening of a new

instructive scene. The Vedantin attempts to demolish the argument

of Krsna’s devotee on the ground that not being supported by the

ITpanisads, they are wholly unfounded and unconvincing. A fight of

superior wits follows between the Vedantin and the Mlmamsaka, the

former maintaining (he non-existence of everything in the world save

(he highest Brahman, and the latter charging him with insincerity

and dishonesty since he never translates his lofty ideas and ideals into

actual practice. At this stage Krsna’s devotee explains the superiority

of Tihuhti over all other religious rites (fol. 1(») and with a view to

bring out the superlative qualities of (lie Divine Grace and Ixive refers

to the life of Dhruva. (fol. 17) and narrates at. some length the famous

story of the elephant who was released from the firm clutches of the

crocodile (fol. 1S-19). The Munfunsaka’s mind undergoes a curious

change and he adopts (his new way of life and retires for devoting

his lime and energies to the propagation of the Bhakli cult. Ihit the

argumentative Vedaulin is not fully satisfied, though he confesses that

his life has been ;i complete failure, since being devoid of the primary

qualities of a true Vedantin, it lias been given only to dry-as-dust dis-

cussions of the spiritual problems. He asks Krsna-Bhakta whether the

Bhagavan, besides being endowed with the supreme qualities of com-

passion and devotion towards his devotees, possesses the chief merit

of generosity which exalts the position of a deity and makes him an

object of respectful adoration. Then Krsna’s devotee explains and

illustrates at some length the generous nature of Sri Krsna who not

only saves those who are lovingly attached to Him but also those who

are His inveterate enemies and back-biters. Further, inimical I'eel-

iugs entertained towards any god lead a being to bis inevitable
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downfall, but even such feelings directed towards that Divine Cowherd

purges a man of all his evils and conveys him to that celestial paradise

of eternal bliss (fol. 21). This and the like arguments work wonders.

The Yedantin now understands the superior excellence of Sri Krsna

as a punidvatdra and becomes a confirmed devotee of the Bhagavan

—a Jridni Bhakta of the supreme Lord. He gives vent to his new

conviction that Vairdgya being only the proverbial sky-flower in this

Kali age, the only sure path for the redemption of the suffering

humanity is Bhalcti and Bhakti alone. With a few nice verses on

Krsna’s devotee the work comes to a close (fol. 24).

Merits of the Play

A study of the above synopsis will show to any discerning critic

that the author is quite successful in achieving his aim of proving the

superiority of Bhakti over all the other well-known paths of spiritual

realisation. He has begun with showiug that the difference between

Siva and Vi^nu, though wrongly assumed to exist by the so-called

devotees of the deities, has got no scriptural authority to stand upon,

and is due only to the non-co-ordination of the philosophical theories

of the Puranas which apparently maintain it. He further believes

that the sciences of Grammar and Logic do not serve any true spiritual

purpose, since they deal with an array of purely verbal juggleries and

dry logical subtleties. (The path of works (.Karmakdiula

)

lays down

certain rites which entail hardships, slaughter of innocent animals

and vast expenditure, and thus is difficult of performance in this age

of extreme poverty. The path of knowledge—the Jhdna-mdrga—does

not faro better in comparison with the path of devotion. The main

reason for the futility of this last method lies in the fact that human

beings, fallen as they have been from their high ideals of truth,

simplicity and innocence, do not possess even in a small degree all

those qualities of head and heart required for the complete realisation

through it. Naturally the most simple and at the same time the most

dirdct method useful for the men of this age, is the noble path of the

Loving Devotion—the Bhahti-marga—as described and illustrated in

the celebrated Bhagavat-gita and the Bdgavata Purana. This play
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iB a noble embodiment of the firm conviction of the author in the

supreiuuey of the lihakii-murya.

The language is clear and simple; the verses are elegant and

flowing. The dialogues between the different characters, though learned

by all means, are not stale and still but are vigorous and forceful. The

play does exhibit a. literary excellence of no mean order' and a charming

simplicity too which becomes all the more praiseworthy when

we come to realise the nature of its philosophical contents. Though

based upon the well-known scriptures of the Vaisnava religion, the

work gives in a great part of it some novel examples to prove the old

and famous tenets of this loving faith. Only a few examples are given

here.

The worldly-minded men, never curing for the Divine Grace, do

not prove the futility of this noble path

—

;rcfa^ 52T fHswrerrt (wNfapj: i

fife <n^rt aiTjj pro gswjw fawi wrl ii

A fine praise of Samkara is embodied in this elegant verse:

fs sfat qfaaNwg fat fag fatter sttlRfa u

(fol. 6)

The efficacy of devotion is thus described

—

faqra * 3 qgTffarefar ^fatter i

* WvR fafa ^ TM. II

(fol. id).

Kveii hatred towards Ivrsna destroys the worldly evils of the

Iiuman beings:

|qt *PRfa ftfa: s *f<ifav*W) i

»n# irafa faterct tetffa te *«n*g n

(fol. 21)

A few cliaiiji i M<r verses descriptive of (lie roiminlic life of llifil

Divine Cowherd will suflice to hriiijr out (he literary exeelleuees of the

work

:

srgsrrasrcffatefa wlfasraisSl fatefa i

nwwte ww* ilVfrai* it
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siftw wtf aywr^on»t
*.

wgsn gw»ft 5j*pTTflw<t ^pfarrere^'l u

•i silirruRi^^i^Rr ^ grwft *sfr i

TSPlft ^SWRt gfafcPRfatt* qt u

(fol. 23).

Krsua’s devotion is the only pnnaeen for all ills:

W ’St WT Jjffalffa fafffarffa fat I

5ft‘ ’ift wffarffa vprnj^n ii

H55lHt ^ «3>Rrcifg<fHm i

^rftfar gfwrcftat sgsraRr u

(fol. 24>

Bai.aukva Ul’ADlIYAYA

I.H.O., l*KCKMilKII, 19311 21



REVIEWS

.THE KAVYAPRAKASA of Mammatacarya with Candidasa’s

commentary, edited with Foreword, Note etc. by Sivaprasada

Bhattacarya, M.A., B.T., Kavyatlrtha, Sahitya-Sastri, Professor,

Presidency College, Calcutta. The Princess of Wales Saraswati

Bhavana Texts, No. 46, Part I.

The Kavyayrakdia of Mammata Bhatta is an epoch-making work

on Sanskrit Poetics and occupies a distinctive place in the field of

Sanskrit literature. It was written in Kashmira about the 12th

century A.D. It is one of the few works, which have attracted the

largest number of commentaries written by scholars of all ages and

provinces of India. The merits of the work are many and various,

and we may not be far amiss in remarking that its studied brevity

and laconic style have earned its wide popularity and study. The

difficulty and in some places obscurity of the work have been an

incentive to scholars after scholars to devote their energies to their

elucidation and that even after centuries of labour and researches,

difficulties crop up and give rise to fresh problems. The publica-

tion of various commentaries with the critically edited text of the

Kavyayrakdia and of independent works on rhetoric of dates ranging

from the oldest to the most recent has been helpful to the cause of

researches in the field of Poetics. There have also been published in

recent years several important monographs and theses on the subject,

but the scope for intensive and detailed work is not yet exhausted.

The task of bringing out scientific editions of 'texts and commentaries

is still a desideratum. There is every reason, therefore, for extending

a cordial welcome to this edition of Cah^idasa’s commentary on the

Kdvyaprakdia . The Dipika, which is the name of the commentary,

was hitherto known to us from stray references and hostile criticisms

of later commentators. It is a scholarly work and the author gives

evidence of first-hand knowledge of Nydya and Mimamsd, which is still

the indispensable equipment for a teacher and a student of the Kavya-

prakdia or of Alamkdta literature for that matter. On some embrass-
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ing passages the co mments of Candidasa are found to have thrown

welcome light. The philosophically important portions have received

elaborate treatment and though one may not see eye to eye with the

commentator in all places, one cannot withhold one’s tribute of admi-

ration for the ingenuity and boldness of the comments in certain places.

The publication of this commentary has thus removed a long-felt want.

W© had high hopes and expectations from the reputation of the

editor, who is widely reported to be an expert on the subject of

Toetics, but we regret to say that the edition has not come up to our

expectation. The editor has not taken advantage of the wealth of

materials that are now at the disposal of a modern scholar. It is not

possible here to point out all the mistakes, irrelevant statements and

cases of erroneous judgment on the editor’s part. We propose to

record only a few glaring instances to show that the editor did not

feel the necessity of exercising greater caution in the presentation of

passages and views found by him unintelligible and obscure. We shall

pass over the typographical mistakes, and we feel we would have done

our duty if we succeed in inducing the editor to bestow greater care

and attention upon the next part which is due to be published. The

list of mistakes appended below is not exhaustive, hut only illustrative

;

the corrections suggested are only tentative as we had not the editor’s

privilege ot access to the manuscripts. It will he highly gratifying

to us if our corrections are found to he corroborated by manuscript

evidences.

to be more appropriate than and than

(2) Ibid ., 1. 17. The semicolon after should he deleted

to make it continuous with |
This mispunctuution is responsible

for the remark in footnote (3).

(3) P. 7, 1. 11, is a

corrupt reading and is grammatically wrong. Our suggestion is

fswfof for and for SBTWrfcj and #7 or jfa for yp.

(4) r. 9, 1. 10, is wrong. Is certainly the

reading.

(5) Ibid., 1. 15 el scq. to 1. 4, p. 10, present a case of confusion

due to mispuncluation. The reading is a mistake for
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The fullstop after 33«fc7qt
should he expunged and he placed after

g^ f^WlRr. A funny mistake is the assignation of an impossible mean-

ing to I 37Tf$T never means faf^fT hut. The word occurs

only in learned treatises and the editor confounds it with I

refer tin; editor to tlie Kd vynprokdxapradipn , p. 10, where the word

occurs twice; to the Arhntadarsanu of the Sarvadarsitntwuiiyraha, and

to the Nijfiifdlu.m /nailjali, xtavnla III, p. TO.

(0) 1\ 10, 1. 10, tfgR ; should he tfffls:.

(7) Ibid., 1. 10, we cannot explain to ourselves why is placed

within brackets after cpr^r The editor was perhaps under the impression

that qtrg- is not a synonym of and is. The tact however is

just the contrary, qjjg* never means hut eppj does.

(8) P. 11, 1. 9, should he replaced by or

(9) P. 12, 11. 11 to 13 arc* peculiarly embarrassing. Tin* editor

may he referred to the same discussion in the Rasayn itfjudhant . We

propose to read flTOTRStf after 37#fth<WKr and nc^NiHW^-

ffa^for ; <RT WfR^^m^slunild he compounded and

in 57^f frlRfllSWTffTfr the negative particle *%? should he prefixed to

(10) P. 15, 1. 9, is to he replaced by or

(11) P. 15, fn. 1. The animadversion on the Pradlpakara and the

rest is uncalled for.

(12) *P. 1G, 1. 13, is to he corrected to *T%:
#

(13) Ibid., 1. 14, foaprfor is ungrammatical and gives a sense not

germane to the context, f^rfref or jRcffaj is the reading here.

(14) P. 18, 1. 4, 375jqtR is to be corrected intosjgRpr The fn. 1,

is therefore uncalled for.

(15) P. 18, 11. 10-11 ill only a tT should he

inserted between and g and tftgBhould be divorced from

etc.

(1G) Ibid., 1. 13, gr^fepinef should he emended into A

comment on this topic was necessary. It has received a very learned

treatment in the Rasayaktjddham and the Citramlmmnsd.

(17) P. 23, fn. 3, shows the editor has not consulted the Dhvanyd-

loka, which gives a place, though not one of honour, to f*75T$7R and if
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the recognition of tins is a Fmill , it is rertainl.v not (hit* to Mammata’s

partiality for tin* old school or vacillating allegiance to the Dhvani

School, as Anandavardhamt himself shows the way.

( 1 8) P. 28, 1. 5, should he suhstituted for 3^3373^.

(18) 1*. 20, 1. 0, is to he replaced hy srafonjT.

(t>0) P. .‘{0, f ii

.

I. I, coiumeiit is meaningless.

(21) P. ‘II, 1. 18, is a mistake for

(22) P. 88, 1. 14, is a mistake for and this

mistake is responsihle for the comment in fn. 4. Our emendation

makes the text plain.

(28) P. 84, 11. 14-15, should he emended intog'nfMifa and

the fullstop after *T**Rf% is to Ik* done away with and to he

shifted from the 1. 15 to the 1. 14 after flSSRftf to make it yield

a congruent meaning.

(24) V. 85, fn. I, makes a mess of the whole thing. The text is

clear as it stands.

(25) The commentator shows his critical insight to the best possible

advantage on p. 8(i, lml the editor misunderstands him. The vexed

problem of as a ease of is discussed here, and this is not

intelligible to one who is not a Aaiyavika. The correct reading would

he for

(28) P. 45, 1. 11, fn. 1. The rejected reading is the correct one.

(27) I hid., 1. 14, should he emended into

(28) P. 48, 1. 17, 3jfcrtn v-?rRTS| 1° 1)0 replaced hy

(2D) P. 52, 1. 12, qPpFriffi
is a breach of the Pmurban rule

and so is ffa on p. 77, 1. 20.

(8(1) P. 55, fn. 1, sannref ignyz&RJttt qWlfJftT:— why

TfSfRT liorfK

(81) P. 50, 1. 18, SR^JjftFTr^T 1° 1*' substituted for ipraqftTOT

and ^farTOT^f for

(82) P. til, 1. 5. *•' » had mistake.

018) P. 02, 1. 4, should !>•* nmdiHed as

(81) /hid., 1. 11, tftaffipKr to he substituted for Wlf^Tcf. The

editor should have consulted the I'radi/m, which ipiotcs this passage

and criticises it.

(85) Pp. 82-08, in course of his criticism of the view of 8rldlmra
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s

Candidasa raises a trilemma, but the third horn is not discussed in

the text. Obviously something is dropped out.

(36) P. 63, 1. 9, « absurd. is the correct

reading.

(37) Ibid., J. 10, does not yield any meaning.
( cR:

Qtfrrrtfseems to be the correct reading.

(38) Ibid., 1. 13, is a bad slip for

(39) P. 66, fu. 2. Evidently the editor means to say

| The mistake is in the editor’s own language and the meaning

is widely at variance with the fact.

(40) P. 66, 1. 13, should he corrected into gspirotff-

The editor in a lengthy foot-note on p. 106 discusses the difference

of views between Bhattanayaka and Abhinavagupta on Rasa . He says

that the difference is negligible and is more or less a question of

emphasis. According to the editor Bhattanayaka regards Vydpdra to

be the soul of Poetry, whereas Abhinava makes Rasa to be the same

and Rasa is but the finished product, the accomplished fact, which

results from Vydpdra . The fact is that Rasa is not an accomplished

thing (siddkavastu), and is nothing but Vydpdra. The differences

between the two authors are pronounced and manifold, which it will

be out of place to discuss here.

Again on p. 108, in the footnote 1, the editor defines

as the identity of cognition and its object. But we only desire to

emphasise that is quite a distinct thing and nobody has

claimed aa a case ol S|.J<RTOR- It is, on the contrary,

put forward by those (the Buddhist idealists) who deny the possibility

Again on p. 113, l. 14, the editor records a wrong

reading, viz., gjqppnfft ^3^ which should be emended into gj*RT-

We fail to understand how can be a ftRP^and still less

how Rasa can be included in it. Again to compare with Vedantic

and to describe it as an auxiliary condition of the emergence of

^ ia proof positive that the editor has not got a clear conception of

TO . sfrai is synonymous with TO.

Mimamsaka
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THE MIRROR OF GESTURE, being the Abhinaya-darpana of

Nandikefoara translated into English by Ananda K. Coomaraswamy

and Duggirala Gopalkrishnayya with Introduction and Illustrations.

E. Weyhe, New York 1936. Pp. 81 and 22 plates (3 dollars).

Students of the Hindu dance and drama are aware of the import-

ance of The Mirror of Gesture (1915) by Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy and

Duggirala Gopalkrishnayya. This work, as has been pointed out by

me, is a partial translation of Nandike£vara’s A bhinaya-darpana (see

Introduction to the Abhinayordarpana published in the. Calcutta

Sanskrit Series, p. xiv) available to the translator in a form not free from

defects. But the translation published with an illuminating introduc-

tion from Dr. Coomaraswamy’s pen did a very valuable service to the

study of Indian culture in its artistic side drawing attention to the

worth and significance of Indian dance and drama. Hence it is with

genuine pleasure that the reviewer will thankfully admit that it was

this work that directed his attention to the original text of the Abhinaya-

darpana as well as the various aspects of Indian dance and drama.

Thus a fresh edition of T}ie Mirror of Gesture which has long been

out of print is quite welcome. In the present edition, additions have

bgen made to the Introduction, and the translation has been here and

there revised in accordance with the original Sanskrit of the Telugu

edition and with the renderings by the present reviewer. It goes with-

out saying that the work in its present improved form1 (with its Biblio-

graphy, and additional plates making their number ?2) will be con-

sulted with much profit by the student of Indian dance and drama.

But in spite of the great merit of the work we find it difficult to

agree with Dr, Coomaraswamy on the following points:—
(1) P. 9. The Sanskrit text of the Abhinaya-darpana edited

by the present reviewer is not, as has been considered by Dr.

Coomaraswamy, based on several Devanagari Mss. but on Telegu one

(see my ed. of the Abh,
t
Introduction, pp. xiv ff).

1 Positions and movements of the feet and legs have also been added from

our edition and translation of the Abhinaya Darpana
,
see Translation pp. 72 ff.

These portions were wanting in the first edition.
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(2) l
1

. Hi. Loha crttdn alumna is ‘imitation of events of tin*

world* ami not ‘following the movement of the world.’

(tf) Ibid. Kama translated as ‘iust’ in the passage quoted from

ihe iXatyaxastra seems to he wrong. It should he translated as ‘desire*

or rather 'legitimate desire.’ We are to remember in this connexion

the Hindu theory of the four principal aim* (cat nr- rartjn) of lift 1

,
such

as dharma
,
arf/ia

,
lama and nmlsa. Hinduism, unlike the semi tie reli-

gions, does not only not go against the lawful pleasures of the senses hut

also considers them to he necessary for the healthy development of

manhood. Hence Kama in the present connexion cannot he translated

as Must* which commonly means ‘sensuous appetite regarded as sinful.'

Kama will he considered ‘sinful
1

only when it exceeds the limit.

(4) P. 25. Dr. Coomaraswamy says, “Tin* Xautch is a direct

survival of the old Indian natya.” This statement appears to he mis-

leading. The word Xautch (nuc) conies from Pkl. //wen (ttkt. artpa).

The New Indo- Aryan word from Skt. ndtpa is nut (Pkt. nut hi) avail-

ahle so much in the Medieval Bengali literature.

(5) P. 5«S. In the note 22 Dr. Coomaraswamy has been misled

by Prof. Lanman. The halfmoon Miami* does not indicate ‘throttling

one’, hut turning one out by neck by putting in ones neck the hall*

moon ‘hand.* Cf. snjdld/t surer'ppardhacamdiain flatten niljsdrifalj

(Paneatant ra
,
Cnndaravahat h a)

.

(ti) P. 75. In connexion with the footnote 1), Dr. Cooinara-

swamy seems to have overlooked the errata which was given along with

the Skt. text of the Ahhinapa Parpuna
,
edited by me. The reading in

question is pdrsnind and it lias been pointed out in the err; ta. Hut 1

am thankful to Dr. Coomaraswamy for his better rendering of

the prapadablnjam him ri sfluted (p. 12) and sthdnalast liana (p. 7d)

Hut in spite of our disagreement with Dr. Coomaraswamy on the

above points it may he said that the second edition of the Mirror of

(lexturo will he considered valuable. The twenty-two excellent plates

have added to its value. The Bibliography added to the work has been

more or less exhaustive and will he of great use in furthering studies

in (he present line.

Manomoiian (Jiiosii
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THE TYPES OF SANSKRIT DllAMA (with a foreward by Dr.

S. K. De) by D. R. Mankad. Urmi Prakaslian Mandir. Karachi 1930.

l*p. xi + 221.

In this work the author has attempted to ascertain tin* nature of

the types of Sanskrit drama in their origin and development on the

basis of Sanskrit works dealing with dramaturgy. Mr. Mankad is

already known to Sanskritists for his important articles connected with

Sanskrit drama. This present work too testifies to his extensive study

aud careful collection of useful data. It may he unhesitatingly said

that the students of Sanskrit drama will derive much profit from

reading the work under review.

But one will have to use the book cautiously. In ceitain points the

reader will have occasion to differ from the author, e.g.,

(1) P. (i. ‘Nat is not a Pkt. root at all/

(2) P. 27. \lupadalkha lias probably no connexion with the nlpa

or nlpaka in the sense of a play. The word may menu ‘one who is an

expert in assaying coins’ (nlpa). Cf. nlpa in the Huthigumpha
Inscription.

In certain eases the author has overlooked facts, e.g. he has not

discussed the definition of saltaka given by Ilcmacandra in his

Kd Vjjdnu.sasana (cf. pp. 94f.). And in Chapter L he has altogether

ignored the AhhiHnjja-thirpaHa which has definitions for iialya, nt-hpi

and nrtta. Of all the abbreviations he has omitted to explain MMC.
used several times in course of t lie work.

MaNOMOIIAN (jtIIOKII

MARP-1) lit )LARI KAT1IA with a Gujruti translations by K. 11.

Dhruva, Pt. I. Uujrat Saliltya Sabha, Ahmedabad, 193b.

In the present work Mr. Dhruva has given the text of (he well-

known popular Dihgal poem on the love of Dhobi and Main together

with a poetical Gujarati version. It may he hoped that this version

will bring the famous love stoiy of Rajasthan within an easy reach of

the speakers of modern Gujruti.

Manomoiian Giiosii

DECKMHER, 1930 oo
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RGVEDA-SAMHITA with the commentary of Sayanacarya,

vol. I, Mandala I. Published bj the Vaidika SamSodhana-mandala.

(Vedic Research Institute), Poona. Rs. 12 /r, and

RGVEDA-SAMH1TA, Part VI. Published by the Indian Research

Institute, Calcutta, 1936. Re. 1/8/-.

The Rgveda is undoubtedly the most ancient literary monument of

the Indo-European languages and as such it throws light on the early

history of almost all the principal groups of Indo-European speakers.

But its importance in the field of Indian studies is unique. Almost all

the different branches of Indology, be it linguistics, religion, philo-

sophy and sociology or anything else, are dependent on it. Hence it

is. in the fitness of things that our scholars are* giving fresh attention

to the Rgveda by publishing a new edition of its well-known commen-

tary as well as attempting a fresh translation of the text.

The monumental work of Max Muller giving a well-edited text

of the Sayana’s bhasya together with the text in Samhita and Pada

form has long been out of print and the discovery of new Mss. as

well as the publication of various texts provides scope for some

improvement in the text of Sayana's commentary. As a fresh

critical edition of the Sayana-bhasya has long been a desideratum

we are to thank most sincerely the authorities of the Vedic

Research Institute of Poona, (associated with the name of Bal

Gangadhar Tilak) for their publication of the first Mandala of the work.

The Indian Research Institute of Calcutta is also giving along with

their translation an edition of Sayana-bhusya but this utilizing no

Ms. material its service in the cause of Vedic interpretation

will not always be equally appreciated. In spite of the fact that the

Rgveda has been most thoroughly studied by competent western

scholars this work has not yielded all its secrets. At is with

an eye to this difficulty that Prof. Winternitz says, “that a

complete translation of it (Rgveda) must of necessity contain much

that is incorrect.” Though it is very difficult, nay impossible, to deny

the truth contained in the remark of this veteran Indologist it will

perhaps not be wrong to say that there may yet be found means to

improve the translation of particular passages. By making a fresh

study of the Rgveda and the vast amount of modern exegetical
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literature in the light of latest researches in Indology one may make

such improvement in the interpretation of the Rgveda.

The critical edition of the text of the Sayana-bhasya published

by the Vedic Research Institute will be considered an work

important in its magnitude and worth. The vast number of new

Msb. /in different scripts) of the Sayana-bhasya which has been

used in its preparation and expert editorial care which has been

bestowed on it will testify to its great value. A careful reading of

the eight pages which discuss in brief the various improvements the

present edition has made upon the earlier ones will incline one to

take this as a definitive text of the S&yana-bhasya. •This of course

means no disparagement of the monumental work of Max Muller

(whom Swami Yivekananda styled as an incarnation of Sayanacarya),

because he did his work single handed and when Indian studies were

still in their infancy. The Vedic Research Institute of Poona has

surely undertaken a work in which Indians may feel some pride.

As for the translation of the Rgveda it cannot be said that we have

too many of them. The very fact that quite a number of Rgvedic hymns

have still remained obscure or unintelligible gives us justification to

welcome any new version of the Rgveda, prepared in pursuance of proper

methods. Great scholars like Langlois, Ludwig, Max Muller, Grass-

man and Geldper have indeed studied the work with the greatest care

and thoroughness, but in spite of their great learning and critical

acumen they could not possibly see things with the eyes of an Indian

who naturally has a better acquaintance with the traditions of the

country and its wayB of thinking. Hence we are to offer our

congratulation to the Indian Research Institute for undertaking the

publication of a fresh translation of the Rgveda prepared in India

by an Indian.

The preparation of an ambitious work of this kind has, we are

very glad to learn, been entrusted to one who is peculiarly fit to under-

take it. For Dr. Manilal Patel has studied in the Visvabharati in India

under the veteran Indian scholar Prof. Vidhushekhar Bhattacharya,

and in Europe the late Prof. K. F. Geldner, the great authority in

the Indo-Iranian philology read the Rgveda with him and initiated

him into the mysteries of modern Vedic. exegesis. Besides this he
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came in close touch with other great scholars such as Professors Budolf

Otto and Jacobsohn. All this is indeed a sure guarantee of the

excellent quality of Dr. Patel’s work. We have very carefully read

the present fascicule of the Rgveda translation and have the most

genuine pleasure in being able to say that our hope in this matter

has been amply justified.

In this work every mantra has been preceded by an introductory

note which mainly treats its viniyoga and other relevant matters.

Then comes a stanza in Romanized form, followed by a literal

English translation of Sayana’s interpretation. Notes on the entire

stanza as well as important words are given afterwards. And then

follows the new translation. This has indeed been a very good plan.

Every translator of the Rgveda must take notice of Sayana’s work

first of all and try to effect whatever improvement or modification he

can with the help of modern studies such as linguistics, anthropology,

archaeology etc. Word-notes which must necessarily occupy greater

space in such a work are tho most important feature of the present

Bgveda translation. In them Dr. Patel has gathered opinions and

conclusions of different scholars or has simply cited their source. This

is not only valuable as furnishing a basis of his own translation but

will also be helpful for his fellow workers who would differ from him

and make their own conclusion. For it is almost impossible to hope

that we shall ever have anything like a definitive translation of the

Bgveda. Hence the importance of Dr. Patel’s Bgveda translation

cannot be over-emphasized. This work when completed will bring

within an easy reach of Indian scholars the vast amount of work that

the western scholars have done on the most ancient document of Indian

culture.

The text of the Rgveda and the Sayana-bhasya published in the

present fascicule has been neatly printed and the portion of the

Sayana’s introduction to the Rgveda translated afresh in the present

work has been done well. But in connexion with this translation of

Sayana-bhasya we have one suggestion to give to the translator who

has not been named. It is this. He should give a perfect literary

translation relegating all explanatory matter to the footnotes. For

example, his translation of Vedanta ns Upmrimd in p. 37 (line 10)
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cannot be defended. It may be that Sayana lias meant by Vedanta

tlie Upanisadic texts but substituting of Upanisad for Veddnta may

nevertheless mislead one.

Apart from this present Rgvedic publication (part VI) of the

Indian Research Institute may be said to have been a success, and the

the editor Dr. Patel is to be congratulated on the publication.

Monomouan Ghosh

LINGUISTIC INTRODUCTION TO SANSKRIT by Matakrishna

Ghosh, Dr. Phil. (Munich), D.Litt. (Paris), Lecturer in the University

of Calcutta, 1937 : pp.104, Cloth, Price Rupees Five or Fight Shillings.

It is not always that a reviewer feels happy with a book, parti-

cularly when it deals with a technical subject in which the author

lias to create a path for himself—at least in the language in which

he is writing. Dr. Bntakrishna Ghosh’s little work on Sanskrit

Linguistics is a. unique production in many ways. Firstly, its science

is absolutely souud; secondly, it is the first book of its kind written

in Knglish; and thirdly, it is the first serious contribution by an

Indian scholar to the not inconsiderable literature on the Linguistics of

Sanskrit viewed historically and comparatively which as a. sc ience is the

creation of modern Western scholarship and in which noteworthy work

from an Indian to whom Sanskrit is a national inheritance has so far

heen practically nil—with the possible exception of the late Dr. Guile’s

book, which however is of an elementary nature. Dr. Ghosh, who

studied Indo-European Linguistics and the historical grammar of

Sanskrit under some of the most distinguished masters of the science

in Germany and France, is to be congratulated on being the first.

Indian scholar to write a book in which the problems of Sanskrit in

the light of tlie modern study of the subject are so ably set forth,

and in which some of the fundamentals of Sanskrit as an Indo-

European speech are so clearly stated, for the benefit of tlie advanced

student—and of the teacher as well.

Dr. Ghosh’s work consists of Seven Chapters, the ti*!es of which

are as follows; I. Indo-European Origin of Sanskrit, pp. 1-25;
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II. Veda and Avesta, pp. 20-47; III. Vedic Orthoepy, pp. 48-09;

IV. Sanskrit Phonology, pp. 70-90; V. Sanskrit Word-Formation,

pp. 95-115; YI. Sanskrit Noun-Inflexion, pp. 110-139; and VII.

Sanskrit Verbal System, pp. 140-104.

In his Preface, Dr. Ghosh rightly deplores the medieval and

scholastic methods that still act as a clog on Vedic studies in India,

and he pleads for a direct study of the texts themselves, freed from

the atmosphere of the commentaries. Not that the commentaries have

no value : but to study the text in itself, to find out the sense and

the implication irrespective of the later interpretations, the compara-

tive method has certainly a very great value—in our opinion a greater

value than the scholastic one. Dr. Ghosh lias his views on the nature

of language and on our methods of approach to it, but he has rightly

abstained from a too radical change in the line of approach in a work

which is meant primarily for the student.

The titles of the chapters indicate the scope of his work. The

problem of the Primitive Indo-European speech is at once broached,

and the author by means of suitable examples takes the student through

Indo-European phonology as presented by Vedic. Dealing with the

vowels of Indo-European and Sanskrit, one point calls for a little

comment and explanation from the present reviewer. Dr. Ghosh is

against the transliterations of the long diphthongs ^ and sft of

Sanskrit by Cui and du (with long d, instead of ai and au) (p. 13). The

present writer among others is guilty of writing e and 0 (with the

long mark) for q and sft and, ai and du instead of ai and au. In a

work, on linguistics of Sanskrit, ai and du are certainly more reason-

able than ai and au when the objective is to trace the sequence from

pre-Sanskrit to Sanskrit. Why give too much weight to a later, post-

Vedic tendency to pronounce di and du as ayi and avu (or even at

and aii), and obscure the nature of these long diphthongs P In the

opinion of the present reviewer, to write e and o instead of e and o

for ^ and aft on the face of the Greek and other Indo-European values

of these symbols as short sounds, means to obscure the relationships

improperly. We need not write ei, oi , ai, eu
,
ou

,
au for e, o

,
but for

Vedic an sick, and certainly for pre-Vedic, we shall not be so very

wrong if we write ai and au instead of e, o. Similarly, in transcribing
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Greek words in a book on Greek or Indo-European linguistics, we should

use u, and not y , thinking more of Attic than of Primitive Greek.

I need not set forth in detail all the topics discussed by Dr. Ghosh.

I think the most important matters connected with the nature and

origins of Vedic have been all discussed or touched upon. In the

chapter on' the Orthoepy of Vedic, Dr. Ghosh haB examined the

accuracy of our received texts in the matter of the exact representa-

tion of the Vedic language as it was—a living speech of some 3,000

years ago. This chapter should stimulate a desire to be au courant

with modern methods among our students.

Chapters IV-VII indicate by their headings the subjects treated in

them. One cannot but admire the erudition and the lucidity with

which Dr. Ghosh has explained the position for Sanskrit, viewed in

the light of its Indo-European origins. Suffice it to say that in this

work, with its requisite illustrations, the English reader who is not

familiar with German and French iindB for the first time an introduc-

tion to the Jiistory of Sanskrit such as has been worked out bit by

bit by some of the brightest intellects of the West during the last

hundred years.

I have personally found the book exceedingly stimulating, and

shall always regard it as a valuable friend and guide. I am sure

others engaged in the study or teaching of Sanskrit Linguistics will

also agree with me. I have one criticism to offer: this work,

because of its concise character—the author is forced to be brief and

to take much for granted, evidently in his anxiety not to produce a

prolix or too elementary a book—will be found difficult by an ordinary

student, who will require a good teacher to take him through it N

Dr. Ghosh has already made his original contribution to the science

of which he has shown himself in this little work to be such a com-

petent and authoritative expositor; and possibly, the true scholar’s

impatience with the drudgery of writing a work of an elementary

nature is responsible for giving us a book which the average student

must supplement by further notes and tables—an unnecessary burden

for the scholar, but so necessary for the learner.

Nevertheless, we have here a remarkable book, and students of

Sanskrit Linguistics may well congratulate themselves that it has at
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last come out. I fully agree with what Prof. Wackernngel of Basel,

who can be described without flattery as the true Abhinava-Panini for

the Language of the Gods, has said of Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh’s work

Your work brings something entirely newi into India and inaugurate a

veritable epoch.

The general get-up of the work is very good : the printing is

beautiful and clear—inaccuracies are rare, and a refreshing feature is

the employment of proper diacritic types, not the hideous makeshifts or

tlie culpable substitutions which usually disfigure books of this kind in

our country. I only wish that Dr. Ghosh had used hh instead of ch

for the Greek unvoiced guttural aspirate (he has very laudably given

Greek words in a rigorous transliteration in the Roman scrips). This

is however a small matter. I am glad that he has used v and not y

for the Greek upsiIon.

Suniti Kumau Chattkiui
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Acta Orlentalia, vol. XV, pars II

H, II. JoilNSTON.—The Buddha's Mission and Last Journey'. Buddha -

carita, XV to XXVIII. As the latter half of Asvaghosa’s Buddha-

carita is not available in original Sanskrit, an Knglish translation

ot* the same is being done on the basis of its Tibetan and Chinese

versions. This instalment covers cantos XIX to XXII.

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Researeh Institute,

vol. XVII, part iv (July, 1030)

Btmala Churn Law.—Countries and Peoples of India. The paper

continues the discussion about the divisions of countries and names

of peoples mentioned in the Purailas and similar literature.

A. M. (IllATAGK.—A Few Parallels in Jain and Buddhist Works.

K. M. SlIEMJiAVNKKAR.

—

The Metamorphosis of Vsas. The object of the

paper is to show that l
rsns of the Vcdic pantheon has gradually

been transformed into the goddess of splendour and wealth,

—

LaksmI of the later period.

1\ A. Mankah.

—

Samardhyanas u tradhara and Yuktihalpataru
. From

an examination of the opening verses, colophons, methods of treat-

ment and styles of composition, the writer comes to tin' conclusion

that the two works, the Sa/narahyanasutradhara and tin 1 Ynlti-

kalyataru cannot be the productions of the same author, if one

was king Blioja of Dhura, the other must have hcon some one else.

M. V. Kibe.—Further Liyht on Ildeana's Iain ha located in Central*

India from VCilmild's Ramdyana.

Ibid., vol. XVIII, part i (October, 1930)

V. S. Suktiiankar.

—

Epic Studies : The Bhr/jus and the Bhdrata.

Myths and legends relating to the Bhrgus occurring in the Alalia-

hhdrata have been presented in the paper to show what an important

part the Bhargavas played in the (treat Kpic. It is inferred that

the original poem of about 24,000 stanzas attributed to Vyasa lias

received at the hands of the Bhrgus much of its present shape.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1930 23
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11 Ait Dit'jt Siiauma.—An A nali/sis of A uthorities quoted in the

Sd i npadharapaddhati.

Aryan Path, November, 1930

K.\l)l I A K. Mookkhjkk.

—

The Mysticism of Vopdedra Buddhism

.

Calcutta Review, October, I93G

11. D. llllATTACllAHYA.—Mortuary Beliefs of the Hindus.

ibid., November, 1930

A. 1*. Danouta.

—

Nawab Nazunuddoirla and the English.

DJawa, lode Jaargnng, July, 1930

\X F. SiTiiTliKlM.

—

Enhelc Oudhciden van Bali. Of t lie t liroe items

of’ ;i lit i(|itity discussed hy t lie writer, one is a pillar inseriptiou of

kino Si 1 Kesai ivannadeva of Kali record in# an expedition to

Moluccas. It is interesting ihat the Sanskrit portion of this ins-

cription of the early Idth century A.C. is written in Uhl Javanese

script, while the Old Javanese portion is in Devana^arl.

Epigraphia Indica, vol. XXII, part v (January, 1934)

K. K. IIaij>kic.— Mala dates of YirasiinhadernA Urania Sain rat ld/ij.

K. X. UpKN .—Hopi dales of Baiamdra Jhrardja— I ihiama Sain rat

Iof)!). It is suggested that Devaraja was a Paramara ruler of Aim.

I). K. Khandaukau.

—

Hdfhibdda Brdhini I ascription at Nayari.

( lajayaua Parasariputra Sarvatata mentioned in the record is

inferred to have been a Ivanva ruler. The inscription siip<*ests

that both Samkarsana and Vasudeva were once worshipped with

equal devotion.

K. A. Nii.akajntua Sastki.

—

A ( ho/a Inseriptiou from Uttiramcmr.

V . V. Miranjij.

—

An Unfinished Vdldtaln Plate from Jhitfj.

1). K. Kiiaxdarkar.

—

A List of the 1ascriptions of Northern India

written in Brdhini and its Derinil ire Scripts from about A.C. AOtt.

Hindusthan Review, November, 1936

Kimai.a Churn Law.—The Dami/as of Ancient Ceylon.
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Indian Culture, vol. Ill, No. 2 (October, 1930)

»S. K. I)k.

—

The Theology anil Philosophy of Bengal Vaisnavism. Tin*

discourse on diva (iosvaminks well-known Santlarhhas deals in its

fourth instalment with the contents of the Srikrsnasandarhha, the

object of which is to show that Krona is the llhagavat himself

manifested in unsion with Itadha in Jlis perfect form.

M. Lkdkus.

—

The Lost Aryd of the Samkhya-kdrikd. The couplet in

drya metre found at the beginning of both the Bltdsya of Oaudapada

and the Vrtti of Mathura on the Sdinkh ya-kdrild is considered by

the writer of this note to have originally formed the opening lines

of the Kdrikd itself.

Viniiksiiwar Natii Rev.

—

Bd)puts. The theory that the Rajputs of

India are of non-Ar\au origin is opposed in this paper. Kveii the

Sakas, Ivtisanas and the 1 Innas are shown to have descended from

the Aryans, who migrated to the north of India.

R. A. Saletoke.

—

The Ancient Kingdom of Punndia. Remarks of

foreign geographers, grants and records of kings, and the literature

of the dains have been utilised for preparing this account of the

kingdom of Puuniita, the earliest. Karnataka State.

I nh war Sahai.

—

/The Crime, of Thagi and its Suppression under Lord

IV. C. Bentinch.

S. K. Ranerji.

—

Bahadur Shah of C a}rat (1~>'*(i-o7).

Jalna Gazette, November, 193(5

Ja(»at Prasad.— The Jaina Theory of Sal rat ion

.

Journal of the Annamalai University, October, 193(5

V. A. Ramanw ami Sastki.— Was Bhartrhari a Bauddha

?

Journal Asiatique, tome CX’XXVH, no. 1

IjLv Lr-Kor\ V(f.

—

Pnnyodaya (Xa-ti), un propagateur du Idnirisnn en

Chine et au (*a ui bodge d V7pogue de //nian-tsang. The paper

describes the activities of the Ruddhist monk Pun\odayu who took

with him a large collection of Sanskrit mss. to (diina trom ‘Middle

India* in (ioD and left (Chinese translations of two works called

SinthacyOharajabodhiaitt raparipn chdsiHra and V imalajndnahodhi-

satt capariprcchd.
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Journal of the Assam Research Soolety, vol. IV, no. 2 (July, 1936)

15. M. Natii.—Sahkardedrya and Buddhism in Assam . The writer

begins with a reference to the activities of Sankara in Assam as

mentioned in Madhnvu’s Sankara vijinja and infers the existence of

Buddhism in the country in old days in some form or other, of

which traces are still available.

Nai.im Nath I)\s Gvpta.—Timyyadeva and Vaidyadeca. It is con-

tended that Timgyadeva was an independent ruler of Kamarupa

and not a vassal of ltamapala, the Gaudn king, and that Vaidyadevn,

a general of king Ivumarnpala of Gauda overthrew Timgyadeva

and became eventually a full-fledged emperor of Kamarupa.

*1 (XiKxnitA ChtAXDUA Giiosh.

—

Buddhism iii Kamarupa and Sylhet

.

Arguments are put forward against the view that Buddhism did

not penetrate into Assam.

Ibid., vol. IV, no. 3 (October, 1936)

Paiijjanatii Bhattacuakya.

—

Location of the Nidhanpur Grant of

Bhdskaravarman of Kamarupa. The writer maintains that the

land granted by Bhasknravarman belongs to a place in the district

of Itnngpur and is not related to Sylhet, the find spot of the grant.

K\mi s\vai{ Bahia.—The Xdmayhosa and its Place in Literature. Thu

Xdmayhosa dealt with in the paper is a Vaisnava scripture by

Mfulhavadeva, a disciple of Sahkaradeva, the celebrated religious

reformer of Assam. It was written with a view to establishing

the superiority of the Bhakti cult.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

vol. XX It, pt. iii (September, 1930)

K. 1*. Jayaswal.

—

(Jironolof/y and History of Nepal.

K. K. Bash.—An Account of Firoz Shah Tuyhlaq. It is a continuation

of the English translation of a portion of the Stral-i-Firozshahl, a

contemporary Persian record of the reign of Firoz Shall, the third

Tugliluq Sultan of Delhi.

Danauatiia Shaiima.

—

Professor 1 Yinternitz on the Kaumudlmahotsava.

It is a rejoinder to Winteriiitr/s opposition to the equation of

Candragupta I with Caiidamahnscna of the Kaumudhnalwtsava ns

inferred by Jayaswal.
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Journal of tlio Burma Resoarah 8oclety, vol. XXVI, pt. 1

Pe Mavng Tin.—Buddhism in Inscriptions of Pagan.

Journal of tho Greater India Society, vol. Ill, no. 2 (July, 193(3)

Wilhelm Geiger.—Contributions from the Mahavamsa to our Know-

ledge of the Media cal Culture of Ceglon.

B. Ch. Chiiaijra.—Kuhjarakuiijadesa of the Changal Inscription.

Kuiiarakunjadesa mentioned in the stone inscription of king

Saiijaya discovered at Changal in Central Java is located on the

slopes of the Agastyamalai along the river Tamraparm. It is

surmised that the people of that region went to Java by the 7th

or the 8th century A.C.

Batakrisiina Ghosii.—Veda and A vesta. 9

Journal ot Indian History, vol. XV, part 2

Soma Sundara Desikar.—Some Problems connected with Rajadhiritja.

A. YenkatasunniAll.

—

Ballapa Dannayaka . The contention of the

writer of this note is that Ballapa-Dannnyaka described by others

either as the son nephew or grandson of the lloysala king Ballala.

Ill was in fact only an officer in his service.

Kama Shankar Avastiiy and Amalananha Ghosii.—References to

Muhammadans in Sanskrit Inscriptions in Northern India—A.D.

730 to 1320.

M. Akram Makhdoomee.—Gunpowder Artillery in the Region of Sultan

Eltutmish of Delhi.

— .—Mechanical Artillery in Medieval India.

Anilchandra Bankrjke.—Procedure of Succession to the Sultanate of

Delhi. In opposition to the view that the succession to the

Turkish Sultanate of Delhi was regulated by royal nomination, the

writer thinks that choice by the nobles was the decisive factor.

A. M. Daula.—The Contemporary view of the Court of Fgrrukh Sycr.

A document called Shahnama Munnawar Kalam written in Persian

by Siv Das of Lucknow, a court Munshi under Farrukli Syer, sup-

plies valuable materials for the history of the Mughal court of

that period.

Prakasic Chandra.—Appointments in the East India Company's

Service.
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D. B. Diskalkar.—James Grant Duff's Private Correspondancc with

Maharaja Pratdpsimha of Satara .

Isiiwar Saiiai.— The Educational Reform of Lord William Bentinch,

P. SltrsiVASiiAniARi.—The Chain Inscriptions of Renadn.

Richard Burn.—A Note on the Genealogy and Chronology of the

Vaka takas.

Journal of Oriental Research, vol X, pt. JI (April-June 1030)

V. Rauuavax.

—

The Number of Rasas. Thu position assigned to tlie

Santa Rasa in the works of poetics has beeen discussed in this

instalment of the article.

A. Vkn KATAsrnutah .

—

Sayana, Madhavahhatta and Venkatamadhava.

The writer adduces evidences to show that Madhavahhatta men-

tioned by Sayana was different from Madhavarya or Vcnkata-

madliava, the author of the Rgarthadipika which is posterior to

Sayana.

M. I.-akshmi Narasiiiamayya.

—

Srarabhakti according to the Taittiilya

Prdtisdkhya . The article treats of the meaning: and nature of

Srarabhakti ,
a phonetic phenomenon dealt with in the Taittiriya

Prdtisdkhya and the connected literature,

N . VKNKATAltAMAXAYYA .

—

Yavanardjya-sthdpandcdrya. A f ter the

successful invasion of the Bahmani dominions, Krsnadcvaraya,

king of Yijaynnagara, placed Sultan Mahmud II upon the throne

of Bidar and thus helped to revive tlie Bahmani kingdom. By

virtue of this act, it is surmised, lvrsnadeva became Yaranardjya-

sthdpandedrya i.e. instrumental in the establishment of a Yavana

kingdom.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, October, p.Mi

M. ft. Ram vswami Aiyar.—The. Question of Gramas. It is a discussion

of the meaning and nature of the musical term grdiaa.

W. II. Moreland.—Rank (man.sab) in the. Mogul State Service .

The position held hv the executive officers of the Moghul Umpire

has been pointed out in the paper.
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Journal of the United Provinces Historical 8oolety, vol. IX, part ii

V. S. Aguawala.—Mathura Terracottas.

Nandalal Ciiatterji.—The ‘Nawahi 9

Architecture of Lucknow.

Nityananda Miska.—A Note on Uliihuli and Ujhain Ruins.

Nandalal Ciiatterji.—Wazir Aids Conspiracy against the English.

V. S. Aguawala.—A Sanskrit Inscription of the Reign of Silandar

Shah Lodhi.

S. K. Banerji.—Babur and the Hindus.

BlMALA CltUHN Law.

—

Sacred Blares of the Jains.

Journal of the University of Bombay, vol. V, port i (July. 1030)

II. Hkkas.—The Religion of the Mohenjo J)aro People according to

the Inscriptions. The writer of this article claims to have decip-

hered the inscriptions found at Mohenjo l)aro, and gives, on the

basis of his readings, an outline of the principal tenets of the

religion that he believes to have been prevalent among the people

of the region.

SniDHAu V. Soiioni.—The (Treat Temple at Elephanta. While review-

ing the art of the rock-cut temple of Elephanta, the writer infers

that the temple formed a private place of worship of the kings

whose headquarters was in the island and that the art came under

external influence us the result of contact with foreign traders.

Man In India, vol XVJ, nos. 2 & 3 <April & September, 1930)

H. (J. (Tiakladar.-—Problems of the Racial Ctimposition of the Indian

Peoples.

N. Tripathi.—A Few Easts
,
Festivities and Observances in (hisxa.

New Review, November, 1930

S. Gnana Prakasau.—Draridian and Indo-European Languages.

Philosophical Quarterly, vol. NTf, no. 2 (July, 1936)

T. R. V. Mukti.—Types of Indian Realism. In this instalment of the

article on Realism in Indian philosophy the Nyfiya-Vaisisika

system has been discussed.
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Poona Orientalist, vol. I, no. 3 (October, 1936)

0. Stein.—The Numeral IS. Data have been collected from Briihma-

nic, Buddhist and Jain literature to show what an important role

the number 18 plays in every sphere of life in India.

M. B. Kmkneau.

—

Central Asiatic Versions of the Vetdlapaiicavimsati :

in trodvctory Story .

J\ K. (ioi)E.

—

Notes on Indian Chronology : Date of Rasapaddhati by

Hindu and its Commentary Mahadeva Pandita—1st quarter of the

17th century.

M. M. Batumi.—Sulhabodhikii
,
a Commentary on the Megahduta by

Meghardja Sadfin and his Date {Between 1172 and 1404 A.C.).

Uancianatha Jha.—Nydyasutra of Gautama with the Bhdsya of Vdtsyd-

yana. The edition of the text with Sanskrit notes continues.

— .—English Translation of same.

Prabuddha Bharata, July, 1936

II. Cti.an KNAPP.

—

Hinduism and Buddhism.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, vol. XXVII,

nos. 1 & 2 (July & October, 1936)

Ananjja K. Coomaraswamy.

—

The Nature of ‘Folklore
1 and ‘Popular

Art
1

. The writer cites texts to show that the distinction between

‘popular’ (desi) art and ‘refined’ (marga) art, and between ‘folklore’

(dest). and ‘learned’ (samslrta) literature is really one of the sacred

from the profane.

M. A. Venkata IIao.—The Notion of Difference in Dvaita. The paper

summarises from the treatises of Dvaita philosophy the arguments

in defence of the idea of Difference repudiated by the Advaitins.

Bimala Churn Law.

—

A Short Account of the Damilas. This account

of the Damilas (Tamils) has been supplied from Buddhist books.

N. Iv. Venkatksam Bantu lu.

—

The Kaihaka and the Arana Bruinas of

the Vajurveda . The contents of the two prasnas dealing with the

manifestation of the universe are discussed.

L. V. Itamaswam i Aiyar.—Dravidic Sandhi.

S. SriKam aya.—Foundation of the Vijayanagara Empire and Vidyli-

ranya's Part therein.
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M. Yamunacharya.

—

The AEsthetic Approach to God : A Study in the

AEsthetic Elements in Bhakti.

N. K. YENKATESAN.—7/ie Atharvaveda and the Mantrasdstra . The

writer’s thesis is that the esoteric line of worship propagated in

the Mantraiastras with its conception of letters (bijakxaras

)

as the

basis of upasana is an outgrowth of the Atharvaveda in the age

between the times of composition of the Rdmdyana and the

Mahdhhdrata .

Sauat Chandra Mitra,—On the Fire-walking Ceremony of the Dusadhs

of Bihar.

8ahltya Parisat Patrlka, vol. XLIII, no. X

Sir Jadunath Sarkar.

—

(1) Rise of the Marhattas,

(2) Sivdji
,

(3) Course of Marhatla History after Sivdji.

These papers which constituted the Adharchandra Mukherji

Lectures trace the history of the rise and decline of the Marhatta Power

giving an estimate of the contributions towards it of Sahji, Sivaji

and Peshwas. C.C.

Shrine of Wisdom, vol. XVTII, no3. 69 <fe 70 (Autumn and Winter, 1936)

The Laws of Manu. The first chapter of the Manusamhitd is being

translated into English with comments and elucidations by the

editors of the Shrine of Wisdom. They propose to complete the

first chapter and a part of the last with a view to expressing “the

essential meaning which underlies the book as a whole.”

Young East, vol. 6, no. 3 (Autumn, 1936)

S. Tachibana.

—

Characteristic Features of Buddhism

.

Beatrice Lane Suzuki.—The Ideal of the Bodhisattva in Mahayana

Buddhism.

Printed and published by Sj. J. C. Sarkhel, at the Calcutta Oriental

Press, Ltd.j 9, Panchanan Ghose Lane, Calcutta.
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8 Cf. Lai. V., p. 86.

9 Ms. ^ 1U Tib. ^qyqjr,yq
V

11 Ms-®«ri5i*R



1

9a

t *nf aaa pwp...atf| aHftsrwei [h ft ft]

^ awifaxdfta i
1 J(ft«lH!|<J(WW-

> «faa|ar s:arog*ralfti eft

v ft *wr awftft vjHftg^3
ftat * aarcfNt-

<x agqafgfr^aiailfaaa 4
[*aj ai tm^ww-

9b

si arenreft q&wwi qaH*raxaTq
i
qf^xft<m i

v ^a%ftq«^prats& waa^fg;: ^
arfftarcf<:a>t to »aaH i

aPT axw qpr4^vtmmt

?

51

S

«# ^ |3^rtg«naj|^ a swa* aafta ax asw-

aftftor aT$rofej^i §fagat' a? f^a‘ sw
[a* a]

5 aroaa6 a>w<)viw*iawi-

x W o!kr Tib.
qj*p (

xy'- q3jq-
)
^*q*

2 Ms
- iiatm

3 Tib. omits the corresponding passage for ^ ^ ^ jyjj

4 Ms
- ann^a ...aiga°

5Tib- ^’n45,
’q

i

c: ' ^'5
r
cJ's

\
c

6 Ma.



1®

V

l

*

#

*

*

*

*

*

I Ob

*njRf §nn«Rfc5sta-

sngsnspft4 ?ra §f4^mroT?it

aft stfvrerrsft Ihnrafcnotnra’^nstf

gftftwrermf fl5T«^wr sig^ 5

srm0 ferftasK&IrM) ?ft
7
ercq sra) *faf?i-

1 la

U*%sswyr ewnra^ &z4*izi *m^-

i aswrofij wasft sirefa fsglnr zr jsssfan 8

«rr ?r* nfawf ^rcufaw^ 1

<pT*fa *mr riafew gguro^wwaqqft

*B I R^sft i«J*1HT: 5TWT ^ H 5»w(f?t

lib

$315515*155 sot ^ 55bwfinjjiT araHfeft ^isr ^ h?t-

fasis> atf^EisOTt vprarrqr^mn.

ffl^sr: 1 * *r ?taT ?R5tfwT*r fetf 10 srofa 31*-

sn£ gqft^ gWKlmfa^iyT ^ sit uto*

[5:«?f]
ll«sfa 3^% =s sreqi ^ srafcr * sfajsdfa m**-

1 Tib
- ^ic^r^'5Ac ' ^T^HT °v:*r ‘yT^’f

'

'

I K'*F
'

!

V

^^•sr^c -

1

sfsf^-si
|

Cf. Ul. I'., |>. '>!'
: S?irTiTfT^T!JW^?3'«;r^-T35«I PW5f Cr - ‘S’''''' P" P -03 -

2 Ms. ^j- Ms *

4 i *°* 3T€sr fs;%<7
5 A,s

- ijg3^
(i Ms.

wfffil
‘ ^ rt

* ^
8 A,s - ojfprr M 4Ls< ° ,T’Tt

11 Tib.

10 Ms. ^



12a

\ a rnffifq^Fn^fToif' 3reaf?a srm^ ^w^ataaNamT-

= «rfcn«hT aTaa>T :,ar % argsw *renr ya^afrai

\ aassN; aqa^a^a ?iT fawir 'sft ai & «ja •*

X ?f «faaqfa5 wpi aaaal tfa^gdi^br-

;
*, wa aama*a am^a aa aaf

12b

\ fcaarar fawitfafraarar ar a*a aama*a

^ am ggsft afa^afa 1

i w, ^mroima anasrafa?qi garfa

> H3pt<*)% aaa?*a?a jiifa*mriKi af^afar i a

v a gtffaaaatar a «ja: a>i«!FtmTfaaiT af^affa 5

'* ^raif^TaTij afacafrr >?Ta*a a a^aif^a: i saafq ,i

13a

\ qfoaafa aggfai q»ra*3asftqaaa2j ara-

r sirfara 1 '’araanamga^afra amia aa-

\ i
garqV ri^nsft afa arm a aamaigf?-

y 7?" fti^tqqrfa vmqfra * ^^ranma
'* jFqRq^nnanTfiiqfiT 12 at ai^rfe^mra i ytorfaq

1 .Ms.
I

*^ s * 0,,,; ^ s
Vff

" I» sell is fount) in Tih

2 Ms. ospy^j Cf* Siksn.. p. 21.

•' Ms
' araaaaf i

I Tii- Ms. rcitils like this: ^ippj^ qf fcpppjtfq I

r, Ms.
|

(i Ms. o-q;4 Till, forr.vi 1 .,, >

‘ M< - 'Ft fq 1 ' ,|
- q^q|-;r qw^r

S Ms. ,] Corrcflion from

id Ms. qraimar

II Till, omits ll «ivfs simpl.v cfSfrJTTRr %?T!" I
•' , *

(If. l*.Ui: lUhlissa.

12 Thorn is no rorri‘s|»on«lin;' Til». p.issnp' for
cf] l



V-f

13b

\ r?TT ^ gsr: snVs5ST?rft nqfM anfc* * 3^15^
?. q^nfcs* 1 ^ ?r ^nTSTOTftfnsrr ntftar-

> qmawfrr
1 ^ sr g3«fire?r- m^r sfearf??i

« qr'wft^rhrPTOT: ’ ?*5jt 1 qwiR Mfa%qfri l

•\ jmq%q>nR fTif?n R«r f*mrafeqsn m-

I4a

\ jqrft snNtfft «T*4*ififH3HJ(MHg*iiiftr ugrmnn

r *r smfrp q^n^fwirnT f^RT jtrrt

? vrfanfa m qR*q ; *pmr

v p^w? FPinpw •rur^q’ syf

^ 3TT rT5f !T^ fr'RRT ?T*q M 7TOm

14b

* *m rrW % ?rc"3^ftrS(T g*rfq j\

^ 3w»rri Hn>TffqFm^r: 1 " BRwnmwi-

1 Ms
- ^Rifa - Ms - 'Wjith

'' T ' 1

’ ^Vy^tPr V=T5>\^r

1 Ms.
*r*jjf

> Ms JT^rnflTTvTT*f (f) HTt«T I
Kviilontly tins is (In* scnlio’s mistake Tib:

srpirsr^y =!*• i^q*
- q^qV

1; Ms. iii. = mz^ri

7 Ms. ^f*rj ' Ms
jj

:i T ' 1
'- v^r

i" Mx- »fRpi_77t ^fqpm,

'

v,,il" Tl1 ' l,:,H yvjc^'qq' ^‘q'vTy

qcfy o^sr ^c-sry "' "
|

q^’qq’ «w*rsr ^
V '**



* qnsr

x qjiroi ?MqwR!3Tft«f i

^ gsrcq* ^ aiTf«5^ suf «nw%- n^ftnr:

1 5a

< ^w5rJig«n^f?n3 ^Trn^wq^ra^T:

k qrwsRfaraqqRts 1 q#
? wjff?f

| a 5
erasisr-

x fom roratyi^vnfTfc fonjqtfsrjmwr srjoi

'a '“^ncitoi aifegn:
7
ffirfrftferofoT n?ifrr

1 5b

< »tr hi^jthi jtpt I qf? «R^ifaRTi arm

h *5W ifewi" % FTfq^j 5ft=Ejf^^qq^qf?t

3 ?% g quranen vrfqr-qff?i i ft <j4 n^-

* jjjrerei
1

0

frnqg»%-

1 AU nn73n3- - 'l!>- *nrto

;i Ma. „^»jirsji?-

1 T ' b
*^J-ar q^\Sc- ojqyq- j^*q^* S|W S\ ^q|-

cysfc qjg*r£f yijy ’fhe Tib. omit,
;

ran it be that the epyist missed the word q^q'^q; and wrote in its stead

so ll ^ su ^ 1U Chinese in whieli we have:

•' 3l%$t

(i Ms. ^ff >

The oorroKponiliim Tib. word.,

|

|

* *10 " UIt* however is not the i|inlu literal sail kr it tor 0
*'

cq
^

*

v
7 Ms -

H Tib
- sjo^-q- <J Ms -

1U The scribe writes here, evidently l»v mistake, one ot the previous hues

% <?5 fl5r'T>r^ i
|! ’- Tffemrct W'j m' *r?flrcr <rto»rti

Mt^Tl 1 - i0
-lf?cl a '{? H3r-T*{ft«9I I



1* «qwjg*i?rn

16a

'< wwreq amnasq *rraW «?f «rfir^fe Sr Sr fro

H rft^otfNpHR HTO'^fSd

* qfe^T S^tRI 1
3T fSiaq^ffl^TfiT -

V ?r a^rd 1 mrqT^n

J< 3f^?r sufferuu^in ifw^g*9tae«fo''

1 6b

? ^rft3Rtsaif^?TiRT4JrW?ft^5ri:^^fRqtqw»!&«T: 8

q%sq#?i'J
|

^ 3^w wgsfft srf??i 50TRT*. WryiRHdi:

5 *?fHRT q^qt sR^nw

« fa d <R3<fl! faftfstW. ZfxZI HRlfHSWfW10 -

5( gi^T JRST

17a

'i
m fStei tmqwmra' 1 itisEwfo h ^ qraS^wRr --

r sqfei f^rat Rifi^rat * iproRg \vwt

1 Ms
- H«nqt - " ••• qqfa f^gjM

3 Mb. ^pf . Tib. (^qjq|^-q- I -Ms.

5 Ms. ftpg- used for frffa^T . fyzq has been irpluml hole by

Tib. qj^3En*£j # s burst asunder
,

to cut away. has also boon ren-

dered into Tib. by

0 Ms. has A . this word oecut.s a^aio in tho sense oi ‘drying u |»'

which is supported by its Tib. rendering, 1 have taken liberty to replace the

word by
I

^‘b* 4,0 1,0 dried up. (T. Mvyut. 210
,

y<jj

7 Tib
* C|V = tu bu drk’d "!»• ''• -Mvyut. 2 id. 3(il 3-^1^

v
H Ms. oTT^Wf: 9 Tib

- 5?' £JV q*'
V?

10 Ais. II Tib. sjp^- qs;- q-qg- qq
|

l “ Tib
- afar 0-



\ 'qroja^arat^afa ftarratfanaisr srrfaai

V 3frfa«IT?«aq<taqf?a
3 uf€?f«R«^T^4 a^TT-

ic «jsna. qqrafcr i a*a statafa

5

aT sjrftnrfa-

17b

\ at $?ar aa atdacrr0 uwffa ^ra^irargsrat-

r *t»a afHaaiaacrt at :rrckfa%<t at a^rasmi a--
>®

3 »pwrca vmaat foiag^wrea aam-

v aw am&t s^?f *rfirsaft aar a 7m' ferr-

ic satt4 a^j *r1 ^ a qrw aq^rar

8

%r^rar

18a

3 ayjtqafcrarsj fa^fer ^aa^afer qfortoi ^rgai: i

^ garqr: asaaftaraa^i: qa^t f^fogagqraqit-

* qtfaaa %'' ai?^ srns;r f.^ar aT

v at aiaferl: *w?aPT*T 103qaragqaei?<T q*

if arfaai “at a mfotf ar ftr^irq^ arncf^aPa1

2

aatfta'

.

1 Ms
- sa?«pr“

2 Tib. Q^C- cf — a demon
j aispirit.

3 Ma. gftf^aafaafa I
cf ' -Vvyut. 130. 32 ; I’fiii: 3f|f^^r ^>7% in

Digha t
MI, P* 235.

4

Ms.

5 M"- *i#rnr; Tib
- ^qj* cf ^<V NC

6 Tib. ^£T|- lyqpc ^qj' cfssf^jr^-iirBadful spells.

7 Tib.
2jg£j^j=a kind of curse ; cf Mcyut ., 197, 141.

8 Ms. for in all the three places.

9 Lines 3ff. are quoted in fiiksa., p. 175.

10

Ms. gq-. 11 Siksu. faifqj; ;
Tib. a-q-qj^j

;

Chinese, ~
JJ

12 Siksa. (srppifjg



18b

%

*

y

k

R

3

y

*

y

k

K

v

«

nfnt^r^wfvTsrraii^T «r«r* fanssglsi qfij-

nrai f^fsi ^nq?tf sqqsjq

T: I §: WTSt

v^i^»it; ^ cWl^ld^ 3

qro^q' *yf ttat mqiqraremfr

19a

sffgqumr3 3qg*iqf??t
4 ^

aq apntfJg5 to gwgqjt qrgqfiraTf?a i

gaifqaN; 3toi^ i ?Nt aqftq-

«tht »$*> $SKSfjjsj'° a *f ^ 5^fn-

*TlftRt «fqc5rf??l | ?t adfewRfrqi *? qgcqsSt-

19b

^3W1^ *rarRt wfqcqfel ^g^ftsqrTsj-

^5-
srag wrq^g qfagrqqffa i

gq: sifiqqsrcirai&s argowsw**?-

f^g ^gqf^wfasrn^jsg

20a

qsn?q«Rt?r^tsrTnT«^g8 sr $lgqq-

c^q*% i % ^wfrqara *rfq«if?a iteuteqKnKr *rfq-

*qfia,J qfecreiq^rer *rfq*qf»a $rcrar qki-

g nsraaftiraifoisj i *ra qnpnw:

a*q

Ms. ,vTIg( y A,s ‘ fT'4T^r>IrT«? t] Ms
* s&swcn

Ms
- gn^qfa 5 -Ms - G Ms. 0jj^

Ms. K Ms. 9 Ms. ^^g*:



20b

K qnraw amvirq' aw *r qq qfaj-

q. qiq\*nq: jrf?wi%aw: | 'rn W3 qssjat:

* farrijat qnqwfcR(q>w. l
’** qqqq q-

v faft qq& qfofc aqf sn^iai f**gqwT

•a fatfftauii q aw qnqat aqsqrp:

2 la

» q$q:ww anmaw araqq snqfawiw

*i stwhh: 3 wnT»awfq q^aiqq? qiwj^qFig;-

3 faqrfa* i q <p? ^qr?a qirfq:qfa qiqfqr-q

V fM ^ifqr-qf?a qqqrtwfci qi^qt fq^foi

J( fiqqrortPr-qTw fef^-qf^a feiqiqfqcqffa

1

211.

J 3?qq;qa qi $-qt ataiyq^qqfqm

5 wfq^qqqBqwsqqtqqTOWwq, qq< m-w^q

:

3 qft^ixq gqi q??t WTlftaWH. I qqq A qqpq ^qifqq *rqfV

y qq qqm qgRratq: qqfrqm ^iqiH qifOflTM ^q

’*, ^tftft^qsnafl^qiTni qqq'qqirqTfq"

1 M-. »qfgr.qfn - '•
• !iq

\\ Til*, puts thf Iiih*» l?i ill. 1 'Jl;i. I* :ilt.r
*pf|-fif*|:

UU'* lx loi r »j-j • l<*.

I C’f. rftfTTT?c7fZ (H‘ I‘K'«| r«l.).
J».

-A.

'. T.!., 3]-. qS- ^ar-r

ChlllVSt-.
,||j )|1

/£ |g -lll.l ..ll.it^ 7]^\77\ |

« Ms. AmwmA



Is

*

3

a

k

\

\

3

a

k

a

*

22a

aa? qpf srafaqfo1
1 3 g «TOW SM5TO-

| a^r *mqa\ srcj^q eispn-

fmrna^i snu^f %n*fa«if??» ?Nt araa-

cw^sf* *rf%sqfa a a*a fcafaroaq’ sfraa-

22b

aaa*^4 i i?f ar sifar gjwft nfirei^rPir i sraaraia i a-

afclf H53«ft qqfcWKWT a^fa i w u«3-

*ft sn^: 5555^ ar f^5%iT m a-

aura^a <£Hi a^a>Ts#T3w aanrerca

srfOTT 5 a>Kiqfw» srcrcrfafM6 wfi-

23a

giaaata7*m«aHia»<lMawgwfadwt^
1

3-

wfT 5vSWT5TOiran ?J?fiT SJ5CT SP^T pRlJ^wir TOIvj

HMHIdsIlft ^ftc^TT

aftjRf ?-

Paata^ll nsnama ^fefaaaanaaift-

srt faq^%na«5afaraa10 tfa*Tt%3 fcrfa-

1 Ms. ji^anfn 2 Ms.
jj

°f d wrraw- Tb® Tib - r*Dde,riD8

supports our reading.

3 4 Correct
sjfcsrtsqr’

5 Ms
‘ sfaar ^iiTvfqwf 6 Ms> ,dd® h®r* as'.

7 Ms. .afore.
vS

8 Tib
- *jy*]' $l’*S|$r ( qw*r ) qnpr«T

AT 10 Ms. in all the three places.9 Ms.



H

23b

^ sraf%§sT *ift?rwn,3 1

* snrn?$tfftf?wsift?fa qr awraaftm iw(%ift«-

^ *fc*n ?PW «rai*RTO tJJTfaffllOTnft wfa*!-

V 7T«nft sraRH*aww*s i i %araftr

k ** smfoft swHSr[in«fJ qfrjrqft^ [^gjug: «nwft]4
$taf-

24a

\ 5^ ^rrft qft *tH sn>fcft
5 *Tt*TO*££t srrft

r *pf««fiifiwr4^ 5 snftft *r-

3 ft Spiftranft6 jpwftsntf srfa^-

V *ft i ^ w «nq*> q^ftam «rw[«:]
7

*rcr-

!< ft iftftr! m m 3W^o?t m fwf vraft 8

vmat iws*r

24b

l g^ftfswFJ <wumgi tjsn si^n i s%^r-

^ «i?n: srofjroft-i
9

1 ^ro^-'°

1 ofs^r

2 Tib. g^-cjg- q^C’^ftq* j’ftsw^C and omits

3 Tib. q^.^.-lit.

4 Tib.
qjQj^- qV fjajv^* 3r£c- qVo^jvST

jV
5 Ms. oq^f 6 Ms. o^jjvft

7 lib. _ ^pRf

8 Tib.
qjC . y jg. ^c -

|
<^T«^'q‘ qjfc' CST

|

V?

*|c^* q^-sr ^-q* qg-^' qfiq-qvqj* |

VD - S3

9 Ms. . Tib. ^SjVqs^-q)*/*, = WI4;
v»

sr *prfa i

10 Ms - o »77jgw*



V 5>nsT3R^rn:g 3
atfu4>i3(ftf^

4?far5R!wg-

5< ^sm$iqn%q‘ q «qft i §|5T q*q ?raiqq-

25a

l *q «p»T q^sqi I 77 ^rqvT^vq: qfn)>^qf?7T

^ q‘ qtmq' cRqftqq' 5 3^q 6 5WHI<R!t <£

\ an q^nftqr i gq*q< rijpft ^ sn^i: f^g-

tf qt qr fargftqft qr ^ qiqsftq fq*ivqgq«pfiq

i( Taqjq^qqrsi vprfo 8 ^ qq fijFgnqgTfq'’ vjRqfiq ^

$ q qtfqqrq*i'q<
!

qg:f*Tgnq^»q qrcqfo

25b

'i ^ gqrfq fqr-q:iraqgrqrqT fcrsiq: qqrfq%"’ g fin

^ snq^nq 11 qrcqf?q qT fir^trq: qqfinsnq^nqi-

} fq qrofo ^ g qqiqfar^qi^ftisnqq-

v wqqqq[ fo^iqgig^qr qqfcr q% q g*r-

j( ftqqqtar^rcq qqqqt «qjq?jr.q|qiwr-

1 Us aqrq
;

Tl1’- rrp.'r'sr - Al ' fqq

3 Als
- ftqq^q 1 Ms - »q qrqi

;

0,mtu''
1 '" 1 ll ’-

5 ^•'|>r^==T]2M- = u'

1,r 1,1 rol,1,,''-v = q^gqq

0 Ms. j^s^zj

7 ^g|q
iy |r ^|"y;r = wqi ^rqr q q?"iiN 1

H Cf. SiksO., p. 171.

U Cf. si !;*->., 171
: qtf fit^rmRl 'JITqfcq 1

10 ofq4 11 Jls - oqqsk" :
‘-•"••rett Siinsknt ivonl.l 1»> f^;. ^



hi

26a

\ ?rai*l?TPI JTm^T

R *WWHW$:^ 2 afiw>tf^t5^|

> qsi m^nni: srawwn^ rftsrt f:^'r *?m ^
V qft vn aret

3 vttr^ il'mgF^fq'n-

26b

* hi « ?t qfcjpiT^' 5
!|st' jRfawtw

R srraxf^F ^ht>t‘ *T

\ snifat "^iraral itf^r^t * 3 stttgR: a^t

sitagq^n7
*

v
83W »stfS «mHiyitJ?tW^tTO5?PFI *R l Vl^VJT-

!(

!'fa rstmfT^ qrftafa’
0^ swr *ma> m-

27a

? -qijF%q'iT*re>t rt«lT*H*<l ?PIH, HmftRTfa 1

1

I

r m*n h ^T|i' - sit f«rR%Rr fafefeiftt rt -rr *roft

^ nR? i
stqtymRiit^t13 RfTRRR^^rt^^ i

1 'ls - :> S7W ;
H - !idvl - !’• 17 1: fa^'-t 'THf f 3:

* H^THR^Plfa: I

' Tib
- 5^S

T'H- cy«?c‘ n|5j*|-p)- jyqj- qjj-q-

-!*•' 5*r

!

M Ms. 1 Til). y*!^ = *r?j

r‘ m
- g-y^^y ^=yyj7-*ti* jz — ’nx 1» Ms.

ws r>*s
"o

V V

fl"TT°

MS.
i

; i -v £V CN
h,>

- ^'or*r«r yjy w *jy:*r

o^r]- ^vsr^r^Tj

S Cf. Siksii., l*l». 171-5. <) Ms’• ^fst

10 Kviilcutly lor tin* Sanskrit w oi'vl 11 S’ ' 1•?"• ^TT>nfn

•- Als'
'T.IJT^TT

i:i MIs o«4tW«t



v *r ** 9
qtrfr h ft&ftmt wi *41-

Sc *T<wrft^5 QjiRrs i sg^qfcgfc i *»rfa nqmrcraq

27b

\ ftg^wqiffWHgqrarcm i

r ocfWt4 asrgprpft ifen arq^T[ifi
3
] i

3
4
*f q&rcra: wwt^ g gsurt ^r[jt]^>4T i

V fog V^SfT0 *ri?<T *T*5JT «R5 faj[Mfa*3T: I li
1 $5»N<

S( «*«f i
5TW^«m^tTTnrnf^>n

28a

^ ?w <iaTO arraaat
9
*s<mg*tai srafo ?r ar w-

r ?«r(?f
1

0

ar qritofct nftfstqfcr11 1 star ^tarnwR-

3 «ifa * %tr si g^nq19 ftftqraro

« «r^sqfe i anTsnsTi? i swwnsf^Rqircit

!( * <r*q ^<inTrT^q arraftq' w7t,:i rT*q^?q*q

1 Tib. inserts here qj£*'q* qS'sq'^’O^
|

Ni/.w, follows it.

2 Siksa omits it.

3 Ms. uses instead of fgr^^y but the sik$d
t

has while Tib.

h»8
J

Ma - has ^ q$fforfa UfT3W?T ?f*pqr U7&T I

4 Si A-.su, omits ^ 6 Ms.

6 See fn. 1. 7 Xiksu q instead of ^
8 (HHj ^ trftffo i i ^srfinf i

Tib - has

0 m**.
•,
Tib -

11 Ms
- %rfar

13 Ms. puts here ^

10 Ms
- trsqqfta

12 susa



^ srt ^sspitaa^ i
q^fsmw^ a^vnfti 2 qqfafe <r^m-

3 a*f<ite3*n*t !f^: i wifira 3

V ^5^inrwi'iPi<^«*>>jirf^[af^] *racR.
4
qifvi ia^rc,*niM«ri[fqfiT]

1<
^pfcmwq flgwwfsrattf fstf fa^ «w-

29a

3 nW 5 [g]5swf «wm?Rq qnrasnr6
1 ?tp» [q*ra?r:] ?wnra^j

[*hreq*j53ftfswFi] [sirr 7
] qtfcrcrcratfrisr-

3 HT»i\fSl{ WCT 3WPFTW 8 *RVi qt 31

« sffiwrereifoBWT frusta’ $fft-

!( ?rw?^ *r pnvq’] *m *m<rt

29b

r ?r *a§ g*r: qqfq stnng^ r-

1 Sifc«*- ^r <*«i 3hr4 fswifa w (
Tib

- ^3? ) for

I
Tib. follows Siksd.

2 Ms. 3 tfilrsd. ofay^c

4 M«- «3rif^i5qr ;

Tib
- g'q'qjs'q|* ‘TjfT g=r|srq* ^Sf$f

|

Evidently our scribe did not know the word iT^Sfjf^f^
'

Sf^j
i. e. those who

have one birth more only intervening between him and his Nirvana.

6 Tib,IVW *®*T
ET1^' (15 ' * c ' ql*rs»' t^ ,

Vf‘V
l

V
T
l
ar

!v ' '

» Tib. qj^qp-CT ^**I#j* ^’«T «TC’ f1)’ %*'

4W ^1
Na

;

Tib
-

3]^
s^-q 1 qisST^' o^«T ^q^A' =i]^=l]^-q'

§jyV

S’ S' *7’^' K^' 3™'
\5^ V

etc.

fR’
0***®' |^q^*r q-8



y rapw^^tagiwraft
' ?^rr sngwssst

i; sfasgf afagicq *mrn?*frrg# swra vjn

30a

? I Vjfip^fa [fl^T1

]
*TOS* TOC

R *»>T5t qfeft *TO^ *W(wnfaqft»ftffHt ^iaqrfvisn $ftm-

3 nrai: sjwifoiT 2 $3*1^3% a^wfopn *tm-

y qi^fafowiPwatf?*: qffenfifn spctoi-

!<
n %j q-pnt >TO5>5^n^wm^T * ?pr

30b

? «K$g£ 3 *pawtft% fortf «mn3r^nn?Trg«i-

5 sfaft qasr ?pr *TT«rs*r
4^rpng«t?^ trq <f *3tft 5 *£*-

3 $*rasgan?5 ?n $ft qsrisr

y ?t*T* gfefeft =toft vuki3Twrq[»n]

'y WJ% fT^I qrftsfq VWTHRTt

3la

^ ft fstm ?n fmisniTRn'wffT ?re ^ [
%fo^]

5 % foresttfaf4f^ft IfqwngTWTT»}iq ft inqq[5rt ]

1 ’•’' l>
- q^-q- q3*T*T C^*r

- Ms wqpig**- :

Tilj
- qnj*r q*p q*^c*

j
j^rqsr

y-rv oU'-

M -Ms. ^
4 M «• qpfigo i- e. since his birth ; of. Tib. a^- ^q|- ^ qi^gj^-

q^5’ ^rq-
'> Ms. 6 Tib. q^TjST^-qfNjrffj



* ^nqg^l*r
r

ppainrt sttut n^j-

v [9] frying <£jrr $=£ fqlqirqfsr?]* qfo] ?r?q q-

!( fi3n^3*iTfq srfafstsraV ^snrsrcnq ?qi?wsf

31b

'< ?T3nsft^ 1 qf^ «n *TH$ %% qf^ qi [«rqifq*lfq&]

^ qfq q> qaaf^wfo^ 1 qf^ qi qqfc!

\ qaarafqft fqsrrq gqTfq fqqifa

v ?^tgq^<T 1 aw* m qwfqqiq. ’

V WW&l STfq^t flqfq 1 ?I?qi *T *ftfq5#fi [q^l-1

32a

'< fq qnwfyioj q*r qrfvqfq 1 qw^i^q $siq-

^ ?r 01 ?n f55^T(qr) qr ?req wqm *rjq?F%;

3 q'sn^q qqTq?T*q qw$q‘ vmfqrTsqj^1

« qqi dfolUCT 5* 5 ^HI q»4sqi

S( qrngq;' 0 qm qtfqmqfr^qtem 1 wri £.wj[q]

32b

'( q«q qqqqf &nqjp%l'lWfq $H(

^ qjqsqi mui^rht qtfq*l?q 3n? i ^ : w^?TH^ sqrfqftt

!(
qf^rsq fwg^Wqrnrrcqiq: ^sfaq;njr[qqi]

1 Ms. q-yqfrfrrfqfr
but Tib. ^q*sj.” a^nj Chin. O’ni'bu. MV, p. In.'.

|)ar» 2) “ h M H l&

2 Ms. g y Tib. 'ajfrrfj' ^XJ'ZJX.-

4 m». trrr^rsqq

5 Tib. omit the lines 32a. 24. The restoration Irom Tib. would Ik* cfjq

6 Ms. ^HTjo

< M». flTO^ ;

«*• Tib.

V
H Tib. omits the lilies 32b. 4—33a. 1

y Ms. adds hero ssflfvf.



v ymqi <pi [rR’jjwisf i 'toft jhsqqsflyft
-

*-. sm«i sr^m^g srwN ftp^sn rraar fir^i

JRCTr.ST^- I

=} [
‘^israssnfai^srtf & FrsrgwTfqjTat, «wt-

v, jroamus^ror: njsn^fjsgi:, *ra irfkm: wran

'j fr^*.qi nfHflgi fTW ?(fan: Kj-r-IIf^ft'Tvgi:
4

i u.4iJ*1

33b

! fn: eFrTig: I qq

- *r -siRfatt at sftq% Irf^Tv?
-

Rwqfgfa i qwf^Ki-

5 SI T?TI'TI mrtqqgwnftfTrRi: 5
qffisqi:

|

v qpvii nat aftrami' 1

ijremifiTEw iqq

jrhronf qi ^ 7

'j jrFjqfaiqt '*
3%g: sqifaqtfi* gqraarftei m [q]-

I M», ?f<J|J[rf »?JJ?HI

The contusion made hern by the .scribe leads to tlu* supposition that the

lines not found in Til c lan were additions matte at later times by some writers.

It is not the composition ol the scribe* or his dictator, tor in that case they

would not have made a mess ot the sentences and words. The Ms. reads.

"SWFW’Tg'-.-F^T IV'i 1^1 WT.* I

:t Till. Iw- = tTT.m®-qi7nT,

1 , ‘ 1
’- 3 'v,

V='f =

•' u- tr#TTT H*.: ;
ll1

' riyq vy^"^n|'ajw gn|-c!vq?C
|

' ' ,s ^4R 7 -' ,s
- W

Till. ^ ’ Erf^'-'C]- iimiry < r d.in^n or harm due to disease

.- mf.Tf.



ji2

\f

W-qnr.trm \ »

Ma

* T’srarirsi 1

[?n sismtf! ?n «*?ya¥.*ivsim =*t ywvznmzhii'sr

?n 'asragtjm 5it qijP'-jRT w^t gi srsrrfl^mfa^T faq?

?1T qjfrfaam

* Nh nsi
]
wfaStiT wfafn^sr

s ^rfe?T st cjv^Tnsrrai s7»=it 4ft

'/, ftsrs^l: I **a =7 VTST’^r *PT?TSp%4JI

> OTT ST9WW qqrpfi^TTpn I ST?I

“54 b

» ffwr mrafiiw sj^rfom^J ifn^rrasT *a]-

* a«i sinsRi ttqT^n5rq^i'iim^i st^iost*5* %

4srfwrwfo?hfaFrc<JT srsr finft a*

y sjfir^' sri^jt ?n5Tffqyis:q»m^T

•/ r*qft i [?re ftsam *t4 *=rrsn qf^frr]
1 '<wto[s!wil*r

l Thf M.v <liopN Jk*i i> two nr 1 hr* « 1 1

1

» «.* ^ ; »t . Tih. -?*W^|' ^*rryj- ^a|,v

{*r ai‘<^-s»-^*j- I
tf|-g|s-oj-

erpfc-C'*^*r
i nf<^

Cv !
1

CrQ,w
j C"5’

£»V~'V srf^'i’’ y^' *"'

I =rf<V >~‘5V ^ofsr^C* ~-

^•y fh'irc'-
' , ‘

‘

J
ST**'?'

:l M\
..«?rfn qsi sj •«» *fwi :

T ' 1
'- CAjors'-V =t|5»r :>v swsr

jw;- ^w&vwvTir t,u -



* c

35a

v 'araVi^T: i [?or fim ^ransw]-

H 5TI?lfi’--qf?fT '
I ?T«1 V TRT: yfw-3 •’ p:jfft-

v. fw-3 6
i

'*, apaiymsns!^ ^ioig?ft mf^r^[ir?T^Ti^ i
]

33b

» J?*pr g!T^T
[

7
I ]

r 's»nrgn> ^tTVr^r m srg f^i

o

s f^r
s^RiTT(niR ?rci srfir&ifar irsrtanw-

v ^ni 3<4%t: i si??r ptt=it sqifeprt ?r ?* g^n fir

y g «rm' g iprt ^ =*r int wraf'S'Wi]'-'

36a

» «t[?J fijfrr a>Wjfl^Rp'Tui^ i %f>]

5 W'ri^prpf q^yj Tlir^JrfJT SKlfd^Tt'" i [gjfl]

1 'N. iflg - Til'. *'U

:l T,,, ‘ =r|‘-^-^-^=-V
!

i Til*, x/rf--*T- • 45' ~ujs;-p'- qfsr’lM

’• Ms
- <T3f^?R^

•> l

,

i*'. omits tin’ «
•* 1 1 1 1 v. ili'iit hi

; T,b
- arc- *fcv s?v § |

,vl ' | - »?fa * T.ra»

i> T.b. *^c’ £«*5f 5^'«rgc- *• %y i wc-v gy

crgysr ujy=.'v qycj

The Chinese version o! Pharinaguptn lot lows the Sanskrit te.\t. but not

so much the version of’ flionrii Tsiane;: ( Taisho e>l. Xl\
, p. HM, para 1, II. 1

,
7-.‘J

V
).

10 M-. 0^T



•fanrgajaa

} aWKtawtfjf ^SatasWrU:

v aahnwgan: 1 -4timq?tf?a qgqroCT-

!(
Tnf ^ ^isi faf?a i chaif awnaa-

36b

5!
mr ^ a 3?%a fawa 4

1 qgaqrmwc'ii ^ [fa?-]

5 smasqraa<!^|4wiwHai ara a^qqfra a faq?a’

3 aaaansmarr—% frifta£ ircaf?a i
'<*-

v CTrerewarf ^ fipi^iat?^Tr[ai]gjraVffnT 4

S( f£w?a'' aaaaaawnjf ^ ^aaro?ai [sn?iT]-

37a

v a^aiat [arar:]u i qaifa a$aa: :

j ['siana] :aaifa aqtn^a faf^nfa i
sianfa a srftnfa wki

3 aaraifa i aa ara a* «mf? s
5i??i mi-

v q$3arm; af?aqfaar stwbr, aga foft

!<
Tt" aw nsm^anfa: aaa 1 " am a?ra«$ai-

1 Ms. mgrr ;

, f - ( hi nose, Ta is ho od.. vol. XIV.. p. 104, col. 1, II.

•» Ms. faafa A M'. aafsa

1 So*' ;ante, lout 17b, 1. 1. 5 Ms. wfaf

r. Tib. *]-• 3$r •
•v 'W =J^r q- ^

’W *r^
CN

• qr**r nr * ~*n
5i
"

f

i Ms. «wn-<rrfii 1%
''" i'ii>.

CN

• ^
,s Ms. q^rq

<1 Tib.
Cs C»

5-^sajSf 10 Tib. V£
*N =



37b

'( STW srfwral 4 JTW flff*

» jtot *rfe^ 4
nsrasrcforrcfjT i

\ :rm q?ra$i§snqf?r: qifagt hw *w-

V q^ffaWM: 5TW HgPWJ^Sira-

!( fa: faft&t 7 urn tm*1%$*nfa: srw *TfPW*

i 3swrfa; 0
. .

. [ agragKta rcfo
]

38a

? ^ 5i??i ngRri^Hi'M^ :
°-

r qfanfim v&mz * tm?7T&mT|r: i sr m**nftw
3 qq^Tl W^rft

M suwq aWTO? SHH$>3J{ I *T ^S^TTRF 7-

v nftttfi i 311
«r?i *Tf?eT(: SHOT qraifaf f?‘ m-

i tf >rot: *m ?wf n^gm: ^rs^f m*i n^gra; i

1 Tib.
0’<#i

2 Tib. jjjg^’ .

?»*

3 Ms.
*rsft3fr

Tib - &; -
=?rPras

-V

l Tib. q|^- qgj-! = qptss^f

“> Tib. •=^t 6 JifTfr Ti '*• w; viv

t Tib.

ff^
s .Ms. 4i;v^n

V
Tib

- sysf^aX

!) Two names not legible in the Ms . occur in Tib. rrj^^i
i

11,1,1 gSjjspqy

For refiTeiicess to
flST^RWti'rfrf w“ gWWf'T'T^ (JapanI CM! t*J.) 1

|I.
vi

l .

Id Tib.

*ffV fh yefy -M'ir ry.j'rTj'ssr

•
’

s,'y*T -T i

f Y0' V ^5* wz* x\iyp\
u

'ffc’ffc
**

IL Tib. S*w i-

1

e. ^ in used lor tout i



t f&rrc gsrra aw aftitgwpwira1

q qt fsffaq m& si srn^ si awmwfl^ si

3 S* qj* *rarcfa«iftr qt si ?tct we^it qsfsgqt-

x f&nrea sra^s qrcfimfa
[
<j3ita- ]

^ fSR qrfosfq qis*q‘ wis* siwiq. tf^sm: [qft-]

39a

% qEriq*sre: *isl qqpraj qfaiyqfq^qiii: 2
t ^

» qim?rt n m qrg qqste3[qpn]

3 ? i qijdqjqariqf gnrproifin [q?i ]

x q$3*iqq>ri qqq' ?res wsqf qqssg-

i; sq$q'n«rcq qsiniws isuRimgi-Ri:-

39b

i* unif *i?hi?siqt ffcnq qfqjqsi *irg srg] m angorai?^3

» 4
q'isssrfcr*staflt sit qpnq' ws* vihsfo ' sra*

3 sM vniqifa i qnsrcrc i gnq;qqqqqfqfii^

v qqyqijstynnrcs tranmss ’jqqfaqrc-

ic ftftsflsqdiifq snw qgiq^&n-

1 T 'b
'

S}^' |

cf. Suvarnapiabhasa, p. 89: gjftg^zj

sfcqfor I

2 Tib.
Sfc*rg*£|*«*

|

3 tib
-stei*r «yoi*q^* qq|?rcr ?f| ^*r

**V a*y«r eW^'
V

4 Tib. add*.
?riq^rfc«rR q?fagfT{rcnr f^r slwsrrggqyq

sfssi'q ^ snstg. %*rt^rfqf sum qns^sqo i

6 Tib, adds.

gC
. sq . ^*m^qe\- ajcq-^ j^i*T *^T q«r«r

NT

£*Tg-q*- ttfC* qac* Jj*]
f
at*rj'jw |C*



40a

? [awftnsrt Jiftwwfit]1

r fa vjrrq wi4^ wrcra: i arm*;™ JT^psft $
3 m*gi: any»ri^ww{ vwigwt fafsra-

v ^.- q- q>ftreraT# v mrerewreftv ojnfrwq ]

k tmmmn*: y^ ^jv i^n^vr-] 8

40b

? sfef *Prafa *nft?WWJJI^^ II smw-

r ssqrpprfa nfrawev" ^itihj^ n

3 ^iW 3 nsreirarWrewJTO^ «** ?roi *rrac *r *fatft »w

v *nv ?r>4i

* fqg*n sr «Ktfe qpi qracft q* i

41a

3 ^nwsq’ H5(%II^’JI44*fi $T^<4 ?TT ft Wnft?*FT«^»T 3WT

= Jlfiftsft M5lft««lt ?T01 WST.ftflftr'qjT )i

|jc- ^*q’gq*rs^ £fc*r ?r^c’ q$sr g-q*' cqc- qacvf =rj-

^qww i tVtMfasn stt*t mr*r i

ftrerfir wr >thtt i

1 Tib
- qs- qssrq* g

-qq* u^c* qacr

In the previous two Tib. extracts has been restored as
flfpp^R’

in its ordinary and not the Buddhist technical sense meaning sifdffT
(’osotution).

The usual Tib. word for however is
1
The Chinese versions

support jy%=rr^ i

2 Tib. qjsjc- q$- qc;q|-cf !qq|-<^
[

gqq-5^-

^•qa;- cyTv ^ ^ I
ysf- sr^r ^q-S^c' e*-

gtrofsprfa Tsr'TTPn’

Chinese version.

3 Ms.



INDEX

Abhicara (taqtrik), 203, 205

Adil Shah, two traditions about ances-

try of, 345-54

Adnapatra of Sambhtiji, see Rajaniti

Agni-Purana, alterations in texts of,

684 ; contents of, 686, 688 ;
date of,

087; discussion about, 683*689;

quotations from, 689 ff.
; Vahnipu-

rana differs from, 689

Ajnanikas, 278

Akbar, appeal of Fitch and Newbery

to, 301 ff.
;

his attitude towards

the Portuguese, 296 ff
. ; English

trade during the reign of, 302-4

;

John Mildenhall seeks help of,

303 ff.; religious freedom given

to Christians by, 298; religious

views of, 297-8; Sher Shah

compared to, 605

Akbar and Jahangir, Christianity

at the courts of, 291-307

Akriyavadins (Jaina), 278

Alakandaka, Vaivarnika (corals) in

Arthasiistra, 128-29

Alasacandakosa (Alexander), 122

Alasanda, in Mahavamsa, 127;

Milindapanha, 126

Alexander, in Har$a carita, 122;

Hiuan Tseng’s account of, 131

Alexander and Alexandria in Indian

literature, 121-133

Alisamdaga, in Jaina literature, 127,

128

Alikasudara, in Edict XIII (Asoka),

121

Amatya, his position in a state, 94

Amoghavajra, a tantrik missionary,

206

Amoghavar$a I, Devapala’s victory

over, 621

Anantadeva, Krsnabhakti-candrika

composed by, 720 ; works of, 722

Anatman, doctrine of, 12

Anjtyata, doctrine of, 7, 9,

Anti-Christian attitude of Shah

Jahan, 30

Anuyogadvaras (Jaina), division of,

272 ff.

Apbsacl inscr. script, Bengal script

same as, 319, 322

Arambhana in Vacarambhana, mean-

ing of, 342-4

Ardraka, a Jaina king, 280

Arthas&stra, corals mentioned in, 128

Asiatic records, Aryan names in, 669-

680

Aurangzeb, changes in court ceremo-

nies brought by, 215-7
;
prohibition

of wine attempted by, 217-220;

Hindus converted to Islam by, 391-

399 ;
Hindu temples destroyed by,

233-45; imposition of Jizya tax by,

248-57; increasing rate of Muslim

officials of, 228-33 ;
mansibdars

(Hindu) of, 225-28; moral regu-

lations introduced by, 217-24;

Netoji’s conversion caused by, 397;

punitive regulations made by, 246-

8; puritanic restrictions made by,

221-224; religious policy of, 215-257,

391-410 ;
Sarraad's execution ordered

by, 407; Sikh’s relations with, 399-

403; supre8sion of heresy by, 404-

408; Tegh Bahadur’s execution

ordered by, 401

Avalokitesvara-hayagrivadh&rani, 109

Avantivarman, Sa^ahka a vassal to,

457

Babar, maintenance of road by, 587

Bakht-yar, date of the conquest of

Nadia by, 148

Bengal, earliest inscr. in, 310;

Moslem conquest of, 83; relation

of other provinces with Senas

and Palas of, 613-637; script of,

315

Bengal (South Eastern), in ancient

times, 67-83



I
i' I

Bengali alphabets oE 550-650 A. D.,

313-318

Bengali script, development of,

30S-334.; mixture of Nfigarl with,

329; modern development of, 328;

Nagarl supersedes, 329 ;
origin of,

321

Bhadra dynasty, fiilabkadra of, 72

Bbaisajyaguru vaidurya-prabharuja-

satra, text of, App. 1-14

Bhagavati cult, 662-682

Bhatryajiia, comments on Paraskara-

grhyasutra by, 494, 496 ff. ; date of,

495; Karka’s oriticism of, 501 f ,

;

Karka posterior to, 500 ;
new inter-

pretations of Paraskara by, 508 f.

Bhnskaravarman, a feudatory king,

74; Harsa’s alliance with, 458, 613;

Karnasuvarna occupied by, 613;

Sasa nka’s victory over, 459

Bhaskaravarman of Kumarilpa inte-

rested in Taoism, 207

Bhasyas or Brhad-bhasyas, (enlarged

Niryuktis), 270

Bhiivasataka, consists of puzzles,

134-135; date of, 134-137; note on,

517; pre-Kalidasa work, 137

Bkir Mound, probable date of terra-

cotta-figurines at, 139

Bhlta, terracottas at, 1-38

Bhoja, Bengal invaded by, 622

Bhojavarman, COS

Brahmadanda, in a Tautrik text,

198-9, 204

Brabmakalpa, (a Brahman ical work

of the Kalpa class), 201

Brahman doctrine, 5

Brahmasutra, meaning of ‘sm|ti’

in, 714-719

BuddharFija, Grahavarman killed by,

461 ; lliijyavardhana’s victory ovor,

464

Buddhism (Early), Aspect of Be-

coming in, 282-86

Buddhism, pre-canonical, 1-20; primi-

tive, 282f. ;
Upauis.idic doctrines

developed in, 282-3

Buddhist doctrines of Aniitman and

AnityatFi, 7, 9, 12

Buddhist Manuscripts at Gilgit, 109-

20

Buddhivinodakfivya, description of,

692f.; texts of, 694-700

Bulandi Bagh, Maurya age of

terracotta figurines at, 140

Buxar, date of terracotta figurines at,

139.40

Calicoes, varieties of 640-647
;

places

of manufactnre of, 617f.

Cakrayudha, Kanauj throne given to,

616 ; Nagabhata’s victory over,

617; Govinda 1U conciliated by,

618

Calukyas, invasion of Bengal by, 629;

the Eastern, 45-52. See Inscriptions

Calukyannrayana 46; see Saktivar-

mati

Candakosa in Harsacarita, meaning

of, 123

Camje.svara, identified as Caiu.la

Mahasen a (Cuuhan), 152

Candra, king of Bengal, identification

of, 68-72

Candra family, kings of, 76-78

Candra, of Mehcrauli Pillar inscr,,

Sastri, Fleet, otc. on the identifica-

tion of, 68if.

Candras, establishment of the dynas-

ty of, 624

Candravarman, 68f.

Cintatnani, Hindi Poet, 38

Chittagong plate, Kantideva in,

75

Christian communities in India

(16th century), 291f.

Christian images and pictures in

Akbar’s palaces, 290

Christianity at the Courts of Akbar

ami Jahangir, 294-307

Cola-Calukya, matrimonial alliance

of, 48

Cinacfiratantra, 208

Citraugi, her love for Siiraiigadhara,

50

Citta (consciousness), Buddhist con-

ception of, 6, 7

Corals, its value given by Indians, 130

Cotton, trade in, 638-660



Court-ceremonies of Aurangzeb, 215-

7; of Shah Johan, 21-22

Dabistan-i-Mazahib conversions men-

tioned in, 33

Dnmodaragupta, death of, 463

Dara, pro-Hindu tendencies of, 37

DevApiila, expeditions of, 619f.

Devavarma, identification of, 74

Dewans, of Shah Jahan, 27

Dbnrani, 109; Iconism and, 337

Dharma, concept of, 15,

Dharroa in Adnapatra, 89-90, 91

Dharma*, speculations about, 10, 11,

Dharmaditya, of Faridpur plate, 72

Dharmapula, campaigns of, 615ff.

Dbatus (elements) in Buddhism, 5

Dhruva, Dharmapala defeated by,

615 ;
Pratihilra king defeated by, 616

Divvoka, 78; Jatavarman’s conllicb

with, 630

Dravidic words for, ‘Eating’ and

‘Drinking,’ 258-269

Dyutakfivya, 104

East India Company, 306; trade

monopoly of, 420-431

Eastern Bengal, its inclusion within

Dharmapala’s empire, 76

Eastern Calukyas, 45-52

Ekadasamukha, (a Buddhist manus-

cript), text of, 11G-117

Ekadandins, 280

Erskinc on Humuyun and Kanuan,

criticism of the views of, 290f

.

Fichte, comparison of the principles

of Ramacandrapant with those of, 93

Ficuz Shah, creatiou of hereditary

military class by, 415; abdication of,

416; resumption of authority by, 417

Fitch (Ralph), 301

Fleet, his identification of Candra, 69

Gahadavalas, Pfilas’ conflict with,

631 ;Scna territories invaded by, 633

Gangas, Vijayasena’s conflict with,

632

Gahgeyadeva (Kalacuri), date of,

4C9
;
invasion of Auga by, 469 f.

Gau^a, conquests of, 614, 631

Gaudavaho, Yasovarman’s campaigns

narrated in, 614

GhazI Malik, proclaimed king of

Delhi, 413

Gbias-ud-din, death of, 417

Ghorughnfc inscription, date of, 356;

find spot of, 355; script of, 355

Gilgit, Buddhist manuscripts at, 109-

120

Goa (in the 16th century), 296-7, 301,

Gopula (Uengal king), election of,

614

Gopacandra of Faridpur plate, 92

Govinda III, submission of Dharma-

pfila to, 618f.

Govinadacandra, Gaudas defeated by,

631 ;
Magadha attacked by, 633

Govindacandra (last Candra king),

overthrow of, 607

Grahavarman, Maukhari king, 456;

death of, 461

Gunambodbideva, portion of Gaur.la,

conquered by, 622

Gunas of Saukhya, 13, 14, 19

Gupta script, Bengali script derived

from, 310-313; western and eastern

variety of, 310-1

Guru Hargovind, Muslims converted

by. 33

Hammira (Cahamana), 152

Haraprasad Sastri, his identification

of Candra, 68

Harikala Deva, 82,

Harivarman, Laksmanadeva’s attack

on, 630

Harivilasa, date of, 719

Harsa, Bhiiskaravarman’s alliance

with, 458, 613; coronation of, 142-

44; Sa.sfmka marched against, 159,

405

Hastitapasas, 280

Hawkins, Captain William, 304-5

Hayagriva Vidya (a Buddhist manus-

cript), 117-120

Hemakufca (mountain), location of,

534-540

Hindus, Aurangzeb’s punitive regula-

tions against, 246-8 ; in the public

services in Aurangzeb’s time, 244-8

Hindu learning, Shah Jahan’s patro-

nage of, 38
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Hindu Mansibdars of Shah Julian,

declining number of, 125

Hindu rites, Aurangeb’s attitude to,

216-7

Hindu avarajya, as depicted in

Maratha politics, 90

Hindu temples, demolition and dese-

cration of, 28, 29 ; destruction of,

233-248

Hinduism, Shah Jahan's campaign

against, 28,

Hiuen Tsang, historical information

furnished by, 466 (see Yuan
Chwang)

; opposed to Tantrism,

206-7

Horiuzi Ms., 334

Humayun, his early relations with

K&raran, 287-293; education of, 287;

Sher Shah's battle with, 584 ;
nego-

tiations with the Rathors by, 486

Humayun and Kamran, cordial rela-

tion between, 293 ; disunion be-

tween, 290

Huviska as Mahasena, 153-156

Huviska, coins of, 154.

Huviska and Bhima, coins of, 155-56.

Icons in Mohenjodaro, 337

Iconism in India, 335-341

llahi calender, 24,

Imad-ud-din. See Yusuf

India, Iconism in, 335-341

Indian Terrcottas, problem of, 138-

141

Indo-European language and Sanskrit,

case system in. 53, 54, masc. and

femi. stems in, 60, 61 ; dual forms

in, 61.

lndo-Greek trade, 131

Indra III, Mahipala ousted from

Kanauj by, 623

Indus script, 308

Indus Valley, Vahikas identified with

the people of, 477-484

Inscription, (Calukya) Korumelli of

Rajaraja, 49; Nandivelugu of Raja-

raja, 49; Valiveru of Rajaraja, 49;

Pithapuram of Prthvi^vara, 47,

Ramatirtham of Vimaladitya, 47

I&navarman, Maukhari king, 456

Islam (in Shah Jaban's time), conver-

sion to, 33f.

Jacobi on the influence of Sankbya

on Buddhism, 14

Jagann&tb, court poet, 38

Jahangir, Captain William Hawkins

protected by, 301ff ; Christians and,

298-300 ; decline of the Portuguese

at the time of, 306ff; religious

belief of, 298-9

Jamali, Jaina teaoher, 278

Ja^a, Kalacuri Karna accompanied

by, 607 ; Jatavarman not identioa!

with, 607

Jatakas, ideal of justice in, 432 ;

king sb judge in, 433 f ; trial of oases

in, 435-438 ; suits and orimes referred

to in, 435; punishmenta in, 439

Jatavarman, Varman dynasty of East

Bengal and, 472 f., 608, 630; Kar-

na’s daughter married by, 473

Jayacandra, Ra$hod king, 145.

Jayavarmadeva, Unmatt»he4arin's

suzerainty over. 490 ; date of, 491;

Ganjam grant of, 492 f.

Jesuits, 297 ff.
; at the Mughal court,

30, 31 ;
English traders troubled

by, 304-5
;
the Portuguese and, 206

Jesuit Church, Jahangir aganist, 306

Jizya, arrangements for the asses-

sment of, 254 ;
difficulties in realisa-

tion of, 252ff ;
imposition of, 250if.

Jnanamarga (nanamarga), 283

Kaivartas, Varendri occupied by, 629;

Varendrl recovered from, 630

Kakka, Dharmapala's fight against,

618

Kalpa class of works, 204

Kamalakar Bhatta, great jurist, 38

Kamarupa, Bengal’s conflict with,

631 f. ;
China and, 207

Kamran, Humayun's early relations

with, 287-293; eduoation of, 287;

parentage of, 287 ; rebellion of,

289 ff.

Kantideva, Chittagong plate of, 75

Karka, criticism of Bhartryajna

by, 501 f.

Karria (Kalacuri), date of, 469 ; in-
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vasion of Aftga by, 469 f. ;
invasion

of Bengal by, 470 ff., 628; Kirti-

varman’s victory over, 629

Ear^asuvarna, 8aGlinka’s capital at,

468 ; Jayan&ga’s sway over, 458 ;

Bhaskaravarman’s occupation of,

468, 613

Kautilya artha£astra, 128

Kautilyan tradition, Rajargi in, 94-5

Kavindra Bha^acarya (Madhava),

104

Kavindaracarya, commentator on Rg-
veda, 38 ; Hindu scholar, 28

Kerala, cults and cult-acts in, 662-682

Khatfga dynasty, J&takhadga cf,

73.

Kingdom of Women, Chinese testi-

mony to, 131

Kirtivarman, Karna defeated by, 629

Kokkaladeva, P&las attacked by, 622

Korumelli inscription of R&jaraja, 42.

Kriyavadins, school of, 278

Krsna If, Bengal invaded by, 623

Krsnabhakticandrika, devotional dra-

ma in Sanskrit, 721-729; date of,

722 ; synopsis of, 724*727

Kubja Visnuvardhana, Kalinga ruled

by, 460

Kucha, meeting place of Sanskrit and

Chinese tantras, 207 ; Tantrik

fragment from, 197-214

Kuchean language, 197 f.

Kuchean mss. probable date of, 206

Ku^ila (acute-angled type), 314, 319

Laksmanadeva, Gautfa invaded by,

630

Laksma^araja (Cedi), Vangala Inva-

ded by, 624

Laksmanasena, sovereignty acquired

by, 632

Lokanatha, Natha family of, 73

Lolimbaraja, Harivilasa composed

by, 720

Madhavaraja II, Sa&nka’s suzerain-

ty over, 459

Magic Spells. See Vidyfi

Mahacinakrama, 207

Mabaclnasara, tantra, 208

Mah&ra^ra dharma. See Dharma

Mahasena, Huvi?ka styled as, 153-156

in Kharo$th! inscrs., 163

Mahasthan inscription, Bengali script

in, 310

Mahavamfo, ‘Alasanda’ mentioned

in, 127

Mahmud Tugluq, Timur’s invasion in

the reign of, 419

Manju4rimulakalpa, 6ariaAka referred

to in, 467; tantrik topics in, 204, 205

MaAkha (picture Bhowmen), 524

Mansibdars (Hindu), 25-6, 225-8

Msratha political ideas (18th cent.),

88-103

Masculine and feminine forms. See

Indo-European

MfitaAgas, 261, 204*5; worship by, 204

Mathura, Keshav Rai’s temple at, 238

Maukharis, dynasty of, 457 f.

Mauryas, 338, 340

Maydras, 339

Meherauli Pillar insc., identification

of Candra in, 68ff.

Milindapanha, Alasanda mentioned

in. 126

Mitra Mirira, famous jurist 38,

Moghuls or Tamras, 89

Mohanjo-daro civilisation, iconism in,

335 f.

Mohenjo-daro script, 309

Muhammad ibn-Bakhtyar. 148 ff.

Muhammad Tughluq, relations of

nobles with, 414; revolts against,

414 f.

Muhtsib, duties of, 682

Muradeva, 337

Muslim converts to Hinduism, 32, 33

Muslim festivals and ceremonies (Shah

Jahan’s time), 22-24

Mutiny cases, list of, 84-86

Mutiny of 1867, 59 papers relating to,

84*87

Nadia, date of fall of, 148-151

Nagabhafca 11, Kanauj conquered by,

617

Nagaraja, historical significance of, 135

Naisadbacarita, Rajput paintings re-

present scenes from, 526

Nandamapita'Ji grant, of Rajaraja, 49
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Nandivelugu inscription of Hajaraja,

49

NAkgatr&bhicaravidh&na, a tantrik

ms. in Telugu characters, 206

Narasiiphanatha, inscription in the

temple of. 486

Nasir-ud-din Muhammad Shah, acces-

sion of, 416

N&tba family, Lokanatha of, 73

Nayap&la (Kamboja), part of Bengal

under, 624

Newbery, 802

Netoji, Aurangzeb and conversion of,

393

Nikayae, probable date of, 2

NirvSna, not an eternal state of death,

19

Nitid&stras, in the 18th, 19th cent.,

study of, 101-103

Nityananda, 38

Niryukti works, three groups of. 270

Noun-Inflexion in Sanskrit, 53.66

Numbers, in Buddhist philosophy,

reality of, 12

Palas, establishment of, 614 ; decline

of, 624; matrimonial alliances of,

634 f.

Palas of Bengal, relations of other

provinces with, 613-637

Pn.nini, geographical data in, 511-517

Pnrajika offence (fourth), interpreta-

tion of, 284

Patimokkha, see Parajika

Political Ideas, Maratha, (18th cent.)

88-103

Political Philosophy of Ramacandra

Pant, 93

Portuguese, decline of, 305-6

Prakrita Paifigala, historical informa-

tion in, 151-152

Prakriti, of Sankhya, 15

Prapanatha Raja, Qhoraghat inscr.

of, 355 ff

.

Pronouns, nominal flexion, difference

of, 64

Proto-Bengali letters, 334 ; beginning

of, 321*2 ; development of, 325

l>roto-Bengali types, precursors of,

318 f.

Proto-Nagari types precursors of,

318 f.

Pratibaras, Pala’s rivalry with, 615;

Bengal invaded by, 622; decline of,

624

Pro-maurya terracottas, 138

Pulake&i II, Kaliftga conquered by,

460; Sa^anka’s territories wrested

by, 466

Punyodaya, a propagator of Tantrism

in China, 206

Puran Mai, Sher Shah’s treachery

against, 600

Qazi, function of, 582

Rafl-ud-din, Yusuf’s pedigree narra-

ted by, 351

Rajaraja, his Anal dethronement, 52;

regaining of throne by, 50; same as

Visnuvardhana, 49

Rajendra-Cola I, invasion of Bengal

by, 637

Cola, Samantasena’s victory over, 610,

612

Rajesivarasimha (Ahom king), history

of, 518

Rajaniti, its philosophical character,

93, 95 ;
of Malhar Ram Rao Chitnis,

90; of Ramacandra Pant, (1716), 88;

economic interest in, 95 ff.

Rajyapala, (Pratihara king), submi-

ssion to Mahmud by, 470

Rajyasri, rescue of, 465

Rajyavardhana, Sasaaka’s unfair

fight against, 431 ff.

Ramapiila, 80; Kaivartas suppressed

by, 630; extension of sway by, 630

Ramacandrapant, 88ff.

Ranastipundi grant of Vimaladitya,46

Ras^raku^as, Pala’s rivalry with, 615,

invasion of Bengal by, 621: decline

of, 624

Ra^bodas, a document containing

genealogy of, 145-147

Razors of Jodhpur, 240

Religious policy of Aurangzeb, 215-

257 ;
of Shah Jahan, 21-39

Reviews:

Annual Report of the Mysore

Archaeological Department, 548
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Asftmer Padya-Buranji, 163

Bnddhapratimil-lakiiaQa, 363

Candragupta Maurya, 161

Descriptive Catalogue of the Sans-

krit Mass, in the Bangiya Sahitya

Parishat. 157

D6vatamiirti.prakaran&m, 363

Dholn-Miiru-ra Duha 160

Dynastic History of N. India, 365

Early History of Ceylon, 359

Etymological Dictionary of Sans-

krit Language, 545

Great Temple at Tanjore, 547

Knvyapraka£n, 730

Linguistic Introduction to Sanskrit,

741

Miiru Dholari Katha, 787

Mirror of Gesture, 735

Padyiivali, 357

Rajasthani-ra-duha, 363

Rgveda-Sainbita, 738

Sritattvaointumani, 360-1

Types of Sanskrit Drama, 737

Uttarariimacarita, 541

Vijayanagara, 361-2

Yugapradhana Sri-Jinacnndra Sflri,

544

Ugvedic Aryans. See Icon ism

llgvodic language, morphologi-
cal flexibility of, 53; peculiarities in

54

Uupa and dharma interpretation of,

7ff.

Rupa Goswami (ftrl), 104,

Sadr, position of, 582

Sakas, 338

Sakta work in Kucha, 203

Saktivarman, reign of, 46

Saktivarnian II, his immature death,

62

fiakya. see Buddhism
ftakyasirpha, meaning of names of the

horse of, 524

Salutation, forms of, approved by

Shah Jahan, 22

Samacaradeva, of Faridpur plate, 72

Samalavarm&n, 608

Sambhiiya, SaSanka’s victory over,

461

Samantasena, Rajendra-Cola defeated

by, 610, 612

Sandarophagos, 122

Sande6a-kavya, 105

Sankhya and Buddhism, 13 ff., 20

Sanskrit ease endings, history of, 57f

.

Sankrit case system. See Indo-

European

Sanskrit language of Tatrik mss,, 198

Sanskrit Noun-Inflexion, 53-66

Sanskrit stem-types, Indo-European

tradition continued in, 62ff.

Sanskrit writers,during Shah Jahan's

reign, 40-43

Saptahga of the Niti fiastras as inter-

preted by Ramacandra Pant, 97-101

Surangadhara, 60-1

Sara-satava Maharaja, Huviska referr-

ed to as, 153

Sarmad, 407

SaSaiika, 143, 456-468 ; Avantivarman’s

suzerainty over, 457 ;
Bhaskara-

varman defeated by, 469; Buddhists

persecuted by, 466, 468; extent of

dominion of, 457, 459f. ; Harsa’s

expedition against, 464; Kanauj

seized by, 613; Karnasuvarna as

later capital of, 458; northern con-

quest of, 461 ; Rajyavardhana killed

by, 462f.
;

Rohtasgarh a capital

of, 467 ;
southern conqneBt of, 460

Satkilryavada, 15, 1C

Script. See Bengali and Indus.

Script, acute-angled type, 313

;

Eastern Indian, 314-5; Gupta, 310-1

Sena (dynasty), origin of, 474 ff.,

610-612; Deccan as original home
of, 610

Senas, of Bengal, 80, 81 ; relations of

other provinces with, 613-637

Shah Jahan, anti-Christian attitude

of. 30; anti-Hindu spirit of, 28;
Christianity suffered at the time of,

307 ; early days of, 21 ; estimate of,

38, 39; his remission of sentence on
conversion, 33 ; bis leanings to

Sufism, 37 ; non-interference with

literary activities, 38; patronage to

Sumlar Dass, 38
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I

Shah Jahan, policy towards Hindus

reversed 30; Religious policy of.

21-39
; short life of, 21.

Sher Shah, administrative system of,

581-605; Alebar compared to, 605;
buildings constructed by, 602;
chief officials of, 582f.

; daily rou-

tine of, 583 ; Humayun defeated by,

584; expeditions undertaken by,

684 ; improvement of postal system

under, 585, 588; judiciary under,

598f. : military organisation of, 602;

religious policy of, 600; revenue

system of, 688 ff.
; Serais established

by, 587 ; spies employed by, 586.

Sijdo, a form of salutation, 21

Sikhs, Aurangzeb’s relations with,

399-403

Silabhadra, Bhadra dynasty, 72

Simhapura, location of, 007, 609

Simhavarman, 68f.

Siva, icon of, 337

Sivfiji, achievements of, 188.

Skandhas (mental phenomena only),

interpretation of, 16-18

Kmrti, meaning of, 7H-719

Soul theory in Buddhism, 4

South-Eastern Bengal in ancient

times, 67-83

•Spinoza’s realism of Rnmacandra
Pant, 98.

Sri Candra, 76, 77

Sri Harsa (504-510), authorship of,

504f. ; conception of heroes in drama
of, 703f., 708; conception of love j)f,

70Cf, ; king-poet, 701-713; love-

scenes in drama of, 701 f. ; quinouon-

nial charities of, 510; refe*encos to

wars in drama of, 506-508
; religious

sentiments expressed by, 710-713;

religious views of, 509; sacrifice

praised by, 709

Strirfijya, (Hiucn Tsang’s account),

its location in India, 132-133

Sundar Das, poet, 38.

Sufi leanings of Dara and Shah Jahan,

37

Sufis, Auraugzcb aginst religious

music of, 222

Sulkn, ancient sense of, 412.

Sultan Muhmiid, sacking of Mathura
by, 470.

Sunni sect, Shah Jahan belonged to,

23; Shah Jahan champion of, 23.

Sfitrakrtsinga-niryukti, 270 - 281

;

authorship of, 274; contents of,

271, 27off. ; Pasnvnikillikn, 272, date
of, 217-24, explanation of the name
of, 274 fF.

Takas, Rajput family in Rujafcnran-

ginl, 136-137

Tantrik fragments from Kucha,
197-214

Tantrik texts in Kucha, 209-21

1

Taoism, a Chinese parallel of Indian

Tuntrism, 207

Tcgh Bahadur, Aurangzeb and execu-

tion of, 401

Terra cottas (Indian), problem of, 138-

141

Terracotta figurines unearthed hy

Bancrji-Sastri 139; prc-Mauryan,

138; problem of ancient Indian, 138-

141

Tirtha (=a ford), not a shrine,

336

Uddhavadfita, (now), 104-108; author

and date of composition of, 104 ;
me-

rits and demerits of, 106-108; metro

of, 105
;
subject matter of, 10 j-G.

Unmnttakesarin, Bhauma king of

Orissa, 490; date- of, 491

TTpaciira, foimula of, 202-3

llpanisadic doctrines and Buddhism,
282-3

Uposatha (Buddhist fast), 383-390,

days observed for, 386 ff; Babylo-

nian and Jewish Sabbaths compared

to, 388 f.

Vncfirambhanam meaning of, 342-344

Vahikas, Indus Valloy race identified

with, 477-484; manners and cus-

toms of, 479 ff.
; Vedic Aryans earli-

er than, 477

Vahnipurana, Agnipurana differs

from, 689

Vaidyadcva, naval battle won by, 631,

Knmarupa occupied by, 631
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Vaidyajivana, Lolirabaraja author

of, 720

Vaijaladeva, Narasirjihanatha stone

inscription of, 485-488: Vainayikas,

278

Vajrabodhi, Varman dynasty founded

by, 607

Viikpati, Gaudavaho of, 614

Valireru inscription of Rajaraja, 49

Vanga, broad sense of, 67 ;
earliest

reference to, 68; ruling dynasties

of, 73 ff
. ; Vangala not identical

with, 622 f.

Vanga rulers from 9th to 13th cent.

A.D., 76 ff.

Vanga in the 6th and 7th cent. A.D.,

71,72

Vangala, Vanga not identical with,

522 f. ;
location of, 623ff.

Varnmn (dynasty), origin of, 472 ff.

;

Varmans in Vanga, 78

Varman family, Jatavarman, founder

of. 78

Viirsaganya, a Saiikhya teacher, 16.

VatsarAja, Dharmapiila defeated by,

615

Vengimanda ia » 4off.

Vima (Kadpbises), and Huviska

diffored in their coins, 154

Visnurardhana, see Saktivarman.

Vimalfvditya, see Rajaraja,

Wine, Shah Jahan prohibited sale

of, 36.

Vidya (charm), Tantrik, 199

Vigrahapala I, 622

Vigrahapala III, Karna defeated by.

471, 628; Karna’s daughter
married to, 471, 628

Vijayaditya. his dethronement of

Rajaraja, 50

Vijayanagara, system of taxation in,

442-455

Vijayasena, supremacy in Bengal

acquired by, 632

Vikramaditya VI (Calukya), invasion

of Bengal by, 610

Vikramkhol Rock inscr., date of, 309

Vimaladitya, roign of, 48-49; sub-

mission of, 47

Vrki-flexion, 64

Yaksa dynasty, 338f

.

Ya.sovarman, Gauda king defeated

by, 614

Yoga and Iconism, 337.

Yuan Chwang, account of Bengal by,

613. see Hiuen Tsang

Yusuf Adil Shah of Bijapur, tradi-

tions about ancestry of, 345-354

Yusuf, career of 351-354; dream of,

348 ; education of, 347-8; designa-

tions of. 350; Imad-ud-din entrus-

ted with the charge of, 347 ; plot

against the life of, 346

Yuvaraja (Cedi), Gauda invaded by,

624

Zamnibos, a form of salutation, 22
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